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THE INTELLECTUAL DEVELOEMENT OF 
EUROPE. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE AGE OF FAITH IN THE WEST. THE THREE 
ATTAGKS: NORTHERN OR MORAL; WESTERN OR 

INTELLECTUAL; EASTERN OR MILITARY. 

'llID ll'OBTHEBN Oil KOllAL A'l"l'ACK. ON TIlE ITALIAN SYS:rEM, Am> ITS 
TElIlPORABY BEl'llLSE. 

Geographical. Boundaries oJ Italian (]hriBtianity.-Attacks upon it. 
The NOTt16errt or moral Attack.-The Emper(f1' oJ Germany insists on a 

re/O'r'fTW,tion in the Papacy.-rGerbert, the representative 0/ theBe Idea., 
i. made Pope.-They are both poisoned by the Italians. 

Commencement 0/ ths intellectual Rejection 01 ths Italian System.-It 
originate8 in tks Ambian doctrine of the BUJY1'emacy 01 Reason over 
Authority.-Ths question of Transubstantiation.-.RiB~ ana develop
ment 0/ SoJwlast~-Mutiny among the Monks. 

Gregory VIL spontaneously acoepts and en/arc&! a Re/orm in the (]hurch. 
-Overcomes the JiJmperor 0/. Germany.-Ia on the point of establiBhing 
CI European Theocracy.-The Popes .ei=e the m$1itMf/ and moneta'1l 
Besourc&! 0/ Europe t16rough the Crusades. 

-THE realm. of an idea. may often be de1ined by geometrical 
lines. 

If from Rome, as a centre, two lines be drawn, one of 
which passes eastward, and touches the :Asiatio 
ahore of the Bosphorus, the other westward, and ~:JJ",:;:;"" 
crosses the Pyrenees, nearly all those Mediterra- CJ:.~t.m 
nean countries lying to the south of these lines 7· 

were living, at the time of which we speak, under the 
dogma., "'I'here is but one God, and Mohammed is his 
prophet ;" but the countries to the north had added to th~ 

VOL. II. /{! 'i' B 



2 THE AGE OF FAITH or THE WEST. (CH. I. 

orthodox conception of the Holy Trinity the aJoration of 
the 'Virgin, the worship of images, the invocation of saints, 
and a devout attachment to relicB and shrines. 

I have now to relate how these lincs were p'ushed 
Forces act.rug forward on Europe, that to the east by mIlitary, 
upon It. that to the west by intellectual force. On Home, 
as on a pivot, they worked; now opening, now closing. 
now threatening to curve round at their extremes and 
compress paganizing Christendom in their clasp; then, 
through the convulsive throes of the nations they had 
inclosed, receding from one another and quivering through
out their whole length, but receding only for an instant, 
to shut more closely again. 

It was as if from the hot sands of Africa invisible 
arms were put forth, enfolding Europe ill their grasp, 
and trying to join their hands to give to paganizing 
Christendom a fearful and mortal compression. 1'here 
were struggles and resistances, but the portentous hands 
clasped at last. Historically, we call the pressure that was 
then made the Reformation. 

Not without difficulty can we describe the convulsive 
struggles of nations so as to convey a clear idea of the 
forces acting upon them. I have now to devote many 
perhaps not uninteresting, certainly not uninstructive, 
pages to these events. 

In this chapter I begin that task by relating the 
consequences of the state of things heretofore dC8Crihed
the eamestness of converted Germany and the immoralities 
of the popes. 

The Germans insisted on a reformation amon~ eccle-
siastics, and that they should load hVeII in 

~sfst~aD8 accordance with religion. 'rhi. moral attack 
reform in the 'Was accompanied also by an intellectual one, 
papaq. arising from another source, and amounting to 
a mutiny in the Church itself. In th$ courae of centuries, 
a.nd particularly during the more recent evil time8, a 
gradual divergence of theology from morala had taken 
place, to the dissatisfaction of that remnant of thinking 
.men who here and there, in the solitude of monasteries, 
compared the dogmas of theology with the dictates of 
-reason. Of those, and the number was yearly increasing. 
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who had 'been among the Arabs in Spain, not a few had 
become infected with a love of philosophy. 

Whoever compares the tenth and twelfth centuries 
together cannot fail to remark the great intellectual 
advance which Europe was making. The ideas occupying 
the minds of Christian men, their very turn of ReapJl<'arance 
thought, had altogether changed. The earnest- ofpbll_pb,y. 

ness of the Germans, commingling with the knowledge of 
the Mohammedans, could no longer be diverted from the 
misty clouds of theological discussion out of which Philo
sophy emerged, not in the Grecian classical vesture in 
which she had disappeared at Alexandria, but in the 
grotesque garb of the cowled and mortified monk. She 
tuuidly came back to the world as Scholasticism, persuading 
men toconsider, by the light of their own reason, that dogma 
which seemed to put common sense at defiance-transub
stantiation. Scarcely were her whispers heard in the 
ecclesiastical ranks when a mutiny against authority arose, 
and since it was necessary to combat that mutiny with 
its own weapons, the Church was compelled to give her 
oountenance to Scholastio Theology. 

Lending himself to the demand for morality, and not 
altogether refusing to join in the intellectual progress, a 
great man, Hildebrand, brought on an ecclesiastical 
reform. He raised the papacy to its maximum of power, 
and prepared the way for his successors to seize the 
material resources of Europe through the Crusades. 

Suoh is an outline of the events with which we have 
now to deal. A deta.iled analysis of those events shows 
that there were three directions of pressure upon The three 
Rome. The pressure from the West and that preasllte8 
from the East were Mohammedan. Their ra- upon Rome. 

sultant waS a pressure from j;he North: it was essentially 
Christian. While those were foreign, t¥s was domestic. 
It is almost inunaterial in what order we consider them; 
the manner in which I am handling the subject leads me, 
however, to treat of the Northern pressure first, then of that 
of the West, and on subsequent pages of that of the East. 

It had become absolutely necessary that something 
should be done for the reformation of the papacy. Its 
crimes, such as we have related in Chapter XII., Vol I.t 

»2 
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outraged religious men. To the master-spirit of the 
ForeIgn In. movement for accomplishing thia end we mut 
:;:!': the closely look. He is the representative of in
papacy. fiuences that were presently to exert a most 
important agency. 

In the train of the Empero:r Otho ITI., when he resolved 
to put a stop to all this wickedness, was Gerbert. a French 
ecclesiastic, born in Auvergne. In his boyhood, while a 
Life of Ger. scholar in the Abbey of A vrillac, he attracted the 
bert. attention of his superiors; among others, of the 
Count of Barcelona, who took him to Spain. There he 
became a proficient in the mathematics, astronomy, and 
physics of the Mohammedan schools. He spoke Arabic 
His Saracen with the fiuency of a Saracen. IIi. residence a.t 
educatIon. Cordova, where the khalif patronized all the 
learning and science of the age, and his subsequent residence 
in Rome, where he found an inconceivable ignorance and 
immorality, were not lost upon his future life. IIe esta· 
blished a school at RheUns, where he taught logic, muic, 
astronomy, explained Virgil, Statiu, Terence, and intro
duced what were at that time regarded as wonders, the 
globe and the abacus. He laboured to persuade his 
countrymen that learning is far to be preferred to the 
sports of the field. He observed the stars through tubes, 
invented a clock, and an organ played by steam. He 
composed a work on Rhetoric. Appointed Abbot of 
Bobbio, he fell into a misunderstanding with his monks, 
and had to retire first to Rome, and then to resume his 
school at Rheims. In the political events connected with 
the rise of Hugh Capet, he was again brought into 
prominence. The speech of'the Bishop of Orlcan. at the 
Council of Rheims, which was his composition, show. us 
how his Mohaml}ledan education had led him to look upon 
:ros reproach- the state of things in Christendom: "There is 
eS agamst the not one at Rome, it is notoriou, who knows 
Qlurcb. enough ofletters to qualify him for a. door-keeper; 
with what face shall he presume to teach who has never 
learned?" He does not hesitate to allude to papal briberies 
and papal crimes: "If King Hugh'. embassadors could 
have bribed the pope and Crescentiu8, his affa.ir. had taken 
a different turn." He recounts the disgraces and crimes of 
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the pontiffs: how John XU. had cut off the nose and 
tongue of John the Cardinal; how Boniface had strangled 
John XUI.; how John XIV. had been starved to death in 
the dungeons of the Castle of St. Angelo. He demands, 
" To such monsters, full of all infamy, void of,all knowledge, 
human and divine, are all the priests of God to submit-
men distinguished throughout the world for their learning 
and holy lives? The pontift' who so sins against his brother 
-who, when admonished, refuses to hear the -voice of 
counsel, is as a publican and a. sinner." With a. prophetic 
inspiration of the aoousations of the Reformation, he asks, 
" Is he not Anti-Christ 7" He speaks of him as "the Man 
of Sin," "the Mystery of Iniquity." Of Rome he says, 
with an emphasis doubtless enforced by his Mohammedan 
experiences, "She has already lost the allegiance of the 
East; Alexandria, Antioch', Africa, and Asia are separate 
from her; Constantinople has broken loose from her; the 
interior of Spain knows nothing of the pope." He says, 
" How do your enemies say that, in deposing Arnulphust 

we should have waited for the judgment of the Roman 
bishop? Can they say that his judgment is before that of 
God which our synod pronounced? The Prince of the 
Roman bishops and of the apostles themselves proolaimed 
that God must be obeyed rather than men; and Paul, the 
teaoher of the Gentiles, a.nD;ounced anathema to him, though 
he were an angel, who should preach a doctrine different 
to that which had been delivered. Because the pontiff 
Marcellinus offered incense to Jupiter, must, therefore, 
all bishops sacrifioe?" In all this there is obviously an 
insurgent spirit against the papaoy, or, rather, against its 
iniquities. _ 

In the progress of the political movements Gerbert was 
appointed to the archbishoprio of Rhei.ms. On His ecelesiaa
this occasion, it is not' without interest that we tical advance

observe his worldly wisdom. It was desirable to menLo 

conoiliate the clergy-perhaps it might be done by the 
encouragement of marriage. He had lived in the poly
gamio court of the khalif, whose family had occasionally 
boasted of more than forty sops and forty daughters. 
Well then may he say, .. I prohibit not marril).ge. I 
condemn not second marriages. I do not blame the eating 
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of flesh." His election not only pl"oved unfortunate, but, 
in the tortuous policy of the times, he was removed from 
the exercise of his episcopal functions a.nd put under inter
dict. The speech of the Roman legate, Leo, who presided 
at his condemnation, gives us an inBight into the natur~ ot 
his offence, of the intention of Rome to persevere in her 
ignorance and Iluperstition, and is an amusing example of 
ecclesiastical argument: .. Because the vicars of Peter and 
their disciples will not have for their teachers B Plato, a 
Virgil, a Terence, and the rest of the herd of phJosophers, 
who soar aloft like the birds of the air, and dive into the 
depths like the fishes of the sca, ye say that they are not 
worthy to be door-keepers, because thoy know not how to 
make verses. Peter is, indeed, 8. door-keeper-but of 
heaven I" He does not deny the systematio brihery of the 
pontifical government, but justifies it. "Did not the 
Saviour J'eceive gifts of the wise men?" Nor docs he deny 
the crimes of the pontiffs, though he protest. agll.inHt those 
who would expose them, reminding. them that "l1am was 
cursed for uncovering his father's nakedneB8." In all this 
we see the beginning of that struggle between Moham .. 
medan learning and morals and Italian ignorance and 
crime, which was at last to produce such important result. 
for Europe. 

Once more Gerbert retired to the court of the omreror. 
It was at the time that Otho III. was contemJlllltmg a 
revolution in the empire and a reformation of the Church. 
He saw how useful Gerbert might be to hi. policy, and 
had him appointed Archbishop of Ravonna. On the 
Gerbertthe death of Gregory V. he issued hi. decree for the 
pope. election of Gerbert QS pope. 'l'he Inw-llOl'U 
French ecclesiastic, thus attaining to the utmnBt height 
of human ambition, took the name of Sylvester II. 

But Rome was not willing thus to Burrcnd!'r her IJOrdhl 
interests; she revolted. Tusculum, tho diMbrran, of the 
papacy, rebelled. It required the arm" of tlio emperor to 
sustain his pontiff. For a moment it Iwetned a8 if the TIc
formation :might have been a.nticipated by many {'Otltmic8 
-that Christian Europe might have been spared the 
abominable papal disgraces awaiting it. Thore wu a 
learned and upright pope, an a.ble and youthful emperor; 
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but Italian revenge, in the person of Stephania, the wife 
of the murdered Crescentius. blasted all these expectations. 
From the hand of that outraged and noble criminal, who, 
with more than Roman firmness of' purpoRe, could delibe~ 
rately barter her virtue for vengea.nce, the unsuspecting 
emperor took the poisoned cup. and left Rome PolsofJIug of 
only to die. He was but t'fenty-two years of tt.c emptll'Ol' 
age. Sylvester, also, was irretrievably ruined and p<>pe. 

by the drugs that had been stealthily mixed with his food. 
Re soon -followed his patron to the grave. His steam 
organs, physical experiments, mechanical inventions, foreign. 
birth, and want of orthodoxy, confirmed the awful imputa
tion that he was a necromancer. The mouth of every one 
was full of stories of mystery and magic in which Gerbert 
had borne a part. Afar off in Europe, by their evening 
firesides, the goblin-scared peasants whispered to one 
another that in the most secret' apartment of the palace at 
Rome there was concealed an impish dwarf, who wore a 
turba.n, and had a ring that could make him in\isible. or 
give him two different bodies at the same time; that, in 
the midnight hours, strange sounds had been heard, when 
no one was within but the pope; that, while he was 
among the infidels in Spain, the future pontiff had bartered 
his soul to Satan, on condition that he would make him. 
Christ's vicar upon earth, and now it was plain that both 
parties had been true to their compact. In their privacy, 
hollow-eyed monks muttered to one another under their 
()Owls, "Homagium diabolo fecit et male finivit." 

To a degree of wickedness almost irremediable had 
things thus come. The sins of the pontiffs were re
peated, without any abatemeJ;l.t, in all the clerical ranks. 
Simony and concubinage prevailed to an extent that 
threatened the authority of the Church over the coarsest 
minds. Ecclesiastical promotion could in all directions be 
obtained by purchase; in all directions there were priests 
boasting of illegitima.te families. But yet, in the c . 
Church itself there were men of irreproachable p~~~e~:nJe 
life, who, like Peter Damiani. lifted up their l.burcl>agalDst 

voices against the prevailing scandal. He it its 8lD"_ 

was who proved that nearly eVel-Y priest in Milan had 
purchased his preferment and lived -yvith a concubine. The 
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immoralities thus forced upon the attention of pions men 
soon began to be followed by :x>nsequences that might 
have been expected. It is but & step from the condemna
tion of morals to the criticism of faith. The developing 
intellect of Enrope could no longer bear the acta or the 
thoughts that it had heretofore submitted to. The dogma 
of transubsta.ntiation..led to revolt. 

The early fathers delighted to point out the agreement 
of doctrines flowing from the principles of =::t of Christianity with those of Greek philosophy. 

:::f:'P~7 For long it was asserted. that a correspondence 
eo ogy. between faith and reason exists; but by degrees 

as one dogma after another of a mY8teriolU and unintelli
gible kind was introduced, and matte1'8 of belief could no 
longer be co-ordinated with the conclusions of the under
standing, it became necessary to force the latter into a sub
Theirgradual ordinate position. The great political interetits 
aheDatlOJL involved in these questions suggested the ex
pediency and even necessity of compelling such a subordi
nation by the application of civil power. In thi. manner, 
a.s we have described, in the reign of Constantine the 
Great, philosophical discussions of religious thing8 came U. 
be discountenanced, and implicit faith in the decisions of 
existing authority required. Philosophy was suljugated 
and enslaved by theology. We shall now IlOO what were 
the circumstances of her revolt. 

In the solitude of monasteries there W88 every induce
ment for those who had become weary of self-examina.tion 
to enter Oil the contemplation of the external world. 
Herein they found a field offering to them tlndlc.!18 occupa
tion, and capable of worthily exercising their acuteness. 
But it was not possible for them to take the tint atep 
The mutiny without offending against tho docisioue esta
against tbeo- blished by authority. - The alternative was 
logycommen~ lth· . L be~ 
Cl!8smoDgthe atea y proceeding or apeD mutmy; ut lore 
monks. mutiny there occurs a period ot private sugges
tion and another of more extensive dillCUlIBioD. It was 
thus that the German monk Gotschalk. in the ninta 
PetaecutiODof century. occupied himself in the profound pro
Cota:balk,. blem of predestination, enduring the sconrge aDd 
death in prison for the sake of his opinion. The pre&ence 
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of the Saracens in Spain offered an incessant provocation. 
to the restless intellect of the West, now rapidly expanding, 
to indulge itself in such forbidden exercises. Arabian 
philosophy, unseen and silently, was diffusing itself 
throughout France and Europe, and churchmen could some
times contemplate a refuge from their enemies among the 
infidel. In his extremity, Abelard himself looked forward 
to a. retreat among the Saracens-a. protection from. 
ecclesiastical persecution. 

In the conflict with Gotscha,lk on the matter of predesti
nation was already foreshadowed the attempt to who sets up 
set up reason against authority. John Erigena, reason agamst 
who was employed by Hincmar, the Archbishop Au!.horit;y •• 

of Bheims, on that occasion, had already made a pilgrimage 
to the birthplaces of Plato and Aristotle, A..D. 825, and 
indulged the hope of uniting philosophy and religion in the 
manner proposed by the ecclesiastics who were studying in 
Spain. 

From Eastern sources John Erigena had learned the 
doctrines of the eternity of matter, and even of the crea
tion, with which, indeed, he, confounded the John Erlgena. 
Deity himself. He was, therefore, a Pantheist; falls Into 

accepting the Oriental ideas of emanation and PantheJSDl. 

absorption not only as respects the soul of man, but like
wise all material things. In his work" On the N o.ture of 
Things," his doctrine is, .. That, as all things were originally 
contained in God, and proceeded from him into th~ different 
classes by which they are noW' distinguished, so shall they 
finally return to him and be absorbed in the source from 
which they came; in other words, that as, before the world 
was created, there was no being but God, and the causes of 
all things were in him, so, after the end of the world, there 
will be no being but God, and the causes of all things in 
him." This final resolution he denominated deification, or 
theosis. He even questioned the eternity of hell, saying, 
with the emphasis of a Saracen, U There is nothing eternal 
but God." It was impossible, under such circuIIlstanCeBr 

that he should not fall under the rebuke of the Church. 
Transubstantiation, as being, of the orthodox doctrines, 

the least reconcilable to reason, was the :first to be attacked: 
by the new philosophers. What was, perhaps, in tho 
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beginning. no more than a jocose Mohammedan sarcasm, 
. became a. solemn subject of ecclesiastical discus-

,~~.:'!'ct. sion. Erigena strenuously upheld the doctrine 
transubstan- of the StercoristEl, who derived their name from 
t.tat.on. their assertion that a. part of the consecrated 
elements are voided from the body in the manner customary 
'With other relics of food; a. doctrine denounced by the 
orthodox, who declared that the priest could" make God," 
and that the eucharistic elements are not liable to digestion. 

And now, A..D. 1050, Berengar of Tours prominently 
Opil'ions of brought forward the controversy respecting the 
1lerengar of real'presence. The qnestion had been formula
Tours. rized by Radbert under the term transubstantia
tion, and the opinions entertained rcspecting the sacred 
elements greatly differed; mere fetUlh notions being 
entertained by some, by others the most transoondental 
ideas. In opposition to Radbert and the orthodox party, 
who asserted that those elements ceased to be what to the 
.senses they appeared, and actually became transformed 
into the body and blood of the Saviour, Berengar held that, 
though there is a real presence in them, that presence is 
of a spiritual nature. These heresies were condemned by 
repeated councils, Berengar himself baing offered the 
·choice of death or recantation. He wisely preferred the 
latter, but more wisely resumed his offensive doctrines as 
soon as he had escaped from the hands of his persecutors. 
As might be supposed from the philosophical indefensibility 
,of the orthodox doctrine, Berengar's opmious, which, indeed, 
issued from those of Erigena, made themselves felt in the 
'Th highest ecclesiastical regions, and, from the 
Pri~= . manner in which Gregory VII. dealt with the 
adopts them. heresiarch, there is reason to believe that he him
.self had privately adopted the doctrinel thul condemned. 

But it is in Peter Abelard that we find the l'epre
sentative of the insurgent spirit of those time.. The love 
.of Heloisa. seems jn our eyes to be justified by hi. extra
p te Abelard ordinary intellectual power. In hi8 Oratory. 
":'o!g the in- "The Paraclete," the doctrines of faith and the 
-surgents. mysteries of religion were without any restraint 
.J.iscussed. No subject was too profound or too sacred for 
his contemplation. By the powerful and orthodox intluenoe 
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of St. Bernard, "a morigerous and mortified monk," the 
opinions of Abelard were brought under the rebuke of the 
authorities. In vain he appealed from the Council of 
Sens to Rome; the power of St. Bernard at Rome was 
paramount. " He makes void the whole Chris- St. Bernard 
tian faith by attempting to comprehend the aLtaW blm. 

nature of God through human reason. He ascends up 
intb Heaven; he goes down into hell. Nothing can elude 
him, either in the height above or in the nethermost 
oeptbs. His branchFl'l spread over the whole earth. He 
boasts that he has disciples in Rome itself, even in the 
College of Cardinals. He draws the whole earth after 
him. It is time, therefore, to silence him by apostolio 
authority." Such was the report of the Council of Sens 
to Rome, A.D. 1140. 

Perhaps it was not so much the publio accusation-that 
Abelard denied the doctrine of the Trinity, as his asser
tion of the supremacy of reason-which olearly betrayed 
his intention of breaking the thraldom of authority-that 
insured his condemnation. It was impossible to restrict 
the rising discussions within their proper sphere, or to keep 
them from the perilous ground of ecclesiastical The book "Slc 
.history. Abelard in his work entitled "Sio ~t et Non." 

Non," sets forth the contradictory opinions of the fathers, 
and exhibits their discord and strifes on great doctrinal 
points, thereby insinuating how little of unity there was 
in the Church. It was a work suggesting a great deal 
more than it actually stated, and was inevitably calculated 
to draw down upon its author the indignation of those 
whose interests it touched. 

Out of the discussions attending these events' sprang 
the celebrated doctrines of Nominalism and Scholastio 
Realism, though the terms themselves seem not phUosopby, 

to have been introduced till the end of the n..e of. 

twelfth century. The Realists thought that the general 
types of things had a. real existence; the Nominalists, 
that they were merely a. mental abstraction expressed by 
a word. It was therefore the Old Greek dispute revived. 
Of the Nominalists, Rosoelin of Compiegne, a. Nominahem 
little before A.Do. 1100, was the first distin- and J.(ealwu.. 

guished advocate; his materializing views, as might be 
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expected, drawing upon him the reyroof of the Ch1U'ch. 
In this contest, Anselm, the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
attempted to harmonize reason in subordination to faith, 
and again, by his example, demonstrated the necessity of 
submitting all such questions to the decision of the 
human intellect. 

The development of scholastic philosophy, which dates 
from the time of Erigena, was accelerated by two distinct 
causes: the dreadful materialization into which, in 
Th .Arabs In Europe, all sacred things had fallen, and the 
s~ pro- illustrious example of the Mohammedans, wh() 
:f~te tbese already, by their physical inquiries, had com-

IIBBlOnt. menced a career destined to end in brilliant 
results. The Spanish universities were filled with eccle
Siastics from many parts of Europe. Peter the Venerable, 
the me;nd and protector of Abelard, who had spent much 
time in Cordova, and not only spoke Arabic lluently, but 
actually translated the Koran into Latin, mentions that, 
on his Drst arrival in Spain, he found several learned 
men, even from England, studying astronomy. The 
reconciliation of many of the dogmas of authority with 
common sense was impossible for men of understanding. 
Could the clear intellect of such a statesman 88 Hil
debrand be for a moment disgraced by accepting the 
received view of a doctrine like that of traDSllbatantiation ? 
His great difficulty was to reconcile what had been 
rendered orthodox by the authority of the Church with 
the suggestions of reason, or even with that reverence for 
holy things which is in the heart of every intelligent 
man. In such sentiments, we find an explanation of the 
lenient dealings of that stern ecclesiastio with the heretio 
Berengar. He saw that it was utterly impossible to offer 
any defence of many of the materialized dogmas of the 
age, but th~n those dogmas had been put forth &8 absolute 
truth by the Church. Things had come to the point at 
which reason and theology must diverge; yet the Italian 
BiseofScho- statesmen did not accept this issue without an 
lastlc Thea- additional attempt, and, under their permission, 
logy. Scholastic Theology, which originated in the
scholastic philosophy of Erigena and his followers, sought, 
in the strange union of the Holy Scriptures, the Aristo-
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telian Philosophy. and Pantheism, to construct a scientifio 
basis for Christianity. Heresy was to be combated with 
the weapons of the heretics, and a co-ordination of autho
rity and reason effected. Under such auspices scholastic 
philosophy pervaded the schools, giving to some of them, 
as the University of Paris, a fictitious reputation, and 
leading to the foundation of others in other cities. It 
answered. the object of its politic promoters in a double 
way, for it raised. around the orthodox theology an immense 

_and impenetrable bulwark of what seemed to be profound 
learning, and also diverted the awakening mind of 
Western Europe to occupations- which, if profitless, were 
yet exciting, and without danger to the existing state of 
things. In that manner was put off for a time the 
inevitable day in which philosophy and theology were to 
be brought into mortal conflict with eacI1 other. It was 
doubtless I!!een by Hildebrand and his followers that, 
though Berengar had set the example of protesting 
against the principle that the decision of a majority of 
voters in a council or other collective body should ever be 
received as ascertaining absolute truth, yet so great was 
the uncerlainty of the principles on which the I 
scholastio philosophy was founded., so unde- t!::'::tiae 
termined. its mental exercise, so ineffectual the :i~n&= 
results to which it could attain, that it was . 
unlikely for a long time to disturb the unity of doctrine 
in the Church. While men were reasoning round and 
round again in the same vicious; circle without finding 
any escape, and indeed. without seeking any, delighted 
with the dexterity of their movements, but never con
sidering whether they were making a.ny real advance, it 
was unnecessary to anticipate inconvenience from their 
progress. 

Here was the difficulty. The decisions of the Church 
were asserted to be infallible and irrevocable; her phi
losophy, if such it can be called-as must be Th bil 
the case with any philosophy reposing upon a IIOP'i!cal 0-

final revelation from God-was stationary. But ::,eC'b':J! 
the awakening mind of the West was dis-
playing, in an unm.i.sta.kable way, its propensity to 
advance. As one who rides an unruly horse will some-
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times divert him from a career which could not be 
checked by main force by reining him round and round, 
and thereby exhausting his spirit a.nd 8trength, and 
keeping him in a narrow space, 80 the wanton eil'orts or 
the mind may be guided, if they cannot be checked. 
These principles of policy answered their object for a time, 
until metaphysical were changed for physical discussions. 
Then it became impossible to divert the onward move
ment, a.nd on the first great question arising-that of the 
figure and place of the earth-a question dangerous to the
last degree, since it inferentially included the determi
nation of the position of man in the universe, theology 
suffered an irretrievable defeat. Between her and phi
losophy there was thenceforth no other iasue than a 
mortal duel. 

Though Erigena is the trne founder of Scholasticiam, 
Con_of Roscelin, already mentioned as renewing the-
8cholastleism. question of Platonic Universals, has been con
sidered by some to be entitled to that distinction. After 
him, William of Champeaux opened a school of logio in 
Paris, A..D. 1109, and from that ti1lle the University made 
it a prominent study. On the rise of the mendicant 
orders, Scholasticism received a. great impulse, perhaps, as. 
has been affirmed, because its disputations suited their 
illiterate state; 'Thomas Aquinas, the Dominican, and 
Duns Scotus, the Franciscan, founding rival schools, which 
wrangled for three centuries. In Italy, Scholasticism 
never prevailed as it did in France and elsewhere, and at 
last it died away, its uselessness, save in the political result 
before mentioned, having been detected. 

'l'he middle of the eleventh century ushers in an epoch 
. for the papacy and for Europe. It is marked 

Reaction In b I fi t' . th the papacy y an attempt at a mora re orma Ion In e-
against these Church-by a straggle for securing for the 
pressures. papacy independence both of the Emperors or 
Germany and of the neighbouring Italian nobles-thus 
far the pope being the mere officer of the emperor, and 
often the creature of the surrounding nobility-by the
conversion of the, temporalities of the Church, heretofore 
indirect, into absolute possessions, by securing territories 
given" tQ the Church. the blessed Peter, and the Boman 
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republic" to the first of these beneficiaries, excluding the 
last. As events proceeded, these minor affairs 
converged, and out of their union arose the :~!:_ 
great conflict of the imperial and papal powers trauon oftha 
for supremacy. The same policy which had papal power. 

succeeded in depriving the Roman people of any voice in 
appointments of popes-which had secularized the Church 
in Italy, ,for a while seized all the material resources oC 
Europe through the device of the Crusades, and nearly 
established a papal autocracy in all Europe. These 
political events demand from us notice, since from them 
arose intellectual consequences of the utmos imporlance. 

The second Lateran Council, under Nicolas II., accom
plished the result of vesting the elective power for the 
papacy in the cardinals. That was a great revolution. 
It was this council which ga.ve to Berengar his choice 
between death and recantation. There were at this period 
three powers engaged in Italy-the Imperial, Three parties 
the Church party, and the Italian nobles. For in Italy . 

.the Bake of holding the last in check-since it was the 
nearest, it required the most unremitting attention
Hildebrand had advised ;the popes who were his immediate 
predecessors to use the Normans. who were settled in the 
south of the peninsula, by whom the lands of the nobles 
were devastated. Thus the difficulties of their position led 
the popes to a repetition of their ancient policy; and as 
they had, in old times, sought the protection of the 
Frankish kings, so now they sought that of the Normans. 
But in the midst of the dissensions and tumults of the 
times, Ii great man was emerging-Hildebrand, who, with 
almost superhuman self-denial, again and again Hildebrand 

abstained from making himself pope. On the becomes popa. 

death of Alexander IL his opportunity came, and, with 
acceptable force, he was raised to that dignity. A.D. 1073. 

Sca.rcely was Hildebrand Pope Gregory VII. when ho 
'Vigorously proceeded to carry into effect the HIldebrand 
policy he had been preparing during the pon- resolves OU a 
tmcates of his predecessors. In many respects reform. 

the times Were propitious. The blameless lives of tho 
German popes had cast a veil of oblivion over, the 
abominations of their Italian predecessors. Hildebrand 
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addressed himself to tear out every vestige of simony and 
concubinage with a remorseless hand. '}'hat task must be 
finished before he could hope to accomplish his grand 
project of an ecclesiastical autocracy in Europe, with the 
pope at its head, and the clergy, both in their perllOnB and 
property, independent of the civil power. It ~a8 plain 
that, apart from all moral considerations, the supremacy 
Necess'ty of of Rome in such a system altogether turned on 
-cell~ of the celibacy of the clergy. If marriage was 
the clergy. permitted to the ecclesiastic, what was to 
prevent him from handing down, as an hereditary pos
session, the wealth and dignities he had obtained. In 
such a state of things, the central government at Rome 
necessarily stood at every disadvantage against the local 
intereflts of an individual, and still more $0 if many in
dividuals should combine together to promote, in common, 
similar interests. But very different would it be it 
promotion must be looked for from Rome-very different 
as regards the hold upon public sentiment, if such a 
.descent fro~ father to son was absolutely prevented, and 
a career fairly opened to all, irrespective of their station in 
life. To the Church it was to the last degree important 
that a man should derive his advancement from her, not 
from his ancestor. In the trials to which she was per
petually exposed, there could be no doubt that by such 
pl}rsons her interests would be best served. 

In these circumstances Gregory VII. took his course. 
The synod held at Rome in the first year of his pontificate 
it i r. reed. denounced the marriage of the clergy, enforcing 

t sen 0 its decree by the doctrine that the cfficacy of 
the sacraments altogether depended on their being ad
ministered by hands sinless in that respect, and made all 
com~unicants partners in the pastoral crime. With a 
provident foresight of the comin~ opposition, he carried 
out the policy he had taught his predecessors of con-

ciliatmg the Normans in the south of Italy, 
~~ur: though he did not hesitate to resist them, by 
frlendBb.tp of the aid of the Countess Matilda when they 
~e Normans. • ' . dared to touch the possesSlons of the Church. 
It was for the sake of this that the Norman invasion of 
England under William the COnqueror had. already been 
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approved of, a consecrated. standard and a ring containing 
a hair from the head of St. Peter sent him, and per
mission given for the replacement of Saxon bishops and. 
other dignitaries by Normans. It was not forgotten how 
great had been the gains to the papacy, three centuries 
before, by changing ,the dynasty of the Franks; and thus 
the policy of an Italian town gave a. permanent impress 
to the history of England. Hildebrand foresaw that the 
sword of the Italian-Norman would be wanted to carry 
out his projected ends. He did not hesitate to authorize 
the overthrow of a Saxon dynasty by the French-Norman, 
that he might be more sure of the fidelity of that sword. 
Without the countenance of the pope, the Norman could 
never have consolidated his power, nor even held his 
ground in England. 

From these movements of the papacy sprang the con
:Rict with the Emperors of Germany respecting Theconfllct 
investitures. The Bishop of Milan-who, it concermng 
appears, had perjured' himself in the quarrel investitures. 

respecting concubinage ":"'had been excommunicated by 
Alexander II. The imperial council appointed as his 
successor one Godfrey j the pope had nominated Atto. 
Hereupon Alexander had summoned the emperor to 
appear before him on a charge of simony, and granting 
investitures without his approbation. While the matter 
was yet in a"beyance, Alexander died; but Gregory took 
up the contest. A synod he had assembled ordered that, 
if anyone should accept investiture from a layman, bot4 
the giver and receiver should. be excommunicated. The 
pretence against lay-investiture was that it was a usurpa
tion of a papal right, and that it led to the appointment 
of evil and. ignorant men; the reality was a determination 
to extend papal power, by making Rome the fountain of 
emolument. Gregory, by his movements, had thus 
brought l1pon himself three antagonists-the imperial 
power, the Italian nobles, and the married clergy. The 
latter, unsorupulous and exasperated, met him with his 
own weapons, not hesitating to calumniate his friendship 
with the Countess Matilda. It was also suspected tkat 
they were connected with the outrage perpetrated by the 
nobles that took place in Rome. On Christmas night, A.D. 

vor,. n. C 
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1075, in the midst. of a violent rain. while tho popo was 
Outrage on administering the communion, a band of soldiers 
1Il1debt'and. burst into the church, seized Gregory at the 
altar, stripped and wounded him, and, haling him on 
horseback behind one of the soldiers, carried him oft' to a 
stronghold, from which he was rescued by the JlOpulace. 
But, without wavering for a moment, the undaunted 
pontiff pressed on his conflict with the imperial power, 
summoning Henry to Rome to account for his delin
quencies, and threatening his excommunication if he 
should not appear before an appointed day. In haste, 
under the auspices of the king, a synod was assembled at 
Worms; charges against the pope of licentious life,' 
bribery, necromancy, simony, murder, atheism, were in
troduced and sentence of deposition pronounced against 
him. On his side, Gregory assembled the third Lateran 
Council, A.D. 1076" placed King Henry under interdict, 
absolved his subjects from allegiance, and deposed him. 
]I eft • A series of constitutions, clearly definin~ the 
tb:~~:n new bases of the papal system, was publIshed. 
~~ They were to the following effect: "That the 

Roman pontiff can alone be ca.lled universal; 
that he alone has a right to depose bishops; that his 
legates have a right to preside over all bishops in a 
general council; that he can depose absent prelates; that 
he alone has a right to use imperial ornaments; that 
princes are bound to kiss his feet, and his only; that he 
has a right to depose emperors; that no synod or council 
summoned without his commission can be called general; 
that no book can be ca.lled canonical without his authority; 
that his sentence can be annulled by none, but that he may 
annul the decrees of all j that the Roman Church has been, 
is, and will continue to be infallible; that whoever disAcnts 
from it ceases to be a catholic Christian, and that subjects 
may be absolved from their allegiance to wicked princes." 
The :power that could assert such resolutions was near ita 
culmination. 

And now was manifest the superiority of the spiritual 
over the temporal power. The quarrel with Henry went 
on, and, after a hard struggle and many intrigues to draw 
the Normans over to him, that monarch was compelled to 
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submit, and in the depth of winter to cross the snowy Alps, 
under circumstances of unparalleled hardship, andoveTCOme& 

to seek absolution from his, adversary. 'Then the Ij:lDg of 

ensued the scene at Canosa-a penitent in white GermanI· 
raiment standing in the dreary snow of three winter days, 
January 1077, cold and fasting at the gate, seeking pardon 
and reconciliation of the inexorable pontiff; that penitent 
was the King of Germany. Then ensued the dramatic 
soene at the sacrament, in which the gray-haired pontiff 
called upon Heaveu to strike him dead on the spot if he 
were not innocent of the crimes of which he had been 
accused, and dared the guilty monarch to do,the same., 

Whoever will reflect on these interesting events cannot 
fail to discern two important conclusions. The ConclusioJl8 

tone of thought throughout Europe had changed from these 
within the last three ages; ideas were entertained, events. 

doctrines originated or controverted, a policy conceived 
and attempted altogether in advance of the old times. 
Intellect, both among the clergy and the laity, had under
gone a great development. But the peculiar character of 
the papal power is also ascertained-that it is worldly" 
and the result of the policy of man. The outrage 'on 
Hildebrand shows how that power had diminished at 
its centre, but the victory over Henry that it maintained 
its strength at a distance. Natural forces diminish as 
the distance increases; this unnatural force displayed an 
opposite property. 

Gregory had carried his point. He had not only beaten 
back the Northern attack, but had established the supremacy 
of the ecclesiastical over the temporal power, Cnlminatlon 

and that point, with inflexible resolution, he of the ecclesi· 
maintained, though in its consequences it cost aatll:al power. 

Germany a civil war. But, while he was thus unyielding 
in his temporal policy, there is reason te> suppose that he 
was not without misgivings in his theological belief. In 
the war between Henry and his rival Rodolph, Gregory 
W/loS compelled by policy to be at first neutral. He occupied. 
himself with the Eucharistic controversy. This Fri@udsbipef 

was at the time that he was associated with Hlldobrand 

Berengar, who lived with him for 8. year. Nor and Berengar 

did the pope think it unworthy of himself to put forth 
c 2 
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in excuse of the heretlc, a vision, in which the Virgin Mary 
had asserted the orthodoxy of Berengar; but, as his quarrel 
with King Henry went on to new excommunications and 
depositions, a synod of bishops presumed to condemn him 
as a partisan of Berengar and & necromancer. On tha 
election of Gilbert of Ravenna as antipope, Gregory, 
without hesitation, pushed his principles to their con
sequences, denouncing kingship as a wicked and diabolical 
usurpation, . an infraction of the equal rights of man. 
The German Hereupon Henry determined to destroy him or 
contest re- to be destroyed; and descending again into Italy, 
awned. A.D. 1081, for three successive years laid siege to 
Rome. In vain the amorous Matilda, with more than the 
devotion of an ally, endeavoured to succour her beleaguered 
friend. The city surrendered to Henry at Christmas, 
A.D. 1084. With his antipope he entered it, receiving 
from his hands the imperial crown. The Norman allies 
of Hildebrand at last approached in strength. The em-

Iperor was compelled to retreat. A feeble attempt to hold 
the city was made. The,Nor;ma.ns took it by surprise, and 
released Gregory from his imprisonment in the Castle 
of St. Angelo. An awful scene ensued. Some conflicts 
between the citizens and the Normans occurred; & battle 
in the streets was the consequence, and Rome was pillaged, 
sacked, and fired. Streets, churches, palaces, were left, a 
heap of smoking ashes. The people by thousands were 
massacred. The Saracens, of whom there were multitudes. 

in the Norman army, were in the Eternal City 
!!~!~ham. at last, and, horrible to be said, were there as 

Hll
lluPdPObrt d. the hired supporters of the Vicar of Christ. 

e ran ... ,"'. d fil d. .lILatrons, nuns, young women, were e e 
Crowds of men, women, and children were carried oft" and 
Sack of Rome, sold as slaves. It was the treat;IDent of & ci~y 
and death of taken by storm. In consternabon, the ponti1f 
the pope. with his infidel deliverers retired from the ruined 
capital to Salerno, and there he died, A..D. 1085. 

H{di.ad been dead ten years, when a policy was entered 
npon by the papacy which imparted to it more power than 

all the exertions of Gregory. The Crusades were 
TheCrnsades. instituted by a French pope, Urban II. Un
popular in Italy, perhaps by reason of his foreign birt~ 
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he aroused his native country for the recovery of the Holy 
Land. He began his career in a manner not now unusual, 
interfering in a quarrel between Philip of France and his 
wife, taking the part of the latter, as experience had shown 
it was e.lways advisable for a pope to do. Soon, however, 
he devoted his attention to something more important than 
these matl'imonial broils. It seems that a European 
crusade was first distinctly conceived of and its value 
most completely comprehended by Gerbert, to whom, 
doubtless, his Mohammedan experiences had suggested 
it. In the first year of his pontificate, he wrote an epistle, 
in the name of the Church of Jerusalem, to the Church 
throughou,t the world, exhorting Christian soldiers to come 
to her relief either with arms or money. It ...lad been 
subsequently contemplated by Gregory VII. For many 
years, pilgrimages to Palestine had been on the increase; 
a very lucrative export trade in relics from that country 
had arisen; crowds from all parts of Europe had of late 
made their way to Jerusalem, for the singular purpose of 
being present at the great assize which the ScriptUl'es 
were supposed to prophesy would soon take place in the 
Valley of Jehosbaphat. The Mohammedans had inflicted 
()n these pious persons much maltreatment, being unable 
to comprehend the purport of their extraordinary journey, 
and probably perceiving a necessity of putting BOme 
restriction upon the influx of such countless multitudes. 
Peter .the Hermit, who had' witnessed the barbarities to 
which his Christian brethren were exposed, and the 
aboIniJlations of the holy places now in the hands of the 
infidel, roused Europe, by his preaching, to a frantic state; 
and Urban, at the Council of Clermont, A.D. 1095, 
gave authority to the Holy War. " It is the will ~~~!~~ 
of God," was the unaDimous shout of th~ coun- authonzea a 

cil and the populace. -The periodical shower of crusade. 

shooting stars was seen with remarkable brilliancy on 
April 25th, and mistaken by the council for a. celestial 
monition that the Christians must precipitate themselves 
in like manner on the East. From this incident we may 
perceive how little t4ere was of inspiration in these 
blundering and violent ecclesiastical assemblages; the 
mom~nt that they can be brought to a scientilio test their 
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true nature is detected. As a preliminary exercise, a 
ferocions persecution of the Jews of France had burst 
forth, and the blood and tortures of multitudes offered a 
tardy expiation for the crimes that their ancestors had 
committed at the Crucifixion in Jerusalem, more than a 
thousand years previously. 

It does not fall within my plan to give a detailed 
description of the Crusades. It is enough to say that, 
though the clergy had promised the protection of God to 
every one who would thus come to his &rssistanca-an 
ample reward for their pious work in this life. and the hap
'rheflrstcru- piness of heaven in the next-Urban's crusade 
ll8de. failed not only disastrously, but hideously, 80 

far as the ignorant rabbles, under Peter the IIermit and 
Walter the Penniless, were concerned. Nevertheless, 
under the better-organized expeditions that soon followed, 
Jerusalem was captured, July 15th, A.D. 1099. The long 
and ghastly line of bones whitening the road through 
Hungary to the East showed how different a thing it was 
for a peaceable and solitary pilgrim, with his staff, and 
wallet, and scallop-shell, to beg his way, ~nd a disorderly 
rabble of thousands upon thousands to rush forward without 
any subordination, any organization, trusting only to the 
providence of God. The van Qf the Crusades consisted of 
two hundred and seventy-five thousand men, accompanied 
by eight horses, and preceded by a goat and a goose, into 
which some one had told them that the 1I0ly Ghost had 
entered. Driven to madness by disappointment and 
famine-..-expecting, in their ignorance, that every town 
they came to must be Jerusalem-in their extremity they 
laid hands on whatever they could. Their track was. 
marked by robbery, bloodshed, and fire. In the first 
crusade more than half a million of men died. It was far 
more disastrous than the Moscow retreat. ' 

But still, in a military sense, the first crusade aeoom
Storming of plished its object. '1'he capture of Jerusalem, 
Jerusa1em. as might be expected under such circumstances, 
was attended by the perpetration of atrocities almost 
beyond belief. What a contrast to the conduct of the 
Arabs! When the Khalif Omar took Jerusalem, A.D. 637, 
he rode into the city by the side of the Patriarch 
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Sophronius, conversing with him on its antiquities. At 
the hour of prayer,. he declined to perform. his devotions 
in the Church of the Resurrection., in which he chanced to 
be, but prayed on the steps of the Church of Constantine; 
"for," said he to the pa.triarch. " had I done SO, the Mus
selmen in a future age would have infringed the treaty. 
under colour of imitating my exa.mple." But, in the 
capture by the Crusaders, the brains of young children 
were dashed out against the walls; infants were thrown 
over the battlements; every woman that could be seized 
was violated; men were roasted at fires; some were ripped 
open, to see if they had swallowed gold; the J ewe were 
driven into their synagogue, and there burnt; a massacre 
of nearly 70,000 persons took place; and the pope's legate 
was seen " partaking in the triumph." 

It ha.d been expected by the politicians who first p.rojected 
these wars that they would heal the divisions of Political re
the Latin and Greek churches. and give birth to Bll1taoft.he 

a European republic. under the spiritual presi- Crusades. 

dency of the pope. In these respects they proved a failure. 
It does not appear that the popes themselves personally 
had ever any hYing faith in the result. Not one of them 
ever joined a crusade; and the Church, as a corporation, 
took care to embark very little monGy in these under
takings. But, though they did not answer to the original 
intention, they gave, in an indirect way, a wonaerful 
stimulus to the papal power. Under the plausible pre
tences offered by them, the pope obtained Give to Rome 
control over the person 'of every Christian man theOO1l:mof 

from the highest to the lowest. The cross once ::e';' mEn
taken, all civil control over the Crusader ceased rope. 

-he became the man of the Church. Under those pre
tence~, also, a right was imperceptibly acquired of raising 
revenne in all parts of Europe j,even the clergy mIght 
be assessed. A drain was thus established on the re
sources of distant nations for an object which no man 
dared to gainsay; if he adventured on any such thing, he 
must encounter the odium of an infidel-an atheist. A 
steady stream. of money :flowed into Italy. Nor was it 
alone by this taxa.tion of every Christian nation without 
permission of its government-this empire within every 
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empire-immense wealth accrued. to the projectors, while 
the infatuation could. be kept up, by the diminished raw 
at which land. could be obtained. Domains were thrown 
into the market; there were few purchasers except the 
Church. ]mmense domains were also given away by 
weak-minded sinners, and those on the point of death, for 
the salvation of their souls. Thus, all things considered, 
the effect of the Crusades, though not precisely that 
which was expected, was of singular advantage to the 
Church, giving it a commanding strength it had never 
before possessed. 

In their resistance to the German attack the popes 
never hesitated at any means. They prompted Prince 
Henry to revolt against their great antagonist, his father; 
they intervened, not to rebuke, but to abet him, when he 
threw his father into prison and deprived him of the 
necessaries of life. They carried. their vengeance beyond 
the grave. When the aged. emperor, broken in heart, 
escaped from their torment, and was honourably buried 
by the Bishop of Liege, that prelate was forthwith ex
communicated and compelled to disinter the corpse., But 
crimes like these, against which human nature revolts, 
Res,stance of meet with retribution. This same Prince 
HenryV. Henry, becoming Henry V., was forced by cir
cumstances to resume his father's quarrel, and to refuse to 
yield his right of granting investitures. He ma.rched upon 
Rome, and at the point of the sword. compelled his adver
sary, Pope Paschal II., to ]:Jurrender all the possessions and 
royalties 'of the Church-compelled him to crown him 
emperor-not, however, until the pontiff had been sub
jected. to the'ignominy of imprisonment, and brought into 
condemnation among his own party. 

Things seemed to be going to ruin in Rome, and such 
must inevitably have been the issue, had not an extra
Bernard of neous influence arisen in Bernard of Clairvaux, 
Clalrvaux to whom Europe learned to look 7, as the 
stunulates 
the second beater down of heresies, theological an politicaL 
ansade. He had been a pupil of William of Champea~ 
the 'Vanquished rival of Abelard, and Abelard he hated 
with a: religious and personal hate. He was a. wonder
worker. He excommunicated the flies which infested a 
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ohurch-they all fell down dead and were swept out by 
the basketful. He has been described as "the mellifluous 
doctor, whose works are not scientific, but full of unction." 
He could not tolerate the principle at the basis of Abe
lard's philosophy-the assertion of the supremacy oheason. 
Of Arnold of Brescia...-who carried that principle to its 
political consequences, and declared that the riches and 
power of the clergy were inconsistent with their profession 
-he was the accuser and punisher. Bernard preached 
a new crusade, authenticating his power by miracles, 
affirmed. to be not inferior "to those of our Saviour; pro
mising to him who should slay an unbeliever happiness 
in this life and Paradise in the lif... to come. Its fall 
This second crusade was conducted by kings, lire. 

a.nd included fanatio ladies, dressed in the armour of men; 
but it ended. in ruin. 

It was reserved for the only Englishman who ever 
attained to the papacy to visit Rome with the punishment 
she had so often inflicted upon others. Nicolas Break
spear-Adrian IV.-put the Eternal City under interdict, 
thereby ending the republic which the partisans of Arnold 
of Brescia. had set up. But in this he was greatly aided 
by a. change of sentiment in many of the inhabitants of 
Rome, who had found to their cost that it was more 
profitable for their city to be the centre of Christianity 
than the seat of a phantom republic. As an equivalent 
for his ooronation by Adrian, Frederick Barbarossa agreed 
to surrender to the Church Arnold of Brescia. With 
indecent haste, the moment alie had obtained Murderof 
possession of her arch-enemy she put him to Arnoldof 

death-not delivering him over to the secular Bre8CI/l. 
arm, as the custom had been, but murdering him with her 
own hand. Seven centuries have elapsed., and the blood 
of Arnold is still crying from the ground. for retribution. 
Notwithstanding a new-the third-crusade. things went 
from ba.d to worse in the Holy Land. ,Saladin had re
taken Jerusale~ .A.D. 1187. Barbarossa was drowned in a 
river in Pisidia.. Rioliard of England was treacherously 
imprisoned; nor did the pope interfere for lhrtbofFre
this bra.v6 soldier of the Cross. In the mean- der .. :klL 

time, the Emperors or Germa.ny had acquired Sicily by 
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marriage-an incident destined to be of no little im. 
portance in the history of EurQpe; for, on the death of the 
Emperor Henry VL at Messina, his son Frederick, an 
infant not two years old, was left to be brought up in that 
island. What the conseqnences were we shall soon see. 

If we review the events related in this chapter, we find 
Review of the that the idolatry and immorality into lVhich 
preceding Rome had fallen had become connected with 
eveDU!. material interests sufficiently powerful to ensure 
their perpetuation; that converted Germany insisted on & 
reform, and therefore made a inoral att~k on the Italian 
system, attempting to carry it into effect by civil force. 
This attack was, properly speaking, purely moral, the 
intellectual element accompanying it being derived from 
Western. or Arabian influences, as will be Ilhown in the ned 
chapter; and, in its resistance to this, the papacy was Dot 
only succe~sfu1, but actually was able to retaliato, over
throwing the Emperors of Germany, and being even on 
the point of establishing a European autocracy, with th&
pope at its head. It was in these events that the Reform
ation began, though circumstances intervened to postpone 
its completion to the era of Luther. Henceforth we see 
more and more plainly the attitude in which the papacy. 
through its material interests, was compelled to stand, as 
resisting all intellectual advancement. Our subject has 
therefore here to be left unfinished until we shall have 
described the Mohammedan influences making Pl-essures 
on the West and the East. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE AGE OF FA.ITH IN THE WEST-(Oontinued). 

TUB WESTERN OR INTELLECTUAL ATTACK ON TUB ITALIAN SYSTEM. 

The intellectual Condition oj Christendom contrasted with. that of 
.Arabian Spain. 

Di;ffmion of Arabian intellectual Inflv,e'IIC68 through :ttranCfJ and Sicily. 
-Example of Saracen Scie'llc/I in .Alhazen, and of Philosophy in 
.Algazzali.-rnnocent III. prepare8 to combat the8B InflUtJfic68.-Results 
to Western Europe of the Sack of Coll8tanti1lOple by the Catholics. 

The spread of Mohammedan light Literatv,r6 is foUowed by Here811-
The tJ'r"Wlhing of He1'681/ in the South of ha1lClJ by armed ForCfJ.-The 
Inquisition, mendioant Orders, aurioular ConfesSion, and Casuistry. 

The rl.!ing Sentiment i. embodied in Frederiok II. in Sicily.-His 
Conflict with and OverthroUJ by the P~.-Spread of Mutiny among 
the mendiocmt Orders. 

A PRESSURE upon the Italian system. ha.d meantime been 
arising in the West. It was due to the presence The preesUT8 

of the Arabs in Spain. It is necessary, there- from the West 
fOre, to relate the circumstances of their invasion upon Rome.. 

and conquest of that country, and to cQmpare their social 
and intellectual condition with the contemporary state of' 
Christendom. 

From the barbarism., of the native people of Europe, who 
could scarcely be said to have emerged from. the savage 
statel unclean in person, benighted .in mind, Ba.rbansmof 
inhabitmg huts in which it was a mark of wealth Europe. 

if there were bulrushes on thtl floor and straw mats against 
the wall; miserably fed on beans, vetches, roots, and even 
the bark of trees; clad in garments of untanned skin, or at 
the best ofleather-perennial in durability, but not conduciv& 
to personal purity-a. state in which the pomp of l'Oyalty-
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'WaS sufficiently and satisfactorily manifested in the equi
page of the sovereign, an ox-cart, drawn by not less than 
two yokes of cattle, quickened in their movements by the 
.,goads of pedestrian serfs, whose legs were wrapped in 
wisps of straw; from a people, devout believers in all t~e 
wild fictions of shrine-miracles and preposterous relics; 
from the degradation ofa. base theology, and from thediJIputes 
-of ambitious ecclesiastics for power, it is pleasant to turn 
to the south-west corner of the coutinent, where, under 
auspices, of a very different kind, the irradiations of light 
were to break forth. The crescent in the West was soon 
to pass eastward to its full. 

But I must retrace my steps through four centuries, 
and resume the description of the Arabian movement after 
the subjugation of Africa, as related in the former volume, 
'Chapter XI. 

These were the circumstances of the Arab conquest of 
Spain. In that country the Arian Creed had been sup
planted by 'the orthodox, and the customary persecutions 
Arab Invasion had Bet in. From the time of the Emperor 
«)fSpain. Hadrian, who had transported 50,000 Jewish 
families into Spain, that race had. greatly increased, and, 
as might be expected, had receiv()d no mercy at the hands 
-of the orthodox. Ninety thousand individuals had. 
l'ecently suffered compulsory baptism, and so had been 
brought under the atrocious Catholio law that whoever haa 
been baptized shall be compelled to continue the observances 
of the Church. The Gothio mOD~chy was elective, and 
Roderio had succeeded to the throne, to th.e prejudice of 
the heirs of his predecessor. Though a very brave soldier, 
he was a luxurious and licentious man. It was the custom 
of the Goths to Bend their children to Toledo to be edu
cated, and, under these circumstances, a young girl of 
.extraordinary beauty, the daughter of Count Julian, 
governor of Ceuta in Africa, was residing there. King 
Roderic fell passionately in love with her, and, being unable 
to overcome her virtuous resolution by persuasion, resorted 
to violence. The girl found means to inform her father of 
what had occurred. " By the living God '" exclaimed the 
'Count, in a paroxysm of rage, .. I will be revenged." But, 
-dissembling his wrath, he crossed over into Spain, had an 
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understanding with Oppas, the Archbishop of Toledo, and 
other disaffected ecclesiastics, and, under specious pretences~ 
lulled the suspicions of Roderic, and brought his daughter 
away. And now he opened communications with. the Emir 
Musa, prevailing upon him to a.ttempt the conquest of the
country, and offering that he himself would take the lead. 
The conditions were settled between them, and the consent 
of the khalifto the expedition obtained. Tarik, a lieutenant 
of the emir, was sent across the Straits with the van of the 
army. He landed on the rock called, in memory of his 
name, Gibraltar, April, A.D. 711. In the battle that 
ensued, a part of Roderic's troops, together with Its est 
the Archbishop of Toledo, consummated their conqu. 
treasonable compact. and deserted to the Arabs; the rest 
were panic-stricken. In the rout, Roderic himself was 
drowned in the waters of the Guadalquivir. 

Tarik now proceeded rapidly northward, and was soon 
joined by his superior, the Emir Yusa, who was not. 
perhaps, without jealousy at his success. As the Arab 
historians say, the Almighty delivered the idolators int~ 
their hand, and gave them one victory a.fter another. As 
the towns successively fell, they left them in charge of the 
Jews, to whose revenge the conquest was largely due, and 
who could be thoroughly trusted; nor did they pause in 
their march until they had passed the French frontier and 
reached the Rhone. It was the intention of Musa to cross the
European continent to Constantinople, subjugating the 
Frank, German, arid Italian barbarians by the way. At 
this time it seemed impossible that France could escape
the fate of Spain; and if she fell, the threat of Musa would 
inevitably have come to pass, that he would preach the Unity 
of God in the Vatican. But a quarrel had arisen between 
him. and Tarik, who had been imprisoned and even 
scourged. The friends of the latter, however, did not fail 
him. at the court of Damascus. An envoy from the Khalif 
Alwalid appeared, ordering Musa to desist from his enter
prise, to return to Syria, and exonerate himself of the 
things laid to his charge. But Musa bribed the envoy to 
let him advance. Hereupon the angry khalif dispatched 
a second messenger, who, in face of the Moslems an.a 
Christians, audaciously arrested him, at the head of his 
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troops, by the bridle of his horse. The conqueror of Spain 
was compelled to return. He was cast into prison, fined 
200,000 pieces of gold, publicly whipped. and his life with 
difficulty spared. As is related of Belisarius, Musa was 
driven as a beggar to solicit charity, and the Saracen con
queror of Spain ended his days in grief and absolute want. 

The dissensions among the Arabs, far more than the 
sword of Char1e~ Martel, prevented the Mohammedaniza.. 
A of M tion of France. Their historians admit the 
b=edan-0- great check received at the battle of Tours, in 
fBm~n W .. which Abdettahman was kiIJ,ed; they call that 
ern Drope. field the Place of the Martyrs; but their accounts 
by no means correspond to the relatioIl8 of the Christian 
authors, who affirm that 375,000 Mohammedans fell, and 
only 1500 Christians. The defeat was not so disastrous 
but that in a few months they were able to resume their 
advance, and their progress was arrested only by re
newed dissensions among themselves---dissensions not alone 
among the leaders in Spain, but also more serious ones 
of aspirants for the khalifate in Asia. On the overthrow 
of the Ommiade house, Abderrahman, one of that family, 
escaped to Spain, which repaid the patronage of its conquest 
by acknowledging him as its sovereign. He made CordoTa 
the seat",f his government. Neither he nor his immediate 
successors took any other title than th~t of Emir, out ot 
respect to the khalif, who resided at Bagdad, the metro
polis of Islam, though they maintained a rivalry with him 
in the pa.tronage of letters and science. Abderrahman 
himself strengthened his power by an alliance with 
tharlemagne. 

Scarcely had the Arabs become firmly settled in Spain 
Ctvili i when they commenced a brilliant career. Adopt
and8;'~~!ur ing what had now become the established policy 
~th~SPanl8h of the Commanders of the Faithful in Asia, the 

a • Emirs of Cordova distinguished themselves 88 

patrons of learning, and set an example of refinement 
strongly contrasting with the condition of the native 
European princes. Cordova, under their administration, 
at its highest point of prosperity, boasted of more than 
two hundred thousanq houses, and more than a million 
of inhabitants. After sunset, a man might walk through 
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it in a straight line for ten miles by the light of the publio 
lamps. Seven hundred years after this time there was not 
.so much as one public lamp in London. Its streets were 
solidly paved. In Paris, centuries subsequently, whoever 
.stepped over his thresht'Jld on a rainy day stepped up to his 
ankles in mud. Other cities, as Granada, Seville, Toledo, 
-considered themselves rivals of Cordova. The palaces of 
the khalifs were magnificently decorated. Those sovereigns 
might well look down with supercilious C<fntempt on the 
dwellings of the rulers of Germany, France, and England, 
which were scarcely better than stables-chimneyless, 
windowless, and with a hole in the roof for the smoke to 
escape, like the wigwams of certain Indians. The Spanish 
Mohammedans had brought with them all the luxuries and 
prodigalities of Asia. Their residences stood forth aga.iD.st 
the clear blue sky,orwere embosomed in woods. Tbeirpalaces 
They had polished marble balconies, overhang- and gardens. 

ing orange-gardens; courts with cascades of wate:r; shady 
retreats provocative of slumber in the heat of the day; 
:retiring-rooms vaulted with stained glass, speckled with 
gold, over which streams of water were made to gush; the 
floors and wa.lls were of exquisite mosaic. Here, a fountain. 
of quicksilver shot up in a glistening spray, the glittering 
particles falling with a tranquil sound like fairy bells; there, 
apartments into which cool air was drawn from the flower
gardens, in summer, by means of ventilating towers, and 
in winter through earthen pipes, or caleducts, imbedded in 
the wa.lls-the hypocaust, in the vaults below, breathing 
forth volumes of warm and perfumed air through these 
hidden passages. The walls were not covered with 
wa.inscot, but adorned with arabesques, and paintings of 
agricultural scenes and views of Paradise. From;the 
ceilings, corniced with fretted gold, great chandeliers hung, 
one of which, it is said, was so large that it contained 1804 
lamps. Clusters of frail marble, columns surprised the 
beholder with the vast weights they bore. In the boudoirs 
of the sultanas they were sometimes ()f verd antique, and 
incrusted with lapis lazuli. '1'he furniture was of sandal 
and citron wood, inlaid with mother-of-pearl, ivory, silver, 
or relieved with gold and precious mala.ch.ite. In orderly 
.confusion were arranged vases of rook crystal, Chinese 
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porcelains, and tables of exquisite mosaic. The winter 
apartments were hung with rich tapestry; the floors were 
covered with embroidered Persian carpets. Pillows and 
couches, of elegant forms, were scattered a.bout the rooms, 
perfumed with frankincense. It was the intention of thf) 
Saracen architect, by excluding the view of the external 
landscape, to concentrate attention on his work; and since 
the representation of the human form was religiously for* 
bidden, and that source of decoration denied, his imagiua,
tion ran riot with the complicated arabesq ues he introduced. 
and sought every opportunity of replacing the prohibited 
works of art by the trophies and rarities of the garden. 
For this reason, the Arabs never produced artists; religion 
turned them from the beautiful, and made them soldiers, 
philosophers, and men of affairs. Splendid flowers and rare 
exotics ornamented the courtyards and even the inner 
chambers. Great care was taken to make due provision 
for the cleanliness, occupation, and amusement of the 
inmates. Through pipes of metal, water, both warm and 
cold, to suit the season of the year, ran into baths of 
marble; in niches, where the current of air could be arti* 

,ficially directed, hung dripping alcarazzas. There were 
whispering-galleries for the amusement of the women; 
labyrinths and marble play-courts for the children; for the 
master himself, grand libraries. The Khalif Alhakem's 
Libraries and was SO large that the-catalogue alone :filled forty 
workBoftaste. volumes. He had also apartments for the tran
scribing, binding, and ornamenting of books. A taste for 
caligraphy and the possession of splendidly-illuminated 
manuscripts seems to have anticipated in the khalifs, both 
of Asia and Spain, the- taste for statuary and paintings 
among the later popes of Rome. 

Such were the palace and gardens of Zehra, in which 
'The court of Abderrahman m. honoured his favourite sultana. 
Abderrahman The edifice had 1200 columns of Greek, Italian, 
~. Spanish, and African marble. Its hall of 
audience was incrusted with gold and pearls. Through the 
long corridors of its seraglio black eunuchs silently glided. 
The ladies of the harem, lx·th wives and concubines, were 
the most beautiful that could be foimd. To that establiBh* 
ment alone 6300 persons were attached. The body-guard 
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of the sovereign was composed of 12,000 horsemen, whose 
cimeters and belts were studded with gold. This was that 
Abderrahman who, after a glorious reign of fifty years, sat 
down to count the number of days of unalloyed happiness 
he had experienced, and could .only enumerate fourtooll. 
"Oh man ," exclaimed the plaintive khallf, "put not thy 
trust in this present world." 

No nation has ever excelled the Spanish Arabs -in the 
beauty and costliness of their pleasure-gardens. To them 
we owe the introduction of very many of our SociAl habits 
most valuable cultivated fruits,such as the peach. of the Moors 

Retaining the love of their ancestors for the cooling effect of 
water in a. hot climate, they spared no pains in the super
:fluity of fountains, hydraulic works, and a.rtificiallakes in 
which 1ish were raised for the table. Into such a. la.ke, 
attached to the palace of Cordova, many loaves were cast 
each day to feed the 1ish. There were also menageries of 
foreign animals j aviaries of rare birds; manufactories in 
which. skilled workmen, obtained from foreign countries, 
displayed their art in textures of silk, cotton,linen. and all 
the miracles of the loom; in jewelry and filigree-work, 
with which they ministered to the female pride of the 
sultanas and concubines. Under the shade of cypresses 
cascades disappeared; among :flowering shrubs there were 
winding walks, bowers of roses, seats cut out of the roc~ 
and crypt-like grottoes hewn in the living stone. Nowhere. 
was ornamental gardening better understood; for not only 
did the artist try to please the eye as it wandered over the 
pleasant gradation of vegetable colour and form-he also 
boasted his success in the gratification of the sense of smell 
by the studied. succession of perfumes from beds of :flowers. 

To these Saracens we are indebted f'or many of our per
sonal comforts. Religiously cleanly, it was not Th~r domes
possible for them to clothe themselves according tic bfe., 

to the fashion of the natives of Europe, in a garment un
changed till it dropped to pieces of itself, a loa.thsome mass 
of vermin, stench, and rags. No Arab who had been a 
minister of state, or the associate or antagonist of a sove
reign, would have offered. such a spectacle as the corpse of 
Thomas a Becket when his haircloth shirt was removed. 
They taught us the use of the often-changed and of ten-

VOL. n. D 
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washed under-garment of linen or cotton, which still passes 
among ladies under its old Arabic name. But to cleanli
ness they were not unwilling to add ornament. Especially 
among women of the higher classes was the love of finery 
a passion. Their outer garments were often of silk, 
embroidered and decorated with gems and woven gold. 
So fond were the Moorish women of gay colours and the 
lustre of chrysolites, hyacinths, emeralds, and sapphires, 
that it was quaintly said that the interior of any publio 
building in which they were permitted to appear looked 
like a flower-meadow in the spring besprinkled with rain. 

In the midst of all this luxury, which cannot be regarded 
Tbey tlUltl. by the historian with disdain, since in the end it 
Tate litera- produced a most important resnlt in the south of 
ture, musIc, France, the Spanish khalifs, emulating the 
example of their Asiatic comrers. and in this strongly 
contrasting with the popes 0 Rome, were not only the 
patrons, but the personal cultivators of all the branches of 
human learning. One of them was himself the author of 
a work on polite literature in not less than fifty volumes; 
another wrote a treatise on algebra. When Zaryab the 
musician came from the East to Spain, the Khalif Abder
rahman rode forth to meet him in honour. The College 
of Music in Cordova was §ustained by ample government 
patronage, and produced many illustri9us professors. 

The Arabs never translated into their own tongue the 
great Greek poets, though they so sednlously collected and 
translated the Greek philosophers. Their religious senti

ments and s~date character caused them to abomi
~~~of nate the lewdness of our classical mytholo~~ 
tb~opeanmy. and to denounce indignantly any conneDon 

o o~. between the licentious, impure Olympian Jove 
and the Most High God as an insufl'erable and unpardonable 
blasphemy. Haroun Alraschid had gratified his curiosity by 
causing Homer to be translated into Syrlao, but he did not 
adventure on rendering the great epics into Arabic. Not
withstanding this a.version to our graceful but not unobjec
tionable ancient poetry, among them originated the Tensons, 
or poetic disputations, carried afterward to perfection 
among the Troubadours; from them. also, the Proven~la 
learned to employ jongleurs. Across the Pyrenees.literaryr 
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philosophical, and military adventurers wQre perpetually 
passing; a.nd thus the luxury, the taste, and above all, the 
chivalrous gallantry and elegant courtesies of Moorish 
society fou,nd their way from Granada. and Th th 
Cordova. to Provence and Languedoc. The of ~:'::e 
Frenoh, and German, and English nobles im~ :n?"a=tea 
bibed the Arab admiration of the horse; theyell'· 
learned to pride themselves on skilful riding. HuntuJg 
and falconry became their fashionablolastimes; they tried 
to emulate that Arab skill which ha produced the cele
brated. breed of Andalusian horses. It was a. scene of 
grandeur and gallantry; the pastimes were tilts and tour
naments. The refined society of Cordova prided itself in 
its politeness. A gay oontagion spread from the beautiful 
Moorish miscreants to their sisters beyond the mountains; 
the south of France was full of the witcheries of female 
fascinations, and of dancing to the lute and mandolin. 
Even in Italy and Sicily the lov~ong became the favourite 
composition; and out of these genial but not orthodox 
beginnings the polite literature of modern L h 11 

Europe arose. The pleasant epidemio spread by ~!e ~,.:': 
degrees along every hillside and valley. In in~ ~~ 
monasteries, voices that had vowed celibacy an • 

might be heard carolling stanzas of which St. Jerome would 
hardly have approved; there was many a juicy abbot, who 
could troll forth in jocund strains. like those of the merry 
sinners of Malaga and Xeres, the charms of women and 
wine, though one was forbidden to the Moslem and one to 
the monk. The sedate greybeards of Cordova had already 
applied to the supreme judge to have the songs of the 
Spanish Jew, ,Abraham Ibn Sahal. prohibited; for there 
was not a. youth, nor woman, nor child in the city who 
could not repeat them by heart. Their immoral tendency 
was a public scandal. The light gaiety of Spa.in was 
reflected in the coarser habits of the northern oountries. 
I t was an archdeacon of Oxford who some time a.fterward 
sang. 

CC Mihi sit propoaitum in tabernA mon, 
Vmum sit appositum morientis oris 
{J, dioant, cum venerint angelorom chori: 
• Deus Bit proPltiua huio potatori,' t. etc. 

D 2 
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Even as early as the tenth century, persons having a. 
taste for learning and for elegant amenities found their 
'Y/ay into Spain from all adjoining countries; a. practice 
in subsequent years still more indulged in, when it became 
illustrated by the brilliant success of Gerbert, who, as we 
have seen, passed from the Infidel University of Cordova. 
to the papacy of Rome. 

The khalifs of the West carried out the precepts of Ali, 
The Arabian the fourth successor of Mohammed, in the 
IIChoolBystem. patronage of literature. They established libr&
ries in all their chief towns; it is said that not fewer 
than seventy were in existence. To every mosque was 
attached a public school, in which the children of the poor 
were taught to read and write, and instructed in the 
precepts of the Koran. For those in easier circumstances 
there were academies, usually arranged in twenty-five or 
thirty apartments, each calculated for acoommodating four 
atudents; _the academy being presided over by a. rector. 
In Cordova, Granada, and other great cities, there were 
universities frequently under the superintendence of 
Jews; the Mohammedan maxim bemg that the real learn
ing of a man is of more public importance than an., 
particular religious opinions he may entertain. In this 
they followed the example of the Asiatio khalif, Haroun 
Alraschid, who actually conferred the superintendence of 
his schools on John Masue, a Nestorian ChriBtian. The 
Mohammedan liberality was in striking contrast with 
the intolerance of Europe. Indeed, it may be doubted 
whether at this time any European nation is sufficiently 
advanced to follow such an example. In the universities 
some of the professors' of polite literature gave lectures 
.on Arabio classical works; others taught rhetorio or 
(lomposition, or mathematics, or astronomy. From these 
institutions many of the practices observed in our colleges 
were derived. They held Commencements, at which 
poems were read and orations delivered in presence of the 
public. They had also, in addition to these schools of 
general learning, professional ones, particularly for me
dicine. 

With a pride perhaps not altogether inexcusable, the 
Arabians boasted of their language as being the most 
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perfect spoken by man. Mohammed himself, when chat· 
lenged to produce a miracle in proof of the CuI 

th t ' 't f hi " 'fi rml . ted tlvatIoll au en lCl y 0 s mlSSIOn, uro 0 y porn of grammar. 
to the composition of the Koran, its unapproach- rh~tOflc, oom
a.ble excellence vindicating its inspiration. The P081UOD. 

orthodox Moslems-the Moslems are those who 1Ue- sub
missively resigned to the Divine will-are wont to assert 
that every page of that book is indeed a conspicuous 
miracle. It is not then surprising that, in the Arabian 
schools, great attention was paid to the study of language, 
and that so many celebrated grammarians were produced. 
By these scholars, dictionaries, similar to those now in 
use, were composed; their copiousness is indicated by the 
circumstance that one of them consisted of sixty volumes, 
the definition of each word being illustrated. or sustained 
by quotations from Arab authors of acknowleged repute. 
They had also lexicons of Greek, Latin. Hebrew; and 
9yc1opedias such as the Historical Dictionary of Sciences 
of l\lohammed Ibn Abdallah, of Granada. In their highest 
civilization and luxury they did not forget the amuse
ments of their forefathers-listening to the tale-teller, 
who never failed to obtain an audience in the midst of 
Arab tents. Around the evening fires in Spain the wan
dering literati exercised their wonderful powers of 
Oriental invention, edifying the eager listeners by such 
narrations as those that have descended to us in the 
Arabian Nights' Entertainments. The more sober and 
higher efforts of the educated were, of course, directed to 
pulpit eloquence, in conformity with the example of all the 
great Oriental khalifs, and sanctified by the practice of the 
Prophet himself. Their poetical productions embraced all 
the modern minor forms-satires, odes, elegies, etC.; buf; 
they never produced any work in the higher walks of poesyp 
no epic, no tragedy. Perhaps this was due to Defects of 
their false fashion of valuing the mechanical tbell" litera

execution of a. work. They were the authors ture. 
and introducers of rhyme; and such was the luxuriance 
and abundanoe of their language, that, in some of their 
l<>ngest poems, the same rhyme is said to have been used 
alternately from the beginning to the end. Where such 
mechanical triumphs 'Were popularly prized. it may be_ 
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IIUppOSed that the conception and spirit would be indif
ferent. Even among the Spanish women there were not 
a few who, like Velada, Ayesha, Labana., Algasania, 
achieved reputation in these compositions; and some of 
them were daughters of khalifs. And this is the more in
teresting to us, since it was from the Proven<jal poetry, the 
direct descendant of these efforts, that European lite
rature arose. Sonnets and romances at last displaced the 
grimly-orthodox productions of the wearisome and ignorant 
fathers of the Church. 
If fiction was prized among the Spanish Arabs, history 

waS held in not less esteem. Every khalif had his own 
historian. The instincts of the race are perpetually 
peeping out; not only were there historians of the 
Commanders of the Faithful, but also of celebrated horses 
and illustrious camels. In connexion with history, sta
tistics were cultivated; t]lls having been, it may be said, 
a necessary study, from the first enforced on the Saracen 
officers in their assessment of tribute on conquered mis
believers, and subsequently continued as an object of 
taste. It was, doubtless, a similar necessity, arising from 
Their taste their position, that stamped such a remarkably 
for practical practical aspect on the science of the Arabs 
SClence. generally. Many of their learned men were 
travellers and voyagers, constantly moving about f()r 
the acquisition or diffusion of knowledge, their acquire
ments being a passport to them wherever they went, 
and a sufficient introduction to a.ny of the African or 
Asiatio courts. They were thus continually brought in 
contact with men of affairs, soldiers of fortune, statesmen, 
and became imbued with much of their practical spirit; 
and hence the singularly romantic character which the 
biographies of many of these men display, wonderful 
turns of prosperity, violent deaths. The scope of their 
literary labours offers a subject well worthy of meditation; 
it contrasts with the contemporary ignorance of Europe. 
Some wrote on chronology; some on numismatics; some, 
now that military eloquence had become objectless, wrote 
on pulpit oratory; some on agriculture and· ita allied 
'branches, as ilie ~rt of irrigation. Not one of the purely 
mathematica1, or mixed, or practical sciences was omitted. 
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Out of a list too long for detailed quotation, I may recall 
a few names. Assamh, who wrote on topography and 
statistics. a brave soldier, who was killed in the inva
sion of France, A.D. 720; A vicenna, the great Thetr con
physician and philosopher, who died A.D. 1037; tm.~edlDtoclith-

fC d ' th hif lJ&won e A verroes, 0 or ova, e c e commentator on etudy ohlle-
Aristotle, A.D. 1198. It was his intention to unite dlWlO. 

the doctrines of Aristotle with those of the Koran. To 
him is imputed the discovery of spots upon the sun. The 
leading idea. of his philosophy was the numerical unity 
of the souls of mankind, though parted among millions of 
living individuals. He died at Morocco. Abu Othman 
wrote on zoology; Alberuni, on gems-he had travelled 
to India to procure information; Rhazes, .AI Abbas, and 
.AI Beithar, on botany-the latter had been in all parts of 
the world for the ilUrpose of obtaining specimens. Ebn 
Zoar, better known as A venzoar, may be looked upon 
as the authority in Moolish pharmacy. PharmacopooiaR 
were published by the schools, improvements on the old 
ones of the Nestorians: to them may be traced the 
intl'Oduotion of many Arabic words, such as syrup, julep, 
elixir. still used among apothecaries. A, competent 
scholar might flU'Dish not only an interesting, but valuable 
book, founded on the remaining relics of the ReUC!! of the 
Arab vocabulary; for, in whatever direction we Arab vocab 

may look, we meet, in the various pursuits of lllary. 

peace and wa1", of letters and of science, Saracenio vestiges. 
Our dictionaries tell us that such is the origin of admiral, 
alchemy, alcohol, algebra, chemise, cotton, and htmdreds 
of other words. The Saracens commenced the application 
of chemistry, both to the theory and practice of medicine, 
in tp.e explanation of the functions of the human body 
and in the cure of its diseases. Nor was their surgery 
behind their medicine. Alb~casis, of Cordova, Their medi

shrinks not from the performance of the most cine and snr
formidable operations in his own and in the pry. 

obstetrical art; the actual cautery and the knife arc 
used without hesitation. He has left us ample descrip
tions of the surgical instruments then employed; and from 
him we learn that, in operations on females in which con
siderations of delicacy intervened, the services of properly 
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instructed women were secured. HoW' different was all 
this from the state of things in Europe: the Christian 
peasant, .j.'ever-stricken or overtaken by accident, hied 
to the nearest saint-shrine and expected a miracle; the 
Spanish Moor relied on the prescription or lallcot of hlil 
physician, or the bandage and knife of his surgeon. 

In mathematics the Arabians acknowledged their in
debtedness to two sources, Greek and Indian, but they 
Liberality of gre~tly improved upon both. The Asiatic khalifs 
the ABlatIC had made exertions to procure translations of 
.Jrhahfs. Euclid, Apollonius, Archimedes, and other Greek 
geometers. Almaimon, in a letter to the Emperor The
ophilus, expressed his desire to visit Constantinople if 
his pub1ic duties would have permitted. He requests of 
him to allow Leo the mathematician to come to Bagdad to 
impart to him a portion of his learning, pledging his word 
that he ,would restore him quickly and safely again . 
.. Do not," says the high-minded khalif, "lot diversity of 
religion or of country cause you to refuse my request. Do 
what friendship would concede to a friend. Iri return, I 
offer you a hundred weight of gold, a perpetual a.lliance 
and peace." True to the instincts of his race and the 
traditions of his city, the Byzantine sourly and insolently 
refused the request, saying that "the learning which 
had illustrated the Roman name should never be imparted 
to a barbarian." 

From the Hindus the Arabs learned arithmetic, especially 
Th . that valuable inventio!l termed by us the Arabic 
Im;~eat numerals, but honourably ascribed by them to 
m;~: its proper source, tmder the de8i~ation of 
an Ie. "Indian numerals." They also entitled their 
treatises on the subject" Systems of Indian Arithmetic." 
This admirable notation bynine digits and cipher occasioned 
a complete revolution in arithmetical computations. As 
in the case of so many other things, the Arab impress is 
upon it; our word cipher, and its derivatives, ciphering, 
etc., recall the Arabic word tsaphara or ciphra, the name 
for the 0, and meaning that which is blank or void. 
Mohammed Ben MUBa, said to be the earliest of the Saracen 
authors on algebra, and who made the great improvement 
of substituting sines for chords in trigonometry, wrote also 
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on this Indian system. He lived at the end of the ninth 
I century; before the end of the tenth it was in common use 
among the .African and Spanish mathematicians. Ebn 
Junia, A.D. 1008, used it in his astronomical works. From 
Spain it passed into Italy, its singular advantage in. com
mercial computation causing it to be eagerly adopted in 
the great. trading cities. We still use the word algorithm 
in reference to calculations. The study of algebra was 
intently cultivated among the Arabs, who gave it the 
name it bears. Ben Musa, just referred to, was the 
inventor of the common method of solving quadratio 
equations. In the application of mathematics ro Their astro

astronomy and physics they had been long dis- nOIDlcal dl8-
tinguished. Almaimon had determined with covenea. 

considerable accuracy the obliquity of the ecliptic. Hia 
result, with those of some other Saracen astronomers, is as 
follows : 

A..D. 830. Almaimon. • • • • • • • • • • • 2SO 35' 5~" 
" 879. Alba.tegnius, at A.ra.cte • • • • • • • 2SO 35' 00 
" 987. Aboul WeCa, at Bagdad. • • . • . • 2SO 35' 00 
n 995. Aboul RlhaU, with a quadrant of 25 feet radius 2SO 35' 00 
" 1080. Arzachael. • • • • • • • • • • 2SO 34' 00 

Almaimon bad also ascertained the size of the earth from 
the measurement of a degree on the shore of the Red Sea
an operation implying true ideas of its form, and in 
singular contrast with the doctrine of Constantinople and 
Rome. While the latter was asserting, in all its absu.rdityr 
the flatness of the earth, the Spanish Moors were teaching 
geography in their common schools from globes. In 
Africa, there was still preserved, with almost religious 
reverence, in the library at Cairo, one of brass, reputed to 
have belonged to the great astronomer Ptolemy. AI Idrisi 
made one of silver for Roger II., of Sicily; and Gerbert 
used one which he had brought from Cordova. in the school 
he established at Rheims. It cost a struggle of several 
centuries, illustrated by some martyrdoms, before" the 
dictum of LactaDtius and Augustine could be overthrown. 
Among problems of interest that were solved may 00' 
mentioned the determination of the length of the year 
by Albategnius ana Thebit Ben Corra.b; and increased 
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-accuracy was given to the, correction of astronomical 
-observations by Alhazen's great discovery of atmospherio 
refraction. Among the astronomers, some composed tables; 
soma wrote on the measure of time; some on the improve
ment of clocks, for which purpose they were the mst to 
:apply the pendulum.; some on instruments, as the astrolabe. 
'1.'he introduction of astronomy into Christian Europe has 
been attributed to the translation of the works of Moham
med Fargani. In Europe, also, the Arabs were the first 
to build observatories; the Giralda, or tower of Seville, 
was erected under the superintendence of Geber, the 
mathematician, A.D. 1196, £Jr that purpose. Its fate was 

'not a little characteristic. Mter the expulsion of the 
Moors it was turned into a. belfry, the Spamards not know
ing what else to do with it. 

I have to deplore the systematio manner in which the 
. literature of Europe has contrived to put out of 

!n~~ i~ sight our scientifio obligations to the Moham
obllgatlons to medans. Surely they cannot be much longer 
!.hem. hidden. Injustice founded on religious rancour 
"Qnd national conceit cannot be perpetuated for ever. 
What should the modern astronomer say when, re~mber· 
ing the contemporary barbarism of Europe, he finds the 
Arab Abu! Hassan speaking of tubes, to the extremities of 
which ocular and object diopters1 perhaps sights, we.re 
attached, as used at MeJ>agha? what when he reads of the 
attempts of Abderrahman Sufi at improving the photometry

-of the stars? Are the astronomical tables of Ebn J1lD.l.8 
(A.D. 1008), called the Hakemite tables, or the Dkanic 
tables of Nasser Eddin Tasi, constructed at the great 

-observatory just mentioned, Meragha, near Tauris, A.D. 
1259, or the measurement of time by pendulum. oscilla.tions, 
-and the methods of correcting astronomical tables by 
systematic observations-are such things worthless indica
tions of the mental state? The Arab has left his intellectual 
impress on Europe, as, before long, Christendom will have 
to confess; he has indelibly written it on the heavens, as 

:.any one may see who reads the names of the stars on a 
..common celestial globe. 

Our obligations to the Spanish Moors in the arts of 
Jife are even more marked than in the higher branches 
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of science, perhaps only because our ancestors were better 
prepared to take advantage of things connected Improve
with daily affairs. They set an example of menta m the 
skilful agriculture, the practice of which was arta oChre. 

regulated by a code of laws. Not only did they attend to 
the cultivation of plants, introducing very many new 
ones, they likewise paid great attention to the breeding of 
cattle, especially the sheep and horse. To them 'We owe 
the introduction of the great products, rice, sugar, cotton, 
and also, as we have previously observed, nearly all the 
fine garden and orchard fruits, together with many less 
important plants, as spinach and saffron. To them Spain 
owes the culture of silk j they gave to Xeres and Malaga. 
their celebrity for wine. They introduced the Egyptian 
system of irrigation by :flood-gates, wheels, and pumps. 
They also promoted many important branches of industry; 
improved the manufacture of textile fabrics, earthenware, 
iron, steel; the Toledo sword-blades were everywhere 
prized for their temper. The Arabs, on their expulsion 
from Spain, carried the manufacture of a kind of leather, 
in which they were acknowledged to excel, to Morocco, 
from which country the leather itself has now taken its 
name. They also introduced inventions of a more ominous 
kind-gunpowder and artillery. The cannon they used 
appeared to have been made of wrought iron. But perhaps 
they more than compensated for these evil contrivances by 
the introduction of the mariner's compass. 

The mention of the inariner's compa!,s might lead 
us correctly to infer that the Spanish Arabs Their com

were interested in commercial pursuits, a con- merce. 
clusion to. which we should also come when we consider 
the revenues of some of their khalifs. That of Abderrah
man m. is stated at five-and a haJi million sterling-a 
vast sum if considered by its modem equivalent, and 
far more than could possibly be raised by taxes on the 
produce of the soil. It probably exceeded the entire 
revenue of all the sovereigns of Christendom taken to
gethet. From parcelona and other ports an immense 
trade with the Levant was maintained, but it was mainly 
in the hands of the Jews, who, from the first invasion 
.of Spain by Yusa, had ever been the firm allies and 
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collaborators of the Arabs. Together they had participated 
in the dangers of the inyasion; together they had shared 
its boundless success; together they had held in irreverent 
derision, nay, even in contempt, the woman-worshippers 
and polytheistio savages beyond the Pyrenees-as they 
mirthfully called those whose long-delayed vengeance 
they were in the end to feel; together they were expelled. 
Against such Jews as lingered behind the hideous persecu
tions of the Inquisition were directed. But in the days 
of their prosperity they maintained a merchant marine 
of m~re than a thousand sJpps. They had factories and 
consuls on the Tanais. With Const~ntinople alone they 
maintained a great trade; it ramified from the Black Sea 
and East Mediterranean into the interior of Asia; it 
reached the ports of India and China, and extended along 
the African coast as far as Madagascar. Even in these 
commercial affairs the singular genius of the Jew and 
Arab shines forth. In the midst of the tenth century, 
when Europe was about in the same condition that 
Caffraria is now, enlightened Moors, like Abul Cassem, 
were writing treatises on the principles of trade and 
commerce. As on so many other occasions, on these affairs 
they have left their traces. The smallest weight they 
IDled in trade was the grain of barley, four of which were 
equal to one sweet pea, called in Arabic carat. We still 
use the grain as our unit of weight, and still speak of 
gold as being so many carats fine. 

Such were the Khalifs of the West; such their spIen
Obligab.ODS to dour, their !ux~, their knowledge; such some 
the Kh&W's of of the obligatIons we are under to them
the West. obligations which Christian Europe, with sin
gular insincerity, has ever been fain to hide. The cry 
against the misbeliever has long outlived the Crusades. 
Considering the enchanting country over which they ruled, 
it was not without reason that they caused to be engraven 

. on the public seal, "The servant of the Merciful rests 
contented in_the decrees of God." What more, indeed, 
could Paradise give them? But, considering also the 
evil end of all this happiness and pom\>, this learning, 
liberality, and wealth, we may well appreciate the solemn 
truth which these monarchs, in their day of pride and 
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power, grandly wrote in the beautiful mosaics on their 
palace walls, an ever-recurring warning ,to him who 
owes dominion to the sword, "There is no conqueror 
but God." 

The value of a philosophical or political system may be 
determined by its fruits. On this principle I examined in 
Vol. I., Chapter XII., the Italian system, estimating its re-
ligious merit from the biographies of the popes, E . 

hi h I!I.' d th 'te . I lik xalnmatioD W C auor e proper en non. n e manner. of Mobam. 

the intellectual state of the Mohammedan nations medau 

at successive epochs may be ascertained from l!C1enoe. 

what is its proper criterion, the contemporaneous scientmc 
manifestation. 

At the time when the Moorish influences in Spain began 
to exert a pressure on the ltalian system, there were 
several scientmc writers, fragments of whose works have 
descended to us. As an architect may judge of the skill 
of the ancient Egyptians in his art from a study of the 
Pyramids, so from these relics of Saraoonio learning we may 
demonstrate the intellectual state of the Mohammedan 
people, though much of their work has been lost and more 
has been purposely destroyed. 

Among such writers is Alhazen; his date was about 
A.D. 1100. It appears that he resided both in Spain 
and Egypt, but the details of his biography ReVIew of the 
are very confused. Through his optical works, works of 

which have been translated into Latin, he is .AlhazeD. 

best known to Europe. He was the first to correct the 
Greek misconception as to the nature of vision, showing 
that the rays of light come from external objects to the 
eye, and do not issue forth from the eye, and He corftCts 

impinge on external things, as, up to his time, the theory of 
had been supposed. IDs explanation does not VlSlOD. 

depend upon mere hypothesis or supposition, but is plainly 
'based upon anatomical investigation as well as on geo
metrical discussion. He determines that the retina Determines 
is the seat of vision, and that impressions made the functIoD 

by light upon it are conveyed along the optic of the retma. 

nerve to the brain. Though it might not be oonvenient, 
at the time when Alhazen lived, to make such an 800-

knowledgment, no one could come to these conclusions, 
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nor, indeed, know anything about these facts, unless he 
had been engaged' in the forbidden practice of dissection. 
Explnms sin- With felicity he explains that we see single 
gle vislon. when we use both eyes, because of the formation 
of the visual images on symmetrical portions of the two 
retinas. To the modern physiologist the mere mention of 
such things is as significant as the occurrence of an arch 
in' the interior of the pyramid is to the architect. But 
Alhazen shows that our sense of sight is by no means a. 
trustworthy guide, and that there are illusions arising from 
the course which the rays of light may take when they 
sufi'er refraction or reflexion. It is in the.. discussion of 
one of these physical problems that his scientifio greatness 
truly shines forth. He is perfeotly aware that the atmos
Traces the phere decreases in density with increase of 
couree of a height; and from that consideration he shows 
~h~o~~g~~ that a ray of light, entering it obliquely, follows 
Illl". a curvilinear path whi\lh is concave toward the 
earth; .and that, since the mind refera the position of 
an object to the direction in which the ray of light from it 
enters the eye, the result must be an illusion as respects 
the starry bodies; they appear to, us, to use the Arabic 
Astronomical term, nearer to the zenith than they actually 
refractlon. are, and not in their true place. We soo them in 
the Ilireotion of the tangent to the curve of refraction as 
it reaches the eye. Hence also he shows that we actually 
see the stars, and the sUn, and the moon before they have 
~en and after they have set-a wonderful illusion. He 
shows that in its passage through the air the curvature or 
a ray increases with the increasing density, and that its 
path does not depend on vapours that chance to be present, 
but on the variation of density in the medium. To this 
refraction he truly refers the shortening, in their vertical 
The horizon- ,diameter, of the horizontal sun and moon; to 
tal SUD and its variations he imputes the twinkling of the 
moon. fixed stars. The apparent increase of size of the 
former bodies when they ar~ in the horizon he refers to So 

mental deception, arising from the prr.zence of intervening 
terrestrial objects. He shows that the effect of refraction 
is to shorten the duration of night and darkness by 
prolonging the visibility of the sun, and considering the 
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reflecting action of the air, he deduces that beautiful ex
planation of the nature of twilight-the light Explains tho 
that we perceive before the rising and after the twilight. 

setting of the sun-which we accept at the present timl)
as true. With extraordinary acuteness, he ap- Determines 

Plies the principles with which he is dealing to the heIght of 
tbeatmQ&o 

the determination of the height of the atmos- phere. 

phere, deciding that its limit is nearly 58! miles • 
.All this is very grand. Shall we compare it with tho 

contemporaneous monk miracles and monkish philosophy 
of Europe? It would make a. profound impression if 
commull.lcated for the first time to a scientific society in 
our own age. Nor perhaps does his merit end here. If 
the Book of"the Balance of Wisdom, for a. translation of 
which we are indebted to M. Khanikoff, the Russian 
consul-general at Tabriz, be the production of Alliazen, of 
which there seems to be internal proof, it offers us evidence 
of a. singular clearness in mechanical conception for which 
we should scarcely have been prepared, and, if it be not 
his, at all events it indisputably shows the scientific 
acquirements of his age. In that book is plainly The weight of 
set forth the connexion between the weight of the air. 

, the atmosphere and its increasing density. The weight of 
the atmosphere was therefore understood before Torricelli. 
This author shows that a. body will weigh differentJy in a. 
rare and in a dense atmosphere; that its loss of Principles of 

weight will be greater in proportion as the air is hydrostatics. 

more dense. He considers the force with which plunged 
bodies will rise through heavier media. in which they 
are immersed, and discusses the submergence of floating 
bodies, as ships upon the sea. He understands the doctrine 
of the centre of gravity. .He applies it to the Theory of t.he 

investigation of balances and steelyards, show- balance. 

ing the relations between the centre of gravity and the 
centre of suspension-when those instruments will set 
and when they will vibrate. He recognizes gravity as a. 
force ~ asserts that it diminishes with the distance; but 
falls into the mistake that the diminution is as the dis
tance, and not as its square. He considers gravity as 
terrestrial, and fails to perceive that it is universal-that 
was reserved for Newton. He knows correctly the relation 
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between the velocities, spaces, and times of falling boaies, 
.' and has very aistinct ideas of capillary a.t-

~~~i=- traction. He improves the construction of that 
tJon; the hy- old / Alexandrian invention, the hydrometer-· 
drometer, the instrument which, in a letter to his fair but 
pagan friend \Hypatia, the good Bishop of Ptolemais, 
Synesius, six hundred years previously, requests her to 
have made for him in Alexa.ndria., as he wishes to try the 
wines he is using, his health being a little delicate. The 
Tableaot determinations of the densities of bodies, as 
specific gl'&- given by Alhazen, approach very closely to our 
Vlt1ea, own; in the case of mercury they are eveJl 
more exact than some of those of the last century. I join, 
as, doubtless, all natural philosophers will do, in the 
pious prayer of Alhazen, that, in the day of judgment, 
the All-Merciful will take pity on the soul of Abur-Raih4n, 
because he was the :first of the race of men to construct 
a table of specific gravities; and I will ask the sa.me for 
Alhazen himself, since he was the first to trace the cur
vilinear path of a ray of light through the air. Though 
more than seven centuries part him from our times, 
the physiologists of this age may accept him as their 
compeer, since he received and defended the doctrine 
now forcing its way, of the progressive development of 
animal forms. He upheld the affirmation of those who 
Tbe theory of said that man, in his progress, passes through a 
development definite succession of states j not, however, .. that 
oforgamama. he was once a bull. and was then changed to 
an aBS, and afterwards into a horse, and after that into 
an ape, and finally became a man." This, he says, is only 
a misrepresentation by "common people" of what is really 
m.eant. The" common people" who withstood.. Alhazen 
have representatives among us, themselves the only example 
in the Fauna. of the world of that non-development which 
they so loudly affirm. At the best they are only passing 
through some of the earlier forms of that series of ~ 
mutations to which the devout Mohammedan in the above 
quotation alludes. 

The Arabians, with all this physical knowledge, do not 
appear to have been in possession of the thermometer, though 
they knew the great importance of temperature measures, 
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employing the areometer for that purpose. They had 
detected the variation in density of liquids by heat, but 
not the variation in volume. In their measures of time 
they were more-successful; they had several kinds of 
clepsydras. A balance clepsydra. is described in the work 
from which I am quoting. But it was their great 
astronomer,Ebn Junis, who accomplished the most valuable 
of all chronometrio improvements. He first The pendu
applied the pendulum to the measure of time. lum clock. 

Laplace, in the fifth note to his Systeme du Monde, avails 
himself of the observations of this philosopher, with those 
of Albategnius and other Arabians, as incontestable proof 
of the diminution of the eccentricity ofthe earth's AstronomIcal 
orbit. He states, moreover, that the observation works of Ebn. 

of Ebn Junia of the obliquity of the ecllptic, JnntB. 

properly corrected for parallax and refraction, gives for the 
year A.D. 1 000 a result closely approaching to the theoretical. 
He also mentions another observa.tion of Ebn Junia, 
October 31, A.D. 1007, as of much importance in reference 
to the great inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn. I have 
already remarked that, in the writings of this great 
Arabian, the Arabic numerals and our common The Arsbio 
arithmetical processes are currently used. From numeraJs. 
Africa and Spain they passed into Italy, finding ready 
acceptance among commercial men, who recognised at once 
their value, and, as William. of Malmesbury says, being a. 
wonderful relief to the" sweating calculators;" an epithet 
of which the correctness will soon appear to anyone who 
will try to do a common multiplication or division problem 
by the aid of the old Roman numerals. It is said that 
Gerbert-Pope Sylvester--.:..was the :first to introduce a. 
knowledge of them into Europe; he had learned them at 
the Mohammedan university of Cordova. It is in allusion 
to the cipher, which follows the 9, but which, added to 
any of the other digits, increases by tenfold its power. 
that, in a letter to his patron, the Emperor Otho m., with 
humility he playfully but truly says, "I am. like the last 
of all ~e numbers." 

,The overthrow of the Roman by the Arabic numerals 
foreshadowed the result of a. far more important-a poli
tical-contest between those rival names. But, before 

VOL. 11. E 
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showing how the Arabian intellect pressed upon Rome, 
and the convulsive struggles of desperation which Rome 
.Arabian phi- made to resist it, I must for a. moment consider 
losopby. the former under another ,point of view, and 
.speak of Saracen philosophy. And here Algazzali shall be 
my guide. He was bom A.D. 1058. 

Let us hear him speak for himself. He is relating his 
attempt to detach himself from the opinions which he had 
The wntings imbibed in his childhood: "I said to myself, 
of Alg~ • My aim is simply to know the truth of things; 
consequently, it is indispensable for me to ascertain what 
is knowledge.' Now it was evident to me that certain 
knowledge must be that which explains the object to be 
known in such a manner that no doubt can remain, 80 that 
in future all error and conjecture respecting it must be 
impossible. Not only would the understanding then need 
no efforts to be convinced of certitude, but security against 
error is in such close connexion with knowledge, that, 
The certitude even were an apparent proof of falsehood to be 
ofknowl,edge. brought forward, it would cause no doubt, 
because no suspicion of error would be possible. Thus, 
when I have acknowledged ten to be more than three, if 
anyone were to say, • On the contrary, three is more than 
ten, and, to prove the truth of my assertion, I will change 
this rod into a serpent,' and if he were to change it, m, 
conviction of his elTor would remain unshaken. HIS 
manoouvre would only produce in me admiration for his 
ability. I should not doubt my own knowledge. 

" Then was I convinced that knowledge which I did not 
possess in this manner, and respecting which I had not 
this certainty, could inspire me with neither confidence 
nor assurance; and no knowledge without assurance 
deserves the name of knowledge • 

.. Ha.ving examined the state of my own knowledge, I 
found it divested of all that could be said to have these 
qualities, unless perceptions of the senses and irrefragable 
principles were to be considered such. I then said to my~ 
self, • Now. haVing fallen into this despair, the only hope 
Fallibility of acquiring incontestable convictions is by the 
of the senses. perceptions of the senses and by necessary 
truths.' Their evidence seemed to me to be indubitable. 
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I began, however, to examine the objects of sensation and 
epeculation, to see if they possibly could &.d.mit of doubt. 
'J.'hen doubts crowded upon me in such numbers that my 
incertitude became complete. Whence results the con
fidence I have in sensible things? The strongest of all 
.our senses is sight; and yet, looking at a shadow, and 
perceiving it to be fixed a.nd immovable, we judge it to be 
deprived of moveme:g.t; nevertheless, experience teaches 
1:1S that, when we return to the same place an hour after, 
the shadow is displaced, for it does not vanish suddenly, 
but gradually,little by little, so as never to be at rest. If 
we look at the stars, they seem to be as small as money
pieces; but mathematical proofs convince us that they are 
larger than the earth. These and other things are judged 
by the senses, but rejected. by reason as false. I abandonet' 
the senses, therefore, having seen all my confidence in 
their truth shaken. 

" 'Perhaps,' said I, 'there is no assurance but in the 
notions of reason, that is to say, first principles, as that 
ten is more than three; the same thing cannot have been 
created and yet have existed from all eternity; to exist 
a.nd not to exist at the same time is imposs~ble.' 

"Upon this the senses replied, 'What assurance have 
you that your confidence in reason is not of the FalUbfiltl 
same nature a$ your confidence in us? When of reason. 

you relied on us, reason stepped in and gave us the lie; 
had not reason been there, you would have continued to 
rely on 'Us. Well, may there not exist some other judge 
superior to reason, who, if he appeared, would refute the 
judgments of reason in the same way that reason refuted 
us? The non-appearance of such a judge is no proof of 
his non-existence: 

"I strove in vain to answer the objection, a.nd my 
difficulties increased when 1 came to reflect on The nature 
sleep. I said to myself, ' During sleep, you give of"dreamB. 

to visions a. reality and consistence, and you have no 
suspicion of their untruth. On awakening, you are made 
aware that they were nothing but visions. What assurance 
have you tha.t all you feel and know when you are awake 
does actually exist? It is all true as respects your condi
tion at that moment; but it is nevertheless possible t.hat 

E 2 
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another condition should present itself which should be to 
your awakened state that which to your awakened state ill 
now to you sleep; so that, as respects this higher condition, 
your waking is but sleep.' f' 

It would not be possible to find in any European work 
a clearer statement of the scepticism to which philosophy 
leads than what is thus given by this Arabian. Indeed, 
it is not possible to put the argum~t in a more effective 
way. His perspicuity is in singular contrast with the 
obscurity of many metaphysical writers. 

"Reflecting on my situation, I found myself bound to 
this world by a thousand ties, temptations assailing me on 
all sides. I then examined my actions. The best were 
Intellectual those relating to instruction and education, and 
despatr. even there I saw myself given up to unimportant 
sciences, all useless iri another world. Reflecting on the 
aim of my teaching, I found it was not pure in the sight 
of the Lord. I saw that all my efforts were directed 
toward the acquisition of glory to myself. Having, there
fore, distributed my wealth, I left Bagdad and retired into 
Syria, where I remained two years in solitary struggle 
with my soul, combating my passions, and exercising my· 
self; in the purification of my heart and in preparation for 
the other world." 

This is a. very beautiful picture of the mental struggles 
and the actions of a truthful and earnest man. In all 
this the Christian philosopher can sympathize with the 
devout Mohammedan. Mter all, they are not very far 
apart. Algazzali is not the only one to whom such thoughts 
have occurred, but he has found words to tell his experience 
better than any other man. And what is the conclusion 
Algazzali's at which he 'arrives? The life of man, he says, 
ages of man. is marked by three stages: "the first, or infantile 
stage, is that of pure sensation; the second, which begins 
at the age of seven, is that of understanding; the third is 
that of reason, by means of which the ilttellect perceives 
the necessary, the possible, the absolute, and all those 
higher oltiects which transcend the understanding. But 
after this there is a fourth stage, when another eye is 
Qp6ned, by which man perccives things hidden from 
others-perceives all that will be-perceives the things 
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that escape the perceptions of :reason, as the objects- of 
reason escape the understanding, and as the objects of the 
understanding escape the sensitive faculty. This is pro
phetism." Alga.zzali thus finds a philosophical basis for 
the rule of life, and reconciles religion and philosophy 

And now I have to turn from Arabian civilized. life, its 
l>cience, its philosopay, to another, a repulsive state of 
things. With reluctance I come back to the Italian 
system, defiling the holy name of religion with its intrigues" 
its bloodshed, its oppression of human thought, its hatred 
of intellectual advancement. Especially I have Renewal of 

now to direct attention to two countries, the ~=-OD 
scenes of important events-countries in which :'edaD 111-

the Mohammedan in8uenoes began to take effect tbences. 
and to press upon Rome. These are the South of France 
and Sicily. 

Innocent ill had been elected pope at the early age of 
thirty-seven years, A.D. 1198. The papal. power had 
reached its culminating point. The weapons of the Church 
had attained their utmost force. In Italy, in Germany, 
in France and England,-interdicts and excommunications 
,mdicated. the pontifical authority, as in the cases of the 
Duke of Ravenna, the Emperor Otho, Philip Augustus of 
France, Ring John of England. In each of these cases it 
was not for the sake of sustaining great moral principles 
or the rights of humanity that the thunder was launched
it was in behalf of temporary political interests; interests 
that, in Germany. were sustained at the cost of a long war, 
~d cemented by assassination; in France, In&erfereDc:e 
strengthened by the well-tried device of an or ~nooent 
intervention in amatrimonial broil-the domestio lU.mFraDce. 

qliarrel of the king and queen about Agnes of Maran • 
.. Ah I happy Saladin!" said the insulted Philip, when his 
kingdom was put under interdict; "he has no pope above 
him. I too will turn. Mohammedan." 

So, likewise, in Spain, Innocent interfered in the matri
moniallife of the King of Leon. The remorseless venality 
of.the papal government was felt in every dire<>- In Spain and 

tiOD. Portugal had already been advanced. to l'orU1gal. 

the dignity of a kingdom on payment of an. annual 
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tri~ute to .Rome, The King of Aragon held his kingdom 
as feudatory to the pope, 

In England, Innocent's interference assumed a different 
In Erlgland' aspect. He attempted to assert his control over 
denounces' the Church in spite of the king, and put the 
Magna Charta. nation under interdict because John would not 
permit Stephen Langton to be Archbishop of Canterbury. 
It was utterly impossible that affairs could go on with 
such an empire within an empire. For his contumacy, 
John was excommunicated; but, base as he was, he defied 
his punishment for four years. Hereupon his subjects 
were released from their allegiance, and his kingdom 
offered t() anyone who would conquer it. In his ex
tremity, the King of England is said to have sent a 
messenger to Spain, offering to become a Mohammedan. 
The religious sentimel1i' was then no higher in him than 
i.t was, under.a like provocation, in the King of France, 
whose thoughts turned 'in the same direction. But, 
pressed irresistibly by Innocent, John was compelled to 
surrender his realm, agreeing to pay to the pope, in 
addition to Peter's pence, 1000 marks a year as a token of 
vassalage. When the prelates whom he had refused or 
exiled returned, he was compelled to receive them on his 
knees-humiliations which aroused the indignation of the 
stout English barons, and gave strength to those move
ments which ended in extorting Magna Charta. Never. 
however, was Innocent more mistaken than in the 
character of Stephen Langton. John had. a second time, 
form~lly surrendered hi~ realm to the pope, and done 
homage to the legate for It; but Stephen Langton was the 
first-at a meeting of the chiefs of the revolt against the 
king; held in London, August 25th. 1213-to suggest that 
they should demand a renewal of the charter of Uenry L 
From this suggestion Magna Charta originated. Among 
the miracles of the age, he was the greatest miracle of all ; 
his patriotism was stronger than his profession. The 
wrath of the pontiff knew no bounds when helea.rned that 
the Great Charter had been conceded. In his bull, he 
denounced it as base and ignominious; he anathematized 
the king if he observed it; he decla.red it null and void. 
It was not the policy ot the Roman court to permit. so 
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much as the beginnings of such freedom. The appoint
ment of Simon Langton to the archbishopric of York was 
annulled. One De Gray was substituted for him. It 
illustrated the simony into which the papal government 
had fallen, that De Gray had become, in these transactions, 
indebted to Rome ten thousand pounds. In fact, through 
the operation of the Crusades, all Europe was The dram of 
tributory to the pope. He had his fiscal agents money from 
in every metropolis; his travelling ones wander- $hat country. 

ing in all directions, in eve'ry country, raising revenue by 
the sale of dispensations for all kinds of offences, real and 
fictitious-money for the sale of appointments, high and 
low-a steady drain of money from every realm. Fifty 
years after the time of which we are speaking, Robert 
Grostete, the Bishop of Lincoln and friend of Roger Bacon, 
caused to be ascertained the amount received by foreign 
ecclesiastics in England. He found it to 'be thrice the 
inoome of the king himself. This was on the occasion of 
Innocent IV. demanding provision ,to be made for three 
hundred additional Italian clergy by the Church of 
England, and that one of his nephews-a mere boy
should have a. stall in Lincoln cathedral. 

While thus Innocent III. was interfering and intriguing 
with every court, and laying every people under tribute, 
he did not for a moment permit his attention to 
be diverted from the Crusades, the singular ~:ag~t, 
advantages of which to the papacy had now a ~ew cru
been fully discovered. They had given to tb,e sa e. 
pope a suzerainty in Europe, the control of its milita.ry as 
well as its momentary resources, Not that a man like 
Innocent could permit himself to be deluded by any hopes 
of eventual success. The crusades must inevitably prQve, 
80 fa.r as their avowed object was concerned, a. failure. 
The Christian inhabitants of Palestine were degraded 
and demoralized beyond description. Their ranks were 
thinned by apostasy to Mohammedanism. In Europe, not 
only the laity begun to discover that th~ money provided 
for the wars in the Holy' Land was diverted from its 
furpose, and in some inexplicable manner, found its way 
mto Italy-even the clergy could not conceal their 
suspicions that the proclamation of a crusade was merely 
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the preparation for a swindle. Nevertheless, Innocent 
pressed forward his schemes, goading on Christendom br, 
upbraiding it with the taunts of the Saracens. "Where,' 
they say. "is your God, who can not deliver you out of 
our hands? Behold I we have defiled your sanctuaries; 
we have stretched forth our arm; we have taken at the 
first assault, we hold in despite of you, those your desirable 
places, where your superstition had 1ts beginning. Where 
is your God? Let him arise anlo. protect you and himself." 
"If thou be the Son of God, save thyself if thou canst; 
redeem the land of thy birth from our hands. Restore 
thy cross, that we have taken, to the worshippers of the 
Cross." With great difficulty, however, Innocent succeeded 
in preparing the fourth crusade, A..D. 1202. The Venetians 
consented to furnish a fleet of transports. But the 
expedition was quickly. diverted from its true purpose; 
the Venetians employing the Crusaders for the capture of 
Zara from the King of Hungary. Still worse, and shame
ful to be said-partly Jrom the lust of plunder, and partly 
through ecclesiastical machinations-it again turned aside 
The crusade for an attack upon Constantinople, and took 
is used for the that city by storm A.D. 1204,' thereby establish-
seizure of • L t' rn.-:-ti 't . th E t Con.tanti- mg a In VLLU.tI anI y In e astern me ro-
nople. polis, but, alas I with bloodshed, rape, and fire. 
On the night of the assault more houses were burned than 
could be found in any three of the largest cities in France. 
Even Christian historians compare with shame the stonn
Saekofthat ing of Constantinople by the Catholica with the 
city by the capture of Jerusalem by Saladin. Pope Innocent 
Catholics. himsellwas compelled to protest against enor
mities that had outrun his intentions. He says: .. They 
pra.ctised fornications, incests, adulteries in the sight 
of men. They abandoned matrons and virgins, con
secrated to God, to the lewdness of grooms. They lifted 
their hands against the treasures of the churches-what 
is more heinous, the very consecrated vessels-tearing the 
tablets of silver from the very altars, breaking in pieces 
the most sacred things, carrying off crosses and relica." 
In St. Sophia, the silver was stripped from the pulpit; 
an exquisite and highly-prized table of oblation was 
broken in pieces; the sacred chalices were turnt:d into 
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drinking-cups; the gold fringe was ripped off' the veil 
of the sanctuary. Asses and horses were led into the 
churches to cany oft' the spoil. A prostitute mounted the 
patriarch's throne, and sang, with indecent gestures, a 
ribald song. The tombs of the emperors were rifled» and 
the Byzantines saw, at once with amazement and anguish, 
the corpse of Justinian-which even decay.and P!ltrefao
tion had for six centuries spared in his tomb-exposed to 
the violation of a mob. It had been understood among 
those who instigated these atrocious proceedings that the 
relics were to be brought into a common stock and 
equitably divided among the conquerors! but each 
ecclesiastic seized and secreted whatever he could. The 
idolatrous state of the Eastern Church is illustrated by 
some of these relics. Th'&S the Abbot Martin The rebea 
obtained for his monastery in Alsace the follow- found there, 

ing inestimable articles: 1. A spot of the blood of our 
Saviour; 2. A piece of the true cross; 3. The arm of the 
Apostle James; 4. Part of the skeleton of John the 
Baptist; 5.-1 hesitate to write such blasphemy-" A 
bottle of the milk of the Mother of God ! " In contrast 
with the treasures thus acquired may be set relics of a very 
di:ff'erent kind, the remains of ancient art which and works of 
they destroyed: 1. The bronze charioteers from artdestroyed. 

the Hippodrome; 2. The she-wolf suckling Romulus and 
:Remus; 3. A group of a Sphinx, river-honle, and ero
oxlile; 4. An eagle tearing a serpent; 5. An ass and his 
driver, originally cast by Augustus in memory of the 
victory of Actium; 6. Bellerophon and Pegasus» 7. A 
bronze obelisk; 8. Paris presenting the apple to Venus; 
9. An exquisite statute of Helen; 10. The Hercules of 
~ppus; ll. A Juno, formerly taken from the temple at 
Samoa. The bronzes were melted into coin. and thousands 
ol\manuscripts and parchments were burned. From that 
ti~ the works of -many ancient authors disappeared 
altogether. 

With well-dissembled regret, Innocent took the new 
order of things in the city of Constantinople under his 
protection. The bishop of Rome at last appointed the 
Bishop of Constantinople. The acknowledgment of papal 
supremacy was complete. Rome and Venice divided 
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between them the ill-gotten ga.ins of their undertaking. 
If anything had been wanting to open the eyes. 

~ed~~~e and of Europe, surely what had thus occurred should 
dlvi1e the have been enough. The pope and the doge
spo the trader in human credulity and the trade!" of 
the Adriatio-had shared the spoils of a crusade meant by 
Worksofart religious men for the relief of the Holy Land. 
earned to The bronze horses, once brought by Augustus. 
Vemce. from Alexandria, after his viotory over Antony 
and transferred frQm Rome to Constantinople by its. 
founder, were set before the Church of 8t Mark. They 
'Were the outward and visible sign of a less obvious event 
that was taking pla.ce, For to Venice was brought a. 
residue of the literary treasures that had escaped the fire 
and the destroyer; and while her comrades in the outrage 
were satisfied, in their ignorance, with fictitious relics, she 
took possession of the poor remnant of the glorious works 
of art, of letters, and of science. Through these was 
hastened the intellectual progress of the West. 

So fell Constantinople, and fell by the parricidal bandit 
of Christians. The days of retribution for the curse she 
ThepuulSb- had in:B.icted on Western civilization were now 
meut of Con- approaching. In these events she received a. 
stantlnople. first instalment of her punishment. Three 
hundred years previously, the historian Luitprand, who 
was sent by the Emperor Otho I. to the court of Nice
phorus Phocas, says of her, speaking as an eye-witness, 
"That city, once so wealthy, 80 flourishing, is now 
famished, lying, peIjured, deceitful, rapacious, greedy, 
niggardly, vainglorious;" and since Luitprand's timo shu 
had. been pursuing a downward' career. It might have 
been expected that the concentration of all the literary and 
scientific treasures of the Roman empire in Constantinople 
would have given rise to great mental vigour-that to 
Europe she would have been a. brilliant focus of light. 
The literary But when the works on jurisprudence by Tribo
wortbleBll1less nian, under Justinian, have been mentioned. 
oftbat CIty. what is there that remains? There is Ste
phanus, the grammarian, who wrote a dictionary, and 
Procopius, the historian, who was secretary to Belisarius 
in his campaigns. There is then a long interval almost 
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without a literary name, to Theophylact Simocatta, and. to. 
the Ladd.er of Paradise of John Climacus. The mental 
excitement of the iconoclastic dispute presents us with John 
of Damascus; and. the ninth century, the Myriobiblion 
and Noma.canon of Photius. Then follows Constantine
Porphyrogenitus, vainly and voluminously composing; 
and. Basil II. doubtless truly expresses the opinion of the 
time. as he certainly does the verdict of posterity respect
ing the works of his country, when he says that learning 
is useless and unprofitable lumber. The Alexiad of Anna. 
Comnena, and the history of Byzantine affairs by Nice
phorous Bryenniua. hardly redeem their age. This barren
ness and worthlessness was the effect of the system intro
duced by Constantine the Great. The long line of' 
emperors had been consistent in one policy-the repression, 
or expulsion of philosophy; and yet it is the uniform· 
testimony of those ages that the Eastern convents were 
full of secret Platonism-that in stealth, the doctrines of 
Plato were treasured up in the cells of Asiatio monks. 
The Byzantines hac} possessed in art and letters all the 
best model~ in the world. yet' in a thousand years they 
never produced. one original. Millions of Greeb never
advanced one step in philosophy or science-never made
a single practical discovery, composed no poem, no tragedy 
worth perusal. The spirit of their superficial literature
if literature it can be called-is well shadowed forth in 
the story of the patriarch Photius, who composed Itot 
Bagdad, at a distance from his library, an analysis of 28()
works he had formerly read. The final age of the city 
was signalized by the Baarlamite controversy . 
respecting the mysterious light of Mount Thabor :?r:::=t7 
-the possibility of producing a beatifio vision teo:tuaI pur
and of demonstrating, by an unceasing inspeo- lUll&. 

tion of the navel :for days and nights together, the
existence of two eterp.al principles, a visible and an 
invisible God! 

What was it that produced this barrenness, OUllle of aU 
this intellectual degradation in Constantinople? \lua. 

'.rhe tyranny of Theology over Thought. 
But with the capture of Constantinople by the Latins; 

lither important events were occurring. Everywhere an 
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intolerance of papal power was engendering. • The monas
Heresy fol- teries became infected, and even from the holy 
lowslltera- lips of monks words of ominous import might be 
ture. heard. In the South of France the intellectual 
insurrection first took form. There the influence of the 
Spread of gay Mohammedans and Jews beyond the Pyrenees 
literature began to manifest itself. The songs of gallantry ; 
from Spain. tensons, or poetical contests of minstrels; 
satires of gay defiance; rivalry in praise of the ladies; 
lays, serenades, pastourelles, rcdondes, such as had already 
drawn forth the condemnation of the sedate l\Iussulmen of 
Cordova, had gradually spread through Spain and found 
a congenial welcome in France. The Troubadours were 
The Trouba- singing in the langue d'Oc in the south, and the 
dours~nd .Trouveres in the langue d'Oil in the north. 
Trouveres. Thence the merry epidemic spread to Sicily and 
Italy. Men felt that a relief from the grim ecclesiastic was 
(loming. Kings, dukes, counts, knights, prided themselves 
on their gentle prowess. The humbler minstrels found 
patronage among ladies and at courts: sly satires against 
the priests, and amorous ditties, secured them a welcome 
among the popUlace. When the poet was deficient ill 
'Voice, a jongleur went with him to sing; and often there 
was added the pleasant accompaniment of a musical instru· 
ment. The Provent;al or langue d'Oc was thus widely 
diffused; it served the purposes of those unacquainted 
with Latin, and gave the Italians a model for thought and 
versification, to Europe the germs of many of its future 
melodies. While the young were singing, the old were 
thinking; while the gay were carned away with romance, 
the grave were falling into heresy. But, true to her 
Comm ncing instincts and traditions, the Church had shown 
res18ta!ce of her determination to deal rigorously with all 
Rome. such movements. Already, A.D. 1134, Peter de 
Brueys had been burned in Languedoc for denying infant 

_ baptism, the worship of the cross, and transubstantiation. 
Already Henry the Deacon, the disdple of Peter, had been 
disposed. of by St. Bernard. Already the valleys of 
Piedmont were full of Waldenses. Already the Poor Men 
of Lyons were proclaiming the portentous doctrine that 
the sanctity of a priest lay not in his office, but in the 
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manner of his life. They denounced the wealth of the
Church, and the intermingling of bishops in bloodshed 
and war; they denied transubstantiation., invocation of 
saints, purgatory. and ~y directed their hatred 
against the sale of indulgences for sin. The rich cities of 
Languedoc were full of misbelievers, They were given up 
to poetry. music. dancing. Their people, numbers of whom. 
had been in the Crusades or in Spain., had seen the Saracens. 
Admiration had taken the place of detestation. Amid 
shouts of laughter, the Troubadours went through the 
land, wagging their heads, and slyly winking their eyes. 
and singing derisive songs about the amours of the priests, 
and amply earning denunciations as lewd blasphemers and 
atheists. Here was Be state of, things demanding the 
attention of Innocent. The methods he took for its cor
rection have handed hiS name down to the IlL 
maledictions of posterity. He despatche;d a =\., 
missive to the Count of Toulouse-who already =':reId of 
lay under excommunication for alleged inter- . 
meddling with the rights of the clergy-charging him with 
harbouring heretics and giving offices of emolument to 
Jews. The count was a man of gay life, having, in 
emulation of some of his neighbours across the Pyrenees~ 
not fewer than three wives. His offences of that kind 
were, however, eclipsed by those with which he was now 
formally charged. It chariced that, in the ensuing disputes, 
the pope's legate was murdered. There is no reason to 
believe that Raymond was concerned in the crime. But 
the indignant pope held him responsible; instantly 
ordered to be published in all directions his excommunica
tion., and called upon Western. Christendom. to He proclaims 

engage in a crusade against him, offering, to a ~ 
him whoever chose to take them, the wealth and <=.:"or* 
possessions of the offender. So thoroughly was Toulouse, 

he seconded by the preaching of the monks. that half Be 
million of men, it is affirmed, took up arms. 

For the count there remained nothing but to submit. 
He surrendered up his strong places, was com- aDd eli&
pelled to acknowledge the crimes alleged against Clplines him. 

him, and the justice of his punishment. He swore that 
he would no longer protect heretics. Stripped. naked to 
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his middle, with a. rope round his neck, he was led to the 
.altar, and there scourged. But the immense army that 
had assembled was not to be satisfied by theBe inflictions 
.on an individual, though the pope might be. They had 
.come for blood and plunder, and blood' and plunder they 
must have. Then followed such scenes of horror as the 
sun had never looked on before. The army was officered 
by Roman and French prelates; bishops were its generals, 
.an archdeacon its engineer. It was the Abbot Arnold, the 
legate of the pope, who, at the capture of Beziers, was 

inquired of by a soldier, more merciful or more 
~~~~::e~ weary of murder than himself, how he should 
'~~eSouth distinguish and save the Catholic from the 

ance. heretic." Kill them all," he exclaimed; II God 
will know his own." At the Church of St. Mary Mag
-dalene 7000 persons were massacred, the infuriated 
Crusaders being excited to madness by the wicked, asser
tion, that these wretches had been guilty of the blasphemy 
o()f saying, in their merriment, .. S. Mariam Magdalenam 
fuisse concubinam Christi." It was of no use for them to 
protest their innocence. In the town twenty thousand 
were slaughtered, and the place then fired, to be left a 
monument of papal vengeance. At the massacre ofLavaur 
400 people were burned in one pile; it is remarked that 
4' they made a wonderful blaze, and went to burn ever
lastingly in hell." Language has no powers to express the 
atrocities that took place at ilie capture of the different 
towns. EcClesiastical vengeanCe rioted in luxury. The 
soil was steeped in the blood of men-the air polluted by 
their burning. From the reek of murdered women, 
mutilated children, and ruined cities, the Inquisition" that 
InstItutIon of infernal institution, arose. Its projectors intended 
the luqulsi. it not only to put an end to public teaching, 
tlou. but even to private thought. In the midst of 
these awful events, Innocent was called to another tribunal 
to render his account. He died A..D. 1216. 

It was during the pontificate of this great criminal that 
:Establish- the mendicant orders were established. The 
'JJ\ent ofmeu- course of ages had brought an unintelligibility 
odIcaut orders. into public worship. The old dialects had become 
obsolete; new languages were forming. Among those 
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classes, daily increasing in number, whose minds were 
awakening. an earnest desire for instruction was arising. 
Multitudes were crowding to hear philosophical discourses 
in the universities, and heresy was spreading very fast. 
But it was far from being confined to the intelligent. The 
lower orders furnished heretics and fanatics too. To an
tagonize the labours of these zealots-who. if they had been 
permitted to ~o on unchecked, would 9,uickly have dis
seminated thel!' doctrines through all classes of society
the Dominican and Franciscan orders were founded. They 
were well adapted for their duty. It was their business 
to move among the people, preaching to them, in their own 
tongue, wherever an audience could be collected. The 
Bcandal under which the Church was labouring because of 
her wealth could not apply to these persons who lived by 
begging alms. Their function was not to secure their own 
salva.tion, but that of other men. 

St. Dominic was born A.D. 1170. His birth and life 
'Were adorned with the customary prodigies. Miracles and 
wonders were necessary for anything to make a. s DomiDi 
sensation in the West. His was an immaculate t. 1:. 

conception, he was free from original sin. He was regarded 
as the adopted son of the Virgin; some were even disposed 
to assign him. a. higher dignity than that. He began his 
operations in Languedoc; but, as the prospect opened out 
before him, he removed from that unpromising region to 
'Rome, the necessary centre of all such undertakings as his. 
Here he perfected his organization; instituted his friars, 
nuns, and tertiaries; and consolida.ted. his pretensions by 
the working of many miracles. . He exoroised three 
matrons, from whom Satan issued. forth uuder the form of 
a great black cat, which ran up a. bell-rope and vanished.. 
A beautiful nun resolved to leave her c.onvent. Ha.ppen
ing to blow her n.ose, it dropped .offintohel handkerchief; 
but, at the fervent prayer .of St. D.ominic, it was replaced., 
and. in gratitude, tempered by fear, she remained. St. 
Dominic could also raise the dea<l- Nevertheless, he died 
A..D. 1221, ha.ving W.orthily .obtained the title .of the burner 
and slayer .of heretics. To him has been attributed the 
glory or the crime of being the inventor of "the Holy 
Inquisition." In a very few years his .order boasted.of 
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nearly 500 monasteries, scattered. over Europe, Asia, 
Africa. 

St. Francis, the compeer of St. Dominic, was born A.D. 
1182. His followers delighted to point out, as it 

St. Francis. would seem not without irreverence, a resell).
blance to the incidents that occurred "t tho birth of our 
Lord. A prophetess foretold it; ,he was born in a stable; 
angels sung forth peace and good-will in the air; one, under 
the form of Simeon, bore him to baptism. In early life he 
saw visions and became ecstatic. His father, Peter Bernar
dini, a respectable tradesman, endeavoured to restrain his 
eccentricities, at first by persuasion, but eventually more 
forcibly, appealing for assistance to the bishop, to prevent 
the young enthusiast from squandering his means in alms 
to the poor. On that functionary's gently remonstrating, 
and. pointing out to Francis his filial obli~ations, he 
stripped himself naked. before the people, exclaiming, 
" Peter Bernardini was my father; I have liOW but one 
Father, he that is in heaven." At this affectingrenuncia
tiOD. of all earthly possessions and earthly ties, those 
present burst into tears, and. the good bishop threw his 
own mantle over him. When a man has come to this 
pass, there is nothing he cannot accomplish. 

It is related that, when application was first made to 
A th 

. Innocent to auj;horize the order, he refused; but, 
U onza- •• th d ... 1. A uld tlon of these very soon recogDlZlllg e a vantages ~t WO 

orders. accrue, he gave it his hearty patronage. S() 
rapid wa~ the increa.lle, that in A.D. 1219 it numbered not 
fewer than five thousand. brethren. It was founded on 
the principles of chastity, poverty, obedience. They were 
to live on alms, but never to receive money. After a life 
of devotion to the Church, St. Francris attained his re
ward, A.D. 1226. Two years previous to his death, by a 
miraculous intervention there were impressed on his 
person marks answering to the wounds on our Saviour. 
These were the celebrated stigmata. .A. black growth, 
like nails, issued forth from the palms of his hands and 
his feet; a wound. from which blood and water distilled 
opened in his side. It is not to be wondered at that 
these prodigies met with general belief. This was the 
generation which received as inestimable relics, through 
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Andrew of Hungary, the skulls of St. Stephen and St. 
Margaret, the hands of St. Bartholomew and St. Thomas. 
a slip of the rod of Aaron, and one of the water-pots of 
the marriage at Cana in Galilee. 

The papal government quickly found the prodigious 
advantage arising from the institution of these Iniluence de
mendicant orders. Vowed to poverty, living on nvtd from 
alms, hosts of friars, begging and barefoot, these orders. 

pervaded all EUl"ope, coming in contact, under the most 
favourable circumstances, with the lowest grades of society. 
They lived and moved among the populace, and yet were 
held sacl"ed. The accusations of dissipation and luxury 
80 forcibly urged against the regular clergy were alto
gether inapplicable to these rope-bound, starving fanatics. 
Through them the Italian government haa possession of 
the ear of Europe. The pomp of worship in an unknown 
tongue, the gorgeous solemnities of the Church, were 
feU' more than compensated by the preaching of these 
missionaries, who held forth in the' vernacular wherever 
an a.udience could be had. Among the early ones, some 
had been accustomed to a wandering life. Brother Paci
ficus, a. disciplo of St. Francis, had been a. celebrated 
Trouvere. In truth, they not only warded off the present 
pressing danger, but through them the Church retained 
her hold on the labouring classes for several subsequent 
centuries. The pope might truly boast that the Poor Men 
of the Church were more than a match for the Poor Men 
of Lyons. Their inlluence began to oiminish only when 
they abandoned their essential principles, joined in the 
common race for plunder, and became immensely rich. 

Not only did Innocent m. thus provide himself with 
an ecclesiastical militia. suited to meet the obviously im
pending insurrection, he increased his power greatly but 
insidiously by the formal introduction of auricular. con
fession. It was by the fourth Lateran Council Introduction 
that the necessity of. auricular confession was of auncul&r 
first formally established. Its aim was that no confession. 

heretio should escape, and that the absent priest should 
be paramount even in the domestic circle. In none but 
a most degraded and superstitious society can such an' 
infamous institution be tolerated. It invades the sacred 

VOL. 1I. F 
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privacy of life-makes a,man's wife, children, and servanta 
his spies and accusers. When any religious system stands 
in need of such a social immorality. we may be sure that 
it is irrecoverably diseased, and hastening to its end. 

Auricular confession led to an increasing necessity for 
Developml'llt casuistry, though that science was not fully 
OfCIIIIUllltry. developed until the time of the Jesuits, when it 
gave rise to an extensive literature, with a lax system and 
a. false morality, guiding the penitent rather with a. view 
to his usefulness to the Church than to his own reforma-
tion, and not hesitating at singular indecencies in its 
portion having reference to married life. 

Great historical events often find illustrations in repre
sentative men. Such iIJ the case in the epoch we are now 
Attitude of considering. On one side stands Innocent, true 
Innocent III. to the instincts of his party, interfering with 
all the European nations; launching forth his interdicts 
and excommunications; steeped in the blood of French 
heretics; hesitating at no atrocity, even the outrage and 
murder of women and children, the ruin of flourishing 
cities, to compass his plans; in all directions, under a 
thousand pretences, draining Europe of its money; calling 
to his a.id hosts of begging friars; putting forth imposture 
miracles; organizing the Inquisition, and invading the 
privacy of life by the contrivance of auricular confession. 

On the other side stands Frederick II., the Emperor (If 
AttItude of Germany. His early life, as has been already 
Fredertck II. mentioned, was spent in Sicily, in familiar inter
course with Jews and Arabs, and Sicily to the last was the 
favoured portion of his dominions. To his many other 
accomplishments he added the speaking of Arabia as 
fluently as a Saracen. He delighted in the society of 
Mohammedan ladies, who thronged his court. His enemies 
asserted that his chastity was not improved by his associa
tions with these miscreant beauties. The Jewish and 
Mohammedan physicians and philosoph~rs taught him to 
sneer at the pretensions of the Church. From such ridicule 
m~ Moham. it is but a short step to the shakin~ off of 
meclan ten- authority. At ,this time the Spanish Moham.· 
denctes. medans had. become widely infected with irre
ligion; their greatest philosophers were infi"del in their 
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.own infidelity. The two sons of Averroes of Cordova a.re 

.said to have been residents at Frederick's court. Their 
father was one of the ablest men their nation ever pro
duced: a.n experienced astronomer, he had translated the 
Almagest, and, it is affirmed. was the first who actually 
~aw a transit of Mercury across the sun; a voluminous 
commentator on the works of Plato and Aristotle, but a. 
disbeliever in all revelation. Even of Mohammedanism he 
said., alluding to the prohibition which the Prophet had 
enjoined on the use of the :flesh of swine, "That form of 
:religion is destitute of every thing that can commend it to 
the approval of any understanding, unless it be tJ,tat of a. 
hog." In the Sicilian court, surrounded by such profane 
influences, the character of the young emperor H . tea 
was formed. Italian poetry. destined fc"!' such h:hm:!rv:. 
a. brilliant future, here first found a voice in =4 
the sweet Sicilian dialect. The emperor and hi~ . 
chancellor were cultivators of the gay science. and in the 
composition of sonnets were rivals. A love of amatory 
poetry had spread from the South of France. 

With a. view to the recovery of the Holy Land, Honorius 
m. had made Frederick marry Yolinda de Lusignan, the 
heiress of the khgdom of Jerusalem. It was not, there
fore, to be wondered at that Frederick's frivolities soon 
.drew upon him the indignation of the gloomy Pope Gre
gory IX., the very first act of whose pontificate was to 
summon a new crusade. To the exhortations and com
mands of the aged popa the emperor lent a most Refuses to go 
reluctant ear, postponing, from time to time, the on a crusade, 

period of his departure, and dabbling in dou bt{ul and theDgoeII. 

negotiations, through his Mohammedan friends, with the 
Sultan of Egypt. He embarked. at last, but in three days 
returned. The octogenarian pope was not to be trifled 
with, and pronounced his excommunication. Frederick 
treated it with ostensible contempt, but appealed to Chris
tendom, accusing Rome of avaricious intentions. Her 
officials, he said, were travelling in all dirac- >_ • Presumes ... 
tlOns, not to preach the Word of God, but to rebuke the 

-extort money. .. The primitive Church, founded. ro~:":en' . 
.on poverty and. simplicity. brought forth num-
berless saints. The Romans are now rolling in wealth. 

F2 
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What wonder that the walls of the Church are undermined 
to the base, and threaten utter ruin." For saying this he 
underwent a more tremendous excommunication; but his 
partisans in Rome, raising an insurrection, expelled tho 
pope. - And now Frederick set sail, of his own accord, on 
his crusading expedition. On reaching the Holy Land, he 
was received with joy by the knights and pilgrims; but 
the clergy held aloof from him as an excommunicated 
person. The pontiff had despatched a swift-sailing ship to 
HIS frIend- forbid their holding intercourse with him. His 
shlpwlththe private negotiations with the Sultan of Egypt 
sultan, now matured. The Christian camp was thron~ed 
with infidel delegates: some came to discuss philosophical 
questions, some were the bearers of presents. Elephants 
and a bevy of dancing-girls were courteously sent by the 
sultan to his friend, who, it is said, was not insensible to 
the witcheries of these Oriental beauties. He wore a Saracen 
dress. In his privacy he did not hesitate to say, "I came 
not here to deliver the Holy City, but to maintain my estima
tion among the Franks." To the sultan he appea.led, "Out 
of your goodness, surrender to me Jerusalem as it is, that 
I may be able to lift up my.head among the kings of Chris
who gives up tendom." Accordingly, the city was surren
Jerusalem to dered to him. The object of his expedition 
lnm. was accomplished. But the pope was not to be 
deceived by such collusions. He repudiated the transac
tions altogether, and actually took measures to lay Jeru
salem and our Saviour's sepulchre under interdict, and this 
in ~he face of the. Mohammedans. While the emperor pro
claImed his successes to Europe, the pope denounced them 
as coming from the union of Christ and Belial; alleging 
The pope de- four accusations against Frederick: 1. That he 
DOUOces hun. had given the sword which he had recei ved from 
the altar of St. Peter for the defence of the faith, as a 
present to the Sultan of Ba.bylon; 2. That he had permitted 
the preaching of the Koran in the holy Temple jtselfj 3. 
That he had excluded the Christians of Antioch from his 
treaty; 4. That he had bound himself, if a Christian army 
should attempt to cleanse the Temple and city from 
Mohammedan defilements, to join the Saracens. 

1!'rederick crowned himself at Jerusalem, unable to find 
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any ecclesiastic who dared to perform the ceremony, and 
departed. from the Holy Land. It was time, for Rome was 
intriguing against him at home, a false report of his death 
having been industriously cireulatOO. He forthwith pre
pared to enter on ~ conflict with the ponti1F. His Saracen 
colonies at Nocera and Luceria, in Italy, could 
supply him with 30,000 Mnssolman soldiers. ==:. 
with whom it was impossible for his enemies to ~posts 
tamper. He managed. to draw over the general. . 
sentiment of Europe to his side, and publicly o1rered to 
convict the pope bimself of negotiations with the infidels; 
but hiB antagonist, conveniently impressed. with a sudden 
horror of shedding blood, gave way, and peace between the 
parties was made. It lasted nearly nine years. 

In this period, the intellectual greatness of Frederick, 
and the tendencies of the influences by which he was 
enveloped, were strikingly manifested. In 00- His politlcal 

vtmoo of his age, he devoted himself to the iM&1tu.tloos. 

political improvement of Sicily. 1;£e instituted repre
sentative parliaments; enacted a system of wise laws; 
asserted the principle of equal rights and equal burdens, 
and the supremacy of the law over all, even the nobles and 
the Church. He provided for the toleration of all pro. 
fessionB, Jewish and Mohammed~ as well as Christian; 
emancipated all the serfs of his domains; instituted cheap 
justice for the poor; forbade private war; regulated 
commerce-prophetically laying down some of those great 
principles, which only in our own time have been. finally 
received as true; established markets and fairs; collected 
large libraries; caused to be translated such works 88 those 
of Aristotle and Ptolemy i built menageries for natural 
history; founded in Naples a great university; patroni.zcd 
the medical college at Salernum; made provisions for the 
education of promising but indigent youths.. All over 
the land splendid architectural triumphs were created. 
Under him the Italian language :first rose above a patois. 
Sculpture, painting, and music were patronized. His chan
cellor is said to have been the author of the oldest sonnet. 

In the eye of Rome all this was an abomination. Were 
human laws to take the precedence of the law of God P 
Were the clergy to be dCoaraded to a level with the laity? 
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Were the Jew and the Mohammeda.n to be permitted their 
infamous rites? Was this new-born product of the inso
lence of human intellect-this so-caned science- to be 
brought into competition with. theology, the heaven
They-are descended? Frederick and his parliaments, his 
denuunce4. laws and universities, his libraries, his statues, 
his pictures and sonnets, were denounced. Through all, 
the ever-watchful eye of the Ohurch discerned the Jew 
and the Saracen, and held them up to the abhorrence of 
Europe. But Gregory was not unwilling to show what 
could be done by himself in the same direction. He caused 
a compilation of the Decretals to be issued., intrusting the 
work to one Raymond de Pennaforte, who had attained 
celebrity as a literary opponent of the Saracens. ,It is 
amusing to remark that even this simple work of labour 
could not be promulgated without the customary embel
lishments. It was given out that an angel watched over 
Pennaforte's shoulder all the time he was writing. 

Meantime a.n unceasing vigilance was maintained against 
the dangerous results that would necessarily ensue from 
Frederick's movements. In Rome, ma.ny heretics WeTe 

.Outbreak of burned; many condemned to imprisonment for 
bIB quarrel life. The quarrel between the pope and the 
'With the pope, emperor was Tesumed; the latter being once 
more excommunicated., and his body delivered over to 
Satan for the good of his soul. Again Frederick appealed 
to all the sovereigns of Christendom. He denounced the 
pontiff as an unworthy vicar of Christ, "who sits in his 
court like a merchant, weighing out dispensations for 
gold-himself writing and signing the bulls, perhaps 
counting the money. He has but one cause of enmity 
1tgainst me, that I refused to marry to his niece my 
n.atural son EnziQ, now King of Sardinia." "In the 
midst of the Church sits a frwio prophet, a man of false
hood, a polluted priest." To this Gregory replied. The 
tenor of his a.nswer may be gathered from ts commence
ment: "Out of the sea a beast is arisen, whose name is 

h rouses written all over' Blasphemy.''' .. He falsel,.. 
~d01D a.sserts that I am enraged at his refusing his 
agalDBt hiDI. consent to the marriage of my niece with his 
n.atural SOD. He lies more impudently when he says that 1 
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have pledged my faith to the Lombards.~' '" In troth, this 
pestilent king maintains, to nse his own words, that the 
world has been deoeived. by three impostors-Jesus Christ, 
Moses, and Mohammed; that of these two died. in honour, 
and the third was hanged on a tree. Even now, he has 
asserted, distinctly and loudly. that those are fools who 
aver that God, the Omnipotent Creator of the world, was 
horn of a woman." This was in allusion. to the celebrated 
and mysterious book, •• De Tribus Impostoribus," in. the 
authorship of which Frederick was accused of having been 
concerned. 

The pontiff had touched the right chord. The begging 
friars, in all directions, added to the aocusations. .., He 
has spoken of the Host as a mummery; he has asked how 
many gods might be made out of a. eorn-field; he has 
affirmed that, if the princes of the world would stand by 
him, he would easily make for mankind a better faith and 
~ better rule of life, he has laid down the infidel maxim 
that I God expects not a man to believe anything that can
not be demonstrated by reason.' .. The opinion of Christ
endom rose against· Frederick; its sentiment of piety was 
shocked. The pontiif proceeded to depose him, FrMericltusea 

and oifered his crown to Robert of France. But hlB Saracen 
the Mussulman troops of the emperor were too troops. 

much for the begging friars of the pope. His Saracens 
were marching across Italy in all directions. The pontiff 
himself would have inevitably fallen into the hands of his 
mortal enemy had he not found a deliverance in death, 
A.D. 1241. Frederick had declared that he would not 
respect his sacred person, but, if' 'Victorious, would teach 
him the absolute supremacy of the temporal power. It 
was plain that he had no intention of respecting a religion 
which he had not hesitated to denounce as .. a. mere 
absurdity," 

Whatevel' may have been the intention of InnocentIV.
who, after the short pontificate of Celestine IV. &Ild an 
interval, succeeded-he was borne into the same policy by 
the irresistible force of circumstances. The deadly quarrel 
with the emperor was renewed. To escape his wrath, 
Innocent :fled to Franoe. and there in safety called the 
Council of Lyo:ns. In a. sermon, he renewed all the old 
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accusations-the heresy and sacrilege-the peopling of 
Italian cities with Saracens, for the purpose of overtU1ll
ing the Vicar of Christ with those infidels-the friendship 
with the Sultan of Egypt-the African courtesans-the 
Excommu. perjuries and blasphemies. Then was proclaimed 
meatIon of the sentence of excommunication and deposition. 
Fredenck. The pope and the bishop, inverted the torches 
they held in their hands until they went out, uttering the 
malediction, "So may he be extinguished." A~ain the 
emperor appealed to Europe, but this time In vam. 
Europe would not forgive him his blasphemy. Misfortunes 
crowded upon him; his friends forsook him; his fa.vourite 
BO~ Enzio, was taken prisoner; and he never smiled a.gain 
after detecting his intimate, Pietro de Vinea, whom he 
had raised from beggat:y, in promising the monks that he 
would poison him. The day had been carried by a resort 
to all means justifiable and unjustifiable, good and evil. 
Fo:.: thirty years Frederick had combated the (,'hurch aDd 
the Guelph party, but he sunk in the conflict at last. 
When Innocent heard of the death of his foe, he might 
doubtless well think that what he had once asserted had 
at last become true: "We are no mere mortal man; we 
have the place of God upon earth." In his address to the 
The triumph clergy of Sicily he exclaimed, "Let the heavens 
at bls death. rejoice and let the earth be glad; for the light
ning and tempest wherewith God Almighty has 80 long 
menaced your heads have been changed by the death of 
this man into refreshing zephyrs and fertilizing dews." 
This is that superhuman vengeance whlch hesitate8 not 
to strike the corpse of a. man. Rome never forgives him 
who has told her of her impostures face to face; she never 
forgives him who has touched her goods. 

The Saracenic influences hr. i thus found an expression 
in the South of France and in Sicily, involving many 
classes of society, from the Poor Men of Lyons to tbe 
Emperor of Germany; but in both 'places they were f)ver
come by the admirable organizatIOn and unscrnpulotuJ 
Po of the vigour of the Church. She handled her weapons 
ch:d.at with singular dexterity, and contrived to ex
tlns JIloment. tract victory out of humiliation and defeat. A8 
always since the days of Constantine. she had partisans in 
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every city, in every village. in every family. And now it 
might have appeared that the blow she had thus delivered. 
"WaS final, and that the world. in contentment, must sub
mit to her will. She had again succeeded in putting her 
iron heel on the neck of knowledge. had invoked. against it 
the hatred of Christendom, and reviled. it as the monstrous 
but legitimate issue of the detested Mohammedanism. 

But the fate of men is by no means an indication of the 1 
fate of principles. The faJ.l of the Emperor Frederick was 
not followed by the destruction of the influences Vitality of 

he represented. These not only survived him, Fnd~c:k.·s 
but were destined, in the end, to overcome the pnJlC1ples. 

power which had t:ramr~nt1y overthrown them. We are 
now entering on the history of a period which offers not 
only ex.terior opposition to the .current doctrines. but, 
what is more ominous. interior mutiny. Notwithstanding 
the awful persecutions in the South of France-notwith
standing the establishment of auricular confession as a 
detective means, and the Inquisition as a weapon of 
punishment-notwithstanding the influence of the French 
king. St. Louis, canonized. by the grateful Church
heresy, instead of being extirpated, extended itself among 
the la.ity, and even spread among the ecclesiastical ranks. 
St. Louis, the representative of the hierarchical 1.0' 
party. gathers influence only from the circum- st. 1ll& 

stance of his relations with the Church, of whose interests 
he was a f~atical supporter. So far as the affairs of his 
people were concerned, he can hardly be looked upon as 
anything better than a simpleton. His reliance for check
ing the threatened spread of heresy was a resort to 
violence-the faggot and the sword. In his opinion, "A 
man ought never to dispute with a misbeliever except 
with his sword, which he ought to drive into the heretic's 
entra.ils as far as he can." It was th.e signal glory of his 
reign that he securOO. for France that inestimable relic, 
the crown of thorns. This peerless memento of His super
our Saviour's passion he purchased in Constanti- stltJ.oa, 

nople for an immense sum. But France was doubly and 
enviably enriched; for the Abbey of St. Denys was in 
possession of another, known to be equally authentic 1 
Besides the crown, he also secured the sponge that was 
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dipped in 'Vinegar; the lance of the Roman soldier; also 
the swaddling-clothes in which the Saviour had first lain 
in the manger; the rod of Moses; and part of the skull of 
John the Baptist. These treasures he deposited in the 
" Holy Chapel" of Paris. 

Under the papal auspices, St. Louis determined on a 
d C1'1lSade. crusade; and nothing, except what we have 

an already mentioned, can better show his mental 
imbecility than his disregard of all suitable arrangements 
for it. He thought that, provided the troops could be 
made to lead a. religious life, all would go well; that the 
Lord would fight his own battles, and that no provisions 
of a military or worldly kind were needed. In such a 
pious reliance on the support of God, he reached Egypt 
with his expedition in June, A.D. 1249. The cver-con
spicuous valour of the French troops could maintain itsel! 
in the battle-field, but not against pestilence a.nd famine. 
In March of the following year, as might have been fore-
seen, King Louis was the prisoner of the Sultan, and was 
only spared the indignity of being carried about as a 
Its total fail- public spectacle in the Mohammedan toWDS by 
Ufe. a ransom, at first fixed at a. million of Byzantines, 
but by the merciful Sultan voluntarily reduced one fifth. 
Still, for a time, Louis lingered in the East, arParentIy 
stupefied by considering how God could in this manner 
have abandoned a. man who had come to his help. Never 
was there a. crusade with a. more shameful end. 

Notwithstanding 'the support of St. Louis in ru. own 
dominions, the intellectual revolt spread in every direction, 
The InqttiBi- .and that not only in France, but throughout all 
:.!;'n at~ Catholic Europe. In vain the Inquisition ex
in~=u!.te erted all its terrors-and what could be more 
revolt. terrible than its form of procedure? It sat in 
secret; no witness, no advocate was present; the aoou.sed. 
was simply informed that he was charged with heresy, it 
was not said by whom. He was made to swear that he 
would tell the truth as regarded himself, and also re
specting other persons, whether parents, children, friends. 
strangers. If he resisted he was committed to a solitary" 
dungeon, dark and poisonous; his food was diminished; 
everything was done to drive him into insanit,r. Then 
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the familiars of the Holy Office, or others in its interests, 
we:re by degrees to work upon him. to extort.(lonfession,as 
to himself or aoousations against others. But this fearful 
tribunal did llot fail to draw upon itself the indignation of' 
men. Its victims, condemned for heresy, were perishing 
in all directions. The usual apparatus of death, the stake 

'and faggots, had become unsuited to its wholesale and re
morse,less vengeance. The convicts were so nume;rous as 
to require pens made of ,stakes and filled with straw. It. 
was thus that, before the Archbishop of Rheims and 
seventeen other prelates, one bundred and eighty- Burnings of 
three heretics, togetlier with their pastor, were heretlCB. 

burned alive. Such outrages against humanity canllot 
be perpetrated without 'bringing in the end retribution. 
In other countries the rising indignation was exasperated 
by local causes; in England, for instance, by the continual 
intrusion of Italian ecolesiastics into the richest benefices. 
Some \1f them were mere boys; many were non-residents; 
some had not so much as seen the country from which 
they drew their ample wealth. The Archbishop of York 
was excommunicated, with torches and bells, because he
would not bestow the abundant l'evenues ot: his Church 
OIl persons from beyond the .Alps; but for all this "he
was blessed by the people." The al'chbishopric of Canter
bury was held, A.D. 1241, by Boniface of Savoy, to whom 
had been gt·anted by the pOlle the first-fruits of all the
benefices in his province. His rapacity was boundless. 
From all the ecclesiastics and ecclesiastical establishments 
under his control he extorted enormous sums. Some, who. 
like the Dean of St. Paul's, resisted him, were excommuni
cated; some, like the aged Sub-prior of St. Bartholomew's,. 
were knocked down by his own hand. Of a military turn 
-he often wore a. cuirass under his robes-he joined his 
brother, the Archbishop of Lyons, who was besieging 
Turin, and 'Wa.sted the revenues of his Bee in England 
in intrigues and petty military enterprises against his 
enemies in Italy, 

Not among the laity alone was there indignation against 
such a state of things. Mutiny broke out in the Mutlnyari8-
Tanks of the Church. It was not that among ing In the 
the humbler classes the sentiment of piety had ChUrch. 
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become diminished. The Shepherds, under the leadership 
.of the Master of Hungary, passed by tens of thousands 
through France to excite the clergy to arouse for the 
rescue of good King Louis, in bondage among the Mussul
men. They asserted that they ~ere commissioned by the 
Virgin, and were fed miraculously by the Master. 
Originating in Italy, the Flagellants also passed, two by 
TheShep- two, through every city, scourging themselves 
herds and for thirty-three days in memory of the years of 
Flagellants. our Lord. These dismal enthusiasts emulated 
each other, and were rivals of the mendicant friars in their 
hatred of the clergy. The mendicants were beginning to 
justify that hesitation which Innocent displayed when he 
was first importuned to authorize' them. The papacy had 
reaped from these orders much good; it was now to gather 
a fearful evil. They had come to be learned men instead of 
ferocious bigots. They were now, indeed, among the most 
cultivated men of their times. They had taken possession 
-.of many of the seats of learning. In the University of 
Paris, out of twelv,e chairs of theology, three only were 
.occupied by the regular clergy. The mendicant friars 
The mendi. had entered into the dangerous paths of heresy • 
.ca.nt fnans are They became involved in that fermenting leaven 
affected. that had come from Spain, and among them 
revolt broke out. 

With an unerring instinct, Rome traced the insurrection 
to its true source. We have only to look at the measures 
taken by the popes to understand their opinion. Thus 
Innocent m., A.D. 1215, regulated, by his legate, the 
Rome probi. 'Schools of Paris, permitting the study of the 
bIts tbe study Dialectics of Aristotle, but forbidding his 
-ofllClence. physical and metaphysical works and theircom
mentaries. These had come through an Arabic channel. 
A rescript of Gregory XI., l.D. 1231, interdicts those on 
natural philosophy until they had been purified by the 
theologians of the Church. These regulations were con
firmed by Clement IV. A.D. 1265. 
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THE AGE OF FAITH IN THE WEST-{Continued). 

OVERTHBOW OJ' TlIB ITALIAN SYSTEM BY THE OOMBINED INTELLEaroAL. 

AND MORAL ATTACK. 

Progr688 OJ Irreligion among the mendicant Order •• -Publication oJ 
heretical BookB.-l'he Everla8ting Gospel and the Comment on the 
.ApocalYP·8. 

Conflict between PMlip the Fair and Boni/ace VIII.-Outrage upon 
and death 0/ the Pope. 

TIle French King remove. the Papacy Jrom Rome to .Avignon.-P08t
mortem Trial oJ the Pope Jor .Atheism and Immorality.-Oamu ana 
COll8equenoer of the .Atheirm oJ the Pope. 

The TemplaT' lall into Infidelity. - Their Trial, Conviction, aM 
Punishment. 

Immoralities oj the Papal Court at .Avignon.-Its return to Rome.
Causer oj the great Schism.-Disorganization oJ the Italian System.
Decomposition oJ the Papacy.-Three Pope •. 

The Council oJ Constance attem~ts to Clm'lJert the papaZ .Autocracy into a 
constitutional Monarchy.-It murders John HUB. and Jerome oj 
Prague.-Pontiftcate of NiooZas V.-Encl oJ the inteUectua' inftuenCB 
oJ tlie Italian System. 

ABOUT the close of the twelfth century appeared. among 
the mendicant friars that ominous work, which, "TheEverIast
under the title of "The Everlasting Gospel," ing Qospel." 

struck terror into the Latin hierarchy. It 'Was affirmed. 
that an angel had. brought it from heaven, engraven on 
copper plates, and had given it to a priest called Cyril, who 
delivered it to the. Abbot J<ta.clllm. The a.bbot Introdnetion 

had been dead a.bout fifty years, when there to 1& by ,he 

was put forth, ~.D. 1250, a. true exposition of the ~:n~~e 
tendenoy ()f his book, under the form of an 
introduction, by John of Parma, the genera.l of the Fran-
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-ciscans, as was universally suspected or alleged. Notwith
.standing its heresy, the work displayed an enlarged and 
masterly conception of the historical progress of humanity. 
In this introduction, John of Parma pointed out that the 
Abbot Joachim, who had not only performed a pilgrimag& 
to the Holy Land, but had been reverenced as a prophet, 
received as or unimpeachable orthodoxy, and canonized, 
liad accepted as his fundamental position that Roman 
Christianity had done its work, and had now come to its 
inevitable termination. He proceeded to show that there 
are epochs or ages in the Divine government of the world; 
that, during the Jewish dispensati6n, it had been under 
the immediate influence of God the Father; during the 
Christian dispensation, it had been under that of God the 
Son; and that the time had now arrived when it would be 
1lnder the influence of God the Holy Ghost i that, in the 
coming ages, there would be no longer a.ny need of faith, 
but that all things would be according to wisdom and 
Teason. It was the ushering in of a new time. So spake, 
with needful obscurity, the Abbot Joachim, and so, more 
plainly, the General of the Franciscans in his Introduction. 
" The Everlasting Gospel" was declared by its adherents 
to have supplanted the New Testament, as that had sup
planted the Old-these three books constituting a threefold 
revelation, answering to the Trinity of the Godhead. At 
-once there was a cry from the whole hierarchy. The Pope, 
Attempts to Alexander IV., without delay, took measures 
destroy the for the destruction of the book. Whoever kept 
book. or concealed a. copy was excommunicated. But 
.among the lower mendicants-the Spiritualists, as they 
were termed-the work was held in the most devout 
repute. With them it had taken the place of the Holy 
Scriptures. So far from being suppressed, it was followed, 
in. about forty years, A.D. 1297, by the Comment on the 
The Comment Apocalypse, by John Peter Oliva, who, in Sicily, 
-on the Ape- had accepted the three epochs or ages, and 
calypse. divided the middle one-the Christian-inID 
seven stages: the age of the A.postles; that of the 
Martyrs; that of Heresies; that of Hermits; that of the 
Monastic System; that of the overthrow of Anti-Christ. 
and tha.t of the coming Millennium. He agreed with his 
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predecessors in the impending abolition of Roman Chris
tianity. stigmatized tha.t Church JlB the purple harlot, and 
with them affirmed that the pope and all his hierarchy had 
become superfluous and obsolete-" their work was done, 
their doom sealed." His zealous followers de- S d 
• prea ~ 
clared that the sacraments of the Church were these doc-

now all useless those administering them having tnnes among 

I '. . di t' Th b . f ecclemastlCL no onger any JurIS CIOn. e urnmg 0 
thousands of these "Fratricelli" by the Inquisition was 
altogether inadequate to suppress them. Eventually, when 
the Reformation occurred, they mingled a.mong the 
followers of Luther. 

To the internal and doctrinal troubles thus befalling 
the Church, material and foreign ones of the most vital 
importance were soon added. Th.e true reason of Appl'08chlng 
the difficulties into which. the papacy was falling dUlicultles ~ 
was now coming conspicuously into light. It the Church. 

'was absolutely necessary that money should be drawn to 
Rome, and the sovereigns of the Western kingdoms, France 
and England, from which it had hitherto been largely 
()btained, were determined that it should be so no longer. 
They had equally urgent need themselves of all that could 
be extorted. In France, even by St. Louis, it was enacted 
that the :papal power in the election of the clergy should 
be restramed; and, complaining of the drain of money 
from the kingdom to Rome, he applied the effectual remedy 
()f prohibiting any such assessments or taxa.tions for the 
future. 

We have now reached the pontificate of Boniface. VIII., 
an epoch in the intellectual history of Europe. Under the 
title of Celestine V. a. visionary hermit had been raised to 
the papacy-visionary. for Peter Morrone (such Peter Morrone, 

wasrusname) had long been indulged inappari- becomeapope. 

tioDS of angels and the sounds of phantom bells in the 
air. Peter was escorted from his ooll to his supreme 
position by admiring crowds; but it 'Very soon became 
apparent that the life of an a.nchorite is not a. prepara.tion 
for the duties of a pope. The concla.ve of cardinals had 
elected him, not from any impression of his suitableness, 
but because they were evenly balanced in two parties, 
neither of which would give way. They were therefore;t 
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driven to a temporary and available election. But scarcely 
had this been done when his incapacity became cons'picuous 
and his removal imperative. It is said that the fnends of 
Benedetto Gaetani, the ablest of the carclinaIs. through a 
hole perforated in the'pope's chamber wall, atmidnight,in 
a hollow voice, warned: him that he retained his dignity 
Celestl- V at the peril of his soul, and in the namu of God 
temll~eID~ commanded him to abd.icate. And so, in spite 
abdicatIon. of all importunity, he aid. His abdication was 
considered by many pious persons as striking a death-blow 
at papal infallibility. 

It was during his pontificate that the miracle of Loretto 
The miracle occurred. l'he house inhabited by the Virgin 
of Loretto. immediately after her conception haa been con
verted on the death of the Holy Family into a chapel. and 
St. Luke baa presented to it an image, carved by his -own 
hands, still known as our Lady of Loretto. Some angels 
chancing to be at Nazareth when the Saracen conquerors 
approached, fearing that the sacred relio might fall into 
their possession,"took the house bodily in their hands, ana, 
carrying it through the air, after several halts, finally 
deposited it at Loretto in Italy. 

So Benedetto Gaetani, whether by such wily procure
lloniface menta or not, became Pope Boniface Vill., A.D. 
VIU elected 1294. His election was probably due to King 
pope. Charles, who held twelve electoral votes, the 
bitter personal animosity of the Colonnashaving been either 
neutralized or overcome. The first care of Boniface was to 
consolidate his power and relieve himself of a rival. In the 
opinion 'of many it was not possible for a pope to abdicate. 
Confinement in prison soon (.4..».1296) settled that qu .. 
Ascent of tiona The soul of Celestine was soon by a monk 
l'opeCelestlne ascending the skies, which opened to receive it 
too heaven. into heaven; and a splendid faneral informed 
his enemies that they must now acknowledge Boniface as. 
the unquestioned pope. But the princely Colonnas, the 
leaders of the Ghibelline faction in Rome, who had re
Quarrel of sisted the abdication of Celestine to the Iast~ 
llomface and and were, therefore, mortal enemies of Boniface. 
ihe ColODlUl8. revolted. He published a bull against them;. 
he excommunicated. them. With an ominous anticipation 
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(If the tuture-for they were familiar with the papal 
power, and knew where to touch it to the quick-they 
appealed to a "General Council." Since supernatural 
weapons did not seem to avail, Boniface proclaimed a 
crusade against them. The issue answered his expecta
tions. Palestrina, one of their strongholds, which in ~ 
moment of weakness they had surrendered, was utterly 
devastated and sown with salt. The Colonnas fled, some. 
of them to France. There, in King Philip the F~, they 
found a friend, who was destined to avenge their wrongs, 
and to inflict on the papacy a blow from which it never 
recovered. 

This was the state of affairs at the commencement of the 
quarrel between Philip and Boniface. The Crusades had 
brought all Europe under taxation to Rome, and loud 
complaints were everywhere made against the drain of 
money into Italy. Things had at last come to such a 
condition that it was not possible to continue Pecuniary 

the Crusades without resorting to a taxation of neee8SltIes 

the clergy, and this was the true reason of the of Rome. 

eventual lukewarmness, and even opposition to them. But 
the stream of money that had thus been passing into Italy 
had engendered habits of luxury and extravagance. Cost 
what it might, money must be had in Rome. The per
ennial necessHy under which the kings of England and 
France found themseIves--the necessity of revenlle for the 
carrying out of their temporal projects-could only be 
satisfied in the same way. The wealth of those nations 
had insensibly glided into the hands of the Church. In 
England, Edward I. enforced the taxation of the The King of 

clergy. Theyresistedatfust, but that sovereign =~com.. 
found an ingenious and effectual remedy. He clergy:' pay 
directed his judges to hear no cause in which an tu.ea. 
ecclesiastic was a. complainant, but to try every suit brOUght) 
against them; asserting that those who refused to share 
the burdens of the sta-te had no right to the protection of 
its laws. They forthwith submitted. In the nature and 
~ffi.ca.cy of this remedy we for the first time recognize the 
.agency of a class of men soon to rise to power-the lawyers. 

In France, Philip the Fair made a similar attempt. It 
was not to be supposed that Rome would tolerate this 

VOL. n. G 
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trespassing on what she considered her proper domain, ana 
The KlDg III accordingly Boniface issued the bull "Clerici. 
France a~ laicos," excommunicating kings who should levy 
IemplB it. subsidies on ecclesiastics. Hereupon rhilipo 
determined that, if the French clergy were not tributary 
to him, Fl'ance should not be tributary to the pope. and 
'issued an edict prohibiting the export of gold a.nd silver 
from France without his license. But he did not resort to 
these extreme measures until he had tried others which 
perhaps he considered less troublesome. He had plundered. 
the Jews, confiscated their property, and expelled them 
from his dominions. The Church was fairly next in order; 
and, indeed, the mendicant friars of the lower class, who, 
as we have seen, were disaffected by the publication of 
Is abetted by "The Everlasting Gospel." were loud in their 
the bj'ggmg denunciations of her wealth, attributing the pre
friars, vailing religious demoralization to it. They 
poinled to the example of our Lord and his disciples; and 
when their antagonisto replied that even He condescended. 
to make use of money, the malignant fanatics maintained 
their doctrines, amid the applause of a. jeering populace, 
by answering that it was not St. Peter, but Judas, who
was intrusted with the purse, and that the pope stood in 
need of the bitter rebuke which Jesus had of 01<1 adminis
tered to his prototype Peter, saying, "Get thee behind me, 
Satan; for thou savourestnotofthe things that be of God, 
but of the things that be of men" (Mark viii. 33). Under 
that authority they affirmed that they might stigmatize. 
the great culprit without guilt. So the king ventured to 
put forth his hand and touch what the Churcll had, and 
she cursed him to his face. At first a literary war ensued: 
the pope published his bull, the king his reply. Already 
the policy which Philip was following, and the a.bility he
and ably aua- was displaying, manifested tha.t he had attached 
tained by the to himself that new power of which the King 
lawyers. of England had taken advantage-a power soon 
to become the mortal enemy of the ecclesiastic-the
DeviceoftlJe lawyers. In the meantime, money mllBt be had 
Jubilee. in Rome; when, by the singularly felicitoas 
device of the proclamation of 'a year Df jubilee, .A.D. 13001' 
large sums were again brought iAto Italy. 
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Boniface had. thus four antagonists on his hands-the 
King of Franoe, the Colonnas, the lawyers, and The four 
the mendicants. By the latter, both high and enemies of 

low, he was cordially hated. Thus the higher BoIl1face. 
English Franciscan&. were enraged against him because he 
refused to let them hold lands. They attempted to bribe 
him with 40,000 ducats; but he seized the money at the 
banker's, under the pretence that it had no owners, as 
the mendicants were vowed to poverty, and then denied 
the privilege. As to the lower Franciscans, heresy was 
fast spreading a.mong them. They were not only infected 
with the doctrines of "The Everlasting Gospel," but had 
even descended into the a.byss of irreligion one step more 
by placing St. Francis in the stead of our Saviour. They 
were incessantly repeating in the ears of the laity that the 
pope was Anti-Ohrist, .. The Man of Sin." The quarrel 
between Philip and Boniface was every moment 
• .. b' Th £ 'zed d Collision moreaslDg In Itterness, e ormer sel an between the 

imprisoned a papal nuncio, who had been selected F~ king 
because he was known to be personally offensive; an e pope, 

the latter retaliated by the isSllB of bulls protesting against 
such an outrage, interfering between the king and his 
French clergy, and citing the latter to appear in Eome 
and take cognizance of their master's misdoings. The 
monarch was actually invited to be present and hear his 
own doom. In the lesser bull-if it be authentio-and 
the king's rejoinder, both parties seem to have lost their 
temper. This was followed by the celebrated ThebuU 
bull .. AU8culta Fili," at which the king's indigna- "Au8Ct<lttJ 

tion knew no bounds. He had it publicly burnt FaLl." 

in Paris at the sound of a. trumpet; assembled the States
General: and, under the advice of his lawyers, skilfully 
brought the issue to this: Does the king hold the realm 
of France of God or of the pope? Without difficulty it 
might be soon how the French clergy would be compelled 
to act: sinoe many of them held fiefs of the king, all were 
in fear of the intrusion of Italian eoolesiastics into the rich 
benefices. France, therefore, Sllpported her Th~ bull 
monarch, On his side, Boniface, in the bull .. U .. _ 

.. Unam Sanctam," a.sserted his power by declaring s .. ftCIa ... If 

that it is necessary to salvation. to believe that .. f!'Ver1 
62 
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human being is subject.to the Pontiff of Rome." Philip, 
foreseeing the desperate nature of the approaching conliict, 
and aiming to attach his people :firmly to him by putting 
himself forth as their protector against priestly tyranny, 
again skilfully appealed to their sentiments by denouncing 
the Inquisition as an atrocious barbarity, an outrage on 
human rights, violating all law, resorting to new a.nd 
unheard-of tortures, and doing deeds at which men'. minds 
revolt with horror. In the South of France this lan
guage was thoroughly understood. The lawyers, among 
Wllllamde whom William de Nogaretwasconspicuous,ably 
Nogaret. assisted him; indeed, his whole movement ex
hibited the extraordinary intelligence of his advisers. It 
has been affirmed, and is, perhaps, not untrue, that De 
Nogaret's father had been burnt by the Inquisition. The 
great lawyer was bent on revenge. The States-General, 
under his suggestions, entertained four propositions: 
Action of 1. That Boniface was not the true pope; 2. That 
the States- he was a heretic; 3. That he was a. simoniac ; 
General. 4. That he was a man weighed down with crimes. 
De Nogaret, learning from the Colonnas how to touch the 
papacy in a vital point, demanded that the whole subject 
should be referred to a "General Council" to be summoned 
by the king. A second meeting of the States-General' 
was held. William de Plaisian, the Lord of Vezenoble, 
appeared with charges against the pope. Out of a. long 
list, many of which could not possibly be true, some may 
Aceusationa be mentioned: that Boniface neither believed in 
agamst the the immortality nor incorruptibili ty of the soul, 
pope. nor in a. life to come, nor in the real presence in 
the Eucharist; that he did not observe the fasts of the 
Church-not even. Lent; that he spoke of the cardinals, 
monks, and friars as hypocrites; that the nol, Land had 
been lost through his fault; that the subsidies for ita 
relief had been embezzled by him; that his holy predecessor, 
Celestine, through his inhumanity had been brought to 
death; that he had said that fornication and other obscene 
practices are no sin; that 'he was a Sodomite, and had 
caused clerks to be m1JXdered in his presence; that he had. 
enriched himself by simony; that his nephew's wife had 
borne him. two illegitimate SODS. These, with other still 
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more revolting charges, were sworn to upon the Holy 
Gospels. The. king appealed to U a general council and to 
a legitimate pope.". 

The quarrel had now become a mortal one. There was 
but one course for Bonifaee to take, and he did take it. 
He excommunicated the king. He depriVed him of his 
throne, and anathematized his posterity to the fourth 
generation. The bull was J,o be suspended in the porch of 
the Cathedral of Anagni on September 8 j but William de 
Nogaret and one of the Colonnas had already passecl into 
Italy. They hired a troop of banditti, and on September 7 
attacked the pontiff' in his palace at Anagni. The doors 
of a church which protected him. were strong, but they 
yielded to fire. 1.'he brave old man. in his pontUicalrobes. 
with his crucifix in one hand and the keys of St. Peter in 
the other, sat down on his throne and confronted his 
assailants. His cardinali had fied through a sewer. So 
little reverence was there for God's vicar upon earth, that 
Sciarra Colonna raised his hand to kill him on the spot; 
but the blow was arrested by De N ogaret, who. with a 
bitter taunt, told him that here, in his own city, he owed 
his life to the mercy of a servant of the King of France-a 
servant whose father had been burnt by the Inquisition. 
The pontiff was spared only to be placed. on a Risse! 
miserable horse, with his face to the tail, and by Ve :::' 

led off to prison. They meant to transport him. ~ and Ina 

to France to await the general council. He was ea 

rescued, returned to Rome, was seized and imprisoned again. 
On the 11th of October he died. 

Thus, after a pontificate of nine eventful years, perished 
Boniface Vill. His history and his fate show to what a 
gulf Roman Christianity was approaching. His suooessor, 
l3enedict XL, had but a brief enjoyment of power; long 
enough, however, to learn that the hatred of the King of 
France had not died with the death of Boniface, and that 
he was determined not only to pursue the departed pontift"8 
memory beyond the grave, but also to effect a radical 
change in the papacy itself. A basket of :figs was presented 
to Benedict by a veiled female. She had brought Pol. ... n!a.or of 

them, she said, from the Abbess of St. Petronilla. ~ XL 
In an unguarded moment the pontiff ate of them without 
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the customary precaution of having them preTiously 
tasted. Alas 1 what was the state of morals in Italy? 
A dysentery came on; in a few days he was dead. But 
the Colonnas had already taught the King of Franco 
how one should work who desires to touch the ropedom; 
the event that ~ad just occurred was the preparation 'for 
Understanding putting their a.dvice into operatIon. The king 
between the came to an understaniling with Bernard de Goth 
king and the th A chb' h f B d S' di" ArchbIshop of e r Ui Op 0 or caUL IX con tiona 
Bordeaux, were arranged between them: 1. Thereconcilia
tion between the Church and the king; 2. The absolution 
of all persons engaged in the affair of Boniface; 3. Tenths 
from the clergy for :five years; 4. The condemna.tion of 
the memory of Boniface; 5. The restoration of the Colonn.a.s; 
6. A secret article; what it was time soon showed. A 
swift messenger carried intelligence to the king's partisans 
in the College of Cardinals, and Bernard became Clement 
V. "It will be ]ong before we see tlle face of another 
pope in Rome! II exclaime<l the Cardinal Matteo Orsini, 
with a prophetic instinct of what was coming when the 
conspiracy reached its development. His prophecy was 
only too true. Now appeared what was that sixth, that 
Removal of secret article negotiated between King Philip 
the papacy and De Goth. Clement took up his reSIdence at 
toAVlgnon. Avignon in France. The tomb of the apostles 
was a.bandoned. The Eternal City had ceased to be the 
metropolis of Christianity. 

But a French prelate had not bargained with a French 
king for the most eminent dignity to which a. European 
can aspire without having given an equivalent. In as 
good faith as he could to his contract. in 8.8 good faith as 
he could to his present pre-eminent position, C1ement V. 
proceeded to discharge his share of the obligation. To a 
certain extent King Philip was animated by an undying 
vengeance against his enemy, whom he considered &/I 

having escaped out ot his grasp. but he W8.$ also actuated 
by a. sincere desire of accomplishing a reform. in the Church 
through. a radical change in its constitution. He was re
solved that the pontiffs should be accountable to the king, 
of France; or that France should more directly infiuence 
their conduct. To reconcile men to this, it was for him 
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to show, with the sembl8lnce of pious reluctance, what 
was the state t@ which m.orals and faith had come in Rome. 
The tria} 01 the dead Boniface was therefore P<l8t-mortell1 

-entered. upon, A.n.. 1310. The Consistory was tnalofPope 

opened at Avignon, March 18. The proceedings Bow.faoe. 
()oonpied many months; many witnesses were examined.. 
The main points attempted to. be established by their 
eTideuce seem to have been these: .. That Boniface had 
declared his belief that there was nQ such thing as divine 
law-what was reputed to be such was merely the inven
tion of men to keep the rugar in awe by the terrors or 
eternal punishment; that it was a falsehood to assert the 
Trinity, and fatuous to believe it; that it was The accusa
falsehood to say that a "Virgin had brought tlotllll aglUun. 
forth, for it was an impossibility; that it was him. 
falsehood to assert that bread is transubstantiated into 
the body of Christ; that Christianity is false, because it 
asserts a. fature life, of which there is no evidence save 
that of visionary people." It. was in evidence that the 
pope had said, .. God may do the worst with me that he 
pleases in the future life; I believe as ~ery educated man 
doee, the vulgar believe otherwise. We have to speak as 
they do, but we must believe and think' with the few," It 
was sworn to by those who had heard: him disputing with 
.some Parisians that he had mainta.ined .. that neither the 
body nor the soul rise aga.in." Other&- testi1ied that" he 
neither believed in the resurrection nor in the sacraments 
of, the Chtn'Ch, and had denied that ea.rnal grati1ications 
an9 sinS.'~ The Primicerio of St. John's a.tNaples, deposed 
that. when a ca.rdinaJ, Boniface had sa.id in his presence, 
'480 that God gives me the good things of this life, I care 
not a. bean: for that to come. A man has no more a. soul 
than'a. beast. Did you ever see anyone who had risen 
from the dead?" H& took delight in deriding the blessed 
Virgin; ow fOT," sa.id: he, - she was no more a virgin than 
my mother." As to the presence of Christ in the Host. 
n It is nothing but paste.- ThreG knights of Lucca. testir 
ned that when certain venerable ambassadors, whose names 
they gave, were in the presell.ce of'the pope at the time of 
the jubilee, a.nd 8. chaplain happened to invoke the mercyof 
Jesus on 8. person. recently dead, Boniface appalled all 
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a.round him by exclaiming, "What a. fool, to commend 
him to Christ I He could not help himself, and how can 
he be expected to help others? He was no Son of God, 
but a shrewd man and a. great hypocrite." It mightscem 
impossible to exceed such blasphemy: and yet the wit
nesses went on to testify to a conversation which he held 
with the brave old Sicilian admiral, Roger Loria. This 
devout sailor made the remark, in the pope's presence, 
that if, on a certain occasion, he had died, it was his tI"U8t 
that Christ would have had mercy on him. To this 
Boniface replied, .. Christ I he was no Son of God j he was 
a inan, eating and drinking like ourselves; he never 
rose from the dead; no man has ever risen. I am far 
mightier than he. I can bestow kingdoms and humble 
kings." Other witnesses deposed to having heard him 
affirm, "There is no harm in simony. There is no :c'lore 
harm in adultery than in rubbing one's hands together." 
Some testified to such immoralities and lewdness in his 
private life that the pages .of a modern book cannot be 
so~led with the recital. 

In the meantime, Clement did all in his power to save 
the blackened memory of his predecessor. Every influence 
that could be brought to bear on the revengeful or politic 

king was resorted to, and at last with success. 
::~~~~ Perhaps Philip saw that he had fully accom 
stam f~ the plished his object. He had no design to destroy 
prosecu Ion. the papacy. His aim was to revolutionize it-to 
give the kings of France a more thorough control over it; 
a.nd, for the accomplishment of that purpose, to demonstrate 
to what a condition it had come through the present 
system. Whatever might be the decision, such evidence 
-had been brought forward as, notwithstanding its contra
dictions and appareni inconsistencies, had made a profound 
impression on every thinking man. It was the king's 
consummate policy to let the matter remain where it was. 
Accordingly, he abandoned all farther action. The grati
tude of Clement was expressed in a bull exalting Philip, 
attributing his action to piety, exempting him from all 
blame, annulling past bulls prejudicial to him, revoking all 
punishments of those who had been concerned against 
Boniface except in the case of fifteen persons, on whom a 
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light and nominal penance was in1licted. In November. 
A.D. 1311, the Council of Vienne met. In the following 
year three cardinals appeared before it to defend the 
orthodoxy and holy life of Pope Boniface. Two knights 
threw down their gauntlets to maintain his innocence by 
wager of battle. There was no accuser! no one took up 
the gage; and the council was at liberty quietly to dispose 
of the matter. 

How far the departed pontiir.was guilty of the charges 
alleged. against him was, therefore, never fairly The religi01lS 

ascertained. But it was a tremendous, an aondiUOIl of 

appalling fact that charges of such a character PopeBoniface. 

could be even so much as brought forward, much more that 
a succeeding pontiff had to listen to them. and attribute 
intentions of piety to the accuser. The immoralities of 
which Boniface was accused were such as in Italy did not 
excite the same indignation as among the more moral 
people beyond the Alps; the heresies were those every
where pervading the Churqh. We have already seen 
'what a profound impression "The Everlasting Gospel" 
had made, and how many followers and martyrs it had. 
What was alleged against Boniface was only that he had 
taken one step more in the downward. course of irreligion. 
His fault lay in this, that in an evil hour he had given 
expression to thoughts which, considering his position. 
ought to have remained locked up in his inmost soul. As 
to the rest, if he was avaricious, and accumulated enormous 
treasures, such as it was said the banditti of the Colonnas 
seized when they outratoo his person., he was no worse 
than many other popes. Clement V., his successor, died 
enormously rich; and, wha.t was worse, did not hesitate 
to scandalize Europe by his prodigal munificence to the 
beautiful Brunisard, the Countess of Talleyrand, his lady. 

The religious condition of Boniface, though not admit
ting of apology, is capable of explanation. By 1&8--. 
the Crusades all Europe had been wrought 
up to a fanatical expectation, doomed necessarily to dis
appointment. From them the papacy had derived pro
digious advantapes both in money and power. It was 
now to experience fearful evils. It had largely promised 
rewards in this life, and also in ~ the world to ~e, to 
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those wh() would take up the Cross; it had deliberately 
pitted Christianity against Mohammedanism, and staked 
the authenticity of each on the issue of the conflict. In 
face of the whole world it had put fo~ttb. as the true 
-criterion the possession of the holy places, hallowed by the 
life, the sufferings, the death, the resurrection of the 
Redeemer. Whatever the result might be, the circum
.stances under which this had been done were such that 
there was no concealing, no dissembling. In all Europe 
there was not a. family which had not been pecunia.rily 
involved in the Crusades, perhaps few that had not 
furnished men. Was it at an to be wondered at that 
-everywhere the people, accustomed to the logic of trial by 
battle, were terror-stricken when they saw the result 1 
Was it to be wondered at that even still more dreadful 
he:r:esies spontaneously suggested themselves? Was it at 
&l extraordinary that, if there had been popes sincerely 
.accepting that criterion, the issue should be a. pope who 
was a sincere misbeliever? Was it extraordinary that 
there should be a loss of papal prestige? It was the 
papacy which had voluntarily, for its own ends, brought 
things into this evil channel, and the papacy deserved a 
just retribution of discredit and ruin. It had wrought on 
the devout temper of religious Europe for its own sinister 
purposes; it had drained the Continent of its blood, and 
perhaps of what was more highly prized-its money; it had' 
-established a false issue, an unwarrantable criterion, and 
now came the time for it to rea.p consequences of a different 
kind-intellectual revolt among the people, heresy among 
the clergy. Nor was the p~pe without eminent comrades 
in his sin. The Templars, whose duty it had been topra
Apostacyo( tcct pilgrims on the way to Jerusalem-who 
·the Templars. had therefore been long and thoroughly familiar 
with the state of events in Palestine-had been treadiLg 
in the same path as the pope. Dark rumours had begun 
to circulate throughout Europe that these, the very van
.guard of Christiauity, had not only proved traitors to their 
banner, but had actuaJly become Mohammeda.nized. On 
their expulsion from the Holy Land, at ~he close of the 
Crusades, they spread all over Europe, to disseminate by 
.t!tealth their fearfol heresies, and to enjoy the riches they 
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had acquired in the service they had betrayed.. Men find 
a cha.nn in having it mysteriously and secretly divulged 
to them that their long-cherished opinions are all a 
delusion. There was something fascinating in hearing 
privately, from those who could speak with authority, 
tha.t, after all, Mohammed waS not an impostor. but the 
author of a pure and noble Theism; that Saladin was not 
a treacherous assassin, 80 despicable liar, but a most valiant, 
courteous, and gentle knight. In his proceedings a.gainst 
the Templars, King Philip the Fair seems to have been 
animated by a pure intention of checking the disastrous 
spread of these opinions; yet William de Nogaret, who was 
his chief adviser on this matter as on that of Boniface, was 
not without reasons of personal hatred. It was said that 
he divided his wrath between the Templars and the pope. 
They had had some connexion with the burning of his 
father. and vengeance he was resolved to wreak upon them. 
Under colour of the charges against them, all the Templars 
in France were simultaneously arrested in the Theyare 
dawn of one day, October 13, A..D. 1307, so well arrestedand 
devised were the measures. The grand master, wed. 
Du Molay, waa. secured, not, however, without some 
perfidy. Now were openly brought forward the charges 
which struck Europe with consternation. Substantiation 
of them was offered by witnesses, but it was secured by 
submitting the accused to toJ:ture. The grand master, 
Du Molay, at first admitted their guilt of the crimea 
alleged. After some hesitation. the pope issued a bull, 
commanding the King of England to do what tha King of 
Fra.nce had already done, to arrest the Templars and baize 
their p1:'operty. His decla.r&:t.ion, that one of the order, 
a man of high birth, ha.d confessed to' himself his cri
minality, seems to have made a profound impression on 
the mind of the English king, and of many other persons 
until that time reluctant to believe. The Pa.rliament and 
the University of Paris expressed themselves satisfied with 
the evidence. New examinations were held, and new con
victions were ma.de. The pope issued 9. bull addxesscd. to &ll. 
Christendom, dec1aring how slowly, but;alas r howcertainly. 
he had been compelled to believe in the aposta.cy of the 
<ll'der, and commanding that everywhere proceedings should. 
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be instituted against it. A papal commission assembled in 
Paris, August 7, A.D. 1309. The grand master was brought 
before it. He professed his belief in the Catholio faith. 
but nOw denied that the order was guilty of the charges 
alleged against it, as also did many of the other knights. 
Other witnesses were, however, brought forward, Bome of 
whom pretended to have abandoned the order on account 
of its foul acts. At the Porte St. Antoine, on many 
pleasant evenings in the following May, William de 
Nogaret revelled in the luxury of avenging the shade of 
his father. One hundred and thirteen Templars were, in 
Found guilty slow succession, burnt at stakes. The remorseless 
and puwshed. lawyer was repaying the Church in her own 
coin. Yet of this vast concourse of sufferers all died pro
testing their innocence; not one proved an apostate. 
Notwithstanding this most significant fact-for those who 
were ready to lay down their lives, and to meet with 
unshaken constancy the fire, were surely the bravest of 
the knights, and their dying declaration is worthy of our 
most reverent consideration-things were such that no 
other course was possible than the abolition of the order, 
and this accordingly took place. The pope himself seems to 
have been satisfied that the crimes had been perpetrated 
under the instigation or temptation of Satan; but men of 
more enlarged views appear to have concluded that, though 
the Templars were innocent of the moral abominations 
charged against them, a familiarity with other forms of 
belief in the East had undoubtedly sapped their faith. After 
a. weary imprisonment of six years, embittered by many 
hardships, the grand master, Du Molay, was brought up for 
sentence. He had been found guilty. With his dying breath, 
"before Heaven and earth, on the verge of death, when 
the least falsehood bears like an intolerable weight on the 
soul," he declared the innocence of the order and of him
self. The vesper-bell was sounding when Du Molay antI a 
Burning of brother convict were led forth to their stakes, 
Du Molay. placed on an island in the Seine. King Philip 
himself was present. As the smoke and flames enveloped. 
them they continued to affirm their. innocence. Some 
averred that forth from the fire Du Molay's voice sounded, 
4' Clement I thou wicked and false. judge, I summon thee. 
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to meet me within forty days at the bar of God." Som& 
said that he also summoned the king. In the following 
year King Philip the Fair and Pope Clement the Fifth 
were dead. 

John XXII., elected after an interval of more than two 
years spent in rivalries and intrigues between the French 
and Italian cardinals, continued the residence at Avignon. 
His movements took a practical turn in th~ commence
ment of a process for the recovery of the treasures of 
Clement fyom the Viscount de Lomenie. This was only a. 
part of the wealth of the deceased pope, but it amounted 
to a million and three quarters of florins of gold. The 
Inquisition was kept actively at .work for the extermi
nation of the believers in " The Everlasting Gospel," and 
the remnant of the Albigenses and Waldenses. But all 
this had no other result than that which eventually 
occurred-an examination of the authenticity and right
fulness of the papal power. With an instinct al!I to the 
origin of the misbelief everywhere spreading, the pope 
published bulls against the Jews, of whom a bloody per
secution had arisen, and ordered that all their Ta.lmuds 
and other blasphemous books should be burnt. 
A h .. 'U' ill' f P d blish d Marsillo'p pl YSlclan, .w.ars 0 0 a ua, pu e a work," The 
work, "The Defender of Peace." It was a. philo- Deren~er of 
sophical examination of the principles of govern- Peace. 
ment, and of the nature and limits of the sacerdotal power. 
Its democratic tendency was displayed by its demonstration 
that the exposition oft.he law of Christianity rests not with 
the pope nor any other priest, but with a general council; 
it rejected the papal political pretensions; asserted that no 
one can be rightfully excommunicated by a pope alone, 
and tha.t he has no power of coercion over human thought; 
that the civil immunities of the clergy ought to be ended; 
that poverty and humility ought alone to be their cha
racteristics; that society ought to provide them with a 
decent sustenance, but nothing more: their pomp, ex
travagance, luxury, and usurpations, especially that of 
tithes, should be abrogated; that neither Christ nor the 
Scriptures ever gave St. Peter e. supremacy over the other 
apostles; that, if history is to be consulted, St. Paul, and 
not St. Peter, was bishop of Rome-indeed, it ja- doubtful 
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whether the latter was ever in that city, the Acts of the 
Apostles being silent on that subject. From these and 
many other such arguments he drew forty-one conclusions 
adverse to the political and ecclesiastical supremacy of the 
pope. 

It is not necessary to consider here the relations of John 
XXII. to Louis of Bavaria, nor of the antipope Nicholas; 
they belong merely to political history. But, as if to show 
how the intellectual movement was working its way, th.e 
pontiff himself did not escape a. charge of heresy. Though 
he had so many temporal affairs on his hands, John did 
The"beatific :not hesitate to raise the great question of the 
VlSlOn." .. beatific vision." In his opinion, the dead, even 
the saints, do not enjoy the beatifio vision of God until 
after ,the Judgment-day. At once there was a demand 
among the orthodox, .. "What t do not the apostles, John, 
Peter, nay, even the blessed Virgin. stand yet in tha 
presence of God?" The pope directed the most learned 
theologians to examine the question, himself entering 
actively into the dispute. The University of Paris was 
involved. The King of France declared that his realm 
should not be polluted with such heretical noctrines. A 
single sentence explains the practical direction of the 
dogma, so far as the interests of the Church were con
cerned: "If the saints stand not in the presence of God, 
of what use is their intercession? What is the use or 
addressing prayers ta them?" The folly of the pontitl' 
perhaps might be excused by his age. He was now nearly 
ninety ye8J"S old. That he had not guided himself accord
ing to the prevailing sentiment of the lower religious 
orders, who thought that poverty is essential to salvation, 
appeared at hif\ death, A.D. 1334. He left eighteen mil
lions of gold :florins in specie, and seven millions in plate 
and jewels. 

His successor, Benedict XII., disposed oC the question or 
It i explafD- the • beatific vision:" "It is only those saints 
ed ~ B__ who do not pass through Purgatory that imme
dlct XlL diately behold the Godhead." The pontificate or 
Benedict, which was not without many good features, hardly 
verified the expression with which he greeted the cardinals 
when they elected him, "You have chosen alW'SS." lIi8 
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was a. gay life. There is a. tradition that to him. is due 
~e origin of the proverb, .. As drunk as a pope." 

In the subsequent pontificate of Clement VI., .A..D.. 1342, 
the court at Avignon became the most voluptuous Voluptuoua
in Christendom. It was crowded with kn:ights ness of A Vlg~ 
and ladies, painters and other artists. It ex- non. 

hibited a day-dream of equipages and banquets. The 
pontiff hims.:,lf delighted in female society. bv.t, in his 
weakness, permitted his lady, the Countess of Turenne, 
to extort enormous revenues by the sale of ecclesiastical 
promotions. Petrareb, who lived at Ayignon at this time~ 
speaks of it as a Vilst brothel. His own sister .had been 
seduced by the holy father, John nIT. During all these 
years the Romans had made repeated attempts to forre 
back the papal court to their city. With its departure all 
their profits had gone. But the fatal policy ~f electing
Frenchmen into the College of Cardinals seemed to shut 
out every hope. The unscrupulous manner in which this 
was done is illustrated by the fact that Clement made one 
of his, relatives, a lad of eighteen, a. cardinal. Rienzl 

For a time the brief glories of Rienzi cast 8. • 

flickering rayon Rome; but Rienzi was only a demagogue 
-an impostor. It was the deep impression made upon 
Euro~e that the residence at .A. vignon was an abandon
Juent of the tomb of St. Peter, that compelled Urban V. to 
l'etum to Rome. This determination was strengthened 
by a. desire to escape out of the power of the kings of 
France, and to avoid the free companies who had learned 
to extort bribes for sparing Avignon from plunder. He 
left Avignon, A.D. 1367, amid the reluctant grief of his 
cardillals, torn from that gay and dissipated city, and in 
drea.d vf the recollections and of the populace of Rome. 
And well it might be so; for not only in Rome, but aU 
over Italy. piety was held in no respect, and the discipline 
of the Church in derision. When Urban sent to Barnabas 
Viscollti, who was raising trouble in 'i'llS{l8.ll.Y. a. .bull of 
excommunication by the hands of two legates, I~U\lIIof 
Darnabas actually compelled. them, in his pre- Barnablls 

sence, to eat the parchment on which the bull Vlacond. 

was written, together with the leaden seal and tho silken 
string, and. telling them that he hoped it would sit as 
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lightly on their stomachs as it did on his, sent them hack 
to their master f In a little time-it was but two years 
-absence from France became insupportable; the pope 
returned to A vignon, and there died. It was reserved for 
The POJlE'Jl- his successor, Gregory XI., finally to end what 
tum toRome. was termed, from its seventy years' duration, 
the Babylonish captivity, and restore the papacy to the 
Eternal City, A.D. 1376. 

But, though the popes had thus returned to Rome, the 
Causesottbe effects of King Philip's policy still continued. 
great schism. On the death of Gregory XI., the conclave, 
meeting at Rome-for the conclave must meet where the 
pope dies---elected Urban VI., under intimidation of the 
Roman populace, who were determined to retain the 
papacy in their city; but, escaping to Fonm, and repent
ing of what they had thus done, they proclaimed his 
election void, and substituted Clement VII. for him. They 
were actually at one time on the point of choosing the 
King of France as pope. Thus began the great schism. 
It was, in reality, a struggle between France and Italy 
for the control of the papacy. The former had enjoyed it 
for seventy years; the latter was determined to recover 
it. The schism thus rested originally on political con
siderations, but these were doubtless exasperated by the 
conduct of Urban, whose course was overbearing and even 
intolerable to his supporters. Nor did he amend as his posi
tion became more consolidated. In .A.D. 1385, 8USpecting 
his cardinals of an intention to seize him, declare him a 
heretic, and burn him, he submitted several of them to 
torture in his own presence, while he recited his breviary. 
Escaping from Nocera, where he had been besieged, he 
caused the Bishop of Aquila to be killed on the roadside. 
Others he tied in sacks, and threw into the sea at Genoa. 
It was supposed, not without reason, that he was insane. 

If there had formerly been pecuniary difficulty in 
i'ecuniary De- supporting one papal court, it, of course, became 
cessltleeofthe greater now that there were two. Such trou
rival popes. bles, every day increasing, led at length to 
unhappy political movements. There was an absolute 
necessity for drawing money to Rome and also to A vignon. 
The device of a jubilee was too transitory and inadequate, 
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even though, by an improvement in the theory of that 
leath'al, it was expedited by thirty-thee years, answering 
to our Saviour's life. At' Avignon, the difficulty of 
Clement, who was of amiable and polished manners, 
turned on the French Church being obliged to support 
him; and it is not to be wondered at that the French 

. clergy looked with dislike on the pontifical establishment 
among them, since it was driven by its necessities to prey 
on all their best benefices. Under such circumstances, no 
other course was possible to the rival popes and their 
successors than a. thorough reorganization of the papal 
financial system-the more complete develop- Organi~t1on 
ment of simony, indulgences, and other im- ofalmony. 

proper sources of emolument. In this manner Boniface 
IX. tripled the value of the annates upon the papal books. 
Usurers or brokers, intervening between the purchasers of 
benefices and the papal exchequer, were established, and 
it is said that, under the pressing difficulties of the case, 
benefices were known to have been sold, many times in 
succession, t~ different claimants in one week. Late 
applicants Dllght obtain a preference for appointments on 
making a cash paymen.t of twenty-five :florins; an in
creased preference might be had for fifty. It became, at 
last, no unusual thing to write to kings and prelates for 
subsidies-a proof how greatly the papacy had been 
weakened by the events of the times. , 

But religious Europe could not bear with such increasing 
scandals. The rival popes were incessantly Incbgnatlon 
accusing each other of falsehood and all man- ofreligloua 
ner of wickedness. At length the public sen- Europe. 
timent found its expression in the Council of Pisa, ca1leti. 
by the cardinals on their own responsibility. This oounci.... 
summoned the two popes-Ben.edict XIII. and GregoI')' 
XII.-before it; declared the crimes and excesses imputec:. 
to them to be true, and deposed tht'm both, appointin~ in 
their stead Alexander V. There were now, Three 
therefore, three popes. But, besides thus ren- popes. 
dering the position of things worse than it was before in. 
tJrls respect, the council had taken the still more extra
ordinary step of overthrowing the autocracy of the pope. 
It had been compelled by the force of circumstances to 

VOL. II. H 
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destroy the very foundation of Latin' Christianity by 
assuming the position of superiority over the vicar of 
Christ. Now might be discerned by men of refIexion the 
purely human nature of the papacy. It had broken down. 
Out of the theological disputes of preceding years a. poli
tical principle was obviously emerging; the democratic 
spirit was developing itself, and the hierarchy was in 
rebellion against its sovereign. 

Nor was this great movement limited to the clergy. 
In every direction the laity participated in it, pecuniary 
questions being in very many instances the incentive. 
~'hings had come to such a condition tha.t it seemed to be 
()f little moment what might be the personal character of 
the pontiff; the necessities of the position irresistibly 
drove him to replenish the treasury by shameful means. 
13altbazarCos- Thus, on Alexander's death, Balthazar Cossa, 
Ba made pope. an evil but an able man, who succeeded as John 
XXIII., was not only compelled to extend the existing 
simoniacal practices of the ecclesiastical brokers' offices, but 
actually to derive revenue from the licensing of prostitutes, 
gambling-houses, and usurers. In England, for ages a 
mine of wealth to Rome, the tendency of things was'shown 
by such facts as the remonstrance of the Commons with tho 
Dissatl8faoo crown, on the appoint.:nent of ecclesiastics to all 
tlOn tn the great offices; the allegations made by the 
England. " Good Parliament" as to the a~ount of mone)' 
drawn by Rome from the kingdom. They asserted that 1t 
was :five times as much as the taxes lavied by the Jdng, and 
that the pope's revenue from England was greater than 
the revenue of any prince in Christendom. It was shown 
again by such facts as the passage of the 8tat~te8 of 
Mortmain, Provi80rs, and Prremunire, and by the universal 
clamour against the mendicant orders. This dissatisfac
tion with the clergy was accompanied by a desire for 
knowledg;e. Thousands of persons crowded to the uni
versities both on the Continent and in England. In a 

community thus well prepared, Wiclif found no 
Wiclif,the 
:EnglISh difficulty in disseminating h!-s views. He had 
J'eformer. adopted in many particulars the doctrines of 
Berengar. He taught that the bread in the Eucharist is 
not the real body of Christ, but only its iIn!J.ge; that the 
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Roman Church has no true claim to headship over other 
churches; that its bishop has no more authority than any 
other bishop; that it is right to deprive a delinquent 
Church of temporal possessions; that no bishop ought to 
ha.ve priiOns for the punishment of those obnoxious to 
him; and that the Bible alone is a sufficient guide for a. 
Christian man. His translation of the Bible He ~ 
into English was the practical carrying out of the lhble. 

that assertion for the benefit; of his own countrymen. All 
clllSses of aociety were becoming infected.. The govern
ment for a season vacillated. It was said tha.t every other 
man in England was a. Lo1..Ia.rd The Lolla.rds were 
Wic1ifites. But the Church at last persuaded the govern
ment to let her try her hand, and the statute" de heretico 
comburendo" was passed A..D. 1400. William Sautree, a. 
priest who had turned Wic1ifite, was the first Burnlngof 
English martyr. John Badbee, a tailor, who Enghsh 

denied. tra.nsubstantiation-accused of having hen$ar. 

said that, if it were true, there were 20,000 gods in every 
corn-field in England-next suffered in like manner at the 
stake, in presence of the Prince of Wales. Lord Cobham, 
the head. of the Lollards, who had denounced the pope as 
Anti-Christ, the Son of Perdition, was imprisoned; but 
escaping, became involved in political movements, and 
suffered at length the double penalty for heresy and 
treason, being hung on a gallO*R with a fire blazing at 
his foot. It is interesting to rel!lark the aocial rank of 
these three early martyrs. Heresy was pervading all 
dasses, from the lowest to the highest. 

The Council of CoE.Stanoe met A.D. 1415. It had a 
threefold object: 1. The union of the Church under one 
pope; 2. The reformation of the clergy; 8. The suppl't'llSion 
()f(heresy. I+s ~licy from the :first was determined. It 
proclaimed itself supreme. It demanded the abdication of 
the pope John XXIlL; exhibited articles of Tb 00 d 
accusation against him, some of them. of such of~~ 
enormity &iii almost to surpass belief, and justi- depo&ea the 

fying the epithet tha.t he was "a devil incar- pope. 

Ilate." The suffrage of the council was changed. The 
plan of voting by nations, which reduced the Italians to a. 
mgle vote, was introduced. 'l'hese ucidental facts may 

u2 
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indicate to us that there were present men who under
stood thoroughly how to manage the machinery of such an 
assembly, and that the remark of 2Eneas Sylviu8, after
ward Pope Pius II., respecting the Council of Basle was 
equally true as to that of Constance, that it WILS not so 
much directed by the Holy Ghost as by the passions or 
m,en. The in:fIuence that lawyers were now exercising in 
social affairs-their habits of arrangement, of business, 
and intrigue, is strikingly manifested in the management 
of these assemblages; their arts had passed to the olergy. 
and even in part to the people. But how vast waa the 
change that had occurred in the papacy from the voluntary 
abdication of Celestine to the compulsory abdication of 
Johnt 

To this council, also, came John Huss, under a safe 
and murders conduct from the Emperor Sigismund. Scarcely. 
John Huss. however, had he arrived when he was imprisoned; 
this treachery being excused from the necessity of conceding 
it to the reforming party. On June 5th, A.D. 1416, Huss 
was brought in chains before the council. It was declared 
unlawful to keep faith with a heretic. His countrymen. 
the Bohemian lords present, protested against such perfidy. 
and loudly demanded his release. Articles of accusation, 
derived from his works, were presented. He avowed 
himself ready to defend his opinions. The uproar was so 
great that the council temporarily adjourned. Two days 
afterwards the trial was resumed. It was ushered in by 
an eclipse of the,sun, said to have been total at Prague. 
No one of the bloodthirsty ecclesiastics laid to heart the 
solemn monition that, after his moment of greatest darkness 
was over, the sun shone forth with recovered effulgence 
again. The emperor was present, with all the fathers. 
The first accUsation entered Qn related to transubstantia
tion. On this and on succeeding ocoasions the emperor 
took part in the discussions, among other things observing 
that, in his opinion, the prisoner was worthy of death. 
A'fter a lengthy inquiry into his alleged errors, a form of 
recantation was prepared for Huss. With modest firmness 
Noble con- he declined it, concluding his noble answer with 
duct of Huss. the words, "I appeal to Christ Jesus, the one 
all-powerful and all-just Judge. To him I commend my, 
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cause, who will judge every man, not according to false 
witnesses and erring councils, but according to truth and 
man's desert." On July 1st the council met in full session. 
Thirty articles against Huss were read. Among other 
things, they alleged that he believed the material bread to 
be unohanged after the consecration. In his extremity the 
prisoner looked steadfastly at the traitor SigisJ)1und, and 
solemnly exclaimed, "Freely came I here under the safe
conduct of the emperor." The conscience-stricken monarch 
blushed. Huss was then made to kneel. down and receive 
his sentence. It condemned his writings and his body to 
the flames. 

He was then degraded. and despoiled of his orders. Some 
Qf the bishops mocked at him; some, more merciful. 
implored him to recant. They cut his hair in the form of 
a cross, ancl set upon his head a high paper crown on which 
devils were paintecl. "We devote thy soul to the devils 
in hell." " And I commend my soul to the most merciful 
Lord Christ Jesus." He was then led forth. They passed 
by the bishop's palace, where Huss's books were burning. 
When they fastened him with a chain to his stake, the 
painted crown fell oft', but the soldiers replaced it. " Let 
him ancl his clevils be burnecl together." As H I b 
the flames closed over him, he chantecl psalms e B amt. 

.and prayecl to the Redeemer. Can that be true which 
!requires for its support the murder of a true man? 

So acted without a. d.is?enting voice the Council of 
Constance. It feared the spread of heresy, but it did not 
fear, perhaps did not consider, that higher tribunal to 
whose inexorable verdict councils, and popes, and emperors 
lUust submit-posterity. It asserted itself to be under the 
inspiration of the Holy'Ghost. It took protit by a. shame
ful perfidy. It was a. conclave of murderers. It stifled 
the voice of an earnest man, solemnly protesting against ~ 
doctrine now derided by all the intellect of Europe. The 
revolution it was compassing it inaugurated in blood, not 
alone that of John Huss, but also of Jerome of Umunlen, 
Prague. These martyrs were no common men. aL .... Jerome 

Poggio Bracciolini, an eye-witness, says, in So of Prague. 

letter to Leonardo Aretino, speaking of the eloquence of 
Jerome, "When I consider what his choice of words was, 
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what his elocution, what his reasoning, what his oounten
His BIJIgIlIar ance, his voice, his action I must affirm, however 
eloquence. much we may admire the ancients, that in such 
a cause no one could have approached nearer to the model 
of theiI: eloquence." 

John xxm. was compelled to abdicate. Gregory xn. 
died. - Some time after, Benedict XIII. followed him. 
The council had elected Martin V., and in h4n found a. 
master who soon put an end. to its doings. It had deposed 
one pope and elected another; it had cemented the 
What the _ dominant creed with blood; it had authorized 
counell d1(L the dreadful doctrine that a. difference in 
religious opinion justifies the breaking of plighted faith 
between man and man; it had attempted to perpetuate its 
own power by enacting that councils should be held every 
five years; but it had not accomplished its great object
ecclesiastical reform. 

In a room attached to the Cathedral of Basle, with its 
roof of green and parti-coloured tiles, the modem traveller 
reads on a. piece of paper this inscription: "The room of 
The Cooocil the council, where the famous Council of Basil 
ofBasle. was assembled. In this room Pope Eugene IV. 
was dethroned, and replaced by Felix V., Due of Savoie 
and- Cardinal of Repaile. The council began 1431, and 
lasted 144:8." That chamber, with its floor of little red 
earthen flags and its oaken ceiling, witnessed great events. 

The democratic influence pervading the Church showed 
no symptoms of abatement: The fate of Hus8 had been 
avenged in blood and fire by the Bohemian sword. 
Eugenius IV., now pontiff, was afraid that negotiations 
would be entered upon with the Hussite chiefs. Such a 
treaty, he affirmed, would be blasphemy against God and an 
insult to the pope. He was therefore bent on the proroga
tion of the council, and spared no means to accomplish his 
purpose. Its ostensible object was the reformation of the 
clergy; its real intent was to convert the papal autocracy 
into a constitutional monarchy. To this end it cited the 
It declares pope, and, on his non-appearnnce, declared him 
the pope m and seventeen of the cardinalA in contumacy. 
contumacy. He had denounced it as the Synagogue of Satan ; 
on its part, it was assuming the functions of the Senate 
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of Christendom. It had prepared a great seal, and asserted 
that, in case of the death of the pope, the election of his 
successor was vested in it. It was its fum purpose never 
again to leave that great event in the hands of a conclave 
of intriguing Italian cardinals, but to intrust it to the 
representatives of united Christendom. After a due delay 
since he was declared in contumacy, the counoil suspended 
the pope, and, slowly moving towards its object, elected 
Amadeus of Savoy, Felix V., his sucoessor. It was neoes
sary that its pope should be a rich man, for the council had 
but slender means of offering him pecuniary support. 
Amadeus had that qualification. And perhaps it was far 
from being, in the eyes of many, an inopportune circum
stance that he had been married and had children. We 

.may discern, through the shifting scenes of the intrigues 
of the times, that the German hierarchy had come to the 
resolution that the election of the popes should be taken 
from the Italians and given to Europe.; that his Its reallntell.. 

power should be restricted; that he should no tloD8. 
longer be the irresponsible vicar of God upon earth; but 
the a.ccountable chief executive officer of Christendom; and 
that the right of marriage should be conceded to the clergy. 
These are significantly Teutonic ideas. 

We have pursued the story of these events neady as far 
as is neoessary for the purpose of this book. We Cause and 
shall not, therefore, follow the details of the new close of these 
schism. It fell almost without interest on troubles. 

Europe. lEneas Sylvius, t4e ablest man of the day, in 
three words gives us the true insight into the state of 
things: "Faith is dead." On the demise of Euganiue IV., 
Nicolas V. succeeded. An understanding was had with 
those in the interest of the council. It was dissolved. 
Felix V. abdicated. The morality of the times had im
proved. The a.nti-pope was neither blinded nor murdered. 
The schism was at an end. 

Thus we have seen that the personal immoralities and 
heresy of the popes brought on the interference E d ftb 
of the King of France, who not only shook the in:'l1~ 
papal system toits basis but destroyed its prestige ~fluence of 
by inflicting the most conspicuous indignity e papaCl". 

upon it. For sevent;t years Rome was disfranchised. and 
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the rivalries of France and Italy produced the great schism, 
than which nothing could be more prejudicial to the papal 
power. We have seen that, aided by the pecuniary 
difficulties of the papacy, the rising intellect of Europe 
made good its influence and absolutely deposed the pote. 
It was in vain to deny the authenticity of such a. connCII ; 
there stood the accomplished fact. At this moment there 
seemed no other prospect for the Italian system than 
utter ruin; yet, wonderful to be said, a. lnomentary 
deliverance came from a. quarter whence no man would 
have expected. The Turks were the saviours of the 
papacy. 

At this point is the true end of the Italian system-that 
system which had pressed upon Europe like a. nightmare. 
The great men of the times~the statesmen, the philoso
phers, the merchants, the lawyers, the governing classes
those whose weight of opinion is recognized by the unedu
cated people at last, had shaken off the incubus and opened 
their eyes. A glimmering of the true state of things was 
breakiIJ.g upon the clergy. No more with the vigour 11. 
once possessed was the papacy again to domineer over 
human thought and be the controlling agent of European 
affairs. Convulsive struggles it might make, but they 
were only death-throes. The sovereign pontiff must now 
descend from the autocracy he had for so many ages 
possessed, and become a small potentate, tolerated by kings 
in that subordinate position only because of the remnant of 
his influencE:' on the uneducated multitude and thobe of 
feeble minds 
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CHAPTER IV. 

'rnE AGE OF FAITH IN THE WEST-(Coocluded). 

EFFECT OJ!' 'I'BE EASTE:ilN OR lIILITARY ATTACX.-GENERAL REYIEW Oli' 

'.l'IIJil AGIII OF FAl'l'B. 

The Fa,U oj ComtantiftOJl~lta 'mO'ITItmta'l'!/ Effect 00 the Italian System. 
GENERAL REViEW OF THE INTELLECTUAL CONDITION IN THE AGE OF 

)1'.AxTB.-SupernaturaliBm ana its Logic spreaa aZl 01Iet' Europe.-It 
" destroyed, by the J6W8 and Arabia,ns.-Its totaZ Extinction. 

The J61IJish- Physicians.-Their Acquirements and Influence.-Their 
Collman toith the ImposturfM'MdicintJ oj EuroptJ.-Thetr Effect 00 tll6 
'/Iighet' Claases.-Oppositioo to them. 

Two Impulses, the Intellectual a,nd Moral, operating against the Medirero1 

IJtats oj Things.-DOIDnfaU oj the Italian System th10ugh the intellec
tual Impulse from the West and t1'6 moral frum tl'6 North.-Actioo of 
th6foMner through Astronomy.-Origin of the moral Impu18e.-Their 
conjoint irresistibltJ Effect.-Diacovery of the state of Affairs in Italy. 
-The Writings of Machiavelli.-What the Church had actually done. 

Entire Movement of the Italian System determined from a consideration 
of the four B8'/JOltll against it. 

FROM the West I have now to return to the East, and to 
describe the pressure made by Mohammedanism The Eastern 
on that side. It is illustrated by many great pressure. ' 

events, but, above all, by the fall of Constantinople. The 
Greek Ohurch, so long out of sight that it is perha.ps almost 
forgotten by the reader, comes for 8.' moment }lefore us like 
8t spectre from the dea.d. 

A wandering tribe of Turks :had found its way into 
Asia. Minor, and, under its leader Ertogrul and Invaslonaof 
his son Othman, consolidated its power and the Turks. 

commenced extending; its infl.uence by possessions ta!en 
from the sultans of lconium and the Byzantine empire. 
The third priuce of the race instituted the Jani~aries. II 
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remarkable military force, and commenced driving the 
Greeks out of Asia Minor. His son Soliman crossed tho 
Hellespont and captured Gallipoli, thus securing .. foot 
hold in Europe, A.D. 1358. 

This accomplished, the Turkish influence began to 
Extension of extend rapidly. Thrace, Macedon, and Servia. 
thell'power in were subdued. Sigismund, the King of Hun
Europe. gary, was overthrown at the battle of Nicopolis 
by Bajazet. Southern Greece, the countries along the 
Danube, submitted, and Constantinople would have fallen 
had it not been for the unexpected irruption of Tamerlane. 
who defeated Bajazet and took him pnsoner. The reign of 
Mohammed I., who succeeded, was occupied in the restora.
tion of Turkish a.ffairs. Under Amurath II., the possession 
of the Euxine shore was obtained, the fortifications across 
the Isthmus of Corinth were stormed, and the Pelopon
nesus entered. 

Mohammed II. became the Sultan of the Turks A.D. 
1451. From the-moment of his accession, he turned all his 
powers to the capture of Constantinople. Its sovereigns 
had long foreseen the inevitable event, and had made 

repeated attempts to secure military aid from. 
~: :!:~- the West. They wero ready to surrender their 
re':h:VJ'P!Y religious belief. 011 this principle, the monk 
to es.. Barlaam was despatched on an embassy to Bene
ilict XII. to propose the reunion of the Greek and Latin 
Churches, as it was delicately termed, and to obtain, as an 
equivalent for the concession, an army of Franks. As tho 
danger became more urgent, John Palreologus I. sought 
an interview with Urban V., and, having heen purified. 
from his heresies respecting the supremacy of the pope and 
the double procession of the Holy Ghost, was presented 
before the pontiff in the Church of St. Peter. The Greek 
monarch, after three genuflexions, was permitted to kiss 
the feet of the holy father and to lead by its bridle hlit 
mule. But, though they might have the will, the popes 
had lost the power, and these great submissions were pro
ductive of no good. Thirty years subsequently, Manuel, 
the son and successor of Palreologus, took what might 
have seemed a more certain CO·arBe. He travelled to Paris 
and toO London to lay his distress before the kings of 
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France ana England; but he received only pity, not aid. 
At the Council or Constance Byzantine ambassadors ap
peared. I was, however, reserved for the synods or 
Ferrara and of Florence to mature, as far as might be, the 
negotiation. The second Bon of John Palreologusjourneyed. 
again into Italy, A..D. 1438; and while Eugenius was 
being deposed in the chamber at Basle, he was con
summating the union of the East and West in the Cathe
dral of Florence. In the pulpit of that edifice, on the 
sixth of July of that year, a Roman cardinal TheGreelr:: 
and a Greek archbishop embraced each other Church y.elds 
before the people; Te Deum was chanted in to the Latin. 

Greek, mass was celebrated in Latin. and the Creed. was. 
read with the "Filioque." The successor of Constantine 
the Great had given up his religion, but he had received 
no equivalent-no aid. The state of the Church, its dis
orders and schisms, rendered any community of action in. 
the West impossible. 

The last, the inevitable hour at length struck. Mo
hammed II. is said to have been a learned man, :Mohammed 
able to express himself in :flve different lan- lL 

guages j skilful in mathematics:especially in their prac
tical application to engineering; an admirer of the fine
arts; prodigal in his liberality to Italian painters. In 
Asia Minor, as in Spain, there was free tbinking among 
the disciples of the Prophet. It was affirmed that the
sultan, in his moments of relaxation, was often heard to. 
deride the religion of his country as an imposture. His 
doubts in that particular were, however, compensated 
for by his determination to carry out the intention Of so 
many of his Mohammedan predecessors-the seizure of 
Constantinople. 

At this time the venerable city had so greatly declined 
that it contained only 100,000 inhabitants-out Tbesipgeof 
of them only 4970 able or willing to bear arms. Constanl.
The besieging force was mOTe than a quarter of nople. 

a million of men. AB Mohammed pressed. forward his 
works, the despairing eIIqleror in vain looked for the long
promised effectua.l Western aid. In its extremity, the
devoted metropolis was divided by religious feuds; a.nd 
when n. Latin priest officiated in St. Sophia, there were 
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many who exclaimed that they would rather see the 
turban of 'the sultan than the tiara of the pope. In 
several particulars the siege of Constantinople marked out 
the end of oldtages and the beginning of new. Its walls 
were shaken by the battering rams of the past, and over
thrown by cannon, just then coming into general use. 
Upon a plank road, shipping was passed through the open 
-country, in the darkness of I:j. single night, a. distance of 

. -ten miles. The works were pushed forward toward the 
walls, on the top of which the sentinels at length could 
hear the shouts of the Turks by their nocturnal fires. 
They were sounds such as Constantinople might well 
listen to. She had taught something different for many 
a. long year. "God is God; there is none but God." In 
the streets an image of the Virgin was carried in solemn 
procession. Now or never she must come to the help of 
those who had done so much for her, who had made her a 
quee:q. in heaven and a goddess upon earth. The cry of 
ner worshippers was in vain. 

On May 29th, 1453, the assault was delivered. Con
stantine Palreologus, the last of the Roman emperors, 
tJutting off his purple, that no man might recognize and 
insult his corpse when the catastrophe was over, fell, as 
15ecame a Roman emperor, in the breach. After his 
Fall of the death resistance ceased, and the victorious Turka 

-CIty. poured into the town. To the Church of St . 
.sophia there rushed a. promiscuous crowd of women and 
children, priests, monks, religious virgins, and-men. 
Superstitious to the last, in this supreme moment they 
.expected the fulfilment of a prophecY that, when the 
Turks should have forced their way to the IJquare before 
that church, their progress would be arrested, for an angel 
with a sword in his hand would descend from heaven and 
.save the city of the Lord. The Turks burst into the 
.square, but the angel never came. 

More than two thirds of the inhabitants of Constan 
tinople were carried prisoners into the TUlkish camp-the 
men for servitude, the women for a. still more evil fate. 
The churches were sacked. From the dome of St. Sophia. 
its glories werl3 tom down. The divine images, for the 
-sake of which Christendom bad been sundered in former 
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days, unresistingly submitted to the pious rage of the 
Mohammedans without working a. single miracle, and~ 
stripped of their gems and gold, were brought to their 
proper value in the '\Tile uses of kitchens and stables. On 
that same day the Muezzin ascend~d the loftiest turre;t of 
St. Sophia, and over the City of the Trinity proclaimed 
the Oneness of God. The sultan performed his prayers 
at the great altar, directing the edifice to be purified from 
its idolatries and consecrated to the worship. of God. 
Thence he repaired to the palace, and, reflecting on the 
instability of human prosperity, repeated, as he entered 
it, the Persian verse: "The spider has woven his web in 
the imperial palace; the owl hath sung her watch song on 
the towers of Afrasiab." • 

This solemn event-the fall of Constantinople-accom
plished, there was no need. of any reconciliation of the 
Greek and Latin Churches. The sword of Mohammed had 
settled their dispute. Constantinople had submitted to the 
fate of Antioch, Jerusalem, .Alexandria, Carthage. Chris
tendom was struck with consternation. The Terror of 
advance of the Turks in Europe was now very Cbnstendom 

rapid. Corinth and Athens feJ,l, and the rOOue- C!.:!r::~Of 
tion of Greece was completed. The confines of nople. 

Italy were approached .A.D. 1461. The Mohammedan flag 
oonfronted that peninsula along the Adriatio coast. III 
twenty years more Italy was invaded. Otranto was taken;. 
its bishop killed at the door of his church. At this period. 
it was admitted that the Turkish infantry, cavalry. and 
artillery were the best in the world. Soliman the Magni
ficent took Belgrade .A..D. 1520. Nine years Progress of 
a.fterwards the Turks besieged Vienna, but were the TIl1'ks. 

repulsed. Soliman now prepared for the SUbjugation of 
Italy, a.nd was only diverted from it by an accident which 
turned him upon the Venetians. It was not until the 
battle of Lepanto that the Turkish advance was fairly 
checked. Even as it was, in the complicated policy and 
intrigues of Europe its different sovereigns could not trust 
one pnother; their common faith had ceased to be a. 
common bond: in all it had been weakened, in some 
destroyed. JEnen'!! Sylvius, speaking of Christendom, 
says, .. It is a body without a head, a. republic without 
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laws or magistrates. The pope or the emperor may shine 
as lofty titles, as splendid images; but they are unable to 
command, and no one is willing to obey." But, during 
-this period of Turkish aggression, had not the religious 
-dissensions of Christendom been decently composed, there 
was imminent danger that Europe would have been 
Mohammedanized. A bitter experience of past ages, as 
well as of the present, had taught it that the Roman 
Church was utterly powerless against such attacks. Safety 
waS to be looked for, not in any celestial aid, but in 
physical knowledge and pecuniary resources, carried out 
in the organization of armies and fleets. Had her au
thority been derived from the source she pretended, she 
.should have found an all-sufficient protection in prayer
indeed, not even that should have been required. Men 
discovered at last that her Litanies and her miracles were 
.equally of no use, and that she must trust, like any other 
hUT>}an tyranny, to cannon and the sword. 

The Turkish aggression led to the staying of the demo
F..tfect of the cratic outbreak in the bosom of the Church-the 
'furkIsh in- abstaining for a season from any farther sapping 
VaslOn. of the papal autocracy. It was necessary that 
,ecclesiastical disputes, if they could not be ended, should, 
at all events, 'be' kept for a time in abeyance, and so 
indeed they were, until the pent-up dissensions burst forth 
in "the Reformation." And thus, as we have related, by 
Mohammedan knowledge in the West, papal Christianity 
-was well-nigh brought to ruin; thus, by a strange paradox, 
-the Mohammedan sword in the East gave it for a ittle 
longer a renewed lease of political power, though never 
-again of life. 

To Nicolas V., a learned and able pope, the catastrophe 
.of Constantinople was the death-blow. He had been the 
Nicolas V. a intimate friend of Cosmo deMedici, and from 
patron ofart. him had imbibed a taste for letters and art, but, 
like his patron, he had no love for liberty. It Was thus 
through commerce that the papacy first learned to turn to 
.art. The ensuing development of Europe was really based 
-on the commerce of upper Italy, and not upon the Church. 
The statesmen of Florence were the inventors of tre 
balance of power. A lover of literature, Nicolas was the 
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founder of the Vatican Library. He clearly perceived the 
only course in which the Roman system could be directed; 
that it was unfit for, and, indc.ed, incompatible with 
flcience, but might be brought into unison with art. Its 
influence upon the reason was gone, but the senses yet 
'I.'emained for it. In continuing his policy, the Gradual rise 
succeeding popes acted with wisdom. They ofthetlnearts. 

gratified the genius of their institutions, of their country, 
and their age. In the abundant leisure of monasteries, the 
monks had found occupation in the illumination of manu
scripts. From the execution of miniatures they gradually 
rose to an undertaking of greater works. In that manner 
painting had originated in Italy in the twelfth century. 
Sculpture, at first merged in architeoture, had extricated 
herself from that bondage in the fourteenth. The m~di
cant orders, acqwring wealth, became munificent patrons. 
From caligraphio illustratiollS to the grand works of 
Michael Angelo and Raffaelle is a prodigious advance, yet 
it took but a short time to accomplish it. 

I have now completed the history of the European Age 
of Faith as far as is necessary for the purposes of this 
book. It embraces a peliod of more than a Reviewoftbe 
thousand years, counting from the reign of Con- Age of Faith. 

stantine, It remains to consider the intellectual pecu
liarity that marks the whole period-to review briefly the 
agents that exerted an influence upon it and conducted it 
to its olose. 

Philosophically, the most remarkable peculiarity is the 
employment of a false logic, a. total misconcep-
tion of the nature of evidence. It is illustrated ::=~~ 
by miracle-proofs, trial by battle, ordeal tests, ~~AgeOf 
and a. universal belief in supernatural agency AI. 

even for objectless purposes. On the principles of this 
logic, if the authenticity of a. thing or the proof of a state
ment be required, it is supposed to be furnished by an 
astounding illustration of something else. If the chal'acter 
of a. princess is assailed, she offers a champion; he proves 
victorious, and therefore she was not frail. If a. The character 
national assembly, after a lOllg discussion, can- of Its logic. 

not decide U whether children should inherit the property 
()f their father during tha lifetime of their grandfather," 
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an equal number of equal combatants is chosen for each 
side; they fight; the champions of the children prevail, 
and therefore the law is fixed in their favour. A relio of 
dome martyr is bought at a great price; no one Bceks to 
criticize the channel through which it has come, but every 
one asks, Can it work a miracle? A vast institution 
demands the implicit obedience of all men. It justifies its 
claim, not by the histery of the past, but by promisee and 
threats of the fumt-. A decrepit crone is suspected. ot 
witchcraft. She is stripped naked and thrown into the 
nearest pond: if she sinks, she is innocent; if she swims, 
she is in commorce with the Devil. In aU "such cases the 
intrinsic peculiarity of the logio is obvious enough; it 
shows a complete misconception of the nature of evidence. 
Yet this ratiocination governed Europe for a. thousand 
Its a;option years, giving birth to those marvellous and 
ofsupern~ supernatural explanations of physical pheno
turallsm. mena and events upon which we now look back 
with unfeigned surprise, half disbelieving that it was 
possible for our ancestors to have credited such things. 
Against this preposterous logic the ~ohammedans and 
Th J Jews struck the first blows. We have already 
&r~~~~!?d heard what Algazzali the Arabian says respect
litre, Y siuper- ing the enchanter who would prove that three 
na ura Ism. th b h' t' k . to are more an ten y c angmg a. 8 1C In a. 
serPent. The circumstances under which the ~ Jewish 
physicians acted we shall consider presently. 

It will not be useless to devote a. little space to this 
belief in the supernatural. It offers an opportunity of 
showing how false notions may become universal embody 
themselves in law and practical life, and wonderful tQ 
be said, how they may, without anything being done to 
-destroy them, vanish from sight of themselvc8, like night
spectres before the day. At present we only encounter 
them among the lowest peasant grades, or among those 
who have been purposely kept in the most abject state of 
ignorance. LesB than a century ago the clergy of Spain 
wished to have the Opera prohibited, because that ungodly 
entertainment had given rise to a want of rain; but now, 
in a, country so intellectually backward as that-a witch 
was burnt there so lately as A.D. 1781-such an attempt 
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,vould. call up sly wit, and. make the rabble of Madrid. 
suspect that the archbishop was -smarting under the 
rivalry of the prima donna, and that he was furbishing up 
the rusty ecclesiastical enginery to sustain his cause. 

In the day of their power the ecclesiastical profesllion 
were the supporters of this delusion. They Reapectivein. 
found. it suitable to their interests, and, by dint ~nencegthe 
of at first persuacling others to believe, they at la:fe.:s.!d 
last, by habit, came to believe in it themselves. phy&lclan9. 

The Mohammedans and Jews were the first to assail it 
philosophically and by sarcasm, but its final ruin was 
brought about by the action of the two other professions, 
the legal and. the meclical. The lawyers, whoso advent to 
power is seen in the history of Philip the Fair, and whose 
rise from that time was very rapid, were obliged to 
introduce the true methods of evidence; the physicians, 
from their pursuits, were. perpetually led to the material 
explanation of natural phenomena in contradistinction to 
the mystical. It is to the honour of both these professions 
that they never sought for a perpetuation of power by 
schemes of vast organization, never attempt~d to delude 
mankind by stupendous impostures, never compelled them 
to desist from the expression of their thoughts, and even 
from thinking, by alliances with civil power. Far from 
being the determine<;l antagonists of human knowledge, 
they uniformly fostered it, and, in its trials, defended it. 
The lawyers were. ha.ted because they replaced super
na.tural logio by philosophical logic; the physicians, be
ca.use . they broke down the profitable but mendacious 
system of miracla.cures. 

Yet the Church is not without excuse. In all her varied. 
history it was impossible to disentangle her Position of 
from the principles which at the beginning had the Church. 
entered ~nto her political organization. For good or evil, 
l'ight or wrong. her necessity required that she should. 
put herself forth as the possessor of all knowledge within 
the reach of human intelle.ct-the infallible arbitress of 
every question tha.t should arise a.mong men. Doubtless 
it was a. splendid imposture, capable for a time of yielding 
p:reat results, but sooner 01' later certain to be unmasked. 
Early discovering the antagonism of science, which could 

vor .• n. I 
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not fail, in due season, to subject her pretensions to in
vestigation, she lent herself to a systematio delusion of 
the illiterate, and thereb, tried to put off that 'fatal day 
when creeds engendered m the darkness would have to be 
examined in the light, enforcing her attempt with an un
sparing, often with a bloody hand. It was for this reason 
that, when the inevitable time of trial came, no intellectual 
Bh at defence could be made in her behalf, and hence 
ex~nr::dh~_ there only remained a recourse to physical and 
~!!_fromt.i~er political compulsion. But such a compulsion. 
·""",P081 on. d h' t . nl . un er sue Cll'cums ances, 18 not 0 1 a testimony 
to the intrinsio weakness of that for which it IS invoked, it. 
is also a token that they who resort to it have lost all faith 
in any inherent power of the system they are supporting, 
and that, in truth, it is fast coming to an end. 

The reader will remark, from the incidents connected 
Succeastve or- with supernatural delusions now to be related, 
der lD super- that they follow a law of continuous variation, the 
natura.11deas. particular embodiment they assumed changing 
With the condition of the human pUnd at each epoch under 
examinlttion. For ages they are implicitly believed in by 
all classes; 'then, to a few, but the number perpetually 
increasing, they become an idle story of bare-faced impos
ture. At last humanity wakens from its delusion-it" 
dream. The final rejection of the whole, in spite of the 
wonderful amount of testimony which for ages had accu
mulated, occurs spontaneously the moment that PY8chical 
development has reached a certain point. There can be 
no.more striking illustration of the definite advancement 
of 'the human mind. The boy who is terror-stricken in a 
dark room insensibly dismisses his idle fears as he grows. 
up to be a man. 

Clemens Romanus and Anastasius Sinaita., speaking of 
Or' till Simon Magus, say that he could make hi.niself 
m~ClllU8- invisible; that he formed a man out of air; that 
IilDlOD Magus. he could pass bodily through mountains without 
being obstructed thereby; that hecoul4 tIy and situnharmed 
in flames; that he constructed animated statues and self
moving furniture, and not only changed his countenanoo 
into the similitude of many other men, but that his wholebod, could be transformed into the shape of a goat, a sheep. 
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.. snake; that, as he walked in the street, he cast many 
shadows in different directions; that he could make trees 
suddenly spring up in desert places; and, on on& occa
sion, compelled an enchanted sickle to go into a field and 
reap twice as much in one day as if it had bee:p. used by a 
man. Of Apollonius of 'l'yana we are told that, after an 
unbroken silence of five years, he comprehended the lan
guages of all animals and all men; that, under Greek: than
ciroumstances very picturesquely related, he JDatDrglllts. 

detected the genius of a plague at Ephesus, and dragged 
him, self-convicted, before the people; that, at the wedding
dinner of Menippus, he caused all the dishes and viands to 
vanish, thereby compelling the bride to acknowledge that 
she was a vampire, intending to eat the flesh and lap the 
blood of her husband in the night; that he exlUbited the 
prodigy of being in many places at the same time; raised 
a young woman from the dead; and, finally, weary of the 
wodd, ascended 'bodily into heaven. 

As Arabian influence spread, ideas of Oriental aspect 
appear. There are peris who live on perfumes, Introduction 
and divs who are poisoned by them; enchanted of an.ArabJaD 
palaces; moving statues; veiled prophets, like element. 

Mokanna; brazen flying horses; charmed arrows; dervises 
who can project their soul into the body of a dead animal, 
giving it temporary life; enchanted rings, tomMe thewearm' 
invisible, or give him two different bodies at the same time; 
ghouls who live in cemeteries, and at night eat the flesh of 
dead men. As the European counterp~ ()f these Perso
Arabic ideas, there are fairies, and their dancing by moon
light, their tampering with children, and imposing 
changelings on horror-stricken mothers. Every one be
lieves that rain and wind may be purchased of 

. de d h f:' th be b . d IntroductIon Wlzar ,an t at 8,ll' wea er may 0 taine of European 

and storms a.bated by prayer. Whoever attains :~ 
to wealth or eminence does so by a compact with 
Satan, mgned with blood. The head of the Church, 
Sylvester IT., makes a-brazen head, which speaks to him 
prophetica.lly. He finds underground treasures in a subter
ranean magic palace beneath a mountain. The protestator 
of the Greek emperor is accused of a conspiracy against lWs 
master's life by making invisible men. Robert Grostete, 

I 2 
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the Bishop of Lincoln, makes another spca~ head. 
Nay, more, Albertus Magnus constructs a complete brazen 
man, so cunningly contrived as to serve him for a domestio. 
This was at fhe time that Thomas Aquinas was living with 
him. The household trouble arising from the excessive 
garrulity of this simulacrum grew so intolerable-for it 
was incessantly making mischief among the other inmates 
-that Thomas, unable to bear it any longer, took a. 
hammer and broke the troublesome android to pieces. 
'These ideas This reverend father, known among his contem-
infect all poraries as the .. seraphic doctor," was not 
ClaS88S. without experience in tho mysterious craft. 
Annoyed by the frequent passing of horses near his 
dwelling, he constructed a magical horse of brass, and buried 
it in the roltd. From that moment no animal could be made 
to pass his door. Among brazen heads of great celebrity 
is that of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungy. This oracle 
announced, " 'I'ime is; time was; time is passed;" perhaps 
it was some kind of clock. The alchemist Peter d' A pono 
had seven spirits in glass bottles. He had entrapped them 
by baiting with distilled dew, and imprisoned them sa.fely 
by dexterously putting in the corks. He is the same who 
possessed a secret which it is greatly to be regretted that ho 
did not divulge for the benefit of chemists who have come 
after him, that, whatever money he paid, within the space 
of one hour's time came back of itself again into his 
pocket. That was better than even the philosopher's 
atone. 

These supernatural notions were at different times modi 
Modlflcstlonl fied by two intrusive elements, the first being the 
vf super- Perso-Arabic just allnded to, the second derived 
oaturahsDl. from the north of Europe. This element was 
witchcraft; for, though long before, among llebrews, Greeks, 
and Romans, decrepit women were known as witches
as the Thessalian orone who raised a. corpse from the dead 
for Sextus by lashing it with a snake-it was not until a 
later period that this element was fairly developed. A bull 
The persecu- of Pope Innocent Vrn., pUblished A..D. 1484, 
&10DS for says, .. It has come to our ears that numbers of 
witchcraft. both sexes do not avoid to have intercourse with 
the infernal fiends, and that by their sorceries they afllict 
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both man and beast. They blight the marriage-bed; destroy 
the births of women and the increase of cattle; they blast 
the corn on the ground, the grapes in the vineyard, the 
fruits of the trees, and the grass and herbs of the field." 
At this time, therefore, the head of the Church had not 
relinquished a belief in these delusions. The consequences 
of the plwishm ent he ordained were very dreadful. In the 
valleys of the Alps many hundred aged women were com· 
mitted to the :tlames under an accusation of denying Christ, 
dishonouring the crucifix, and solemnizing a devil's sabbath 
in company with the fiend. Such persecutions, begun by 
papal authority, continued among illiterate zealots till late 
times, and, as is well known, were practised even in 
America. Very masculine minds fell into these delusions. 
Thus Luther. in his work on the abuses attendant on private 
masses, says that he had conferences with the Devil on 
that subject. passing many bitter nights and much restless 
and wearisome repose; that once, in particular, Satan came 
to him in the dead of the night, when he was just awakened 
out of sleep. "The Devil," says Luther, "knowswell enough 
how to oonstruct his arguments, and to urge them Experiences 
with the skill of a master. He delivers himself of Luther. 

with a grave and yet with a shrill voice. Nor does he use 
circumlocutions and beat about the bush, but excels in 
forcible statements and quick rejoinders. I no longer 
wpnder that the persons whom he assails in tbis way are 
ooca.sionally found dead in their beds. He is able to 
compress and throttle, and. more than once he has so 
assaulted me and driven my soul into a oorner that I have 
felt as if the next moment it must leave lny body. I am 
of opinion that Gesner and (Eoolampadius came in that 
manner to their deaths. The Devil's manner of opening a 
debate is pleasant enough; but he soon urges things so 
peremptorily that the respondent in a short time knows not 
how to acquit himself." 

Social eminence :s no preservative from social delusion. 
When it was affirmed that Agnes Sampson, Englfsb wi ... 
with two hundred other Scotch witches, had ard&-Scotch 
sailed in sieves from Leith to N,orth Berwick wxtches. 
church to hold a banquet with the Devil, James I. had the 
torture applied to the wretched woman, and took pleasure 
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in putting' appropriate questions to her after the racking 
had been duly prolonged. It then came out that the two 
hundred crones had baptized and drowned a black cat. 
thereby raising a dreadful storm in which the ship that 
carried the king narrowly escaped being wrecked. Upon 
this Agnes was condemned to the flames. She died pro
testing her innocence. and piteously calling on Jesus to 
have mercy on her, for Christian men would not. On the 
accession of James to the English throne he procured an 
act of Parliament against anyone convicted of witchcraft, 
sorcery, or enchantment, or having commerce with the 
Devil. Under this monstrous statute many persons 
suffered. At this time England was intellectually in a 
very backward state. The statute remained until 1736 
French and unrepealed. The French preceded the English 
Enghm legal in putting a stop to these atrocities; for 
proceedlnS'- Louis XIV., A.D. 1672, by an order in council, 
forbade the tribunals from inflicting penalty in accusations 
of sorcery. 

Can-the reader of the preceding paragraphs here pause 
without demanding of himself th~ value of human testi
mony? All these delusions, which occupied the minds 
of our forefathers, and from which not even the powerful 

and learned were free, have totally passed away. 
:~t;'~ dis- The moonlight has now no fairies; the solitude 
:thesedela- no genius; the darkness no ghost, no goblin. 

ODS. There is no necromancer who can raise the dead 
from, 'their graves-no one who has sold his soul to the 
Devil and signed the contract with his blood-no anfPY 
apparition to rebuke the crone who has disquieted him. 
Divination, agromancy, 'pyromancy, hydromancy, cheira-
maney, augury, interpreting of dreams, oracles, sorcery. 
astrology, have all gone. It is 350 years since the last 
t!epulehral lamp was found, and that was near Rome. 
There are no gorgons, hydras, chimroras; no familiars; no 
incubus or succubus. The housewives of Holland no 
longer bring forth sooterkins by sitting over lighted 
chaufl'ers. No longer do captains buy of Lapland witches 
favourable winds; no longer do our churches resound with 
prayers against the baleful izJluencea of comets, though 
there still linger in some of our noble old rituals forms of 
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supplication for dry weather and rain, useless but not 
unpleasing reminiscences of the past. Th€? apothecary no 
longer says prayers over the mortar in which he is pound
ing to impart a divine aftlatus to his drugs. Who is there 
now that pays fees to a relic or goes to a saint-shrine to be 
cured. ? These delusions have vanished. with the night to 
which they appertained., yet they were the delusions of 
fifteen hundred years. In their support might be produced. 
a greater mass of human testimony than probably could be 
brought to bear on any other matter of belief in the entire 
history of man; and yet, in the nineteenth century, we 
have come to the conclusion that the whole, from the 
beginning to the end, was a deception. Let Value of 
him. therefore, who is disposed. to balance the human 

testimony of past ages 8oo-ainst the dictates of his &I!BWnoIJ7. 
own reason ponder on this strange history; let him who 
relies on the authority of human evidence in the guidanco 
of his opinions now settle with himselfwhat that evidence 
is worth. 

But, though in one sense this history is humiliating to 
the philosopher. in another it is full of interest. Superna
turalism, both in the individual and in society, 
appertains to a definite period of life. It ia ~ 
shaken off 88 men and nations approach maturity. ;:"lOoflife. 
The child and the youth people solitude and 
darkness with lllll'e&lities. The adult does not so much 
eonvince himself of theit fictitious nature by reasoning on 
the results of his experience-he grows out of them, 88 we 
see that society has done. Nevertheless, his emancipation 
is quickened. if he is among those who instruct his curiosity 
and deride his fears. It was in this manner that the 
decline of supernaturalism in the West was very much 
accelerated by Jewish physicians. They, more than the 
lawyers, were concerned in ilie ending of these delusions. 
These apparitions, as is the nature of their kind, vanished 
as BOOn as the crowing of the 1Esculapian cock announced. 
that the intellectual day of Europe was on the 
point of breaking. The Jews held in their ==:! 
hands much of the trade of the world; they ~upema&ural
were in perpetual movement and commercial ISIII. 

intercommunication. LocomQtion-for such is always it: 
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result-tended to make them intellectual. The J>erse
cutions under which they had long suffered bound their 
distant communities together. The Spanish Jews knew 
very-well what was going on among their co-religionists 
beyond the Euphrates. As Cabanis says, " They wore our 
factors and bankers before we knew how to read; thoy 
were also our.first physicians." To this it 'may be added 
that they were, for centuries, the only men in Europe who 
saw the course of human affairs from the most general 
point of view. 

The Hellenizing Jewish physicians inoculated the Arabs 
with learning on their first meeting with them in Alex
andria, obtaining a private and personal influence with 
many of khalifs, and from that central point of power 
giving an intellectual character to tho entire Saracenio 
movement. We have already seen that in this they were 
greatly favoured by the approximation of their unitarianism 
to that of the Mohammedans. '1'he intellectual activity 
of the Asiatio and African Jews soon communicated an' 
impulse to those of Europe. The Hebrew doctor was 
viewed by the vulgar with wonder, fear, and hatred; no 
crime could be imputed to him too incredible. Thus 
Zedekias, the physician to Charles the Bald, was asserted 
to have. devoured at one meal, in the presence of the court, 
a waggon-load of hay, together with its horses and driver. 
The titles of some of the works that appeared amon~ them 
deserve mention, as displaying a strong contrast WIth tho 
Writings of mystical designations in vogue. Thus Isaao 
Jewish phy- Ben Soleiman, an Egyptian, wrote" On Fevers," 
I1CWl8. "On Medicine," "On Food and Uomedic8," ., On 
the Pulse," "On Philosophy," "On Melancholy," "An. 
Introduction to Logic." '1'he simplicity of these titles 
displays an intellectual clearness and a precision of thought 
which have ever been shown by the Israelites. They are 
in themselves sufficient to convince U8 of the strong 
common sense which these men were silently infusing into 
the literature of Western Europe in ages of concealment 
and mystification. Roger Baeon, at a much later time. 
gave to one of his works the title of "The Green Lion;" 
to another, "The Treatise of Three 'Vords." 

Since it was by the !'ow<,y and ~Il.tronage of the Saracens. 
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that the J emsh physicians were acting, it is not surpriSing. 
that the language used in many of their compositions was. 
Arabic. Translations were, however, commonly made 
into Hebrew, and,' at a subsequent period, into Latin. 
Through the ninth century the Asiatic colleges maintained 
their previous cel~brity in certain branches of knowledge. 
Thus the Jew Shabtai Donolo was obliged to go to Bagdad 
to complete his studies in astronomy. As Arabian in
fluence extended itself into Sicily and Italy,. Jewish 
intelligence accompanied it, and schools were Foundationof 
founded at Tarentum, Salerno. Bari, and other colleges. 

places. Here the Arab and Jew Orientalists first amalga
mated with a. truly Europea.n element-the Greek-as is. 
shown by the circumstance that in the college at Salerno. 
instruction was given through the medium of all three
languages. At one time, .Pontus taught in Greek, 
Abdallah in Arabic, and Elisha in Hebrew. A similar 
influence of' the Arab and Jew combined founded tho; 
University of Montpellier. 

After the foundation of medical colleges, the progress, 
of medicine among the Jews was very rapid. Me(hcalstu. 
Judged by our standard, in some respects it was dies among 
peculiar. Thus, they looked upon the practice of the Jews. 

surgery as altogether mechanical, and therefore ignoble~ 
A long list of emmtmt name& might be extracted_from th&
tenth and eleventh centuries. In it we should find 
Haroun of Cordova, Jehuda of Fez, Amram of Toledo. 
Already it was apparent that the Saracenic movement. 
would aid in developing the intelligence of barbarian 
Western Europe through Hebrew physicians, in spite of' 
opposition encountered from theological ideas imported 
from Constantinople and Rome. Mohammedanism had 
aU along been the patron of physical scienc}e; paganizing 
Christianity not only repudiated it, but exhibited towards
it sentiments of contemptuous disdain and hatred. Hence 
physicians were viewed by the Church with dislike, and 
regarded as atheists by the people, who held firmly to tho 
lessons they had becn taught that cures must be !!)~~1iI 
by relics of martyrs and bones of saints, V plllliJi...,. ~ 
prayers and intercessions, and that each re Dle<iIC1T.'H E 
of the body was under so~e spiritual g~-:-:~l:~. &~st; 
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joint of the right thumb being in the care of God the 
Father, the second under that of the blessed Virgin, and 
so on of other parts. For each disease there was a saint. 
A man with sore eyes must invoke St. Clara, but if it were 
.an inflammation elsewhere he must turn to St. Anthony. 
An ague would demand the assistance of St. Perne!. }'or 
the propitiating of these celestial beings it was necessary 
that fees should be paid, and thus the practice of impos
ture-medicine became a great source of profit. 

In all this there was no other intention than that of 
.extracting money from the illiterate. With men of educa
tion and position. it was different. Bishops, princes, kings, 
and pop~ had each in private his Hebrew doctor, though 
.all understood that he was a contraband luxury, in many 
(Jountries pointedly and absolutely prohibited by the lll-w. 
In the eleventh century nearly a.ll the physicians in Euro~ 
were Jews. This was due to two different causes: the 
Church would tolerate no interference with he~ spiritual 
methods of treating disease, which formed one of her moat 
The rabbis productive sources of gain; 'and the study of 
CUltIvate medicine had been formally introduced into the 
'Illedi=e rabbinical schools. The monk was prohibited a 
pursuit which gave to the rabbi an honourable emolument . 
..From the older institutions offshoots in quick succession 
appeared, particularly in France. Thus the school at 
Narbonne was under the presidency of Doctor Ra.bbi Abo~. 
There was also a flourishing school at ArIes. In these 
institutions instruction was given thrcmgh the medium of 
Hebrew and Arabic, the Greek element present at Salerno 
being here wanting. In the French schools, to the former 
languages Latin and.. Provenc;al ,vere, in the course of 
time, added. The versatility of acquirement among the 
physicians, who were taking the lead in this intellectual 
,movement, is illustrated both by the Spanish and French 
Jews. Some, like Djanah, a native of Cordova., acquired 
reputation in grammar, criticism, astronomy; others in 
;:>oetry or theology. 
- If thus the sOcial condition of the rabbis, who drew no 
income from their religious duties, induced. them to 
!Combine the practice of medicine with their pursuits, 
great facilities had arisen for roenta.l culture through the 
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establishment of so many schools. Hence!orth the Jewish 
physician is recognised as combining with his and other 
professional skill a profound knowledge of'theo- &elences. 

logy, mathematics, astronomy, philosophy, music, law. 
In a singular manner he stands aloof in the barbarian 
societies among whom he lives,looking down like a philo
sopher upon their idolatries, permitting, or even excusing 
them, like a statesman. Of those who thus adorned the 
eleventh century was Rabbi Solomon :Ben Isaac, better 
known under the abbreviation Raschi-called by his coun
trymen the Prince of Commentators. He was equally 
at home in writing commentaries on the Talmud, or in 
giving instructions for great surgical operations, as the 
Oresarean section. He was the greatest French physician 
of his age. Spain during the same century, produced a 
worthy competitor to him, Ebn Zohr, physician Wrltl f 
to the court of Seville. His writings were in the sp~~
Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, and both in prose and ~~~~ 
vel'£le. He composed a treatise on the cure of . 
diseases, and two on fevers. In singular contrast with 
the superstitious notions of the times, he possessed a 
correct view of the morbific nature of marsh miasm. He 
was followed by:Ben Ezra, a Jew of Toledo, who was at 
once a physician, philosopher, mathematician, astronomer, 
critio, poet. He travelled aU. over Europe and Asia, being 
held in captivity for some time in India. Among his 
medical writings was a work on theoretical and practical 
medicine, entitled" :Book of Proofs." Through the wars 
arising in Spain between the Mohammedans and Chris
tians, many learned Jews were driven into France, im
parting to that country, by their presence, a new intellec
tual impulse. Of such were Aben Tybbon. who gave to 
.nis o~ profession a pharmaceutical tendency by insisting 
on the study of botany and art of preparing drugs. :Ben 
Kimchi, a Narbonnese physioian and grammarian. wrote 
commentaries on the :Bible, sacred and moral poems, a 
Hebrew grammar. Notwithstanding the opposition of 
the eoclesiastics, William. the Lord of A{ontpellier, passed 
an edict authorizing all persons, without exception, t() 
profess medicine in the university of his city. This 
was specia.lly meant for the relief of the Jews, though 
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expressed in a. general way. Spain, though she had thus 
lost many of her learned men, still continued to produce 
:Ma' Did others of which she had reason to be proud. 

IDlO es. Moussa Ben Maimon, known all over Europe 0.8 

Maimonides, was recognized by his countrymen as .. the 
Doctor, the Great Sage, the Glory of the West, the Light 
of the East, second only to Moses.~' He is often designated 
by the four initals R. M. B. M., that is Rabbi Moscs Ben 
Maimon, or briefly Rambam. His biography presents some 
points of interest. He was bom at Cordova. A..D. 1135, 
and, while yet young, wrote commenta;ries on the Talmuda 
both of Babylon and Jerusalem, and also a. work on the 
Calendar; but, embracing Mohammedanism, he emigrated 
to Egypt, and there became physician to the celebrated 
Sultan Saladin. Among his works are medical aphorisms, 
derived from former Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Arabic 
sources; an abridgment of Galen; and of his original 
treatises, which were very numerous, may be mentioned 
those "On Hemorrhoids,"" On Poisons and Antidotes," 
"On Asthma," "On the Preservation of Health,"-the 
latter being written,for the benefit of the son of Saladin
" On the Bites of Venomous Animals "-written by order 
of the sultan-" On Natural History." His" Moreh 
Nevochim," or "Teacher of the Perplexed," was an 
attempt to reconcile the doctrines of the Old Testament 
with reason. In addition to these, he had a. book on 
Idolatry, and. one on Christ. Besides Maimonides, the 
sultan had another physician, Ebn Djani, the author of a. 
work on the medical topography of the city of Alexandria. 
From the biographies of these learned men of the twelfth 
century it would seem that their religious creed hung 
lightly upon them. Not unfrequently they became con
verted to Mohammedanism. 

It might be tedious if I should record the .names and 
Later Jewlsh writings of the learned European Jews of the 
physlcian8. twelfth and thirteenth centuries, a period more 
prolific of these great men than even the preceding ages. 
But I cannot pass these later centuries without mentioning 
the Alphonsine TablelJ, calculated for Alphonso, the King 
of Castile, by Mascha, his Hebrew physician. The irre
ligious tendency of the times is illustrated by the well-
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known sarcasm uttered by that Spanish monar~h respecting 
the imperfect construction of the heavens, according to 
the Ptolemaio hlJlOthesis. For long, however, the Jews 
had been dabbling in free-thinking specula.tions. Thus 
Aben Tybbon, above-mentioned, anticipa.ting that branch 
of science which has drawn u~n itself, in later years, 80 
much opprobrium, wrote a work containing a discussion 
of the causes which prevent the waters of the sea from 
encroaching on the land. Abba Marl, a Marseillese Jew, 
translated the Almagest of Ptolemy and the Commentary 
of A verroes upon it. The school of Salerno was still 
sending forth its doctors. In Rome, Jewish physicians 
were very numerous, the popes themselves employing 
them. Boniface VIIL had. for his medical adviser Rabbi 
Isaac. At this period Spain and Fra.nce were full of 
learned Jews; and perhaps partly by their' exerting upon 
the higher classes with whom they came in contact too 
much inHuence, for the physicia.n of a Christian prince 
was very often the rival of his confessor, and partly 
because the practice of medicine, as they pursued it, inter
fered with the gains of the Church, the clergy took alarm, 
and caused to be re-enacted or enforced the ancient laws. 
The Council of Beziers. A.D. 1246, and the Council of Alby. 
A.D. 1254, prohibited all Christians from resorting to the 
services of an Israelitish physician. It would appear that 
these enactments had either fallen into desuetude or had 
failed to be enforced. The faculty of Paris, awakening at 
last to the danger of the case, cauSed, A.D. 1301, a decree 
to be published prohibiting either man or woman of the 
religion of Moses from practising medicine upon any 
person of the Catholic religion. A Similar course was also 
taken in Spain. At this time the Jews were confessedly 
at the head of French medicine. It was the appointment 
of one of their persuasion, Profatius, as regent of the 
faculty of MontpeUier .A.D. 1300, which drew upon them 
the wrath of the faculty of Paris. This learned ma.n was 
a skilful astronomer; he composed tables of the moon; of 
the longitudes of many Asiatio and African towns; he 
determined the obliquity of the ecliptic, his result being 
honourably alluded to by Copernicus. The animosity of 
the French ecclesiastiCR against the Jewish physicians at 
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last led to the banishment of all the Jews from France, 
The trniver- A.D. 1306. " It was,". say the historians of this 
Bity of PaTls event," a most revoltmg spectacle to see 80 many 
=n~:; learned men, who had adorned and benefited 
Jews from France, proscribed, wanderers without a country 
France. or an asylum. ~ome of them expired of grief 
upon the road. Abba Man gives in his work heart-rend
ing details of the expulsion of the Jews from Montpellier, 
at the head of whom were the professors and doctors of 
the faculty." 

But, though thus driven into exile, these strangers had 
Resulttbat accomplished their destiny. They had silently 
they had &Co ~eposited in France their ideas. They had 
oompllshed. sapped the credulity of the higher classes in 
Europe, and taught them to turn away from the super
natural. A clear recognition of their agency in this 
matter fastened upon them the watchful eye of Inquisition, 
and made them the victims ef its tyranny. 

And so it might well be.. Out of the Spanish peninsula 
there had come across the Pyrenees an intellectual in
fiuence, which reached the populace under the form of a 
fresh and pleasing literature, and the better classes by 
novel but unorthodox ideas. To a very great extent the 
Jews had been its carriers. The result was the overthrow 
of supernaturalism. We shall hardly accept the affirma
tion of good Catholics tliat fairies disappeared on accountof 
the Reformation, unable to bear the morose sectarianism 
with which it was accompanied, or the still more material 
DestTnctlon explanation of the rustics that it was through 
of famea by the inh:oduction of tobacco. However that mar 
tobacco. be, no longer is Robin Goodfellow the compeller 
of household duties-no longer do bad elves Bit by the 
dying embers of the hearth-stone at night, in the Bbape of 
shrivelled frogs, after the family have gone to bed. For a 
long time there have been no miracles in Europe. Even 
Rome, the workshop of those artifices, has ceased to be the 
seat of that trade. 

From huma~ institutions of any kind, a grea.t principle, 
:firmly inwrought and inwoven at the beginning, can nevet; 
be 'removed. It will show itself whenever occasion per
mits. The animosity between the B,zantine ecclesiastical 
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system and all true wisdom was inextinguishable. though 
it was utterly foreign to Christianity. It was Causes ofth& 
fastened by im:perial violence on the nations, eccleSIastical 

Q.n.d made its appearance with unabated force OPposltIOD. . . , 
a.t !ntervals of ages. The same evil instinct which tore 
Hypatia piecemeal in the church at Alexandria brought 
Galileo into the custody of the familiars of the holy office 
at Rome. The "necessary consequence of this upholding 
ignorance by foroe was the emergence of ide~s successively 
more and more. depraved. Whoever will ingenuously 
compare the religious state of Italy in the fourteenth 
century with its state in the fourth-that is, the recent 
Italian with the old Roman-will find that Degraded 

among the illiterate olasses nothing whatever state of Italy. 

had been accomplished. There were no elevated thoughts 
of holy things. From practical devotion God had alto
gether disappearea; the Saviour had been supplanted by 
the blessed Virgin; and she herself-such was the in
creasing degradation-had been abandoned for the ignoble 
worship of apotheosized men, who, under the designation 
of saints, had engroflsed all the 'Votaries. There had been 
a rapid descent to the last degree of more than African 
abasement in bleeding statues and winking piotures. 

In Europe there had been incorporated old forms of 
worship and old festivals with Christian ones; the local 
.... ods and goddesses had been replaced by saints j for 
deifica.tion canoni~a.tion had been substituted. There had 
been produced a civilization, the character of Rise ofa new 
which was its extraordinary intolerance. A man eoclal. system. 

could. not be suspected of doubting the popular belief 
without risk to his goods. his body, or his life. As a. 
necessary consequence, there could be no great lawgivers. 
no philosophers, no poets. Sooiety was perva.ded by a. 
systematic hypocrisy.. This tyranny over others some
times led to strange results. It caused the Jews to dis· 
cover the art of making wealth invisible by bills of 
exchange and other lSuch like means, so that money might 
be imperceptibly but instantaneously moved. 

Thus, after the dying out of Greek science, there fol· 
lowed, among the new populations, an intellectual immo
bility, which soon became the centre of a. vast numbC'.r of 
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growing interests quickly and firmly crystallizing round 
Jn1Iaenc:e of it. For them it was essential that there should 
~:la~ new be no change-no advance. In the midBt of 
aystem, jarrbgs and conflicts between those interests. 
that condition was steadfastly maintained, as if through 
instinct, by them all. It mattered not how antiquated 
werd the forms insisted on, nor how far they outraged 
common sense. New life was given to decaying illusions, 
and, in return, strength was gathered from them. Isis, 
and degrada- with the moon beneath her feet, was planted, 
·Yon by Afri- under a new name, on the Bosphorus and the 
can ideas. Tiber. African theology, African ecclesiastical 
machinery, and African monasticism were made objects of 
reverence to unsuspecting Europe. Juvenal says that the 
Roman painters of his day lived on the goddess Isis. The 
Italian painters of a latel; day lived on her modernized 
form. 

In such a condition of things the literary sta.te could be 
No lltemture no other than barren. Political combinations 
in !-he Age of had not only prescribed an intellectual terminus, 
Fruth. but had even laid down a rail upon which 
mental excursions were to be made, and from which there 
was no departing; or, if a turn-out was permitted, it was 
managed b;y a tonsured man. For centuries together, if 
we exclude theological writings, there was absolutely no 
literature worth the name. Life seems to have been spent 
in the pursuit of mere physical enjoyment, and that 
enjoyment of a very low kind. When in the South of 
]'rance and Sicily literature began to dawn, it is not to be 
.overlooked how much of it was of an amatory kind; and 
love is the strongest of the passions. The first aspect of 
Western literature was ani.IDal, not inte!1ectuaL A taste 
for learning excited, there reappeared in the schools the 
Us cntical old treatises written a thausand years before
innocence. the Elements of Euclid, the Geography of 
Ptolemy. Long after the Reformation there was an intel
lectual imbecility which might well excite our mirth, if it 
were not the index of a stage through which the human 
mind must pass. Often enough we see it interestingly in 
the interweaving of the new with the old ideas. If we 
take up a work on metallurgy, it commences with Tubal 
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Cain; if on music, with Jubal. The history of each 
country is traced. back to the sons of Noah, or at least to 
the fugitives from the siege of Troy. An admiration for 
classical authors may perhaps be excused. It exhibited 
itself amusingly in the eccentricity of interlarding com
positions of every kind with Greek and Latin quotations. 
This was an age of literary innocence, when no legend 
Was too stupendous for credulity; when there was no one 
who had ever suspected that Tully, as tij,ey delighted to 
call him, was not a great philosopher, and Virgil not a 
great poet. 

or those ponderous, those massive folios on ecclesiastical 
affairs, at once the product and representa.tives Disuse of pa
of the time, but little needs here to be said. .risho works, 

They boasted themselves as the supreme effort of human 
intellect; they laid claim to an enduring authority; to 
many they had a weight little less than the oracles or 
God. But if their intrinsic value is to be measured by 
their pretensions, and their pretensions judged of by their 
present use, what is it that must be said? Long ago 
their term was reached, long ago they became obsolete. 
They have no reader. Such must be the issue" of any 
literature springing from an immovable, an unexpanding 
basis, the offspring of thought that has been held in sub
jugation by political formulas, or of intellectual energies 
that have been cramped. 

The Roman ecclesiastical system, like the Byzantine, 
had been irrevocably committed in an opposition Spread of 

to intellectual development. It professed to 8C1ence III 

cultivate the morals, but it crushed the mind. France. 

Yet, in the course of events, this state of things was to 
come to an end through the working of other principles 
equally enduring and more powerful. They constitute 
what we may speak of under the title of the Arabian 
clement. On preceding P!tges it has been shown that. 
when the Saracens conquered Egypt, they came under the 
influence of the Nestorians and Hellenizing Jews, acquir
ing from them a love of philosophy, which soon manifested 
itself in full energy from the banks of the Euphrates to 
those of GuadalquivU. The hammer of Charles Martel 
might strike down the ranks of the Saracens on the field of 

VOL. II. It 
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Tours, but there was something intangible, something in
destructible accompanying them, which the Frank chivalry 
could not confront. To the Church there was an evil 
omen. It has been well remarked that in the Proven~al 
poetry there are noble bursts of crusading religious senti
ment, but they are incorporated with a sovereign contempt 
for the clergy. 

The biography of any of the physicians or alchemists of 
the thirteenth century would serve the purpose of illus
trating the watchfulness of the Church, the unsonnd 
condition of the universities, the indirect patronage ex
tended to heretics by eminent men, and the manner in 
which the rival powers. ecclesiasticism and philosophy, 
were preparing for their final conflict. A.s an example of 
the kind, I may present briefly that of Arnold de Villa. 

Dl1lStration 
from the \no
graphyot 
Arnold. 

Nova, born about A..D.1250. He enjoyed a great 
reputation for his knowledge of medicine and 
alchemy. For some years he was physician to 
the King of Aragon. Under an accusation of 

defective orthodoxy he lost his position at court, his 
punishment being rendered more effective b)" excom
municatio:Q.. Hoping to find in Paris more liberality than 
he had met with in Spain, he fled to that city, but was 
pursued by an adverse ecclesiastical influence with a. 
charge of having sold his soul to the Devil, and of baYing 
changed a. plate of copper into gold. In Montpellier, t.> 
which he was obliged to retire, he found a more congenial 
inte~ctual atmosphere, and was for long one or the regents 
of the faculty of medicine. In succession, he subsequently 
resided in Florence, Naples, Palermo, patronized and hon
oured by the Emperor Frederick II"-at that time engaged 
in the a.ttempt to unite~taly into one kingdom and give it 
a single language-on acconnt of his extraordinary reputa.
tion as a physician. Even the pope, Clement V., notwith
standing the unfortnnate attitude in which Arnold stood 
toward the Church, besought a visit from him in hopes of 
relief from the stone. On his voyage for the purpose of 
performing the necessary operation, Arnold suffered ship 
wreck and was drowned. His body was interred at Genoa. 
The pope issued an encyclic letter, entreating those woo 
owed him obedience to reveal where Arnold's Treatise on 
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the Practice o£ Medioine might be found, it having been 
lost or concealed. It appears that the chief offences com
mitted by Arnold against the Church were that he had 
predicted tha.t the world would come to an end A.D. 1335; 
that he had said the bulls of the pope Were only the work 
of a man, and that the practice ot: charity is better than 
prayer, or even than the mass. If he was the author of 
the celebrated book "De Tribus Impostoribus," as was 
suspected by some, 'it is not remarkable that he was so 
closely watched and disciplined. Like many of his con
temporaries, he mingled a great deal of mysticism with 
his work, recommending, during his alchemical operations, 
the recitation of psalms, to give force to the materials 
employed. Among oth~r such things, he describes a seal. 
d~corated with scriptural phrases, of excellent use in 
preserving one from sudden death. It appears, however. 
to have failed of its effect on the night when Arnold's ship 
was drifting on an Italian lee-shore, and he had most need 
of it. 

The two a.ntagonistio prinoiples-ecolesiastical and in
tellectual-were thus brought in presence of Tw I ulse& 

each other. On other occasions they had already -~~!tual 
been in partial collision, as at the iconoclastio and moral

dispute which originated in the accusations of In operatiOll. 

the Mohammedans, and ended in the tearing of Christendom 
asunder. 

Again there was a collision, a few centuries later, whe~ 
the Spanish Moors and Jews began to influence Straggleofec
the higher European classes. Among the bish- cleeu ... ucism 

• ~Btthe ops, sovereIgns, and even popes thus affected, intellectual 

there were many men of elevated views, who prIDClple. 

sa.w distinctly the position of Europe, and understood. 
thoroughly the difficulties of the Church. It had already 
become obvious to them tha.t it would be impossible to 
restrain the impulse arising from the vigorous movements 
of the Sa.ra.cens, and that it was absolutely necessary so 
to order things that the actual condition of faith in 
Europe might be accommodated to or even harmonized 
with these philosophical conceptions, which it was quite 
cleM' would, soon or la.te, perva.de the whole Continent. 
This, as we ha.ve seen, is the explanation of the introduction 

Jt2 
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of Scholasticism from the Arabian Bchools, and its accom
modation to the Christian code, on which authority looked. 
with BO much favour at first. But hardly had this attempt 
been entered upon before it became manifest that the risb 
to be incurred through the remedy itself were as great roa 
the anticipated dangers. There was then no other courso 
than for the Church to retrace her stepB, ostensibly main
taining her consistency by permitting scholastio literature, 
though deolinin!l; scholastio theology. She thus allured 
the active intellect, arising in all directions in the uni
versities, to fruitless and visionary pursuits. This yolicy, 
therefore, threw her back upon a system of repreSSlon; it 
was the only course possible; yet there can ,be no doubt 
that it was entered upon with reluctance. We do in
justice to the great men who guided ecclesiastical policy 
in those times when we represent them as recklessly com
mitting themselves to measures at once violent and inde-

~ fensible. They did make the attempt to insti-
~ ~~c:lty tute an opposite policy; it proved not only :rtem, not in a failure, but mischievous. They were then 

e men. driven to check the spread of knowledge-
driven by the necessities of their position. The fault was 
none of theirs; it dated back to the time of Constantine 
the Great; and the impossibility of either correcting or 
neutrp.liZing it is only an example, as has been said. of the 
manner in which a general principle. once introduced, 
will overbear the best exertions of those attempting to 
struggle against it. We can appreciate the false position 
into which those statesmen were thrown when we comparo 
their personal with their public relations. Often the most 
eminent persons lived in intimacy and friendship with 
Jewish physicians, who, in th~ eye of the law, were 
~nemies of society; often those who were foremost in the 
cultivation of knowledge-who. indeed, suffered excom
munication for its sake-maintained amicable relations ot 
a private kind with those who in public were the leaden 
()f their persecutors. The systems were in antagonism, not 
the men. Arnold de Villa Nova, though excommunicated, 
was the physician of one pope; Roger Bacon, thougb 
harshly imprisoned, was the friend and correspondent 01 
another. These incidents are not to be mistaken for that 
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compassion which the truly great are ever ready to show 
to erring genius. They are examples of what we often 
see in our own day, when men engaged in the movements 
of a great political party loyally carry out its declared 
principles to their consequences, though individually they 
may :find in those consequences many things to which 
they could mentally object. Their private objection they 
thus yield ,for the sake of what appears to them~ in a 
general way, a practical good. , 

Suoh was the state of affairs when the Arab element, 
having pervaded France and Italy, made its fOl"Ulal intel
lectual attack. It might almost have been foreseen in 
what manner that attack would be made, and the shape it 
would be likely to assume. Of the sciences, astronomy 
was the oldest and most advanced. Its beginning da.tes 
earlier than the historio period, and both in The intelI_ 
India and in Egypt it had long reached correct- ~ Impulse 

~ • a1" I ....... ea ,te at-ness, so .lar as lts gener prmclp es were con- tack througb 
earned. The Saracens h&.d been assiduous astronomy. 

cultivators of it in both its branches, observation and 
mathematical investigation. Upon one point, the :figure 
and relations of the earth) it is evident that not the 
slightest doubt existed among them. Nay, it must be 
added that no learned European ecclesiastio or statesman 
could deny the demonstrated truths. Nevertheless, it so 
fell out that upon this very.point the conflict broke out. 
In India the Brahmans had passed through the same 
trial-for different nations walk through similar paths
with a certain plausible success, by satisfying the popular 
clamour that there was, in reality, nothing inconsistent 
between the astronomical doctrine of the globular form and 
movement of the earth, and the mythological dogma that 
it rests upon a. succession of animals, the lowest of which 
is a tortoise. But the strong common sense of Western 
Europe was not to be deluded in any such idle wa.y. It 
is not difficult to see the point of contact, the point of 
pressure with the Church. The a.bstract ouesilion gave 
her no concern; it was the consfquences that might 
possibly follow. The memorable battle was fought upon 
the question thus sharply defined: Is the earth a moving 
globe, a small body in the midst of suns and countless 
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myriads of worlds, or is i~ the central and greatest object 
in the universe, fiat, and canopied over with & blue dome, 
motionless while all is in movement around it? The 
dispute thus definitely put, its issue was such as must 
a.lways attend a controversy in which he who is de
fending is at once. lukewarm and conscious of his own 
andtbeCburch weakness. Never can moral interests, however 
ill defeated. pure, stand against intellect enforcing truth. 
On this ill-omened question the Church venture'd her 
battle and lost it. 

Though this great con1iict is embodied in the history of 
Galileo, who has become its historical representative, the 
The mOTa! prime moving cause must not be misunderstood. 
impulse. From the Pyrenees had passed forth an inHuence 
which had infected all the learned men of Western Europe. 
Its tendency was 'altogether unfavourable to the Church. 
Moreover, the illiterate classes had been touched, but in a 
different way. To the :first action the designation of the 
intellectual impulse may be given; to the latter, the 
moral. It is to be especially observed that in their direc
tions these impulses conspired. We ha.ve seen how, 
through the Saracens and Jews conjointly, the intellectual 
Origin oftbe impulse came into play. The moral impulse 
mOTu JIIl- originated in a different manner, being due 
pulse. partly to the Crusades and partly to the state of 
things in Rome. On these causes it is therefore needful 
for us to reHect. 

First, of the Crusades. There had been wrenched from 
Christendom its fairest and most glorious portions. S~ 
the north of Africa, Egypt, Syria, Asia Minor, were gone. 
The Mohammedans had been repeatedly under the walls 
of Constantinople; its fall was only a question of time. 
They had been in the streets of Rome. They had marched 
across Italy in every direction. But perhaps the geogra.
phical losses, appalling as they were, did not appear so 
Loss oftbe painful as the capture of the holy places; the 
holy placeS. birth-place of our Redeemer; the scene of HiB 
sufferings; the Mount of Olives; the Sea of Galilee; the 
Garden of Gethsemane; Calvary; the Sepulchre. Too often 
in their day of strength, while there were Roman legions a.t 
their back, had the bishops taunted Paganism with the 
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weakness of its divinities, who could not defend themselves, 
their temples, or their sacred places. That logic was l'&

taliated now. To many a sincere heart must many an 
ominous reflenon have occurred. In Western Europe there 
was a strong common sense which quicldy caught the true 
position of things-a common sense that could neither be 
blinded nor hoodwinked.. The astuteness of the Italian poli
ticians was insufficient to conceal altogether the great fact, 
thougn it might succeed in dissembling its real significance 
for a'time. The Europe of that day was ve'ty different from 
the Europe of ours. It was in ite Age of Faith. Recently 
converted, as all recent converts do, it made its belief a. 
living rule of action. In our times there is not upon that 
continent a nation which, in its practical relations with 
others, carries out to their consequences it!! ostensible, its 
avowed articles of belief. Catholics, Protestants, Moham
medans, they of the Greek communion, inaiscriminately 
consort together under the expediences of the passing 
hour. Statesmanship has long boon dissevered from re
ligion-a fact most -portentous for future times. But it 
was not so in the Middle Ages. Men then believed their 
form of faith with the same clearness, the same intensity 
with which they believed their own existence or the 
actual presence of things upon which they cast their eyes. 
The doctrines of the Church were to them no mere incon
bequential affair, but an absolute, an actual reality, a living 
and a fearful thing. It would have passed their comprehen
sion if they could have been assured that a day would come 
when Christian Europe, by a breath, could remove from 
the holy places the scandal of an infidel intruder, but, 
upon the whole, would consider it not worth her while to 
do so. How differently they acted. When, by the preach
ing of Peter the Hermit and his collaborators, who had 
received a signal from Rome, a knowledge had come to 
their ears of the reproach that had befallen Jerusalem and 
the sufferings of the pilgrims, their plain but straight
forwa.rd common sense taught them at once what was the 
right remedy to apply, and forthwith they did apply it, 
and Christendom, precipitated headlong upon Effeetofthe 

the Holy Land, was brought fa.ce to face with Crusad~ 
Mohammedanism. But what a scene awaited the zealous, 
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the religious barbarians-for such they truly were-when 
Constantinople, with its matchless splendours, came jn 
view I What a scene when they had passed into Asia 
Minor, that garden of the world, presenting city after 
city, with palaces and edifices, the pride of twenty cen
turies',· How unexpected the character of those Saracens, 
whom they had been taught, by those who had incited 
Change of them to their enterprise, to regard as no better 
opInion m the than bloodthirsty fiends, but whom they found 
Crusaders. valiant, merciful, just I When Richard the
Lion-hearted, King of England, lay in his tent consumed 
by a fever, there came into the camp camels laden with 
snow, sent by his enemy, the Sultan Saladin, to assuage his 
disease, the homage of one brave soldier to another. But 
when Richard was returning to England, it was by a 
Christian prince that he was treacherously seized and 
secretly confined. This was doubtless only one of many 
such incidents which had often before occurred. Even 
down to the meanest camp-follower, every one must have 
recognized the difference between what they had antici
pated and' what they had found. They had seen un
daunted courage, chivalrous bearing, intellectual culture 
far highet than their own. They had been in lands filled 
with the prodigies of human skill. They did not melt 
down into the populations to whom they returned without 
imparting to them a profound impression destined to make 
itself felt in the course of time. 

But, secondly, as to the state of things in Rome. The 
movement into which all Europe had been thrown by these 
The d' wars brought to light the true condition of 
cov,; J: 1m- things in Italy as res~s morality. Locomo
moralities of tion in a population IS followed by intellectual 
Italy'. development. The old stationary condition of 
things in Europe was closed by the Crusades. National 
movement gave. rise to better observation, better in
formation, and could not but be followed by national 
reBenon. And though we are obliged to speak of the 
European population as being in one sense in a barbarous 
state, it was a moral population, earnestly believing the 
truth of every doctrine it had been taught, and sincerely 
expecting that those doctrines would be carrie~ to their 
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practical application, and that Teligious profession must~ 
as a matter of course, be illustrated by religious life. The
Romans themselves were an exception to this. They had 
lived too long behind the scenes. Indeed, it may be said 
that all the Italian penksula had. emancipated. itself from 
that delusion, &8 likewise certain classes in France, who
had. become familiar with the state of things during the 
residence ilf the popes at A vignon. It has been the
destiny of Southern France to pass, on a small scale, 
under the same influence, and to exhibit the same results 
as were appointed for all Europe at last. 

And now, what was it that awakening Europe found to 
be the state of things in Italy? I avert my eyes from. 
looking again at the biography of the popes; it would be 
only to renew a scene of sin and shame. Nor can 1, 
without injustice to truth, speak of the social condition of 
the inhabitants of that peninsula without relating facts 
which would compel my reader to turn over the page with 
a blush. I prefer to look at the maxims of politicallif& 
which had been followed. for many centuries, and which 
were met divulged. by one of the greatest men that Italy 
has produced, in a work-A.D. ISIS-truly characterized 
as a litexary prodigy. Certainly nothing can surpass in 
atrocity the maxims therein laid down. 

Machiavelli, in that work, tells us that there are thre& 
degrees of capacity among men. That one Tbeprindplell
understands things by his own natural powers; of I~ 
another, when they are explained to him; a =
third, not at all. In dealing with these different cluaYeih. 

classes different methoda must be used. The last class, 
which is by far the most numerous, is 80 simple and weak 
that it is very easy to dupe those who belong to it. H 
they cease to believe of their own accord they ought to be
constrained. by force, in the application of which, though 
there may be considerable difficulties at first, yet, these once 
overcome by a sufficient unscrupulousness--veneration, 
security, tranquillity, and happiness will follow. That, if 
a prince is constrained. to make his choice, it is better for 
him to be feared. than loved.; he should remember that all 
men are ungrateful, fickle, timi~ dissembling, and self
interested; that love depends on them. but fear depends 
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O()n him, and hence it is best to prefer the latter, which is 
always in his own hands. 'l'he ~eat aim of statesmanship 
.should be permanence, which 18 worth everything else, 
being far more valuable than freedom. l'hat, if a man 
wants to ruin a republic, his proper course is to set it on 
bold undertakings, which it is sure to mismanage; that 
men, being naturally wicked, incline to good only when 
they are compelled; they think a great deal more of tho 
present than the past, and nevel' seek change so long &8 

they are made comfortable. 
He recommends a ruler to bear in mind tha.t, while the 

lower class of men may desert him, the superior will not 
only desert, but conspire. If such cannot with certainty 
be made trustworthy friends, it is very clearly necessary to 
put it out of their power to be ~nemie8. ThuS it may be 
-observed that the frequent insurrections in Spain, Gaul, 
and Greece against the Romans were entirely due to the 
petty chiefs inhabiting those countries; but that, after 
these had been put to death, everything went on very welt 
Up to a certain point, it should be the grand maxim of a. 
wise government to content the people and to manage the 
nobles; but that, since hatred is just as easily incurred by 
good. actions as by bad ones, there will occasionally arise 
-the necessity of being wicked in order to maintain power, 
-and, in such a case, there should be no hesitation; for, 
though it is useful to persevere in the path of rectituda 
while there is no inconvenience, we should devia,te from it 
.at once if circumstances so advise. A prudent prince 
..ought not keep his word to his own injury; he ought to 
bear in mind that one who always endeavoUl1l to act as 
duty dictates necessarily insures his own destruction; 
that new obligations never extinguish the memory of 
former injuries in the minds of the superior order of men; 
that liberality, in the end, generally insures more enemiea 
than friends; that it is the nature of mankind to become 
.as much attached to one by the benefits they render as by 
the favours they receive; that, where the question is as to 
the taking of life or the con.fiscation of property, it is 
useful to remember that men forget the death of thell" 
relatives, but not the loss of their patrimony; that, if 
-cruelties should become expedient, they soould be com-
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mitted thoroughly and but once-it is very impolitic to 
.resort to them a second time; that there are three ways 
of deciding any contest-by fraud, by force, or by lE.LW, 
and a wise man will make the most suitable choice; that 
there are also three ways of maintaining control in newly
conquered states that have once been free-by ruining 
them, by inhabiting them, or by permitting them to keep 
their own laws and to pay tribute. Of these the first will 
often be found the best, as we may see from the history' of 
the RomAnS, who were experienced judges of such cases. 
That. as respects the family of a. rival but conquered 
sovereign, the greatest pains should be taken to extinguish 
it completely; for history proves, what many fabulous 
traditions relate, that dangerous political' consequences 
have originated in the escape of some obscure or insig
nificant member; that men of the highest order, who are, 
therefore, of sound judgment-who seek for actual social 
truths for their guidance rather than visionary models 
which never existed-will conform to the decisions of 
reason, and never be influenced by feelings of sentiment. 
unless it is apparent that some collateral advantage will 
arise from the temporary exhibition thereof; and that 
they will put a just estimate on the delusions in which 
the vulgar indulge, casting aside the so-called interven
tions of Divine Providence. which are, in reality, nothing 
more than the concatenation of certain circumstances 
following the ordinary law of cause and effect. but which, 
by interfering with the action of each other, have assumed 
a direction which the judgment of the wisest could not 
have foreseen. 

Europe has visited with its maledictions the great 
:political writer by whom these atrocious maxims have 
peen recommended, forgetting that his offence consists not 
m inventing, but in divulging them. His 'Works thus 
offer the purest example we possess of physical statesman
ship. They are altogether impassive. He views the 
management of' a. state precisely as he might do the 
construction of a machine, recommending that such a. 
wheel or such a lever should be introduced, his only 
inquiry being whether it will accomplish his intention. 
As to any happiness or misery it may work, he gives 
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himself no concern, unless, indeed, they evidently ought to 
enter into the calculation. He had suffered the rack him
self under a charge of conspiracy, and borne it without 
:flinching. But, before Machiavelli wrote, his principles 
had all been carried into practice; indeed, it would not be 
difficult to give abundant examples in proof of the asser
tion that they had been for ages regarded in Italy as rulos 
of conduct. 

Such was the morality which Europe detected as exist
ing in Italy, carried out with inconceivable wicItednes8 in 
public and private life; and thus the two causes we have 
been considering-contact with the Saracens in Syria and 
a knowledge. of the real state of things in Rome-con
spired together to produce what may be designated as the
moral impulse, which, in its turn, conspired with the
Conjoined intellectual. Their association foreboded evil 
e~~Ofthf to ecclesiastical authority, thUB taken at great 
!::td m~:: disadvantage. Though, from its very birthday" 
impulses. that authority had been in absolute opposition 
to the intellectual movement, it might, doubtle8B, for It 

much longer time have successfully maintained its conflict 
therewith had the conditions remained unchanged. Up 
to this time its .chief strength reposed upon its moral 
relations. It could point, and did point the attention ot 
those whose mental culture enabled them to understand 
the true position of affairs, to Europe brought out ot 
barbarism, and beginning a course of glorious civilization. 
That achievement was claimed by the Church. lfit were 
true that she had thus brought it to pass, it had been 
altogether wrought by the agency of her moral power, 
intellectual influence in no manner aiding therein, but 
bein,; uniformly, from the time of Constantine the Great 
to that of the Reformation, instinctively repulsed. When, 
now, the moral power suffered SO great a shock, and was 
not only ready to go over to, but had actually allied itself 
with the intellectual, there was great danger to ecclesias
tical authority. And hence we need not be surprised that 
an impression began to prevail among the clear~thjDkiDg 
men of the time that the real functions of that authority 
were completed in producing the partially-civilized con
dition to which Europe had attained, the course of event& 
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tending evidently to an elimination of that authority as 
an active element in the approaching European system. 
To such the Ohurch might emphatically addr~ss herself, 
pointing out the signal and brilliant results to The excuses 
which she had given rise, and displaying the ma- of ~leslll&
nifest evils which must inevitably ensue if her re- UCI8IIL 

la.tions, as then existing, should be touched. For it must 
ha.ve been plain that the :first effect arising from the 
()()a.lition of the intellectual with the moral elem,ent would 
be an 8.Bsertion of the right of private judgment in the 
individual- a condition utterly inconsistent with the 
dominating influence of authority. It was actually upon 
that very principle that the battle of the Reformation was 
eventually fought. She might point out-for it needed 
no prophetio inspiration-that, if once this principle was 
yielded, there could be no other issue in Christendom than 
a total decomposition; that though, for a little while, the 
separation might be limited to a few great Her feeble 

confessions, these. under the very influence of ~ 
the principle that had brought themselves into existence, 
must. in their turn, undergo disintegration, and the end 
()f it be a. complete anarchy'of sects. In on~ sense it.may 
be said that it was in wisdom that the Ohurch took her 
stand upon this point, determining to make it her base of 
resistance; unwisely in another, for it was evident that 
she had already lost the initiative of action, and that her 
very resistance would constitute the :first stage in the 
process of decomposition. 

Europe had made a. vast step during its Age of Faith. 
Spontaneously it had grown through its youth; Contempor
and the Italians, who had furnished it with aneous ch&Dges 
many of its ideas had furnished it also with In Europe. , . 
many of its forms of life. In that respect justice has still to 
be done them. When Rome broke away from her con
nexions with Constantinople, a. cloud of more than Cim
merian darkness overshadowed Europe. It was occupied 
11y wandering savages. Six hundred years organized it 
into families, neighbourhoods, cities. Those centuries 
found it full of bondmen; they left it without a slave. 
They found it a scene of violence, rapine. lust; they left 
it the abode of God-fearing men. Where there had been 
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trackless :lOxests, there were innumerable steeples glittering 
in the sun; where there had been bloody chieftain8, 
drinking out of their enemies' skulls, there were grave 
ecclesiastics, fathoming the depths of free-will, predesti
nation, election. Investing the clergy with a mysterious 
superiority, the Church asserted the, equality of the laity 
from the king to the beggar before God. It disrefarded 
wealth and birth, and opened a career for all. ta in
fluence over the family and domestic relations was felt 
through all classes. It fixed paternity by a previous 
ceremony; it enforced the rule that a wife passes into the 
family of her husband, and hence it followed that legiti
mate children belong to the father, illegitimate to the 
mother. It compelled women to domestic life, shut them 
out from the priesthood, and tried to exclude them from 
government. In a worldly sense, the mistake that Rome 
committed was this: she attempted to maintain an intel
lectual immobility in the midst of an advancing 800iai state. 
She saw not that society could no more be stopped in its 
career through her mere assertion that it could not and 
should not move, than that the earth could be checked in its 
revolution merely because she protested that it was at rest. 
She tried, first by persuasion and then by force, to arrest 
the onward movement, but she waitt overborne, notwith
standing her frantic resistance, by the impetuous current. 
Very different would it have been had the Italian states-· 
men boldly put themselves in the van of progreM, and, 
instead ,of asserting an immutability and infallibility, 
changed their dogmas and maxims as the progre88 of 
events required. Europe need not have waited for Arabs. 
and Jews. 

In describing these various facts, I have endeavoured to 
point out impressively how the Church, so full of vigour 
at first, contained within itself the seeds of inevitable 
decay. From the period when it came into collision with 
the intellectual and moral elements, the origin of which 
we have traced, and which conspired together for its. 
Loss f overthrow, it exhibited a gradual decline; first 
in Ch~~~! losing its influence upon nations, and ceasing to 
ganizatlODII. be in them a principle of pUblio action; next~ 
witnessing the alienation of the higher and educated 
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classes, the process descending downward through the
social scale, therein retracing the steps of its advance. 
When ecclesiasticism became so weak as to be unable to. 
regulate international affairs, and was supplan.ted by 
diplomacy, in the castle the physician was mOlj& than a. 
rival for the confessor, in the town the mayor was a. 
greater man than the abbot. There reml\ined a lingering 
influence over individuals, who had not yet risen. above a. 
belief that it could control their state after death. This. 
decline of its ancient influence should be a cause of 
rejoicing to all intelligent men, for an ecclesiastical or
ganization allying itself to political power can never now. 
be a. source of any good. In America. we have Been the
bond that held the Church and State together abruptly 
snapped. It is therefore well that.. since the close of the
A~e of Faith, things have been coming back 
Wlth an accelerated pace, to the state in which ~: t!'Ule 
they were in the early Christian times, before ~~ 
the founder of Constantinople beguiled the 
devotional spirit 'to his personal and family benefit-to 
the state in which they were before ambitious men 80ught 
political advancement and wealth by organizing hypocrisy 
-wht'n maxima of morality, charity, benevolence, were 
rules of life for individual man-when the monitions of 
conscience were obeyed without the suggestions of an 
outwaro., often an interested and artful prompter-when 
the individual lived. not under the sleepless gaze,· the
crushing' hand of a. great overwhelming hierarchical or
ganization, surrounding him on all sides, doing his think
ing for him, directing him in his acts, making him a. mere 
automaton, but in simplicity, humility, and truthfulness 
guiding himself acoording to the light given him, and 
dischaiging the duties of this troublesome and transitory 
life .. 88 ever in his great Taskmaster's eye." 

For the progressive degradations exhibited by the Roman 
Churoh during the Age of Faith, something may be offered. 
as at once an explanation and an excuse. Machiavelli 
relates, in his" History of Florence"-a work which. if 
inferior in philosophical penetration to his .. Prince," is of 
the most singular merit 88 a. literary com~tion-that 
Osporoo, a. Boman, having become pope. exchanged. his 
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Wlseemly name for the more classical one Sergi us, and that 
Connexion of his successors have ever since observed the p,rao
re1JgIousldeas tice of assuming a new name. This incIdent 
in Italy WIth dl . • 
lts ethmcal profoun y illustrates the psychical pro~s8 of 
.tate. that Church. During the fifteen centunes that 
we have had under consideration-counting from a. little 
before the Christian era-the population of Italy had been 
constantly changing. The old Roman ethnical element 
had become eliminated partly through the republican and 
imperial wars, and partly through the slave system. The 
degenerated half-breeds, of whom the Peninsula was full 
through repeated northern immigrations, degenerated, as 
time went on, still more and more. After that blood 
admixture had for the most part ceased, it took a long time 
for the base ethnical element which was its product to come 
into physiological correspondence with the country, for 
the adaptation of man to a. new climate is &. slow, &. secular 
change. 

But blood-degenerat,ion implies thought-degeneration. 
It is nothing more than might be expected that, in this 
mongrel race, customs, and language, and even name, 
should change-that rivers, and towns, and men should 
receive new appellations. As the great statesman. to whom 
I have referred observes, Cresar and Pompey had disap
peared; John, Matthew, and Peter had come in their stead. 
Barbarized names are the outward and visible signs. of 
barbarized ideas. Those early bishops of Rome whose 
dignffied acts have commanded our respect, were men of 
Roman blood, and animated with sentiment. that were 
truly Latin; but the succeeding pontiffs, whose lives were 
so infamous and thoughts so base, were engendered of half
breeds. Nor was it until the lta.lia.n population had re-es
tablished itself in a physiological relation with the country 
-not until it had passed through the earlier stages of 
'1.ational life-that m.a.nly thoughts and true conceptions 
could be regained. 

Ideas and dogmas that would not have been tolerated for 
an instant in the old, pure, homogeneous Roman race. 
found acceptance in this adulterated, festering ma.ss. This 
was the true cause of the increasing debasement of Latin 
Christianity. Whoever will take the trouble of construct-
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ing a chart of the religious conceptions as they successively 
struggled into light, will see how close was their S . 

connexion with the physiological state of the ~:e 
Italian ethnical element p.t the moment. It is a =~UI 
sad and humiliating succession. Mariolatry; the . 
invocation of saints; the supreme value of virginity; the 
working of miracles by relics; the satisfaction of moral 
crimes by gifts of money or goods to the clergy; the 
worship of images; Purga.tory; the sale of benefices; 
transubstantiation, or the making of God by the priest; 
the m.aterialization of God-that He has eyes, feet, hands, 
toes; the virtue of pilgrimages; ~carious religion, the 
sinner paying the priest to pray for him; the corporeality 
of spirits; the forbidding of the Bible to the laity; the 
descent to shrine-worship and fetichism; the doctrine that 
man can do more than his duty, and hence have a claim 
upon God; the sale by the priests of indulgences in sin 
for money. 

But there is another,averydifferent aspect underwhich 
we must regard this Church. Enveloped ag it was with 
the many evils of the times, the truly Christia.n principle 
which was at its basis perpetually vindicated its power, 
giving rise to numberless blessings in spite of the de
grada.tion and wickedness of man. As I have elsewhere 
(Physiology, Book n., Chap. VIIL) remarked, "The civil 
la.w exerted an exterior power in human relations; Chris
tianity produced an interior and moral change. 
Th 'd f ultim te tahili·t.r Statement of e 1 ea. 0 an a accoun y .. or per- wba& the • 

sona.l deeds, of which the old Europeans had an ~= ~ad 
indistinct perception, became intense and pre- 1 one. 

eise. The sentiment of universal charity was exemplified 
not only in individual acts, the remembrance of which 
soon passes away, but in the more permanent institution 
of establishments for the relief of aflliction, the spread of 
'knowledge, the propagation of truth. Of the great 
ecclesiastics, many had risen from the humblest ranks of 
society, and these men; true to their democratio instincts, 
were often found to be the inflexible supporters of right 
against might. Eventually coming to be the depositaries 
of the knowledge tha.t then e~ they opposed intellect 
to brute foroe. in many instances successfully, and by the 

VOL. U. L 
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example of the organization of the Church, which was 
essentially republican, they showed how representative 
systems may be introduced into the state. Nor was it over 
communities and nations that the Church displayed her 
chief power. Never in the world before was there such .. 
system. From her central seat at Rome, her a.ll-seeing eye, 
like tha.t of Providence itself, could equally take in a 
hemisphere at a. glance, or examine the private life of any 
individual. Her boundleM influences enveloped kings in 
their palaces, and relieved the beggar a.t the monastery 
gate. In all Europe there was not & man too obscure, too 
insignificant, or too desolate iOr her. Surrounded by her 
solemnities, every one received his name at her altar; her 
bells chimed at his marriage, her knell tolled at his 
funeral. She extorted from him the secrets of his life at 
her confessionals, and punished his faults by her penances. 
In his hour of sickness and trouble her servants BOught him 
out, tea.ching him, by her exquisite litanies and prayers, to 
place his reliance on God, or strengthening him for the" 
trials of life by the example of the holy and just. lier 
prayers had an efficacy to givo repose to the souls of his 
dead. When, even to his friends, his lifeless body had 
become an offence, in the name 0'" God she received it into 
her QOnBecrated ground, and under her shadow he rested till 
the great reckoning-day. From little better than & slave 
she raised his wife to be his equal, and, forbidding hiD) to 
have more than one, met her recompense for those noble 
deeds in & firm friend at every fireside. Discountenancing 
all impure love, she put round that fireside the children of 
one mother, and made that mother little less than sacred 
in their eyeS. In ages of lawlessness and rapine, among 
people but a step above savages, she vindicated the invio
lability of her precincts agaJnst the hand of power, and 
made her temples & refuge and sanctuary for the despairing 
and oppressed. Truly she was the shadow of a great rock 
in many a weary land , .. 

This being the point which I consider the end of the 
Italian system as & living force in European progress, 
its subsequent operation being directed to the senses and 
not to the understanding, it will not be amiss it for & 
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moment we extend OUl: view to later times and to circum
stances beyond the strict compass of this book, Analysis of 

endeavouring thus to ascertain the condition ::e Ch~er 
of the Church, especially as to many devout e u • 
persons it may doubtless appear ~hat she has lost none of 
her power. 

On four occasions there have been revolts against the 
Italian Church system: 1st, in the thirteenth century, the 
.Albi~ensian; 2nd, in the fourteenth, the Four revolta 
Wiclifite; 3rd, in the sixteenth. the Reforma- ~~~~t the 
tion ; 4th, in the eighteenth, at the French Bystem. 

Revolution. On each of these occasions ecclesiastical 
authority has exerted whatever offensive or defensive power 
it possessed. Its action is a true indication of its condition 
at the time. Astronomers can determine the orbit of a. 
comet or other celestial meteor by three observations of its 
position as seen from the earth, and taken at intervals apart. 

1st. Of the Albigensian revolt. We have ascertained 
that the origin of this is distinctly traceable The Alblgen
to the Mohammedan influence of Spain, through SI8.D revolt. 

the schools of Cordova and Granada, pervading Languedoc 
and I.lzoovence. Had these agencies produced only the 
gay scones of chivalry and ,courtesy as their material 
results, and, as their intellectual, war-ballads, satires, 
and amorous songs, they had been excused; nut. along 
with such elegant frivolities, there was something of a. 
more serious kind. A popular proverb will often betray 
national belief, and there was a proverb in Provence, 
&. Viler than a priest." The offensive sectaries also quoted, 
for the edification of the monks. certain texts, to the effect 
that, .. if a man will not work neither let him eat." The 
event, in the hands of Simon de Montfort, taught them that 
there is such a thing as wresting Scripture t~ one's own 
destruction. 

How did the Church deal with this Albigensian heresy? 
As those do who have a.n absolutely overwhelming power. 
She did not crush it-that would have been too indulgent; 
she absolutely a.nnihilated it. Awake to what must necessa
rily ensue from the .imperceptible spread. of such opinions, 
.she remorselessly consumed its birth-place with fire and 
sword; and, fearful that some fugitives might have escaped. 

L2 
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her vigilant eye, or that heresy might go wherever a bale 
of goods might be conveyed, she organized the Inquisition 
with its troops of familiars and spies. Six-hundred years 
have elapsed since these events, and the south of France 
has never recovered from the blow. 

That was a persecution worthy of a sovereign-a perse
cution conducted on sound Italian principles of policy-to 
consider clearly the end to be attained, and adopt tho 
proper means without any kind of concern as to their 
nature. But it was a persecution that implied tho posses
.sion of unlimited and irresponsible power. 

2nd. Of the revolt ofWiclif. We have also considered the 
The revolt of state of affairs which aroused the resistance of 
WlClll£ Wiclif. It is manifested by legal enactments 
early in the fourteenth century, such as that ecclesiastics 
shall not go armed, nor join themselves with thieves, nor 
frequent tavetns, nor chambers of strumpets, nor visit nuns, 
nor play at-dice, nor keep concubines-by the Parliamen
tary bill of 1376, setting forth that the tax paid in England 
to the pope for ecclesiastical dignities is fourfold as much 
as that coming to the king from the whole realm; that 
alien clergy, who have never seen nor care to see their 
flocks, convey away the treasure of the country-by the 
homely preaching of John Ball, that all men are equal in 
the sight of God. WicHf's opposition was not only directed 
against corruptions of discipline in the Church, but equally 
against doctrinal errors. His dogma. that .c God bindeth 
not men to believe any thing they cannot understand" 
is a distinct embodiment of the rights of reason, and the 
noble purpose he carried into execution of translating the 
Bible from the Vulgate shows in what direction he intended 
the application of that doctrine to be made. 'I'hrough tho 
influence of the queen of Richard the Secot:.d, who was 
IC native of that country. his doctrines found an echo in 
Bohemia.--:Huss not only earnestly adopting his theological 
views, but also j'Jinkg in his resistance to the despotism of 
the court of Rome and his exposures of the corruptions of 
the clergy. The political point of this revolt in England 
occurs in the refusal of Edward m., at the instigation of 
Wiclif, to do homage to the pope; the religious, in the 
translation of the Bible. 
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Though a. bull was sent to London requiring the arch
heretic to be seized and put in irons, Wiclif died in his 
bed, and his bones rested quietly in the grave for forty-four 
years. Ecclesiastical vengeance burned them a.t last, and 
scattered' them to the winds. 

Thera was no remissness in the ecclesiastical authority, 
but there were victories won by the blind hero, John 
Zisca. After the death of that great soldier-whose body 
was left by the road-side to the wolves and crows, and .his 
skin dried and made into a drtim-il;t vain was all that 
perfidy could suggest and all that brutality could execute 
resorted to-in vain the sword and fire were passed over 
Bohemia, and the last effort of impot~nt vengeance tried in 
England-the heretics could not be exterminated nor the 
detested translation of the Bible destroyed. 

Brd. Of the revolt of Luther. As we shall have, in a 
subsequent chapter, to consider the causes that TherevoUof 
led to the Reformation, it is not necessaxy to Luther. 
anticipate them in any detail here. The necessities of the 
Roman treasury, which suggested the doctrine of superero
gation and the sale of indulgences as a ready means of 
relief, merely brought on a crisis which otherwise could not 
have been long postponed, the real point at issue being 
the right of interpretation of the Scriptures by private 
judgment. 

The Church did not restrict her resistance to the use 
()f ecclesiastical weapons-those of a carnal kind she also 
employed. Yet we look in vain for the concentrated energy 
with which she annihilated the .A.lbigenses, or the atrocious 
policy with which the Hussites were met. The times no 
longer permitted those tJ:P.ngs. But the struggle was 
maintained with unflinching constancy through the disasters 
and successes of one hundred and thirty years. Then came 
the peace of Westphalia, and the result of the contest was 
ascertained. The Church had lost the whole of northern 
Europe. 

4th. Of the revolt of the philosophers. Besides the 
actual loss of the nations who openly fell away Therevoltof 
to Protestantism, a serious detriment was soon the pbUoso

found to have befallen those still remaining pberB. 

nominally faithful to the Church. The fact of secession 
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or a.dherence depending, in a monarchy, on the personal 
caprice or policy of the sovereign, is by no means a truo 
index of the opinions or relations of the subjects; and thus 
it happened that in several countries in which th&e was an 
outward appearance of agreement with the Church becauso 
of the attitude of the government, there was, in reality, 
a total disruption, so far as tho educated and thinking 
cla.sses were concerned. This was especially the case in 
France. 

When the voya,ge of circumnavigation of the globe by 
Magellan had for ever settled all such questions a.s thoso 
of the figure of the earth and the existence of the anti
podes, the principles upon which the contest was composed 
between the conflicting parties are obvious from the most 
supetficial perusal of the history of physics. Free thought 
was extorted for science, and, as its equivalent, an un
molested state for theology. It was an armed truce. 

It was not'through either of the parties to that conflict 
that new troubles arose, but through the .action of a class 
fast rising into importance-literary men. From tho 
beginning to the middle of the last century these philoso
phers became more and more audacious in their attacks. 
Unliko the scientific, whose theological action was by 
implication rather than in a. direct way, these boldly 
assaulted the intellectual basis of faith. The opportune 
occurrence of the American Revolution, by bringing forward 
in a prominent manner social evils and political methods 
for their cure, gave a. practical application to the movement 
in Europe, and the Church was found unable to offer any 
kind of resista.nce. 

From these obsertation§ of the state of the Church at 
Sammaryof four different epochs of her career we are able to 
tbelta.lum determine her movement. There is a time of 
system. abounding strength, a. time of feebleness, a time 
of ruinous loss, a. time of utter exhaustion. What a dif
ference between the eleventh and the eighteenth centuries J 
It is the noontide and evening of a day of empire. 
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ClI.APTER v. 
APPROA.CH OF THE A.GE OF REASON IN EUROPE. 

I'l' IS PBECEDED BY JIAIUTIlIl!I DISCOVDY. 

C,omidMatirm Of th6 definitIJ Epochs of Social Life. 
Experimental Philoaophy emerging in thIJ .Age of Faith. 
The .Age oJ.Reason uaher6d ift by Maritime DiscmJIJTy and 1M f'iae 0/ 

European Criticism. • 
l\LuuTWB DtSCOVEBy.-Th!J three great Voyager. 
CoLUlmU8 di8covers .America.-DB GAllA doubler thIJ Cape atad rlJaChu 

India.-MAGELLAlt circumna1ligater the Earth.-7'he Material and 
intellectual BerulU of each of the8IJ Yoyager. 

DIGIlESlIOH ON TJIB SooLu. CoNDITION OP A.lmBICA.-In iaolaUd Auma1l 
&eietiu the proc68I oj Tlwught ptad oj CivilizatilYA ia alwaY' thIJ 
1Ilmct.-Maft pa3BeB through a de£erminaI.IJ ~ oj Id1Ja3 and 
embodier thlJm ift determinatiJ ImtitutioM.-TAiJ .tate oj Me:rico find 
P_ proves the injllMffltJ8 oj Law ift thIJ ~t oj Man.. 

I HAVE arrived at the last division of my work, the period. 
in national life answering to maturity in individual. The 
objects to be considered differ altogether from those which 
have hitherto occupied our attention. We have Peculiarities 

now to find human authority promoting intelleo- of \he Age or 
tnal advancement, and accepting as its maxim Reaaon. 
that the lot of man will be ameliorated, and his power and 
dignity increased, in proportion as he is able to comprehend 
the mechanism of the world, the action of natural laws, and 
to apply physical forces to his use. 

The ~ate at which ~ transition in European life was 
made will doubtless be differently given &Ccord- Natural 

ing &8 the in'\"estigator clumges his point of c:o::.merp 

view. In truth, there is not in national life another. 

any real epoch, because there is nothing in reality abrupt. 
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Events, however great or sudden, are consequences of pre
parationslong ago made. In this there is 8. perfect parity 
between the course of national and that of individual life. 
In the individual, one state merges by imperceytible degrees 
into another, each in its beginning and end bemg altogether 
indistinct. No one can tell at what moment he ceased to 
be a child and, became a boy-at what moment he ceased to 
be a youth and became a man. Each condition, examined 
at a suitable interval, exhibits characteristics perfectly 
distinctive, but, at their common point of contact, the two 
so overlap and blend that,like the intermingling of shadow 
and light, the beginning of one and end of the other may 
be very variously estimated. 

In individual life, since no precise natural epoch exists, 
Artiftdal society has found it expedient to establish an 
epochs. artificial one, as, for example, the twenty-mst 
year. The exigencies of history may be satisfied by 
similar fictions. A classical critic would pr.obably be 
justified in selecting for his purpose the foundation of 
Constantinople as the epoch of the commencement of the 
Age of Faith, and its capture by the Turks as the close. 
It must be adJnltted that a very large number of historical 
events stand in harmony with that arrangement. A 
Origin and political writer would perhaps be disposed to 
end of the Age postpone the date of the latter epoch to that of 
ofFatt.b. the treaty of Westphalia, for from that time 
theological elements ceased to have 8. recognized force, 
Protestant, Catholic, Mohammedan, consorting 'Promis
cuously together in alliance or at war, according as 
temporary necessities might indicate. Besides these other 
artificial epochs might be assigned, each doubtless having 
advantages to recommend it to notice. But, after all, 
the chief peculiarity is obvious enon~h. 1~ ~ the gradual 
decline of a. system that had been m actiVIty for many 
ages, and its gradual replacement by another. 

As with the Age of Reason in Greece, 80 with the Age 
Preludetothe of Reason in Europe, there is 8. prelude marked 
Ageof Reason. by the gradual emergence of a sound philosophy; 
a true logio displaces the supernatural; experiment 
supersedes speculation. It is very interesting to trace 
the feeble beginnings of mod~m science in alchemy and 
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natural magio in countries where no one could understand 
the writings of Alhazen or the Arabian philosophers. 
Out of many names of those who took part in this move
ment that might be mention~d there are some that deserve 
recollection. 

Albertus :Magnus was bom A.D. 1193. It was said of 
him that "he was great in magio, greater in philosophy, 
greatest in theology." By religious profession Albertus 
he was a Dominican. Declining the tempta- Magnus, the 
tions of ecclesiastical preferment, he voluntarily DommIcau. 

resigned his bishoprio, that he might lead in privacy a. 
purer life. .As was not uncommon in those days, he was 
accused of illicit commeroe with Satan, and many idle 
stories were told of the miracles he wrought. .At a great 
banquet on a winter'lil day, he produced all the beauties of 
spring-tree!4 in full foliage, flowers in perfume, meadows 
covered with grass; but, at a. word, the phantom pageant 
was dissolved, and succeeded by a.ppropriate wastes of 
snow. This was an exaggeration of a.n entertainment he 
gave, January 6th, 1259, in the hot-house of the convent 
garden. He interested himself in the functions of plants, 
was well acquainted with what is called the sleep of 
flowers, studied their opening and closing. He under
stood that the sap is diminished in volume by evaporation 
from the leaves. He was the first to use the word 
" affinity" in its modem acoe:ptation. His chemical 
studies present us with some mteresting details. He 
knew that the whitening of copper by arsenic is not a 
transmuta.tion, but only the production of an alloy, sinoe 
the arsenic can be expelled by heat. He speaks of potash 
as an alkali; describes several acetates; and anudes to 
the blackening of the skin with nitrate of silver. 

Contemporary wi.th him was Roger Bacon, born .A.D. 
,1214. His native country has never yet done Rogerllacon" 

him justice, though his contemporaries truly dlSCO~'enes of. 

spoke of him as "the .Admira.ble Doctor." The great 
friar of the thirteenth century has been eclipsed by an 
unworthy namesake. His claims on posterity are enforced 
by his sufferings and ten years' imprisonment for the 
CJ&use of truth. 

His history, 80 far as iR known, may be briefiy told. 
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He was born at TIchester, in Somersetshire, and studied 
at the University of Oxford. Thence he went to the 
University of Paris, where he took the degree of doctor of 
theology. He was familiar with Latin, Greek, Hebrew. 
and Arabic. Of'mathematics he truly says that .. it is 
the first of all the sciences; indeed, it precedes all others. 
and disposes us to them." In advance of his age, he 
denied the authority of Aristotle, and tells us that we 
must substitute that of experiment for it. Of his 
astronomical acq1lirements we need no better proof than 
his recommendation to Pope Clement IV. to rectify the 
Calendar in the manner actually done subsequently. If 
to him be rightly attributed the invention of spectacles, 
the human race is his debtor. He described the true 
theory of telescopes and microscopes, saying that lenses 
may be ground and arranged in such a way as to render 
it possible to read the smallest letters at incredible 
distances, and to count grains of sand and dust, because 
of the magnitude of the angle under which we may 
perceive such objects. He foresaw the greatest of all 
inventions in practical astronomy-the application oC 
optical means to instruments for the measurement of 
angles. He proposed the propulsion of ships through. the 
water and of carriages upon roads by merely mechanical 
means. He speculated upon the possibility of making a 
:Bying-machine. Admitting the truth of alchemy, he 
advised the experimenter to find out the method by which 
Nature makes metals and then to imitate it. IIe knew 
that there are different kinds of air, and tells us that 
there is one which will extinguish :Bamo. These are 
very clear views for an age which mistook the gases for 
leather-eared ghosts. He warned us to be cautious how 
we conclude that we have accomplished the transmutation 
of metals, quaintly observing that the distance between 
whitened copper and pure silver is very great. He 
showed that air is necessary for the support of fire. and. 
was the author of the well-known experiment illustrating 
that fact by putting a ligbte:llamp under a bell-jar and. 
observing its extinction. 

There is no little significance in the expression oC 
Friar Bacon that the ignorant min~ cannot .sustain the 
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truth. He was accused of magical practices and of a 
commerce with Satan, though, during the life of Is persecuted 
Clement IV., who was his friend, he escaped and 1JD

without publio penalties. This pope had written Pl'lSOBed. 

to him a request tha.t he would fnrn.ish him an account of 
his various inventions. In compl:i8.nce therewith, Bacon. 
sent him the "Opus Majus" and other works, together 
with several mathematical instruments which he had 
made with his own hands. But, under the pontificate 01 
Nicolas ill., the accusation of magic. astrology, and sell
ing himself to the Devil was again pressed, one point 
being that he had proposed to construct astronomical 
tables for the purpose- of predicting future events. Ap
prehending the worst, he tried to defend himself by his. 
work" De Nullitate Magire." "Because these things are 
beyond your comprehension, you call them the works or 
the Devil; your theologians and canonists a.bhor them as 
the productions of magic, regarding them as unworthy of 
a Christian." But it was in vain. His writings were con
demned as containing dangerous and suspected novelties, 
and he was committed to prison. There he remained for
ten years, until, broken in health, he was released from 
punishment by the intercession of some powerful and 
commiserating personages. He died at the age of seventy
eight. On his death-bed he uttered the melancholy com
plaint, "I repent now that I have given myself so much 
trouble for the. love of science." If there be found in his
works sentiments that are more agreeable to the age in 
which he lived than to ours, let us recollect what he says 
in ~s third letter to Pope Clement: ~ It is on account of 
the 19norance of those with whom I have had to deal that 
I have not been a.ble to accomplish more'" 

A number of less conspicuous though not unknown 
names succeed to Bacon. There is Raymond 
Lull h 'd to h bee _1... t . th Minor aichey, W 0 was Bal ave n Ill1U up m e m.l8ts of Eng-
Towel' of London and compelled to make gold land, Franco. 

for Edward ll. ; Guidon de Montanor. the and Germany_ 

inventor of the philosopher's balm.; Clopinel, the author ot 
the .. Romance of the Rose;n Richard the Englishman, who
makes the sensible remark that he who does not join theory 
te practice is like an asEi eating hay and not reflecting. 
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.en what he is doing; Master Ortholan, who describes 
very prettily the making of nitric acid, and approaches to 
the preparation of absolute alcohol under the title of the 
.quintessence of wine j Bernard de Treves, who obtained 
m.uch reputation for the love-philters he prepared for 
Charles V. of France, their efficacy having been ascer
tained by experiments made on servant-girls j Bartholo
mew, the Englishman who first described the method of 
-crystallizing and purifying sugar; Eck de Sulzbach, who 
teaches how metallic crysta.Ilizations, such alii the tree of 
Diana. a beautiful silvery vegetation, may be produced. 
He proved experimentally that metals, when they oxidize. 
increase in weight; and says that in the month of 
November, A.D. 1489, he found that six pounds of an 
.amalgam of silver heated for eight days augmented in 
weight three pounds. The number is, of course, erroneous, 
but his explanation is very surprising. II This augmenta
tion of weight comes from this, that a. spirit is united 
with the metal; and what proves it is that this artificial 
,cinnabar, submitted to distillation, disengages that spirit." 
He was within a. hair's-breadth of anticipating Pnestley 
.and Lavoisier by three hundred years. 

The alchemists of the sixteenth century not only 
Angurelll the occupied themselves with experiment; some of 
iloetlcalaiche- them, as Augurelli, aspired to poetry. He un
mist. dertook to describe in Latin verses the art of 
,making gold. His book, entitled "Chrysopooia.." was 
,dedicated to Leo X .• a fa.ct which shows the existence of 
.a greatel' public libera.lity of sentiment than heretofore. 
It is said that the' author expected the IIoly Father to 
:make him a handsome recompense, but the good-natured 
pope merely sent him s. large empty sack, saying that he 
who knew how to make gold so admirably only needed 
a purse to put it in. 

The celebrated work of Basil Valentine, entitled 
"Currus triumphalis Antimonii," introduced 

~~tine the metal antimony into the practice of medicine. 
inlroduce6 The attention of this author was :first directed. 
antlmony. to the therapeutical relations of the metal by 
-observing that some swine, to which a portion of it had 
-been given, grew fat with surprising rapidity. There 
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were certain monks in his vicinity who, during the season 
of Lent, had reduced themselves to the last degree of 
attenuation by fasting and other mortifications of the flesh. 
On these Basil was induced to try the powers of the metal. 
To his surprise, instead of recovering their :flesh and fat
ness, they were all killed; hence the name 'popularly 
given to the metal, antimoine, because it does not agree 
with the constitution of a' monk. Up to this time it had 
passed under the name of stibium. With a result not very 
different Was the .application of antimony in the composi
tion of printer's type-metal. Administered intemal}.y or 
thus mechanically used, this metal prov€'d equally noxious 
to eoclesiastics. 

It is scarcely necessary to continue the relation of these. 
soientifio tri:fles. 1!1nough has been said to illus- The new 

trate the quickly-spreading taste for experi- epoch. 

mental inquiry. I now hasten to the description of morEt 
important things. 

In the limited space of this book I must treat these 
subjects, not as they should be dealt with DiffIculty of 
philosophically, but in the manner that cir- treating it 
cumstances permit. Even with this imperfec- scl.entltl.cally. 

tion, their description spontaneously assumes an almost. 
dramatio form, the facts offering themselves to all reflect
ing men with an air of surpassing dignity. On one hand. 
it is connected with topics the most sublime, on the other 
it descettds to incidents the most familiar and useful; on. 
one hand it elevates our minds to the relations of S1lD.S 

and myriads of worlds, on the other it falls to the every
day acts of our domestio and individual life; on one 
hand it turns our thoughts to a vista. of ages so infinite 
that the vanishing point is in eternity, on the other it 
magnifies into importance the transitory occupation of a 
passing hour. Knowing how great are the requirements 
for the right treatment of such topics, I might shrink: 
from this portion of my book with a. conviction of in
ca.paoity. I enter upon it with hesitation, trusting rather 
to the conBiderate indulgence of the reader than to any 
worthiness in the execution 'Of the work. 

In the history of the philosophical life of Greece, WEt 
have seen (Chapter U) how important were the in:fluence. 
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()f maritime discovery and the rise of criticism. Con
jointly they closed the Greek Age of }'aith. In the life 
.of Europe, at the point we have now reached, they came 
into action again. As on this occasion the circumstances 
connected with them are numerous and important, I shall 
Approach of consider them separately in this and the follow
the Ageot ing chapter. And, first, of maritime enter
Reason. prise, which was the harbinger of the Age of 
Reason in Europe. It gave rise to three great voyages
the discovery of America, the doubling of the Cape, and 
the circumnavigation of the earth. 

At the time of which we are speaking, the commerce of 
gtateofMedi- the Mediterranean was chiefly in two directions. 
terranean The ports of the Black Sea furnished suitable 
trade. depots for produce brought down the Tanais and 
-:>ther rivers, and for a large portion of the India trade 
that ~ad come across the Caspian. The seat of this com
merce was Genoa. 

The other direction was the south-east. The shortest 
course to India was along the Euphrates and the Persian 
Gulf, but the Red and Arabian seas offered a cheaper and 
safer route. In the ports of Syria and Egypt were there
fore found the larger part of the commodities of India. 
This trade centred in Venice. A vast development had 
been given to it through the Crusades, the Venetians 
probably finding in the transport service of the Holy 
Wa.rs as great a source of profit as in the India trade. 

Toward the latter part of the fourteenth century it 
Rivalry of became apparent tha.t the commercial rivalry 
Uenoa and between Venice and Genoa. would terminate to 
VenIce. the disadvantage of the latter. The irrup
tion of the Tartars and invasion of the Turks had com
pletely dislocated her Asiatio lines of trade. In the 
wars between the two republics' Genoa. had suffered 
severely. Partly for this reason, and partly through the 
advantageous treaties that Venice had made with the 
sultans, giving her the privilege of consulates at Alexan
dria and Damascus, this republic had at last attained a 
supremacy over all competitors. The Genoese establish
ments on the Black Sea had become worthless. 
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With ruin before them, and unwilling to yield their 
Eastern connexions, the merchants of Genoa had tried 
to retrieve their affairs by war; her practical sailors saw 
that she might be re-established in another way. There 
were among them some who were well a.o- Attemptto 
quainted with the globular form of the earth, reachlndlaby 
and with wha.t ha.d been done by the Moham- the west. 

medan astronomers for determining its circumference by 
the measurement of a. degree on the shore of the Red Sea. 
These men originated the attempt to reach India. by sail
ing to the west. 

By two parties-the merchants and the clergy-their 
suggestions were received with little favour. Opposition to 
The former gave no encouragement, perhaps be- thIS scheme. 

C8.use such schemes were unsuited to their existing arrange.. 
ments; the latter disliked them because of their suspected 
irreligious nature. The globular form had been con
demned by Iluch fathers as Lactantius and Augustine. In 
the Patristic Geography the earth is a flat surface bor
dered by the waters of the sea, on the yielding support 
of which rests the crystalline dome of the sky. These 
doctrines were for the most part supported by passages 
from the Holy Scriptures, 'perversely wrested from their 
proper meaning. Thus Cosmas Indicopleustes, whose 
Patristio Geography had been an authority for nearly 
eight hundred years, triumphantly disposed of the spheri
city of the earth by demanding of its advocates how in 
the day of judgment, men on the other side of a globe 
could see the Lord descending through the air I 

Among the Genoese sailors seeking the welfare of 
their city was one destined for immortalj.ty-Christopher 
Columbus. 

His father was a wool-comber, yet not a man of the 
common sort. He procured for his son a know- Col~mbus, 
ledge of arithmetic. drawing, painting: and early h!eof. 

Columbus is said to have written a singularly beautiful 
hand. For a short time he was at the University of 
Pa.via, but he went to sea. when he was only fourteen. 
After being engaged in the Syrian trade for many years, 
he had made several 'Voyages to Guinea, occupying his 
time when not at sea in the construction of charts for sale, 
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thereby supporting not only himself, but also his aged 
father, and finding means for the education of his brothers. 
Under these circumstances he had obtained a competent 
knowledge of geography, and, though the state of publio 
opinion at the time did not permit such doctrines to be 
openly avowed, he believed that the sea is everywhere
navigable, that the earth is round and not :flat, that there 
are antipodes, that he torrid zone is habitable, and that 
there is a proportionate distribution of land in the
northern and southern hemispheres. Adopting the Pa
tristic logic when it suited his purpose, he reasoned 
HIS argument that since the earth is made for man, it is not 
for landis to likely that its surface is too largely covered with 
the west. water, and that, if there are lands, they must 
be inhabited, since the command was renewed at the Flood 
that man should replenish the earth. He asked, "Is it 
likely that the sun shines upon nothing, and that the 
nightly watches of the stars are wasted on trackless seas. 
and desert lands?" But to this rea.soning he added 
facts that were more substantial. One Martin Vincent, 
who ha.d sailed many miles to the west of the Azores, 
related to him that he had found, :floating on the sea, a. 
piece of timber evidently carved without iron. Another 
sailor, Pedro Correa, his brother-in-law, had met with 
enormous canes. On the coast of Flores the sea had cast 
up two dead men with large faces, of a strange aspect. 
Columbus appears to have formed his theory that the 
East Indies could be reached by sailing to the west about 
A.D. 1474. He was at that time in correspondence with 
Toscanelli, the Florentine astronomer, who held the same 
doctrine, and who sent him a map or chart constructed 
on the travels of Marco Polo. He offered his services first 
to his native city, then to Portugal, then to Spain, and, 
through his brother, to England; his chief inducement in 
each instance being that the riches of India. might be 
thus secured. In Lisbon he had married. While he lay 
sick near Belem an unknown voice whispered to him in 
a dream, "God will cause thy name to be wonderfully 
resounded through the earth, and will give thee the keys 
of the gates of the ocean, which are closed with strong 
chains I " The death of his wife appears to have brokeD 
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the last link which held him to Portugal, where he had 
been since 1470. One evening, in the autumn of 1485, a 
man of majestio presence, pale, ca.re-worn, and, though 
in the meridian of life, with silver hair, leading a little 
boy by the hand, asked alms at the gate of the Franciscan 
convent neaT Palos-not for himself, but only a little 
bread and water for his child. This was that Columbus 
destined to give to Europe a new world. 

In extreme poverty, he was making his way to the 
Spanish court. After many wearisome delays I nf ted 
his suit was referred to a council at Salamanca, b;~e u 
before which, however, his doctrines were con· g>i!"m~«! 
futed from the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the 
Prophecies, the Gospels, the Epistles, and the writings of 
the fathers-St. Chrysostom, St. Augustine, St. Jerome, 
St. Gregory, St. Basil, St. Ambrose. Moreover, they were 
demonstrably inconsistent with reason; since, if even he 
should depart from Spain, "the rotundity of the earth 
would present a kind of mountain up which it was im
possible for him to sail, even with the fairest wind;" and 
so he could never get back. The Grand Cardinal of Spain 
had also indicated their irreligious nature, and Columbus 
began to fear that, instead of receiving aid as a. discoverer, 
he should fall into trouble as a. heretio. How- Queen Isabel
ever, after many years of mortification and pro- 1a adopts hls 
erastination, he at length prevailed with Queen VIews. 

Isabella; and on April 17, 1492, in the field before Granada, 
then just wrenched from the Mohammedans by the arms of 
Ferdinand and Isabella, he received his commission. With 
a. nobleness of purpose, he desired no reward unless he 
should succeed; but, in that case, stipulated that he should 
have the title of Admiral and Viceroy, and that his per
quisite should be one tenth of a.ll he should discover-con
ditions which show what manner of man this great sailor 
was. lIe had bound himself to contribute one--eighth to 
the expenses of the expedition: this he accomplished 
t.hrough the Pinzons of Palos, an old and wealthy sea
faring family. These arrangements once rati- The expedl_ 

fled, he .lost not a moment in completing the tlonprepared. 

preparations for his expedition. The royal authority 
ena.bled him to take-forcibly, if necessary-both ships 

VOL n. J.l 
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and. men. But even with that advantage he would 
hardly have succeeded if the Pinzons had not joined 
heartily With him, personally sharing in the d.angers of 
the voyage. 

The sun, by journeying to the west, rises on Ixtdia. at 
Tbe voyage last. On Friday, August 3, 1492, tho weary 
across the struggles and heart-sickness of eighteen years 
Atlantic. of supplication were over, and, as, the day was 

I breaking, Oolumbus sailed with three little ships from Pa1os, 
carrying with him charts constructed on the basis of that 
which Toscanelli had formerly sent, and also a letter to 
the Grand. Khan of Tartary. On the 9th he saw the 
Canaries, being d.etained among them three weeks by the 
provisiOning and. repairing of his ships. ne left them on 
September 6th, escaping the pursuit of some caravels sent 
out by the Portuguese government to intercept him. He 
now steered. d.ue west. Nothing of interest occurred until 
nightfall on September 13th, when he remarked with sur
prise that the needle, which the d.ay before had pointed 
due north, was varying half a point to the west, the effect 
becoming more and more marked as the expedition advanced. 
He was now beyond the track of any former navigator, 
and. with no sure guide but the stars; the heaven was 
everywhere, and everywhere the sea. On Sunday, 16th, 
he encountered many fioa'ting weeds, and picked up what 
was mistaken for a live grasshopper. For some days the 
weeds increased in quantity, and retarded the sa.ilin~ of 
the ships. On the 19th two pelicans fic.w on boa.rd. 'l'hus 
far he had had an easterly wind; but on Septcml]er 20th 
it changed. to south-west, and many littlo birds, .. such as 
those that sing in orchards," wets soon. Ilia men now 
became mutinous, and reproached the king and queen for 
trusting to" this bold Italian, who wanted to make a great 
lord of himself at the prico of their lives." 

On September 25th Pinzon reported to him that he 
thought he saw land; but it proved to be only clouds. 
With great difficulty he kept down his mutinous crew. 
On October 2nd he observed the seaweeds driftiD~ from 
east to west. Pinzon, in the Pinta, having seen a flight of 
parrots going to the south-west, the course was altered on 
October 7th, and he steered. after them west-south-west; h& 
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had hitherto been on the parallel 260 N. On the evening 
of October 11 th the signs of -land had become so unmis
takable that, after vesper hymn to the Virgin, he made an 
lUldxess of congratulation to his crew, and commended 
watchfulness to them. His course was now due west. A 
little before midnight, Columbus, on the fore- DIscovery of 

castle of his ship, s~w a. mo~g light a.t a. dis- Amenca. 

tance; and two hours after a. signal-gun was fired from 
the Pinta. A sailor, Rodrigo de Triana, had descried land. 
The ships were laid to. As soon as day dawned they made 
it out to be a verdant island. There were na.ked Indians 
upon the beach watching their movements. At snnrisey 

October 12, 1492, the boats were manned and armed, and 
Columbus was the :first European to set foot on the new 
world. 

The chief events of the voyage of Columbus were, 1st. 
The discovery of the line of no magnetic varia- Events oftbe 

tion, which., as we shall see, eventually led to the voyage. 
circnmna.vigation of the earth. 2nd. The navigability of 
the sea to the remote west, the weeds not offering any 
insuperable obstruction. When the ships left Palos it was 
universally believed. that the:final border or verge of the 
earth is where the western sky rests upon the sea, and the 
air and clouds, fogs and water,61"e commingled. Indeed, 
that boundary could not actually be attained j for, long 
before it was possible to reach it, the sea. was laden with 
inextricable weeds, through which a ship could not pass. 
This legend was perhaps derived from the stories of adven
turous sailors, who had been driven by stress of weather 
towards the S.argasso Sea, and seen an island of weeds many 
hundreds of square miles in extent-green meadows :float
ing in the ocean. 3rd. As to the new continent, Columbus 
never knew the nature of his own discovery. He died. in 
the belief that it was actually some part of Asia, and 
Americus Vespucius entertained the same misconception. 
Their immediate successors supposed tha.t Mexico was the 
QuiDsay, in China, of Marco Polo. For this reason I d() 
not think tha.t the severe remark that the " na.me of America 
is a monument of human injustice'· is altogether merited. 
Had the true state of things been known, doubtless tho 
event would have been different. The name of America 

.9 
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first occurs in an edition of Ptolemy's Geography, on a map 
by Hylacomylus. 

Two other incidents of no little interest followed thia 
End of successful voyage: the first was the destruction 
Patnstlc of Patristio Geography; the second the conse-
Geograpby. quence of the flight of Pinzon's parrots. Though, 
as we now know, the conclusion that India had been reached 
was not warranted by the facts, it was on all sides admitted 
that the old doctrine was overthrown, and that the admiral 
had reached Asia by sailing to the west. This necessarily 
implied the globular form of the earth. As to the second, 
never was an augury more momentous than that flight of 
parrots. It has been well said that this event determined 
the distribution of Latin and German Christianity in the 
New World. 

The discovery of America by Leif, the son of Eric the 
PreViOUS Red, A.D. 1000, cannot diminish the claims of 
Scandmavian Columbus. The wandering Scandinavians had 
dlllCOv.ery. reached the shores of America first in the vicini ty 
of Nantucket, and had given the name of Vinland to the 
region extending from beyond Boston to the south of New 
York. But the memory of these voyages ooems totally to 
have passed away, or the lands were confounded with 
Greenland, to which Nicolas V. had appointed a bishop 
A.D. 1448. Had these traditions been known to or respected 
by Columbus, he would undoubtedly have steered his ships 
more to the north. 

Immediately on the return of Columbus, l'tlarch 15, 1493, 
The papal the King and Queen of Spain despatched an am-
grant to bassador to Pope Alexander VI. for the purpose 
Spain. of insuring their rights to the new territories, 
on the same principle that Martin V. had already given to 
the King of Portugal possession of all lands he might dis
cover between Cape Bojador and the East Indies, with 
plenary indulgence for the souls of those who perished in 
the conquest. The pontifical action was essentially based 
on the principle that pagans and infidels have no lawful 
property in their lands and goods, but that the children of 
God may rightfully take them away. The bull that was 
issued· bears date May, 1493. Its principle is, that all 
countries under tho sun are 811 l}im. of right to papal dis 
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posal. It gives to Spain, in the fulness of apostolio power, 
all lands west and south of a line drawn from the Arotic 
t.o the Antarctic pole, one hundred leagues west of the 
Azores. The donation includes, by tb.e authority of 
Almighty God, whatever there is toward India, but saves 
the existing rights of any Christian princes. It forbids, 
under pain of excommunication, anyone trading in that 
direction, threatening the_ indignation of Almighty God 
and his holy apostles Peter and Paul. It directs the bar
barous nations to be subdued, and no pains to be spared 
for reducing the Indians to Christianity. 

This suggestion of the line of no magnetic variation was 
Jue to Columbus, who fell into the error of sup- The magnetic 
posing it to be immovable. The infallibility hoe olno va
of the pontiff not extending to matters of science, rlst!on. 

he committed the same mistake. In a few years it was 
iliscovered that the line of no variation was slowly moving 
to the east. It coincided with the meridian of'London in 
1662. 

The obstacles that Patristio Geography had thrown in 
the way of maritime adventure were thus finally removed. 
but Patristic Ethnology led tQ a ~arful tragedy. Patnstic et::.. 
With a critioal innocence that seems to have Dlcahdea& 

overlooked physical impossibilities and social difficulties. 
it had been the practice to refer the peopling of nations 
to legendary heroes or to the patriarchs of Scripture. '.Vhe 
French were descended from Francus. the son of Hector; 
the Britons from Brutus, the son of lEneas; the genealogy 
of the Saxon kings could be given up to Adam; but it may 
excite our mirthful surprise that the conscientious Spanish 
chronicles could rise no higher than to Tubal, the grandson 
of Nbah. The divisions of the Old World, Asia. Africa, 
and Europe, were assigned to the three sons of Noah-Shem, 
Ham, and Japhetb;' and the parentage of those continents 
was given to those patriarchs respectively. In this manner 
all mankind were brought into a. family relationship, all 
equally the desoendants of Adam, equally participators in 
his sin and fall. As long as it was supposed that the lands 
of Columbus were a part of Asia there was no difficulty; 
but when the true position and relations of the Amerioan 
continent were discovered. that it was separated from Asia 
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by a waste of waters of many thousand miles, how did the 
Denial that matter stand with the new-comers thus suddenly 
&he Indians obtruded on the scene? The voice of the fathers 
are men. was altogether against the possibility of their 
Adamic descent. St. Augnstine had denied the globular 
form and the existence of Antipodes; for it was impossible 
that there should be people on what was thus vainly 
asserted to be the other side of the earth, since none such 
are mentioned in the Scriptures. The lust for gold was 
only too ready to find its justification in the obvious con
clusion; and the Spaniards, with appalling atrocity. pro
ceeded to act toward these unfortunates as thou~h they 
did not belong to the human race. .Already the11' lands 
and goods had been taktn from them by apostolic authority. 
Their persons were next seized, under the text that the 
heathen are given as an inheritance, and the uttermost 
The American parts of the earth for a possession. It was one 
tragedy. unspeakable outrage, one unutterable ruin, with
out discrimination of age or seL Those who died. not 
under the lash in a tropical sun died in the darkness ot the 
mine. From sequestered sand-banks, where the red 1iam
ingo fishes in the grey of the morning; from fever-stricken 
mangrove thickets, and the gloom of impenetrable forests ; 
from hiding-places in the clefts of rocks, and the solitude 
of invisible caves; from the eternal snows of the Andes, 
where there was no witness but the all-seeing Sun, there 
went up to God a cry of human despair. Bymillionsupon 
millions, whole races and nations were remorselessly cut 
oft'. The Bishop of Chiapa. affirms that more than fifteen 
millions were exterminated in his time J From Mexico 
and Peru a civilization that might have instructed Euro:pe 
The cnme of was crushed out. Is it for nothing that Spam 
SpaiD. has been made a hideous skeleton among living 
nations, a warning spectacle to the world? Had not her 
punishment overtaken her, men would have surely said. 
.. There is no retribution, there is ~o God I" It has been 
her evil destiny to ruin two civilizations, Oriental and 
Occidental, and to be ruined thereby hersel! With cir
cumstances of dreadful barbarity she expelled the Moors, 
who had become children of her soil by as long a residence 
88 the Normans have had in England from William the 
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Conqueror to our time. In America. she destroyed races 
more civilized than herself. Expulsion and emigration 
have deprived her of her best blood, her great cities have 
sunk into insignificance. and towns that once had more 
than a million of inhabitants can now only show a few 
scanty thOusands. 

The discovery of America agitated Europe to its deepest 
foundations. All classes of men were affected. The popu
lace at once went wlId with a lust of gold and a love of 
adventure. Well might Pomponius LIIltus, under process 
for his phil()80phical opinions in Rome, shed tears of joy 
when tidings of the great event reached him; well might 
Leo x., a few years la.ter, sit up till far in the night 
reaJing to his sister and his cardinals the .. Oceanica." of 
Anghiexa. 

H Columbus failed in his attempt to reach India by 
sailing to the west, V MOO de Ga.ma succeeded by v 
sailing to the south. He doubled the Cape of G: de 

Good Hope, and retraced the track of the ships t,.f'ncm c:oast
of Pharaoh Necho. which had aooomplished the gwyages. 

same undertaking two thousand years previously. The 
Portuguese had been for long engaged in an examination 
of the coast of Africa. under the bull of Martin V., which 
l-ecognised the possibility of reaching India by passing 
round that continent. It is an amusing instance of 
)naking scientifio discoveries by contract, that King 
Alphonso made a bargain with Ferdinand Gomez, of 
Lisbon, for'the exploration of the African coast, the 
stipulation being that he should discover not less than 
three hundred miles every year, and that the starting
point should be Sierra Leone. 

We have seen that a belief in the immobility 9f the line 
of no magnetiovariation had led Pope Alexander }>apalconftnee 

VI. to establish Itt perpetual bound.ry between of SpoID aDd 
the Spanish and Portuguese possessions and fields PorwgaL 

of .aventura. Thlttt line he considered to be the natural 
bound.ry between the eastern and western hemispheres. 
An accurate determinltttion of longitude was therefore Itt 
national as well as a nautical. question. Columbus had 
relied on uttonomical. methods» Gilbert Ittt Itt subsequent 
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period proposed to determine it by magnetical observations. 
'1'he variation itself could not be accounted for on tho doc
trine vulgarly received, that magnetism is an effiuvium 
issuing forth from the root of the tail of the Little Dear, 
bnt was scientifically, though erroneously, explained by 
Gilbert's hypothesis that earthy substance is attractive
'\hat a needle approaching a continent will incline toward 
it; and hence that in the midst of .the Atlantic, being 
equally disturbed by Europe and America, it will point 
evenly between both. 

Pedro de Covilho had sent word to King John II., from 
Cairo. by two Jews, Rabbi Abraham and Rabbi Joseph, 
News that that there was a south cape of Africa which 
AfrIca nught could be doubled. They brought with them an 
be doubled. Arabic map of the African coast. This was 
about the time tha.t Bartholomew Diaz had reached the 

• Cape in two little pinnaces of fifty tons apiece. Ho sailed 
August, 1486, and returned December, 1487, with an 
account of his discovery. Covilho had learned from the 
Arabian mariners, who were perfectly familiar with the 
east coast, that they had frequently been at the south of 
Africa, and that there was no difficulty in passing round 
the continent that way. 

A voyage to the south is even more full oj. }'Un-ents than 
one to the west. The accustomed heavens seem to sink away. 
De Gama's and new stars are nightly approached. Vasc() 
successful de Gama set sail July 9, 1497, with three ships 
voyage. and 160 men, having with him the Arab map. 
King John had employed his Jewish physicians, Rodepg() 
and Joseph, to devise what help they could from the stars. 
They applied the astrolabe to marine use, and constructed 
tables. These were the same doctors who had toM him 
that Columbus would certainly succeed in reaching India. 
and-advised him to send out a secret expedition in anticipa
tion, which was actnally done, though it failed through 
want of resolution in its captain. Encountering the usual 
difficulties, tempestuous weather, and a mutinous crew. 
who conspired to put him to death, De Gama. sucooeded. 
November 20, in doubling the Cape. On March 1st he met 
seven small Arab vessels, and was surprised to find that 
they used the compass, quadrants, sea-charts, and .. had 
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divers maritime mystenes not short of the PortugaIs.''' 
With joy he Boon after recovered sight of the He reaches 
northern stars, so long unseen. He now bore India. 

away to the north-east, and on May 19, 1498, reached. 
Calicut, on the lVIalabar coast. 

The consequences of this voyage were to the last degree 
important. The commercial arrangements of A commercial 
Europe were completely dislocated j Venice was revoliltion. 
deprived of her mercantile supremacy j the the reSl11t. 

hatred of Genoa was gratified; prosperity left the Italian 
towns; Egypt, hitherto supposed to possess a pre-eminent 
advantage as offering the best avenue to India, suddenly 
lost her position; the commercial monopolies so long in 
the hands of the. European Jews were broken down. '.rhe 
discovtlry of America and passage of the Cape were the 
first steps of that prodigious maritime development soon 
exhibited by Western Europe. And since commercial 
prosperity is forthwith followed by the production of men 
and concentration of wealth, and mOleover implies an
energetic intellectual condition, it appeared before long 
tha.t the three cen,tres of population, of wealth, of intellect. 
were shifting westwardly. The front of Europe was 
suddenly changed; the British islands, hitherto in a. 
sequestered and eccentrio position, were all at once put.. 
in the van of the new movement. 

Commercial rivalry had thus passed from Venice and.. 
Genoa to Spain and Portugal. The circumnavigation of the. 
earth originated in a. dispute between these kingdoms J'e
specting the Molucca. Islands, from which nutmegs, cloves,.. 
"and maoe were obtained. Ferdinand Magellan Ferdinand 

had been in the service of the King of Portugal; Masella: 
but an application he had made for an incraase of s=~ ~ 
half & ducat a month in his stipend having been service. 
refused, he passed into the service of the King of Spain 
along with one Ruy Fa.lero, a friend of his, who, among the 
vulgar, bore the reputa.tion of a conjurer or magician, but 
who really possessed considerable astronomical attain· 
ments, devoting himself to the discovery of improved. means 
fot findin~ the place of a. ship at sea. Magellan persuaded. 
the SpanlSh government that the Spice Islands could. 
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be 'reached by sailing to the west, the Portuguese having 
previously reached them by sailing to the east, and, if this 
were accomplished, Spain would have as good a. title to 
them, under the bull of Alexander VI., as rortugaL 
His great Five ships, carrying 237 men, were accordingly 
voyage equipped, and on August 10, 1519, Magellan 
eommenced. sailed from Seville. The Trinitie was the 
admiral's ship, but the San Vittoria was destined for 
immortality. He struck boldly for the south-west, not 
crossing the trough of the Atlantic as Columbus had 'Clone, 
but passing down the length of it, his aim being to find 
some cleft or passage in the American Continent through 
which he might sail into the Great South Sea. For 
seventy days he was becalmed under the line. He then 
lost sight of the north star, but courageously held on 
toward the" pole antartike." He nearly foundered in a 
storm, "which did not abate till the three fires called 
St. Helen; St. Nicholas, and St. Clare appeared playing in 
the rigging of the ships." In a new land, to which he 
gave the name of Patagoni, he found giants "of good 
(lorporature" clad in skins; one of them, a very pleasant 
and tractable giant, was terrified at his own visage in a 
looking-glass. Among the sailors, alarmed at the distance 
they had come, mutiny broke out, requiring the most un
flinching resolution in the commander for its suppression. 
In spite of his watchfulness, one ship deserted him and 
He penetrates stole back to Spain. nis perseverance and 
the Amerwau resolution were at last rewarded by tps dis
ClOntlnent. covery of the strait named by him San Vittoria, 
in affectionate honour . of his ship, but which, with a 
worthy sentiment, other sailors soon cha.nged to " the' 
Strait of Magellan." On November 28,1520, after a year 
Reaches the and a quarter of struggling, ho issued forth 
Pacl1lc Ocean. from its western po:na.ls and entered the Great 
South Sea, shedding tears of joy, as Pi~afetti, an eye
witness, relates, when he recognized its infinite expanse 
-tears of stem joy that it had pleased God to bring 
him at length where he might grapple with its un
knewn dangers. Admiring its illimitable but F!-"Cid 
surface, and exulting in the meditation of its secret perils 
soon to be tried, he courteously imposed on it the name it 
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is for ever to bear, " the Pacific Ocean." While baffiing 
for an entry into it, he observed with surprise that in the 
month of October the nights are only four hours long, 
and "considered, in this his navigation, that the pole 
antartike hath no notable star like the pole artike, but 
that there be two clouds of little stars somewhat dark 
in the middest, also a cross of :fine clear stars, but that 
here the needle becomes so sluggish. that it needs must 
be moved with a bit of loadstone before it will rightly 
point." 

And now tho great sailor, having burst through the 
barrier of the American continent, steered for The Pacific 

the north-west, attempting to regain the equator. OceancrOllSed. 

For three months and twenty days he sailed. on the Pacific, 
and never saw inhabited land. He was compelled by 
famine to strip oft the pieces of skin and leather wherewith 
his rigging was here and there bound, to soak: them in the 
sea and then soften them with warm water, 80 as to make 

1& wretched food; to eat the sweepings of the ship and 
other loathsome matter; to drink water tha.t had become 
putrid by keeping; and yet he resolutely held on his 
course, though his men were dying daily. As is quaintly 
observed, .. tl1eir gums grew over their teeth, and so they 
could not eat." He estimated that he sailed over this 
unfathomable sea not less than 12,000 miles. 

In the whole history of human undertakings there is 
nothing that exceeds, if indeed there is anything that 
equals, this voyage of Magellan's. That of Columbus 
dwindles away in comparison. It is a display of super
human courage, superhuman perseverance-a display of 
:resolution not to be diverted. from its purpose by any 
motive 'Or any suffering, but infiexibly persisting to its 
ond. Well might his despairing sailors come to the con
clusion that they had entered on a trackless waste of waters, 
endless before them and hopeless· in a return. .. But, 
though the Church hath evermore from Holy Writ affirmed 
that the earth should be a wide-spread plain bordered by 
the waters, yet he comforted himself when he considered 
that in the eclipses of the moon the shadow cast of the 
earth is round; and as is the shadow, such, in like manner, 
is the substance." l~ was a stout heart-a heart of triple 
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brass-which could thus, against such authority, extract 
unyielding faith from a shadow. 

This unparalleled resolution met its reward at last. 
Magellan reached a group of islands north of the equator 
-the Ladrones. In a few days more he became aware 
Succeeds In that his labours had been successful; he met 
h,s attempt, with adventurers from Sumatra. But, though 
and dIes. he had thus grandly accomplished his object, it 
was not given to him to complete the circumnavigation of 
the globe. At an island called Zebu, or Mutan, he was 
killed, either, as has been variously related, in a mutiny 
of his men, or-as they declared-in a conflict with the 
savages, or insidiously by poison. "The general," they 
said, "was a very brave man, and received his death
wound in his front; nor would the savages yield up his 
body for any ransom." Through treason and revenge it 
is not unlikely that he fell, for he was a stern man; no 
one but a very stern man could have accomplished so 
daring a deed. Hardly was he gone when his" crew 
learned that they were actually in the vicinity of the 
Moluccas, and that the object of their voyage was accom· 
plished. On the morning of November 8, 1521, having 
been at sea two years and three months, as the sun was 
rising they entered Tidore, the chief port of the Spice 
Islands. The King of Tidore swore upon the Koran 
alliance to the King of Spain. 

I need not allude to the wonderful objects-destined 
soon to become common to voyagers in the Indian 
Archipelago-that greeted their eyes: elephants in trap
pings; vases, and vessels of porcelain; birds of Paradise, 
., that fly not, but be blown by the wind;" exhaustless 
stores of the coveted spices, nutmegs, mace, clove.. And 
now they prepared to bring the new. of their success 
back io Spain. Magellan's lieutenant, Sebastian d'Elcano, 
directed his course tor the Cape of Good Hope, again 
encountering the most fearful hardships. Out of his 
slender crew he lost hyenty-one men. He doubled' the 
CIrcumnavi- Cape aftslast

L
; and on SeSevillpte!lloor 7d' 152~, in the 

gatlOn or the port 0 t. ucar, near e, un er his orders~ 
earth. the good ship San Vittoria came safely to an 
anchor. She had accomplitlhed the greatest achievement. 
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in the history of the human race. She had circUlDllavigatecl 
the earth. 

Magellan thus lost his life in his enterprise, and yet he 
made an enviable exchange. Doubly immortal, and 
thrice happy! for he impressed his name indelibly on the 
earth and the sky, on the strait that connects the two great 
oceans, and on those clouds of starry worlds seen in the 
southern heavens. He also imposed. a designation on the 
largest portion of the surfaoo of the globe. His Elcano, t.be 

lieutenant, Sebastian d'Elcano. received such lteutenllD' of 

honours as kings can give or all armorial lt1agelia.ll.. 

bearings ever granted for the accomplishment of a great 
and daring deed, his were the proudest and noblest-the 
globe of the earth belted'with the inscription, "Primus 
circumdedisti me I" 

If the circumnaviga.tion of the earth by Magellan did 
not lead to such splendid material results as the discovery 
of America and the doubling of the Cape, its moral effects 
were -far more important. Columbus had been Results of the 
opposed. in obtaining means for his expedition clreuD1IIAvi

because it was suspected to be of an irreligious gabon. 

nature. Unfortunately. the Church, satisfying instincts 
impressed upo~ her as far back as the time of Constantine, 
had asserted herself to be the final arbitress in all philoso
phical questions, and especially in this ot the figure ot the 
earth had committed herself against its being globular. 
Infallibility can never correct itself-indeed, it can never 
be wrong. Rome never retracts anything; and, no matter 
what the consequences, never recedes. It was thus that a 
theological dogma-inCallibility-came to be mixed up with 
a geographical problem, and that problem liable at any 
moment to receive a decisive solution. So long as it rested 
in a speculative position, or could be hedged round with 
mystification, the real state ot the case might be concealed 
from all except the more intelligent class of men; but after 
the circumnavigation had actually been accomplished, and 
was known to every one, there was, of course, nothing 
more to be said. It had now become altogether useless to 
bring forward the authority of La.ctantius, of St. AugUstine, 
or of other fathers, that the globular torm is impious and 
heretical. Henceforth the fact was strong enough to over· 
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power all authority, an exercise of which could have no 
other result than to injure itself. It remained only to 
permit the dispute to pass into oblivion; but even this 
could not occur without those who were observant being 
impressed with the fact that physical science was begin
ning to display a. fearful advantage over Patristicism, and 
presenting unmistakable tokens that ere long she would 
destroy her ancient antagonist. 

In the midst of these immortal works it is hardl:r worth 
while to" speak of minor things. Two centuries had 
wrought a. mighty change in the geographical ideas of 
Mmor Western Europe. The travels of Marco Polo. 
voyages and A..D. 1295, had first given some glimmering of 
travels. the. remote East, the interest in which was 
doubtless enhanced by the irrnption of the Moguls. Sir 
John Mandeville had spent many years in the interior of 
Asia before the middle of the next century. Conti had 
travelled in Persia. and India between 1410 and 1444. 
Cadamosto, a. Venetian. in 1455 had explored the west 
coast of Africa. Sebastian Cabot had re-discovercd New
foundlan,d, and, persisting in the attempt to find a north
west passage to China, had forced his way into the ice to 
67° 30' N. By 1525 the American coast-line had been 
delermined from Terra del Fuego to Labrador. New 
Guinea. and part of Australia. had been discovered. The 
:fleet of Cabral, attempting to double the Cape of Good 
Hope in 1500, was driven to Brazil. A ship was sent 
back to Portugal with the news •. Hence, had not Colum
bus sailed when he did, the discovery of America. could not 
have been long postponed. Balboa saw the Great South 
Sea September 25th, 1513. Wading up to his knees in the 
water, with his sword in one hand and the Spanish 1lag 
in the other, he claimed that vast ocean for Castile. 
Nothing could now prevent the geography of the earth 
from being completed. 

I cannot close these descriptions of maritime adventure 
. . without observing that they are given frOl1l the 

~;~tJatiou European point of view. The Western nations 
natIOns in have complacently supposed that whatever was 
these events. unknown to them was therefore altogether un
known. We have seen that the Arabs were practically ~ 
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perfectly familia.r with the fact that Africa. might be 
circumnavigated; the East Indian geography was tho
roughly understood. by the Buddhist priesthood, who had, 
on an extensive scale, carried forward their propagandism 
for twenty-five hundred. years in those regions. But 
doubtless the most perfect geographicallmowledge existed 
among the Jews, those cosmopolite traders who conducted 
mercantile transactions from the Azores to the interior of 
China, from the Baltio to the coast of Mozambique. It 
was actually through them that the existence of the Cape 
of Good Hope was first made known jn Europe. Five 
hundred years before Columbus, the Scandinavian ad 
venturers had discovered America., but so_ low was the 
state of intelligence in Europe that the very memory of 
these voyage& had been altogether lost. The circumnavi
gation of the earth is, however, strictly the a.chievement of 
the West. I have been led to make the remarks in this 
paragraph, since they apply again on another occasion
!he introduction of what is called the Ba.oonian philosophy, 
the principles of which were not only understood, but 
carried into practice in the East eighteen hundred years 
before Bacon was bom. 

It is scarcely necessary that I should offer any excuse for 
devoting a few pages to a digression on the state of affairs 
in Mexico and Peru. Nothing illustrates more strikingly 
the doctrine which it is the object of this book to teach. 

The social condition of America at its discovery demon
strates that similar ideas and simiIa.r usages l'rogress or 
make their appearance spontaneously in the man In tile 

f ·....!l~ __ ti r :J~J!r' t tri New Wor14 progress 0 Cl V.l.Ll.ZIIo on 0 Ullleren conn as, tile same IS 

showing how little they depend on accident, in the Old. 

how closely they are connected with the organization, and, 
therefore, with the necessities of man. From important 
ideas and great institutions down to the most trifling 
incidents of domestio life, so striking is the parallel 
between the Americau. aborigines and Europeans that 
with difficulty do we divest ourselves of the impression 
that there must have been some intercommunication 
Each waa, however, pursuing an isolated and spontaneous 
progress; and yet how closely does the picture of life iu 
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-the New World answer to that in the Old. The monarch 
Mexico, itS of Mexico lived in barbaric pomp, wore a golden 
polJtJcal 'crown resplendent with gems j was aided in 
system. his duties by a privy council; the great lords held 
their lands of him by the obligation of m,ilitary service. 
In him resided the legislative ]lower, yet he was subject to 
the laws of the realm. The Judges held their office inde
pendently of him, and were not liable to removal by him. 
'!'he laws were reduced to writing, which, though only a 
system of hieroglyphics, served its purpose so well that 
the Spaniards were obliged to admit its validity in their 
courts, and to found a professorship for perpetuating a 
knowledge of it. Marriage was regarded as an important 
-social engagement. Divorces were granted with difficulty. 
Slavery was recognized in the case of prisoners of war, 
-debtors, and criminals, but no man could be born a slaTe 
in Mexico. No distinction of castes was permitted. 
The government mandates and public intelligence were 
transmitted by a well--organized postal service of couriers 
able to make two hundred miles a day. The profession of 
arms was the recognized avocation of the nobility; the 
military establishments, whether in active service in the 
field, or as garrisons in large towns, being supported by 
taxation on produce or manufactures. The armies were 
divided into corps of 10,000, and these again into regiments 
<>f 400. Standards and banners were used; the troops 
executed their evolutions to military music, and were 
provided with hospitals, army surgeons, and a medical 
staft'. In the human hives of Europe, Asia, and America, 
the bees were marshalled in the same way, and were 
instinctively building their combs alike. 

The religious state is a. reflexion of that of Europe and 
Is r' Asia. The worship was an imposing ceremonial. 
~ri~~ The common people had a mythology of many 
and cereDlG- gods, but the higher classes were strictly Uni
Lie&. tarian, acknowledging one almighty, invisible 
Creator. Of the popular deities, the god of war was 
the chief. He was born of a virgin, and conceived by 
mysterious conception of a ball of brighi-coloured leathem 
floating on the air. The priests administered a rite of 
baptism to infants for the purpose of washing away their 
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sins. and taught that there are rewards and purushm€luts in 
a life to come-a. paradise for the good, a hell of darkne;;s for 
the wicked. The hierarchy descended by due degrees 
from the chief priests, who were almost equal to the 
sovereign in authority, down to the humble ecclesiastical 
servitors. Marriage was permitted to the clergy. They 
had monastio institutions, the inmates praying thrice a. 
day and once at night. They practised ablutions, vigils, 
penance by flagellation or pricking with aloe thorns. 
'1'hey compelled the people to auricular confession, required 
of them penance. gave absolution. Their ecclesiastical 
system had reached a. strength which was never attained 
in Europe, since absolution by the priest for civil offences 
was an acquittal in the eye of the law. It was the re
ceived doctrine that men do not sin of their own free will, 
but because they are impelled thereto by planetary in
lIuences. With sedulous zeal, the clergy engrossed the duty 
of public education, thereby keeping society in their grasp. 
Their writing was on cotton cloth or skins, or Its literary 
'on papyrus made of the aloe. At the conquest oonWLlon. 

immense collections of this kind of literature were in ex
istence. but the m:st Archbishop of Mexico burnt, as was 
affirmed, a. mountain of such manuscripts in the market
place, stigmatizing them as magic scrolls. About the same 
time, and under similar circumstances, Cardinal Ximenes 
burnt a vast number of Arabic manuScripts in Granada. 

The condition of as..tronomy in Mexico is illustrated as it 
is in Egypt by the calendar. The year was of Th • i f 

eighteen months, each month of twenty days, t1: o~~ 0 

five complementary ones being added to make week, month. 

Up the three hundred and sixty-five. The month ;year. 

ha.d four weeks, the week five days; the last day, instead 
of being for religious purposes, was market day. To 
provide for the six a.dditional hours of the year, they 
Intercalated twelve and e. half days every fifty-two years. 
At the conquest the Mexican calenda.r was in a better 
condition than the Spanish. As in some other countries, 
the clergy had for ecclesiastical purposes a lunar division 
of time. The day had sixteen hoUl'S, commencing at 
sunrise. They had sun-dials for determining the hour, and 
also instrutnents for the solstices and equinoxes. They 
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had ascertained the globular form of the earth and the 
obliquity of the ecliptic. The close of the fifty-second 
year was celebrated with grand religious ceremonials: all 
the fires were suffered to go out, and new ones kinelled by 
PrIvate life the friction oi' sticka. Their agriculture waS 
mtcbanicat' superior to that of Europe; there was nothing 
arts, trade. in the Old World to compare with the mena
geries and botanical gardens of Uuaxtepec, Chapultepeo, 
Istapalapan, and Tezcuco. They practised with no incon
siderable skill the more delicate mechanical arts, such 
as those of the jeweller' and enameller. From the aloe 
they obtained 'pins and neeelles, thread, cord, paper, food, 
and an intoncating drink. They made earthenware, 
knew how to lacquer wood, employed cochineal as & scarlet 
dye. They were skilful weavers of fine cloth, and 
excelled in the production of feather-work, their gorgeous 
humming-birds furnishing material for that purpose, In 
metallurgy they were behind the Old World, not having 
the use 0:& iron; but, as the Old World had formerly done, 
they employed bronze in its stead. They knew how to 
move immense masses of rock; their great calendar stone, 
of porphyry, weighed more than fifty tons, and was 
brought a distance of many miles. Their trade was 
carried on, not in shops, but by markets or fairs held on 
the fifth day. They employed a currency of gold dU'l!lt, 
pieces of tin, and bags of cacao. In their domestio 
economy, though polygamy W.l.8 permitted, it was in 
practice confined to the wealthy. The women did not work 
abroad, but occupied themselves in spinning, embroidering, 
feather-work, music. Ablution was resorted to both before 
and after meals; perfumes were used at the toilet. The. 
Mexicans gave to Europe tobaccO, snuff, the turkey, chaco
Lnxury of,the late, cochineal. Like us, they had in their 
mgherclasses. entertainments solid dishes. with suitable condi
nents, gravies, sauces, and desserts of pastries, confec
tions, fruits, both fresh and preserved. They had chafing
dishes of silver or gold. Like us, they knew the nse of 
intoxicating drinks;. like us, they not unfrequently took 
them to excess; like us, they heightened their festivities 
with dancing and music. They had theatrical and panto
mimio shows. At Tezcuco there was.& council of music, 
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which. moreover, exercisecl a censorship on philosophica.I 
works, 8S those of astronomy and ~tory. In that city 
North American civilization reached its height. The 
king's palace was a wonderful work of al"t. It was said 
tha.t 200,000 men were employed in its construction. Its 
ha.rem wa.s adorned with magnificent tapestries of feather
work; in its garden were fountains, cascades, baths, 
statues, alabasters, cedar groves, forests, and a wilderness 
of llowers. In conspicuous retirement in one part of the 
city was a temple, with a dome of polished black marble, 
studded with stars of gold, in imitation of the sky. It waa 
dedicated to the omnipotent, invisible God. In this no 
sacrifioes were offered, but'only sweet-scented flowers and 
gums. The prevailing religious feeling is ex- Th Ir 
pressed by the sentiments of' one of the kings, the~8IDm~o
many of whom had prided themselves in their philosophIcal 

poetical skill: "Let us." he says, "aspire to that 8eJlWDeIlta. 

hea.ven where all is eternal, and where corruption never 
comes." He taught his children not to confide in idols, 
but only to conform to the outward worship of them in 
deference to publio opinion. 

To the preceding description of the social condition of 
Mexico I shall add a similar brief account of Peru-un
that of Peru, for the conclusions to be drawn known1o 

from a comparison of the spontaneous process of l'd-. 

civilization in these two countries with the process in 
Europe is of importance to the attainment of a just 
idea. of the development of mankind. The most competent 
authorities declare that the Mexicans and Peruvians were 
ignorant of each other's existence. 

In one particular especially is the position of Pern in
teresting. It presents an analogy to Upper Its geograpbi. 
Egypt, that cradle of the civilization of the Old cal pecuban

World. in this, that its sandy coast is a rainless tIE" 

district. This sandy-coast region is about sixty miles in 
width, hemmed in on the east by grand mountain ranges, 
which diminish in size on approaching the Isthmus. of 
Panama; the entire length of the Peruvian empire having 
been nearly 2,400 miles, it reached from the north of the 
equator to what is now known as Chili. In breadth it 
varied at different points. The east wind, which 1ms 

,,2 
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crossed the Atlantic, and is therefore charged with humi
dity, being forced by the elevation of the South American 
continentI and especially by the range of the Andes, 
upward, IS compelled to sUlTender most of its moisture .. 
which finds its way back to the Atlantio in those pro
digious rivers that make the country east of the Andes 
A rainless the best watered region of the world; but as 
COllntrylJke soon as that wind has crossed the mountain 
Egypt. ridge and descends on the western slope, it 
becomes a dry and rainless wind, and hence the district 
intervening to the Pacifio has but a few insignificant 
Its system ot streams. The sides of this great mountain rango 
agriculture. Il1ight seem altogether unadapted to the pursuit 
of agriculture, but the state of Peruvian civilization is at 
once demonstrated when it is said that'theso mountain slopes 
had become a garden, immense terraces having been con
structed wherever required, and irrigation on a grander 
scale than that of Egypt carried on by gigantio canals and 
aqueducts. Advantage was taken of. the different mean 
annual temperatures at different altitudes to pursue tho 
cultivation of various products, for difference in height 
topographically answers to difference in latitude geogra
phically, and thus, in a narrow space, the Peruvians had 
every variety of temperature, from that corresponding to 
the hottest portions of Southern Europe to that of Lapland. 
In the mountains of Pem, as has been graphically said, 
man sees" all the stars of the heavens and all the families 
of plants." On plateaus at a. great elevation above the sea. 
there were villages and even cities. Thus the plain upon 
which Quito stands, under the equator, is noarly ten 
thousand feet high. So great was their industry that the 
Peruvians had gardens and orchards above the clouds, and 
on ranges still higher flocks of lamas, in regions bordering 
on the limit of perpetual snow. 

Through the entire length of the empire two great 
Itsgreatroads military roads were built, one on the plateau, 
andenglneer- the other on the "hore. The former, for nearly 
ing, two thousand miles, crossed sierras covered with 
snow was thrown over ravines, or went through tunnels in 
the r~cks; it scaled the more difficult precipices by means of 
Jitairways. 'Where it was possible, it was carried over the 
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mountain clefts by filling them with masonry, or; where 
that could not be done. suspension bridges wexe used, the 
cables being made of osiers or maguey fibres. Some or 
these cables are said to have been as thick a.s a tnan, and 
two hundred feet long. Where such bridges could not be 
thrown across, and a stream :flowed in the 'i..ottom of the 
mountain "alley, the passage was made by ferry-boats or 
rafts. As to the road itself, it was about twenty feet in 
width, faced with :flags covered with bitumen, and had 
mile-stones. Our admiration at this splendid engineering 
is enhanced when we remember that it was accomplished 
without iron and gunpowder. The shore road was built 
on an embankment, with a. clay parapet on each side, and 
shade-trees. Where circumstances called for it, piles were 
used. Every five miles thexe was a. post-house. and expresses 
The publio cburiers, as in Mexico, could make, by couners. 
if necessary, two hundred miles a. day. Of these roads 
Humboldt says that they were among the most useful and 
most stupendous executed by the hand of man. The 
reader need scarcely 'be told tha.t thexe were no such 
triumphs of skill in Spain. • From the circumstance that 
there were no swift animals. as the horse- or dromedary, 
the width of these roads W8.S' sufficient, since they were 
necessarily used for foot passage alone. 

In Cuzco, the meuopolis, was the imperial residence of 
the Inca. and the Temple of the Sun. It containe'd edifices 
which excited. the. amazement of the Spanish ad- Cuzco-t.he 

venturers themselves-streets, squares, bridges, mJlltaIy 

fortresses surrounded by turreted walls, subter- centre. 

l'anean galleries by which the garrison could reach impor
tant parts of the. town_ Indeed, the great roads we.have 
spoken of might 'be regarded as portions of an immense 
system of military works spread all over the country, and 
'ha.ving their centre a.t Cuzoo. 

The imperial dignity was hereditary, descending from 
fathex to son. As in Egypt, the monarch not The Inca-t.he 
unfrequelltly had his sisters for wives. His Lord of the 

diadem consisted of a. scarlet tasseled fringe Emptre. 

round his brow, adorned. with two feathers. He wore 
~gs of great weight. His dress of lama-wool was 
dyed scarlet, inwoven with gold and studded with gems. 
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Whoever approached him bore a. light burden on the 
shoulder as a badge of servitude, and was barefoot. The 
Inca was not only the representative of the temporal, but 
also of the spiritual power. He was more than supreme 
pontiff, for he was a descendant of the Sun, the god of the 
nation. He made laws, imposed taxes, raised armies, ap
pointed or removed judges at his pleasure. He travelled 
in a sedan ornamented with gold and emeralds; the roads 
were swept before him, strewn with flowers, and perfumed. 
Thenat.ional His palace at Yucay was described by the 
~ Spaniards as a- fairy scene. It was filled with 
works of Indian art; images of animals and plants dace
;rated the niches of its walls; it had an endless labyrinth 
of gorgeous chambers, and here and there shady crypts for 
quiet retirement. Its baths were great golden bowls. It 
was embosomed in artificial forests. The imperial ladies 
and concubines spent their time in beautifully furnished 
chambers, or in gardens, with cascades and fountains, 
grottoes and bowers. It was in what few countries can 
boast of, a temperate.region in the torrid zone. • 

The Peruvian religion ostensibly consisted of a worship 
Behgion of of the Sun, but the highel' classes had already 
Ptaeb~'hmits e8-

ts 
become emancipated from such a material asso-

dB en • t' d . d th . t f and cere- Cla lOn, an recogruze e eXlS :ence 0 ono 
monlal. almighty, invisible God. They expected tho 
resurrection of the body and the continuance of the soul in 
a future life. It was their belief that in the world to 
come our occupations will resemble those we have followed 
here. Like the Egyptians, who had arrived, at similar 
ideas, the Peruvians practised embalming, the mummies 
of their Incas being placed in the Temple of the Sun at 
Cuzco, the kings on the right, the queens on the left, clad 
in their robes of state, and with their handa crossed on 
their bosoms, seated in golden chairs, waiting for the da.y 
when the soul will return to reanimate the body. The 
mummies of distinguished personages were buried in a 
sitting posture under tumuli of earth. To the Supreme 
Being but one temple was dedicated. It was in a sacred 
valley, to which pilgrimages were made. In the Peruvian 
mythology, heaven was above the sky, hell in the interior 
of the earth-it was the realm of an evil spirit called Cupay. 
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The general resemblance of these to Egyptian doctrinelimay 
forcibly impress upon us that they are ideas with which the 
human mind necessarily occupies itself in its process 'Of 
intellectual development. As in all other countries, the 
educated classes were greatly in advance of tJte common 
people, who were only just emerging from fetichism, and 
engrossed in the follies of idolatry and man-worship. 
Nevertheless, the government found it expedient tocounte
nance the vulgar delusion; indeed, the political system was 
actually founded upon it. But the Peruvians were in- ad
vance of the Europeans in tJ.rls respect, that they practised 
nO persecutions upon those who had become mentally 
emancipated. Besides the sun, the visible god, other.celes
tial bodies were worshipped in a subordinate way. It was 
8UPPOSed that there were spirits in the wind, lightning. 
thunder j genii in the mountains, rivers .. springs, and 
grottoes. In. the great Temple of the Sun at Ouzco an 
image of that deity was placed so as to receive the rays ()f 
ille luminary a.t his rising j a like artifice had been practised 
in the Serapion at Alexandria. There was also;&. sanctuary 
dedicated to the Sun in the island of Titicaca, and, it is 
said, between three and four hundred temples of a .subordi
nate kind in Cnzco. To the great temple were attached 
not fewer than four thousand priests and fifteen hundred 
vestal virgins. the latter being intrusted with the care oftha 
sacred fire, and from them the most beautiful were chosen 
to pass into the Inca's seraglio. The popular faith had a 
ritual and a splendid ceremonial, the great national. festival 
being at the summer solstice. The rays of the ,sun were 
then collected by a concave mirror, and fire rekindled 
thereby, or by the mction of wood. 

As to their social system, polygamy was permitted, but 
practically it was confined to the higher classes. 
Social subordination was thoroughly understood. ~~ ~ 
The Inca Tupao Yupanqui says, "Knowledge bUlty.the 

was never intended for the people, but only for people. 

those of generous blood." The nobility were of two orders, 
the polygamio descendants of the Incas, who were the 
main support of the state, and the adopted nobles of 
nations tha.t have been conquered. As to the people, 
nowhere else in the whole world was such an eXitraordinary 
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policy of supervision practised. They were divided into 
groups of ten, fifty, one hundred, five hundred, one thou
sand, ten thousand, and over the last an Inca noble was 
placed. Through this system a. rigid centralization was 
insured, the Inca being the pivot upon which all the national 
affairs turned. It waS a.n absolutism worthy of the admira
Organization tion of many existing European nations. The 
oflabour" entire territory was divided into three parts; one 
belonged to the Sun, one to the Inca, one to the people. AB 
a matter of form, the subdivision was annually made; in 
practice, however, as perhaps must always be the result of 
such agrarianism, the allotments were continually renewed. 
All the land was cultivated by the people, and in the 
following order: first, that of the Sun, then that of the 
destitute and infirm, then that of the people, and, lastly, 
that of'the .Inca. The Sun and the Inca owned all the 
sheep, which were sheared and their wool distributed to 
the people, or cotton furnished in its stead. The Inca's 
officers saw that it was all woven; and that no ono was 
idle. An annual survey of the country, its farming and 
mineral products, was made, the inventory being trans
mitted to the government. A register was kept of births 
and deaths; periodically a general census was taken. 
The Inca, at once emperor and pope, was enabled, in 
that double capacity, to exert a rigorous patriarchal rule 
over his people, who were treated like mere children-not 
suffered to be oppressed, but compelled to be occupied; for, 
~th a worldly wisdom which no other nation presents. 
labour was here acknowledged not only as a means, but 
also as an end. In Peru a. man could not improve his 
social state; by these refinements of legislation he was 
brought into an absolutely stationary condition. He 
could become neither richer nor poorer; but it was the 
boast of the system that every one lived exempt from 
social suffering-that all enjoyed competence. 

'l.'he army consisted of 200,000 men. 'Theil' weapons 
M"lItary were bows, lances, slings, battle-axes, swords; 
~; wa:fit their means of defence, shields, bucklers, hel
reBOIIJ'CeII. mets, and coats of quilted cotton. Each regi
meue; had its own banner, but the imperial standard, the 
national emblem, was a rainbow, the offspring of the Sun. 
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The Bworas.and many of the domestic implements were of 
bronze; the arrows were tipped. with quartz or bone, or 
points of gold and silver. A strict discipline was main
tained on marching, granaries and depots being established 
at suitable disUi..nces on the roads. With a policy inflex
ibly persisted in, the gods of oonquered countries were 
transported to Cuzco, and the vanquished compelled to 
worship the Sun; their children were obliged to learn 
the Peruvian language, the government providing them 
teachers for that purpose. As an incitement, this know
ledge was absolutely required as a condition for public 
office. To amalgamate the conquered districts thoroughly, 
their inhabitants were tl:I.ken away by ten thousand, trans 
ported to dUrt~nt parts of the empire, not, as in the Old 
World, to be worked to death as slaves, but to be made into 
Peruvians; an equal number of natives were sent in their 
stead, to whom, as a recompense for their removal, extra
erdinary privileges were given. It was the immemorial 
policy of the empire to maintain profound tranquillity in 
the interior and perpetual war on the frontiers. 

The philosophical advancement of the Peruvians was 
much retarded by their imperfect method ,of PI'M1vian lite
writing-a method greatly inferior to that of ratn.--tlle 
Egypt. A cord of coloured threads, called qUipus. 

(lui pus, was only indifferently suited to the purposes of 
enumeration; and by no means equal to hieroglyphics as 
a method of expressing general facts. But it was their 
(Inly system. Notwithstanding this drawback, they had a. 
literature consisting of poetry, dramatio compositions, and 
the like. Their scientific attainments were inferior to the 
Mexican. Their year was divided. into months, their 
months into weeks. They had gnomons to indicate the 
solstices. One, in the form of an obelisk, in the centre of 
a. oirele, on which was marked an. east and west line. 
indicated the equinox. These gnomons were destroyed by 
the Spaniards in the belief that they were for idola.trous 
purposes, for on the national festivals it was customary to 
decorate them with leaves and :flowerS. As the na.tional 
:religion consisted. in the worship of the Sun, it was not 
without reason ,that Quito was 'regarded as a. holy plac6c 
fr'lm its position upon the e(}uator. 
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In their extraordinary provisions for agriculture, the 
Agriculture national pursuit, the skill of the Peruvians is 
carried to well seen. A rapid elevation from the sea-Ievel 
perfection. to the heights of th& mountains gave them, in a 
small compass, every variety of climate, and they availed 
themsel-tes of it. They terraced the mountain sides, 
:filling the terraces with rich earth. They excavatOO pits 
in the sand, surrounded them with adobe walls, and filled 
them with manured soil. On the low level they cultivated 
bananas and cassava; on the terraces above, maize and 
quinoa; still higher, tobacco; and above that the potato. 
From a comparatively limited surface, they raised great 
crops by judiciously using manures, employing for that 
purpose fish, and especially guano. Their example has led 
to the use of the latter substance for a like purpose in our 
own times in Europe. The whole civilized world has 
followed them in the cultivation' of the potato. The 
Peruvian bark is one of the most invaluable remedies. 
La.rge tracts of -North America would be almost unin
habitable without the use of its active alkaloid quinine, 
which actually, in no insignificant manner, reduces the 
percentage mortality throughout the United States. 

Indispensably necessary to their agricultural system 
were their great water-works. In Spain there was nothing 
The great worthy of being compared with them. The 
aqueduct of aqueduct of Condesuya was nearly 500 Iniles 
CondeBuya. long. Its engineers had overcome difficulties 
in a manner that might well strike modem times with 
admiration. Its water was distributed &s prescribed by 
law; there were officers to see to its proper use. Froll;l these 
great water-works and from their roads it may be judged 
that the architectural skill of the Peruvians was far from 
insignificant. They constructed edifices of porphyry, 
granite, brick; but their buildings were for the most part 
low, and suitable to an earthquake country. 

I,have cJwelt at flome length on the domestio history of 
Thesta.geBof _Mexico and Peru because it is intimately con
human de- nected with one of the philosophical principles 
velopment hi h 't' th b' t f this boo'- h,' always the W C 1 18 e 0 ~ec 0 ,~ to teac VlZ., 
aame. that human progress takes place under an un. 
varying law, and therefore in a definite way. 'l'he trivial 
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incidents memionell in the preceding paragraphs may 
perhaps have seemed .insignificant or wearisome, but it is 
their very commonness, their very familiarity, that gives 
them, when rightly considered, a surprising interest. There 
is nothing in these minute details but what we find to be 
perfectly natural from the European, point of view. They 
might be, for that matter, instead. of reminiscences of the 
spontaneous evolution of a people shut out from the rest of 
the world by impassable oceans, a rela.tion of the progress 
of some European or Asiatio nation. The man of America. 
advanced in his course of civilization a.s did the man of the 
Old World, devising the same institutions, guided by the 
same intentions, constrained by the same desires. From 
the great features of his social system down to the little' 
details of his domestic life, there is a sameness with what 
was done in Asia, Africa, Europe. But similar results 
imply a similar cause. What, then, is there possessed in 
common by the Ohinese, the lIindoo, the Egyptian, the 
European, the American.? Surely not climate, nor equal 
necessities, nor equal opportunity. Simply nothing but 
this-corporeal organization! .AB automatons cohStructed 
in the same way will do the same things, so, in organio 
forms, sameness of structure will give rise to identity of 
function and similarity of acts. The same common sense 
guides men a.ll over the world. Common sense is a. 
function of common organization. All natural history is 
full of illustrations. It may be offensive to our pride, but 
it is none the less true, that in his social progress, the free
will of which man so boasts himself in his individual 
capacity disappears as an active influence, and the domina 
tion of general and inflexible laws becomes ma.nifest. The 
free-will of the individual is supplanted by instinct and 
a.utomatism in the race. To each individual bee Analogy.be
the ca.reer is open; he may taste of this :O.ower tween 8QCI.e-

d 'd th h b' d tri . th tlesofmen a.n 8. VOl a.t ; e may emus ous m e and lIOCIeties 

garden, or i~ a.way his time in the a.ir; but of I\IllDl8lII. 

the history of one hive is the history of another hive; 
there will be a predestined organization-the queen, the
drones, the workers. In the midst of a thousand unfore
seen, uncalculated. variable acts, a definite result, with 
unerring certainty, emerges j the combs are built in a. 
pre-ordain&t way, and filled with honey at last. From 
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bees, and wasps, and ants, and birds-from a.ll tha.t low 
animal life on which he looks with such supercilious 
"contempt, man is destined one day to learn what in truth 
he really is. 

For a second reason, also, I have dwelt on these details. 
The crime of The enormous crime of Spain in destroying this 
SpaiD in civilization has never yet been apprecia.ted in 
America. Europe. After an attentive consideration of .the 
facts of the case, I agree in the conclusion of Carli, that at 
the time of the conquest the moral man in Peru was 
superior to the European, and I will add, the intellectual 
man also. Was there in Spain, or even in all Europe, a 
political system carried out into the practical details of 
actual life, and expressed in great public works, as its 
outward visible and enduring sign, which could at all 
compare with that of Peru? Its only competitor was the 
Italian system, but that for long had been actively used to 
xepress the intellectual advancement of man. In vain the 
The Spa.ni&td Spaniards excuse their atrocities on the plea. 
and tbe that a nation like the Mexican, which permitted 
.A.mencan. cannibalism, should not be regarded as having 
-emerged from the barbarous state, and that one which, 
like Peru, sacrificed human hecatombs at the funeral 
-solemnities of great men, must have been savage. Let it 
be remembered that there is no civilized nation whose 
popular practices do not lag behind its intelligence; let it 
be remembered that in this respect Spain herself alBo was 
guilty. In America, human sacrifice W8.8 part of a reli
gious solemnity, unstained by passion. The auto da fa of 
Europe was a dreadful cruelty; not an offering to heaven, 
but a gratification of spite, hatred, fear, vengeance-the 
most malignant passions of earth. There was no spectacle 
.on the American continent at which a just man might 60 

deeply blush for his race as that presented in Western 
Europe when the heretio from whom confession had been 
wrung by torture passed to his stake in a sleeveless 
.garment, with flames of fire and effigies of an abominable 
E pean and import depicted upon it. Let it be.remembered 
~encan hu- that by the Inquisition, from 1481 to 1808, 
manB&Cn1ice.!. 340,000 persons had been punished, and of these 
'nearly 32,000 burnt.· Let what was done in the south 
-.of France be remembered. Let it. be also remembered, 
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that, considering the worthlessness of tlte body of man,. 
and that, at the best, it is at last food for the worm
considering the infinite value of his immortal soul, for the 
redemption of which the agony and death of the Son of 
God were not too great a price to pay-indignities offered 
to the body are less wicked than indignities offered to the 
soul. It would be well for him who comes forward as an. 
accuser of Mexico and Peru in their sin to dispose of the 
fact that at that period the entire authority of Europe was 
directed to the perversion, and even total repression of 
thought-to an enslaving of the mind, and making that 
noblest creation of Heaven a worthless machine. To taste 
of human flesh is less criminal in the eye of God than to 
stifle human thought. 

Lastly, there is another point to which I will with. 
brevity allude. It has been widely asserted Anuqnity of 
that Mexican and Peruvian civilization was Amencan 
altogether a recent affair, dating at most only CiVilIzatIon. 

two or three centuries before the conquest. It would be 
just as well to say that there was no civilization in India. 
before the time of the Macedonian invasion because there 
exist llO historio dooumonts in that country anterior to that 
event. The Mexicans and Peruvians were not heroes of a. 
romance to whom wonderful events were of common occur
rence, whose lives were regulated by laws not applying to 
the rest of the human race. who could produce results in 
a. day for which elsewhere a. thousand years are required. 
They were men and women like ourselves. slowly and 

. painfully, and with many failures, working out their 
civilization. The summary manner in which they have 
been disposed of reminds us of the amusing way in which 
the popular chronology deals with the hoary annals of 
Egypt and China.. Putting aside the imperfect methods 
of recording events practised. by the autochthons of the
'Vestern world, he' who estima.tes rightly the slowness 
with which man passes forward in his process of civiliza
tion, and collates therewith the prodigious works of art 
left by thCJS6 two nations-an enduring evidence of the 
point to which they had attained-will :find himself 
constrained to cast aside such idle assertions as altogether 
unworthy of confutation, or even of attention. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

APPROACH OF THE AGE OF BEASON IN EUROPE. 

IT IS PRECEDED BY THB lUSB OJ' CBITICISlIL 

llestoratitm oj Greek Literature and Phz708()ph1lln Italy.-Developme,,' 
oj Modem Language. and Rise oj CriticUm.-ImmiMnt DangM to 
Latin Ideas. 

Invention oj Printing.-It re'lJOlutitmizes the Communication oJ KfIO'U1-
ledge, especiaUy acts. on Public Worship, and render. the PulP;' oj 
secondary importance. 

THE REFOBMATlON.-Theof'y oJ8ttpererogatitm and Use oj Indulgencu. 
-The Right oj IndividuaZ Judgment a8sMted.-PoliticaZ History flJ 
the Origin, Culmination, and Check 0/ the ReJormation.-Its Effecu 
in Italy. 

Cames of the A"eBt oj the ReJOf"ItIation.-InterMZ CaU861 ill Protu
tantism.-ExternaZ in the Policy of Rome.-The Counter-Reformation. 
-Inquisition.-JeBuits.-Bece"ion 0/ the great CritkB.-Culmination 
of the RefOf"ltlation in America.-EmeTgence oj Individual Libert1l 0/ 
Thought. 

IN estimating the influences of literature on tile approach 
"The rise of of the Age of Reason in Europe, the chIef incl
critiCIBlJl, dents to be considered are the disuso of Latin as 
a learned language, the formation of modern tongues from 
the vulgar dialects, the invention of printing, the decline 
of the power of the pulpit, and its displacement by that of 
the press. These, joined to the moral and intellectual 
influences at that time predominating, led to the great 
movement known as the Reformation. 

As if to mark out to the world the real cause of its 
E h f th intellectual degradation, the regeneration of Italt 
in~"llec~U&l e commenced with the exile of the popes to A vig
movement. non. During their absence, so rapid was the 
progress that it had become altogether impossible to make 
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any successful resistance, or to restore the old condition of 
things on their return to Rome. The moment that the 
leaden cloud which they had kept suspended over the 
country was withdrawn, the light from heaven shot in, 
and the ready peninsula became instinct with life. 

The unity of the Church, and, therefore, its power, 
required the use of Latin as a sacred language. UseofLatln 
Through this Rome had stood in an attitude 88 a sacred 
strictly European, and. was enabled to maintain language. 

a general interna.tional relation. It gave her far more 
power than her asserted celestial authority, and, much as 
she claims to have done, she is open to condemnation that, 
with such a signal advantage in her hands, never again to 
be enjoyed by any successor, she did not accomplish much 
more. Had not the sovereign pontiffs been so completely 
occupied with maintaining their emoluments and tem
poralities in Italy, they might have made the whole 
Continent advance like one man. Their officials could 
pass without difficulty into every nation, and communicate 
without embarrassment with each other, from Ireland to 
Bohemia, from Italy to Scotland. The possession of a 
common. tongue gave them the administration of inter
national affairs with intelligent allies everywhere speaking 
the same language. 

Not, therefore, without cause was the hatred manifested 
by Rome to the restoration of Greek and intro-
duction of Hebrew, and the alarm with which ~u;:~the 
she perceived the modern languages forming out lfr::. to U1e 

of the vulgar dialects. The prevalence of Latin 
was the condition of her power, its deterioration the measure 
of her decay, its disuse the signal of her limitation to a little 
principality in Italy. In fact, the development of Euro
pean la.nguages was the instrument of her overthrow. 
'1'hey fanned an effectual communication between the men
dicant friars and the illiterate populace, and there was no~ 
one of them that did not display in its earliest productions 
a sovereign contempt for her. We have seen how it was 
with the poetry of Languedoc. 

The rise of the many-tongued European literature was 
therefore oo-incident with the decline of papal Christi
anity. European literature was impossible under the 
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Catholio rule. A grand. and solemn. and imposing reli
and danger gious unity enforced the literary unity which is 
from modem implied in the use of a . single language. No 
languages. more can a living thought be embodied in a dead 
language than activity be imparted to a corpse. That 
PabbcdlM.i. principle of stability which Italy hoped to give 
vantages of a to Europe essentially rested on the compulsory 
eacred tongue. use of a dead tongue The first token of intel
lectual emancipation was the movement of the great Italian 
poets, led by Dante, who often, not without irreverence, 
broke the spell., Unity in religion izqplies unity through a. 
sacred language, and hence the non-existence of particular 
national literatures. 

Even after Rome had suffered her great discomfiture on 
Effect of the scientific question respecting tho motion of 
modern Ian· the earth, the conquering party was not unwil
guages. ling to veil its thoughts lU the Latin tongue, 
partly because it thereby insured a more numerous class of 
intelligent readers, and partly because ecclesiastica.l autho
rity was now disposed to overlook what must otherwise be 
treated as offensive, since to write in Latin was obviously 
a pledge of abstaining from an appeal to the vulgar. The 
effect of the introduction of modern languages was to 
diminish intercommunication among the learned. 

The movement of human affairs, for so many years silent 
Approach and impei-ceptible, was at length coming to a. 
of'a CrISIS In crisis. An appeal to the emotions and moral 
Enropa. sentiments at the basis of the system, the history 
of which has occupied us so long, had been fully made, and 
found ineffectual. It was now the time for a like appeal 
to the understanding. Each age of life hilS its own logic. 
The logic of the senses is in due season succeeded by that 
of the intellect. Of faith there are two kinds. one of 
acquiescence, one of conviction; and a time inevitably 
arrives when emotional faith is supplanted by intellectual. 

As if to prove that theiimpending crisis was not the 
offspring of human intenhons, and not IOCCasioned by any 
Coemo de' one man, though that man might be the sova
:Medici, Flo- reign pontiff, Nicolas V. found in his patronage 
renee. of letters and art a. rival and friend in Cosmo de' 
Medici. An iustructive incident shows how great a. change 
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1lad taken place in the sentiments of the higher classes: 
Cosmo, the richest of Italians, who had lavished his wealth 
.on palaces. chn:rohes, hospitals, libraries, was comforted on 
his death-bed, not, as in former days would have been the 
case, by ministers of religion, but by Marsilius Fiemus. the 
Platonist, who set before him the arguments for a future 
life, and consoled his passing spirit with the examples and 
precepts of Greek philosophy, teaching him. thereby to 
excha.nge faith for hope, forgetting that too often hopes 
.are only the day-dreams of men, not less unsubstantial and 
vain than their kindred of the night. Ficinus had perhaps 
come to the conviction that philosophy is only a higher 
stage of theology. the philosopher a very enlightened 
theologian. Ite was the representative of Platonism, 
which for so many centuries had 'been hidden Rea~ 
from the sight of men in Eastern monasteries of Pla&omsm 
since its overthrow in Alexandria, and which ill 1l&l7. 
was now emerging into existence in the favouring atmo
sphere of Italy. His sclloollooked back with delight, and 
even with devotion, to the illustrious pagan times, com
memorating by a symposium on November 13th the birth
day of Plato. The Academy of Athens was revived in the 
Medioean gardens of Florence. Not that Ficinus is to be 
regarded as a servile follower of the great philosopher. 
He alloyed the doctrines of Plato with others DactriD4!II of 
derived from a more sinister source-the theory ~arsillWl 
of the Mohammedan Averroes. of which it was F!~UB. 
an essential condition that there is a soul of humanity, 
through their' relations with which individual souls are 
<lapable of forming universal ideas, for such, Averroes 
asserted, is the necessary consequence of the emanation 
theory. 

Under such auspices, and at this critical moment, 00-
-curred the revival of Greek literature in Italy. Revi-ralor 
It had been neglected for more than seven Greek loam
hundred years. In the solitary inst&nces of ing in l~. 
individuals to whom here and there a knowledge of that 
language was imputed, there seem satisfactory reasons 
for supposing that their.requirements amounted to little 
more than the ability of translating some "petty patristio 
treatise." The finlt glimmerings of this revival appear in. 

VOL. u. 
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the thirteenth century; they are somewhat more distinct 
in the fourteenth. '1'he capture of Constantinople by the 
Latin Crusaders had done little more than diffuse a few 
manuscripts and works of art along with the more highly 
prized monkish relics in the West. It was the Turkish 
pressure, which all reflecting Greeks foresaw could have no 
other result than the faU of the Byzantine power, that 
induced some persons of literary tastes to seek a livelihood 
and safety in Italy. 

In the time of Petrarch, 1304-1374, the improvement 
Gradual pro- did not amount to much. That illustrious poet 
gre88 of the says that there were not more than ten persons 
Besto,ratlon. 'in Italy who could appreciate IIomer. Both 
Petrarch and Boccacio spared no pains to acquaint them
selves with the lost tongue. The latter, had succeeded in 
obtaining for Leontius l'ilatus, the Calabrian, a Greck pro
fessorship at Florence. He describes this Greek teacher 80S 

clad in the mantle of a philosopher, his countenance hideous, 
his face overshadowed with black hair, his beard long and 
uncombed, his deportment rustic, his temper gloomy and 
inconstant, but his mind was stored with the treasures of 
learning. Leontius left Italy in disg\1st, but, returning 
again, was struck dead by lightning in a storm while tied 
to the mast of the ship. The author from whom I am 
quoting significantly adds that Petrarch laments his fate, 
but nervously asks whether "some copy of Euripides Or 
Sophocles might not be recovered from the mariners." 

The restoration of Greek to Italy may bo dated .... D. 
1395, at which time Chrysoloras commenced teaching it. 
A few years after Anrispa brought into Italy two hundred 
and thirty-eight Greek manuscripts; among them were 
Plato and Pindar. 'The first endeavour was to translate 
such manuscripts into Latin. To a oonsiderable extent, 
the religious scruples against Greek literature were giving 
way; the study found a patron in the pope himself, 
Eugenius IV. As the intention of the Turks to seize 
Constantinople became more obvious, the emigration of 
learned Greeks into Italy became more frequent. And 
yet, with the exception of Petrarch, and he was scarcely 
an exception, not one of the Italian m:holars was au 
ecclesiastic. 
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Lorenzo' de' Medici, the grandson of Cosmo. used every 
exertion to increase the rising taste, generously I,orenzo de _ 

permitting his manuscripts to be copied. Nor :~~ Ius 
was it alone to literature that he extended his dens, J:.r

patronage. In his beautiful villa at Fiesole the plnlO5Ophy. 

philosophy of the old times was revived j his botanic garden 
at Careggi was filled with Oriental exotics. From 1470 to 
1492, the year of his death, his happy in:fiuence continued. 
He lived to witness the ancient Platonism overcoming the 
Platonism of Alexandria, and the pure doctrine of Aristotle 
('xpelling the base Aristotelian doctrine of the schools. 

Th 3 last half of the fifteenth century revealed to Western 
Europe two worlds, a new one and an old; the Effects in

former by the voyage of Columbus, the latter by ~t P':; 
the capture of Constantinople; one destined to ra- G':eek 1n. e 
volutionize the industrial, the other the religious goage. 

condition. Greek literature, forced into Italy by the 
'l'urkish arms, worked wonders j for Latin Europe found 
with amazement that the ancient half of ChrIstendom 
knew nothing whatever of the doctrine or of the saints of 
the West. Now was divulged the secret reason of that 
bitter hatred displayed by the Catholic clergy to Grecian 
learning. It had sometimes been supposed that the ill
concealed dislike they had so often shown to the writings 
of Aristotle was because of the Arab dress in which his 
Saracen commentators had presented him; now it appeared 
that there was something more important, more Causes of the 
profound. It was a terror of the Greek itself. prevailmgdlS

Very soon the direction toward which things llke of Greek. 

must inevitably tend became manifest; the modern lan
guages, fast developing, were .making Latin an obsolete 
tongue, and political events were giving it a rival-Greek 
-capable of asserting over it a supremacy j and not a 
solitary rival, for to Greek it was clear that Hebrew would 
soon be added, bringing with it the charms of a hoary anti
quity and the sinister learning of the Jew. With a quick. 
a joolous suspicion, the ecclesiastic soon learned to detect 
a heretio from hi&-knowledge of Greek and Hebrew, just as 
is done in our day from a knowledge of physical science. 
The authority" of the Vulgate, that corner-stone of tho 
Italian system, was, in the expectation of Rome, inevitabl)-

02 
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certain to be depreciated; and, in truth, judging from the 
honours of which that great translation was soon despoiled 
by the incoming of Greek and Hebrew, it was declared, not 
with more emphasis than truth, yet not, perhaps, without 
irreverence, that there was a second crucifixion between 
two thieves. Long after the times of which we are 
speaking, the University of Paris resisted the introduction 
of Greek into its course of studies, not because of any 
dislike to letters, but because of its anticipated obnoxious 
bearing on Latin theology. 

We can scarcely look in any direction without observing 
Tendency ot instances of the wonderful change taking place 
"The Imlta- in the opinions of men. To that disposition to 
tJ.oDofChrl8t." lean on a privileged mediating order, once the 
striking characteristic of all classes of the laity in Europe, 
there had succeeded a sentiment of self-reliance. Of this 
perhaps no better proof can be furnished than the popu
larity of the work reputed to have been written by Thomas 
a. Kempis, and entitled "The Imitation of Christ." It is 
said to have had probably more readers than any other 
book except the Bible. Its great celebrity is a proof how 
profoundly ecclesiastical influence had been affected, for its 
essential intention was to enable the pious to cultivate 
their devotional feeling without the intervention of the 
clergy. Such a work, if -written in the present day, 
would have found an apt and popu1ar title in " Every Man 
his own Priest." There is no reason for supposing that the 
condition to which man had at that time been brought, 8S 

the general resu1t of Italian Christianity, wa.s one of 
intense selfishness, as has been asserted; the celebrity of 
-this book was rather dependent on a profound distrust 
everywhere felt in the clergy, both as rega.rds morals and 
intellect. And why shou1d we be surprised that such 
shou1d be the case with the laity, when in all directions 
-the clergy themselves were giving proof that they cou1d 
not trust their own strength? They could not conceal 
their dread at the incoming of Grook; they could not 
speak without horror of the influence of Hebrew; they 
were loud in their protestations against the study of pagan 
philosophy, and held up to the derision and condemnation 

• 9f the world science denounced by them as profane. They 
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foresaw that 'that fictitious unity of which they had boasted 
was drawing to an end; that men would become Dlmger to \he 
acquainted with the existence and history of unfiyoUhe 

chu~es more ancient, and, therefore. more Cburcb. 

venerable than the Romab., and, like it, asserting an 
authenticity upon unimpeachable proofs. But once let 
sects with such an impressive prestige be introduced to 
the knowledge of the West, once let the appearance of 
inviolate unity be taken from the Latin Church. and 
nothing oollid prevent a spontaneous decomposition forth
with occurring in it. It must break up into sects, which, 
in their turn, must break up, in process of time, into 
smaller and smaller divisions, and, through this means, 
the European must emerge at last into individual liberty 
of thought. The compelling hand of ecclesiastical tyranny 
nlust be removed, and universal toleration eru;ue. Nor 
were such anticipations mere idle suspicions. for such was 
the course that events a.ctually took. Scarcely had the 
Reformation occurred when sectarian subdivisions made 
their appearance, and in modern times we see that al' 
anarchy of sects is the inevitable harbinger of individual 
liberty of thought. 

As we have just said, it was impossible to look in any 
direction on the latter half of the fifteenth century without 
recognizing the wonderful change. It had be- H'gberl\!o 
come obviously useless any longer to assert an qmrementa iII 
immobility of humanity when men were standing eVIdence. 

face to face with the new forms into which it had. been 
transposed. New ideas had driv;en out old ones. Natural 
phenomena could not again be likened to human acts, nor 
the oocessities of man regarded as determining the move
ments of the universe. A better appreciation of the nature 
of evidence was arising, perhaps in part through the in
fluence of the lawyers, but in :Part through a commencing 
taste for criticism. We see it in such facts as the denial t.hat 
a mira.cle can be taken as the proof of anything else than 
the special circumstanoes with which it is connected j we 
see it in the assertion that the martyrdom of men in support 
of a dogma, so far from proving its truth, proves rather its 
doubtfulness. no geometer having ever thought it worth 
his while to die in order to establish any mathematiQal 
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proposition, truth needing no such sacrifices, which are 
actually unserviceable and useless to it, since it is able 
Dfsbeliefset- spontaneously to force its ~wn w.ay. .In Italy, 
tlDg in 10. where the popular pecuniary mterests were 
Italy. obviously identical with those of the Church, a 
dismal disbelief was silently engendering. 

And now occurred an event the results of which it is 
impossible to exaggerate. 

Abottt A.D. 1440 the art of printing seems to have been 
Invention of in ,·ented in Europe. It is not material to our 
prlntlD~: Its purpose to inquire into the particulars of its 
early history. history, whether we should attribute it to Coster 
ofHaarlaem or Gutenberg of Mentz, or whether, in reality, 
it was introduced by the Venetians from China, where it had 
been practised for nearly two thousand years. In Venice a 
decree was issued in 1441 in relation to printing, which 
would seem to imply that it had been known there for some 
years. Coster is supposed to have printed the" Speculum 
Rumanre Salvationis" about 1440, and Gutenberg and 
Faust the Mentz Bible without date, 1455. The art reached 
perfection at once; their Bible is still admired for its beauti
ful typography. Among the earliest specimens of printing 
extant is an exhortation to take up arms against the Turks, 
1454; there are also two letters of indulgence of Nicolas V. 
of the same date. In the beginning each page waS engraved 
on a block of wood, but soon movable types were introduced. 
Impressions of the former kind pass under the name of 
block books; at first they were sold as manuscripta. Two 
of Faust's workmen commenced printing in Italy, but not 
until 1465; they there published an edition of .. Lactan
tius," one of "Cicero de Officiis," and one of .. Augustine 
de Civitate Dei." The art was carried to France 1469, and 
.in a few years was generally practised in aU the large Euro
pean towns. The printers were their own booksellers; 
Early books the number of copies in each edition usually 
and book· about three hundred. Folios were succeeded by 
Beliers. quartos, and in 1501 duodecimos were intro-
duced. Very soon the price of books was reduced by four 
fifths, and existing interests required regulations not only 
respecting the cost, but also respecting thB contents. 
Thus the University of Paris established a tariff for their 
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sale, and aJ.so exercised a supervision in behalf' of the 
Church and the State. From the outset it was clear tha.t 
printing would inevitably influence the intellectual move
ment synchronously occurring. 

Some authors have endeavoured to estimate the intellec
tual condition of diEerent countries in Europe Measmeof 
at the close of the fifteenth century by the Ulecontem

literary activity they displayed in the preparation =r.al~te 
and printing of editions of books. Though it is ofnatuIDs. 

plain that such estimates can hardly be rigorously conect, 
sinee to plint a book not only implies literary capacity, 
but also the connexions of business anll trade, and hence 
works are more likely to be issued in' places where there is 
a mercantile activity, yet such estimates are perhaps the 
most exact that we can now obtain; they also lead us to 
some very interesting and unexpected results of singular 
value in their connerion with that important epoch_ 
'!,hus it appears that in all Europe, between 1470 and 
1500, more than ten thousand editions of books and 
pamphlets were printed, and of them a majority in Italy, 
demonstra.ting tha.t Italy was in the van of the intelleo
tua! movement. Out of this large number, in Venice 
there had been printed 2,835; Milan, 625; Bologna, 298 ; 
nome, 925; Paris, 751; Cologne, 530; Nuremberg, 382; 
Leipsic, 351; BdJe, 320; Strasburg. 526; Augsburg, 256; 
Louvain, 116 j Mentz, 134; Deventer. 169; London, 130; 
Oxford, 7; St. Alban's, 4. 

Veniee, therefore, took the lead. England was in a very 
backward state. This conclusion is confirmed. Italy eotrpar
by many other circumstances, which justify the ed with the 

statement that Italy was as far advanced in- -'ofEt:~ 
teUectually in 1400 as England in 1500. Paris exhibits a 
superiority sixfold over London, and in the next ten years 
the disproportion becomes even more remarkable, for in 
Paris four hundred and thirty editions were printed, in 
London only twenty-six. The light of learning became 
enfeebled by distance from its Italian focus. As latt' as 
1550, a. complete century after the establishment of the 
art, but seven works had been printed in Scotla.nd, and 
among them not a. single classic. It is an amusing proof 
bow local tastes were consulted in the character of the boob 
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thus put forth, that the first work issued in Spain, 1474,. 
was on the" Conception of the Virgin." 

The invention of printing operated in two modes alto-
Effect of gether distinct; first, in the multiplying amI 
pnntlng on h . f b ks dl' b' . literature and C eapenmg 0 00, secon y, m eu stltutmg 
the Church. readi::ng for pulpit instruction. 

First, as to the multiplication and cheapening of books 
Cheapening "":"'there is no reason to suppose that the sup
of books. ply had ever been inadequate. As, under the 
Ptolemies, book manufacture was carried forward in the 
Museum at Alexandria to an extent which fully satisfied 
demands, so in all the great abbeys there was an apart
ment-the Scriptorium-for the copying and making or 
books. Such a sedentary occupation could not but be 
agreeable to persons of a contemplative or quiet habit or 
life. But Greece, Rome, Egypt-indeed, all the ancient: 
governmentl.f except that of ("'hina, were founded upon. 
elements among which did not appear that all-important 
one of modern times, a reading class. Information rassod 
from mouth to mouth, not from eye to eye. With a. 
limited demand, the compensation to the copier was suffi
cient, and the cost to the purchaser moderate. It is 
altogether a mistake to suppose that the methods and 
advantages of printing were unkllown. Modifications of 
that·art were used wherever occasion called for them. W (} 
do not need the Roman stamps to satisfy us of that fact 
every Babylonian brick and signet ring is an illustration. 
Printing processes of various kinds were well enough. 
The want of known. The real difficulty was the want of paper. 
paper. Da- That substance was first made in Europe by tho 
mascus paper. Spanish Moors from the fine flax of Valentia 
and Murcia. Cotton paper, sold as charla. Dama.scena, had 
been previously made at Damascus, and several different 
varieties had long been manufactured in China. 

Had there been more readers, paper would have been 
more abundantly produced, and there would have been 
more copiers-nay, even there would have been printers. 
An increased demand would have been answered by an 
increased supply. As soon as such a demand arose in 
Europe the press was introduced, as it had been thousands 
of years before in China. 
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So far as the publio is concerned, printing has been an. 
unmixed advantage; not so, however, in its bearing on 
authors. The longevity of books is greatly LongeVIty of 

impaired, a melancholy conclusion to an am- books curtall

bitious intellect. The duration of many ancient ed. 

books which have escaped the chances of time is to be 
hoped for no more. In this shortening of their term the
excessive multiplication of works greatly assists. A rapid 
succession soon makes those of distinction obsolete, and 
then consigns .them to oblivion. No author can now 
expect immortality. His utmost hope is only this, that' 
his book may live a little longer than himself. 

But it was with printing as with other affairs of the 
mal'ket--an,increased demand gave origin to an MultiplJca
increased supply, which, in its tum reacting, UOD of books. 

increased the demand. Cheap books bred readers. When 
the monks, abandoning their useless and lazy life of saying 
their prayers a dozen times a. day, turned to the copying 
and illustrating of manuscripts, a mental elevation of the 
whole order was the result; there were more monks who 
could read. And so, on the greater scale, as books through 
the press became more abundant, there were more persons.. 
to whom they became a necessity. 

But, secondly, as to the change which ensued in tho 
mode of communicating information-a change 
""'t . l' th eel' • 1 d I Tbemode of LW lDstant y In e e eSlastica , an , at a awl' commaru-

period, in the political world. The whole =m~
system of publio worship had been founded on ge s. 

the condition of a non-reading people; hence the reading ot 
prayers and the sermon. Whoever will attentively com
pare the thirteenth with the llineteenth century cannot 
fail to see how essential oral instruction was in the former, 
how subordinate in the latter. The invention Injm-y to 
of the printing-press gave an instant, a formid- pulpIt in
able rival to the pulpIt. It made possible that BtruCtiOD. 

which had been impossible before in Christian Europe
direct communication between the government and the
people without any reli!?;ious intermedium, and was the 
first step in that important change subsequently carried 
out in America, the separation of Church and state~ 
Though in this p~rticular the effect was desirable, in-
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another its advantages are doubtful, for the Church ad
hered to her ancient method when it had lost very much 
of its real force, and this even at the risk of falling into a. 
lifeless and impassive condition. 

And yet we must not undervalue the power once 
exercised on a non-reading community by oral 

!~!~:-:~f and scenio teachings. What could better instruct 
VIces ~n the • it than a formal oongregating of neighbourhoods 
peop together each Sabbath-day to listen in silence 
and without questioning? In those great churches, the 
architectural grandeur of which is still the admiration of 
our material age, nothing was wanting to impress the 
worshipper. The vast pile, with its turrets or spire 
pointing to heaven; its steep inclining roof; its walls, 
with niches and statues; its echoing belfry. its windows 
.of exquisite ·hues and of every form, lancet, or wheel, or 
rose, through which stole in the many-coloured light; its 
chapels, with their pictured walls; its rowa of slender, 
clustering columns, and arches tier upon tier; its many 
tapering pendants; the priest emerging from his scenio 
retreat; his chalioe and forbidden wine; the covering 
paten, the cibory, and the pix. Amid clouds of incense 
from smoking censers, the blaze of lamps, and tapers, and 
branching candlesticks, the tinkling of silver bells, the 
play of jewelled vessels and gorgeous dresses of violet, 
gree.n, and gold, banners and crosses were borne a.loft 
through lines of kneeling worshippers in proccssional 
services along the aisles. The chanting of litanies and 
psalms gave a foretaste of the melodies of heaven, and ilia 
voices of the choristers and sounds of the organ now 
thundered forth glory to God in the highest, now 
whispered to the broken in spirit peace. 

If such were the influences in the cathodra.l, not less 
Infiuenceof were those that gathered ro~nd the little village 
VIllage church. To the peasant 1t was endeared by 
ehurches. the most touching incidents of his life. At 
its font his parents had given him his name; at its altar 
he had plighted his matrimonial vows; beneath the little 
grass mounds in its yard there awaited the resurrection 
those who had been untimely taken away. Connected 
thus with the profoundest and holiest sentiments of 
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humanity, the pUl?it was for instruction a sole ~d suffi.~ 
clent means. Nothing ~e it had existed. in paganism. The 
irregular. ill-timed, occasional eloquence of tho Greek repul>
lican orators cannot for an instant be set in comparison 
with such a. steady and enduring systematic institution. 

In. a temporal as well as in a spiritual sense. the public 
authorities appreciated its power. Queen Elizabeth was 
not the only sovereign who knew how to thunder through 
a thousand pulpits. 

For a length of time, as might have been expected, con~ 
sidering its power and favouring adventitious The pulpit 
circumsq.,nces. the pulpit maintained itself sue- )'Ields 10 the 

cessfully against the press. Nevertheless, its press. 

eventual subordination was none the less sure. If there 
aro disadvantages in the method of acquiring knowledge 
by reading, there are also signal ad:vantages; for, though 
upon the printed page the silent letters are mute and 
unsustained by any scenic help. yet often-&. wonderful 
contradiction-they pour forth emphatic eloquence. that 
can make the heart leap with emotion. or kindle on the 
cheek the blush of shame. The might of persuasiveness 
does not always lie in articulate speech. The strong are 
often the silent. God never speaks. 

There is another condition which gives to reading a. 
great advantage over listening. In. the affairs Listening and 
of life, how wide is the difference between readwg. 

having a thing done for us and doing it ourselves! In 
the latter case, how great is the interest awakened, how 
much more thorough the examination, how much more 
perfect the acquaintance. To listen implies merely a. 
passive frame of mind; to read, an active. But the latter 
is more noble. 

From these and other such considerations, it might have 
been foreseen that the printing-press would at DecImeofpul
last deprive the pulpit of its supremacy, m.eJring p" udluence. 

it become ineffective, or reducing it to an ancillary aid. 
It must have ,been clear that the time would arrive when, 
though adorned by the eloquence of great and good men, 
the sermon would lose its power for moving popular 
masses or directing public thought. 

Upon temporal. as well aa ecclesiastical a.uthority, the 
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influence of this great change was also felt. During 
Newspapers; the Turkish war of 1563 newspapers first made 
their origin. their appearance in Venice. They were iu 
manuscript. The" Gazette de France'l commenced i.J. 
1631. There seems to be doubt as to the authenticity ot 
the early English papers reputed to have been published 
during the excitement of the Spanish Armada, and of 
which copies remain in the British Museum. It was not 
until the civil wars that, under the names of Mercuries, 
Intelligences, etc., newspapers fairly established themselves 
in England. 

What I have said respecting the influence of the press 
D l' upon religious life applies substantially to civil 
r.~~~~~fpar. life also. Oratory has sunk into a secondary p08i
lamentary tion, being every- day more and more thoroughly 

e oquence. supplanted by Journalism. No matter howex-
cellent it may be in its sphere of action, it is essentially 
limited, and altogether incompetent to the influencing of 
masses of men in the manner which our modern social 
system requires. Without a. newspaper, what would be 
the worth of the most eloquent parliamentary attempts? 
It is that which really makes them instruments of power, 
and gives to them political force, which takes them out of 
a little circle of cultivated auditors, and throws them 
broadcast over nations. 

Such was the literary condition of Western Europep 

Dawn ofthe such the new power that had been found in the 
Befol'lllauon. press. These were but initiatory to the great 
drama. now commencing. We have already seen that 
synchronously with this intellectual there was a. moral 
impulse coming into play. The two were in harmony .. 
At the time now occupying our attention there was a. 
possibility for the moral impulse to act under several 
different forms. The special mode in which it came into 
effect was determined by the pecuniary necessities of 
Italy. It very soon, however, assumed larger proportions, 
and became what is known to us as the Beformation. The 
movement against Bome that had been aba.ndoned for a 
century was now recommenced. 

The variation of human thought proceeds in a continuous 
manner, new ideas springing out of old ones either as 
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corrections or developments, but never spontaneously ori
ginating. With them, as with organic forms, Vanatlonof 
-each ;requires a germ, a seed. The intellectual buman 
phase of humanity observed at any moment is thought. 

therefore a:p. embodiment of many different things. It 
is conneoted with the past, is in unison with the present, 
and contains the embryo of the future. 

Human opinions must hence, of absolute necessity, un
dergo transformation. What has been received by one 
generation as undoubted, to a subsequent one becomes so 
conspicuously fallacious as to excite the wonder of those 
who do not distinctly appreciate the law of psychical ad
vance that it could ever have been received as true. 
These phases of transformation are not only related in a. 
()hronological way, so as tQ be obvious when we examine 
the ideas of society at epochs of a few years or of cen
turies apart-they exist also contemporaneously in differ
ent nations or in different social grades of the same nation, 
aocording as the class of persons considered has made a. 
greater or less intellectual progress. 

Notwithstanding the assertion of Rome, the essential 
ideas of the Italian system had undergone Vanationsin 
unavoidable modifications. An illiterate people, ItaJlanldeas. 

easily imposed upon, had accepted as true the asseveration 
that there had been no change even from the apostolic 
times. But the time had now come when that fiction 
could no longer be maintained, the divergence no longer 

. concealed. In the new state of things, it was impossible 
that dogmas in absolute opposition to reason, such as that 
of transubstantiation, could any longer hold their ground. 
The scholastic theology and scholastic philosophy, though 
supported by the universities, had become obsolete. With 
the revivaloi pure Latinity and the introduction of Greek, 
the foundations of a more correct criticism were laid. An 
age of erudition was unavoidable, in which whatever could 
not establish its claims against 8. searching examination 
must necessarily be overthrown. 

'Ve are thus bl'ought to the great movement known as 
the Reformation. 'l'he term is usually applied The Refonn ... 
in reference to the Protestant nations, and tloo: ltab_ 

,therefore is not suffioiently comprehensive, for \ofT 
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aU Europe was in t1"'1th involved. A clear understanding 
of its origin, its process, its effects, is perhaps best obtained 
by an examination of the condition of the northern and 
southern nations, and the issue of the event in. each 
respectively. 

Germany had always been sinoere, and therefore always 
Theprepara- devout. Of her disposition she had given many 
G
wrystar.eof proofs from the time when the Emperor Othe> 

ermany, d d d • to It I his di . h' France, Eng- escen e In a y, expe tion aVUlg 
Jand. been, as was said, an armed procession of 
ecclesiastics resolved to abate the scandals of the Church. 
The Councils of Constance and Basle may be looked upon 
as an embodiment of the same sentiment. The resolu
tion to limit the papal authority and to put a superior 
over the pop~ arose from a profound conviction of the 
necessity of such a measure. Those councils were pre
'Cursors of- the coming Reformation. In other countries 
events had long been tending in the same direction: in 
Sicily and Italy by the acts of Frederick II.; in Franca 
through those of Philip the Fair. The educated had been 
estranged by the Saracens and Jews; the enthusiastic by 
such works as the Everlasting Gospel; the devout had 
been shocked by the tale of the Templare and the detected 
immoralities in Rome; the patriotic had been alienated 
by the assumptions of the papal court and its incessant 
intermeddling in political affairs; the inferior, unreflect
ing orders were in aU directions exasperated by its im
portunate, unceasing exactions of money. In England. 
for instance, though less advanced intellectually than the 
southern nations, the commencement of the Reformation 
is perhaps justly refen-ed as far back as the reign of 
Edward ilL. who, under the suggestion of WicUf. refused 
to do homage to the pope, but a series of weaker pIinceS 
succeeding, it was not until Henry VII. that the move
ment could be continued. In that country the immediately 
exciting causes were no doubt of a material kind, such 
as the alleged avarice and impurity of the clergy, the 
immense amount of money taken from the realm, the 
intrusion of foreign ecclesiastics. In the South of France 
and in Italy, where the intellectual condition was much 
more advanced, the movement was. correspondingly of .. 
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more intellectual kind. To this difference between the 
north and the south must be referred not only the striking 
geographical distribution of belief which was soon apparent, 
but also the speedy and abrupt limitation of the ~eforma.
tion, restrictedly so called. 

In recent ages, under her financial pressure, Rome had 
asserted that the infinite merits of our Saviour, Tbetheoryof 
together with the goM works pf supererogation Bupereroga.. 
of many holy men, constituted, as it were, a. bon. 

fund from which might be discharged penalties of sins 
of every kind, for the dead as well as the living, and 
therefore available for those who had passed into 
Purgatory, as well as .for us who remain. This fund, 
committed to the care of St. P'eter and his successors, may 
be disbursed, under the form of indulgences, by and nature of 
sale fbr money. A traffio in indulgences was indulgences. 

thus carried on to a great extent through the medium of 
the monks, who received a commission upon the profits. 
Of course, it is plain that the religious conception of such 
~ transaction is liable to adverse criticism-the bartering 
for money so holy a thing as the merit of our Redeemer. 
This was, however, only the ostensible explanation, whioh 
it was judged, necessary to present to sincerely' pious 
communities; behind it there lay the real reason, which 
was essentially of a political' kind. It was absolutely 
necessary that papal Rome should control a revenue far 
beyond that arising in a strictly legitimate way. As all 
the world had been drained of money by the senate and 
Cresars for the support of republican or imperial power, 
so too there was a. need of a. like supply for the use of 
the pontiffs. The collection of funds had often given rise 
to contentions between the ecclesiastical and temporal 
authoritieJ'l, a.nd in some of the more sturdy countries had 
been resolutely resisted. To collect a. direct tax is often 
a troublesome affair; but such .is human nature-a. man 
from whom it might be difficult to extort the payment of 
an impost lawfully laid, will often cheerfully find means 
to purcnase for himself indulgenoe for sin. In suoh a 
semi-barbarian but yet religious population as that with 
which the Church was dealing, it was quite clear that 
this manner of presenting things possessed singular 
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.advantages, an obvious equivalent being given for the 
money received. The indulgence implied not only a 
l'elease from celestia1, but also, in many cases, from civil 
penalties. It was an absolute guarantee from hel1. 

It is said that the attention of Martin Luther, fonne!'ly 
oMarI.m Lu- an Augustinian monk, was first attracted to this 
ther, subject by the traffic having been conferred on 
the Dominicans instead of upon his own order at the time 
when Leo X. was raising funds by this means for building 
.st. Peter's at Rome, A.D. 1517. That was probably only 
.an insinuation of Luther's adversaries, and is very far 
from being bome out by his subsequent conduct. His 
fll-st public movement was the putting forth of ninety
Jive theses against the practice. He posted them on the 
door of the cathedral of Wittenberg, and enforced them 
in his sermons, though at this time he professed obedience 
to the papal authority. With a rapIdity probably un
expected by him, his acts excited public attention 80 

strongly, .that, though the pope was at first disposed to 
regard the whole affair as a mere monkish squabble for 
gains, it soon became obvious, from the manner in which 
the commotion WIm spreading, that something must be 
done to check it. The pope therefore summoned Luther 
to Rome to answer for himself; but through the influence 
.of certain great personages, and receiving a submissive 
letter from the accused, he, on reconsideration, refened 
the matter to Cardinal Cajetan, his legate in Germany. 
The cardinal, on looking into the affair, ordered Luther 
to retract; and now came into prominence the mental 
.qualities of this great man. Luther, with respectful 
firmness, refused; but remembering John Huss, and 
fearing that the imperial safe-conduct which had been 
given to him would he insufficient for his protection, he 
secretly returned to Wittenberg, having first, however, 
solemnly appealed from the pope, ill informed at the 
time, to the pope when he should have been better 
instructed. Thereupon he was condemned as a heretic. 
Undismayed, he continued to defend his opinions; but, 
finding himself in imminent danger, he feU upon t1;te 
suggestion which, since the days of Philip the Fair, had 
been recognized as the true method of dealing with the 
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papacy, and appealed to a. genera.! council as the true 
'representative of the Church, and therefore superior to 
the pope, who is not infallible any more than St. Peter 
himself had been. To this denial of papal authority he 
soon added a dissent from the doctrines of purgatory, 
auricular confession, absolution. It was now that the 
grand idea which had hitherto silently lain at . f 

h f h hI d Thengb~o 
t e bottom 0 t e woe movement emerge indIVIdual 
into prominence-the right of individual judg- judgment 

ment-under the dogma that it is not papal asserted. 

authority which should be the guide of life, but the Bible, 
and that the Bible is to be interpreted by private judg
ment. Thus far it had been received that the Bible 
derives its authenticity and authority from the Church; 
llOW it was asserted that the Church derives her authen
ticityand authority from the B,ible. At this moment there 
waR but one course for the Italian court to take 'with the 
audacious offender, for this new doctrine of the right of 
exercising private judgment in matters of faith was 
dangerous to the last extreme, and not to be tolerated for 
a moment. Luther was therefore ordered to recant, and to 
burn his own works, under pe:t1a.lty, if disobe- Excommu
dient, of being excommunicated, and delivered nlcatl0n or 

over unto Satan. The bull thus issued directed Luther. 

all secular princes to seize his person and punish his 
crimes. 

But Luther was not to be intimidated; nay, more, he 
retaliated. He denounced the pope, as Frederick Heresi.ts,alld 
and the Fratricelli had formerly done, as the publIcly 
:Man of Sin, the Anti-Christ. He called upon burnstliebull, 

all Christian princes to shake off his tyranny. In presence 
of a. great concourse of applauding spectators, he committe.iI 
the volumes of the canon. law and the bull of excommunica
tion to the flames. The pope now issued another bull 
expelling him from the Church. This was in January, 
1521. 'I'his separation opened to Luther an unrestrained 
career. He forthwith proceeded to an examination of the 
Italian system of theology and policy, in which he was 
joined by many talented. men who participated in his 
views. The Emperor Charles Y. found it necessary to use 
all his influence to check. the spreading Reformation. But 

VOL. II. 
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it was already too late, for Luther had obtained the firm 
support of many personages of influence, and his doctrinea 
were finding defenders among some of the ablest men in 
Europe. 

An imperial diet was therefore held at Worms, be
fore which Luther, being summoned., appeared. But 
nothi.D.g could induce him to retract his opinions. An 
edict was published putting him under the ban of the 
empire; b'\lt the Elector of Saxony concealed him in tho 
and the revolt castle of . Wartburg. While he was in this re
spreads. thement his doctrines were rapidly extending, 
the Augustinians of Wittenberg not hesitating to change 
the usages of.. the Church, abolishing private massea, and 
giving the cup as well as the bread'to the laity. 

While Germany was agitated to her centre, a like 
The Swiss revolt against Italian supremacy broke out in 
Refol"ll!atloa. Switzerland. It too commenced on the question 
Zulnglius. of indulgences, and found a leader in Zuinglius. 

Even at this early period the inevitable course of events 
was beginning to be plainly displayed in sectarian de
composition; for, while the German and Swiss Reformers 
agreed in their relation toward the papal authority, they 
differed widely from each other on some important 
doctrinal points, more especially as to the nature of the 
Eucharist. The Germans supposed that the body and 
blood of Christ are actually present in the bread and 
wine in some mysterious way; the Swiss believed that 
those substances are only emblems or symbols. Both 
totally rejected the Italian doctrine of transubstantiation. 
The old ideas of Berengar were therefore again fermenting 
among men. An attempt was made, under the auspices 
of the La.ndgrave of Hesse, to compose the dissension in a 
conferenco at Marburg; but it was found, after a long 
disputation, that neither party would give up its views, 
and they therefore separated, as it was said, in Christian 
charity, but not in brotherhood. 

At the first Diet of Spires, held in 1526, it was tried to 
procure the execution of the sentence passed upon Luther, 
but the party of the Reformation proved to be too strong 
for the Catholics. At a second diet, held at the same 
place three years subsequently, it was resolved that no 
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change ahould be made in the established religion before. 
the action of a general council, which had been recom
mended by both diets, should be known. On this occa
sion the Catholic interest preponderated sufficiently to 
procure a revocation oftha power which had been conceded 
to the princes of the empire of managing for a time the 
ecclesiastical matters of their own dominions. Tbe Protest
Against this action several of the princes and anti'; ongm 
cities proteBted, this being the origin of the of the name. 

designation Protestants subsequently given to the Re
formers. At a diet held the following year at Augsburg. 
a. statement, composed by Luther and Melanchthon, of the 
doctrines of the Reformera was presented; it also treated 
to some extent of the errors and superstitions of the 
Catholics. This is what is known as the Confession of 
Augsburg. The diet however not only rejected Organization 
it, but condemned most of its doctrines. The of the !\elor
Protestants, therefore, in an assembly at Smal- matlon. 

calde, contracted a treaty for their common defence, aDd 
this may be looked upon as the epoch of organization of 
the Reformation. This league did not include the 
Reformers of Switzerland, who could not conscientiously 
adopt the Confession of Augsburg, which was its essential 
basis. The Sacramentarians, as they were called, became 
thus politically divided from the Lutherans. Moreover, 
in Switzerland the process, of decomposition went on,· 
Calvin establishing a new sect, characterized by the 
manner in which it insisted on the Augustinian doctrines 
of predestina.tion and election, by the abolition of all 
festivals, and the discontinuance of Church ceremonies. 
At. a. later period the followers of Zuinglius and Calvin 
coalesced. ' 

The political combinations which had thus occurred as' 
Protestan.tism rapidly acquired temporal power . 

. . h h b .. d Its culmina.-gave nse, as mIg t ave een I antlclpate • to tlon Peace 
wars. The peace of Augsburg, 1555, furnished 0I::t.-
the Reformers the substantial advantages they P • 

sought-freedom from Italian ecclesiastical authority, tho 
right of all Germa.ns to judge for themselves in matters 
of religion, equality in civil privileges for them and the 
Catholics. A second time, sixty-four years subsequently, 

. p2 
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war broke out-the Thirty Years' War-and finally thO' 
dispute was composed by the treaty of Westphalia. This 
may be regarded as the culmination of the Reformation. 
Peace was made in spite of all the intrigues and opposition 
of Rome. 

The doctrines of the Reformation were adopted with sin
Extentofthe guIa.r avidity throughout the north of Europe, 
JIlovement. and established themselves for a time in France
and in Italy; Even as early as 1558 a. report of the
Venetian ambassador estimates the Catholics of the 
German empire at only one-tenth of the population. For 
twenty years not a. student of the University of Viennlt 
had become a priest. 

Such was the Reformation among the German nations. 
It is not possible, however, to comprehend correctly that 
The revolt in great movement without uuderstanding the
Italy., course of events in Italy, for that peninsula. 
waS involved, though in a very different way. In its 
intellectual condition it was far in advance of the rest of 
:Europe, as is proved by such facts as those to which we 
have alluded respecting the printing of books. Between 
it and the nations of which we have been speaking theta 
was also a wide difference in material interests. What 
was extorted from them was enjoyed by it. The mental 
,and material condition of Italy soon Bet a limit to the 
progress of the Reformation. 

The Italians had long looked upon the transalpine
POII!tlon of nations with contempt. On the principle that 
the ltahans. the intellectually strong may lawfully prey on 
the intellectually weak, they had systematically drained 
them of their wealth. As we exchange with savages 
beads, and looking-glasses, and nails, fot' gold, they had 
'driven a profitable barter with the valiant but illiterate 
barbarians, exchanging possessions in heaven for the
wealth of the earth., and selling for money immunities or 
indulgences for sin. But in another respect they had 
looked upon them with dread-they had felt the edge of 
the French and German sword. The educated classes, 
though seeking the widest liberty of thought for them
lelves, 'were not disposed to more than a very select 
pI:opagandism of opinions, which plainly could only be 
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detrimental to the peouniary interests of their. 6ountry. 
Their faith had long ago ceased to be that of conviction; 
it had beoome a. mere outward patriotio acquiescence. 
Even those who were willing enough to ~dulge them
.selves in the utmost latitude of personal free-thinking 
never made an objection when some indiscreet 2ealot of 
their own kind was compelled by ecclesiastical pressure to 
flee berond the Alps. No part of Europe was so full of 
irreliglon as Italy. It amounted to a. philosophical infi
delity among the higher classes; to Arianism amOllg the 
middle and less instructed; to a.n utter carelessness, not 
even giving itself the trouble of disbelief, among State of their 
the low. '1'he universities and learned aoademies universities. 

were hotbeds of heresy; thus the University of Padua. 
was aooused of having been for long a. focus of atheism, 
.and again and again learned academies, as those of Modena 
and Venioe, had been suppressed for heresy. Sl&teofthe 
The device of the Academy of the Lyncei le&l'lled all&

indicated only too plainly the spirit of these demiea. 

institutions; it was a lynx, with its eyes turned upward 
to heaven, tearing the triple-headed Cerberus with its 
daws. Nor was this alarming condition restricted to 
Italy; France had long participated in it. From the 
Unlversity of Paris, that watch-tower of the Church, the 
.alarm haa. often been sounded; now it was against men, 
now against books. Once, under its suggestions, the read
ing of the physics and metaphysics of Aristotle had been 
prohibited, and works of philosophy interdioted until they 
should have been oorrected by the theologians of the 
Church. The physical heresies of Galileo, the pantheism 
()f Cl:esalpinus had friendly counterparts in France. Even 
the head of the Church, Leo X., at the beginning of the 
Reformation" could not escape obloquy, and stories were 
.circulated touching his elevation to the pontificate a.t once 
prejudicial to his morals and to his belief. 

In such an ominous oondition, the neoessity of carrying 
.out the policy to which Italy had so long been False position 
committed perpetually forced the papal Govern- of the papacy • 

.ment to aots against whioh the instruoted judgment 

.of it own offioials revolted. It was" continual struggle 
between their duty and their disposition. Why should 
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they have thought it exp.edient to suppres's the Koran 
when it was printed in Venice, 1530? why, when Paul IV., 
1559, promulgated the Index Expurgatorius of pro
)llbited books, was it found necessary that not less than 
forty-eight editions of the Bible should be included in it, 

.sixty-one printers put under the ban, and aU their publica.-
tions forbidden, at first the interdict being against all 
prohibited books, and, on this being found insufficient, even 
those that had not been permitted being prohibited? Why 
was it that Galileo was dealt with so considerately and 
yet so malignantly? It was plain that toleration, either 
of . men or books, was altogether irreconcilable with the 
principles of the Holy See, and that under its stern 
exigencies the former mll'St be disposed of, and the latter 
suppressed or burnt, no matter what personal inclinations 
or favouring sentiments might be in the way. If any 
faltering took place in the carrying out of this determina.
tion, the control of Rome over the human mind would be 
put into the most imminent jeopardy. 

So stood affairs in "Italy at the beginning and dunng 
the active period of the Reformation, the ancient system 
Cbeckofthe inexorably pressing upon the leading men, and 
Reformation impelling them to acts against which their 
In Italy. better judgment revolted. They were bound 
down to the interests of their country, those interests being 
interwoven with conditions which they could no longer 
intellectually accept. For men of this class the German 
and Swiss reformations did not go far enough. They 
aflh'med that thinga were left just as inconsistent, with 
reason, just as indefensible as before. Doubtless they con
sidered that the paring away of the worship of saints, 
of absolution for money, penances, indulgences, freedom 
from papal taxation, the repUdiation of intrusive foreign 
ecclesiastics, was all to the detriment of the pecuniary 
interests of Italy. They affirmed that the doctrines put 
forth by the Reformers made good their groruid, not 
through the force of reason, but through appeals to the 
ignorant, and even to women; not through an improved 
and sounder criticism, but, as it was declared, through the 
inward light of the Spirit; that nothing had been done to. 
alleviate the ancient intolerant dogmatism, the forcibl& 
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suppression of freedom of thought. Leo X., it is well 
known, at first altogether mistook the nature of Leo x.; hls 
the Reformation. He was a man of refined character. 

tastes and pleasure, delighting in sumptuous feasts, and 
too often scandalizing the devout by his indecent con
versation and licentious conduct. He gloried in being the 
patron of the learned, devoting all his attention to the 
progress of literature and the fine arts, 80 ,connoisseur in 
antiques. The amenities of the life of an accomplished 
gentleman were not to be disturbed. He little dreamt that 
in the coarse German monk there was an antagonist worthy 
of the papacy. The gay Italians looked upon Luther 
with ineffable contempt, as introducing ideas even more 
absurd th~ those he was trying to displace, and, what 
was perhaps a still greater offence, upholding his bad 
doctrines in worse Latin. They affected to believe that 
they discerned a taint of insanity in the Reformer's 
account of his conflicts with the Devil, yet were willing 
to concede that there was a method in his madness, since 
hi was bent on having a wife. In their opinion, the result 
o the German movement must be exceedingly detrimental 
to learning, and necessarily lead to the production of very 
vulgar results, exciting among the common people a revo
lutionary and destructive spirit. Nor was this personal 
distaste for Luther altogether undeserved. The caricatures 
which that great man permitted himself to put forth are 
too indelicate to be described to a modern reader. They 
would be worthy of our disgust and indignation did we 
not find some palliation in the coarseness of the com
munities and times in which he lived. Leo awoke to his 
blunder when it was too late, and found that he had been 
superciliously sneering at what he should have combated 
with all his might. 

It is now more than three penturies since the Reforma
tion commenced, and we are able, with some Check of the 
degree of accuracy, to ascertain its in:fluence. Ref?rmation 
Founded as it was on the right of private In KU'rope. 

interpretation of the Scriptures, it introduced a better 
rule of life, and made a great advance towards intellectual: 
·lil:.orty. It compelled men to be more moral, and per
mitted them to be more learned. For the traditions of 
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superstition it substituted the dictates of common seuse; 
it put an end to the disgraceful miracles that for so many 
ages had been the scandal of Europe. The assertion of 
the Italians that it was a great injury to letters is untrue. 
Though not to be regarded in any respect as a. learned 
man, Luther approved of the study of Greek and Hebrew, 
recognized by all parties to be dangerous to the Latin 
system. And even if the accusation be admitted that he 
approved of their cultivation, not from any love of them, 
but from hatred to it, the world was equally a gainer. 
Toward the close of his life it seemed as if there was no 
other prospect for papal power than total ruin: yet at this 
day, out of three hundred millions of Ohristians, more 
than half owe allegiance to Rome. Almost as if by en
chantment the Reformation suddenly ceased to advance. 
Rome :was not only able to check its spread, but even to 
Itseauses gain back a portion of what she had lost. The 
were not cause of this, which may seem at first an extra-
IIupernaturaI. ordinary result, is not to be attributed to any 
.supernatural influence, as some have supposed. When 
natural causes suffice. it is needless to look for super
natural. 

Though there might be sovereigns who, like Henry 
VIII., had personal reasons for discontent with the Italian 
court; though there were some who sought to usurp the, 
power and prerogatives of th popes; though there might 
be nobles who, as the Prinee of Wales's tutor Wl'ote to Sir 
W. Paget, were "importunate wolves, as are able to de
vour chantries, cathedral churches, universities, and a thou
sand times as much;" some who desired the plunder of 
establishments endowed by the piety of ages, and who 
therefore lent all their influence in behalf of this great 
revolution; there was among such and above such that 

f small but all-important body of men who 800 
!~~:,~~o human affairs from the most general point ot 
and!hllo, view. To these, whatever might be the natioJ: 
1!Op erll. to which they happened to belong, it Watl 

perfectly evident that the decomposition of faith which 
had set in, if permitted to go on unchecked, could not 
possibly end in any other way than in producing an anarchy 
of sects, In their opinion, the German Reformation did 
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not go far enough. 1_ still practically left untouched the 
dependency of the Church upon the State. In the southern 
nations of the Continent it had merely irritated the great 
European ulcer, whereas what was required was the com
plete amputation of the rotten mass. In their judgment 
it was better to leave things as they were until a thorough 
eradication could be accomplished, and this, at the time, 
was obviously impossible. Not understanding, perhaps, 
hnw much human affairs are developed according to law, 
and how little by the volition of individuals, they libe:raJ.ly 
conceded that Catholicism had been the civilizing agency 
of Europe, and had become inwoven with the social fabrio 
for good or for evil. It could not now be withdrawn 
without pulling the whole texture to pieces. Moreover, 
the curtain of papal authority, which at one time enveloped 
all Europe in its ample folds, had, in the course of these 
late events, been contracted and stretched across the 
Continent, dividing the northern and southern nations 
from each other. The people of the south saw on its em
broidered surface nothing but forms of usefulness and 
beauty. they on the north a . confusion of meaningless 
threads. :But the few who considered it as a whole, and 
understood the relations of both sides, knew well enough 
that the one is the necessary incident of the other, and that 
it is quite as useless to seek for explanations as to justify 
appearances. To them it was perfectly clear that the 
tranquillity and happiness of Christendom were best sub
served by giving no encouragement to opinions which had. 
already occasioned so much trouble, and which seemed to 
contain in their very constitution principles of social 
disorganization. 

A reason for the sudden loss of expansive force in the 
Reformation is found in its own intrinsic nature. 
Th .. 1 f d 'ti hich 't In1Iuence of e pnnclp e 0 ecompo&l on w 1 repre- the nature of 
Bented, and with which it was inextricably theRefonna
entangled, necessarily implied oppugnancy. For uon. 
a short season the a.ttention of Protestantism was a.ltogether 
directed to the papal a.uthority from which it had so 
recently separated itself; but, with its growing strength 
and ascertained independence, that object ceased to occupy 
it, becoming, as it were, more distant and more obscure. 
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Upon the subordinate divisions which were springing 
from it, or which were of collateral descent from the 
original Oatholic stock, the whole view of each denomi
nation was concentrated. The bitterness once directed 
against the papacy lost none of its intensity when pointed 
at rivals or enemies nearer home. Nor was it alone 
dissensions among the greater sects, oppositions such as 
those between the Church of England and the Ohurch of 
Scotland, whose discords were founded on points admitted 
by all to be 'great and essential; the saDl6 principle ran 
down through all the modes of sectarian combination as 
they emerged into life, producing among those of equal 
Eft'eet of power struggles, and in the strong toward the 
sectarian dJs.. weak persecution. Very soon the process of de
putes. composition had advanced to such an extent that 
minor sects came into existence on very unessential points. 
Yet even among these little bodies there was just as much 
acrimony, just as much hatred as among the great. These 
differences were carried into the affairs of civil life, each 
sect forming a society within itself, and' abstaining, as 
far as might be, from associations with its rivals. Of such 
a state of things the necessary result was weakness, and, 
had ~ere been no other reason, this in itself would have 
been quite sufficient in the end to depri ve Protestantism 
of its aggressive power. An army divided against itself 
is in no condition to make warfare against a watchful and 
vigorous enemy. 

But this was not all. It was in the nature of Pro· 
Wantorcon- testantism from its outset that it was not con-
centrated &tructive. Unlike its great antagonist, it 
power. contained no fundamental principle that could 
combine distant communities and foreign countries 
together. It originated in dissent, and was embodied by 
separation. It could not possess a. concentrated power, 
nor recognize one apostolic man who might compress its 
disputes, harmonize its powers, wield it as a mass. For 
the attainment of his aims the Protestant had only wishes, 
the Oatholic had a will. The Church of England, of 
Scotland, or of any other Protestant nation, undoubtedly 
did discharge its duty excellently well for the community 
in which it was placed, but, at the. most, it was only a 
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purely local institution, altogether insignificant in com
parison with that great old Church. hoary and venerable 
with age. which had seen every government and every 
institution in Europe come into existence, many of them 
at its bidding, which had extirpated paganism from the 
Roman empire. compelled the CIeS&rS to obey its mandates, 
precipitated the whole white race UpOD the Holy Land
that great old Church. once the more than imperial 
sovereign of Christendom, and of which the most respect
able national Church was only a fragment of a fragment. 

Very different was it with Catholicism. It possessed 
an organi.za.tion which concentrated in the hand CondItion of 

of one man irresistible power. and included all Cat.hohclsm. 

the southern countries of Europe not Mohammedan. It 
could enforce its policy by the armies and :fleets of obedient 
kings. It is not surprising, when this state of things is 
considered, that the spread of the Reformation was limited 
to its first fervour-tha.t the men who saw its origin saw 
also its culmination. It is not to be wondered at that, 
with the political weakening arising from a tendency to 
bubdivision and disintegration on one side, and the pre
paring of a complete a.nd effective organization against 
the danger that was threatening on the other, the issue 
should have turned out as it did. 

Rome, awaking at last to her danger, met the Reforma
tion with four weapons-a counter-reformation, The 

. ed' • th In ··ti th means of an mcreas VlgOur m e qUlSl on, e mnstanre 

institution of the Jesuits, and a greater em- ~toby 
bellishment of worship. The disposition of the e, 

northern nations was to a simplification of worship, that 
of the south to adorn it with whatever could captivate 
the senses. Ranke asserts that the composition of the 
mass of Marcellus by Palestrina, 1560, had a wonderful 
effect in the revival of religion; there can be no doubt that 
it constituted an epoch in devotion. But of all A eonnter
these, the first and best was' a moral change refonnatlon. 

which she instantly imposed upon herself. Henceforth it 
was her intention that in the chair of St. Peter should 
neT'er again be seen atheists, poisoners. thieves, murderers, 
blasphemers, adulterers, but men. who, if they were some
times found. as must be tho case, considering the infumities 
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of humanity, incompetent to deal with the great trials 
which often befell them, were yet of such personal purity, 
"holiness of life, and uprightness of intention as to command 
profound respect. Those scandals that hitherto had every
where disgraced her began to disappear, a true reforma
tion, but not a schism, occurring through all ecclesiastical 
grades. Had Protestantism produced no othel': result than 
this, it would have been an unspeakable blessing to the 
world. 

By another very different means the Italian power 
The Inqnisi- sought to insure its domination-by an increased 
tIOn brought activity of the Inquisition. It ls_ difficult to 
Into activity. understand how men of capacity could have 
justified this iniquitous institution. Certainly it could 
not have been upon any principles of Christian morality, 
nor even upon those of high statesmanship. For the 
Inquisition to accomplish its purpose, it must needs be 8S 

all-seeing as Providence, as inexorable as the grave; not 
inflicting punishments which ;the sufferer could remember, 
'but remorselessly killing outright; not troubling itself to 
ascertain the merits of a case and giving the accused the 
benefit of a doubt, but regarding suspicion and certainty 

.as the same thing. If worked with the unscrupulous, 
impassive resolution of Machiavellianism, this great en-
.,gine for the coercion of the human mind could be made 
to accomplish its purpose. It thoroughly extinguished 
Protestantism in Spain and Italy, and in those countries 
maintained a barrier aga.inst the progressive reason of 
man. 

But the most effective weapon to which, the papacy 
The Jesuits resorted was the institution of the order of the 
are esta- Jesuits. This was established by a. bull of Paul 
bllshed. III., 1540, the rules being 'that the general, 

.<:hosen for life, should be obeyed as God.; that they should 
vow poverty, chastity, obedience, and go wherever they 
were commanded; their obedience was to the pope, not to 
the Church-a. most politic distinction, for thereby all 
unmistakable responsibility was secured. They had no 
regular hours of prayer; their duties were preaching, the 

-direction of consciences, education. By the Jesuits Rome 
]lenetrated into the remotest corners of the earth, est&-
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blished links of communication with her children who. 
remained true to her in the heart of Protestant countries, 
and, with a far-seeing policy for the future, silently en
grossed the education of the young. At the confessional 
she extorted from women the hidden secrets of their lives 
and those of their families, took the lead in devotion 
wherever there were pious men, and was equally Their 1nfIu

foremost in the world of fashion and dissipation. ence all over 
There was no guise under which the Jesuit \he world. 

might not be found-a barefoot beggar, clothed in rags; 
a learned professor, lecturing gratuitously to scientific
audiences; a man of the world, living in profusion and 
princely extravagance; there have been Jesuits the 
wearers of crowns. There were no places into which they 
did. not :find their way: a visitor to one of the loyal old 
families of England could never be sure but that there 
was a Jesuit hidden in the garret or secreted behind the 
wainscot of the bedroom. 'They were the advisers of the 
leading men of the age, sat in the cabinets of kings, and 
were their oonfessors. They boasted that they were the 
link between religious opinion and literature. With im
plioit and unquestioning obedience to his superior, like
a good soldier, it was the paramount duty of the Jesuit to 
obey his orders, whatever those orders might be. It was 
for him to go, at the summons of a moment, with his life 
in his hand, to the very centre of pagom or of reformed and 
revolted countries, where his presence was death by law. 
and execute the mission intrusted to him. If he succeeded, 
it was well; if he should fall, it was also well. To him 
all things were proper for the sake of the Church. It was 
his business to consider how the affair he had in hand waS' 
to be most surely accomplished-to resort to justifiable 
means if they should appear suffioient, if not, to unjustifi
able; to the spiritual weapon, but also to be preparea with 
the carnal; to saorifice oandour if the occa~on should 
require, if necessary even truth, remembering that tho 
end justifies the means. if that end is the good of the 
Church. 

'Vhile some religious orders were founded on retirement, 
and aimed at personal improvement by solitude. the 
Jesuits were instructed to mix in the affairs of men, and 
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gather experience in the ways of worldly wisdom. And 
since it is the infirmity of humanity, whatever may be tho 
vigour of its first intentions, too often to weary in well
doing, provision was made tOlre-enforce the zeal of those 
becoming lukewarm. to a~onish the delinquent, by 
making each a spy on all the others, under oath to reveal 
everything to his superior. In that manner a control was 
exercised over the brotherhood in all parts of the world. 
In Europe they had, in a very short time, stealthily but 
largely engrossed publio education; had mixed themselves 
up with every public affair ;' were at the bottom of every 
intrigue, making their power felt through the control they 
exerted over sovereigns, ministers of state, and great court 
ladies, influencing the last through the spiritual means 
of the confessional, or by the more natural but equally 
effectual entanglements of requited love. Already they 
had recognized the agency of commerce in promoting and 
diffusing religious belief, and hence simultaneously became 
great missionaries and great merchants. With the Indies, 
East and West, they carried forward extensive commercial 
undertakinga, and had depots in various parts of Europe. 
In these operations they were necessarily absolved from 
their vows of poverty, and became immensely rich. In 
South America they obtained a footing in Paraguay, and 
commenced their noble attempt at the civilization of the 
Indians, bringing them into communities, teaching them, 
social usages, agricultural arts, and the benefits arising to 
themselves and the community from labour. 'l'hey gave 
them a military organization, subdivided according to the 
European system, into the customary arms-infantry, 
cavalry, artillery; they supplied them with munitions of 
war. It waa their hope that from this basis they should 
be able to spread the rule of the Church over America, as 
had been done in preceding ages over Europe. 

An intolerable apprehension of their invisible preRellce 
Ca r _ and unsC(l'Upulous agency made all Europe put 
th:e~;pre&- them down at last. The amenities of exquisite 
slou. courteousness, the artifices of infinite dissimula
tion, cannot for ever deceive. Men found, by bitter ex
perience, that within the silken glove there was an iron 
hand. From their general in Rome, who was absoluto 
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commander of their persons and unchallengeable adntinis
trator of their prodigious wealth, down to the humblest 
missionary who was wearing away his life among the 
Andes, or on the banks of the Hoang-ho, or in the solitary 
prairies of Missouri, or unde.r the blazing sun of Abyssinia 
-whether he was confessing the butterfly ladies of Paris, 
whispering devilish suggestions into the ear of the King 
of Spain, consoling the dying peasant in an Irish cabin,' 
arguing with mandarins in the palace of the Emperor of 
China, stealing away the hearts of the rising generation 
in the lower schools and academies, extorting the admira
tion of learned societies by the profundity of his philosophy 
and the brilliancy of his scientifio discoveries-whether 
he was to be seen in the exchanges and marts of the great 
capitals. supervising cOIJlmercial operations on a scale 
which up to that time had been attempted by none but 
the Jews-whether he was held in an English jail as a. 
suspected vagabond, or sitting on the throne of France
whether he appeared as a great landed proprietor, the owner 
of countless leagues in the remote parts of India or South 
America, or whether he was mixing with crowds in the 
streets of London, and insinua.ting in Protestant ears the 
rights of subjects to op~ose and even depose their monarchs, 
or in the villages of Castile and Leon, preaching before 
Catholic peasants the paramount duty. of a good Christian 
implicitly to obey the mandates of his king-wherever the 
Jesuit was, or whatever he was doing, men universally fillt 
that the thing he had in hand was only auxiliary to some 
higher, some hidden design. This stealth, and silence, and 
power became at last so intolerable that the Jesuits were 
ba.nished from France, Spain, Portugal, and other Catholic 
countries. But such was their vitality tha~ though the 
order was a.bolished by a papal bull in 1773, they have 
been again restored. 

Though it is sometimes said that Rome in this manner, 
by her admirable combinations and irresistible Efl"ectsof 

movement, succeeded at last in ,checking the cbange of 

Reformation, a full consideration of the state of =:.~nthe 
affairs would lead us to receive that assertion learned. 

with vety considerable restriction. She came out of the 
conflict much less powerful than she had entered it. If 
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we attribute to her policy all that if cII.n justly claim. Wff 

must also attribute to causes over which she had no kind 
of control their rightful influence. The Reformation had 
been, to no small extent, due to the rise of criticism, which 
still continued its dev~lopment, and was still fruitful of' 
results. Latin had fallen from its high estate; the modem 
'languages were in all directions expanding and improving; 
the printing-press was not only giving Greek learning to 
the world, but countless translations and commentaries. 
The doctrine successfully established by Luther and his 
colleagues-the right of private interpretation and judg
ment-was the practical carrying out of the organic law 
of criticism to the highest affairs with which man can bO' 
concerned-affairs of religion. The Reformation itself. 
philosophically considered, really meant tho casting off 
of authority, the installation of individual inquiry and 
personal opinion. If criticism, thus standing npon the 
basis of the Holy Scriptures, had not hesitated to apply 
itself to an examination ofpnblic faith, and, as the con-

sequence thereof, had laid down new mIes for 
!!;:~fon morality and the guidance of life, it was not to 
."t'liglonand be expected that it would hesitate to deal with 
hterature. • hin h t't uld th 'L.!1_ mmor t gs-t a 1 wo spare e pLUW-
sophy, the policy, the literature of antiquity. And so. 
indeed, it went on, comparing classical authors with 
classical authors, the fathers with the fathers, often thO' 
same writer with himself. Contradictions were pointed 
out, errors exposed, weakness detected, and new views 
offered of almost everything within the range of literature. 

From this burning ordeal one book alone came out un-
scathed. It was the Bible. It spontaneously 

'The Blble. vindicated for itself what WicHf in the formeT 
times, and Luther more lately, had claimed for it. And not 
only did it hold its ground, but it trnly became incalcu
lably more powerful than ever it had been before. The 
press multiplied it in every language without end, until 
there was scarcely a cottage in reformed Europe that did 
not possess a copy. 

But if criticism was thus the stimulating principle that 
had given life to the Reformation, it had no little to, do 
with its pause; and this is the influence over which Rom. 
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had no kind of control, and to which I have made allusion. 
'l'he phases through which the Reformation passed were 
dependent on the coincident advances of learning. First 
it relied on ~e Scriptures, which w~re to the last its surest 
support; then it included the Fathers. But, fr~m a more 
intimate study of tr.a ll1tter, many erudite Pro- De 

.1 II b h b k" h chneofthe testants were graulla y roug t ac t.() t 0 value of 

ancient fold. Among such may be mentioned r~rii!)C 
Erasmus, who by degrees became alienated from earn So 

the Reformers, and subsequently Grotius, the pUblication 
of whose treatise, "De jure belli et pacis," 1625, really 
constituted an epoch in the political system of Europe. 
This great man had gradually become averse to the Refor-. 
mation, believing that, all things considered, it had done 
more harm than good; he had concluded that it was better 
to throw differences into oblivion for the sake of peace. 
and to enforce silence on one's own cpjnions, rather than 
to expect that the Church should be compelled to ac
commodate herself to them. If such men as Erasmus, 
Casaubon, and Grotius had been brought to this dilemma 
by their profound philosophical meditations, their conclu
sion was confirmed among the less reflecting by the 
unhappy intolerance of the Dew as well as the old Church. 
Men asked what was the difference between the M al eft; 14 
vindictiveness with which Rome dealt with Of';:'ersec! 
Antonio de Dominis, at once an ecclesiastic and tlODS. 

a natural philosopher, who, ha"ing gone over to Pro. 
testantism and ~en seceded, imprudently visited Rome, 
was there arrested, and dying, his body was dug up and 
burnt, and the rigour of Calvin, who seized Servetus, the 
author of the " Christianismi Restitutio," and it.. part the. 
discoverer of the circulation oftha blood, when he happened 
to pass through Geneva, and committed him to the flames. 

Criticism had thus, in its earlier stage, produced well
marked results. As it developed it lost none of End orpa. 
its power. It had enthroned. patristic theology; rnstIClSIIl. 

now it wrenched from its hand the sceptre. in the works 
of Daille it showed that the fathers are of no kind of use
they are too contradictory of one another; even Jeremy 
'faylor speaks of their a.uthority and reputation a.s c~n. 
gone for ever. In a few yeara they had Gunk into d~.:....,.. 

VOL. II. -
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tude, a neglect shared by many classical authors, whose 
opinions were now only quoted with a respectful smile. 
The admiration for antiquity was diminishing under the 
~£rect of searching examination. Books were beginning to 
appear, turning the old historians into ridicule for their 
The burning credulity. '1'he death of Servotus was not with· 
ofServetul out advantage to the world. There was not .. 
b1~lvID. pious or thoughtful man in all reformed Europe 
who was not shocked when the circumstances under which 
that unhappy physician hall l'ccn brought to the stake at 
Geneva by John Calvin were made known. For two hours 
he was roasted in the llamcs of a. slow fire, begging for the 
love of God that they wOll111 put on more wood, or do 
something to end his torture. lIen asked, with amaze
ment and indignation, if the atrocities of the Inquisition 
were again to be revived. On all sides they began to 
inquire how far it is lawful to inflict the punishment of 
death for difference of opinion. It opened. their eyes to the 
fact that, after all they had done, the state of civilization 
in which they were living was still characterized by its 
intolerance. In 1546 the Venetian ambassador at the 
(lourt of Charles V. reported to his government that in 
Holland and Friesland more than thirty thousand peI'BOna 
had suffered death at the han.ds of justice for Anabaptist 
errors. From such an unpromising state of things tolera
tion could only emerge with difficulty. It was the offspring, 
not of charity, but of the checked animosities of ever· 
multiplying seets, and the detected impossibility of their 
coercing one another. 

'1'he history of the Reformation does not close, as 
many European authors have imagined, in a 

~~:!:rJna. balanced and final distriLution of the north and 
~ou'~ In south between the Protestant and the Catholic. 

Die ClIo The predestined issue of sectarian differences and 
dissensions is individual liberty of thought. Solong as there 
was one vast, overshadowing, intolerant corporation. evety 
man must bring his understanding to its measure, and 
think only as it instructed him to do. As soon as dissent
ing confessions gathered sufficient military power to main
tain their right of existence-as soon as from them, in turn. 
hlcessant offshoots were put forth, toleration became not 
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<mly possible, but inevitable, and that is perhaps as far 80& 

the movement has at this time advanced in Europe. But 
Macaulay and others who have treated of the Reformation 
have taken too limited a view of it, sUppObing that this 
was its point of arrest. It made another enormous stride 
when, at the American Revolution, the State SeparatIon of 
and the Church were solemnly and openly dis- Chure.baud 

~evered from one another. Now might the vatioi- State. 

nations of the prophets of evil expect to find credit; a great 
people had irrevocably broken off its politics from its 
theology, and it might surely have been expected that the 
unbridled interests, and instincts, and passions of men 
'Would have dragged everthing into the abyss of anarchy. 
Yet what do we, who are living nearly a century after 
that time, find the event to be ? Sectarian decomposition, 
passing forward to its last extreme, is the pr()(..'tlss by 
which individual mental liberty is engendered and main
tained. A grand and imposing religious unity implies 
tyranny to the individual; the increasing emergence of 
.sects gives him increasing latitude of thought-with 
their utmost multiplication he gains his utmost liberty. 
In this respect, unity and liberty are in opposition; as the 
4)ne diminishes, the other increases. The ReformatioD 
broke down unity; it gave liberty to masses Emergt'noe 
.()f men grouped together in sufficient numbers of liberty of 

to insure their position; it is now invisibly, thought.. 

but irresistibly making steps, never to be stayed until 
there is an absolute mental emancipation for man. 

Great revolutions are not often accomplished withou\' 
tDuoh suffering and many crimes. It might have been 
supposed before the event, perhaps it is supposed by many 
who are not privileged to live among the last results, that 
this decomposition of religious faith must be to the detri
ment of personal and practical piety. Yet America, in 
'Which, of all countries, the Reforma.tion at the TbeAmerican 
present moment has farthest advanoed, should clergy • 

.()fi'er to thoughtful men much encouragement. Its cities 
are filled with churches built by voluntary gifts i its clergy 
are voluntalily sustained, and are, in all directions. en
.gaged in enterprises of piety, education, mCl;Cy. What a 
.difference between their private life and tha.t of ecolesiastica 

Q 2 
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before the Reformation I Not, as in the old times, docs 
the layman look upon them as the cormorants and curso 
of society; they are his faithful advisers, his honoured 
friends, under whose suggestion and supervision are in
stituted educational establishments, colleges, hospitals, 
whatever can be of benefit to men in this life, or seoure 
for them happiness in the life to come. 
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CHAPTER Vll. 

DIGRESSION ON THE CONDITION OF ENGLAND AT THE 
END OF THE AGE OF F AlTH. 

RESULTS PRODUCED B1." THE AGE OF FAITH. 

Condition of England at the Suppression of the Monasterie& 
OmdatwR of England at the ClOS8 of the B8'IJe'7lteenth Century.-Locomo

tlon, Literature. Libraries.-&cial and pri'l!Oie Lfe of the Laity and 
Clergy.-BI"UtaUty in the Administratum of Law.-ProjligaCfJ) of 
Literature.-The Theatre, its thre6 PhaBBB.-Mirack, Moral, and 
Real Plays. 

Estimate of the At:lvaMll made in the Age oj Faith.-Comparison witT, 
that already made in the Age oj Beason. 

ARRIVED at the commencement of the Age of Reason, we 
might profitably examine the social condition of those 
countries destined to become conspicuons in the new order 
of things. I have not space to present such an Results of the 
examination as extensively as it deserves, aud Age of l!'''''th. 

must limit my remarks to that nation which, of all others, 
is most interesting to the English or American reader
tliat England which we picture to ourselves as foremost in 
civilization, her universities dating back for many centuries; 
her charters and laws, on which individual, and therefore 
social, liberty rests, spoken of as the ancient privileges of 
the realm; her people a clear·headed race, lovers and stout 
defenders of freedom. During by far the greater part of 
the past period she had been Catholic, but she Th '&1 

had also been Reformed-ever, as she will always con':t:':o'n 
be, religi01's. A correct estimate of her national ~= LIl 

and individual life will point out to us all that 
had been done in the Age of' Faith. From her condition 
we may ~ther what is the prcgress made by man when 
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guided bJ such theological ideas as those which had been 
her rule of life. 

The following paragraphs convey an instructive lesson. 
They dissipate &ome romantic errors; they are a verdict. 
on a political system from its practical results. What a. 
contrast with the prodigious advancement made within 
a few years when the Age of Reason had set in I How 
strikingly are we reminded of the inconsequential, the 
fruitless actions of youth, and the deliberate, the durable 
undertakings of manhood I 

For many of the facts I have now to mention the reader 
will find authorities in the works of Lord Macaulay and 
Mr. Froude on English history. :My own reading in other 
directiuns satisfies me that the picture here offered 
represents the actual condition of things. 

At the time of the suppression of the monasteries in 
. England. the influences which had been in opera,. 

ConditIon at • Ii . had d. 
the suppres- bon or so many centunes come to an en 
810n Of~" Had they endured It thousand years longer they 
monas os. could have accomplished nothing more. The con
dition of human life shows what their uses and what their 
failures had been. There were forests extending over 
great districts i fens forty or fifty miles in length, reeking 
with miasm and fever, though round the walls of the 
abbeys there might be beautiful gardens, green lawns. 
shady walks, and many murmuring streams. In tracklCh 
woods where men should have been, herds of dcer were 
straying; the sandy hills were alive with conics, the downs 
with flocks of bustards. The peasant's cabin was made of 
reeds or sticks plasterctl over with mud. nis fire was 
chimneyless-often it was made of peat. In the objects 
and manner of his existence he was but a step a.bove the 
industrious beaver who was building his dam in the 
adjacent stream. There were highwaymen on the roads. 
pirates on the rivers, vermin in abundance in the clothing 
and beds. The common food walj peas, vetches, fern 
roots, and even the bark of trees. 'There was no commerce 
to put off famine. Man was altogether at the me:rcy of 
the seasons. 'Inc population, sparse as it was, was per
petually thinned by pestilence and want. Nor was the 
state of the townsman better than th:rt of the rustic; his 
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bed was a. bag of stra.w, with a hard round log for his 
pillow. If he was in easy circumstances, his clothing was 
of leather, if poor, a wisp of straw wrapped round his 
limbs kept off the cold. It was a melancholy social condi
tion when nothing intervened between reed cabins in the 
fen, the miserable wigwams of villages. and the conspicuous 
walls of the castle and monastery. Well might they who 
lived in those times bewail the lot of the ague-stricken 
peasant, and point, not without indignation, to the troops 
of pilgrims, mendicants, pardoners, and ecclesiastics of 
every grade who hung round the Church, to the nightly 
wassail and rioting drunkenness in the castle-hall, secure 
in its moats, its battlements, and its warders. The local 
pivots round which society revolved were the red-handed 
baron, familiar with soones of outrage and deeds of blood, 
and the abbot, indulging in the extreme of luxury, magni
ficent in dress, exulting in his ambling palfrey, his hawk, 
his hounds. Rural life had but little improved since the 
time of Coosar; in its physical aspect it was altogether 
neglected. As to the mechanic, how was it possible that 
he could exist where there were no windows made of glass, 
not even of oiled paper, no workshop warmed by a fire. 
For the poor there was no physician, for the dying the 
monk a.nd his crucifix. The aim was to smooth the 
sufferer's passage to the next world, not to save him 
for this. Sanitary provisions there were none except 
the paternoster and the ave. In the cities the pestilence 
walked unstayed, its triumphs numbered by the souuds of 
the death-crier in the streets or the knell for the soul that 
was passing away. 

Our estimate of the infiuenca of the system under which 
men were thus living as a regulator of their passions may 
at this point derive much exactness from incidents such 
as those offered by the history of syphilis and the usages 
of war. For this purpobe we may for a moment glance at 
the Continent. " 

The attention of all Europe was suddenly arrested. by a 
disease whieh broke out soon after the discovery Moral alate 

f.A ° It ed "th to I ° 1 b,d,,::ated by o merl<la. rag WI par leu ar VIO ence the Oprt-aa of 
in the French a.rmy commanded by Charles syphilis, 

Vill. at the siege of Naples, A.D. 1495, and spread almost 
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like an epidemic. It was syphilis. Though there have 
been medical authors who supposed that it was ouly an 
exacerbation of a malady known from antiquity, that 
opinion cannot be maintained after the learned research£'s 
of Astruc. That it was something recognized, at the tim& 
as altogether new seems to be demonstrated by the accusa
tions of different nations against each other of having 
given origin to it. Very soon, however, the truth ap
peared. It had been brought by the sailors of Columbus 
from the West Indies. Its true character, and the 
conditions of its propagation, were fully established by 
Fernel. 

Now, giving full weight to the fact that the virulence 
of a disease may be greatest at its first invasion, hut 
remembering that there is nothing in the history of 
syphilis that would lead us to suppose it ever was, or 
indeed could be infectious, but only contagions, or com
municated by direct contact from person to IJerson; 
remembering also the special circumstances under which 
in this disease, that contagion is imparted, the rapidity of 
its spread all over Europe is a significant illustration of 
the fearful immorality of the times. If contemporary 
authors are to "be trusted, there was not a class, married, 
or unmarrieol. clergy or laity, from the holy father, 
Leo X., to the beggar by the wayside, free from it. It 
swept over Europe, not as Asiatic cholera has done, 
running along the great lines of trade, and leaving exten
sive tracts untouched, settling upon and devastating great 
cities here and there, while others had an immunity. 
The march of syphilis was equable, unbroken, universal, 
making good its ground from its point of I.lIlpcarance in 
the south-west, steadily and swiftly taking l'ossession of 
the entire Continent, and offering 3L. 0pcn ma.nifestation 
and measure of the secret wickedness of society. 

If thus the sins man practises in privacy became 
suddenly and accidentally exposed, that expobure showing 
how weak is the control that any systcm can exercise 
over human passions, we are brought to the same 
and by the melancholy conclusion when we turn to those 
uaagesofwar. crimes that may be perpetrated in the face of 
day. The usages of war in the ciyil contests of the 
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fifteenth century, or in tho religious conflicts of the six
teenth and seventeenth, are perfectly appalling; the 
annals of those evil days are full of wanton and objectless 
barbarities, refusal of quarter, murder in cold blood, 
killing ofpeasams. Invading armies burnt and destroyed 
everything in their way; the taking of plunder and 
ransom of prisoners were recognized sources of wealth. 
Prosperous countries were made "a. sea. of :fire;" the 
horrible auocities of the Spaniards in America. were 
rivalled by those practised in Europe; deliberate directions 
were given to make whole tracts" a desert." Attempts 
had been made to introduce some amelioration into war
fare again and again, either by forbidding hostilities at 
certain times, as was the object of the "truces of God," 
repeatedly enforced by ecclesiastical authority, or by esta
blishing between the combatants themselves courtesies 
which are at once the chief grace and glory of chivalry; 
but, to judge by the result as offered, even so late as the 
eighteenth century, those attempts must be regarded as 
having proved altogether abortive. 

England, at the close of the Age of Faith, had for long 
been a chief pecuniary tributary to Italy, the Backward 
source from which large revenues had been condillon of 

drawn, the fruitful fielJ. in which herds of l!.ogland. 

Italian ecclesiastics had been pastured. A wonderful 
change was impending. At the beginning of the six
teenth century the island was far more backward in
tellectually and politically than is commonly supposed. 
Its population hardly reacheJ. five millions, and was 
stationary at that point, not so much because of the 
effects of civil and foreign WaI" as merely through the 
operatiou of ordinary economical causes. There was no 
reason to call more men into existence. It was regarded 
as good statesmanship ¥> maintain the populatiun at a. 
constant standard. The municipal policy corresponded to 
the national; it was not so much advanced as that con
temporaneously existing in Peru. Swarms of idle eccle
si8.btics had set such a pernicious example App&n'D' 
that the indisposition among common people to decline oCher 

work had become quite a formidable difficulty. prospenty. 

In every 'rilJ.age there were stocks for the punishment of 
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"valiant beggars," as they were termed. By the act of 
1531, vagrants "whole and mighty in body" caught 
begging for the first time might be whipped at the cart
tail; the second time their ears were to he slit; by tho
act of 15:-i6, if caught the third time they were to bo
put to death. In all directions large towns were fallin~ 
into decay, a misfortune popularly attributed to tho 
laziness of the lower orders, but in reality dne to causes 
of a very different kind. Hitherto land had been the 
representative of authority and the soUrce of power. 
Society had been organized upon that imperfect basis; a. 
descending scale of landed proprietors had been established, 
and in that system every man had a. place assigned to him, 
just as in Peru, though less perfectly. It was a. system of 
organized labour, the possession of land being a trust, not 
a property. But now commerce was beginnmg to disturb 
the foundations on which all these arrangements had been. 
sustained, and to compol a new distribution of population; 
trading companies were being established; men were un
settled by the rumours or realities of immense fortunes 
rapidly gained in foreign adventure. Maritime enterprise 
was thus not only dislocating society, but even destroying 
its spirit, SUbstituting self-interest for loyalty. A nation 
so illIterate that many of its peers in Parliament could 
neither read nor write, was hardly able to trace tho 
troubles befalling it to their proper source; with one 
It '8 Imputed voice it imputed them to the bad example and 
to the clergy. shortcomings of the clergy. Long before Henry 
YIII., England was ready for the suppression of the 
monasteries. She regarded them as the very hot-beds or 
her evils. There were incessant complaints against tho 
clergy for their scandalous lusts, for personal impurities 
such as in modern times we do not allude to, for their 
holding livings in plurality, for their extortion of exor· 
Causes of bitant profits, and neglect in the discharge of 
Imtstlon 01 their duty:. In publio opinion, to 80 great an ::,::YthB -extent had'these immoralities gone that it WI\S 
clergy. openly asserted that there were one hundred 
thousand women in England made dissolute by the
olergy. It was well known that brothels were kept in 
London for their use. It was affirmed that the con-
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fessional was shamefully abused, and, through it, advan
tage taken of females; that the vilest crime in an 
ecclesiastio might be commuted for money, six shillings. 
a.nd eightpence being sufficient in the case of mortal sin. 
Besides these general causes of complaint, there were 
some which, though of a minor, were not of a less irrita
ting kind; such for instance, as the mortuary, soul-shot. 
or corpse present, a claim for 'the last dress worn by 
persons brought to a priest for burial, or some exaggerated 
commutation thereof. 

That such was the demoralized condition of the English 
Church, and such its iniquitous rela150ns to the people, we
have the most unimpea.:lhable evidence, under cirGumstances 
of an imposing and solemn character. The Accusation 
House of Commons brought an accusation against lbe . . Wh clergy by tbe agaInst the clergy bofoIe the kmg. en Hou.e of 

Parliament met A.D. 1529, that House, as its Commons. 
very :first act, declared to the sovereign that sedition and. 
heresy were pervading the land, and that it had become
absolutely necessary to apply a corrective. It affirmed 
that the troubles into which the realm had fallen were 
attributable to the clClrgy. that the chief foundation. 
occasion, and cause thereof was the parallel jurisdiction oi 
the Church and State; that the incompatible legislative 
authority of convocation lay at the bottom of the mischief. 
Among other specific points it alleged the following:
That the houses of convocation made laws without the 
royal assent, and without the consent or even the knowledge
of the people; that such laws were never published in the 
English language, and that. nevertheless, men were daily 
punished under them without ever having had an oppor 
tunity to eschew the penalties; that the demoralization 
extended from the Archbishop of Canterbury duwn to the 
lowest priest, that dignitary having tampered with the 
despatch of justice in his Court of Arches; that parsons .. 
vicars, priests. and curates were in the habit of denying 
tho administt"d.tion of tho sacraments save upon the pay
ment of money; that poor men were harrassed without 
any legal cause in the spiritual courts for the mere
purpose of extortion, and exorbitant fees were exacted 
from them; that the probate of wills was denied except 
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on the gratification of the appetite of prelates nnd ordi
naries for money; that the high ecclesiastics extorted 
large sums for the induction of persons into benefices, and 
that they did daily confer benefices on "young folk," thoir 
nephews and relatives, being minors, for the purpObO of 
detaining the fruits and profits in their own bands; that 
the bishops illegally imprisoned, sometimes for a year or 
more, persons in their jails, without informing them of 
the causo of their imprisonment or the name of their 
accuser; that simple, unlearned men, and even "well
witted" ones, were entrapped by subtle questions into 
heresy in the ecclesiastical courts, and puuishment pro
cured against them. 

These are serious charges; they imply that the Church 
had degenerated into a contrivance for tho extortion of 
money. The House of Commons petitioned tho king to 
make such laws as should furnish a. remedy. The king 
submitted the petition to the bishops, and required of them 
an answer. 

In that answer the ecclesiastical manner of thought is 
R 1 f h very striking. The bishops insist that the law& 
b~E~~ t! e of the realm shall give way to the canon law, or, 
a hat ILCCU8a- if incompatible, shall be altered so as to suit it ; 
tion. , they identify attacks on themselves with those 
on the doctrine of the Church, a time-honoured and woll
tried device; they affirm that they have no kind of 
enmity against the laymen,." their ghostly children," but 
only against the pestilent poison of heresy; that their 
authority for making laws is grounded on the. ticriptures, 
to which the laws of the realm ruust be maue to conform; 
that they cannot conscientiously permit the king's consent 
to the laws, since that would be to put him in the stead of 
God, under whose inspiration they are made; that, as to 
troubling poor men, it is the Holy Ghost who inspireth 
them to acts tending to the wealth of his elect folk. that, 
if any ecclesiastic hp.th offended in this respect, though 
"in multis offendimus omnes," as St. Jnmes hath it,let 
him Lear his own fault, and let Dot the whole Church be 
blamed; that the Protestants, their antagunists, are lewd, 
idle fellows, who have embraced the abominable opinions 
;recently spr...!:g up in Germany; that there are many 
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advantages in commuting Church penances and censures 
for money; that tithes are a divine institution, and that 
debts of money owing to. God may be recovered after one 
hundred or seven hundred years of non-payment, since 
God can never lose his rights thereto; that, however, it is 
not well to collect a tithe twice over; that priests may 
la.wfully engage in secular occupations of a certain kind; 
that the punishments inflicted on the laymen have been 
for the health of their souls, and that, generally, the 
saints may claim powers to which common men are not 
entitled. 

A fierce struggle between the Commons and the bishops 
ensued; but the House was firm, and passed 
several bills, and among them the Clergy Dis- ~~~!e 
cipline Act. The effect was to cut down eccle- ~rgyA~ISCI
biastical incomes, probate and legacy duties p e 

were defined, mortuaries were curtailed, extortionate fees 
for burial terminated, clergymen were forbidden to engage 
in farming, tanning, brewing, or to buy merchandise for 
the purpose of selling it again. It was made unlawful 
any longer to hold eight or nine benefices, or to purchase 
dispensations for not doing duty. They were compelled 
to reside in the parishes for the care of which they 'were 
paid, under penalty of £10 a month; and it was made a 
high penal offence to obtain dispensations from any of the 
l)rovisions of this Act from Rome. 

Nothing could be more significant of the position of the 
parties than the high-toned, the conservative moderation 
of these Acj;s. The hishops did not yield, how- The Chu",h 
ever, without a struggle. In all directions from Ie compelled 

the pulpits arose a cry of "atheism," "lack of to6ublDit. 

faith," .. heresy." But the House resolutely stood to its 
ground. Still more, it sent its speaker to the king with a. 
complaint against the Bishop of Rochester, who had dared 
to stigmatize it as "infidel." The bishop was compelled 

11 equivocate and apologize. 
'l'he English nation and their king were thus togeth(lr 

in the suppression of the monasteries; they were The king is 

together in the enforcing of ecclesiastical reforms. ~ustamed by 

It was nothing but this harmony which so luapeople. 

quickly brought the clergy to reason, and induced them, 
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in 1532, to anticipate both Parliament ana the people in 
.actually offering to separate themselves from Rome. In 
the next year the king had destroyed the vast power which 
in so many centuries had gathered round ecclesiastical in
"titutions, and had forced the clergy into a fitting sub
·ordination. Henceforth there was no prospect that they 
would monopolize all the influential and lucrative places 
in the realm; henceforth, year by year, with many 
vicissitudes and changes, their power continued to decline. 
Their special pursuit, theology, was separated more and 
more perfectly from politics. In the House of Lords, of 
which they had once constituted one-half, they became a 
mere shadow. 

Henry VIII. cannot, therefore, be properly considered as 
the author of the downfall of ecclesiasticism in England, 
though he was the instrument by which it was ostensibly 
.accomplished. The derisive insinuation that the Gospel 
light had flashed upon him from Anna. Boleyn'. eyes waR 
far from expressing all the truth. '1'he nullity of papal 
RebglOusfeel- disciplines, excommunications, interdicts, pe
mg of the)la.- nances, proved that the old tone of thought was 
tlon changed. utterly decayed. This oblivion of old emotions, 
this 'Obsoleteness of old things. was by liO means confined 
to England. On the Continent the attacks of Erasmus on 
the monks were everywhere received with applause. In 
1527 one printer issued an edition of 24,000 copies of the 
Colloquies of Erasmus, and actually sold them all. lIe 
understood the signs of the times. 

From this digression on parties and policy in England, 
let us again return to special details, descending for that 
State of Eng- purpose to the close of the seventeenth century. 
land at the For a long time London had Leen the most 
close of the ul 'tal' E t 't dirt seventeenth pOp ous capl In urope; ye 1 was y, 
century. ill built, Without sanitary provisions. The 
.(leaths were one in twenty-three each year; now, in a 
much more crowded population, they are not one in forty. 
Much of the country was still heat.h, swamp, warren. 
Almost within sight of the city Walt I), tract twenty-five 
Wild stute of miles round. nearly in a state of nature; there 
the country. ,were but three houses in it. Wild animals 
roamed. he~e and there. It is incidentally mentioned that 
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Queen Anne, on a journey to Portsmouth, saw a herd. of 
five hundred red deer. With such small animals as the 
marten and badger, found everywhere, there was still seen 
occasionally the wild bull. 

Nothing more strikingly shows the social condition than 
the provisions for locomotion. In the rainy sea- Locomotion' 
aons the roads were all but impassable, justify~ the roads and 
ing the epithet often applied to them of being camagea. 

in a horrible state. Through lIuch gullies, half :filled with 
mud, carriages were dragged, often by oxen, or, when 
horses were used, it was as much a matter of necessity as in 
the city a matter of display to drive half a dozen of them. 
If the country was open the track of the road was easily 
mistaken. It was no uncommon thing for persons to lose 
their way, and have to spend I the night out in the air. 
Between places of considerable imporlantle the roads were 
sometimes very little known, and s,\lch was the difficulty 
for wheeled carriages that a principal mode of transport 
was by pack-horsesl of which passengers took advantage, 
stowing themselves away between the packs. We shall 
probably not dissent from their complaint that this method 
()f travelling was hot in summer and cold in winter. The 
usual charge for freight was fifteen pence per ton per mile. 
Toward the close of the century what were termed" flying 
coaches" were ebtablished; they could move at the rate of 
from thirty to fifty miles in a day. Many persons thought 
the risk so great that it was a. tempting of Providence to 
,go in them. The mail-bag was canied on horse- Themalls

back at about five miles an hour. A penny-post ~nnYr 
had been established in the city, but with much dlsllke 

difficulty, for many long-headed men, who knew very well 
what they were saying, had denounced it as an insidious 
... popish contrivance." 

Only a few years before the period under consideration 
Parliament had resolved that .. all pictures in the royal 
collection which contained representations of Jesus or the 
Virgin Mother should be burntj Greek- statues were de
livered over to Puritan stone-masons to be made Lewlll Mug. 
decent." A little earlier, Lewis Muggleton had gle~n; bIB 

given himself out as the last and greatest of the docU'lnea. 

prophets, havmg power to save or damn whom he pleased. 
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It had been revealed to him that God is only six feet 
high, and the sun only four miles off. The country beyond 
the Trent was still in a state of barbarism, and near the 
sources of the Tyne there were people scarcely less savago 
than American Indians, their" half-naked women chanting 
a wild measure, while the men, with bl'andished dirks, 
danced a war-dance." 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century there wero 
Prmtlng- thirty-four counties without a printer:. Tho 
~~~~~: ~l~d only' press in England north of the Trent was 
branes. at York. As to private libraries, there were 
none deserving the name. 54.An esquire passed for a great 
scholar if' Hudibras,' 'Baker's Chronicle,' • Tarleton's Jest!!: 
and the' Seven ChampionH of Christendom' lay in his hall
window." It might be oxpected that the women were 
ignorant enough when vory few men knew how to write 
correctly or even intelligibly, and it had become unneces
sary for clergymen to read the Scriptures in the original 
tongues. 

Soci8.1 discipline was very far from being cf that kina 
Social d's- which we call mOTal. The master whipped his 
C1phne;\ts apprentice, the pedagogue his scholar, the 
bll1'barlty. husband his wife. Public punishments partook 
of the general brutality. It was a day for the rabble when 
a. culprit was set in the pillory to be pelted with brickbats, 
rotten eggs, and dead cats; when women were fastened by 
the legs in the stocks at the market-place, or a pilferer 
flogged through the town at the cart-tail, a clamour not 
nnfrequently arising unless the lash were la.id on hard 
enough" to make him howl." In punishments of higher 
offenders these whippings were perfectly horrible; thu8 
Titus Oates, after standing twice in tho I,illory, was 
whipped, and, after an interval of two days, whipped 
again. A virtuoso in these matters gives UB the incredible 
information that he counted as many as seventeen hundred 
stripes administered. So far from the community being 
shocked at such an exhibition, theyaPlleared to agree in 
the sentiment that, "since his faoo C<'ulJ not be made to 
blush, it was well enough to try what could be done with 
his back." Such a hardening of heart was in no littl J 

degree promoted by the atrocious punishments of statE) 
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offenders: thus, after t4e decapitation of Montrose a.nd 
Argyle, their heads deconted the top of the Tolbooth; 
and gentlemen, after the rising of Monmouth, were ad
monished to be careful of their ways, by hanging in chains 
to their park gate the corpse of a rebel to rot in the air. 

To & debased publio life private life corresponded. 
T1le houses of the rural population were huts hfo 

covered with straw-thatch; their inmates, if :,rt;,ireren: 
able to procure fresh meat once a week, were ~ of 

consic1ered to be in prosperous circumstances. 80Cl • 

One-half of the families in England could hardly do ilia"J;. 
Children six years old were not unfrequently set to labour. 
'l'he lord of the manor spent his time in rustic pursuits ; 
was not an unwilling associate of pedlars and drovers; 
knew how to ring a pig or shoe a horae; his wife and 
daughters "stitched and flPUD, brewed gooseberry wine, 
cured marigolds, and made the crust for the venison 
Jlasty." Hospitality was displayed in immoderate eating, 
and drinking of beer, the guest-not bning considered as 
having done justice to the ocoa.sion UL less he had gone 
under the table. The dining-room was unoarpeted; but 
then it was tinted with a decoction of "BOOt and small 
beer." The chairs &were rush-bottomed. J n London the 
houses were mostly of wood and plaster, the streets filthy 
beyond expression. After nightfall a. passenger went at 
his peril, for chamber windows were opened and slop-pails 
unceremoniously emptied down. There were no lamps in 
the streets until Master Heming established his public 
lanterns. As a necessary consequence, thel:e were plenty 
of shoplifters, highwaymen, and burglars. 

Aa to the moral condition, it is fearfully expressed in 
the statement tha.t men not unfrequently were willing to 
sacrifice their country for their religion. Hardly General im

an~ personage died who was not popularly morall1ylllll1 

tJUtiptlCted to have been made away with. by brmahq. 
poison, an indication of the morality generally supposed 
to prevail among the higher classes. If such was the 
state of society in its serious aspect, it was no better in its 
lighter. We can scarcely credit the impurity and im
mooesty of the theatrical exhibitions. What is said about 
theD\ would be beyond belief if we did not remember that 

VOL. 11. 
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they were the amusements of a community whos8 ideas of 
female modesty and female sentiment were altogether 
different from ours. Indecent jests were }Jut into the 
mouths of lively actresses, and the danclDg wa. not 
altogether of a kind to meet our approval. The rural 
clergy could do but little to withstand this flood of im
morality. Their social position for the last hundred years 
had been rapidly declining; for, though the Church pos
sessed among her dignitaries great writers and great 
De ad preachers, her lower orders, partly through the 
OOD~tl: or political troubles that had befallen the state, 
~e lower but chiefly in consequence of sectarian bitterness, 

erg. had been reduced to a truly menial condition. 
It was the busiDE'sS of the rich man's chaplain to add 
dignity to the dinner-table by saying graco "in full 
<,anonicals," but he was also intended to be a butt for tho 
mirth of the company. .. The young Levite," such was 
the phrase then in use, " might fill himself with the corned 
beef itnd the carrots, but as soon as the tarts and cheese
cakes made their appearance he quitted his seat, and stood 
.uoof till he was summoned to return thanks for the 
repast," the daintiest part of which he had not tasted. If 
need arose, he could curry a horse, carry a parcel ten 
miles, " or "cast up the farrier's bill." The" wages" of a. 
parish priest were at starvation-point. The social degrada
tion of the ecclesiastio is well illustrated by an order of 
Queen Elizabeth, that no clergyman should presume to 
marry a servant-girl without the consent of her master or 
mistress. 

The clergy, however, had not fallen into this condition 
without in a measure deserving it. Their time had been 
too much occupied in persecuting Puritans and other 
sectaries, with whom they would have gladly dealt in 
the same manner as they had dealt with the Jews, who. 
from the thirteenth century till Cromwell, were altogether 
interdicted from publio worship. 'l'he University of' 

. Oxford had ordered the political works of' 
=~:r Buchanan. :Milton, and Baxter to be publicly 
persecution of burnt in the court of the schools. The immortal 
preachers. vagabond, Bunyan, had been committed to jail 
for preaching the way of salvation to- the common people,. 
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and. had. remained. there twolve years, the stout old man 
refusing to give his promise not to offend in that manner 
again. '1'he great doctrine inculcated from the pulpit was 
submission to temporal power. Men were taught that 
rebellion is a. sin not less deadly than witchcraft. On a. 
community tltirsting after the waters of life were still 
inflicted wearisome sermons respecting "the wearing of 
surplices, position at the Eucharist, or the sign of the cross 
at baptism," things that were a stench in the The Pnntan'8 
nostrils of the lank-haired Puritan, who, with his bat~ of or

hands clas.{lCd on his bosom, his face corrugated thodosy. 

with religIous afotringency, the whites of his eyes turned 
upward to heaven, rocking himself alternately 'on his 
hools and the tips of his toes, delivered, in a. savoury prayer 
uttored through his nose, all such abominations of tho 
Babylonish harlot to the Devil, whose affairs they were. 

In a.dministering the law, whether in relation to 
political or religious offences, there. was an Brutal adIn!
lncredible atrocity. In London, the crazy old n'stratJOn or 
bridge over the Thames was decorated with the Jaw. 

grinning and mouldering heads of criminals, under an idea. 
that theso ghastly spectacles would fortify the common 
people in their resolves to act according to law. The 
toleration of the times may be understood from a law 
enacted by the Scotch Parliament, May 8, 1685, that 
whoever preached or heard in a conventicle should be 
punished with death and. the confiscation of his goods. 
That such an infamous spirit did not content itself with 
mere dead-letter laws there is too much 'Practical evidence 
to permit anyone to doubt. A silly labouring man, who 
bad taken it into his head that be could not conscientiously 
attend'the EJ?iscopal worship, was seized by a troop of 
soldiers ... rapIdly examined, convicted of non-confonnity. 
and sentenced to death in the presence of his wife, who led 
one little child by the hand, and it was easy to see was 
about to give birth to another. He was shot before her 
faoo, the widow crying out in her agony, • Well, sir, well, 
the day of reckoning will come.'» Shrieking Scotch 
Covenanters were submitted to torture' by crushing their 
knees flat in the boot; women were tied to stakes on the 
sea-sands and drowned by the slowly advancing tide 

B. 2 
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because they would. not attend Episcopal worship, or 
branded. on their cheeks and then shipped to America; 
gallant but wounded soldiers were hung in Scotland for 
fear they should die before they could be got to England. 
IIi the troubles connected with Monmouth's rising, in one 
county alone, Somersetshire, two hundred and thirty-three 
pel'SOnS were hanged, drawn and quartered, to say nothing 
of military executions, for the soldiers amused themselves 
by hanging a culprit for each toast they drank, and making 
the Q,rums and fifes play, as they said, to his dancing. It 
is needless to recall such incidents as the ferocity of Kirk's 
lambs, for such was the name popularly gi ven to the soldiers 
of that colonel, in allusion to the Paschal lamb they bore 
on their flag; or the story of Tom Boilman, 80 nicknamed 
from having been compelled by those veterans to seethe the 
remains of his quartered friends in melted pitch. Women, 
for such idle words as women are always using, were 
sentenced to be whipped at the cart's-tail through every 
market town in Dorset; a lad. named Tutching was 
condemned to be flogged once a furtnight for seven years. 
Eight hundred and forty-one human beings judicially 
condemned to transportation ·to the West India islands. 
and suffering all the horrible pains of a slave-ship in tho 
middle passage, "were never suffered to go on deck;" in 
the holds below," all was darkness, stench, lamentation, 
disease, and death." One fifth of them were thrown 
overboard to the sharks before they reached their destina
tion, and the rest obliged to be fattened before they could 
be offered in the market to the Jamaica lllll.nters. The 
court ladles, and even the ,Queen of England herself, were 
so utterly forgetful of womanly mercy and common hu
manity as to join in this infernal traffic. That princess 
requested that a. hundred of the convicts should be given 
to her. " The profit which she cleared on tho cargo, after 
making a large allowance for those who died of hunger and 
fever during the passage, cannot be estimated at less than a 
thousand guineas." 

It remains to add a few words respecting the state of 
Profligate condi- literature. This, at the end of the seven
tlOD of literature. teenth century, had become indescribably 
profligate, and, since the art of reading was by no means 
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generaJ.l.y cultivated, the most ready method of literary 
communication was through theatrical representation. It 
was for that reason that play-writing was the best means 
of literary remuneration, if we except the profit derived 
from the practice which, to some extent, survives, though 
its disgraceful motive has ceased, of dedicating books to 
rieh men for the sake of the fee they would give. It is 
said that books have actually been printed in consideration 
of the profits of the dedication. Especially in the com
position of plays was it judged expedient to minister to 
the depraved public taste by indecent expressions, or 
allusions broad and sly. The playwright was at the 
lOercy of an audience who were critical on that point, and 
iu 0. position, if he should not come up to the required 
standard, to damn him and his work in an instant. From 
these remarks must be excepted. the writings of Milton, 
which are nowhere stained by «uch a. blemish. And yet 
posterity will perhaps with truth assert that Milton· ... Para
., Pal'aaise Lost~' has wrought mor'l intellectual (lise Lost." 

evil than even its base contemporaries, since it has 
familiarized educated minds with images which, though 
in one senRe sublime, in another are most unworthy, and 
has taught the public a dreadful materialization of the 
great and invisible God. A Manichean composition in 
reality, it was mistaken for a Chrifltian poom. 

The progress of English literature not only offers 
striking proofs of the manner in which it was Tbe Engilsb 
affected by theatrical representations, but also theatre, 

furnishes an interesting illustration of that necessary 
course through which intellectual development must pass. 
It is difficult for us, who live in a. reading community, to 
comprehend the influence once exercised by the pulpit and 
the stage in the instruction of 0. non-reading people, 

As la.te as the sixteenth century they were the only 
~eo.ns of mental access to the public, and we should find. 
If wo were to enter on a detailed examination of either one 
or the other, that they furnish a. vivid reflexion of the 
J)opular intellectual condition. Leaving to others such 
llltercsting researches into the comparative anatomy of the 
English pulpit. I may, for a. moment, dir.ect attention to 
thea tl'ical exhibitions. 
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There are three obvious phases through which the 
Its successive drama. has passed, corresponding to as many 
phases. phases in the process of intellectual development. 
These are respectively the miracle play, corresponding to 
the stage of childhood; the moral, corlesponding to that 
of youth; the real, corresponding to that of manhood. In 
them respectively the supernatural, the theological, the 
positive predominates. The first went out of fashion soon 
after the middle of the fifteenth century, the second con
tinued for about one hundred and fifty years, the third 
still remains. By the miracle play is understood a. reo
presentation of Scripture incidents, enacted, however, 
without any regard to the probabilities of time, place, or 
action. such subjects as the Creation, the fall of man, the 
Deluge, being considered as suitable, and in these scenes, 
without any concern for chronology, other personages, as 
the Pope or Mohammed, being introduced, or the Virgin 
Mary wearing a French hood, or Virgil worshipping the 
Saviour. Our forefathers were not at all critical historians; 
they indulged without stint in a highly pleasing credulity. 
They found no difficulty in admitting that Mohammed 
was originally a cardinal, who turned heretic out of spite 
because he was not elected Pope; that, since the tal:ing of 
the true cross by the Turks, all Christian children have 
twenty-two instead of thirty-two teeth, as was the case 
before that event; and that men have one rib less 
than women, answering to that taken from Adam. The 
moral play personifies virtues, vices, passions, goodness, 
courage, honesty, love. The real play introduces human 
actors, with a plot free from the supernatural, and pro
bability is outraged as little' as pos&ible. Its excellence 
consists in the perfect manner in which it delineates 
human character and action. 

The miracle play was originally introduced by the 
.. '\ ' ,. Church, the first dramas of the kind, it is said, 
.w.rac,ep ... ys, h' b _.:1 b G N' 
their cha- avmg een compolruU y regory aZlanzen. 
racter. '1'hey were brought from Constantinople by the 
Crusaders; the Byzantines were always infatuated with 
theatrical shows. The parts of these plays were often 
enacted by ecclesiastics, and not vnfrequently the repre
sentations took· place at the abbey gate. So highly did 
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the Italian authorities prize the influence of these exhibi
tions on the vulgar, that the pope granted a. th9usand 
days of pardon to any person who should submit to the 
pleasant· penance of attending them. All the arguments 
that had been used in behalf of picture-worship were ap
plicable to these plays; even the Passion, Resurrection, 
and Ascension were represented. Over illiterate minds a 
coarse but congenia.l influence was obtained; a recollec
tion. though not an .. understanding of sacred things. In 
the play of .. the Fall of Lucifer," that personage was 
introduced. according to the vulgar acceptation, with 
horns, and tail, and cloven hoof; Ilis beard, however, was 
red, our forefathers having apparently indulg~d in a 
singular antipathy against hair of that colour. There 
still remain accounts of the expenses incurred on some of 
these occasiuns, the coarse quaintness of which is not only 
amusing, but also ,shows the debased ideas of the times. 
For instance, in "l\lysteries," enacted at Coventry, are 
fluch entries as .. paid for a pair of gloves for God;" 
.. paid for gilding God's coat;" "dyvers necessaries fOl 
the trimmynge of the Father of Heaven." In the play of 
the" Shepherds" there is provision for green cheese and 
lIalton ale, a suitable recruitment after their long journey 
to the birthplace of our Saviour. "Pu.yd to the players 
for rehearsal: imprimis, to God, us. viiid.; to Pilate his 
wife, us.; item, for keeping fyer at hell's mouth, iiid." 
A strict attention to chronology is not exacted; Herod 
swears by Mohammed, and promises one of his councillors 
to make him pope. Noah's wife, who, it appears, was a 
termagant, swears by the Virgin Mary that she will not 
go into the ark, 'and, indeed, is only constrained so to do 
1)y a. sound. cudgelling administered by the patriarch, the 
rustio justice of the audience being particularly directed 
to the point that such a flogging should not be given with 
t\ stick thicker than her husband's thumb. The sentiment 
of modesty sooms not to have been very exacting, since in 
the play of .. the Fall of Man" Adam and Dve a}'pear 
entirely naked; one of the chief incidents is the adjust
]Dellt of the fig-leaves. Many such circumstances might 
be related, impressing us perhaps with an idea of the 
~bscenity and profanity of the times. But this would. 
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scarcely be a. just conclusion. As the social state improved. 
we begin to find objections raised by the more thoughtful 
ecclesiastics, who refused to lend the holy vestments for 
such purposes, a.nd at last succeeded in excluding thoso 
exhibitions from consecrated places. After dwindling 
down by degrees, these plays lingered in the booths at 
fairs or on market-days, the Church having resigned them 
to the guilds of different trades, and these, in the end. 
giving them up to the mountebank. ~ And so they diode 
Their history is the outward and visible sign of a. popular 
intellectual condition in process of passing away. 

The mystery and miracle plays were succeeded by tho 
Moralplays moral play. It has been thought by some, who> 
their chG- • have studied the history of the English thcatro~ 
rooter. that these plays were the result of tho Reforma
tion. with the activity of which movement their popularity 
was coincident. But perhaps the reader who is impressed 
with the principle of that definite order of social advance· 
ment so frequently referred to in this book, will agree 
with me that this relation of causo and effect can hardly 
be sustained, and that devotional exerciscs and popular 
recreations are in common affected by antecedent condi· 
tions. . Of the moral play. a. very characteristic example 
still remains under the title of "Everyman." It often 
delineates personification and allegory with very consider
able power. This short phase of our theatncal career 
deserves a. far closer attention than it has hitherto obtained. 
for it has left an indelible impression on our lit.oraturo. I 
think that it is to t4is, in its declining days. that we aro 
indebted for much of the machinery of llunyan'8 .. l'ilgrlm's 
Progress." Whoever will compare that·work with BUch 

plays as "Everyman" and" Lusty JuventllA," cannot fail 
to be struck with their resemblances. Such pcrllonagcs as 
"Good Council," "Abominable Living," 'lIypocrasio," in 
the play, are of the same family as thoso in the Progress. 
The stout Protestantism of both is at onco edifying and 
amusing. An utter contempt for "holy stocks and holy 
stones, holy clouts and holy bones," as the play has it, 
animates them all. And it can hardly be doubted that 
the immortal tinker, in the carnal days when he played at 
tipcat and romped with the girls on the village green at 
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Elstow, indulged himself in the edification of witnessing
these dramatio representations. 

As to the passage from this dramatio phase to the real, 
in. "Whioh the character and actions of man are Real plays. 
porlrayed, to the exelusion or with the subordina- SbAkespeare. 

tion of the supernatural, it is only necessary to allude with 
brevity-indeed, it is only necessary to recall one name, and 
that one name is Shakespeare. He stands, in his relations 
to English literature, in the same position that the great 
Greek sculptors stood with respect to ancient art, embody
ing conceptions of humanity in its various attributes with 
indescribable skill, and with an exquisite agreement t() 
nature. 

Not without significance is it that we find mystery in 
the pulpit and mystery on the stage. Theyap- Tbepulplt 
pertain to social infancy. Such dramas as those and the stage. 

I have alluded to, and many others that, if space had 
permitted, might have been quoted, were in unison with 
the times. The abbeys were boasting of such treasures as. 
the French hood of the Virgin, "her smocke or shifte," 
the manger in which Christ was laid, the spear which 
pierced his side, the crown of thorns. The transition. 
from this to the following I!Itage is not without its political 
attendants, the prohibition of interludes containing any
thing against the Church of Rome, the royal proclamation 
against preaching out of one's own brain, the appearance
of the Puritan upon the national stage, an increasing 
acerbity of habit and sanctimoniousness of demeanour. 

With peculiar facility we may, thtrefore, through an 
examination of the state of the drama, determine national 
mental condition. The same may be done by a. like ex
amination of the state of the pulpit. Whoever will take 
the trouble to compare the results cannot fail to oBserve 
how remarkably they correspond. 

Such was the state of the literature of amusement; as 
to political literaturo, even at the close of the period- we 
are considering, it could not be expected to tlourish after
the judges had declared that no man could pub- Newspapers 
lish political news except he had been duly aud roDee-

th . d b th T bOIJres. au Orlze y e crown. ~ew8papers were, 
however, beginning to be periodically issued, and, if occasion 
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(lalled for it, broadsides, as they were termed., were added. 
In addition, newsletters were Wlitten by enterprising in
dividuals in the metropolis, and sent to rich persona who 
.subscribed for them; they then circulated from family to 
family, and doubtless enjoyed a privilege whieh has not 
descended to their printed contemporary, the newspaper, 
-of never becoming stale. Their authors compiled them 
from materials picked up in the gossip of the coffee-houses. 
The coffee-houses, in a non-reading community, were quite 
an important political as well as social institution. 'l'hey 
were of every kind, prelatical, popish, Puritan, scientifio, 
literary, Whig, Tory. Whatever a man's notions might 
be, he could find in London, in a double sense, a cofiee
house to his taste. In towns of considerable importance 
the literary demand was insignificant: thus it is said that 
the father of Dr. Johnson, the lexicographer, peddled 
books from town to town, and was accustomed to 
open a stall in Birmingham on market-days, and it is 
:added that this supply of literature was equal to the 
demand. 

The liberty of the press has been of slow growth. 
Llbertyofthe Scarcely had printing been invented when it 
pres. slowly was found necessary everywhere to place it 
"ecured. under some restraint, as was, for instance, done 
by Rome in her" Index Expurgatorills" of prohibited books, 
.and the putting of printers who had offended uncler the 
ban; the action of the University of Paris, alluJed to 
in this volume, p: 198, was essential1;r of the sarno kind. 
In England, at first, the press was subJected to the common 
law; the crown judges themselves determined the offence, 
and could punish the offender with fine, imprilJonment, or 
even death. Within the last century this power of dctermi. 
nation has been taken from them, and a Jury must decide, 
not only on the fact, but also on the character of the pub
ltB pTesen~ lication, whether libellous, seditious, or otherwise 
coud.t.on. offensive. The press thus came to be a reBector 
of public opinion, casting light back upon the public; yet 
.as with other reflectors, a. portion of the illuminating power 
is lost. The restraints under which it is laid are due, not 
:80 much to the fear that liberty will degenerate into 
license, for public opinion would soon con"ect that; they 
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are rather connected with the necessities of the social 
state. 

Whoever will examine the condition of England at suc
>()essive periods during her passage through the Contrast 

Age of Faith will see how slow was her pro- between pro-

d · ha b . ed find t gregS 10 the gress, an will, per ps,. e surpns to a ages of FaIth 
its close how small was her advance. The ideas and Reason. 

that had served her for so many centuries as ~ guide had 
rather obstructed than facilitated her way. But whoever 
will consider what she has done since she fairly entered 
on her Age of Reason will remark a wonderful contrast. 
There has not been a progress in physical conditions only 
-a securing of better food, better clothing, better shelter, 
swifter locomotion, the procurement of individual happi
ncss, an extension of the term of life. 'There has been a. 
l-,'Teat moral advancement. Such atrocities as those men
tioned in the foregoing paragraphs are now impossible, 
and so unlike our own manners that doubtless we read of 
them at :In-st with incredulity, and with difficulty are 
brought to believe that these are the things our ancestors 
-did. What a. difference betwcon the dilatoriness of the 
past, its objectless exertiolls, its unsatisfactory end, and 
the energy, and well-directeu intentions of the present 
age, which have already yielded l'Osults like the prodigies 
.of romance. 
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CIIAPTER VIII. 

THE EUROPEAN AGE OF REASON. 

BEJECTIO!l' 011' AUTHORITY AND TRADITION, AND "DOI'TION OJ' 8ClEln'IFIO 
TBtTTH.-DISOOVEBY OF THE TRUE pOSITION or Tl.llI EABTll IX TIlE 

uNtvEBSE. 

Ecclesiastical .Attlmipt to enforee the G EOCIfflTRIO Doc1'aINB that llul 
Earth is UI8 Centre of the Universe, and the mod important Body 
in it. 

The lIELIOCE!\'"'I'RIC DOCTRINE that the Sun is the Omlr, oj t111 llolar 
SYBtlmi. ana the Earth a Bmall Planet, come8 gradually into 
Prominence. 

Struggle between fJUJ Ecclesiastical and .A.tronomical Partiea.-Actimt, 
of the Inquisitiot£ -Burning of BRmio.-Imprisonment oj GALILEO. 

INVENTION OF THE TELESCOPE.-Complete Overthrow of the 1?ccleBiastical 
Zdea.-Rise of Physical Astronomy.-NEWToN.-Rapid and re8iBtles. 
De-velopment oj all Branches oj Nat'lM"al Philowphg. 

Final Establiskment of the Doctrine that the Universe is "nde1- the Do
,nznioo of tnathlmiatical, and, therefore, necessary Lall'., 

ProgTes. of Man from the Anthropocentrio Ideas to the DiBooveTy oj hill 
true POBition and Imignificance in the Univer,e. 

THE Age of Reason in Europe was ushcrou in by an astro
nomical controversy. 

Is the earth the greatest and moat noLle body in the 
An astronom- universe, around which, as an immovaLle centre. 
ica.l problem the sun, and the various I,lanets, and stars re
volve, ministering by their light and other qualities to the 
wants and pleasures of ma.n, or is it an insignificant orb
a mere point-submissively revolving, among a crowd oC 
compeers and superiors, around a central sun? The 
former of these views was authorita.tively asserted by the 
Church; the latter, timidly suggested by a few thoughtful 
and religious men at first, in the end gathered strength 
and carried the day. 
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Behind this physical question-a mere sCIentific problem 
-lay something of the utmost importance-the Its Important 
position of man in the universe. The conflict consequence ... 
broke out upon an ostensible illsue, but every one saw 
what was the real point in the dispute. 

In the history of the Age of Reason in ElL.-ope, which is 
to fill the remaining pages of this book, I am Treatment 
<constrained to commence with this astronomical of the Age 

controversy, and have therefore been led by of Reason. 

that ciroumstance to complete the survey of the entire 
period from the same, that is, the scientific point of view. 
l\lany different modes of treating it spontaneously present 
themselves; but so vast are the subjects to be brought 
under consideration, so numerous their connexions, and 
1i0 limited the space at my disposal, that I must give the 
llreference to one which, with sufficient copiousness, offers 
also precision. Whoever will exa.mine the progress of 
European intellectual advancement thus far manifested 
will find that it has concerned itself with three great 
questions: 1. The ascertainment of the position of the 
earth in the universe; 2. The history of the earth iL 
time; 3. The position of man among Ii ring beings. Under 
this last is ranged all that he has done in sciemtific discovery, 
.and all those inventions which are the characteristics of 
the present industrial age. 

What am. I? Where am I? we may imagine to have 
'been the first exclamations of the :first man awakening to 
conscious existence. Here, in onr ~ge of Reason, we have 
been dealing with the same thoughts. They are the 
Ilame which, as we have seen, occupied Greek intellectual 
life. 

When Railey's comet appeared in 1456, it was described 
-by those who saw it as an object of "unheard- Roman ""tro
of magnitude; " its tail, which shook doWn nonucal Idea&

"diseases, pestilence, and war" upon earth, reached over 
& third part of the heavens. It was considered as con
nected with the progress of Mohammed II., who had just 
then taken Constantinople. It struck terror into all people. 
From his seat, invisible to it, in Italy, the sovereign 
pontiff, Calixtns m., issued his ecclesiastical fulmina
tions; but the comet in the hea~ns, like the sultan on 
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the earth, pursued its course undeterred. In vain wer& 
all the bells in Europe ordered to be rung to scare it 
away; in vain was it anathematized; in vain were prayers 
put up in all directions to stop it. 'l'rue to its time, it 
punctually returns from the abysses of space, uninfluenced 
by anything save agencies of a material kind. A signal 
lesson for t4e meditations of every religious man. 

Among the clergy there were, however, some who ha(1 
M t more correct cosmic ideas than those of Calixtus. ld:: :nr;,~g A century bofore Coperni.cus, Cardinal de CUBa. 
:;;"oftbe had partially adopted t1e heliocentrio theory, 

. as taught in the old times by Philolaus, Pytha-
goras, and Archimedes. lIe aseribed to the earth a globular 
form, rotation on its aXIs, and a movement in space; he 
believed that it moves round the sun, and both together 
round the pole of the universe. 

By geocentric theory is meant that doctrine whicll 
The geocentric asserts the earth to be the immovable centre of 
'and hehocen- the universe; by heliocentric theory that which 
me theorles. demonstrates the sun to 'be the centre of our 
planetary system, implying, as a necessary influence, that 
the earth is a Tery small and subordinate body revolving 
round the sun. 

I have already, in sufficient detail, described how the 
Roman Church had been constrained by her position to 

uphold the geocentrio doctrine. She had coma 
The geoCl'n- • I h 
me d.>Ctnne to regard it as absolutelyessentia to er system, 
a~oPd~ bfi the intellectual basis of which sho held would 
\ e ore. be sapped if this doctrine should be undermined. 
Hence it was that such an alarm was shown at the asser· 
tion of the globular form of the earth, and hence the Bur
passing importance of the successful voyage of Magellan'& 
shIp. That indisputable demonstration of the globular 
figure was ever a solid support to the 5c:cntifio party in 
the portentous approaching conflict. 

Preparations had been silently makin~ for a scientifio 
p revolution in various directIOns. The five 
fo,;,r:!a~~n:. memoirs of Cardinal Alliacus "On the Con
~triC doc- cordance of Astronomy with Theology," show 
r ne. the turn that thought was taking. Hig" Imago 
Mundi" was published-in 1460, and.is said to have been a 
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favourite work with Columbus. In the very Cathedral 
of Florence, Toscanelli had constructed his celebrated 
gnomon, 146R, a sun-ray, auspicious omen! being admitted 
through a plate of brass in the l~ntern of the cupola_. 
John Muller, better known as Reglomontanus, had pub
lished an abridgment of Ptolemy'S "Almagest," 1520. 
Euclid had been printed with diagrams on copper as long 
before as 1482, and again in Venice twenty-three years 
subsequently. The Optics of Vitello had been published. 
1533. Fernel, phy!!ician to Henry II. of France, had even 
ventured so far, supported by Magellan's voyage, as t<> 
measure, 1527, the size of the earth, his method being t<> 
observe the height of the pole at Paris, then to proceed 
northward until its elevation was increased exactly one
dogree, and to ascertain 'the distance between the stations 
by the number of revolutions of his carriage wheel. He 
oonoluded that it is 24,480 Italiail. miles round the globe. 
The last attempt of the kind had been that of the Khalif 
Almaimon seven h\mdred years previously on the shore of 
·ho Red Sea, and with nearly the same result. The 
mathematical 8oienoes were undergoing rapid advance
ment. Rhroticus had published his trigonometrical tables; 
Cardan, 'l'artaglia, Scipio Ferreo, and Stefel were greatly 
improving algebra. 

'l'he first formal assertion of the heliocentric theory was 
made in a. timid manner, strikingly illustrative of the ex
pected opposition. It was by Copernious, a Copemlcua, 
Prussian, speaking of the revolutions of the the works of. 

heavenly bodies; the year was about 1536. In his pre
face, addressed to Pope Paul III., whether written by 
hi~Belf, 01', as some have affirmed, for him by Andreas 
08lander, he complains of the imperfections of the existing 
system, states that he has sought among ancient writers 
for a. better way, and so had learned the heliocentrio 
doctrine. .. Then I too began to meditate on the motion 
of th~ earth, and, though it appeared an absurd opinion .. 
yet, Slnce I knew that in previous times others had been 
allowed the privilege of feigning what circles they choso
in order to explain the phenomena. I conceived that I 
might take the liberty of trying wp.ether, on the supposi. 
tion of the earth's motion, it was possible to find better 
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explanations than the ancient ones of the revolutions of 
the celestial orbs." 

"Having, then, assumed the motions of tho earth, 
which are hereafter explained, by laborious and long 
observation I at length found that, if the motions of tho 
other planets be compared with the revolution of the earth, 
not only their phenomena follow from the supp08i tions, but 
also that the several orbs and the whole system are so 
connected in order and magnitude that no one point can be 
transposed without disturbing the rest, and introducing 
<lonfusion into the whole universe." 

'l'he apologetic air with which he thus introduces his 
IntTodlUlon doctrine is again remarked in his statement that 
of Ius system. he had kept his book for thirtY-8ix years, and 
!only now published it at the entreaty of Cardinal Schom
berg. The cardinal had begged of him amanllscript copy. 
"Though I know that the thoughts of a. philosopher do 
1.1Ot depend on the judgment of the many, his study 
being to seek out truth in all things as far as is permitted 
oy God to human reason, yet, when I considered h,:,w 
.absurd my doctrine would appear, I long hesitated whether 
I should publish my book, or whether it were not better to 
follow the example of the Pythagoreans and others, who 
delivered their doctrine only by tradition and to friends." 
HefearsbPing He concludes: "H there be vain babblers who, 
.accused of knowing nothing of mathematics, yet assume 
heresy. the right of jUdging on account of .,olOe place 
of Scripture perversely wrested to their purpose, amI who 
blame and attack my undertaking, 1 heed them not, and 
look upon their judgments as rash and contemptible." 

Copernicus clearly recognized not only the relative 
position of the earth, but also her relative mah'llitudo. He 
flays the magnitude of the world is so great that the 
distance of the earth from the sun has no apparent magni
tude when compared with the sphere of the fixed stars. 

To the earth Copernicus attributed a triple motion-a 
daily rotation on her axis, an annual motion 

EaTly corree- d h t' r d l' . f th tlon of the rOUD t e sun, a mo Ion 0 ec InatIon 0 0 

Copermcan axis. The latter seemed to be necessary to 
theory. account for the constant direction of tho pole; 
ibut as this was soon found to be a misconception, the 
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tlleory was relieved of it. With this correction, the doo. 
trine of Copernicus presents a. clear and great advance, 
though in the state in which he offered it he was obliged 
to retain the mechanism of epicycles and eccentrics, because 
he considered the planetarymotioDS to be circular. It was 
the notion that, since the circle is the most simple of all 
geometrical forms, it must therefore be the most natural, 
which led to this imperfection. His work was published 
in 1543. He died a. few days after he had seen a copy. 

Against the opposition it had to encounter, the helio
centrio tfteory made its way slowlyat:first. Among those 
who did adopt it were some whose connexion served 
rather to retard its progress, because of the ultraism 
of their views, or the doubtfulness of their Giordano 

socia1J0sition. Such was Bruho, who con- Bruno of Nola. 

tJibut largely to its introduction int? England, and 
who was the author of So work on the Plurality of 
Worlds, and of the conception tha.t every star is a sun, 
having opaque planets revolving round it-& conception 
to which the Copernican system suggestively leads. Bruno 
was born seven years after the death of Copernicus. He 
became a Dominican, but, like so many other thoughtful 
men of the times, was led into heresy on the doctrine. 
of transubstantiation. Not concealing his opinions, he 
was persecuted, fled, a.nd led a. vagabond life in foreign 
countries, testifying that wherever he went he found 
aoepticism under the polish of hypocrisy, and that he 
fought not against the belief of 'men, but against then; 
pretended beliet For teaching the rotation of Hetearhea 
the earth he had to flee to Switzerland, and the helloceu
thence to England. where, at Oxford, he gave me t.heory, 

leotures on cosmology. Driven from England. France, 
and Germany in succession, he ventured in his extremity 
to return to Italy, a.nd was a.rrested in Venicet where he 
was kept in prison in the Piombi for six. years without 
books, or E~!el', or friends. Meantime the Inquisition 
dema.nded . as having written heretical works. He was 
th~refore sunendered to Rome, and, af~er a farther im
prl~onment of two years, tried, excommunicated, and 
dehverod. over to the secular authorities, to be punished 
"as merclfully as possible, and without the shedding of his 

VOL. lL Ii 
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blood," tbe abominable fomlUla for burnine; & man alive. 
He had collected all the observations that had been made 
loespecting the new star in Cassiopeia, 1572: he bad taught 
that space is infinite, and thatitis:filled with self-luminous 
and opaque worlds, many of them inhabited-this being 
his capital offence. He believed that the world is ani
mated by an intelligent BOul, the cause of forms but not 
of matter; that it lives in all things, even sllch &8 seem 
not to live; that every thing is ready to become organized ; 
that matter is the mother of fOTIns and then their grave; 
that matte./.' and the soul of the world together cOnstitute 
God. His ideas were therefore pantheistic, "Est Deus in 
nobis." In his" Cena de Ie Cenere" he insists that tbe 
Scripture was not intended to teach science, but morals 
only. The severity with which he was trea1E'Ai was pro
voked by his asseverations that he was struggling with an 
orthodoxy that had neither morality nor belief'. This was 
the aim of his work entitled "'l'he triumphant Beast." 
and i8 burnt He was burnt at Rome, February- 16, 1600. 
allve as a With both a. present and prophetIo truth, he 
heretic" nobly responded, when the atrocious sentence 
was passed upon him, .. Perhaps it is with greater fear 
that ye pass this septence upon me than I receive it." 
His tormentors jocosely observed, as the flames shut him 
out for ever from view, that he had. gone to the imaginary 
worlds he had 80 wickedly feigned. 

This vigorous but spasmodio determination of the Church 
to defend herself was not without e1fect. It enabled her 
to hold fast the timid, the time-servers, the superficial. 
Lord B Among such may be mentioned Lord" Bacon, 

aeon. who never received the Oopernican system. 
With the audacity of ignorance, he presumed to criticize 
what he did not understand, and, with a superb conceit, 
RPjeets the disparaged the great Copernicus. lIe says, .. In 
f',opernicaIl the system of Copernicus there a.re many and 
cloctrine.. grave difficulties; for the threcfold motion with 
which he encumbers the earth is a serious inconvenienoo, 
and the separation of the sun from the planets, with which 
he lias so many affections in common, is likewise a harsh 
step; and the introduction of so many immov~ble bodies 
in nature, as when he makes the sun and stars lmmovable, 
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the bodies which are peculiarly lucid and radiant, and his 
making the moon adhere to the earth in a sort of epicycle .. 
and some other things which he assumes, are proceedings 
which mark a ma.n who thinks nothing' of introducing 
nctions of any kind into nature, provided his calculations 
turn out welL" The more closely we examine the writinga 
of Lord Bacon, the more unworthy does he seem to have 
boon of the great reputation which has been IJ.warded to. 
!him. The popular delusion to which he owes so much 
originated at a time when the history of science was lln .. 
known. They who first brought him intI) notice knew 
nothing of the old school of Alexandria. This boasted 
founder of a new philosophy could not comprehend, and 
would not accept, the greatest of aU scientific doctrines 
when it was plainly set before his eyes. 

It has been represented that the invention of the true 
mcthod of physical science was an amusement of Dacon's 
hours of relaxation from the more laborious studies of law 
and duties of a court. IIis chief admirers have been 
persons of a literary turn. who have an idea that scientifio 
discoveries are acoomplishcd by a. mechanico-mental opera 
tion. Bacon never produced any great practical Th ical 

result himself, no great physicist has ever made oee~e~~~ 
.any UBe of his method. He has had the same (If b~s phjlo. 

to do with the development of modern science sop y-

that the inventor of the orrery has had to do with the 
discovery of the mechanism of the world. Of aU the. 
important ~hysical disooveries, there is not one which 
shows that lts author made it by the Baconian instrument. 
Newton never seems to ha.ve been aware that he was 
under any Obligation to Bacon. Archimedes, and tha 
Alexandrians, and the Arabians, and Leonardo da. Vinc~ 
-did very well before he was born; the discovery of America. 
by Columbus and the circumnavigation by Magellan cal). 
hardly be a.ttributed to him, yet they were the consequences 
of a truly philosophical reasoning. But the investigation 
?f nature is a.n affair of genius, not of rules. No man can 
lnvent a.n organon for writing tra.O'edies and Epic poems. 
Bacon's system is, in it own terms~ an idol of the theatre. 
I t would scarcely guide a man to a. solution of the riddle of 
-'Elia Lrelia Cl'ispis, or to that of the charade of Sit' Hilary. 

82 
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Few scientific pretenders have made more mistakes thaD 
Ris scientific Lord Bacon. He rejected the Copernican sy8tem~ 
errors. and spoke insolently of its great author; he 
undertook to criticise adversely Gilbert's treatise "De 
'Magnete;" he was occupied in the condemnation of any 
investigation of final causes, while Harvey was deducing 
the circulation of the blood from Aquapendente's discovery 
of the valves in the veins; he was doubtful whether 
instruments were of any advantage, while Galileo was 
investigating the heavens with the telescope. Ignorant 
himself' of every branch of mathematics, he presumed that 
they were useless in science, but a few years before Newton 
achieved by their aid his immortal discoveries. It is time 
that the sacred name of philosophy should be severed from 
its long connexion with that of one who was a pretender 
in science, a time-serving politician, an insidious lawyer, a 
corrupt judge, a treacherous friend, a bad man. 

But others were not so obtuse as Bacon. Gilbert, one of 
Adoption of the best of the early. English experimentalists, 
the Copemi- an excellent writer on magnetism, adopted the 
.an doctnne. views of Copernicus. Milton, in "Paradise Lost," 
set forth in language such as he only could use the objections 
to the Ptolemaic, and the probabilities of the Copernican 
system. Some of the more liberal ecclesiastics gave their 
adhesion. Bishop Wilkins not only presented it in a very 
popular way, but also made some sensible suggestiOIlB 
explanatory of the supposed contradictions of the new 
theory to the Holy Scriptures. It was, however, among 
geometricians, as Napier, Briggs, Horrox, that it met with 
its best support. On the continent the doctrine was daily 
making converts, and nightly gathering strength from the. 
accordance of the tables of the motions of the heavenly 
bodies calculated upon its principles with actual obser
vation. 

It is by no means uninteresting to notice tho diffetent 
(llasses of men among whom this great theory was steadily 
winning its way. Experimental philosophers, Republican. 
poets Episcopal clergymen, Scotch lords, West of England 
schooimasters, Italian physicists, Polish pedants, pains
taking Germans, each from his own special point of view. 
was gradually receiving the lightt and doubtless, from 
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such varied influence, the doctrine would have vindicated 
its supremacy at last, though it might have taken a long 
time. On a sudden, however, there occurred a fortunate 
event, which led forthwith to that result by a Invention of 

new train of Elvi:ience, bringing the matter, the 1elesoope. 

under the most brilliant circumstances, clearly to the 
:lpprchension of every one. This great and fortunate 
event was the invention of the telescope. 

It is needless to enter on any exa.mination of the author
sbip of this invention. It is enough for our purpose to 
know that Lippershey, a Dutchman, had made one toward 
the cl06e of 1608, and that Galileo, hearing of the GaWeo COli

circumstance, but without knowing the particu- &mlcts one. 
lara of the construction, in April or May of the following 
year invented a form of it for himself. Not content with 
admiring how close and large it made terrestrial. objects, 
he employed it for examining the heavens. On turning 
it to the moon, he found that she has mountains casting 
shadows, and valleys like those of the earth. TelescopIc 
The discovery of innumerable fixed stars-not astronomll:al 
fewer than forty were. counted by him in the du;covenee. 

well-known group of the Pleiades-up to tha.t time unseen 
by man, was felt at once to offer an insuperable argu~ent 
against the opinion that these bodies were created only to 
illuminate the night; indeed, it m.ay be said that this was 
a death-blow to the time-honoured doctrine of the human 
destiny of the universe.. Already Galileo began to en
(lOunter vulgar indignation, which accused him loudly of 
impiety. On January 7th. 1610, he discovered three of 
Jupiter's satellites, and a few days later the fourth. To 
these he gave the designation of the Medicean stars., and 
in his II Sidereal. Messenger" published an acrount of the 
facts he had thus far observed. As it was perceived a.t 
once that this planet offered. a. miniature l"epresentaaon of 
tho ideas of Copernicus respecting the solar system, this 
~is<X!yery was received by the astronomical. party with the 
hvehest pleasure, by the ecclesiastical with the most bitter 
~Pl)osition, some declaring that it was a mere optica.l 
deception, somo a purposed fraud, some tha.t it was sheer 
blasphemy, aud some, fairly C8.I'ljing out to its consequences 
the absurd philosophy of the day, asserted that, since the 
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pretended satellites were invisible to the naked eye, they 
must be useless, and, being useless, they could not exist. 
Continuing his observations, Galileo found that Saturn 
differs in an extraordinary manner from other planets; 
but the telescope he used not being sufficient to demon
strate the ring, he .fell into the mistake that the body of 
the planet is triple. This was soon followed by the dis
covery of the phases of Venus, which indisputa.bly esta.
blished for her a. motion round the sun, and actually con
verted what had hitherto, on all hands, been regarded as 
one of the weightiest objections against the Copernican 
theory, into a. most solid support. "If the doctrine or 
Copernicus be true, the planet Venus ought to show phases 
like the moon, which is not the case ;" 80 said the objectors. 
Copernicus himself saw the difficulty, and tried to remov& 
it by suggesting that the planet might be transparent. 
'l'he telescope of Galileo for ever settled tho question by 
showing that the expected paases do actually eXUlt. 

In the gardon of Cardinal Bandini at Rome, .l.D. 1611. 
Galileo publicly exhibited the spots upon the sun. lie had 
Commencing observed them the preCQding year. Goaded on 
oppoBitlon tu by the opposition liis astronomical discoveries. 
Gallleo. were bringing upon him, he addressed a letter 
in 1613 to the Abbe Castelli, for the purpose of showing 
that the Scriptures were not intended as a scientma 
authority. This was repeating Bruno's offence. Uere
upon the Dominicans, taking alarm, commenced to aUack 
him from their pulpits. It shows how reluctantl.r, and 
with what misgivings the higher ecclesiastics entered upon 
the quarrel, that Maraffi, the general of the Dominican8~ 
apologized to Galileo for what had taken place. The 
astronomer now published another letter reiterating his. 
former opinions, asserting that the Scriptures were only 
intentled for our salvation, and otherwll,e defending him
self, and reca.lling the fact that Copernicus had dedicated 
his book to Pope PanlllL 

Through the suggestion of the Dominicans, Galileo wa~ 
Helssnmmon- noW summoned to Rome to account for his 
ed to Rome. conduct and opinions before the Inquisition. 
He was accused of having taught that the earth moves ~ 
that the sun is stationary; and of. having attempted U. 
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rcooncile these doctrines with the Scriptures. The sen
tence was that he mus~ renounce these heretie&l opinions, 
and pl~0'9 himself that he would neither publish nor 
defend them for the future. In the event of his 18---'" 
refusal he was to be imprisoned. With the fate by the Iaqai

"uf Bruno in his recollection, he assented to the II1IiGD, 

l\Xluired recantation, and gaTe the promise demande3. 
The Inquisition then proceeded to dea.l with the Copernican 
Bystem, condemning it as heretical; the letters of Galileo. 
,,"hich had given rise to the Uoubl~ were probJ."bited; also 
Kepler's epitome or the Copernican theory, and also the 
"'ork of CoperniCUB. In their decree prohibiting 
this work .. De Revolutionibus," the Congrega- =:
tion ot the Index, March 5, 161~ denounced the ~ 
Dew syatem of the universe as "that false 
Pythagorean doctrine utterly contrary to the Holy Scrip
tures.'· 

Again it appears how reluctant the Roman authorities 
were to interfere, and how they were impelled nther 
by the neoossity of their position than by their pen;onal 
'holier in the course they had boon obli.:.ooed to take. After 
aU that had passed, the Pope, Paul Y .. admitted Galileo 
t() an audience, at which he profet!Sed to him personally the 
lcindest sentiments, and assured him or safety. Tbe~ 
'Then Urban. \'III. succeeded to the ponti:fi.cal __ tsol 

chair, Galileo received the distinction of not \he Popes. 

less than siX audiences: tho Pope confened on him several 
presents, and added the promise or a pension for his SOD. 
In It. letter to the Duke of Flozence his Holiness used the 
lnOb't liberal ~ouage, stated. how dear to him Ga.1ileo was.. 
that he had very lovingly embraced him, and requested 
the duke to show him every faToM. 

'Whether it was that, under these auspicious circum
stances. Galileo believed he could with impunity break 
through the engagement he had made, or whether an 
~tinctive hatred of that intellectual despotism and hypo
Cf'lBy which was weighing upon Europe became " 
irrepressible in his breast, in 1632 he ventured =t!" 
on the publication of his·work, entitled "The ~..:... 
~ystem of the World.. .. its object being to es-
tuhlish +.he truth of the Copernican doctrine. It is composed 
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in the dialogue form, three speakers being intro<1uced, two 
of them true philosophers, the third an objector. Whatever 
may have been the personal opinion of the Pope, there can 
be no doubt that his duty rendered it necessary for him to 
act. Galileo was therefore again summoned befor tho 
Inquisition, the TUflcan ambassa.dor expostulating a~ainst 
the inhumanity of thus dealing with an old man In ill 
health. But no such considerations were listened to, and 
·.}alileo was compelled to appear at Rome, February, 1633, 
and surrender himself to the Holy Office. The Pope's 
nephew did all in his power to meet the necessity of the 
Church and yet to spare the dignity of science. He paid 
every attention to the personal comfort of the accused. 
When the time came for Galileo to be put into solitary 
confinement, he endeavoured to render the imprisonment 
as light as possible; but, finding it to prey upon the 
spirits of the aged philosopher, he, on his own responsi
bility, liberated him, permitting him to reside in the 
house of the Tuscan ambassador. The trial being com
I I pleted, Galileo was directed to appear, on June 
d:::.~n ;n- 22nd, to heal' his sentence. Clothed in the p:lni
!~e lnquisi- tential garment, he received judgment. IIis 

on. heretical offences were specified, the pledges he 
had violated recited; he was declared to have brought upon 
himself strong suspicions of heresy, and to be liable to the 
penalties thereof; but from these he might be absolved if, 
with a sincere heart, he would abjure and curse his 
heresies. However, that his oJfences might not altogether 
go unpunished, and that he might be a warning to others, 
he was condemned to imprisonment during the pleasure of 
the Inquisition, his dialogues were prohibited by publio 
edict, and for three years he was directed to recite, once a 
week;the seven pE!nitential psalms. 

In his garment of disgrace the aged philosopher WaaJ 

His degrada- now made to fall upon his knees before the 
tlonandpun- assembled cardinals, and, with his hand on the 
1Bhment. Gospels, to make the reqnired abjuration of the 
heliocentrio doctrine, and to give the pledges demanded. 
He was then committed to the prison of the Inquisition; 
the persons who bad been concerned in the printing of his 
book were punished; and the sentence and abjuration were 
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fornuilly promulgated, and ordered. to be publicly :read in 
the universities. In Florence, the adherents of Galileo 
'Were ordered. to attend in the Church of Santa Croce to 
witness his disgrace. After a short imprisonment in the 
jail of the Inquisition, he was .ordered to Arcetri, and 
()()nfined. in his own house. Here severe misfortunes 
awaited him; his favourite daughter died; he fell into a. 
titate of melancholy; an application that he might go to 
Florence for the sake of medical advice was refused. It 
became evident that there 'Was an intention to treat him. 
with inexorable severity. After five years of confinement, 
permission was reluctantly accorded to him to remove to 
}'lorence for his health; but still he was forbidden to' 
leave his house, or receive his friends, or even to attend 
lUass during Passion Week without a special order. The 
(J rand-duke tried to abate this excessive severity, directing 
L.is ambassador at the court of Rome to plead the venerable 
.age and ill health of the immortal conVICt, and tha.t it was 
clesira.ble to permit him to communicate certain scientifio 
discoveries he ha.d made to some other person, such as 
Father Castelli. Not even tha.t was ~coorded unless the 
interview took place in the presence of an official of the 
Inquisition. Soon after Galileo was remanded to Arcetri. 
He spent the weary holU'S in composing his work on Local 
Motion, his friends causing it to be surreptitiously pub
litilied in Holla.nd. His infirm."ties and misfortunes now 
increased. In 1637 he became totally blind. The calami
In a letter he plaintively says, referring to this tle8ofluaold 

calamity, "So it pleases God, it shall therefore age.. 
please me also." The exquisite refinement of ecclesiastical 
'Vengeance pUl'Sued him remorselessly, and now gave him per
mission to see his friends when sight was no longer possible. 
It was a.t this period that an illustrious stnmger. the author 
of .. Paradise Lost," visited him. Shortly a.fter he became 
totally deaf; but to the last he occupied himself with 
investiga.tions respecting the force of percussion. He 
died, January, 1642, in. the seventy-eighth year His death. 
()f his age, the prisoner of the Inquisition. Is refused ' 

True to its instincts, that infernal institution burial.. 

followed him beyond the grave, disputing his right to 
make a will, and denying him burial in consecrated 
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ground. The pope also prohibited. his friends from raising. 
,to him a monument in the church of Santa Croce. iu 
Florence. It was reserved for the nineteenth century t~ 
erect a suitable memorial in his honour. 

The result of the discoveries of Copernicus and Galile{)o 

Steady ad
.... anlle of the 
Copernican 
system. 

was thus to bring the earth to her real position 
of subordiru.i.tion and to give sublimer view. of 
the universe. Moostlin expresses correctly tho 
state of the case whcn he says, "What is th& 

earth and the ambient air with respect to the immensity 
of space? It i!\ a. point, a. punctule, or something, if ther& 
be any thing, less." It had been brought down to the 
condition of one of the members of a. family-the solar 
system. And since it could ~e no longer regarded as 
holding all other bodies in submissive attendance upon it, 
dominating over their movements, there was reason to. 
suppose that it would be found to maintain interconnex
ions with them in the attitude of an equal or lubordinate~ 
in other words, that general relations would be discovered 
expressive of the manner in which all the planetary 
members of the solar system sustain their movemelltlJ.. 
round the sun. 

Among those whose minds were thoroughly occupied 
Xepler, his with. this idea, ~epler stands pre:e!Dinently 
mode of in- CODSpICUOUS. It 18 not at all SUrpnslDg, COD
ClU1ry· sidering the tone of thought of tho80 times, 
that he regarded his subject with a certain mysticism. 
They who condemn his manner of thus viewing things do
not duly appreciate the mental condition of the generation 
"in which he lived. Whatever may be said on that ak~' 
DO one can deny him a marvellous patience, and t 
superhuman painstaking disposition. Guesil after guess, 
hypothesis a.fter hypothesis, he submitted to computations
of infinite labour, and doubtless he speak. the melancholy 
truth when he says, .. I considered. and reflected. till I was 
almost mad." Yet, in the midst of repeated. disappoint
ment, he held, with a truly philosophical determination., 
firmly to the belief that there must be some physical 
interconnexion among the parts of the solar system, and 
that it would certainly be displayed by the discovery of 
laws presiding over the distances,_ times, and velocities of 
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the planets. In these speculations he was immersed 
before the J?ublications of Galileo. In his "Mysterlum. 
Coamographicum" he says, "In the year 1595 I 'Was 
brooding with the whole energy of my mind on the subject 
of the Copernican system:' 

In 1609 he published. his work entitled" On the Motion 
of Mara." This was the result of an attempt, Disco .... ery of 
upon which he had been engaged since the Kepler'8IaWil. 

ooginning of the century~ to reconcile the motions' of that 
planet to the hypothesis of eccentrics and epicycles. It. 
onded in the abandonment of that hypothesis, and in the 
discovery of the two great laws now known u.s the first 
and sooond laws of Kepler. They are respectively that 
the orbits of the planets are elliptical, and that the areas. 
Ilesoribod by a line drawn from the planet to the sun are 
proportional to the times. 

In 1617 he was again rewarded by the discovery which. 
pll880B under the designation of Kepler's third law: it 
expresses the relation of the meaD distances of the planets. 
from the 81Ul with the times of their revolutions-" thE". 
squa.rea of the periodio times are in the same proportion 
&8 the cubes of the distances." In his "Epitome of the 
Copernican Astronomy," published 1622, he showed that 
this law likewise holds good for the satellites of Jupiter as. 
regards their primary. 

Humboldt, referring to the movement of Jupiter's satel
lites, remarks: flIt was this which led Kepler, His remOD

in his 'Uarmonices Mundi,' to state, with the stranceW1th 

firm 'COnfidence and security of a German spirit the Church. 

of philosophical independence, to those whose opinions. 
bore away beyond the Alps, & Eighty years ha.ve elapsed 
during which the doctrines of Copernicus regarding the 
movement of the earth and the immobility of the sun 
bave been promulgated without hinc}rance, because it was. 
doomed a.llowable to dispute concerning llatural things. 
and. to elu~ida~ the works of God, and, now that new 
testlI~lOny 18 d!-scovered in proof ()f the truth of. ~OS& 
~octrlIles-testimony which was not known to the SPll"ltUal 
Judges, ye 'Would prohibit the promulgation of the tru& 
sy .. tem ()f the structure of the universe.' .. 

'I'hus we see that the heliocentric theory, as proposed by 
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Copernicus, was undergoing rectification. The circular 
Rectification movements admitted into it, and which had bur
ot.the Coper- dened it with infinite perplexity, though they 
mCllD theu.,.. had hitherto been recommended by an .illusive 
simplicity, were demonstrated to he incorrect. They were 
.replaced by the real ones, the elliptical. J~epler. a8 was 
his custom, ingenuously' related his trials and disappoint
ments. Alluding on one occasion to this, he saya: "IIy 
.fust error was that the path of a. planet is a perfect circle 
-an opinion which was a more mischievous thief of my 
time, in proportion 'as it was supported by the authority of 
.all philosophers, and apparently agreeable to metaphysics." 

The philosophical significance of Kepler's discoveries 
The h'I was not recognized by the ecclesiastical party at 
_BOpJeal ~ :first. It is chiefly this, that they constitute a 
J:rt.oftheae most important step to the establishment of the 

WI. doctrine of the government of the world by law. 
But it was impossible:to receive these laws without seeking 
for their cause. The result to which that search event
ually conducted not only explained their origin, but also 
.showed that, as laws, they must, in the necesslty of na.ture, 
exist. It may be truly said tha~ the mathematical exposi
tion of. their origin constitutes the most splendid monn
_ment of the intellectual power of man. 

Before the heliocentrio theory could be developed and 
..made to iumish a clear exposition of the 801&r lIystem, 
which is -obviously -the :first step to just views of the 
universe, it was necessary that the science of mechanics 
Nece9Bity Ii r should be greatly improved-indced, it might 
.inecb&mcal° be said, created; for during those dreary ages 
ilClence. following the establishment of Byzantine power, 
D?thin~. had ~een d?ne toward t11:e acquisition .of oox:ect 
VIews either m statics or dynaDllcs. It was unposslble 
that Europe, in her lower states of life, could produce men 
~pable of commencing where Archimedes had left off. 
She had to wait for the approach of her Age of Reason for 
that. 

The man of capacity at last came. Leona.rdo da Vinci 
.Leonardo da was)Jam A..D. 1452. The historian Halla.m, 
Vwci. enumerating some of his works, observes, "lI.i8 
knowledge was almost preternatural." Many of his writings 
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,till remai.n unpublished. Long before Bacon, he laid 
down the maxim that experience and observation must be 
the foundation of all reasoning in science; that experiment 
is the only interpreter of nature, and is essential to th& 
ascertainment of laws. Unlike Bacon, who was ignorant 
of mathema.tics, and even disparaged them. he points out 
their supreme advantage. Seven years after the- voyag& 
of Columbus, this great man-great at once as an mist. 
mathematician, a.nd engineer-gave a clear exposition of 
the theory of forces obliquely applied on a lever; a few 
years lakr he was well acquainted with the earth's annual 
motioD. Ho knew the laws of friction, subsequently 
demoDstra.ted by Amontons, and the principle of virtual 
velocities: he described the camera obscure. before Baptista. 
Porta. understood aerial perspective, the nature of coloured. 
shadows, the use of the iris, and the effects of the duration 
of visible impressions On the eye. He wrote well on 
fortification, anticipated Castelli on hydraulics, occupied 
himself with the fall of bodies on the hypothesis of the 
earth's rotation, treated of the times of descent along 
inclined planes and circular arcs, and of the nature of 
machines. He considered. with singular clearness, respira
tion and combustion, and foreshadowed one of the great 
hypotheses of geology, tho elevation of continents. 

This was the commencement of the movement in Natural 
Philosophy; it was followed up by the publica- SteTinl1ll con
tion of a work on the principles of equilibrium by uoues the 

StevinuB, 1586. In this the author established ;:=~~~ 
the fundamental property of the inclined plane, losopby. 
and Bolved. in a general manner, the cases of forces acting 
obliquely. Six years later Galileo's treatise on mechanics 
appeared, a fitting commencement of that career which, 
even ha.d 'it not been adorned with such brilliant astro
nomical discoveries, would alone have conferred the most 
illustrious dU!tinction upon him. 

The dynamical branch of Mechanics is that which is 
under most obligation to Galileo. To him is due DIscove-ry or 
the establishment of the three laws of motion. the Ja,"8 t4 

~'hey are to the following effect, as given by mobOo. 

Newton: 
(1.) Every body perseveres in its state of rest or of 
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uhlform motion in a right line 1J.Dlcss it is compelled to 
change that state by forces 'impressed thereon. 

(2.) The alteration of motion is ever proportional to the 
motive force impressed, and is made in the direction of the 
right line in which that force is impressed. 

(3.) To every action there is always opposed an equal 
l'caction, or the mutual actions of two bodies upon each 
<lther are always equal, and directed to contrary parts. 

Up to this time it was the general idea that motion can 
<lnly be maintained by a perpetual application, imprcssion, 
or expenditure of force. Galileo himself for many years 
€ntertained that error, but in 1638 he plainly states in hia 
"Dialogues on Mechanics" the true law of the uniformity 
.and perpetuity of motion. Such a view necessarily implieIJ 
a correct and clear appreciation of the nature of rebistanoea. 
No experimental motion that man can establish is unre
strained. But a perception of the uniformity and per
petuity of motion lies at the very basi& of phYSICal 
.astronomy. With difficulty the true idea was attained. 
.rhe same may be said as respects l'ectilinear direction, fol' 
many supposed that uniform motion can only take place in 
a circle. 

The establishment of the first law of motion was eBl5eJ1-

tial to the discovery of the laws of falling bodies, 
=~~~t,e in which the descent is made under the influence 
first la,w of of a continually acting force, the velocity in-
motIon. •• th £ G Iil creasmg lD consequence ereo a eo saw 
-clearly that, whether a body is moving slowly or swiftly, 
it will be equally affected by gravity. This principle was 
with difficulty admitted by some, who were disposed to 
believe that a swiftly moving body would not be &8 much 
.affected by a constant force like gravity as one the motion 
-of which is slower. With difficulty, also, was the old 
Aristotelian error eradicated that a heavy body falls more 
swiftly than a light one. 

The second law of motion was also established and illus-
ondofthe trated by Galileo. In his .. Dialogues" he show • 
... _nd, that a body projected horizontally must have, 
from what has been said, a uniform horizontal motion, but 
that it will also have compounded therewith an accelerated 
motion downward. Here again we perceive it is necessary 
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to retain a steady conception of' this intermingling of 
forces without deterioration, and, though it may seem 
simple enough to us. there were some eminent men of' 
those times who did not receive it as trne. The special 
case offel'ed by Ga.lileo is theoretica.lly conneoted with the 
paths of military projectiles, though in practice, since 
they mOve in a. resisting medium, the air. their path 
is essentially different from the parabola. Curvilinear 
motions, which necessarily arise D.·om the constant action 
of a central force, making a body depart from the recti
linear path it must otherwise taka, are chiefly of interest, 
as we shall presently find t in the movements of the. 
celestial bodies. • 

A thorough exposition of the third law of motion was 
left by Galileo to his successors, who had di- and of the 
reoted their attention especially to tho deter- Wrd. 

mination of the laws of impact. Indeed, the whole subject 
was illustrated and the truth of the three la.ws verified in 
many different cases by an examination of the phenomena 
of freely falling bodies, pendulums, projeotiles, and the 
like. Among those who occupied themselves with such 
labours may be mentioned Torrice1.li, Castelli, Viviani, 
Borelli, Gassendi. Through the investigations of these, 
and other Italian, French, and English natural philo
sophers, the principles of Mechanics were solidly esta
blished, and a necessary preparation made for their appli
ca.tion in astronomy. By this time every one had become 
ready to admit that the motion of the planetary hodiell 
would find an explanation on these principles. 

The steps thus far ta.ken for an explana.tion of the move
ments of the planets in curvilinear paths there-
fore consisted in the removal of the old miscon- ~P~~::::.a 
()()ption tha.t for a body to continue its motion toialtbe eelee
.r'. d . t' h 10 

0 d Ii 'motion&. .,lorwar ln & s ralg t me a contmue app ca-
tion of force is necessary. the first law of motion disposing 
of that error. In the next place. it was necessary that clear 
and distinct ideas should be held of the combina.tion or com
Jlosition of forces, each continuing to exercise its influence 
wi thout deterioration or diminution by the other. The tima 
had now come for it to be shown that the perpetual inove
ment of the pla.nets is a consequence of the frrst law of 
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motion; their .elliptic paths, such as had been determined 
by Kepler, a consequence of the second. Several per.eons 
almost simultaneously had been brought nearly to this 
conclusion without being able to solve the problem com
pletely. Thus Borelli, A.D. 1666, in treating of the mo
tions of Jupiter's satellites, distinctly ShOW.e how a. cir
cular motion may arise under the influence of &. central 
force; he even uses the illustration so frequently intro
duced of a. stone whirled round in a sling. In the same 
year a. paper was presented to the Royal Society by Mr. 
Hooke, "explicating the inflection of a direct motion into 
a circular by a supervening attractive principle." Buygen. 
also, in llis "Horologium Oscillatonum," had published 
some theorems on circular motions, but no one as yet had 
been able to show how elliptical orbits could, upon these 
principles, be accounted for, though very many had become 
satisfied that the solution of this problem would before 
long be given. " 

In April, 1686, the "Principia" of Newton was presented 
Newton'pub- to the Royal Society. This immortal work not 
licatlon ~ftbe only laid the foundation of Physical Astronomy • 
•• Pnneipia." it also carried the structure thereof very far 
toward its completion. It unfolded the mechanical theory 
of universal gravitation upon the principle that all bodies 
tend to approach each other with forces directly as their 
masses, and inversely as the squares of their distances.' 

To the force producing this tendency of bodies to 
approach each other the designation of attraction oC 
gravitation, or gravity, is given. All heavy bodics fall to 
the earth in such a way that the direction of their move-

ment is toward its cenil-e. Newton proved that 
~:~~:~ of this is the direction in which they must necca
UDlversal sarily move under the influenco of an attraction 
gr&~ltatiOD. of every one of the particles of which the earth 
is composed, the attraction of a sphere taking etfect as it 
a.ll its particles were concentrated in its centre. 

Galileo had already examined tho manner in which 
Prepamtion gra.vityacts upon bodies as an accelerating {orce, 
for Newton. and had determined the connexion between the 
spaces of descent and the times. He illustrated sueli f.lOts 
experimentally by the use of inclined planes, 'by the aid of 
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'Which the velocity may be conveniently diminished with
'Out otherwiBe changing the na.ture of the result. He had 
also demonstrated that the earth's a.ttraction acts equa.lly 
on all bodies. This he proved by inclosing various sub
stances in hollow spheres, and showing that, when they 
were suspended by strings of equal length and made to 
vibrate, the time of oscillation was the'same for all On 
the invention of the air~pump, a more popular demonstra
tion of the same fact was given by the experiment proving 
that a gold coin and a f~er fall equa.lly swiftly in an 
exhausted receiver. GaJileo had also proved, by experi
ments on the leaning tower of .Pisa, that the velocity of 
falling bodies is independent of their weight. It was for 
those experiments that he was expelled from that city. 

Up to the time of Newton there were only very vague 
ideas that the earth s attraction extended to any consider. 
able distance. Newton was led to his discovery Extension of 
by reflecting that at all altitudes accessible to attraction or 
Jnan, gravity appears to be undiminished, and gravity. 

that, therefore, it may possibly extend as far as the moon, 
and aotually btl the force which deflects her from a 
rectilinear pa.th, and makes her revoJve in an orbit round 
the earth. Admitting the truth of the law of the inverse 
6quares, it is easy to compute whether the moon falls from 
the tangent she would describe if the earth ceased to act 
upon her by a quantity proportional to that observed in 
the case of bodies falling near the surface. In the first 
calculations ma.de by Newton, he found that the moon is 
deflected from the tangent thirteen feet every xqinute; but, 
if the hypothesis of gravitation were true, her deflection 
should be fifteen feet. It is no trifling evidence of the 
sorupulous soience of this great philosopher that hereupon 
he put aside the subjeot for several. years, without, however. 
abandoning it. At length, in 1682, learning the result of 
the measures of a. degree which Picard had executed in 
}'ranoe, and which affected the estima.te of the magnitude 
()c the earth he had used, and therefore the distance of the 
moon, he repea.ted the caloulations with these improved 
data. It iB related that" he went home, took out his old 
p8 pera, and resumed his calculations. As they drew to a 
close, he became so much agitated that he was obliged to 

VOL. u. 2: 
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desire a frieud toO finish them." The expected coincidence 
;was verified. And thus it appeared that the moon is ro
tained in her orbit and made to revolve round the earth by 
the force of terrestrial gravity. 

These calculations were founded upon the hypothesi. 
that the moon moves in a ciroular orbit with a uniform 
velocity. But in the" Principia." it was demonstrated that 
when a body moves under the influence of an attractive 
force, va.rying as the inverse square of the distances, it 
must describe a conic section, with a focus at the centre of 
force, and under the circumstances designated by Kepler'. 
'l'hecaUSllof laws. Newton, therefore, did far more than 
Kepler's laws. furnish the expected solution of the problem of 
elliptical motion, a.nd it was now apparent that the 
existence of those la.ws might have been foreseen, since 
they arise in the very necessities of the case. 

This point gained, it is obvious that tho evidence was 
becoming unquestionable, that as the moon is 

~~J~:the made to revolve round the earth through the 
bellocclltnc influence of an attra.ctive force exercised by the 
theory. earth, 80 likewise each of the planets is com
pelled to move in an elliptical orbit round the sun by hi. 
attractive force. The heliocentrio theory. at this stage, 
was presenting physical evidence of its truth. It was also 
becoming plain that the force we call gravitation m.ust 
be imputed to the sun, and to all the planetary bodies as 
well as to the earth. Accordingly, this Wall what Newton 
asserted in respect to all material substance. 

But it is. a necessary consequence of thia theory that 
periurbatlOM many apparent irregularities and perturbations 
aa:ouu\ed for. of the bodies of the solar system must take place 
by reason of the attraction of each upon all the others. If 
there were but one planet revolving round the sun, its 
orbit might be a mathematically perfect ellipse; but the 
m.oment a second is introduced, perturbation takes place 
in a va.ria.ble manner as the bodies ohange their positions. 
or distances. An excessive complication must therefor& 
be the consequence when the number of bodies is great. 
Indeed so insurmountable would these difficulties be, that 
the m~thematical solution of the general problem of th& 
llolOl' system would be hopeleas were-it not for the fact tha t 
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the planetary bodies are at very great d.if!tances from one 
.another, and their masses, compared with the mass of the 
sun, very small. 

Taking the theory of gravitation in its universal ac
ceptation, Newton, in a manner that looks as if Results of the 
he were divinely inspired, succeeded in demon- theoryofgra
strating the chief inequalities of the moon and VltatlOD. 

planetary bodies; in determining the :figure of the earth 
-that it is not a perfect sphere, but an oblate spheroid; 
in explaining the precession of the equinoxes and the tides 
of the ocean. To such perfection have succeeding mathe
maticians brought his theory, that the most complicated 
movements and irregularities of the solar system have been 
satisfactorily accounted for and reduced to computation. 
'l'rusting to these principles, not only has it been found 
possible, knowing the mass of a given planet, to determine 
the perturbations it may produce in adjacent ones, but 
even the inverse problem has been successfully attacked, 
and from the perturbations the place and mass of a hitherto 
unknown planet determined. It was thus that, from the 
deviations of Uranus from his theoretical place, the nece1\
sary existence of an exterior disturbing planet was fore
seen, and our times have witnessed the intellectual triumph 
of mathematicians directing where the telescope should 
point in order ,to :find a. new planet. The discovery of 
Neptune was thus accomplished. 

It adds to our admiration of the wonderful intellectual 
powers of Newton to know that the mathematical instru
ment he used was the ancient geometry. Not until 
811.bsequently was the analytical method resorted to and 
cultiva.ted. This method possesses the inappreoiable ad
vantage of relieving us from the mental strain which 
would otherwise oppress us. It has been truly said that 
the symbols think for us. Mr. Whewell observes: "No 
oue fQr Bixty years after the pUblication of the The "Prino. 
• Prinoipia,' and, with Newton's methods, no one ~~;;:.,~ 
up. to the present day, has added any thing o£ merla. 
vMue to his deductions. We know that he calculated all 
the prinoi pal lunar inequalities; in many of the cases he 
has given us his processes, in others only his results. But 
who has presented in his beautiful geometry or deduced 

T 2 
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from. his simple principles any of the inequalities which he 
left untouched? The ponderous instrumont of synthesis 
so effective in his hands, has never since boen grasped by 
anyone who could usc it for such purposes; and we gaze 
at it with admiring curiosity, as on some gigantio imple
ment of war which stands idle among the memorials of 
ancient days, and makes us wonder what manner of man 
he was who could wield as a. weapon what we can hardly 
lift 8S a burden." 

Such was the physical meaning of Newton's discoveries; 
their philosophical meaning was of even greater 

PbUosophical. rt The t t th . import of Impo ance. paramoun ru was resISt-
~~wtOD'. lessly coming into prominence-that the govern-
IUOcoverles. t f th 1 te' d . d men 0 e so ar SY8 m 18 un er necesfuty, an 
that it is mathematically impossible for the law. presiding 
over it to be other than they are. . 

Thus it a.ppears that the law of gravitation holda good 
throughout our solar system. But the heliocentric theory, 
in its most general acceptation, considers every fixed star 
U . i as being, like the sun, a planetary centre. Hence, 
inn;:;; ~n~ea before it can be asserted that the theory of 
structl!"l0f gravitation is truly universal it must be shown 
the DDlVerse.. • ' that It holds good m the case of all other such 
systems. The evidence offered in proof of this is altogether 
based upon the observatioB8 of the two Herschels on the 
motions of the double stars. Among the stars there are 
some in such close proximity to each other that Sir W 
Herschel was led to suppose it would be possible, from 
observations upon them, to ascertain the stellar parallax. 
While engaged in these inquiries, which occupied him for 
many years, he discovered that man}' of those stars are not 
merely optically in proximity, as being accidentally in the 
same line of view, but are actually connected physically, 
:revolving round each other in regular orbits. 'l'he motion 
of these double suns is, however, in many instances 80 

slow as to require many years for a. satisfactory deter
mination. Sir J. Herschel therefore continued. the obser
Grantationof vations of his father, a.nd with other math&
double stars. maticians, investigated the characteristics of 
these motions. The first instance in which the true elliytic 
elements of' the orbit of a binary star were determlDEl(.l 
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was given by M. Sa.vary in the case of t UrSIB Ma.joris. 
indicating an elliptic orbit of 581 years. But the period 
of othel'8, since determined, is very much longer; thus, in 
a Coronm, it is, according to Mr. Hind, more than 736 
years. From the fact that the orbits in which these stars 
move round each other are elliptical, it necessarily follows 
tha.t the law of gravitation, according to the inverse 
square, holds good in them. Considering the prodigious 
distances of these bodies, and the departure, as rega.rds 
structure of the systems to whioh they belong, from the 
lX>nditions obtaining in our unisola.r system, we may per-
4aps assert the prevalence of the law of gra.vitation 
throughout the universe. 

If, in association with these double suns-sometimes~ 
inJeed. they are triple, and occasionally, as in the case of 
.. I.yrlB, quadruple-there are opaque planetary globes, 
such sola.r systems differ boom ours not only in having 
several Suns instead of a. single one, but, since the light 
emitted is often of different tints, one star shining Coloured light 
with a crimson and another with a blue light, of double 

the colours not always complementary to one stars. 

another, a. wonderful variety of phenomena. must be the 
result, especially in their organio crea.tions; for organio 
forms, both vegetable and animal, primarily depend on the 
relations of coloured light. How varied the effects where 
there are double, triple, or even quadruple sunrises, and 
sunsets, and noons, and the hours marked o~ by red, or 
purple, or blue tints. 

It is impossible to look back on the history of the theory 
of gravitatJon without sentiments of admira- Grandeur or 
tion and, indeed, of pride. How felicitous Newton's 

has been the manner in which have been ex- duJoovenes. 
plained the inequalities of a satellite like the moon under 
the disturbing influence of the sun; the correspondence 
between the calculated and observed quantities of these 
inequalities; the extension of the doctrine to satellites of 
other pla.nets, a.s those of Jupiter; the determina.tion of 
the earth's figure; the causee of the tides; the different 
force of gravity in different la.titudes, a.nd a multitude. 
of other phenomena. The theory asserted for itself that 
authority which belongs to intrinsic truth. It enabled 
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mathematicians to point out; facts not yet obeen-ed, and 
to foretell future events. . 

And yet how hard it is for trnth to force its way when 
bigotry resists. In 1771, the UniveTSity of Salamanca, 
being urged to teach physical science, refused, and thU 
was its answer; "Newton teaches nothing that would 
make a good logician or metaphysician; and Gassendi and 
Descartes do not agree 80 well with revealed truth &8 
Aristotle does." 

Among the interesting results of Newton's theory may 
be mentioned its application to secular inequalities, lIuch 
The earth In as the acceleration of the moon's mean motion, 
tlme. that sa.tellite moving somewhat quicker now 
than she did ages ago. Laplace detected the cause of this 
phenomenon in the in1luence of the BUn upon the mOOD. 
llombined with the secular variation of the eccentricity of 
the earth's orbit. Moreover, he showed that this secular 
inequality of the motion of the moon is periodical, that it 
requires millions of years to re-establish itselr, and that, 
after an almost inconceivable time, tlie acceleration be
comes a retardation. lq like manner, the same mathe
matician explained the observed acceleration in the mean 
motion of Jupiter, and retardation of that of Saturn, as 
arising from the mutual attraction of the two planets, and 
showed tha.t this secular inequality has a period of 9291 
years. With such slow movements may be mentioned the 
diminution of the obliquity of the ecliptic, which haI!I 
been proceeding for ages. but which will reach a limit and 
then commence to increase. These secular motion. ought 
not to be without intere."t to those who Buffer themselves 
to adopt the patristic chronology of the world, who suppose 
that the earth is only six thousand yean old, and that it 
will come to an end in about one thousand years more. 
They must accept, along with that prefOBterous delusion, 
its necessary consequences, that the uDlverse has been so 
badly constructed, and is BUch .. rickety machine, that it 
can not hold together long enough for some of its wheels 
to begin to revolve. Astronomy offen us many illustrations 
of the stJale upon which the world is constructed 88 to 
time, 88 well as that upon which it is constructed 88 to space. 

From what has been said, the oonclusion forces itself 
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upon us that the general laws obtaining as respects the 
earth, hold good likewise for all other parts Dommlon of 
or the universe; a conclusion sustained not Jaw in the 

only by the xvechanism of such motions al!l llI11Verse. 

we have been considering, but also by all evidence of a 
Ilhysical kind accessible to llS. The circutnstances under 
which our sun emits light and heat. and thereby vivifies 
his attendant planets, are indisputably the same as those 
obtaining in the case of every fixed star. each of which is 
a self-luminous sun. There is thus an aspect of hom()A 
geneousness in the stmctnre of all systems in the universe, 
which, though some have spoken of it as if it were the 
indication of a uniformity of ' plan, and therefore the evi
(lance of a. primordial idea, is rather to be looked upon as 
the pl'Oof of unchangeable and resistless law. 

What, therefore, now becomes of the doc1.Tine authorita
tively put forth, and made to hold its sway for Rulnofan
flO many centuries, that the earth is not only the tbropocentrltt 

central-body of the universe, but in reality, the ideas. 

most noble body in it; that the sun and other stars ar~ 
mere ministers or attendants for human use? III the 
place of these utterly erroneo11s and unworthy views, far 
different conceptions must be substituted. Man, when he 
looks upon the countless multitude of fltars-when he 
reflects that all he sees is only a. little portion of those 
which exist, yet that each is a. light and life-gi.ving sun to 
multitudes of opaque, and therefore, invisible worlds
when he considers the enormous size of these various 
bodies and their immeasurable distance from one another. 
may form an estimate of the scale on which the world is 
constI-ucted, and learn therefrom his own unspeakable 
insignificance. 

In one beat of a pendulum a ray of light would pass 
eight times round the circumference of the earth. Aids for mea
Thus)Ve may take the sunbeam as a. carpenter lIIIrementollUl 

docs his measuring-rule j it serves as So gauge in the 1Ulivene. 

our measurements of the universe. A sunbeam would re
quire more than three years to reach us from a. Centauri; 
nino and a quarter years from 61 Cygni; from a. Lyna 
twelve years. These are stars whose parallax has been 
determineJ~ and which are therefore x:.earest to us. 
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Of suns "fisible to the naked eye there are about 8000p 

but the telescope can discern in the Milky Way more than 
eighteen millions, the number visible increasing 88 more 
Clusters of powerful instruments are used. Our cluster of 
atara. stars is a disc divided into two b'i-anches at about 
one-third of its length. In the midst of innumerable com
peers and superiors, the sun is not far from the place 
of bifurcation, and at about the middle of the thicliness. 
Outside the plane of the Milky Way the appearance would 
be like a ring, and, still farther off, a nebulous disc. 

From the contemplation of isolated suns anq congre
DlstnDution gated clusters we are led to the stupendous pro
ofmatteT and blem of the distribution of matter and force 
forcemspace. in space, and to the 4Iterpretation of those 
apparent phantoms of self-luminous vapour, circular and 
elliptic discs, spiral wreaths, rings and fans, whose edges 
fade doubtfully away, twins and triplets of phOflphorcsoont 
haze connected together by threads of light and grotesque 
forms of indescribable complexity. Perhave in lIome of 
these gleaming apparitions we see the genesIS, in some the 
melting away of universes. There is nothing motionless 
in the sky. In every direction vast transformations are 
occurring, yet all things proclaim the eternity of matter 
and the undiminished perpetuity of force. 

The theory of gravitation, as delivered by Newton, thus 
Limit of the leads us to a knowledge of the mathematical 
tbeory of construction of the solar system, and inferen
grllVltatiou. tially likewise to that of other systems; but it 
leaves without explanation a large number of singular 
facta. It explains the existing conditions of equilibrium 
of the heavenly bodies, but it tells us nothing of their 
genesis; or, at the best, in that particular it falls back on 
the simple fiat of God. 

The facts here referred to conduct us, however, to. 
Phenomenaof another and far higher point of view. Some of 
the BOlar sya- them, as enumerated by Laplace, are the follow
tem. ing:-l. All the planets and their satellites Dlove 
in e1lip~es of such small eccentricity that they are nearl,. 
circles; 2. The movements of the planets are in the same 
direction and nearly in the same plane; 3. The movements. 
of the satellites are in the same direction as those of tho. 
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planets; 4. The movements of rotation of these various 
bodies and of the sun are in the same direction as their 
orbitual motions, and in planes little different. 

The nebular hypothesis requires us to admit that all 
the ponderable material now constituting the The BebaJar 

various bodies of the solar system once extended. bypothe&lll. 

in a rarefied or nebulO'll8 and rotating condition, beyond 
the confines of the most distant planet. That postula.t&
granted, the structure and present condition of the system. 
may be mathematically deduoed. 

For, as the vast rotating spheroid lost its heat b) 
radiation, it contracted, and its velocity of rotation was 
neoessarily increased j and thus were left behind from if:&. 
equatorial zone, by reason of the centrifugal force, rotating: 
rings, the same result occurring periodically again and 
again. These rings must lie all in one plane. They 
might break, collapsing into one l'Otating spheroid, a.
planet i or into many, asteroids; or maintain the ring
like form. From the larger of these secondary rotating
spheroids other rings might be thrown 011: as from th6 
parent mass. these, in their turn breaking and becoming 
spheroids, oonstitute satellites, whose movements c0rre
spond to those of their primaries. 

We might, indeed, advance a step farther, and .show 
how, by the radiation of heat from a motionless nebula; a.
movement of rotation in a. determinate direction could b6 
engendered, and that upon these principles, the existenoo 
of a nebulous matter admitted, and the present laws and. 
forces of nature regarded. as having been unchanged, th6 
manner of origin of the solar system might be deduced, and 
all those singular facts previously alluded. to explained.; 
and not only 80, but there is spontaneously suggested th& 
cause of many minor peculiarities not yet mentioned.. 

For it follows from the nebular hypothesis that th& 
large planets should rotate rapidly, and the Fadaaeeount-
8lIlall ones more slowly; that the outer planets edfor b71" 

and satellites should. be larger than the inner ones. Of 
the satellites of Saturn, the largest is the outermost; 
of those of \Jupiter, the largest is the outermost save one. 
or tho planets themselves, Jupiter is the largest, and 
outermtlst save three. 'I'hese cannot be coincidence~ but. 
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must be due to law. The number of satellites of each 
"planet, wiJ;h the doubtful exception of Venus, might be 
foreseen, the presence of satellites and their number being 
determined by the centrifugal force of their primary. The 
hypothesis also points out the time of revolution of the 
planets in their orbits, and of the satellites in thoirs; it 
furnishes a reason for the genesis and existence of Saturn's 
xings, whil'h are indeed its remaining witnesses-their 
'Position and movements answering to its requirements. It 
oaccounts for the physical state of the sun, and also for the 
physical state of the earth and moon as indicated by their 
geology. It is also not without furnishing reasons for 
the existence of comets as integrant members of our sys
tem; for their singular physical state; for the eccentric, 
almost parabolic orbits of so many of them; for the faC't 
that there are as many of them with a retrograde as with 
a direct motion; for their more frequent oocutrcnce about 
the axis of the solar system than in its plane; and for 
their general antithetical relations to p1anets. 

If these and very many other appal~ntly disconnected 
Whether ne- facts follow as the mechanical necessities 0' 
bullll actUu.!ly the admission of a gravitating nebula-a very 
-exist. simple postulate-it becomes important to ascer
tain whether, by actual observation, the existence of such 
material forms may be demonstrated in any part of the 
llniverse. It was the actual telescopic observation of such 
objects that led Herschel to the nebular hypothesis. He 
oConcluded that there are two distinct kinds of nebulre, 
one consisting of clusters of stars 80 remote that they 
~ould not be discerned individually, but that these may 
be discerned by sufficient telescopic power; tho other 
being of a hazy nature, and incapable of resolution. 
Nebulre do not occur at random in the heavens: the 
regions poorest in stars are richest in them; they are 
few in the plane of our sidereal system, but numerous 
.about its poles, in that respect answeting to the occurrence 
-of comets in the solar system. The resolution of many of 
these hazy patches of light into stars by no mealls disprovc.'t 
-the truly nebulous condition of many others. 

Fortunately, however, other means than teliscopic 
-observation for the p.ettlement of this question &:te avail-
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.able. fu 1846, it was discovered by the author of this 
book that the spectrum of an ignited. solid is continuous, 
that is, has neither dark nor bright fixed lines. Fraunhofer 
had previously.made known that the speotrum of ignited 
gases is discontinuous. Here, then, is the means of de.
termining whether the light emitted by a given nebula 
oomes from an incandescent gas, or from a congeries of 
ignited solids, stars, or suns. If its spectrum be discon· 
tinuous, it is a true nebula. or gas; if continuous, a 
-congeries of stars. 

In 1864, Mr. Huggins made this examination in the case 
of a nebula in the constellation Draco. It proved to be 
gaseous. 

Subsequent observations have shown that of sixty 
nebul~ exananed, nineteen give discontinuous or gascous 
spectra; the remainder continuous ones. 

It may\ therefore, be admitted that physical evidence 
has at length been obtained, demonstratiag the existence 
of vast masses of matter in.a gaseous condition, and at a 
temperature of incandescence. The hypothesis of Laplace 
has thus a firm basis. I • 

Notwithstanding the great authority of the astronomers 
who introduced it, the nebular hypothesis has OPJlOIlition to 
-encountered much adverse criticism; not so the nebular 

much, however, from its obvious scientific defects, lIypothe8l8. 

such as its inability to deal with the cases of Uranus and 
Neptune, as from moral and extraneous considerations. 
There is a line in Aristophanes which points out precisely 
the difficulty: 

'0 ZE~S ollie ~II', AAA' AJI'I" uboroii Aill'Of JI'lIlI'l' fju.O'IAEiJfJIIII'. 

A reluctance to a.cknowledge the presidency of law in 
the existing constitution and movements of the solar 
system has been yielded only to be succeeded by a reluc~ 
tanoe to acknowledge the presidenoy of law in its genesis. 
And yet whoever WIll refleot on the subject will be drawn 
to the conclusion that the principle involved was really 
~ettled by Newton in his" Principia. "-that is to say, when 
it became geometrically certain, that Kepler's laws origina.te 
in a. ma.thematical necessity. 

As matters now staud, the nebular hypothesis may be 
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regarded as the first Ruperficial, and therefore impArfect, 
glimpse of a series of the grandest problems Boon to present 
themselves for solution-the mathematical distribution of 
!aatter and force in space, and the variations of that dis
tribution in time. 

Such is the history of the dispute respecting the position 
of the earth in the universe. Not without reason, therefore, 

have I assigned the pontificate of Nicolas V. 8.8 
The intellec- th t 1 f th . tell tu 1 d .. r th tunl ntin of e rue c ose 0 a In eo a OIDmlOn 0 e 
eccles....... Church. From that time the liIceptre had passed 
ttci.m. into another hand. In aU directions Nature W8.8 

im-estigated, in all directions new methods of examina
tion were yielding unexpected and beautiful results. On 
the ruins of its ivy-grown cathedrals, Ecclesiasticism, 
surprised and blinded by the breaking day, sat solemnly 
blinking at the light and lifo about it, a.bsorbed in the 
recollection of the night that had passed, dreaming of new 
phantoms and delusions in its wished-for return, and 
vindictively striking its talOIl8 at any derisive Il88ailant 
who incautiously approached. too near. I have not space 
to describe the scientific activity displayed in all direction8 ; 
to do it justice would demand volumes. l\fathematics, 
physics, chemistry, anatomy, medicine, and all the many 
branches of human knowledge received an impulse. 
Simultaneously with the great events J have been relating, 
W rf 1 everyone of these branches was advancing. 
dt':~~~m'!m~ Vieta made the capital improvement of using 
ofscienttllc letters as general symbols in ~lgebra, and 8tPlied 
actlVlty. h . t T h . t at sClence 0 geometry. YC 0, emu atmg 
Hipparchus of old, made a new catalogue of the stars; he 
determined that comets are beyond the moon, and that 
they cut the crystalline firmament ot theology in all 
directions. Gilbert wrote his admirable book on the 
magnet; Gesner led the way to zoology, taking it up at 
the point to which the Sarooens had continued Aristotle, 
by the pUblication of his work on the history of animals; 
Belon at the same time, 1b40, was occupied with fishes 
and birds. Fallopius and Eustachius, Arantiu8 and V ar~ 
lius, were immortalizing themselves by their dissections! 
the former reminding us of the times of Ptolemy Phil3-
delphus, when he naively confesses" the Duke of Tuscany 
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was obliging enough to send living criminals to us, whom 
we killed and then dissected." Piccolomini laid the 
foundations of' general anatomy by his description of' 
cellular tissue. Coiter created pathological anatomy, 
Prosper Alpinus diagnosis, Plater the classification of 
disease, and Ambrose Pare modem surgery. Such were 
the occupations and prospect of science at the close of the 
sixteenth century. 

Scarcely had the seventeenth opened when it became 
obvious that the movement, far from slacken- 'l'hemovemrnt 
ing, was gathering force. It was the age of' becomes still 

Galileo. Descartes introduced the theory of an more vigorous. 

.ether and vortices; but, hearing of' the troubles that had 
befallen Galileo, was on the point of burning his papers. 
Several years later, he.was restrained from publishing his 
U Cosmos" .. from a. pious desire not to treat irreverently the 
.uecrees of' the holy chair against the planetary movement 
Qf the earth." This was in 1633, when the report of the 
.sentence of the Inquisition was made known. He also 
developed Vieta's idea. of the application of algebra to 
geometry, and brought into prominence the mechanical 
fact, destined to an. important application in physical 
~stronomy, that every curvilinear deflection is due to a 
'COntrolling force. To him, among Europeans, also is 
to be attributed the true explanation of the rise of water 
in an exhausted space--" the weight of the water counter
balances that of the air." Napier perfected his great and 
'Useful invention of logarithms. Hydraulics was created 
by Castelli; hydrostatics by Torricelli, who also discovered 
barometrio variations: both were pupils of Galileo. Fabri
-cius II.b Aquapendente discovered the valves in the veins; 
Servetus almost detected the course of the circulation. 
Harvey oompleted what Servetus had left unfinished, and 
described the entire course of the blood; Asellius dis
()()vered the lacteals; Van Helmont introduced the theory 
of vitality into medicine, and made the practice or art 
thereof consist in regulating by diet the Archeus, whose 
seat he affirmed to be in the stomach. In strong contrast 
with this phantasy, Sanctorio laid the foundation of modem 
physiology by introducing the balance into its inquiries. 
Pascal, by & decisive experiment. established the doctrines 
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of the weight and pressure of the air, and published. 8Om& 
of tho most philosophica.l treatises of the age: "his Pro
vincia.l Letters did more than any thing to ruin the name 
of the Jesuits." The contagion spread to the lawyers: in 
1672 appeared Puffendorfs work on the "Law of Nature 
and Nations." The phlogistio theory, introduced. by 
Beecher and perfected by Stahl, created chemistry, in 
contradistinction to the Arabian alchemy. Otto Guericke 
invented the air-pump, Boyle improved it; Hooke, among 
~any other discoveries, determined the essential conditioIl8 
of combustion. Far above all contemporaries in mathe
matical learning and experimental skill, Newton was ·al· 
ready turning his attention to the" reflexions, refractions, 
inflexions and cvlours of light," and introducing the idea. 
of attractions into physics. Ray led the way to comparativ& 
anatomy in his synopsis of quadrupeds; Swammerdam im· 
proved the art of dissection, applying it to tho general 
history of insects; Lister published his sjIlopsis of shells; 
Tournefort and Malpighi devoted themsclvt'S to botany p 
Grew discovered the sexes of plants; Brown the quinary 
arrangement of flowers. ,Geology began to break. 1006& 
from the trammels of theology, and Burnet's Sacred theory 
of the Earth could not maintain its ground against more 
critical investigations. The Arabian doctrine of the move
ment of the crust of the earth began to :find supporters. 
Lister ascertained the continuity of strata over great 
distances; Woodward improved mineralogy; the great 
mathematician, Leibnitz, the rival of Newton, propounded 
the doctrine of the gradual cooling of the globe, the de
scent of its strata by fracture, the deposit of sedimentary 
rocks, and their induration. Among physicilUl8, Willis 
devoted himself to the study of the brain, traced the courso 
of the nerves and classified. them. and introduced the 
doctrine of the localiza.tion of functioIUI in the brain. 
Malpighl and LewenhCllCk applied the microscope as an 
aid to anatomy; the latter discovered spermatozoa.. Graaf 
studied the function of the generative organs; Borelli 
attempted the application of mathematics to muscular 
movement; Duverney wrpte on the sense of hearing, 
Mayow on respiration; Ruysch perfected the art of injec-
tion, and improved minute anatomy. 
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But it is in vain to go on. The remainder of these 
pages would be consumed in an a.ttempt to record the 
names of the cultivators of science, every year increasing 
in number, and to do justice to their works. From the 
darkness that had for 80 many ages enveloped. it, the 
huma.n mind at last emerged into light. The intellectual 
motes were dancing in the sunbeam, and making it visible 
in every direction. 

Despairing thus to do justice to individual philosophers 
and individual disooveries, there is, however. Inst/tutloo of 
one most important event to which I must l!C>enti1ic 

prominently allude. It is the founda.tion of 8OCleues. 

learned societies. Imitating the examples of the A.cademia 
~ecretorum Natura:l, instituted at Na.ples, 1560, by Baptista. 
rorta, aud of the Lyncean Academy, founded 1603 by 
Prince Frederio Coo at Rome for the promotion of na.tural 
philosophy, the Accademia. del Cimento was established 
IIotFlorence, 1637; the Royal Society of London, 1645; and 
the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris, 1666. 

Arrived at the doso of the description -of this first great 
victory of scientifio truth over authority and Revlewofano 
tradition, it is well for us to pause and look \hropoceutrlc 
back on the prog:-ess of man from the erroneous pbl108OPh,y. 

inferences of his social i .. fancy to the true conclusions of 
his maturity-from anthropocentric ideas, which in all 
nations and parts of the world have ever been the same. 
to the discovery of his true position and insignificance in 
tho universe. 

Weare placed in 8. world surrounded with illusions. The 
daily events of our life and the objects before us tend 
equally to deceive us. If we ca$t our eyes on the earth, 
it seems to be made only to minister to our pleasures or 
our wants. If we direct our attention to the The sky 
sky, that blue and crystalline dome, the edges apparent 
of which rest on the :flat land or the sea-. b,,'ure of. 

glacia.l vault, which Empedocles thought was frozen air, 
8.ud the fathers of the Church the lowest of the seven 
concentrio strata of heavens-we find a thousand reasons 
for believing that whatever it (lOvers was intended by 
some Good Being for our use. Of the various Ih"ing 
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things placed with us 'lx>neath it, all are of an inferior 
grade when compared with ourselves, and all seem intended 
for us. The conclusions at which we thus arrive are 
strengthened by a principle of vanity implanted in our 
hearts, unceasingly suggesting to us that this pleasant 
abode must have been prepared for our reception, and 
furnished and ornamented expressly for our use. 

But refl.exion teaches us that we came not hither of 
ourselves, and that doubtless the same Good Being who pre
Antbropo- pared this delightful abode brought us as tenants 
centrIc Ideas into it. From the fact of our own existence, we 
of God. are insensibly and inevitably led to infer the 
existence of God; from the favourable circumstances in 
which our lot is cast, we gather evidences of His goodneB8. 
and in the energy which natural phenomena often display, 
we see the tokens of His power. What other explanation 
can we give~of tempests in the sea or lightning in the 
heavens? Moreover, it is only during a 1?art of our time
our waking hours-that 'We are brought Into relation with 
these material things; for the rest, when we are asleep, a. 
state in which we spend more than a. third part of our 
life, we are introduced to other scenery, other beings, 
Of the world another world. From these we gather that 
and beaven. there are agents of an intangible and more 
-ethereal mould, perhaps of the nature of Him who 
brought us here, perhaps His subordinates and messen
gers. Whence do they iBBue and whither do they go? Is 
there not beyond the sky above us a. region to which 
our imperfect vision cannot penetrate, but which may be 
accessible to them from the peaks of elevated mountains, 
or to be reached only with wings? And thus we yicturo 
to ourselves a heaven sliut off from earth, with all Its sins 
and cares, by the untroubled and impenetrable sky-a 
place of light and repose, its pavement illuminated by the 
.sun and countless other shining bodies-a place of peace. 
but also a place of power. 

Still more, a thousand facts of our life teach us that we are 
'{)f evil beings exposed to influences of an evil nature as well 
and helL as to those that are good. How often, in our 
,dreams, does it happen that we are terror-stricken by the 
.approach of hideous forms, faces of fearful appearance 
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from which we vainly struggle to escape. Is it not 
natural for us to attribute the evil we see in the world to 
these as the good to those? and, since we can not conceive 
()f the existence of beings "'Vithout assigning them a place, 
where shall we find for these malignant spirits a habita~ 
tion? Is it not in the dark region beneath the ground, 
far away from the realms of light-a region from whioh, 
through the volcano, smoke and burning sulphur are cast 
into this upper world-a. place of everlasting fire and 
darkness, whose portals are in caves and solitudes of 
lDnutterable gloom? 

Placed thus on the boundary between such opposing 
powers, man is the sport of circumstances, sus-- Ofman.the 
tained by beings who seek his happiness, and. supernatural. 

tempted by those who desire his destmction. Is it at 
all surprising that, guided by such obvious i:houghts and 
simple reasonings, he becomes superstitious? that, he sees 
in every shadow a spilit, and peoples every solitary place 
with invisibles? that he casts ,a longing look to the good 
beings who can protect him, seeking to invoke their aid 
by entreaties, and to propitiate their help by free-will 
saorifices of things that are pleasant and valuable? Open 
to such influences himself, why should he not believe in 
$e efficacy of prayer? His conscious superiority lends 
force to his suspicion that he is a worthy object for the 
opposing powers to contend for, a conclusion verified by 
the inward strifes he feels, as well as by the trials of life to 
which he is exposed. 

But dreams at night. and sometimes visions by day, 
serve to enforce the conclusion tha~ life is not H's immor. 
limited to our transitory continuance here, but tailtyand 
endures hereafter. How often at night do we futureliCe. 

see the well-known forms of those who have been dea.d a 
long time appearing before us with surprising vividness, 
and hear their almost forgotten voices? These are adm~ 
nitions full of the most solemn suggestions, profoundly 
indica.ting to us that the dead still continue to exist, and 
that what ha.s happened to them must also happen to 
us, and we too are destined for immortality. Perhaps 
involuntarily we associate these conclusions with others, 
expecting that in a. future life good men will enjoy 'the 

YOLo 11. 11 
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society of good beings like themselves, the evil being 
dismissed to the realnuJ of darkness and despair. And, as 
hnman experience teaches us that a. final allotment can 
only be made by some superior power, we expect that He 
who was our Creator shall a.lso be our Judge: that there 
is an appointed time and a. bar at which the final destina
tion of all who have lived shall be ascertained, and eternal 
justice measure out its punishments and rewards. 

From these considerations there arises an inducement 
Inducements for us to lead a virtuous life, abstaining from 
tomorabty. wickedness'and wrong; to set apart a body or 
men who may mediate for us, and teach us by precept. and 
example the course it is best for us to pUl"llle; to consecrate 
places, such as groves or temples, as the more immediate 
habitations of the Deity to which we may resort. 

Such are the leading doctrines of Natural Theology or 
primitive man both in the old and new continent. 1'hey 
arise from the operations of the human mind considering 
the fitness of things. 

Just as we have in Comparative Anatomy the structure
of 'different animals examined, and their identities a.nd 
differences set forth, thereby f',stablishing their true rela
tions; just as we have in Comparative Physiology the 
functions of one organic being compared with those or 
another, to the end that we may therefrom deduce their 
Course of proper connexions, so, from the m;rthologies or 
Comparatlve various :races of men, a ComparatIve Theology 
Theology. may be constructed. Through such a science 
alone can correct conclusions be arrived at respecting this, 
the most important of the intellectual operationa 01 man--
the definite process of his religious opiniona. But it must 
be borne in mind that Comparative Theology illustrates 
the result or effect of the phase of life, and is not its 
cause. 

As man advances in knowledge he discovers that of his 
Corrections or primitive conclusions B<!me are doubt!ese erra
anthropocen- neous, and many requIre better evIdence tc> 
tnc ideas. establish their truth incontestabl" A more 
prolonged and attentive examination gives him reason, in 
some of the most important parli.:nUrs, to chango his. 
mind. He finds that the earth on which he lives, is not .. 
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floor covered over with a starry dome, as he once supposed, 
but a globe self-balanced. lD space. The crystalline vault. 
or sky, is recognized to be an optical deception. It rests 
upon the earth nowhere, and is no boundary at all; there 
is no kingdom of happiness above it, but a limitless space, 
adorned with planets and SUDS. Instead of a. realm of 
darkness and woe in the depths on the othe!: side of the 
earth, men like ourselves are found there, pursuing, in 
Australia and New Zealand, the innocent pleasures and 
encountering the ordinary labours of life. By the aid of 
such lights as knowledge gradually IiI1lpplies, he comes at 
last to discover that this, our terrestrial habitation, instead 
of boing a chosen, a. sacred spot, is only one of similar 
myriads, more numerous than the sands of the sea, and 
prodigally scattered through space. 

Never, perhaps, was a. more important truth discovered. 
All the visible evidence was in direct opposition 
to it. The earth, which had hitherto seemed to ~.J:.'!'!.'::c 
be the very emblem of immobility, was demon- ~e=-of 
Btra.ted to be carried with a double motion, with e 

tlrodigious velocity, through.the heavens; the rising and 
setting of the stars were proved to be an illusion; Detection et' 
and, as respects the size of the globe, it was .tII IDBJg

shown to be altogether insignificant when com- m1icance. 

JP&red with multitudes of other neighbouring ones-in
signi1icant doubly by reason of its actual dimensions, and 
by the countless numbers of others like it in form, and 
doubtless, like it, the abodes 0'£ many orders of life. 

And so it turns out that our earth is a globe of about 
twenty-five thousand miles in circumference. '::.'he voyager 
who circumnavigates it spends no in.considerable portion 
of his life in. accomplishing his task. It moves round the 
lun in a year, but at so great & distance from that 
luminary that, if seen from him, it would look like a little 
.park traversing the sky. It is thus recognized as one of 
the members of the solar system. Other similar Other solar 
bodies, some of which are of larger, some of bodlee. 

smaller dimensions, perform similar revolutions round the 
SUD in a.ppropriate periods of time. 

If the magnitude of the earth be too great for us to 
attach to it any definite conception, what shall we say <of 

u2 
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the compass of tho solar system? There is a derect in 
lIfagnitude of the human intellect which incapacitates us for 
the UDl'rel88. comprehending dif:ltances and periods that are 
either too c.oloSf:lal or too minute. We gain no clearer 
insight into the matter when we are told that a comet 
which does not pass beyond the bounds of the system may 
perhaps be absent on its journey for more than a thousand 
years. Distances and periods such as these are beyond our 
grasp. They pr-~ ve to us how far human reason excels 
imagina.tion, the one measuring and comparing things of 
which the other can form no conception, but in the 
a.ttempt is utterly bewildered and lost. 

But as there are other globes like our earth, so too there 
The infinity are other worlds like our solar system. There 
ofworldB. are self-luminous suns exceeding in number all 
computation. The dimensions of this earth pass into 
nothingness in comparison with the dimensions of the 
solar system, and that system, in its tum, is on1y an 
invisible point if placed in relation with the countle8ll 
hosts .of .other systems .hich form, with it, clusters .of 
stars. Our solar system, far from being alone in the 
universe, is only .one .of an extensive brotherhood, bound 
by common laws and subject to like influences. Even on 
the very verge .of creatiQn, where imaginatiQn might lay 
the beginning .of the realms .of chaos, we see unbounded 
proofs .of .order, a regularity in the arrangement .of inani
mate things, suggesting to us that there are .other intellec
tual creatures like 'OS, the tenants .of those island. in the 
abysses .of space. , 

Though it may take a beam of light a million of years 
to bring to our view those distant worlds, the end is not yet. 
Far away in the depths of space we cat.ch the faint gleams 
of other groups .of stars like our own. The finger .of a man 
can hide them in their remoteness. Their vast distances 
from .one another have dwindled into nothing. They and 
their movements have lost all individuality; the innumer
able suns of which they are composed blend all their 
collected light into one pale milky glow. 

Thus extending .our view from the earth t.o the solar 
Insigniflcauce system, from the solar slstem to the expanse of 
ofpwl. the group of stars to whlch we belong, we behold 
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a. series of gigantic nebular creations rising up one after 
another, and forming greater a.nd greater colonies or 
worlds. No numbers can express them, for they make 
tha firmament a haze of stars. Uniformity, even though 
it be the uniformity of magnificence, tires at last, and 
we abandon the survey, for our eyes can only behold a. 
boundless prospect, and conscience tells us our own un
speakable insignificance. 

But wha.t has become of the time-honoured doctrine of the 
human destiny of the universe? that doctrine TrIumph or 
for the sake of which the controversy I ha.ve BClentrllc 
described in this chapter was raised. It has trnth. 

disappeared. In 'vain was Bruno burnt and Galileo im
prisoned; the truth for<:ed its way, in spite of all opposi
tion, &t last. The end of the conflict was a total rejection 
of authority and tradition, and the adoption of scientifio 
truth. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

THE EUROPEAN AGE OF REASON-{Continued). 

BISTOR'l 011' TBII EARTB.-BEB SUCCESSlTll CJlAJIGEI III 'l'BB COUUJIi OP 
TUlII. 

OrientaZ and Oecidenta.Z Doat-fi_ re.pecting 1M Earth in Ti'IM_ 
Gradual Weakening oj tk8 latter by tutTfJfUlmical lac", and 1M lliH 
oj Scientific Geology. 

Impersonal Manner tn which the Pf'oblem WQ.8 et:entually wired, chitftv 
thf'ough Facts connected with Heat. -

Pf'oof8 oj limitles8 D'Uf'ationff'om inorganic Fad8.-IgnllOUl and Aqt.IeOU8 
Bocks. 

Pf'Ooj8 oj the same jf'om organic Facta.-Succesai'De Oreationl and Ez,. 
Unctions of Zimng Forms, and theif' coniempora'fIe()'UI Distribution. 

E1Jidencea of a slowly declining Temperature, and, therejore, oj a long 
Time.-The Pf'OCe88 of Events by Catastrophe and by Law.-AnaWgv 
of Individual and Bace Development.-Both af'e determined bY 
unchangeable Law. 

Conclusion that the Plan of the Uni'DerBe indicate, a Multiplicity 0/ 
WOf'ldB of infinite Space, and a Succession 0/ Worldl in infinite Time. 

A VICTORY could not be more complete nor & triumph more 
Age of the brilliant than that which had been gained by 
earth. science in the contest concerning the position ot 
the earth. Though there followed closely thereupon an 
investigation of scarcely inferior moment-that respecting 
the age of the earth-so thoroughly was the ancient 
authority intellectually crushed that it found itself in
capable of asserting by force the Patristic idea that our 
planet is less than six thousand years old. 

Not but that a resistance was made. It was, however, 
The qoesl.lon of an indirect kind. The contest might be 
is Impersonal- likened rather to & partisan warfare than to the 
lysolved. deliberate mo~ement of regular armies under 
recognized commanders. In its history there is no central 
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figure like Galileo, no representative man, no brilliant and 
opportune event like the invention of the telescope. The 
question moves on to its solution impersonally. A little 
advance is made here by O'ne, there by another. The war 
was finished, though no great battle was fought. In the 
chapter we are entering upon there is, therefore, none of 
that dramatio interest connected with the last. Imper
eonally the question was decided, and, therefore •. imper
~na.lly I must describe it. 
. In Oriental countries, where the popular belief assigru; 

to the creation of man a very ancient date, and Oriental and 
even asserts for some empires a duration of w

t 
esternfthdoc-

• nne80 B 
hundreds of thousands of years, no difficulty as age of the 

respects the age of the earth was felt, there earth. 

BOOming to have been time enough for every event that 
human researches have detected to transpire. But in the 
West, where the doctrine that not only the earth, but the 
universe itself, was intended for man, has been carried to 
its consequences with exacting rigour, circumstances forbid 
us to admit that there was any needless delay between the 
preparation of the habitation and the introduction of the 
tenant. They also force upon us the conclusion that a. few 
centuries constitute a. very large portion of the time of 
human existence, since, if we adopt the doctrine of an 
almost limitless period, we should fall into a difficulty in 
explaining what has become of the countless myriads of 
generations in the long time so past, and, considering that 
we are taught that the end of the world is at hand, and 
must be expected in a. few years at the most, we might 
jloom to arraign the goodness of God in this, that He has 
left to their fate immeasurably the larger proportion of 
our race, and has restricted His mercy to us alone, who are 
living in the departing twilight of the evening of the 
world. 

But in this, as in the former case, a closer examinatioR 
Jf the facts brings us to the indisputable conclusion that 
we have decided unworthily a.nd untruly; that Correction of 
our guiding doctrine of the universe being in~ the European 

tended for us is a miserable delusion; tha.t the doctrine. 

scale on which the world is constructed as to time answers 
,to tha.t on which it is constructed as to space; tha-t. ~ 
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respects our planet, its origin dates from an epoch too. 
remote for our mental apprehension; that myriads of 
centuries have been consumed in its coming to itB present 
state; that, by a slow progression, it has passed from 
stage to stage, uninhabited, and for a long time unin
habitable by any living thing; that in their proper order 
and in due lapse of time, the organic series have been its 
inhabitants, and of theso a vast majority, whose numbers 
are so great that we cannot offer an intelligible estimate 
of them, have passed away and become extinct, and that 
finally, for a brief period, we have been its possessors. 

Of the intentions of God it becomes us, therefore, to 
spea.k with reverence and reserve. In those ages when 
there was not a man upon the earth, what was the object? 
Was the twilight only given that the wolf might follow 
his fleeing; prey, and the stars made to shine that the royal 
tiger mignt pursue his midnight maraudings? Where was 
the use of so much that was beautiful and orderly, when 
there was not a solitary intellectual being to understand 
and enjoy? Even now, when we are so much disposed 
to judge of other worlds from their apparent adaptednes& 
to be the abodes of a thinking and responsible order like 
ourselves. it, may be of service to remember th",t this 
earth itself was for countless ages a dungeon of pestiferous 
exhalations and a den of wild beasts. 

It might moreover appear that the conclusions to which 
It elevates we come, both as respects the position and ag& 
rather than of the world, must necessarily ha.ve for their 
degradeathe th dimin' t" dd _.3-t" f pOilltlon of consequences e u Ion an egrtwa Ion 0 
man. man, the rendering him too worthlesa an object 
for God's regard. But here again we faU into an elTor. 
True, we have debased his animal value, and taught him 
how little he is-how insignificant are the evils, how vain 
the pleasures of his life. But, as respects his intellectual 
principle, how does the matter stand? What is it that 
has thus heen measuring the terrestrial world, and weigh
ing it in a balance? What is it that has been standing 
on the sun, and marking out the orbits and boundaries of 
the solar system? What is it that has descended into the 
infinite abysses of space, examined the countless world&. 
that 'they contain, and compared and contrasted them 
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together? What is it that has shown itself capable of 
dealing with magnitudes that are infinite, even of com
paring infinites together! What is it that has not hesi
tated to trace things in their history through a past 
eternity, and been found capable of regarding equally the 
transitory moment and endless dur~tion? That which is 
competent to do all this, so far from being degraded, rises 
before us with an air of surpassing grandeur and inap
preciable worth. It is the soul of man. 

From. the facts given in the last chapter respecting the 
relations of the earth in space, we are next led Relations of thtt 
to her relations in time. earth In time. 

So long as science was oppressed with the doctrine of 
the human destiny of the universe, which, as its con
sequence, made this earth the great central b"ody', and 
elevated man to supreme importance, there was much 
diffioulty in treating the problem of the age of the world. 
The history of the earth was at :first a. wild and fictitious 
cosmogony. Scientifio cosmogony arose, not from any 
theological considerations, but from the telescopic ascer
tainment of the polar compression of the planet Jupiter, 
and the oonsequent determination by Newton that the 
earth is a spheroid of revolution. With a true cosmogony 
came a better chronology. The patristio doc- Anthropooel\l
trine had been that the earth came into existence thtriCbe1dea&1 of . th fi th e g DRlDg but little more an ve ousand years ago, and end of the 

and to this a popular opinion long current was world. 

added, that its end might be very shortly expected. From 
time to time periods were set by various authorities 
determining 'the la.tter event, and, as true knowledge was 
extinguished, the year 1000 came to be the universally 
appointed date. In view of this, it was not an uncommon 
thing for persons to commence their testamentary bequests 
With the words, .. In expectation of the approaching end 
of the world." But the tremendous moment passed by. 
and still the sun rose and set, still the seasons were 
punctual in their courses, and Nature wore her accus
tomed aspect. A later day was then predicted, and again 
and again disappointment ensued, until sober-minded men 
began to perceIve that the Scriptures were never intended 
to give information on such subjects, and predictions ot" 
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the end of the world fell into discredit, abandoned to the 
ill.iteraAle, whose moxbll &D.tioipa.ti0D.8 they still amuse. 

As it was thus with the end of our planet, so it was as 
regards her origin. By degrees evidence began to ac
cumulate casting a doubt on her recent date, evidence 
continually becoming more and more cogent. In no in-

significant manner did the establishment of the 
:~:J~:~ heliocentric theory, aided by the discoveries of 
illimitable the telescope, assist in this result. As I ha.ve 
age. said, it utterly ruined past restoration the doc-
trine of the human destiny of the universe. With that 
went down all arguments which had dernded. on making 
man the measure of things. Ideas 0 unexpected sub
limity as to the seale of magnitude on which the world is 
constructed soon enforced themselves, and proved to be 
the precursors of similar ideas as to time. At length it 
was perceived by those who were in the va.n of the move
ment that the Bible was never intended to deliver a 
chronological doctrine respecting the beginning any more 
than the end of things, and that those well-meaning men 
who were occupied in wresting it from its true purpo8ett 
were engaged in an unhappy employment, for its tendency 
-could be no other than to injure the cause they designed 
to promote. Nevertheless, so strong were the ancient 
persuasions, that "it was not without a struggle that the 
doctrine of a long period forced its way-a struggle for 
the age of the earth, which, in its arguments, in its ten
dencies, and in its results, forcibly recalls the preceding 
one respecting the position of the earth; but, in the end, 
truth overrode all authority and all opposition, 'nnd the 
doctrine of an extremely remote origin of our planet ceased 
to be open to dispute. 

In a scientifio conception of the universe, illimitable 
..spaces are of necessity connected with limitless time. 

The discovery of the progressive motion of light offered 
Indtcatlons de- the meaDS of an absolute demonstration of this 
pendlDgontbe connexion. Rays emitted by an object, and 
progressive ki 'bl f 't b" . uotlOD of' mil. ng us BeDSI eo 1 8 presence y 1lIlpmgmg 
bght. on the eye, do not reach us instantaneo118ly, but 
oCOnsume a certain period in their passage. 

If any sudden visible effect took _place in the S1lll, W8 
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6hould not see it at the absolute moment of its occurrence, 
but about eight minutes and thirteen seconds later, this 
being the time required for light to cross the intervening 
distance. All phenomena. take place in re4lity anterior 
to the moment at which we observe them by a. time 
longer in proportion as the distance to be travelled is 
greater. 

There are objects in the heavens so· distant that it 
'Would take many hundreds of thousands of years for their 
light to reach us. Then it necessarily follows, since 'We 
'4J8.n see them, that they must have been created and must 
have been shining so long. . 

The velocity with which light moves was :first deter
mined by the Danish astronomer Romer from the eclipses 
of Jupiter's satellites, November, 1675. It was, therefore, 
.a determination of the rate for refiected solar light in a. 
vaouum, and gave 198,000 miles in a second. In 1727. 
Bradley determined it for direct stellar light by his great 
-discovery of the aberration of the fixed stars. More 
reoently, the experiments of M. Foucault and those of M 
Fizeau, by the aid of rotating mirrors or wheels, have 
·confirmed these astronomical observations, Fizeau's de
termination of the velocity approaching that of Romer. 
Probably, however, the most correct is that of Struve, 
191,519 miles per second. 

This astronomical argument, which serves as a general 
introduotion, is strengthened by numerous phy- 1 tigati 
sical and physiological facts. But of the dif- 0:: age:,n 
ferent methods by which the age of the earth :~:O~e 
may be elucidated, J shall prefer tha.t which phenom.eoa 
approaches it through the phenomena. of heat. ofhe&t. 

Such & manner of viewing the problem has led to its
uetermination in the minds of many thinking men. 

As correct astronomiqaJ. ideas began to prevail, it was 
perceived that all the heat now on the surface 1C4l 
of our planet is derived from the SUD. Through ::!ro.~: 011 

the ciroumstance of the inclina.tion of her axis of the earth'. 

rotation to the plane of her annual motion, or surface. 

through the fa.ct of her globular form occasioning the 
presentation of different parts of her surface, according to 
:their la.titudes, with more or less obliquity. and henoo the 
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receptioI1- of less or more of the rays, there may be local 
and temporary variations, But these do not affect the 
'general principle that the quantity of heat thus received 
must be the same from year to year. 

This thermometrio equilibrium not only holds good for 
The equillbri- the surface, it may also be demonstrated for the 
um of interior whole mass of the planet. The day has not 
heat. shortened by the ~ of a. second since the time of 
Ripparchus, and therefore the decrease of heat can not have 
been so much as the m of a. Fahrenheit degree, on the 
hypothesis that the mean dilatation of aU terrestrial 
substances.is equal to that of glass, 1 801000 for one degree. 
If a decline had taken place in the intrinsio heat of tho 
earth, there must ,have been a. diminution in her size, and, 
as a necessary consequence, the length of the day must 
have become less. '£he earth has therefore reached a. 
condition of equilibrium' as respects temperature. 

A vast body of evidence has, however, oome into pro
Its ancient minence, establishing with equal certainty that 
dechne. there was in ancient times a. far higher tempera
ture in the planet; not a temperature concerned with p 

fraction of a. degree, but ranging beyond the limits of our 
thermometric scale. The mathematical figure of the earth 
offers a. resistless argument for its ancient liquefied con
dition-that is, for its originally high temperature. But 
how is this to be co-ordinated with the concI1lf!ion j1i8t 
mentioned? Simply by the admission that there have 
elapsed prodigious, it might almost be said limitlO8S, periods. 
As thus the true state of ~ffa.ir8 began to tako on shape, 
it was perceived that the age of the earth Ut not a question. 
Necessity for of authority, not a qUe&tion of tradition, but a 
a long tune. mathematical problem sharply defined: to de
termine the time of cooling of a globe of known diameter 
and of given oonductibility by radiation in a. vacuum. 

In suoh a. state of things, what could be more unwise 
than to attempt to force opinion by the exercise of autho
rity? Row unspeakably mischievous had proved to be 
a like course as respects the globular form of the earth, 
which did not long remain a mere mathematical abstra.o-
tion, but was abruptly brought to a practical issue by the 
voyage of Magellan's ship. And o~ this question of the 
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.age of the earth it would have been equally unwise to 
become entangled with or committed to the errors of 
patristicism-errors arising from well-meant moral con
siderations, but which can never exert any influence on 
the solution of a scientific problem • 

. One fact after another bearing upon the question 
gradually emerged into view. It was shown J elI ti r 
tha.t the diUl'Ilfl,l variations of temperature-that .be :te~~~ 0 

is, those connected with night and 'day-extend h'rl10fthe 

but a few inches beneath the surface, the seasonal ea • 
Qnes, connected with winter and summer, to many feet; 
but beyond this was discovered a stratum of invariable 
temperature, beneath which, if we descend; the heat in
(Jroases at the rate or 1° Fahr. for every fifty or seventy 
feet. The uniformity of this rate seemed to imply that, 
at depths quite insignificant, a. very high temperature 
must exist. This was illustrated by such facts that the 
water which rushes up from a. depth of 1794 feet in the 
Artesian well of Grenelle has a temperature of 82° Fahr. 
The mean temperature of Paris being about 5e Fahr., 
these numbers give a.rate of 1° for every fifty-eight feet. 
If, then, the increase of heat is only 100° per mile, at a. 
depth of less than ten miles every thing must be red hot, 
.and at thirty or forty in a. melted state. It was by all 
.admitted that the rise of temperature 'With the depth is 
not at all local. but occurs in whatever part of the earth 
the observation may be made. The general ,conclusion 
thus furnished was re-enforced' by the evidence of volca
noes, which could no longer be :regarded as merely local, 
-depending on restrioted areas for the supply of melted 
material, since they are found all over the land and under 
the sea, in the interior of continents and near the shores, 
beneath the equator and in the polar regions. It had 
been estimated that there are probably two thousand aerial 
or subaqueous eruptions every century. Some volcanoes, as 
...Etna, have for thousands of years poured forth their lavas, 
.and still there is an unexhausted supply. Everywhere 
a common source is indicated by the rudely uniform 
materials ejected. The fact that the' lines of volcanio 
activity shift pointed to a deep source; the periodic incre
ments and decrements of force bore the same interpretation. 
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They far transcend the range ot history. The volcanoes 
of central France date from -the Eocene period; .their 
power increased in the Miocene, and continued thl'Qugh 
the Pliocene; those of Catalonia belong to the Pliocene, 
probably. Coupled with volcanoes, earthquakes. with their 
vertical, horizontal, and rotary vibratioJ s, having a linear 
velocity of from twenty to thirty miles per minute. 
indicated a profound focus of action. The great earth
quake of Lisbon was relt from Norway to Morocco, from 
Algiers to the West Indies, from Thuringia to the Cana
dian lakes. It absolutely lifted the whole bed of the 
North Atlantio Ocean. Its origin was in no superficial 
point. 

A still more universal proof of a high temperature 
Prooffromthe affecting the whole mass of the interior of the 
mean deDSlt)'. globe was believed to be presented in the small 
mean density of the earth, a density not more than 5'66 
times that of water, the mean density of the solid surface 
being 2'7, and that of the solid and Bea-8urfaoo together 
1'6, .But this is not a density answering to that which 
the earth should have in virtue of the attraction of her 
own parts, It implied some agent capable of rarefying 
and dilating, and the only such agent is heat. Although 
the law of the increase of density from the upper surface 
to the centre is unknown, yet a comparison of the earth'. 
compression with her velocity of rotation demonstrated 
that there is an increasil1g density in the strata as we 
descend. The great fact, however, which stands pro
minently forth is the interior heat. 

Not only were evidences thus offered of the existence of 
a high temperature, and, therefore, of the lapse of a long 
time by the present circumstances of the globe; every 
trace of its former state, duly considered, yielded similar 
indications, the old evidence corroborating the new. And 
soon it appeared that this would hold good whether 
considered in the inorgwio or organio aspect. 

In the inorganio, wha.t other interpretation could be 
Inorganic put on the universal occurrence of igneous rocks. 
froofs 'f,{" h some in enormous mountain ranges. some ejected :;-ra,!e, from beneath, forcing their tortuous way through 
the resisting superincumbent strata; veins of VariOU8 
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mineral constitution, and, as their relations with ono 
another showed, veins of very different dates? What 
other interpretation of layers of lava in succeslfion, one 
under another, and often with old disintegrated material 
between? What of those numerous volcanoes which have 
never been known to show any signs of acti~ity in the 
period of history, though they sometimes occur in countries 
like Franoe, eminently historic? What meaning could be 
assigned to all those dislocations, subsidenoes, and eleva
tions which the crust of the earth in every country 
presents, indications of a loss of heat, of a. contraction in 
diameter, and its necessary consequence, fracture of the 
exterior consolidated shell along lines of least resistance? 
And though it was asserted by some that the catastrophes 
of which these are the ev.idences were occasioned by £orces 
of unparalleled energy and incessant operation-unparal
leled when compared with such terrestrial forces,a. we are 
familiar with-that did not, in any respeot, change the 
interpretation, for there could have been no abrupt 
diminution in the intensity of those forces, which, if they 
had lessened in power, must have pa&sed through a long • 
.. gradual declill.e. In that very decline there These neees
thus spontaneously came forth evidences of a eanly imply 
long lapse of time. The whole course of Nature long ume. 

satisfies us how gradual and deliberate are her proceedings; 
that there is no abrupt boundary between tpe past and 
the present, but that the one insensibly shades oft'into the 
other, the present springing gently and imperceptibly out 
of the past. If volcanic phenomena and all kinds of 
igneous manifestations-if dislocations, injections. the in
trusion of melted material into strata were at one time 
more frequent, more violent-if, in the' old times, mundane 
forces possessed an energy which they have now lost, their 
present diminished and deteriora.ted condition, coupled 
with the fact that for thousands of years, throughout tho 
range of history, they have been invaria.bly such as we 
find them now, should be to us a proof how long, how 
very long ago those old times must have been. 

Thus, therefore, was perceived the necessity of co-ordi
nating the'scale of time with the scale of space, and such 
views of the physical history of the earth were extended 
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to celestial bodies which were considered. as having passed. 
Support from through a similar course. In one, at least, this 
astronorzuca! assertion was no mere matter of speculation. but 
facts. of actual observation. The broken surface of the 
moon. its volcanic cones and craters, its mountains, with 
their lava-clad sides and ejected blocks glistening in the 
sun, proved a succession of events like those of the earth. 
.and demonstrated that there is a. planetary as well as a 
ter:r;estrial geology, and that in our satellite there is evidence 
'of a primitive high temperature, of a gradual decline, and.; 
lIberefore. of a long process of time. Perhaps also, con
sidering the rate of heat-exchange in Venu, by reason of 
her proximity to the sun, the :ea1e light which it is said 
has been observed on her non-illuminated part is the de
clining trace of her own intrinsio temperature, her heat 
lasting until now. 

If ast.ronomers sought in systematio causes an explana-
tion of thelle facts-if, for instance, they were 

Astronomical di d to . h £' h . th ..... .facts Imply spose examme ow.\.ar c angel lD e Ou-

~'if secular liquity of the ecliptio are connected therewith 
ngee. -it was necessary at the outset to concede that 

the scale of time on which the event proceeds is of pro
digious duration, this secular variation observing a slow 
process of only 45'7" in a century; and hence, since the 
time of Hipparchus, two thousand years ago, the plane of 
the ecliptic has approached. that of the equator by only 
a quarter of a degree. Or if, again, they looked to a 
<limi.nishing of the eccentricity of the earth'. orbit, they 
-were oompelled. to admit the same postulate, and deal with 
thousands of centuries. Under whatever aspect, then, the 
.theory was regarded., if once a former high temperature 
were admitted., and the fact coupled. therewith that there 
has been no sensible decline within the observation of man. 
whether the explanation was purely gcological or purely 
.astronomical, the motion of heat in the mass of the earth 
is so slow, yet the change that has taken place is 80 great, 
the variations of the contemplated. relations of the solar 
system so gradual-under whatever aspect and in what
ever way the fact was dealt with, there arose the indis
iPensable concession of countless centuries. 

'1'0 the' astronomer such a concession is nothing extra-
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ordinary. It is not because of the time required that he 
entertains any doubt that the sun and his system accom
plish a. revolution round a. distant centre of gravity in 
nineteen millions of years, or that the year of ( Lyrm is 
half a million of ours. He looks forward to that distant 
day when Sirius will disappear from our skies, and the 
Southern Cross be visible, and Vega the polar star. He 
looks back to the time when "'I Draconis occupied that 
conspiouous position, and the builders of the great pyra.
mid, B.C. 8970, gave to its subterranean passage an inclina
tion of 26° IS', corresponding to the infE)rior oulmination 
of that star. He tells us that the Southern Cross began to 
be invisible in 52° SO' N., 2900 years ,before our era, and 
that it had previously attained an altitude of more than 
10°. When it disappeared from the horizon of the countries 
ou the Baltio. the pyramid of Cheops had. been erected more 
than a. thousand years. 

We must pass by a copious mass of evidence furnished by 
aqueous causes of change operating on the earth's Proofs of time 
I!lurface, though these add very weighty proof from aqueo1l8 
to the doctrine of a long period. The filling up effects, 

of lakes, the formation of deltas, the cutting power of 
running water, the deposit of travertines, the denudation 
of immense tracts of country, the carrying of their detritus 
into the sea, the changes of shol'es by tides and waves, the 
formation of strata hundreds of miles in length, and the 
imbedding therein of fossil remains in numbers almost 
beyoud belief, furnished many interesting and important 
faots. Of these not a few presented means of computation. 
It would not be diffioult to assign a date for suoh geo
graphical events as the production of the Caspian and Dead 
t:3eas from an examination of the sum of saline material 
contained in their waters and deposited in their bed, with 
the annua.l amount brought into them by their supplying 
rivers. Such computations were executed as respects the 
growth of Lower Egypt and the backward cutting of 
Niagara Falls, and, though they might be individually 
open to criticism, their mutual aocordance and tendenoy 
furnished an evidence that could not be gainsaid. The 
continual acoumulation of such evidenoe ought not to be 
without its weight on. those who are still disposed to treat 

VOL. II. X 
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slightingly th~ power of geological {acts in developing 
truth. 

To such facts were added a.ll those, with which vOlumes 
d f h might be filled, proving the universality or the 

:ove:~n~ ~f' movements of the solId crust of the earth
tbe rrth's strata once nece~sarily horizontal now inclined 
crus. at all angles, strata unconformable to one another 
-a. body of evidence most copious and most satisfactory, 
yet demonstrating from the immensity of the results how 
slowly the work had gone on. 

How was it possible to conceive thllt beds many hundred 
feet in thickness should have been precipitated suddenly 
from water? Their mechanical condition implied slow 
disintegration and denudation in other localities to furnish 
material; their contents showed no trace of violence; the1. 
rather proved the deposition to have occurred in a. tra.nquIl 
and quiet way. What interpretation could be put upon 
facts continually increasing in number like those observed 
in the south-east of England, where fresh-water beds a. 
thousand feet thick are covered by other beds a. thousand 
feet thick, but of marine origin? What upon those in the 
north of England, where masses once uplifted a. thousand 
feet above the level, and, at the time of their elevation, 
presenting abrupt precipices 'and cliffs of that height, as is 
'proved by the fractures and faults of the existing strata, 
have been altogether removed, and the surface left plain? 
In South Wales there are localities where 11,000 feet in 
thickness have been bodilycanied away. Whether, there
fore, the strata. that have been formed, and which remain 
to strike us with astonbh'ment at their prodigioUII mass, 
were considered; or those that have been destroyed, not, 
however, without leaving unmistakable traces of them
selves; the processes of wearing away to furnish material 
as well as the accumulation, of necessity required the lapse 
of long periods of time. The undermining of clitl'.e by the 
beating of the sea, the redistribution of Bands and mud at 
the bottom of the ocean, the washing of material from hills 
into the lowlands by showers of rain, its transport by river 
'courses, the disintegration of soils by the influence of frost, 
'the weathering of rocks by carbonic acid, and the solution 
()f limestone by its aid in water-these are efi'ecM which, 
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~ven at the quickest, seem not to amount to much in the 
(lourse of the life of a. man. A thousand years could yield 
but a trifling result. 

We have already alluded to another point of view from. 
which these mechanical effects were considered. The level 
()f the land and sea has unmistakably changed. There are 
mountain eminences ten or fifteen thousand feet in altitude 
in the interior of continents over which, or through :which 
shells and other produots of the sea are profusely scattered. 
And though, considering the proverbial immobility of the 
$olid land and the proverbial instability of the water, it 
might at first be supposed much mor~ likely that the sea 
had subsided than that the land had risen, a more critical 
.examination soon led to a change of opinion. Before our 
eyes, in some countries, elevations and depressions are 
taking place, sometimes in a slow secular manner, as in 
Norway and Sweden. that peninsula on the north rising, 
.and on the south sinking, at such a. rate tha.t, to accomplish 
the whole seven hundred feet of movement, more than 
twenty-seven thousand years would be required if it 
bad always been uniform as now. Elsewhere, as on the 
'south-western coast of South America, the movement is 
paroxysmal, the shore line lifting for hundreds of miles 
:Instantaneously, and then pausing for many years. In the 
Morea als~ range after range of old sea-cliffs exist, some of 
them more than a thousand feet high, with terraces at the 
base of eaoh; but the Morea has "been well known for the 
last twenty-five oenturies, and in that time has undergone 
no material change. Again, in Sioily, similar interior 
jlea.-cliffs are seen, the rubbish at their bases containing the 
bones of the hippopotamus and mammoth, proofs of the 
great change the climate has undergone since ·the sea. 
washed those anoient beaohes. Italy, pre-eminently the 
historio country, in which, within the memory of man, no 
material change of configuration has taken place since the 
Pleistocene period, very late geologicaJly speaking has 
experienced elevations of fifteen hundred feet. The seven 
hills of Rome are of the Pliocene, with fluviatile deposits 
and recent terrestrial shells two hundred feet> above the 
Tiber. There intervened between the older Pliocene an.d 
ihe newer a period of enormous length, as is demonstra.ted 

x2 
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by the accumulated. effects taking place in it, and, indeed, 
the same JIlay be said of every juxtaposed pair of distinctly 
marked strata. It demanded an inconceivable time for 
beds once horizontal at the bottom of tlie sea to be tilted. 
to great inclinations; it required also the enduring exertion 
of a prodigious force. Ascent and descent may be detected 
in strata of every age: movements sometimes paroxysmal, 
but more often of tranquil and secular kind. The ooal
bearing strata, by gradual submergence, attained in South 
Wales a thickness of 12,000 feet, and in Nova Scotia, a total 
thickness of 14,570 feet; the uniformity of the process of 
submergence and its slow steadiness is indicated by the 
occurrence of erect trees at different levels: seventeen such 
repetitions may be counted in a. thickness of 4515 feet. 
The age of the trees is proved by their size, some being 
four feet in diameter. Round them, as they gradually 
went down with the subsiding soil, calamites grew at one 
level after another. In the Sidney coal-field fifty-nine 
fossil forests thus occur in superposition. 

Such was the conclusion forcing itself from considerations 
Or' connected with inorganic nature. It received a. 
of~;~fs most emphatic endorsement from the organic 
hIgh tempera- world, for there is an intimate connexion 
'me. between the existence and well-being both ot 
plants and animals, and the heat to which they are exposed. 
Why is it that the orange and lemon do not grow in New 
York? What is it that would inevitably ensue if these 
exotics were exposed to a. cold winter 7 What must take 
place if, in Florida. or other of the Southern states, a season. 
of unusual rigor should occur? Does not heat thus con
:fine within a fixed boundary the spread of these plants? 
And so, again, how many others there are which grow 
luxuriantly in a temperate clima.te, but are parched up 
and killed if fortuitously ca.rried. beneath a. hot tropical 
sun. To every one there is a. climate which best snits the 
condition of its life, and certain limits of heat and cold 
beyond which its existence is not possible. 

If the mean annual heat of the earth's surface were slowly 
to rise, and, in the course of some centuries, the tempem
ture now obtaining in Florida should obtain in New York; 
the orange and lemon would cerl!loin11 be found here. 
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With the increasing heat those plants "Would commence a 
northward march, steadily advancing as oppor- lloundaryof 
tunity was given. Or, if the reverse took place. org&Ill8DIB by 

and for any reason the heat of the torrid zone he&&. 

declined until the winter's cold of New York should be at 
la.st reached under the equator, as the descent went on the 
orange and lemon would retreat within a narrow and 
narrower region. and end by becoming extinct. the con
ditions of their exposure being incompatible with the 
continuance of thei;r life. From such considerations it is 
therefore obvious that not only does heat arrange the limits 
of the distribution of plants, erecting round them boun
daries which, though invisible, are more insuperable than 
a wall of brass, it also regulates- their march, if march 
there is to be--nay, even controls their very existence, and 
to genera, and species, and individuals appoints a period of 
duration. 

Such observations apply not alone to plants; the animal 
kingdom offers equally significant illustrations. Animals 10-
Why does the white bear enjoy the leaden sky cahzedasweU 
of the pole and his native iceberg? Why does asplanta. 

the tiger restrict himself to the jungles of India? Can it 
be donbted that, if the mean annual temperature should 
decline, the polar bear would home with his iceberg to 
corresponding southern latitudes, or, if the heat should rise; 
the tiger would commence a northward journey? Does he 
not, indeed. every summer penetrate northward in Asia as 
far as the latitude of Berlin, and retire again as winter 
comes on? Why is it that; at a given signal, the birds of 
passage migra.te, pressed forward in the spring by the 
heat, and pressed backward in the autumn by the cold? 
The annual migration of birds illustrates the causes of 
geological appearances and extinctions. Do we not herein 
recognize the agent that determines animal distribution? 
We must not deceive ourselves with any fancied terrestrial 
impediment or restraint. Let the heat rise but a few 
degrees, and the turkey-buzzard, to whose powerful wing 
distances are of no moment and the free air no impediment, 
would be seen hovering over New York; let it fall a few 
degree!l, and he would vanish from the streets of Charleston; 
let it fall a. little more, and he would vanish from the 
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earth. Shell-fish, once the inhabitants of the British seas, 
retired during the glacial period to the Mediterranean, and 
with the returning warmth have gone back northward 
again. 

Animals are thus controlled by heat in an indirect as 
Controlofani- well all a. direct way. Indirectly; for, if their 
mals by food food be diminished, they must seek a more ample 
supply; if it fails, they must perish. Doubtless it wu 
insufficient food, as well as the setting in of a more rigorous 
climate, that occasioned the destruction of the mastodon 
giganteus, which abounded in the United States after the 
drift period. Such great elephantine forms could not 
possibly sustain themselves' against the rigors of the 
present winters, nor could they find a sufficient supply of 
food for a considerabl,e portion of the year. The disap
pearance of animals from the face of the earth was, as 
Palreontology advanced, ascertained to have been a deter
minate process, a condition of their existence; and either 
inherent in themselves or dependent on their environment. 
It was proved that the forms now existing are only an 
insignificant part of the countless tribes that have lived. 
Nature ofcre- The earth has been the theatre of a long succes
atlons and ex- sion of appearances and removals, of creations 
tlnctlons. and extinctions, reaching to the latest times. In 
the Pleistocene of Sicily, -i'A of the fossil shells are ex
tinct; in the bone caverns of England, out of thirty-seven 
mammals eighteen are ~:x:tinct. But judging, from what 
may be observed of the duration of races contemporary 
with us, that their life is prolonged for thousands of years, 
sUccessive generations of the same species in a long order 
replacing their predecessors before final removal occurs, 
this again resistlessly brought forward the flame conclusion 
to which all the foregoing facts had pointed, that there 
have transpired since the introduction of animal life upon 
this globe very long periods of time. 

Through the operation of this law of extinction and or 
creation, animated nature, both on the continents and in 
the seas, has undergone a marvellous change. In the lias 
and oolitic seas, ~he Enaliosauria, Cetiosauria, and Croco
dilia dominated as the Delphinidre and Ba1am.idre do in 
ours; the former have been eliminated, the latter produced. 
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Along with the cetaceans came th$ soft..scaled Cycloid 
and Ctenoid fishes, orders which took the place of the 
Ganoids and Placoids of the Mesozoic times. One after 
another successive species of air-breathing reptiles have 
emerged, continued for their appointed time to exist, a.nd 
then died out. The development has been, not in the 
descending. but in the ascending order; the Atnphitheria. 
Bpalacotheria, Triconodon of the Mesozoic times were sub .. 
stituted by higher tertiary forms. Nor ha've these muta
tions been abrupt. If mammals are the chief cha.ra.cter
istio of the Tertiary ages, their first beginnings a.re BeeD 
far earlier; in the triassio and oolitio .formations there 
are a few of the lower orders struggling, as it were, to 
emerge. The aspect of animated nature has altogether 
changed. No longer does the camelopard wander over 
Europe as he did in the Miocene and Pliocene times; iIo 
longer are great elephants seen in the American forestll1, 
the hippopotamus in England, the Rhinoceros in Siberia. 
The hand of man has introduoed in the New the horse of 
the Old World; but the American horse, that ran on the 
great plains contemporary with the megatherium ana. 
megalonyx, has for tens of thousands of years been extinct. 
Even the ocean a.nd the rivers are no exception to these 
changes. 

What, then, is the manner of origin of this infinite 
s)locession of fqrms? It is often suffioient to see Or ti • 
clearly a portion of a plan to be able to determine ex:n~::!a anc;. 

with soma degree of certainty the general ar- by law. 

rangement of the whole; it is often sufficient to know with 
precision a part of the life of an individual to guess with 
proba.ble accuracy his action in some forthcoming event, or 
to determine the share he has borne in affairs that are 
past. It is enough to appreoiate thoroughly the style of a. 
master to ascertain without doubt the authenticity of an. 
imputed picture. And so, in the affairs of the universe, it 
is enough to asoertain the manner of operation of a part 
in order to settle the manner of operation of the whole. 
When, therefore, it was perooived how the disappearance 
of va.nishing forms from the surfa.ce of the globe is ac
complished-that it is not by a sudden and grand provi .. 
dentia! intervention-that there is no visible putting forth. 
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of the Omnipotent hand, but slowly and silently, yet 
surely, the ordinary laws of Nature are permitted to take 
their course-that heat, and cold, and want of food, and 
dryness, and moisture, in the end, as if by an irresiatible 
'destiny, accomplish the event, it seemed to indicate that, 
as regards the introduction of new-comers, a. suitableness 
of external conditions had called them forth, as an un
suitableness could end them. Ohanges in the constitution 
of the air or its pressure, in the composition of the sea or 
its depth, i~ the brilliancy of light or the amount of heat, 
in the inorganio material of a medium, will modify old 
forms into new ones, or compel their extinotion. Birth 
and death go hand in hand; creation and extinction are in· 
separable. The variation of organio form is continuous; 
it depends upon an orderly succession of material events; 
appearances and eliminations are managed upon 8. common 
principle; they stand connected. with the irresistible course 
of great mundane changes. It was impol!Sible that geo
logists could reach any other conclusion than that .uch 
phenomena are not the issue of direct providential inter 
ventions, but of physical influences. The procession of 
organic life is not a motley march; it follows the procession 
of physical events,; and, since it is impossible to re-establish 
a sameness of physical conditions that have once come to 
an end, or reproduce the order in which they have occurred, 
it of necessity follows that no organio form can reappear 
after it has once died out-once dead, it is clean gone for 
ever. 

In the course of the life of individua.l man, the parts 
Interstitial that constitute his system are undergoing mo-
mol~cuJar mentary changes; those of to-day are not the 
creatIons, same as those of yesterday, and they will be 
replaced 'by others to-morrow. There ha.ve been, and are 
ewry instant, insterstitial deat4s of all the constituent 
particles, and an unceasing removal of those that have 
performed their duty. In the stead of de:parting portions, 
new ones have been introduced, interstitial births and 
organizations perpetually taking place. In physiology it 
became no longer a question that all this procOOds in a 
determinate way under the operation of principles that are 
:fixed, of laws that are invariable. l'he alchemists intro-
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duced no poetical fiction when they spoke of the micro
cosm, asserting that the system of man is emblematical of 
the system of the world. The intercalation of a new 
organio molecule in a. living being answers to the intro
duction of a new form in the universal organic series. It 
requires as much power to call intQ existence a living 
molecule as to produce a. living being. poth are accom
plished upon the same principle, and that prin.ciple is not 
an incessant intervention of a. supernatural kind, but the 
operation of unvarying law. Physical agents, working 
through physioallaws, remove in organisms such moleoules 
as have accomplished their work and create new ones, and 
physical agents, working through physical laws, control 
the extinotions and creations of forms in the universe of 
life. The difference is only in the time. What is &CCfOm
plished in the one case in the twinkling of an eye, in the 
()ther may demand the lapse of a. thousand centuries. 

The variation of organio forms, under the force of 
external circumstances, is thus necessary to be understoodl 
in connexion with that countless succession of living 
beings demonstrated by geology. It carries us, in common 
with so much other evidence, to the lapse of a long time. 
N or are such views as those to which we are thus con~ 
strained inconsistent with the admission of a Providential 
guidance of the world. Man, however learned and pious he 
may be, is not always a trustworthy interpreter of the ways 
()f God. In deciding whether any philosophical doctrine 
is consistent or inconsistent with the Divine attributes, 
we are too prone to judge of those attributes by our own 
:finite a.nd imperfect standard, forgetting that the only test 
to which we ought to resort is the ascertainment if the 
doctrine be true. If it be true, it is in unison with God. 
Perhaps some who have rejected the conception of the 
variation of organio forms, with its postulate-limitless 
duration, may have failed to remember the grandeur of 
the universe and its relations to space and to time; 
perhaps they do not reca.ll the system on which it is 
administered. Like the anthropomorphite monks of the 
Nile, they conceive of God as if he were only a. very large 
man; else how could it for a moment have been doubted 
that it is far more-I use the expression reverently-in 
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the style of the great Constru<>tor to mrry out his inten· 
Defeneeofthe tions by the summary opera.tions of law? It 
procei!8ofaU might be consistent with the weakness and 
things bylaw. ignorance of man to be reduced to the necessity 
of personal intervention for the accomplishment of his 
plans, but would not that be the very result of such 
ignorance? Does not absolute knowledge actually imply 
procedure by preconceived and unvarying law? Is not 
momentary intervention altogether derogatory to the 
.thorough and absolute sovereignty of God? The utro
nomical calculation of ancient events, all well u the 
prediction of those to come, is essentially founded on the 
principle that there has not in the times under considera
tion, and that there will never be in the future. any 
exercise of an arbitrary or overriding will. The corner
stone of astronomy is this, that' the IOlar system-nay, 
ev~n the universe, is ruled by necessity. To operate by 
expedients is for the creature, to operate by law for the 
Creator; and so far from the doctrine that creation. and 
extinctions are carried on by a. foreseen and J>redestined 
ordinance-a system which works of itself Wlthout need 
of any intermeddling-being an unworthy, an ignoble con
ception, it is completely in unison with the resistless. 
movements of the mechanism of the universe, with what
ever is orderly, symmetrical, and beautiful upon earth, 
and with all the dread magnificence of the heavens. 

It was in Italy th:t.t particular attention was first given to 
HIstorical organic remains. Leonardo ds. Vinci 8.l!Bertt that 
sketcbofearly they are real shells, or the remain. thereof, and 
Palalontology. hence that the land and sea must have changed 
their relative position. At this time fOlslla were looked upon 
as rare curiosities, no one supposing that they were at a.ll 
numerous, and many were the fantastio hypotheses pro
posed to account for their occurrence. Some referred them 
to the general deluge mentioned in Scripture; some to a 
certain plastio power obscurely a.ttributed to the earth; 
.. .ome thought that they were engendered by the sunlight, 
heat, and rain. To Da Vinci i8 due the first clear assertion 
of their true nature, that they are actually the remains or 
organic beings. Soon the subject was taken up by other 
eminent Italians. Fracaster wrote on the petrifactions of 
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Verona; Scilla, a. Sioilian, on marine bodies turned into
stone, illustrating his work by engravings. Still later, 
Vallisneri, 1721, published letters on marine bodies founel 
in rooks, attempting by their aid to determine the extent 
of the marine deposits of Italy. These early cultivators 
of geology soon perceived the advantage to be gained by 
the establishment of museums and the publication of 
catalogu~s. The first seems to have been that of John 
Kentman, an example that was followed by Calceolarlus 
and Vallisneri. Subsequently Fontanelle proposed the
oonstruotion 'of oharts in aocordance with fossil remains~ 
but the principle involved was not applied on the great 
scale as a true geologioal test until introduced by Smith :in, 
connexion with the .l£nglish strata. 

To Stenol a Dane, is due the recognition of pre-organi~ 
in contradistinotion to organio rocks, a distino- The pre-or
tion the terms of' which neoessarily involve gll.lllctime. 

the idea of time. Soon it became generally recognized. 
tha.t the stra.ta in which organic remains ocour are of a. 
later date than those devoid of them, the pre-organio rocks 
demonstrating 8. pre-org3.nio time. Moreover, as facts were 
developed, it was plain that there are essential differences 
in the relations of fossils, aud that, though in Italy the 
same species of shells may occur in the mountains that 
ooour in the adjacent seas, this was very far from being 
the case uniformly elsewhere. At length the truth began.. 
to emerge, that in proportion a.s the strata under examina ... 
tion are of an older date, so are the differenoes between 
their organio remains and existing'species more marked. 
It was also discovered that the same species often extends 
superficially over immense distriots, but that in a vertical 
examina.tion one species after another rapidly appears in a 
descending order-an order which could he verified in 
spite of the contortions, fractures, and displacements of 
the stra.ta. A very important theoretical conolusion was 
here presented; for the rapid succession of essentially dif· 
ferent organic forms, as the rooks were older, was clearly 
altogether inoonsistent with one catastrophe, as the uni ... 
versal qeluge, to whioh it had been generally referred. 
It was plain that the thickness of the strata in whioh they 
were enveloped, and the prodigious numbers in which the,. 
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occurred, answered in some degree to the period of life of 
those fossils, since every one of them, large or small, must 
have had its time of birth, of maturity, and of death. 
Insufficlenq When, therefore, it could be no longer doubted 
ofumgie that strata many hundreds of feet in thickuesa 
c:ataetrophe. ded ·th h . 't beca were crow WI suc remams, 1 me 
1l.ltogether out of the question to refer their entombment 
to the confusion of a single catastrophe, for every thing 
indicated an orderly and deliberate proceeding. Still more 
oogent did this evidence become when, in a more critical 
manner, the fossils were studied, and some strata were 
demonstrated to be of a fresh-water and others of a marine 
origin, the one intercalated with the other like leaves in 8 
book. To this fact may be imputed the final overthrow of 
the doctrine of a single catastrophe, and its replacement 
by a doctrine of periodical changes. 

From these statements it will therefore be understood 
The orderly that, ~m;mencing with the first appearance of 
progressioDof orgaruzation, an orderly process was demon
Org&DJZatIOn. strated from fomis altogether unlike those with 
which we are familiar, up to those at present existing, f. 
procedure conducted so slowly that it was impossible to 
assign for it a shorter duration than thousands of centuries. 
Moreover, it seemed that the guiding condition which had 
(lontrolled this secular march of organization was the same 
which still determines the possibility of existence and the 
distribution of life. The succession of organic forms 
indicates a clear relation to a descending temperature. 
The plants of the earliest times are plants of an ultra
tropical climate, and that primitive vegetation seemed to 
demonstrate that there had been a uniform climate-a 
climate of high temperature-all over the globe. The 
(lOal-beds of Nova Scotia exhibited the same genera and 
species as those of Europe, and so well marked was the 
botanical connexion with the declining temperature in 
successive ages that attempts were made to express eras by 
their p:cevailing organisms; thus Brongniart'8 division is, 
for the Primary strata, the Age of Aerogene; the Secondary. 
exclusive of the Cretaceous, the Age of Gymnogens; the 
third, including the Cretaceous and Tertiary, the Age of 
Angiosperms. It is to be particularly remarked thai the 
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Cretaceous flOTa., in the aggrega.te, combines the anteceden.t 
and suoceeding periods, proving tha.t the change was not by 
crisis or sudden oatastrophe, but that the neW' forms rose 
gently among the old o~es. After'the Eooene period. 
dicotyledonous a.ngiosperms beca.me the prevalent form, 
and from tha.t date to the Pleistocene the evidences of a; 
oontinued refrigera.tion are a.hsolute. 

As thus an examination was made from the most ancient to
the later ages, indications were found of II; climate arrange
ment more and more distinct-in the high lati- Climates in 
tudes, from the ultratropioal through the tropical, tlme and m 

the temperate, down to the present frigid state; place. • 
in lower la~itudes the d~clining prooess stopping short a.1'; 
an earlier point. It therefore a.ppeared that there has 
been a production of climates both in an order of time and 
in an order of locality, the greai~st change ha.ving occurred 
in the fligid zone, which has pa.ssed through all mean 
temperatures, an intermediate change in the tempera.te. 
a.nd a. minimum in the torrid zone. The general effeot ha.8 
thus been to present a. succession of surfa.ces on the same 
planet adapted to a. 'varied orga.nization, and offering a 
more magnifioopt spectacle than if we were permitted to 
inspect many differe~t planets; for in .them there might 
be no neoessary connexion of their forms of life, but in 
this there is, so that, were our knowledge of Comparative 
Physiology more perfeot, we might amuse ourselves with 
intercalating among the plant and animal organisms 
familiar to us hypothetical forms that would make the 
series complete, and verify our principles by their subse
quent disoovery in'the deep strata of the earth. 

Does not this progression of lif~ in our planet suggest a. 
like progression for the solar system, which in its aggregate
is passing in myriads- of years through all organio phases? 
Ma.y we not also, from our solar system, rise to a. similar 
conception for the universe? 

l'here are two very important oonsiderations, on which 
we must dwell for the complete understanding of the 
oonsequences of these changes: 1st. The mechanism of 
the declining temperature; 2d. Its effect in the orga.nic 
world. 

1st. A uniformly high temperature could never be-
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manifested all over the surface of our planet through any 

Tb tuN f 
heating influence of the sun. A high and 

e na 0 .£ t t . I . terrestrial de. um arm. empera ure unerrIng y pomts to an 
elIDIng teJn· internal cause; and the gradual appearance of 
IJerature. Ii "",,.. _:1'.' I . l' . . c ma.,.,.,. maUJ..lestmg a. re atlve y mcrea.smg 
power of the sun, indicates the slow diminution of that 
internal heat. But this is precisely the conclusion which 
was come to from a contemplation of the earth from a. 
purely physical point of view. So long as its intrinsio 
heat overpowered that derived from the sun, it was not pos
sible that any thing answering to climates could be esta
blished; and, until a. certain degree of cooling by radiation 
had been accomplished, the heat must have been compara
tively uniform in all latitudes ; but, that point gained, there 
necessarily ensued an arrangement of zones of different 
temperatures, or, in other words, climates appeared, tho 
process being essentially slow, and becoming slower all the 
loss of heat went on. Finally, when loss of heat from the 
·earth ceased, an equilibrium was reached in the climate 
.artangement as we now :find it. Thus purely physical 8.8 

well as geological considerations brought philosophers on 
this point to the same conclusion-that conclusion which 
nas been so oft~n repeated-very long periods of time. 

2nd. As to the effect on the orga.nic world. Nothing can 
-Co live at a temperature higher than the boiling
oe1f!'ct~!~:e point of water, for the condition of life implies 
~lora and that there shall circulate from part to part or a. 

anna. living mechanism a. watery liquid, sap, or blood. 
From this it necessarily follows that a. planet, the tem
perature of which is above a certain limit, must necessarily 
have a. lifeless surface; .and this seemed to be the inter
pretation of that pro-organic time to which we have re
ferred. Moreover, when the temperature suitably descends 
:so as to come within the limit at which life is possible, 
its uniformity over the surface of a planet will produce a. 
sameness in the organization. It would be an identity if 
heat were the only regulating condition of life. At this 
stage of things, the solar heat being overpowered, and a 
sensibly uniform. temperature in all latitudes existing, still 
the only possible organic forms are those confristent with a. 
high temperature, uniformity in t~e physical condition 
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impressing a. general unj.formity in the aspect of life 
geographicatlly

h
· Bbut the mom~nbtl that ~ltimai,ef Production 

nrrangemen as ecome pOSSI et va.ne y 0 and distrlbu. 

organio form becomes possible. Now also ensues tI~W • 

another all.important result-geographical dis~ 0 • 

tribution. Both of plants and animals, those whose vital 
'Conditions are inconsistent with the oQcurring change must 
retire from the affected loca.lity. In plants this retroces
Ilion is brought. to pass by the gradual sickening and 
death of individuals, or the impossibility of l'eproduction j 
in animals there is added thereto, because of theu power 
()f locomotion, voluntary retuement, at least in the case of 
individuals, and immobility in the species is cOl'rected by 
looomotion in the individuaL The affected region has 
Deoome unsuitable, oheerless, uncomfortable; theya.bandon 
it; and as the boundary they thus, in the one case, can 
not, and in the other will not overpass, advances, so do 
they recede before it. If the change were abrupt, or took 
place by a sudden crisis, there would seem to be no other 
possible event than an overcrowding of the unaffected 
region and a. desolation of the part that had varied. But, 
.since a. developing I)ell under a. new condition produces a. 
new form, and since the physioal change is taking place 
with extreme slowness, the appearance of modified struc
tures ensues. And thus, by decline of temperature, two 
distinct results are accomplished-first the production of 
()rganio forms in an order of succession, new ones re
placing the old, as if they were transmutations of them, 
.and, secondly, geographical distribution. 

In my " Physiology" I have endeavoured to explain in 
.detail the principles here set forth. I he.ve en- Delusive na
.deavoured to show that the aspect of sameness tureoforgamc 
presented by an animal or plant is no proof of eqUllibr,um. 

unchangeabUity. Those forms retain in our times their 
.special aspect because the conditions of the theatre in 
which they live do not cha.nge; but let the mean tempe
ra.ture rise, let the sun-rays become brighter, change the 
composition of the au, and forthwith the world of organi
za.tion would show how profoundly it wa.s affeoted. Nor 
need BUch changes, in one sense, be more tha.n insignificant 
to produce prodigious results. Thus the air contains only 
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-.drm of its volume of carbonio acid gas. That apparently 
trifling quantity taken away, in an instant the whole 
surface of the earth would become a desolate waste, without 
the possibility of vegetable life. 

As physical geology advanced, the Coal period Wall per-
The Coal ceived to be the chief epoch in the history of our 
period. planet. Through a slow decline of temperature. 
a possibility had gradually been attained, so far 88 the 
condition of heat was concerned, for a luxuriant vegetable 
growth. All that prodigious mass of carbon now found ill 
the earth in the various fOnDS of coal existed &8 carbonic 
acid in the atmosphere. The proportion of free oxygell 
was less than a.t present by a volume equal to the eXOO88 
of carbonic acid. A change in the constitution of this 
primmval atmosphere was occasioned by the action of the 
Elfectsofllght light; for, under 'the influence of the sun-rays, 
on the atJno- plants decompose carbonio acid, appropriating 
sphere. its carbon, and. for the most part, setting the 
oxygen free. The quantity of carbon which can thus be 
condensed for the use of a plant, and, indeed, every IUch 
aecomposing action by light, is directly proportionate to 
the quantity of light consumed, &8 experiments which I 
have personally made have ·proved. For the producti<na 
of so great a weight of combustible matter a very long 
period of time was necessarily required, that the sun might 
supply the necessary luminous influence. 

Age after age the sunbeams continued their work. 
changing the mechanical relations and composition of the 
atmosphere, the constitution of the sea, and the appear
ance of the surface of the earth. There Wall a prodigious 
growth of ferns, lepidodendra, equisetaccm, conife~. The 
percentage of oxygen in the air continually increased, that 
of carbonic acid COJltinually declined; the pressure of the 
air correspondingly diminished, partly because of the 
replacement of a heavy gas by a lighter one, and partly 
because of the general decline of temperature slowly taking 
place, which diminished the absolute volume of vapour. 
!!.lId also on The sea, in its deepest a.bysses, was likewise 
&he sea. aIfected by the sunlight; not directly, but in an 
indirect way; for, as the removal of carbonic acid from 
the a.tmosphere went on, portions of that gas were pel'-
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petually'surrendered by the ocean in order to maintain Ito 
llliiusion-equilibrium. between its dissolved gas and the 
free gas of the air. And now no longer could 'be held in 
transparent solution by the water those great quantities of 
carbonate of lime which had once been concealed in it, the 
deposit of a given weight of coal in the earth being in
evitably- followed by the deposit of an. equivalent weight 
of carbonate of lime in the sea. This might have taken 
place &8 an amorphous precipitate; but the probabilities 
'Were that it would occur, as in fact it did, under forms of 
organization in the great limestone strata coeval with and 
posterior to the coal. The air and the ocean were "'thus 
suffering an invisible change through the disturbing 
agency of the sun, and the surface of the solid earth Wllolil 

likewise undergoing a more manifest, and, it may be saM. 
]no1'8 glorious alteration. Plants, in wild luxuriance, wero 
developing themselves.in the hot and dank climate, and 
the possibility was now approaching for the a.ppearance or 
snimal types very much higher than any that had yet 
existed. In the old heavy atmosphere, full of a noxious 
gas, none but slowly-respiring cold-blooded Cold-blooded

animals could maintain themselves; but after ammalsl!1lCo 
the great change in the constitution of the air ceeded by hO:_ 
had been aocomplished, the quickly-respiring and hot
blooded forms might exist. Hitherto the highest advance.
ment that animal life could reach was in batraohian and 
lizard-like organisms; yet even these were destined to 
participa.te in the chango, increasing in magnitude and 
vital capacity. The pterodactyl of the chalk. a :tJying 
liuud, measures nearly seventeen feet from tip to up or 
ita wings. The air had now become suitable for mammals, 
both placental a.nd implacental., and for b~ds. One after 
another, in their due order,. appeared the highest vert&
brates: marine, as the cetacean; aerial, as the bat; and. in 
the ten-estrial, reaching, in the Eocene,. quadruma.nous 
animals, but nots until after the Fliocene, man.. 1 

Although the advance ,of geology may he~ 'Tbe date ot • 
a.fter lead to a. correction of some of the con-~ > 

elusions thus attained to respecting the first =!\boeort; 
dates of' different organio fonne, and carry them. JIG«. 

back to more ancient times. it is scarcely likely that any 
VOL II. Y 
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material modification of their order of occun-ence will ever 
be made. Birds, mammals, reptiles, fishes, and invene. 
brates may each be detected in earlier strata; even in 
some of those formations noW'regarded as non-f088ilifcrous, 
organisms may be found; but it is not at all probable that 
the preponderance of reptiles will ever cease to be the 
essential characteristic of the Secondary rocks, or that of 
mammals of the Tertiary, or that a preceding period of 
'Vast duration, in which the type of life had been the 
invertebrate, will ever be doubted. Nothing, \lrobably, 
will ever be discovered to, invalidate the physwal con .. 
clusion that, while there W8.11 an excee. of carbonic acid in 
the air, the Flora would tend to be Cryptogamic and 
Gymnospermic, and that there would be a BCarcity of 
monocotyledons and dicotyledonous angiosperma in the 
coal; nothing to disprove the fact that the animala were 
slow-breathing and cold-blooded; and that it 1I""U not until 
after the oxygen of the air had increased. and the mean 
temperatnre had declined that birds made their appearance. 
Though both placeutal and marsupial animala may here
after be found earlier than in the Stonesfield slate; though 
wood and. herb-ea.ting beetles, grasshoppers, dragon-flies, 
and May-flies may be found beneath the lias, and IICOrpiona 
and cockroaches beneath the coal, though, al80 beneath the 
-coal, salamanders and Sauroid batrachians, of which the 
archegosanrus is an example, may occur ; though reptiles, as 
the telerpeton, may be found deeper than the old red eand
stone; yet the connexion between aerial constitution and 
form of life will never be shaken. Stin will remain the facts 
that the geographical distribution of type. wu anterior to 
the appearance of existing species: that organisms first 
appeared in a liquid medium, primitiTely marine, then 
:fluviatile, and at last terrestrial; that Radiates, Molluscs. 
Articulates, Vertebrates, were all at first aquatic, and that 
the Radiates have ever remained 80; that the plane of 
greatest vital activity haa ever been the sea-level. where the 
earth and air touch each other; that the order of individual 
development is the order of mundane development. Still will 
remain the important conclusions that the mammalian 
Fauna has diverged more rapidly than the testaceou8; that 
l;tot-blood'l<l animals have not had that longevity of IlpecW. 
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'which has boon displayed by the cold, just as we observe 
in the. individual the possibility of muscular contraction by 
a given galvanic force lasts much longer in the latter than 
in the- fonner; that if the hot-blooded tribes have thus a. 
btiefer duration. they enjoy a. compensation in the greater 
.energy of their life-perhaps this being the cause and that 
the effect; that, notwithstanding the countless fonns 
exhibited by species. their duration is so great that they 
outlive vast changes in the topographical configuration of 
colmtries-the Fauna of ~f'me countlies having been in. 
-existence before those countries ;themselves; fhat the plan 
of individual development has ever been as it is now, and 
that sameness of external influence produces similarity of 
organization. 

In its early history theoretical geology presented two 
schools-ono insisting on a. doctrine of catas- TIl dcldrI 
trophes, one on a. doctrine or uniformity. The or!..mo. 1M 

former regarded. those changes which have mani- t~~ uru.. 
festly taken place in t.he history of our planet 1· 
.as having occurred at epochs a.bruptly. To this doctrine 
the prevailing impression that there had been providential 
interventions lent much force. The other school, reposing 
()n the great principle of the invariability of .the laws of 
Nature, insisted that affairs had always gone on at the 
same rate and in the same way as they do now. Hence it 
maintained an opposition to the catastrophists, and in ~ 
it may be said. was actually not true to its own principles. 
Any doctrine of uniformity. rightly considered from its 
most general point of view, includes an admission of 
catastrophes. Numerous illustrations of this truth spon
taneously 8Ug~t themselves. A tower, the foundations 
()f which a.re slowly yielding, may incline lllore and more 
for many centuries, but the day must come in which i~ 
will fall at last. In the uniformity of the disturbance a. 
catastrophe was eventually involved. And thus. in what 
has been said respecting geological events, though they 
nre spokt'u of as prooeoding quietly and with uniformity, 
it may be understood that sudden crises are also con
t"mplatod. Moreover. thoso who adopt the doctrine of 
uhiformity in an absolute sense must pay a due l"egard to 
tho ,"ariations in intensity of physical acts which their 

y 2 
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own principles imply. The uniform cooling of a hot body 
actually means a cooling at first fast, and then slower and 
slower; and invariability of chemical change actually im
plies more violent and summary modifications at a high. 
temperature than at one which is low. 

But, though it may at first sight have appeared that an 
admission of the doctrine of catastrophes is in harmony 
with a providential government of the world, and that the 
emergence of different organio forms in successive ages is 
a mani.festation of creative intervention, of which it was 
admitted that as many alii from twelve to twenty, if no 
more, successive instances might be recognized, we may 
wj;lll congratulate ourselves that those im~rtant doctrines. 
rest upon a far more substantial basis. RIghtly considered. 
the facts lead to a very different conclusion. l'hysiological 
investigations have proved. that all animals, even man. 

I 
during the process of devolopment, rasa in 

Suooeas Y8" • 
rOnDsae- successIOn through 0. defimte cycle 0 forms. 
Humed by Starting from a simple cell, form after form, in a 
man. definite order is assumed. In thilil long line of 
advance the steps are ever, in all individuals, the same. 
But no one would. surely suppose that the changed aspect 
at any moment presented is due to a yrovidential inter~ 
But tbp1 ani position. On the contrary, It is the inevitable 
rilDdlydeter- result of what has been taking place under the 
mlnedbyla'iY, law of development, and the sure precursor of 
what is about to follow. In the organic world, the Btlcces
sive orders, and genera, and species are the counterpartsl 
of these temporary embryonic forms ot the individual. 
Indeed, we may say of those successive geological beings 
that they are mere embryos of the latest-embryos that 
had gained a power of reproduction. now shall we 
separate the history of the individual from the history of 
the whole? Do not the fortunes and way of progress 'of 
the one follow the fortune" and way or progress of the 
other? If, in $ transitory manner, these forms are as
sUmed by the individual, equally in a transitory manner . 
are they assumed by the race. Nor would it be philo
sophical to suppose that the mana~ment in the one 
i;tstance differs from the management In the other. If the 
o~e is demonstrably the issue of a law in action, 80 must 
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tho other be too. It does not matter that the entire cycle 
is passed through by the individual in the course of a. 
few months, while in the race it demands ages. Individual 
The standard of time that ought to be applied ~ racedeo 
is the respective duration of life. In. man it is ~=t.lD 
much if he a.ttains to threescore years and ten; thell8Dleway. 

but the entire period of human record, embracing several 
thousand years, otTers not & single instance of the birth, 
maturity, and death of & species. They, therefore, who 
think they find, in the successive' species that have in ail 
orderly manner replaced each other in the life of the earth, 
the sure proof of Divine intervention, would do well to 
determine at what point the production of such forms by 
law ceases, and at what point their production by the 
immedi'lte act of God begins. Their t3llk will be as hard 
to tell where one colour in the rainbow ends and where-the 
llext commences. They will also do well to remember 
that, in great mundane events, the scale of time is ample, 
-and that there may be no essential difference between a 
murse that is run over in a few days and one that requires 
for its completion thousands of centuries. 

The co-existence of dift'erent types in the organio senes 
was the incontrovertible fact Ly which was de- Catastro b 
monstrated the gradual passage from form to dI8Prov!s; 
form without catastrophes, the argument relied tbe~ 
upon gathering strength from such circumstances ence 0 ypcs. 

as these, that even the fossil shells of the modem Italian 
tuffs which are not extinct exhibit a slight want of corre
spondence when compared with those now inhabiting 
the Mediterranean, some of the old ones being twice and a 
half as large as the present, and that there is & numerical 
:passage from strata containing seventy per cent. of recent 
..mells to those that are altogether recent, or contain one 
hundrea. per cent. This is manifestly indicative of a. con
tinually changing impression bringing on a corresponding 
modelling. It is the proof of & slow merging into, or of a. 
measured assumption of, the new form-a transition, for 
the completion of which proba.bly a very long time is 
required. 'l'hat the existing reindeer is found in the same 
iluvia.tile deposits with an extinct hippopotamus seemed 
-certainly to prove that there was & condition of things in. 
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{which the co-life of those animals wal possible in the same
locality, and that, as the physical causes slowly changed, 
'the one might be eliminated and the other might be left. 
That the regulating conditions were altogether physical 
was obvious from such facts as that in the bone-caves. 
.of Australia all the mammals are marsupial, and in the 
pampas of South America. they are allied to such forms. 
as are jndi~enous, armadilloes, sloths, etc., showing the 
'tokens of lineage or hereditary transmission. For still 
more remote 'times numerous instances of a similar na.
ture were detected; thus, throughout the whole Secondary 
period, the essential characteristio W88 the wonderful de
velopment of reptile lite, while in the Tertiary it wal the 
development of mammals. But the appearance of mammals. 
had commenced long before that of reptiles had ceased. 
Indeed, the latter event is incomplete in our tiAles; for, 
though the marine Saurians have been almost entirely 
removed, the fluviatile and terrestlial ones maintain them
selves, though diminished both in species and individuals. 
:Now such an overlapping of reptiles and mamma.ls was 
altogether irreconcilable with the doctrine of a crisis or 
catastrophe, and, in fact, it demonstrated the changing 
or organisms iIi the changing of physical states. 
. Cuvier maintained the doctrine of the permanence or 

C Ie
-r' animal species from the facts that the oldest 

uv .doc- kn d 1... d 
trine ot'pt>r- own 0 not appear to m.ve un ergono apy 
m.mence of modification, and that every existing one showtl 
8peclea. • ha If 1..!. 1..__ • a teSlStance to c nge. J.Wt oum:rvatto1l.l aro 
restricted. to periods not exceeding human history, they 
may perhaps be maintained; but that duration cannot bet 
looked upon as more than a moment in tho limitlCB8 pro~ 
Impprl'ectloo grass we are considering, and it was in this view 
ofevldeocoiu that euvier's doctrine I,rovoo to he incapable or 
its suppon. defence. What does it signiry if our domestic 
animals show no variations when compared with tho cor
responding images depicted on the hieroglyphic monuments. 
of .Egypt, or with the descriptions left by ancient authors? 
Evidence of that kind is valuele88. Does the geologist; 
ask of the architect his opinion whether there have ever 
been npliftings and down-sinkings of the earth? If he
diU, would not every structure in Eurora be brough' 
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forward &8 an evidence that. nothing of the kind had ever 
occurred ? A leaning tower, or a church with inclining 
WlI.lIs in Italy. might pass fornothing ; the Pyramids would 
testify that Egypt itself had nevor undergone any distur~ 
anee-they remain solid on their bases, undistnrbed. But 
what is the weight of all this when placed in ilppositioll 
with the mass of evidence offered by inclined and fraotured. 
stratal And yet such is precisely the proof offered in 
behalf of the permanence of animals. The facts with which 
the zoologist deals, like those on which tha- architect 
depends, are insufficient fol' the purpose-they are wanting 
in ~xtent of time. There have been movements in the 
crust of the earth. though every building in the world 
may be perpendicular; there have been transformationB'. Jf 
organisms, though for four thousand years there may have 
been no perooptible ohange. 

If ever there had been a umvenml creation of all possiqle 
organio forms or combinations, forthwith vast 

be f th t ha .3:__ __.:I Control oro!'-num 1"8 0 em mus va UllHI.ppearml, every ganiame by 

type being eliminated which was not in corre- ~':rlcal con
sponden"le with the external conditions or with 1 90s. 

the medium in which it was placed. If the environment 
or the physical conditions underwent a varia.tion, a cor .. 
respondingva.riation in the forms that could by possibility 
exist m.ust ensue, and, froIll a tholVugh study of those Dot 
eliminated, the physical conditions might be ascertained; 
a.nd conversely, from a thorough knowledge of the phy
sical conditions, the form.s that could escape elimination 
might be designated. The facts on which Cuvier rested 
did not demonstrate what he supposed. His immobility 
of species was DO consequence of an innate or intrinsio 
resistance possessed by them, but merely an illustration 
that external physical agents had not undergone any well
marked vatiation in the time with which he was concerned. 

What is here meant by variation in physical forcoa or 
condition is not any intrinsio change in their 

t b t th • d • h"ch th Nature of na ure, u e vane manner m w 1 ey nriation or 
may work by interfering with one a.nother, or ~~ 
experiencing declines o£l intensity. From the -. 
fact tha.t we may read in the fixed stars. throu~h the pr~ 
gressive motion of light, the history of a million of past; 
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years, 'we may be sure that the forces of nature have under
gone no intrinsio change; that light was propagated at 
the same rate, 'Was capable of producing the same optical 
and chemical effects, and varied in its intensity by distan()(, 
as it does now; that heat determined corporeal magnitudeH. 
These are things that in their nature are absolutely un
changeable. Always, as now, the freezing of water, ana 
its bOiling under a given pressure, must have been the 
same; there must have been a thermometric zero of lifo 
and an upward limit, no animal process ever going on 
below 820 Fahrenheit or above 2120 Fahrenheit. 

But out of this invariability of natural causes variatioM 
Elfectthereot in their condition of action arise, and it is the8l' 
on organisma. that affect organio forms. Of lIuch forms, IIOmo 
become at length incapable of maintaining themselves in 
the slow progress of change; others acclimatize, or accom
modate, or suit themselves thereto by undergoing modi
fications, and this 'Was at l~ discerned to be the true ex
planation of extinctions and appearances, events taking 
place very slowly in untold periods of time, and rather by im
perceptible degrees than by a sudden catastrophe or crisis. 

The doctrine of the transmutation of species has met 
'1'ran81DUt&o with no little resistance. They who have ra
tiouofsptc:les. fused to receive it as one of the truths of Na
ture have perhaps not given full weight to physiological 
evidence. When they ask, Has anyone ever witnessed 
such an event as the transmutation of one species into 
another? has any experimenter ever accomplished it by 
artificial means? they do no! take a due account of time. 
In the Fables it is related that when the Bowers were one 
evening conversing, " Our gardener," said tbe rose to the 
lily, "will live for ever. I have not seen any change in 
him. The tulip, who died yesterday, told me that sbo 
had remarked the same thing; she belieVed that he must 
be immortal I am sure that he never was born." 

Two modes have been presented by which we may con
Two modes of ceive of the influence of physical agents upon 
acuon. organic forms. Their long persistent action upon 
the individual may give rise to modifications, developing 
one part, stunting another; and such variations, being 
~ra.nsmitted in an hereditary way, ~ay become firmly 
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fixed at last. Thus a. given plant may, in the course ot 
ages, under the influence of unremittingly acting physical 
eonditions, undergo a permanent change, and a. really new 
plant arise as soon as, through th~ repetitions of successive 
generations, the modifications have become so thorough, so 
profound, as to be capable of transmission with certainty. 
Perhaps this is what has taken place with many of our 
kitchen-garden plants, of which the special varieties may 
be propagated by seeds. But there is another mode by 
which that result may be reached, even if we decline the 
doctrine of St. Augustine, who, in his work .. De Civitate 
Dei," shows how islands may be peopled with animals by 
&, spontaneous generation." All organio forms ori~nally 
spring from a simple cell, the development of which, as 
indicated by the :final form attained, is manifestly de
pendent on the physical conditions it has been exposed to 
during its course. If those conditions change, that final 
form must change correspondingly: and in this manner, 
since all organic beings come from the same starting-point 
-the same cell, as has been said, which helplessly submiu
to whatever impression :may be put ttpon it-the issue is 
the same as though a transformation or transmutation had 
()ocurred, since the descendant is not like- its ancestors. 
Such a manner of considering these changes is in harmony 
with our best physiological knowledge. since it does not 
limit itself to a small portion of the life of an individual, 
but embraces its whole cycle or career. For the more 
eomplete e:xa.m.i.nation of this view I may refer to the 
second chapter of the second book of my " Physiology." 

Bu.t here has arisen the inquiry, Does the modification 
()f or~nio forms depend exclusively on the im- Problemoftbe 
presslons of external influences, or is it due to mocllfication 
a nisus or force of development residing in the offunns. 

forms themselves? 
Whether we consider the entire organio series in its 

succession, or the progress of a.n individua.l in his de
velopment, the ol'derly course I?resented migl.lt seem to 
indicate that the operation is taking place under a law
an orderly progression being always suggestive of the 
operation of law. But a. philosophical caution must, how .. 
ever, be here exercised; for deceptive appearances may 
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lead us into the error of imputing to such Ii law, impretl8()(l 
by the Creator on the developing organism, that which 
really belongs to external physical conditions, which, on 
their part, a.re following a law of their own. What is 
here meant may be illustrated by the facts that occur on 
the habitable surface of a planet suffering a gradual do
Three 101ao cline of heat. On such a surface a 8ucceesion 
\J.onaoflt. of vegetable types might make its ap~co, 
and, as these different types emerged or were eliminated, 
we might speak of the events as creations and extinctions. 
and therefore as the acts of God. Or, in the second place, 
we might refer them to an intrinsio force of development 
imparted to each germ, which reached in due season its 
maximum, and then declined and died out; and, COlD
paring each t1P6 with its preceding and succeeding ones, 
the interrelatIon might be suggested to us of the operation 
of a controlling law. Or, in the third placc, we might 
look to the external physical condition-the declino of 
heat-itself taking place at a determinate rate under a 
mathematical law, and drawing in. ita consequences the 
organic variations observed. 

Now the mst of these explanations in reality means tho 
arbitrary and unchallengeable will of God, who calls into 
existence, and extinguishes .according to hi. sovereign 
pleasure, whatever he pleases; the orderly progression wo 
notice becoming an evidence that his volitions are not 
erratic, but are .according to pure reason. The lIOOOud 
implies that there has been im}'re&sed upon every germ " 
law of continuous organio vanation-it might have been 
through the arbitrary fiat of God. The third imJ'lies that 
the successive types owe their appearance and elimination 
to a physical intluence, which is itself varying under .. 
strict mathematical necessity; for the law (if cooling. 
which the circumstances force on our attention, ia such 
a strict mathematical necessity. 

If' at this point we balance the probabilities of theso 
TiM'lr relatlTe three explanations, we llhall perhaps find our
probability_ selves biassed toward the last, as phyBiologist~ 
have been, because of its rigorous scientific aspect, and 
should not be surprised to find it supported by an array or 
facts depending on the principle that the appeannco or 
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new forms does not observ~ a certain inevitable order, or. 
J!tand in a certain relation to time. From individual de
velopment it might seem as i£ the advancing processio~ 
of an organism is such that specific. forms ever a:ppear in a., 
certain order one after another, and a.t certain Intervals;. 
but the fallaoy of such a conclusion is apparent when 
we attend to tho orderly procedure of the physical condi
tions to which the developing organism is exposed. The 
passing through a given form at a given epoCh -is due ro 
the relation being to space and its conditions, De.eIopment 
not to time. And so in the life of the earth, if Is In place. 

development were according to time, we should not m time. 

have ~n orderly succession of grades as the earth grew 
older, and in all localities, at a given moment, the con
temporary organisms would be similar; but if' it were 
according to space, that rigorous procedure would not 
occur, in its stead we should have a broken series, the 
aftil.ia.tion being dependent on the secularly continuous. 
variation of the physical condition. 

Now this was discovered to be the case, For instance, 
throughout the northern hemisphere, during the 'l'ertiary 
period, an extinct placental Fauna was contemporaneous 
with an extinct marsupial Fauna in Australia. If the 
development was proceeding according to time, by an 
innate nisus, and not according to external influcnces, the 
types for the same epoch in the two hemispheres should 
be the same; if under external influences, irrespective of 
time, they should be, as they were found to be, di1l'erent. 

If true-going clocks, which owe their motion to their 
own internal mechanism, were started in all countries of 
the earth at the same instant, they would strike their 
suocessive hours simultaneously. But sun-dials, which 
owo their indications to an exterior cause, would in dif
ferent longitudes tell different times, or, when the needful 
light was absent, their shadows would altogether fail. 

.As to the vegetable kingdom, the principles that hold 
for the animal again apply. At a very early period., even 
before the deposit of the coal, all the distinct forms of" 
vegetable tissue were in existence, and nothing to prevent. 
so far as time was concerned, their being united together
all over the world into similar structural combinations.. 
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Ana, in truth, as the botany of the Ooal period pro'\'eI!I, 
there was a far more extensive sameness than we see at 
-present, simply because the distribution of heat was more 
-uniform. and climates were less marked. But from thia 
)?oint the diversity of form. in climate distribution becomes 
more and more conspicuous, though we must descend. 
perhaps, as late as the Wealden before we discover any 
flowering plants, except Gymnosperms, as Conifers and 
Cycads. All this is what might be expected on the 
doctrine of external influence, but not on the doctrine of 
an innate and interior developmental force. 

If, at this stage, attention is once again turned to the 
animal kingdom, we :find our opinion confirmed. The 
.aiminution of carbonic acid in the atmosphere, the deposit 
of coal in the earth, the precipitation of carbonate of -lime 
in the sea, the disengagement of an increased quantity of 
(}xygen in the air, and the reduction of atmospherio pres-
1mre-different effects contemporaneously occurring-were 
soon followed by the consequence which they made poe. 
sible-the appea.rance of hot-blooded mammals. Perhaps 
Cold and hot- those first arising might, like our hibernates, 
blooded ant- lead a. sluggish existence, with imperfect respi. 
mala. • ration; but, as the media. improved and the 
temperature declined, more vigorous forms of life emerged. 
though we have probably to descend to the Tertiary epoch 
before we meet with birds. which of a.1l animaL. have
the most energetic respiration, and possess the highest 
heat. 

As with the atmosphere,80 with the sea. Variations in 
TbeorganlslJl8 its composition must control the organisma it 
ufthesea. contains. With its saline constituent. it. life 
must change. Before the sunlight had removed from the 
atmosphere so much of its carbonic acid, decomposing it 
through the agency of plants, the weight of carbonate 
of lime held in solution by the highly carbonated water 
was fat' greater than was subsequently possible, and the 
()ccurrence of limestone became 8. necessary event. With 
such 8. disturbance in the composition of the Be&-water, itA 
inha.biting organisms were necessarily disturbed. And 80 
again, subsequently, when the solar heat began to pre
ponderate on the surface over the subsiding interior heat, 
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the constitution of the sea-wa.ter, as respects its.salinity. 
was altered through difference of evaporation in dift"er~ 
latitudes, an effect inevitably making a profound impres
sion on marine animal life. 

Supported by the facts that have been mentioned re, 
specting the later fossils of Australia and Brazil, Nature of 
and their a.nalogy to forms now existing in those hereditAry 

countries, much stress was laid on the hereditary t.l'aIIBmI8s.IOD. 

transmission of structure, and hence the inference was 
drawn that such examples are of a mixed nature, depending 
in part on external agency, in part on an interior develop
mental force. From marsupial animals. marsupials will 
issue; from placental ones, those that are placental. But 
here, perhaps. an illustration drawn from the inorganic 
kingdom may not be without interest and use. Two pieces 
of carbonate of lime may be rolling among the pebbles 
at the bottom of a brook, one perpetually splitting into 
rhomboids. the other into arragonitic prisms. The frag
ments dift"er from one another Dot only thus in their 
crystalline form, but in their physical qualities, as density 
and hardness, and in their optical qualities also. We 
might say that the calc-spar crystals gave birth to calo
spar crystals, and the arragonitio to arragonite; we might 
admit that there is an interior propensity, an intrinsio 
tendency to produce that result, just as we say that there 
is a tendoncy in the ;marsupial to engender a marsupial; 
but if, in our illustration, we look for the canse of·that 
cause, we find it in a physical impression long antecedently 
made, that the carbonate oflime, crystallizing at 2120 Fabr., 
produces, arragonite, and, at a lower temperature, calc
spar; and that the physical impression thus accomplished. 
though it may have been thousands of years ago, waa 
never cast off, but perpetually manifested itself in all the 
future history of the two samples. That which we some
times speak of as hereditary transmission, and refer to an 
interior property, peculiarity, or force, may be nothing 
more than the manifestation of a physical·lmpressioll 
long antecedently made. 

In the last place, the idea of an intrinsio force c! 
de:velopment is in connexion with time and a progres
sion, and only comes into prominence when we e:a.amine a 
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limited portion or number of the thtngs undor considcra-o 
<tion. The earth, though very beautiful, is very far from 
"The broken being perfect. The plants and animals we 800 
-organlccbaln: are only the wrecks of a broken serics, an in • 
. com:{llete, and, therefore, unworthy testimonial of the 
AlmIghty power. We should judge very inadequately ot 
.some gree,t author if only here and there a fragmentary 
paragraph of his work remai'1.ed: and so, in the book of 
'organization, we must combine what is left with what we 
can recover from Pll.8t ages and buried tltrata before we 
<Can lise to 8. comprehension of the grand argument, and 
intelligibly grasp the whole work. 

Of that book it is immaterial to wha.t pa~e we turn. It 
Enonnou8 tells us of effects of such magrutude as impl, 
ago! of the prodigiously long periods of time for theIr 
_rth. accomplishment. Its moments look to WJ aa it 
-they were eternities. What shall we say when we read in 
it that there are fossiliferous rocks which have been .lowly 
"taised ten thousand feet above the level of the sea. so lately 
as sinoe the commencement of the Tertiary times: that 
the Purbeok beds of the upper oolite are in themselves the 
memorials of an enormous lapse of time: that, since a. 
forest in a thousand years can scarce produce more than two 
.or three feet of vegetable soil, eaoh dirt-bed is the work of 
hundreds of centuries. What shall we say when it tella 
us that the delta of the Mississippi could only be formed 
in many tens of thousands of years, and yet that ill only 
.as yesterday when compared with the date of the inland 
terraces; that the recession of the Fa.lla 01 Niagara from 
Queenstown to the present site consumed thirty thousand 
years; that if the depression of the carboniferou. strata ot 
Nova Scotia took place at the rate of four feet in a century, 
-there were demanded 875,000 years for ita cornplction
.suoh a movement in the upward direction would have 
raised Mont Blanc; that it woul<! take &8 great a. river I1.It 
the Mississippi two millions of yeara to convey into the 
Gulf of Menco as much sediment &8 is found in th086 
strata. Such statements may appear to us, who with 
difficulty shake off the absurdities of the patrutic chrono. 
logy, wild and impossible to be maintained, IUld ret they' 
.are the conclusions that the most learned and pro/onnd 
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geologists dra"W' from tbeir reading of the "Dook of 
Nature. 

Thus, as respects 1he age of the earth and her relationa 
{n timc, we approach the doctrine of Orientals, Summary u 

who long ago ascertained that the scales of time let!peCta'loe 

~d of space correspond to each other. More "orldlntlme. 

fortunate than we, they had but one point of resistance to 
o()ncounter, but that resIstance they met with dissimulation, 
.und not in an open way. They attempted to oonceal the 
tendenoy of theU' doctrine by allying or affiliating it with 
.detected errors. According to their national superstition; 
the earth}s supported on the back of an elephant, and this 
<>n a succession of animals, the last of whioh is &. tortoise.. 
It is not to be supposed that the Brahmans, who wrote 
<JOmmentaries on the Sury&. Siddhant&, should for a moment 
nave accepted these preposterous delusions-that was im
"possible for such great geometers; yet led, perhaps, by &. 
Wish to do nothing that might disturb public feeling, 
1hey engaged in the hopeless taa!c of showing that their 
profound philosophical discoveries were not inconsistent 
with the anoient traditions; that a globular and revolving 
-earth might be sustained on a descending succession of 
supporting beasts. But they had the signal advantage 
-over us that those popular traditions conceded to them 
that limitless time for which we have had to struggle. 

The progreBBion of life on the surface of our planet is 
under the guidanoe of pre-ordained and resistless TheUfeortbe 
law-it is affiliated with material and corre- uolverae. 

spondingly changing conditions. It suggests that the suo
i}6Ssion of organic forms which, in a due series, the earth's 
surface in the long lapse of time has presented, is the 
(l()unterpart of a like progress which other planets in the 
.solar system exhibit in myriads of years, and leads ns to 
the conoo;I?tion of the rise, development, and extinction.or 
a multiplioity of such living forms in other systems
.&. march of life through the universe, and its passing 
away. 

Magnitudes and times. therefore, go parallel with one 
.another. With the abandonment of the geocentrio theory • 
.and of the doctrine of the human destiny of the universe, 
have vanished the unworthy hypotheses of the recent date 
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of creation and .the approaching end of all things. In 
their stead are substituted more noble ideas. 

~'!!:r~I~ The multiplicity of worlds in infinite space leads. 
prell JUcceWs to the conception of a 8llccession of worlds in 
eon wor • infinite time. This existing universe, with all 
its Rplendolll'S, had a. beginning, and will have an end; it 
had its predecessors, and will have its successors; but its 
march through all its transformations is under the control 
of Jaws as unchangeable as destiny. As a cloud, which iH 
composed of myriads of separate and isolated spherule8 
of water, SO minute 'as to De individually invisible, on a. 
summer's a.fternoon changes its aspect and form,.- disap
pearing from the sky, and being replaced in succeeding 
hour. by other clouds of a ditl'erent aspect and "hape, so 
the universe, which is a cloud of 8llD11 and worlds, cha.nges 
in the immensity of time its form and fashion. and that 
which is contemporary with 118 is only an example of 
countless combinations of a like kind, which in ancient 
times ha.ve one after another vanished away. In periods 
yet to come the endless 8llccession of metamol'phoses win 
still go on a series of universes to which there is no end. 
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CHAP'l'ER X. 

THE EUROPEAN AGE OF REASON-(Continued). 

THE li'ATtlRE AND RELATIONS 01' lIAli'. 

Position of Man according to the Heliocentric and Geocentric TMariu. 
OJ' ANJlfAL LID.-Tlle tr('mritory Natlllfe o/II"'ng Form •. -Relatitmt 

of PZantB and AnimaZa.-AnimaZt are.tiggregatea of Matter ezpencling 
Force originally derived/rom the Sun. 

Tn ORGANIO SElUES.-Man a Member oJ It.-His P08ition detennlned 
by Anatomical and Physiological IntJ8IJtigation 0/ his NemJt18 System.
lis tripla Forma: Automatic, Imtinctiw, Intellectual. 

TM 8aiM .f"O!!,.BBritlB Detlelopment is .een in individual Man, in Ole 
entiNl an.mal Smell, and in the Life oJ the Glob6.-They are all under 
the Control oj an eternal, uni'UBrsal. irrwtiblA LatIJ. 

l'h6 .tiim (lJ Nat",,., i8 intellectual Detlelopment, ana human ImtitutiOfil 
mU3t eonJO'f'm thereto. 

Summary 0/ the Intl68tigation oj the Position 01 Man.-Production oj 
inorganic and Organic FDf"IM by the Sun.-Natlllfe oj .AniMal& and 
their Seriell.-.Analogtea anei Differencu between them and Man.-The 
Som.-The World. 

WHEN the ancient doctrine of the plurality of worlds wag 
restored by Bruno. Ga.lileo, and. other modern The apparent 
astronomers, the resistance it encountered was po61tion: 

mainly owing to its anticipated bearing on the he~~~ 
nature and relations of man. It was said, if theol'7. 
round our sun, as a. centre, there revolve so m~ny plane
tary bodies, experiencing the changes of summer and 
winter, day and night-bodies illuminated by satellites, 
and perha.ps enjoying twilight and other benefits such as 
ha.ve been conferred on the earth-shall we not consider 
them the abodes of accountable, perhaps of sinful, beings 
like ourselves? Nay, more; if each of the innumerable 
fixed. stars is, as our sun, a central foous of light. attended. 

VOL. II. 
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by dark and revolving globes, is it not necessary to admit 
that they also have their inhabitants? But among so 
many families of intelligent beings, how is it that we, tho 
denizens of an insignificant speck, have alone been found 
worthy of God's regard? 

It was this reasoning that sustained the geocentria 
theory, and made the earth the centre of the universe, tho 
most noble of created things; the sun, the moon, the stars, 
being only ministers for the service of man. 

But, like many other objections urged in that memorabl& 
Tb conflict, this was founded on a misconception. 
of :bt~~8 or, ra.ther, on imperfect knowledge. There may 
Co that th&o be an infinity of worlds placed under the me
ory. chanical relations alluded to, but there may not 
be one among them that can be the abode of life. Tho 
physical conditions under which organization is possib1& 
are so numerous and 80 strictly limited that the chanceS' 
are millions to one against their conjoint occurrence. 

In a religious point of view, we are greatly indebted ro 
Evidence Geology for the light it has cast on this objec
f~mlBhed by tion. It has taught ns that during inconceivable 
Geology. lapses of time our 'earth itself contained no living 
thing. These were those preorganic ages to which refer
ence was made in the last chapter. Then by slow degroosp 
as a possibility for existence occurred, there gradually 
emerged one type after another. It is but as yesterday 
that the life of man could be maintained. . 

Only in the presence of special physical conditioDs can 
'l'hetransitOlJ' an animal exist. Even then it is essentially 
nature of ephemeral. The life of it, as a whole, depends 
hvlng !.brms. on the death of its integrant parts. In a water
fall, which maintains its place and appearance unchanged. 
for many years, the constituent portions that have been 
precipitated headlong glide finally and for ever away. For 
the transitory matter to exhibit a permanent form, it is 
necessary that there should be a perpetual supply and also
a perpetual removal So long as the jutting ledge over 
which ~he waters rush, and the broken gulf below that 
l"eceives them, remain unchanged. the cataract presents the
same appearance. But variations in them mould it into a. 
new share; its colour changes with a clear or cloudy 
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sky; the rainbow seen in its spray disappears when th$ 
beams of the sun are withdrawn. 

So in that collection of substance which constitutes an 
anima.l; whatever may be its position, high or low, in the 
realm. of life, there js a. perpetual introduction of new 
ma.terial and a perpetual departure of the old. It is a. 
form, rather than an individual, tha.t We see. Its per .. 
manence altogether depends on the permanence of the 
external conditions. If they oha.nge, it also changes, and 
a new form is the result. 

An animal is therefore a. form through which material 
substance is visibly passing and suffering trans- Chl\l'8cterillo 
mutation into new products. In that act of tlCBofanlmal 

transmutation force is disengaged. That which llfd. 

we call its life is the display of the manner in which the
force thus disengaged is expended. 

A scientifio examination of animal life m'\lst include twc> 
primary facts. It must consider whence and Matter and 

in what manner the stream of material substance force. 

has been derived, in what manner and whither it passes 
away. And, since force can not be created from nothing. 
and is in its very nature indestructible, it must determine, 
from what source that which is displa.yed bya.ni.tnals has 
been obtained, in what manner it is employed, and what 
disposal is made of it eventually. 

The force thus expended is originally derived from the 
sun. Plants are the intermedium for its con- Force is de
veyance. The inorganio material of a saline nao. rived from 

ture entering into their constitution is obtained the 8UlI. 

from the soil in which they grow, as is also, for the most 
rart, the water they requir~ j but their organio substance 
18 derived from the surrounding atmosphere, and henoo it 
is strictly true that they are condensations from the air. 

'1'hes8 statements may be sufficiently illustrated, and the 
relation between plants and animals shown, by hI 

t "th f f th· d" Modelllw ell racmg e course 0 anyone 0 e mgre lents phmt8 obtain 
flntering into the ve~etable composition, and de- m'b!~ 
rived. as has been sald, from the air. For this au ce, 
purpose, if we select their chief SGEd element, carbGn. the
remarks applicable to the oourse it follows will hold good 
for other accompanying elements. It is scarcelynecessa.ry 

z2 
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to embarrass the brief exposition of vegetable life now to 
~ given by any historical details, since these will come 
with more propriety subsequently. It is sufficient, to 
mention that the chemical explanations of vegetable 
physiology rest essentially on the discovery of oxygen 
gle by Priestley, of the constitution of carbonic acid by 
Lavoisier, and of water by Cavendish and Watt. 

While the sun is shining, the green parts of plants, 
Action ora especially the leaves, decompose carbonic acid, 
plam OQ the one of the ingredients of the atmospheric air. 
iIir. This substance is composed of two elements, 
carbon and oxygen; the former is appropriated by the 
plant, and enters into the composition of elaborated 01' 

descending sap, from which forthwith organic products, 
such as starch, sugar, wood :6.bre, acids, and bases arc 
made. The other element, the oxygen, is for the most part 
refused by the plant, and returns to the air. As the 
process of decomposition goes on, new portions of carbonic 
acid are presented through mechanical movem~nts, the 
trembling of the leaf, breezes, and currents rising from the 
foliage warmed by the solar beams giving place to other 
cool currents that set in below. 

The action of a plant upon the air is therefore the 
separation of combustible material from that medium. 
Carbon is thus obtained from carbonic acid; from water, 
hydrogen. Plant life is chemically an operation of re
duction, for in like manner ammonia is decomposed into 
its constituents, which are nitrogen and hydrogen; and 
sulphuric and phosphoric acids, which like ammonia, may 
have been brought into the plant through its roots in the 
form of salt bodies, are made to yield up the oxygen with 
which they had been combined, and their sulphur and 
phosphorus, .combustible elements, are appropriated. 

,Every plant, from the humblest moss to the oak of a 
. thousand years, is thus formed by the sun from 

~:r:l~:n material obtained from the air-combustible 
ofmatterand material once united with oxygen, but now 
force. separated from that body. It is of ~ 
importance to remark that in this act of decomPosition, 
force. under the form of light, has disappeared, and become 
incorporated with the combustible, the organizing material. 
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This force is surrendered again, or reappears whenever the 
converse operation, combination with oxygen, occurs. 

Vegetable products thus constitute a. magazine in which 
force is stored up and preserved for any assignable time. 
Hence they are adapted for animal food and for the pro
curing of warmth. The heat evolved in the combustioll 
of coal in domestio economy was originally light from the 
sun appropriated by plants in the 8000ndary geological 
times. a~d locked up for untold ages. The sun is also the 
source from which was derived the light obtained in all our 
artificial operations of burning gas, oil, fat, wax, for tho 
purposes of illumination. • 

My own experiments have proved that it is the light of 
the sun, in contradistinction to the heat, which Correlation. 
occasions the decomposition of carbonic acid. of phyaicaJ. 
furnishing carbon to plants and oxygen to the forcee. 

atmosphere. But such is the relation of the so-called 
imponderable principles of chemistry to each other, and 
theil' mutual convertibility, that that which has disap.
peared in performing its function as light may reappear as 
heat or electrioity. or in the production of some mechanical 
effect. 

Food is used by all animals for the sake of the forc~ it 
thus contains, the remark applying to the oar- The nature4 
nivora as well as the herbivora. In both cases food. 

the source of supply is the vegetable kingdom, indirectly 
or directly. The plant is thus indispensable to the animal. 
It is the collector and preserver of that force the expendi
turJ of which constitutes the special display of animal life. 

From.. this point of view, animals must therefore be 
considered as machines, in which force obtained as has 
been described, is utilized. The fooel. they take, or the 
tiSBue that has been formed from it. is acted upon bY' the 
air they breathe, and undergoes partia.l or total oxydation. 
and now emerges again, in part as heat in part as nerv&
force, in some few instances in part as light or electricitY'~ 
the foroo that originally calhe from the sun. 

There is, therefore, a- cycle or revolution Cycle throllgla 

throu~h which. material pa.rticles suitable for ::JC::t
le1' 

orgaDlzation incessantly run. At one moment pll8ll. 

they exist as inorganio combinations in the air or the soil,. 
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'then as portions of plants, then as portions of animals, 
then .they rtJturn to the air or soil again to renew their 
cycle of movement. The metamorphoses feigned by the 
poets of antiquity have hence a foundation in fact, and tht" 
vegetable and animal, the organic and inorganic worlds are 
indissolubly bound together. Plants are reducing, animal. 
oxydizing, machines. Plants form, anima.ls destroy. 

Thus, by the light of the sun, the carbonio acid of the 
atmosphere is decomposed-its oxygen is set free, its carbon 
furnished to plants. The products obtained Berve for the 
food of -animals, and in their system. the carbon is re
oxydizea. by the air they respire, and, resuming the con· 
<lition of carbonic acid, is thrown back into the atmo
sphere in the brea.th, rea.dy to be decomposed by the 
sunlight once more, and run through the same cycle of 
changes again. The growth of a plant and the respiration 
of' an animal are dependent on each other. 

Material particles are thus the vehicles of foreo. They 
Tbe dUTatlon undergo no destruction. Chemically speaking. 
j
ul m811teTb and they are eternaL And so, likewise, force never 
mpens • d' beco 1 . eel. I ability or etenorates or mes essen t may as-

force. sume new phases, but it is always intrinsically 
unimpaired. The only changes it can exhibit are those 
of aspect and of distribution; of aspect, &. electricity. 
affinity, light, heat; of distribution, &II when tl,e ditrUBed 
aggregate of many sunbeams is concentrated in one animal 
form. 

It is but little tha.t we know respecting the mutations 
and distribution of force in the universe. We cannot tell 
,ha.t becomes of that which haa characterlzcd animal life, 

though of its perpetuity we may be assured. It has no 
more been destroyed than the material particlea of which 
such anima.ls consist. They have been transmuted into 
,new forms-it has taken on & new aspect. The sum total 
-of ma.tter in the world is invariable. so, likewise, is the 
.sum total of force. 

- These conclusions resemble in many respects those of tho 
'Theory of philosophy of A verroes, but they are free from 
Averroea. the heresy which led the Lateran Council. under 
Leo X., to condemn the doctrines of the great Spanish 
.Mohammedan. The error of A verroes consisted in this, 
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that he confonndea what ls here spoken of under the 
designation of force with the psychical principle, and 
erroneously applied that which is true for a.nimals to the 
case of man, who is to be considered &8 CQnsisting of three 
essentially distinct parts-a material body, upon which 
operate vadous physical fOl"Ces, guided and controlled by 
an intelligent soul. 

In the following paragraphs the distinction here made 
is brought into more striking relief.' 

The station of any animal in the organio series may be 
determined from. the condition of its nervous A.natomlcal 
system. To this observation man himself is not mooeQfdeter-

t • I d d," t' 'f his "ti mining PQ/II. an excep IOn. n ~ JUs VIews 0 POSl on tlon In 'he 
in the world, of the nature of his intellect and 8JllJIIaI series. 

mental operations, can not be obtained except from the 
lIolid support afl'orded by A.natomy. The reader has 
<1oubtless remarked that, in the historical sketch of the 
later progress of Europe given in this book, I 
have not referred to metaphysics, or psychology, ;~:.~e:s
oOr mental philosophy. Cultivated as they have :raPhylliW 

heen, it was not possible for them to yield Any enoes. 

{lther result than they did among the Greeks. A lever 
is no mechanical power unless it has a ma.terial point of 
support. It is only through the physical that th& 
metaphysical can be discovered. 

An exposition of the structure, the physical fOl'ces, a.ni! 
the intelWotual opera.tions of man must be N 
founded on anatomy. We can only determine re=::: 
the methods of action from the study of the ::;:;Dj'Y an4 
mechanism, and the right interpretation of that 0010'. 

mechanism can only be ascerlamecl from the construction 
of' its parts, from. observations of the manner in which 
they are developed, from. comparisons with similar struo .. 
tures in other animals, not rejepting even the lowest, and 
from an investigation of their ha.bits and peculia.rities. 
Believing that, in the present state of' science. doctrines in 
psychology, unless they are sustained by evidence derived 
from anatomy and physiology, a.re not to be relied on, I 
,have not thought It necessary to devote much space to 
their introduction. They have not taken a. P&J:t in the 
recent advances of huma.nity. They belong to an ·earlier 
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social period, and are an anachronism in ours. I have 
referred to these points heretofore in my work on Physio
logy, and perhaps shall be excused the following extract : 

.. The study of this portion of the mechanism of man 
brings us therefore in contact with metaphysical science. 
and some of its fundamental dogmas we have to consider. 
Nearly all philosophers who have cultivated in, recent 
times that branch of knowledge, haye viewed with appre
hension the rapid advances of physiology, foreseeing that 
Solution of it would attempt the final solution of problems 
psychological which have exercised the ingenuity of the last 
qnesllons. twenty centuries. In this they are not mistaken. 
CeTtainly it is desirable that some ney method should be 
introduced, which may give point and precision to whatever 
metaphysical truths exist, and enable us to distinguish. 
separate, and dismiss what are only vain and empty specu
lations. 

"So far from philosophy being a forbidden domain to 
the physiologist, it may be asserted that the time has now 
Uneertaintyof come when no one is entitled. to express an 
metapbY81CS. opinion in philosophy unless he has first studied. 
physiology. It has hitherto been to the detriment of truth 
that these processes of positive investigation have been 
repudiated. If from the construction of the human brain 
we may demonstrate the existence of a soul, is not that a 
gain? for there are many who are open to arguments of 
this class on whom specula.tive reasonIng or a J:Jere dictum 
falls without any weight. Why should we cast 9Jlide the 
solid facts presented to us by material objects? In his 
communications throughout the universe with us, God ever 
materializes. He equally speaks to us through the thou
sand graceful organic forms scattered in profusion over 
the surface of the earth, and through the motions and 
appearances presented by the celestial orbs. Our noblest 
and clearest conceptions of his a.ttributes have been ob
tained from these material things. I am rersuaded that 
the only possible route to truth in menta philosophy is 
through a study of the nervous mechanism. The experience 
of 2500 years, and the writings of the great metaphysiciana 
attest, with a. melancholy emphasis, the vanity or all othel' 
lDeans. 
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"Whatever may be said by speculative pbilosophers tG 
the contrary, the advancement of metaphysics is through 
the study of physiology. What sort of a science would 
optics have been among men who had purposely put out 
their own eyes? What would have been the progress of 
astronomy among those who disdained to look at the 
hea.vens? Yet such is the preposter01l8 course followed by 
the so-called. philosophers. They have given us imposing 
dootrines of the nature and attributes of t!J.e mind in ab
solute ignorance of its material substratum. Of the great 
authors who have thus succeeded one another in ephemeral 
celebrity, how ma.ny made themselves acquainted with the 
structure of the human brain? Doubtless some Necessi r 
had been so unfortunate as never to see one! Yet the In~~~ 
that wonderful organ was the basis of all their tIl~~ of 
speculations. In voluntarily isolating them- B me. 
selves from every solid fact which might serve to be a 
landmark to them, they may be truly said to have sailed 
upon a shoreless sea. from which the fog never lifts. Th& 
only fa.ct they teach us with certainty is, that they know 
nothing with certainty. It is the inherent difficulty of 
their method that it must lead to unsubstantial results. 
What is not founded On a. materlalsubstratum is necessarily 
a castle in the air." 

Considering thus that scientific views of the nature of 
man can only be obtained from an examination Intellectual 
of his nervous system, and that the right inter- reiatlODBof 

pretation of the manner of action of that system ~:~d:~na 
depends on the guiding light of comparative 8)'8WD. 

ana.tomy and physiology, I shall, in the following ex
position, present the progress of discovery on thOS& 
principles. 

In those low tribes of life which show the first indica
tions of a nervous system, its operation is purely 

h . --1 A a.l •• ch The rudlmen. moo aIU~. nextern ImprcSSlon, as Ii tou • tarynerYOUlJ 
made upon animals of that kind, is instantly SYBttem ~ 

d t b . hi h th au omauo. answere 0 y a. motion w c ey execute. 
and this without any manifestation of will or conscious
ness. The phenomenon is exactly of the same kind as in a 
machine of which. if a given lever is touched, a motion is. 
instantly produced. 
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In any nervous system there are two portions anatomi-
cally distinct. They are, 1 st, the fibrous; 2d, 

i..':; ;~~:~r the vesicular. It may be desirable to describe 
flerve al.rUCo briefly the cOiliitruction and functions of each 
ture. of these portions. -Their conjoint action will 
then be intelligible. 

1st. A nerve fibre consists essentially of a delicate thread 
<\b'Uctlll'llofa -the axis filament, as it is called-enveloped 
11erve fibre. in an oil-like tlubstance, which coa!!Ula. tea or 
<longeals after death. This, in its turn, is inciosed. in a 
-thin investing sheath or membranous tube. Many such 
-fibres bound together constitute a nerve. 

The function of such a nerve fibre is indisputably alto. 
Jo'unctlou ofa gether of a physical kind, being the conveyance 
fMll'V<! flbl1! Is of influences from part to part. The axis 
...,nductlOn. filament is the line along which the translation 
occurs, the investing material being for the- purposo of 
confining or insulating it, 80 as to prevent any lateral 
escape. Such a construction is the exact counterpart of 
many electrical contrivances, in which a. meta.llie wire is 
coated over with sealing-wax or wrapped round with silk, 
the current being thus compelled to move in the wire 
without any lateral escape. Of such fibres, some convey 
their influences to the interior, and hence are called cen
tripetal; some convey them to the exterior, and hence 
.are called centrifugal. No anatomical difference in the 
-structure of the two has, however, thu8 far been discovered. 
As in a conducting wire the electrical current moves in & 

progressive manner with a. definite velocity, 80 in a nerve 
DIament the influence advances progreS8ively at & rate 
said to be dependent on the temperature of the animal 
examined. It seems in the cold-Llooded to be muep slower 
than in the hot. It has boon estimated in the frog at 
eighty-five feet per second; in man at two hundred feet
an estimate probably too low. 

The fibres thus described are of the kind designated by 
physiologists as the cerebr~spinal; there are others, passing 
"UIlder the name of the sympathetic, characterized by not 
possessing the inves'"..ing medullary substauce. In colour 
they are yellowish-gray; but it is not necessary here to 
.consider them further. 
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2nd. '1'he other portIon of the nervous" stl'Ucture is the 
vesicular. As its name imports, it consists of Strueture of. 
vesicles filled with a gray granular material. nerve vesicle. 
Each vesicle has a thickened spot or nucleus upon it, and 
appears to be connected with one 01' more fibres. If the 
connexion is only with one, the vesicle is called unipolar; 
'if with two, biyolar j if with many. multipolar or stellate. 
Every vesicle IS abundantly supplied with blood. 

As might be inferred from its structure, the vesicle di.ft"ers 
altogether from the fibre in function. 1 may Function ora 
refer to my It Physiology" for the reasons which nerve ve&lcle. 
have led to the inference that these are contrivances for 
the purposes of permitting influences that have been trans
lated along or confined within the fibre to escape and 
diffuse themselves in the gray granular m9.terial. They 
also permit influences that are coming through many 
different channels into a multipolar vesicle to communicate 
or mix with one another, and combine to produce new 
results. Moreover, in them influences may be long pre
served, and thus they become magazines of force. Combined 
together, they constitute ganglia. or nerve centres, on 
which, if impressions be made, they do not necessarily 
forthwith die out, but may remain gradQally declining 
away for & long time. Thus is introduced into the nervous 
mechanism the element of time, and this important function 
<If the nerve vesiole lies at the basis of memory. 

It has been said that the vesicular portion of the nerve 
mechanism is copiously 8upplied with blood. Indeed, the 
condition indispensably necessal-yfor ita functional activity 
1S waste by oxydation. Arterial vessels are abundantly 
furnished to insure the necessa.ry supply of 
aera.ted blood, and veins to carry away the !:,~~~~;l 
wasted products of decay. _\180, through the ~erve.c..::.. 
former, the necessary materials for repair and nerve 
renovation are brought. There is 8. definite waste of 
nervous substance in the production of a definite mechanical 
()f intellectual result-a materia.l connexion and condition 
tha.t must never be overlooked. Hence it is plain that 
unless the repair and the waste are synchronously equal 
to one another, periodicities in the action of the nervous 
system will arise, this being the fundamental condition 
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connected with the physical theories of sleep and. 
fatigue. 

'1'he statements here made rest upon two distinct fol'Ill& 
of evidence. In part they are derived from an interpreta
tion of anatomical Jitructure, and in part from direct 
experiment, chiefly by the aid of feeble electrical cur
rents. The registering or preserving action displa,ed by 81 
ganglion may be considered as an effect, resembling that 
of the construction known as Ritter's secondary piles. 

It will not suit my purpose to offer more than the 
simplest illustration of the application of the foregoing; 
facts. When an impression, either by pressure or in any 
other way, is made on the exterior termination of a. 
centripetal fibre, the influence is conveyed with a velocity 
such as has been mentioned into the vesicle to which that 
Reflex action fibre is attached, and thence, goin~ forth along 
of the ner- the centrifugal fibre, may give r180 to motion 
'·01lll81stem. through contraction of the muscle to which that 
fibre is distributed. An impression has thus produced a. 
motion, and to the operation the designation of reflenon 
is commonly given. This reflenon takes place without 
consciousneRZ. The three parts-the centripetal fibre, thE, 
vesicle, and the centrifugal fibre -conjointll constitute a. 
simple nervous arc. 

A repetition of these arcs, each precisely like all the 
G ad 1 

others, constitutes the first step toward a complex 
ruarom- Th' f t plel<lty of tbe nervous system. ell' manner 0 arrangemen 

~~0U8 sye- is necessarily subordinated to the general plan 
. of construction of the animals in which they 

occur. Thus, in the Radiates it is circular; in the 
Articulates, linear,or upon an axis. But, as the condition~ 
of life require consentaneousness of motion in the different 
parts, these nerve arcs are not left isolated or without 
connexion with each other. As it is anatotnically termed, 
they are commissured, nerve fibres passing from each t() 
its neighbours, and each is thus brought into sympathy or 
connexion with all the others. 

The next advance is a very important one, for it indicateS 
FI t the general plan on which the nervous system an: 0(: is to be developed: it is the dedication of 
aal gangUa. special nerve arcs to specip.l duties. Thus, in 
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the higher articulates and molluscs, there are such combi
nations expressly for the purpose of respiration and deglu
-tition. Their action is altogether of the reflex kind; it 
t.a.kes place without consciousness. These ganglia. are com
missured for the sake of sympathetic action, and frequently 
.several of them are coalesced for the sake of package. 

'l'his principle of dedication to special uses is carried out 
in the introduction of ganglia. intended to be affected by 
light, or sounds, or odours. The impressions of those 
.agencies a.re carried to the ganglion by its centripetal 
fibres. Such ganglia. of special action are most commonly 
-<Xlalesood together, forming nervous masses of conspicuous 
'Size; they are alwa.ys commissuxed with those for ordinary 
motions, the action being reflex, as in the preceding case, 
though of a higher order, since it is a.ttendcJ with con
~ciousness. 

Such being the elementary construction of a nervous 
flystem, it is plain that animal tribes in which They are 
it exists in no higher degree of complexity must automatIc 

be merely autometa. In this remark many mecbamsms. 

insects must be included, for the instinct they display is 
altogether of a mechanical kind, and, so far as they are 
-concerned, without design. Their actions are uniformly 
.alike; what one docs Ullder given circumstances, 1lIlder 
the same circumstances another will certainly do. They 
are incapable of education, they learn nothing byexperi
€nce, and the acts they are engaged in they accomplish as 
well at the :first trial as ever after. 

Of pa.rts like those described, and of others of a. highel' 
~rderJ as will be presently seen, the most complex nervous 
system, even tha.t of man, is composed. It 
might, perhaps, be expected that for the deter- ::=c:u. to 
ruination of the duty of each. part of such th_invasti .. 

(,'Omplex system the physiologist must necessarily gaUODB. 

resort to experim~nt, observing what functions have been 
injured or destroyed when given portions have been 
removed by his knife. At the best, however, evidence 
of that kind lllust be very unsatisfactory on account of 
the ~hock the entire system receives in vivisections, 
and accordingly, artificial evidence can, for the most part, 
be used only in a corroborative way. But, as Cuvier 
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observed, the hand of Nature hall prepared for us these very 
e~periments without that drawback. The animal SCriCllp 

as we advance upward from its lowest members, provcs U, 
us what is the effect of the addition of new parts in 
succession to a. nervous system, as also does any individual 
thereof in its successive periods of development. It ia on\} 
of the most important discoveries of modern physiology 
that, as respects their nervous system, we can safely 
transfer our reasonings and conclusions from the case of 
the lowest to that of the highest animal tribes. 

The articulata present structures and a mode of action 
illustrating in a strikin~ manner the nervous system of man. 
Lengthwise upon thClr ventral region is laid a doubl\} 
cord, with ganglia, like a string of beads; sometimes 
the cords are a little distance apart, but more generally 

j they are coalesced, each pair of ganglia being 
!!:::t;r ,f~ed into one. To every segment of tho body 
t;Ov~ng a pair is supplied. each pair controlling it. own 
gangl • segment, and actin~ toward it automatically .. 
each also acting like any of the others. But in the region 
of the head there is a special pair, the cephalic ganglia, 
receiving .fibres from the eyes and other organs of sense. 
From them proceed filaments to the ventral cord, establish
ing communications with every segment. So every part 
has two connexions, one with its own ventral ganglia, and 
one with the cephalic. 

It is not difficult to determine experimentally the func
tions of the ventral ganglia and those of the cephalic. 
If a centi~de be decapitated, its body is. ~ti11 capable of 
mov;ing, the motion being evidently ot a reflex kind. 
originating in the pressure of the legs against the surface 

on whicll they rest. The ventral cord, with its. 
But \h1l8 far • hI' 'L -acllona are ganglia, is ence pUre y an automatIc mecU3nism .. 
tilly m8tinoo But if. in making the decapitation, we leave a 

ve. portion of the body in connexion with the head,. 
we recognize very plainly that the cephalic ganglia are. 
exercising a governing power. In the part from which 
they have been cut off the movement is forward, regardless 
of any obstacle; in that to which they are attached there 
are modifications in the motions, depending on sight or 
other special senses; obstacles are avoided, ,and a variet,. 
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or directions pursued.. Yet still the actions are not in
telligent, only instinctive. The general conclusion there
fore is, that the cephalio ganglia are of a higher order 
than the ventral, the latter being simply meahanical, the
former instinctive; but thus far there is no trace of intel. 
ligenoe. 

In man these typical parts are all present, and discharge
the functions specified. His spinal cord answers Nervous au&

to the ventral cord of the articulate&. It has its &o1l17orv~11e
lateral communications in the same way, and brates,asman. 

each segmental portion presents the same reflex action. 
Toward ita upper part it dilates to form the medulla. 
oblongata, sending forth nerves for respiration and deglu
tition. Of these the action is still reflex, as is proved by 
the involuntary movements of respiration and deglutition. 
A portion of food being pll\ced in the pharynx, Theil' auto

contraction instantly occurs, the will having maUc ap~ 
no kind of control over the act of swallowing. latU&. 

Above or in front of this enlargement is a series of ganglia. 
to which converge the llen-es of special sense-of hearing, 
sight, smell; these are, therefore, the equivalents TheIr lDs&lno

of the cephalio ganglia of insools, their function \iveappua. 
being also the same. In the lowest vertebrates, tup. 
as in the amphioxus, the nervous system consists of 
nothing more. 11; may therefore be said to have only two 
parts-the cord and the sensory ganglia, and to have two
functions-the automatic, attributable to the former, and 
the instinctive, attributable to the latter. 

But as we advance from the low vertebrates upward in 
the animal scale, we begin to detect new orgallB: on the 
medulla. oblongata a. cerebellum, and on the ~iI' inlet
sensory ganglia a cerebrum. From this moment Jectual appa
the animal displays reasoning powers, its intel* latus. 

ligenoo beooming more strikingly marked as the develo~ 
ment of the new organs is greater. 

It remains to determine with exactness the function of 
one of these new parts, the cerebrum; the other Flmdtonsvl 
portion, the cerebellum, being of minor interest, &he bralD. 

and connected, probably. with the locomotive apparatus. 
For the same reason it is unnecessary to- speak of the 
sympathetio nerve, since it belongs to the apparatus of 
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organic life. Confining our attention, therefore, to tM 
true·..orain, or cerebrum, we soon recognize that the intel
ligence of an animal is, in a general manner, proportional 
to the relative size of this organ as compared with the 
sensory ganglia. We are also struck with the fact that 
the cerebrum does not send forth to other ~ortions any 
independent fibres of its own, nor does it receIve any from 
them, its only means of communication being through the 
parts that have been described-that is to say, through 
Its relations the sensory and automatio apparatus. The 
to the Instln- cerebrum is therefore a. mechanism of a. hifer 
tlve andanto- d d't ' t' hi 'th th 1.._ • matie por- or er, an 1 s re~a IOns p WI e tUB. ml 
"0118. optici and corpora. striata. indicate the conditioJlM 
of its functions. It can only receive impressions whick 
have come through them, and only act upon the bod,. 
through their intermedium. Moreover, as we ascend the 
animal scale, we find that these cerebral parts not only 
Its set'()ndary increase in size, but likewise, in their turn, give 
.and tertIa.l7 rise to offshoots; secondary lobes emerging pt>8-
lobes. teriorly on the primary ones, and, in due sesso_, 
tertiary lobes posteriorly on the secondary. To these, ill 
human anatomy, the designations of anterior, middle, and 
posterior lobes have been respectively given. In propor
tion as this development has proceeded, the intellectual 
qualities have become more varied and more profound. 

The relation of the cerebrum to the eranio-spinal axis i. 
Action of the manifested by the circumstance that the latter 
spJUaleord can act without the former. In sleep the 
alone. cerebrum is, as it were, torpid, but respiration, 
deglutition, and other reflex actions go on. If we touch 
the palm of a. sleeping infant our finger is instantly 
Conjoint ac- grasped. But, though the axis can work with
tlonoftbe out the cerebrum, the .cerebrum can not work 
,brailllmdcord. without the axis. Illustrations of these truth. 
may be experimentally obtained. An. animal from which 
the cerebrum baa been purposely removed may be observed 
to perform actions automatic and instinctive, but never 
intelligent; and that there is no difference between 
.animals and man in this respect is demonstrated by the 
numerous instances recorded in the works of medicine and 
surgery of injuries by accident or disease to the hUIDIlu 
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nervous system, the effects corresponding to those arti .. 
ti.cially produced in experiments on animals. This im
portant observation, moreover, shows that we may with 
correctness use the observations made on animals in our 
investigatioDS of the human system. 

In the nervous system of man our attention is therefore 
especially demanded by three essentially distinct Thr I 4 
parts-the spinal cord, the sensory ganglia., and par: ::1: 
the cerebrum.. Of the first, the spinal cord, the =::= 
action is automatio; by its aid we can walk, . 
from place to place, without bestowing a. thought on our 
movements; by it we swallow involuntarily; by it we 
respire unconsciously. The second portion, the TIley ""' th~ 
sensory ganglia, is, as we have seen, the counter .. ::u;.m~c, 
part of the cephalio ganglia of invertebrates; it tl:8, ~~8 c· 
is the place of reception of sensuous impressions ln~llectuaL 
and the seat of consciousness. To these ganglia inlitinct 
is to be referred. Their function is not at all impaired by 
the cerebrum superposed upon them. The third portion, 
the cerebrum, is anatomically distinct. It is the seat of 
ideas. It does not directly give rise to motions, being 
obliged to employ for that purpose, its intermediate 
automatic associated apparatus. In this realm of ideas 
thoughts spring forth suggestively from one another in a 
perpetual train or :flux, and yet the highest Dominating 
branch of the nervous mechanism still retains control of the 

traces of the modes of operation of the parts from latter. 

which it was developed. Its action is still often reflex. 
Reason is not always able to control our emotions, as when 
we laugh or weep in spite of ourselves, under the impression 
of Some e:tternal incident. Nay, more; the inciting cause 
:may be, as we verywel.l know, nothing material-nothing 
but a. recollection, an, idea-and yet it is enough. But 
these phenomena a.re perhaps restricted to the first or 
anterior lobes of the brain, and, accordingly, we remark 
them most distinctly in children a.nd in animals. As the 
second and third lobes begin to exercise theit power, such 
~ffects are brought under control. \ 

There is" therefore, a. regular progresSlon, Ito definite 
improvement in the nervous system of the animal series. 
-the plan never varying, but being' persistently carried 

VOL. n. 2 A 
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out, and thus offeriniflY' a powerful ar~ment for relationship 
Progrt'llstve among a those successIvely improving forms, 
uervo11ll de-in an observation which becomes of the utmost 
;he°!':::!i interest to us in its application to the verte
lIerles. brates. In the amphioxus, as has been said, the 
cranic-spinal axis alone exISts; the Cyclostome fishes 
are but a step higher. In fishes the true cerebrum 
appears at first in an insignificant manner, a condition 
repeated in the earlyembryonio state both of birds and 
mammals. An improvement is made in reptiles, whose 
cerebral hemispheres are larger than their optic lobes. As 
we advance to birds, a further increase occurs; the hemi
spheres are now of nearly sufficient dimensions to cover 
over those ganglia. In the lower mammals there is 
another step, yet not a very great one. But from the 
anterior lobes, which thus far have constituted the entire 
brain, there are next to be developed the middle lobes. 
In the Rodents the progress is still continued, and in the 
Ruminants and Pachyderms the convolutions havo become 
ItattniQaits well marked. In the higher carnivora and 
maxImum In quadrumana the posterior or tertiary 10'be8 ap· 
man. pear. The passage from the anthropoid apes 
to man brings us to the utmost development thus far 
attained by the nervous system. The cerebrum has 
reached its maximum organization by a continued and 
unbroken process of development. 

This orderly development of the nervous system in th& 
The same pro- animal series is recognized again in tho gradual 
gress\ve devel· development of the individual man. 'l'he nri
opmen~ 0CClU'8 •• t 't I • tl . th F al in each indl· mltlve race, as ~ JaID y appears lD e ~ermID 
vtdual man. membrane, marks out the place presently to be 
()ccnpied by the crania-spinal axis, and, that point or 
development gained, man ans-wers to the amphioxus. 
Not nntil the twelfth week of embryonic life docs he reach 
the state permanently presented by birds; at this time 
the anterior lobes are only perceptible. In four or six 
weeks more the middle lobes are evolved posteriorly on the 
anterior, and, finally, in a similar manner, the tertiary or 
posterior ones are formed. And thus it appears that, 
compared with the nervous system of other animals, that 
cf man proceeds through the saID9 .predetermined BUcceS-
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sion of forms. Theirs suffers an arrest, in some instances 
at a lower, in some a.t a higher point, but his passes 
onward to completion. 

But that is not all. The biography of the earth, the 
life of the entire globe, corresponds to this It 
progress of the individual, to this orderly agruoc::::'lhe 
relation of the a.nimal series. Commencing entire life of 
with the oldest rocks that furnish animal re- the globe. 

mains, and advancing to the most recent, we recognize 
a continual improvement in constrnction, indicated by 
the degree of adva.ncement of the nervous system. The 
earliest fishes did n9t proceed beyond that condition ot" 
the spinal column which is to be considered as embryonic. 
The Silurian and Devonian rocks do not present it in an 
ossified state. Fishes, up to the Carboniferous epoch, had 
a heterocercal tail, just as the embryos of osseous fishes of 
the present time have up to a. certain period of their life. 
'I'here was, therefore, an arreet in the old extinct forms, 
and an adva.nce to a higher point in the more modern. 
'fhe buckler-headed :fishes of the Devonian rocks had their 
respiratory organs and much of their digestive apparatus 
in the head, and showed an approximation to the tadpoles 
or embryos of the frog. The crocodiles of the oolite had 
biconcave vertebrm, like the embryos of the recent ones 
which have gained the capability of making an ad-vance 
to a higher point. In the geological order, reptiles make 
their appearance next after fishes, and this is what we 
should expect on the principle of an ascending nervous 
development. Not until long after come birds, later in 
date and higher in nervous advancement, capable llot only 
of instinct, but also of intelligence. Of mammals,. the 
:first that appear are what we should have expected-the 
ma.:rsupials; but among the tertia.:ry rocks, very many 
other forms are presented, the earlier ones, whether her
'bivorous or carnivorous, having a closer correspondence 
to the archetype than the existjng ones, save in their 
embryonio states, the analogies occurring in Absolute 

such minor details as the possession of forty- ~eeesslty of 
four teeth. The biography of the earth is thus, tra~~~~
on the great scale, typical of individual life. t.lQnoflorDIs. 

even that of man, and the succession of species in the 
2 A 2 
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progress of numberless ages is the counterpart of the 
transmutation of an individual from form to form. As in 
a dissolving view, new objects emerge froIn old. ones, and 
new forms spontaneously appear without the exercise of 
any periodical creative act. 

For some days after birth the actions of the human 
Ltfeofman being are merely reflex. Its cranio-spinal axis 
from inf~ry alone is in operation, and thus far it is only an 
=~c!rm automaton. But soon the impressions of ex
wIth ius lID- temal objects begin to be registered or preserved 
atomy. in the sensory ganglia, and the evidences of 
memory appear. The first token of this is perhaps the 
display of an attachment to persons, not through any 
intelligent recognition of relationship, but merely because 
of familiarity. This is followed by the manifestation of a 
liking to accustomed places and a dread of strange ones. 
At this stage the infant is leading an instinctive life, and 
has made no greater advance than many of the lower 
mammals; but they linger here, while he proceeds onward. 
He Boon shows high powers of memory, the exercise of 
reason in the determinations of judgment, and in the 
adaptation of varied means to varied ends. 

Such is therefore the process of development of the 
nervous system of man; such are the powers which con
sequently he successively displays. His reason a.t last is 
paramount. No longer are his actions exclusively prompted 
by sensations; they are determined much more by ideas 
that have resulted from his former experiences. While 
animals which approach him most closely in construction 
require an external stimulus to commence a train of 
thought, he can direct his mental operation!!, and in this 
respect is parted frum them by a vast interval The 
states through which he has passed are the automatic, the 
instinctive, the intellectual; each has its own apparatus, 
and all at last work harmoniously together. 

But besides this superposition of an instinctive apparatu!! 
upon an automatic one, and an intell~ 

:'~J~rn upon an instinctive, the nervous system consists 
~wo lateral of two equal and symmetrical lateral portions, 
mchviduaJs. a right half and a left. Each person may be 
tlonsidered as consisting in reality of two individuals. 
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The right half may be stricken with palsy, the left be 
unimpaired; one may lose its sight or hearing, the other 
may retain them. '1'hese lateral halves lead independent 
lives. Yet, though independent in this sense, they are 
closely connected. in another. The brain of the right side 
rules over the left half of the body, that of the left side 
rules over the right of the body. On the relationships 
and antagonisms of the two halves of the oerebro-spinal 
system must be founded our explanations of the Co 

h · . h f d bi d nsequences ot et'Wlse mystenous p enomena 0 ou e an ofthlBdoubleoo 
alternate life; of the sentiment of pre-existence; ~ess::.f con. 
of trains of thought, often double, but never ru Ion. 

triple j of the wilful delusions of castle-building, in which 
one hemisphere of the brain listens to the romance sug~ 
gostions of the other, though both well know that the 
subjeot they are entertaining themselves with is a mere 
fiction. The strength and precision of mental operations 
depend as much upon the complete equivalency of the two 
lateral halves as upon their absolute development. It 
is scarcely to be expected that great intellectual indications 
will be given by him, one of whose cerebral hemispheres 
is unequal to the other. .But for the detailed consideration 
of these topics I may refer the reader ;0 my work on 
Physiology. He wil~ there :find the explanation of the 
nature of' registering ganglia; the physical theory of 
memory; the causes of our variable psychical powers at 
dUferent times; the description of the ear as the organ of 
time; the eye as the organ of space; the touch as that of 
pressures and temperatures; the smell and taste as those 
for the chemical determination of gases and liqtrlds. 

From a consideration of the construction, development, 
and action of the nervous system of man, we 

. . f hi lau' t th ConclUSIOns may gam correct VIews 0 s ra ons 0 0 er from the fore-

organio beings, and obtain true psychical and gom~~~ 
metaphysical theories. There is not that homo- toDll • 

geneousness in his intellectual structure which. writers on 
those topics flO long supposed. It is a. triple mechanism. 
A gentle. a gradual, a definite development Man a mem
l'eaches its maximum in him without a breach berofthelUli

of oontinuity. Parts which, because of their malsenee. 

completion, are capable of yielding in him such splendid 
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results, are seen in a rudimentary and useless condition in 
organisms very far down below. On the clear recognition 
of this rudimentary, this useless state, very much depends. 
It indicates the master-fact of psychology-the fact that 
Averroes overlooked-that, while man agrees with inferior 
beings in the type of his oonstruction, and passes in his 
development through transformations analogous to theirs, 
he differs from them all in this, that he alone possesses an 
accountable, an immortal soul. It is true that there are 
some which closely approach him in structure, but the 
existence of structure by no means implies the exercise of 
functions. In the still-born infant, the mechanism for 
respiration, the lungs, is completed; but the air may never 
enter, and the intention for which they were formed never 
be carried out. 

Moreover, it appears that the order of development in 
Hillife and the life of individual man and the order of 
thahfthe development in the life of the earth are the 
planet alike. same, their common features indicating a. common 
plan. The one is the movement of a few hours, the other 
of myriads of ages. This sameness of manner in their 
progression points out their dependence on a. law immu
table and univf¥'sal. The successive appearance of the 
animal series in the endless course of time has not, 
therefore, been accidental, but as predetermined and &I!J 
certain as the successive forms of the individual. In the 
latter we do not :find any cause of surprise in the as
sumption of states ever increasing in improvement, ever 
rising higher and higher towar<\ the perfection destined to 
be attained. We look upon it as the oourse of nature. 
Why, then, should we consider the extinctions and 
oreations of the former as offering any thing una.coount
able, as connected with a sudden creative fiat or with an 
arbitrary sentence of destruction ? 

In this book I have endeavoured to investigate the 
progress of humanity, and found that it shows 

t=:~~ all the phases of individual movement, the 
accordmg to evidence employed being historical, and. there
law. fore, of a nature altogether different from that 
on which our conclusions in the collateral instances rest. 
It may serve to assure us that the ideas here presented are 
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true when we encounter, at 'the close of our investigation, 
this harmony between the life of the individual, the life of 
sooiety, and the life of the earth. 

Is it probable that the individual proceeds in his move
ment of development under law, ~t the planet also pro
ceeds in its movements under law, b~t that society does 
not proceed under law? 

Man, thus, is the last term of an innumerable series of 
orga.nisms, whioh, under the domination of law, Eternity and 
has, in the lapse of time, been. evolving. Law UDlversallty 

has controlled the inorganic world. and caused of tha~ law. 

the earth to pass through various physical conditions, 
gently and continuously sucoeeding one another. The 
plastio forms of organio beings have been modelled to suit 
those changing conditions. The invariability of that la.w 
is indicated by the numberless ages through which it has 
been maintained, its universality by its holding good in 
the life of the meanest individual. 

But it is only a. part of sociology that we have considered, 
and of which we ha.ve investigated th~ development. 
In the most philosophical aspect the subject in- Comc;atlye 
eludes oomparative as well as human sociology. lIOCio og. 
For, though there may not be society where actions are 
simfly refiex, there is a possibility of it where they are 
instinctive, as well as where they are intellectual. Its 
t'Ssentia.l condition being intercommunication, there are 
neoossarily modifications depending respeotively on touch 
or upon the higher and more delicate senses. That is 
none the less society which, among insects, depends upon 
antenna.l contacts. Huma.n society, founded on speech, 
sight, hearing, has its indistinct beginnings, its rudiments, 
'Yer., low down in the animal scale, a.s in the bell-like note 
which some of the nudibranchiate gasteropods emit, or 
the solitary midnight tapping with which the death-watch 
salutes his mate. Society resting on instinct is charac
terized by immobility; it is necessarily unprogressive. 
Society resting on intelleot is always advancing. 

But, for the present, declining this general examina.tion 
of sociology, and limiting our attention strictly to that of 
humanity, we can not fail to be struck with the fact that 
in us the direction of evolution, is altogether toward 
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the' intellectual, a. conclusion equally impressed upo. 
118 whether our mode of examination be anatomical or 
The aim of historical. Anatomically we find no provision 
~a!~r:,J:~:: ID

t
'
h 

the ne1rvous ~ysdir~mt£lorthrthe imhPthrove~enllt of 
intellectual e mora, save m ec y oug e rote eo
development. tual, the 'Whole aim of development being for 
the sake of intelligence. Historically, in the same manner, 
we find that the intellectual has always led the way in 
social advancement, the moral having been subordinate 
thereto. The former has' been the mainspring of the 
movement, the latter passively affected. It is a mistake 
to mak,e the progress of society depend on that which :i& 
itself controlled by a higher power. In the earlier and 
inferior stages of individual life we may govern through 
the lnoral alone. In that way we may guide children, 
but it is to the understanding of the adult that we must 
Systems of appeal. A system working only through the 
tohcym~ moral must sooner or later come into an ant&
a~:=e- - gonism with the intellectual, and, if it do not 
WIth. contain within itself a. means of adaptation to 
the changing circumstances, it must in the end be over
thrown. This was the grand error of that Boman system 
which presided while European civilization was developing. 
It assumed as its basis a uniform, a. stationary psychological 
condition in man. Forgetting that the powers of the 
mind grow with the possessions of the mind, it considered 
those who lived in :past generations as being in no 
respect mentally infenor to those who are living now, 
though our children at sixteen may have a wiuer range of 
knowledge than our ancestors at sixty. 'I'hat such an 
imperfect system could exist for 80 many ages is a proof of 
a contemporary condition of undeveloped intellect, just as 
we see that the understanding of a child does not revolt 
against the moral suasion, often intrinsically feeble, through 
which we attempt to influence him. But it would be as 
unphilosophical to treat with disdain the ideas that have 
served for a guide in the earlier ages of European life, as 
to look with contempt on the motives that have guided us 
in youth. Their feebleness and incompetency are excused 
by their suitability to the period of life to which they ~ 
applied. 
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But whoever considers these things will see that there 
is 80 term beyond which the application of such methods 
cannot be extended. The head of 80 family Th A f 
would act unwisely if he attempted to apply to Be!ons:! 
his son a.t twentv-one the methods he had mands Intel-

J lectual tncen-
successfully used a.t ten; such methods could n-. ~r the 
he only rendered effective by 80 resort to physical individual. 

compulsion. A great change in the intervening years has 
taken place, a.nd ideas once intrinsically powerful can 
exert their influence no more. The moral may have
remained unchanged; it may be precisely as it was-no
better, no worse; but tha.t which has- changed is the
understanding. Reasoning and inducements of an in
tellectual kind are now needful. An attempt to persist in 
an absolute system by constraint would only meet with 
remonstrance and derision. 
If it is thus with the individua.l, so it is likewise

with humanity. For centuries nations may live And the same 
under forms tha.t meet their requirements, forms holds good for 
suitable to a. feeble state; but it is altogether humanity. 

illusory to suppose that such an adaptedness can continue 
for ever. A critical eye discerns that the mental features 
of a. given generation have become different from those of 
its ancestors. New ideas and a new manner of aotion are 
the tokens that a modification has silently taken place. 
Though after a. short interval the cha.nge :might not 
amount to much, in the course of time there must inevi
tably be exhibited the spectacle of 80 society that had 
outgrown its forms, its rules of life. 

'Vherever, then, such a. want of harmony becomes 
perceptible, where the social system is incompatible with 
the socia1sta.te, and is, in effect, an obsolete anachronism, 
it is plainly unphilosophica.l and unwise to resort to means 
of compulsion. No matter what the power of governments 
or of human &uthoritiea may be, it is impossible for them 
to stop the intellectual advancement, for it forces its way 
by an. organio law over which they have no kind of control. 

Astronomers sometimes affirm tha.t the sun is the cause, 
directly or indirectly, of all the mechanical S1llDJllarY of 

tha t k 1 th 
__ ..... 1.. the IDvestlg;a_ 

movements t a e p ace upon. e tliU,-W,l. non of \ha 
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Physiologists say that he is the generator of the 
countless living forms with which her surface is 

If the light, the warmth, and other physical influences 

Ii 
of the sun could be excluded, there would be 

1n ueuce of t t d' . l' '1 t d "the Run on In- a s agnan an ICY sea enClrc Ing Sl cn an 
or~anlc' solitary shores. But the veil once withdrawn, 
11& are, or the influenccs permitted to take effect, this 
night and stillness would give place to activity and 
change. In the morning beams of the day, the tropical 
waters, expanding, would follow from east to west the 
course of the sun, each renewed dawn renewing the 
impulse, and adding force to the gentle but resistless 
current. At one place the flowing mass would move 
compactly; at another, caught by accidentally projecting 
rocks, it woUld give off little eddies, expending their share 
<If ita force; or, compressed in narrow passages, it would 
rush impetuously along. Upon its surface myriad. of 
momentary ripples would play, or opposing winds, called 
into existence by similar disturbances in the air, would 
force it into waves, making the shores resound with their 
breaking surge. Twice every day, nuder the conjoint 
inBuencf',s of the sun and moon, as if the inanimate globe 
itself were breathing, the tide would rise and fall again 
npon the bosom of the deep. 

The eddy, the ripple, the wave, the current, are acci
dental forms through which the originally imparted force 
is displayed. They are all expending power. Their life, 
if such a term can be used, is not the property of 
themselves, but of the ocean to which they belong. 

Influences which thus metaphorically give life to the 
andODOI'- sea, in reality give life to the land. Under 
ganle nature. their genial operation a wave of verdure spreads 
over the earth, and countless -myriads of animated things 
attend it, each like the eddies and ripples of the sea, 
expending its share of the imparted force. The life of these 
accidental forms, through which power is being tran~ 
belongs, not to itself, but to the universe of which it is 

.a part. 
Of the waves upon the ocean there may not be two 

..alike. The Winds, the shores, their mutual interferences, 
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a hundred extraneous influences, mould them into their 
ephemeral shapes. So those collections of matter NatuTe of 

of which anima.ted things consist offer a plasti~ &D1lIIala. 

substance to be modified. The number ofindividua.ls counts 
like the ripples of the sea. 

As external circumstances cha.nge, a.n.imated forms 
cha.nge with them, a.nd thus arises a series of The,-consti
which the members stand in a connected rela- tuteaBeriei. 

tion. The affiliated sequence of the ex.ternal circumstances 
is represented in the a.ffilia.ted succession of living types. 
From parts, or from things already existing, new parts 
and new things emerge, the new not being added or 
juxtaposed to the old, but evolved or developed from it. 
From the homogeneous or general, the heterogeneous or 
special is brought forth. A new member, fashioned in 
secreoy and apart, is never abruptly ingra.fted. on any 
living thing. New animal types have never been suddenly 
located among old ones, but have emerged from them by 
process of transmutation. As certainly as that every 
living thing must die, so must it reach perfection by 
passing through a succession of subordinate forms. An 
individual, or even a species, is only a. zoological phase in 
a pa.ssage to something beyond. An instantaneous a.dult, 
like an immortal a.nimal, is a physiological impossibility. 

This bringing forth of structure from structure, of 
function from function, incidenta.1Iy presents, The doctrine 
upon the whole, an appearance of progressive ofprogreasive 
improvement, a.nd for such it has been not improvemen\,. 

unfrequently mistaken. ThuE! if the lowest animals, which 
move by reflex action insta.n.tly but unconsciously, when 
an impression is made upon them, be compared with the 
higher ones, whose motions are executed under the influence 
of antecedent impressions, and are therefore controlled by 
ideas, there seems to have been such an improvement. 
Still, however, it is altogether of a physical kind. Every 
impression of which the dog or elephant js conscious 
implies change in the nerve centres, and these changes are 
at the basis or the memory displa.yed by those animals. 
<Our own experience furnishes many illustrations. When 
we gaze steadfastly on some brightly-illuminated object, 
.and then olose or turn aside our eyes, a fading impression 
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or the object at which we have been looking still remains; 
or, -when a. spark is made to revolve rapidly, we think we 
see a circle of fire, the impression upon the retina lasting 
until the spark has completed its revolution. In like 
manner, though far more perfectly, are impressions regis
tered or stored up in the sensory ganglia, the phantoms 
of realities that have once been scen. In those organs 
countless images may thus be superposed. 

Man agrees with animals thus approaching him in 
AnalOgies be- anatomical construction in many importan~ 
tween ani- respects. He, too, represents a. continuou8 
malsandman. succession of matter, II continuous expenditure 
of power. Impressions of external things are conoea.led 
in his sensory ganglia, to be presented for inspection in 
subsequent times, and to' constitute motives of action. 
But he differs from them in this, that what was pre
paratory and rudimentary in them is complete and perfect 
in him. From the instrument of instinct there has been 
developed an instrument of intellection. In the most 
perfect quadrupeds, an external stimulus is required to 
start a. tra.in of thought, which then moves on In a 
determinate way, their actions indicating that, under the 
circumstances, they reason according to the same rules as 
man, drawing conclusions more or less correct from the 
facts offered to their notice. But, the instrument of 
intellection completed, it is quickly brought into 1l.8e, and 
now results of the highest order appear. The succession 
of ideas is under control; new trains can be originated 
not only by external causes, but also by an interior, a 
spontaneous in:fiuence. The passive has become active. 
Animals remember, man alone recollects. Every thing 
demonstrates that the development and completion of this 
instrument of intellection has been followed by the super
addition of an agent or principle that can use it. 

There is, then, a difference between the brutes and ma&, 
P . 18 of dis- not only as respects constitution, but also as 
tl~!On be- respects destiny. Their active force merges into 
t.ween them. other mundane forces and disappears, but the 
special principle given to him endures. We willingly 
persuade ourselves that this principle is actually pel"
sonified, and that the shades of the- dead resemble theu-
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living forms. To' Eastern Asia, where philosophy has 
been accustomed. to the abstract idea of force, the pleasures 
we derive from this contemplation are denied, the cheer
less doctrine of Buddhism likening the life of man to the 
burning of a lamp, and death to its extinction. Perceiving 
in the mutation of things, as seen in the narrow range of 
human vision, a suggestion of :.he variations and distribu
tion of power throughout nature, it rises to a grand, and, 
it must be added, an awful conoeption of the universe. 

But Europe, and also the Mohammedan nations of Asia., 
have not received with approbation that view. To them 
there is an individualized impersonation of the The hUlllAll 

soul, and an expectation of its life hereafter. BOul. 

The animal fabric is only an instrument for its use. 
The eye is the window through which that mysterious 
principle perceives: through the ear are brought to its 
attention articulate sounds and harmonies; by the other 
organs the sensible qualities of bodies are made known. 
From the silent chambers and winding labyrinths of the 
brain the veiled enchantress looks forth on the outer 
world, and holds the subservient body in an irresistible 
spell. 

This difference between the Oriental and European ideas 
respecting the nature of man reappears in their Extensi 

ideas respecting the nature of the world. The these V1::f 
one sees in it only a gigantio engine, in which !f::natu~ 
stars and orbs are diffusing power and running wor 
through predestined mutations. The other, with better 
philosophy and a higher science, asserts a personal God, 
who considers and orders events in a vast panorama before 
him. 
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CHAPTER'XL 

THE EUROPEAN AGE OF REASON-(Contillued). 

THE UNION 01' 8CIENCllI AliD Im>VSTBY. 

European ProgreBB in the AcquisitUm 0/ e:ract Knowkdge.-Its Buem
blance to that 0/ GTeece. 

Di8CotJerie8 respecting th8 Air.-If8 mechanical and c1Iemical Propertiu. 
-Its Relation to AnimaZ, and Planta.-The Windl.-MetoorolOU!l.
Sounds.-ACOUBtic Phenumena. 

DistJO'lJeMes respecting th8 Ocean.-Physical and chemical Phenomena.-
-Tide8 ana Otwrents.-Clotul8.-Decomposition 0/ Water. 

DutJO'lJerie8 respecting other material SubBtances.-ProgreBB 0/ Chemutry. 
DutJO'lJerie8 respecting Electricity, Magnetism, Light, Heat. 
Mechanical Philosophy and Invention8.-PhllBical 11I8tnmumtl.-The 

ResuU illustrated. by th8 Cotton Manufacture-Steam-engine--Bleac1l
ing-Canal3-Ba~iway8.-Improvementt in th8 Construction of Ma
chinery.-SociaZ Changes produced..-ltB Effect on intellectual.A.ctiritg. 

The scientific Contributions 0/ wrioua Nation&, and especiaUll o/Italv. 

THE Age of Reason in Europe presents all the peculiarities 
of the Age of Reason in Greece. There are modem re
presentatives of King ptolemy Philadelphus among his 
furnaces and crucibles; of Hipparchus cataloguing tho 
stars; of Aristyllus and Timochares, with their stone 
quadrants and armlls, ascertaining the planetary motions; 
of Eratosthenes measuring the size of the earth; of Hero
philus dissecting the human body; of Archimedes settling 
the laws of mechanics and hydrostatics; of Manetho 
collating the annals of the old dynasties of Egypt; of 
Euclid and Apollonius improving mathematics. There 
Analogl!'B be- are botanica.l gardens and zoological menageries 
tween tbeAge like those of Alexandria, and expeditions to the 
}fu~=t in sources of the Nile. The direction of thought is 
Greece. the same; but the progress is ob. a greater scale, 
and illustrated by more imposing results. The exploring 
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voyages to Madagascar are replaced by circumnaviga.tions 
of the world; the revolving steam-engine of Hero by the
double-acting engine of Watt; the great galley of Ptolemy,. 
with its many banks of rowers" by the ocean steam-ship; 
the solitary watch-fire on the Pharos by a. thousand light
houses, with their fixed and revolving lights: the cO'IUier 
on his Arab horse by the locomotive and electric telegrlq>h ; 
the scriptorium in the Serapion, with its shelves of papyrus, 
by countless printing-presses; the" Almagest" of Ptolemy 
by the" Principia" of Newton; and the Museum itself by 
English. French, Italian, German, Dutch, and Russian 
philosophical societies, universities, colleges, and other 
lnstitutions of learning. 

So grand is the scale on which this cultivation of 
science has been resumed, so many are those 'European 

engaged in it, so rapid is the advance, and so fhrogresa: 

great are the material advantages, that there is tiO'it~~DO~
no difficulty in appreciating the age of which it ledge. 

is the characteristic. The most superficial outline enables 
us to recognize at once its resemblance to that period of 
Greek life to which I have referred. To bring its features 
into relief, I shall devote a few pao'es to a. cursory review 
of the progress of some of the departments of scietice. 
selecting for the purpose topics of general interest. 

First, then, as respects the atmosphere, and the pheno
mena connected with it. 

From observations on the twilight, the elasticity of 
aerial bodies, and the condensing action of cold, The atmo

the conclusion previously arrived at by Alhazen sphere. 

was established, that the atmosphere does not extend 
unlimitedly into space. Its height is considered to be 
a.bout forty-five miles. From its compressibility, the 
greater part of it is within a. much smaller limit; were ib. 
of uniform density, it would not extend more than 29,000' 
feet. Hence, comparing it with the dimensions of thO' 
earth. it is an insignificant aerial shell, in thickness not 
the eightieth part of the distance to the earth's centre, amI 
its immensity altogether an illusion. It bears about the
same proportion to the earth that the down upon a. peach. 
oears to the I!each itsc~f. 

A foundation for the mechanical theory of the a.tmo--
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sphere was laid as Boon as just ideas respecting liquid 
pressures, as forme1'ly taught Ly Archimedes, were restored, 
the conditions of vertical and oblique pressures investi
gated, the demonstration of equality of pressures in all 
directions given, and the proof furnished that the force 
of a liquid on the bottom of a vessel may be very much 
greater than its weight. 

Such of these conclusions as were applicable were soon 
Its mechani- transferred to the caRe of aerial bodies. The 
cal relatlons. weight of the atmosphere was demonstrated, its 
pressure illustrated and measured; then came the dispute 
about the action of pumps, and the overthrow of the 
Aristotelian doctrine of the horror of a vacuum. Coinci
dently occurred the invention of the barometer, and the 
proQf of its true theory, both on a steeple in Paris and on 
a mountain in Auvergne. The inventlon of tho air-pump, 
and its beautiful illustrations of the properties of the 
atmosphere, extended in a singular manner the taste for 
natural philosophy. . 

The mechanics of the air was BOon followed by ita che
Its chemical mistry. From remote ages it had been num
relatJons. bered among the elements, though considered 
liable to vitiation or foulness. The great discovery of oxy
gen gas placed its chemical relations in their proper position. 
One after another, other gases, both simple and compound, 
were discovered. Then it was recognized that the atmo-
13phere is the common receptacle for all gases and vapours, 
and the problem whether, in the course of ages, it has ever 
undergone change in its constitution arose for solution. 

The negative determination of that problem, 80 far as a 
few thousand years are concerned, was neces

~ms':~f sarily followed by a recognition of the anta-
1UIuna1s and gonism of animals and plants, and their mutually 
plantll. balancing each other, the latter accomplishing 
their duty under the influence of the sun, though he is a 
hundred millions of miles distant. From this it appeared 
that it is not by incessant interventions that the sum total 
of animal life is adjusted to tha.t of vegetable, but that, in 
this respect, the system of govel'Ilment of the world is by 
the operation of na.tural causes and law, a conclusion the 
more imposing since it contemplates _a.llliving things, and 
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includes even man himself: The detail of these investiga
tions proved. that the organic. substance of plants is 
condensed from the inorganio air to which that \)f all 
animals returns, the particles 'rUnning in ever-repeating 
cycles, now in the air, now in plants, now in animals, now 
in the air again, the impulse of movement being in the. 
sun, from whom has come the force incorporated in plant 
tissues, and eventually disengaged in our fires, shining in 
our flames, QPpressing us in fevers, and. surprising us ~ 
blushes. 

Organio d.isturbances' by respiration and the growth 
of plants being in the lowest stratum of the air, its 
uniformity of composition would be imposl!lible Thewindll" 
were it not for the agency of the winds and the theIr ori~ 
d.iffusion of gases, which. it was found. would and nature. 

take place under any pressure. The winds were at length 
properly referred. to the influence of the sun, whose heat 
warms the air, causing it to ascend, while other portions 
flow in below. The explanation of land and sea breeze(f 
"Nas given, and in the trade-wind was found a proof of th~ 
rotation of the earth. At a later period followed the 
explanation of monsoons in the alternate heating and 
cooling of Asia and Africa. on opposite sides of the line, 
and of tornadoes, which are disks of air rotating round a 
translated axis with a diameter of one hundred or one 
hundred and fifty miles, the axis moving in a. curvilinear 
track with a progressive advance of twenty or twenty-five 
miles an hour, and. the motions being in opposite directions 
in opposite hemispheres of the globe. 

The equatorial calms and trade-winds accounted for on 
physical principles, it was admitted. that the winds of high 
latitudes, proverbially uncertain. as they are, dePend in 
like manner on physical causes. 

With these palpable movements there are others of a 
less obvious kind. Through the air, and by ;reason of 
motions in. it, sounds are transmitted to us. 

The Alexandrian mathematicians made sound a favourite 
study. Modern acoustics arose from the recognition. that 
!here is nothing issuing from the BOunding OfeoUDd8; 
body, but that its parts are vibrating a.nd theU'veiocity. 

affecting the med.ium between it and the ear. Not only. 
VOL. u. 2 B 
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by the air-pump, but also by observations in the rart" 
atmosphere of the upper regions, it was shown that the 
intensity of sound depends upon the density. On the top 
of a mountain the report of & pistol is no louder than tho.t 
of a cracker in the valley. As to the gradual propagation 
of sounds, it was impossible to observe fire-arms discharged 
at a distance without noticing that the flash appears 
longer before the report in proportion as the distance is 
greater. The Florentine academicians attempted a deter
mination of the velocity, and found it to be 1148 feet in & 

second. More accurate and recent experiments made it 
1089'42 feet at the freezing-point of water; but the velo
city, though independent of the density, increases with the 
temperature at the rate of 1'14 foot for each degree. For 
other media the rate is different; for water, about 4687 
feet in a. second, and in cast iron about lO! times greater 
than in: air. All sounds, irrespective of their note or 
intensity, move at the same velocity, the medium itself 
being motionless in the mass. No sound can pass through 
a. vacuum. The sudden aerial condensation attending the 
'propagation of a sound gives rise to a momentary evolu
tion of heat, which increases the elasticity of the air, and 
hence the velocity is higher than 916 feet in a second, 
otherwise the theoretical rate. 

Turning from soniferous media. to sounding bodies, it 
Aeon.tle phe- was shown that the difference between acute 
DOmena. and grave Bounds depends on the frequenoy of 
vibration. The ear can not perceive a. sound onginating 
in less than thirty-two vibrations in a second; nor one' of 
more than 24,000. The actual number of vibrations in & 

given note was counted by means of revolving wheels and 
other contrivances. I have not space to relate the in
vestigation of many other acoustio facts, the reference of 

. sounds to phases of condensation, and rarefaction in the 
elastio medium taking place in & normal direction; the 
affections of note, intensity, quality; the passage in cun-ed 
lines and around obstacles j the production of sympathetio 
sounds; nodal points; the effect of reeds; the phenomena 
of pipes and :flutes, and other wind instruments; the 
various vibrati~nB of solids, as bells; or of membra.nes, M8 

drums; visible acoustio lines; the rellexion of undulatiOJl8 
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by surfaces of various forms; their interferences, so that" 
no matter how intense they may be individually, they can 
be caused to produce silence; nor of whispering ga.llelies, 
~choes, the nature of articulate sounds, the physiology of 
the vocal and auditory organs of man, and the construction 
of speaking machines. 

Like the air, the ocean, which covers three-fourths of 
the earth's surface, when reduced to a proper Tbeoee8ll; 

standard of measure, loses very llluch of its ita size. 

imposing aspect. The varnish that covers a. twelve-inch 
globe represents its relative dimension not inadequa.tely. 

On the theory of gravitation, the tides of the ocean 
were explained as depending on the attractive Tides and 
force of the sun and moon. Its currents, in a CU1'l8J1ta. 

general manner, are analogous to those of the air. They 
<lriginate in the disturbing action of solar heat, the tem
perature of the sea varying from. S5° in the torrid zone to 
the freezing-point as the poles are approached. Its spe
<lIDO gravity at the equator is estimated at 1'028; but this 
density necessarily varies with the rate at which superficial 
.evaporation takes place; the pure vapour rising, lellves & 
more concentrated salt solution. The etrect is therefore, in 
some degree, to counteract the expansion of the wa.ter by 
warmth, for the sun-rays, being able to penetrate several 
feet below the surface, correspondingly raise the tem
perature of that portion, which expands and becomes 
lighter; but, simultaneously, surface evaporation tends to 
make the water heavier. Notwithstanding this, currents 
.are established through the preponderance of the dilatation, 
and of them the Gulf Stream is to us the most striking 
example. 

The physical action of the 8llll-rays in occaslOnmg 
-currents operates through ,the expansion of Elfects of 

water, of which warm portions ascend to the _all 

surfa.ce, colder portions from beneath setting in streams. 

to supply their place. These currents, both hot and cold, 
are a1reoted by the diurnal rotation of the earth, the action 
being essentially the same as that for the winds. They 
exert 80 great an influence as conveyers of heat that they 
disturb the ordinary climate rela.tion depending on the 
sun's position. In this way the Gulf Stream, a river of 

2B2 
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hot water in a sea of' cold, as soon as it spreads out on the 
surface of the Atlantio in higher latitudes, liberates into 
the air the heat it has brought from the torrid zone; and 
this, being borne by the southwest wind, which blows in 
tholie localities for the greater part of the year, to the 
westerly part of the European continent, raises by many 
degrees the mean annual temperature, thus not only 
regulating the distribution of animals and plants, but 
also influencing human life and its pursuits, making 
pl~ces pleasant that wonld otherwise be inclement, and 
even facilitating the progress of civilization. Whatever, 
therefore, can affect the heat, the volume, the velocity, the 
direction of such a stream, at once produces important 
consequences in the organic world. 

The Alexandrian school had attained correct ideas 
respecting the mechanical properties of water 

!':i:~ ~ as the type of liquids. This knowledge was, 
lat~ns ot however, altogether lost in Europe for many 
wa r. ages, and not regained until the time of Stovinns 
.IDd Galileo, who recovered correct views of the nature of 
pressure, both vertical and oblique, a.nd placed the sciences 
of hydrostatics and hydrodynamics on exact foundations. 
The Florentine academicians, from their experiments on 
water inclosed in a globe of gold, concluded that it is 
incompressible, an error subsequently corrected, and its 
compressibility measured. The dillerent states in which 
it occurs, as ice, water, steam, were bhown to depend 
altogether on the amount of latent heat it contains. Out 
of these investigations originated the invention of the 
steam-engine, of which it may be said that it has revolu4 

tionized the industry of the worlU. Soon after the expla.
nation of the cause of its three states fulloweu the great 
discovery that the opinion of past agcs respecting its 
elementary nature is altogether crronoous. It is not a 
simple element, but is composed of two ingredients, oxygen 
and hydrogen, as was rigorously proved by decomposing 
and forming it. By degrees. more correct 'Views of the 
nature of evaporation were introduced; gases and vapours 
were found to coexist in the same space, not because of 
their mutual solvent power, but because of their individual 
and independent elasticity. The ins~ntaneoU8 formation 
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of vapours in a. vacuum showed that the determining 
condition is heat, the weight of va.pour capable of existing 
in a given space being proportional tQ the temperature. 
More scientific views of the nature of maxilhum density 
were obtained, and on these principles was effected the 
essential improvement of the low-pressure steam-en~e---. 
the apparent paradox of condensing the steam Wlthout 
cooling the cylinder. 

In like manner much light was cast on the meteorological 
functions of water. It was seen that the diurnal vaporiza. 
tion from the earth depends on the amount of Clouds and 
heat received, the vapour rising invisibly in the their nomen
air till it reaohes a. region where the temperature datura. 

is suffioiently low. There condensation into vesicles of 
perhaps ~ of an inch in diameter ensues, and of myriads 
fill BUch globules a cloud is composed. Of clouds, notwith
standing their many forms and aspects, a classification 
was given-cirrus, cumulus, stratus, etc. It was obvious 
why some dissolve away and disappear when they ~ncountel\ 
warmer or drier spaces, and why others descend as rain. 
It was shown that the drops can not be pure, since they 
come in contact with dust, soluble gasesr and 'Organio 
ma.tter in the air. Sinking into the ground, the water 
issues forth as springs, contaminated with whatever is in 
the soil, and finds its way. through streamlets The retum of 
and rivers, back to the sea, and thus the drainage water to the 
of, countries is accomplished. Through such a sea. 

returning path it comes to the receptacle from which it 
set out; the heat of the sun raised it from the ocean, the 
attraction of the earth returns it thereto; and, since the 
heat-supply is invariable from year to year, the quantity 
set in motion must be the same. Collateral results of no 
little importance attend these movements. Every drop 0:£ 
rain falling on the ~rth disentegrates and disturbs portions 
of the soil; every stream carries solid matter into the sea. 
It is ,the province of geology to estimate the enormous. 
aggregate of detritus, continents washed away and new 
continents formed, and the face of the earth remodelled 
and renewed. • 

The artificial decomposition o~ water constitutes an 
epoch in che:oiistry. '1'he European f0rm of thi"l sciehce, 
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in contradistinction to the Arabian, arose from the 
Progress of doctrine of acids and alkalies, and their neutra
dlemJstl'1. lization. This was about A.D. 1614. It was 
perceived that the union of 'bodies is connected with the 
possession of opposite qualities, and hence was introduced 
the idea of an attraction of affinity. On this the discovery 
of elective attraction followed. Then came the recognition 
that this attraction is connected with opposite electrical 
states, chemistry and electricity approachmg each other. 
A train of splendid discoveries followed; metals were 
obtained light enough to l10at on water, and even appa
rently to accomplish the proverbial impossibility of settmg 
it on fire. In the end it was shown that the chemical 
force of electricity is directly proportional to its absolute 
Attraction. quantity. Better views of the nature of chemical 
The elements. attraction were attained, better views of the 
intrinsic nature of bodies. The old idea of fO'Q.r elements 
was discarded, as also the Saracenic doctrine of salt, 
sulphur, and mercury. The elements were multiplied 
until at length they numbered more than sixty. Alchemy 
Theory of merged into chemistry through the theory of 
phlogJaton. phlogiston, which accounted for the change that 
metals undergo when exposed to the fire on the principle 
that something was driven off from them-a something 
that might be restored again by the action of combustibl6 
bodies. It is remarkable how adaptive this theory was. It 
was found to include the cases of combustive operations. 
the production of acids, the breathing of animals. It 
maintained its ground even long after tho discovery of 
oxygen gas, of which one of the first names wa. dephlo
~ticated air. 

But a false theory always contains within itself the 
germ of its own destruction. The weak point of this was, 
that when a metal is burnt the product ought to be 
lighter than the metal, whereas it proves heavier. At 

length it was detected that what the metal bad 
Introduction • ed th d" had 1 ""-!-of the balance gaIn e Burroun mg aIr ost. .u.ulJ 
into cheDllll- discovclY implied that tbe balance had been 
try. resorted to for the determination of weights 
and. for tbe decision of physical questions. The reintro
duction of that instrument-for, as wo baTe seen, it had 
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ages before been employed by the Saracen philosophers. 
who used several different forms of it-marked the epoch 
when chemistry ceased to be exclusively a science of 
qua.lity and beca.me one of qua.ntity. 

On the ruins of the phlogistio theory arose the theory 
of oxygen. which was sustained with singolar Tbeoryofoxy 
a.bility. Its progress was greatly faoilitated gen. anUhe 
by the promulgation of a. new nomenclature in DUmenciature 

conformity to its principles, and of remarkable elegance 
a.nd power. In the course of time it became necessa.ry~ 
however, to J,llodify the theory, especially by deposing 
oxygen from the attitude of sovereignty to which it had 
been elevated, and assigning to it several colleagues, such 
as chlorine. iodine, eto. The introduction of the balance 
was also followed by important consequences in theoretical 
chemistry, among which pre-eminently was the establish
ment of the laws of combinations of bodies. 

Extensive and imposing as is the structure of chemistry, 
it is very far from its completion. It is so Pra,entstate 

surrounded by the scaffolding its builders are ofchemiatry. 

using. it is so deformed with the materials of their wor~ 
tha.t its true plan can not yet be made out. In this 
respect it is far more backward than a.stronomy. It ha.s .. 
however, disposed of the idea of the destruction and. 
creation of matter. It accepts without hesitation the 
doctrine of the imperisha.bility of substa.nce; I destr1Icti-
for, though the aspect of a. thing may cha.n~ b~ty of 

through decompositions and recombina.tions. in matter. 
which its constituent parts are concerned, every atom 
continues to exist, and may be recovered by Buita.ble 
processes, though the entire thing ma.y have seemingly 
disappeared. A particle of wa.ter ra.ised from the Bea. ma.y 
ascend invisibly through the air, it may float above us in 
the cloud, it ma.y fall in the rain-drop, sink into the earth, 
gush forth aga.in in the fountain, enter the rootlets of a. 
plant, rise up with the sap to the leaves, be there decom
posed by the sunlight into its constituent elements, its 
oxygen and hydrogen j of these and other elements, acids 
and oils, and various organio compounds may be made: 
in theBe or in its undecomposed state it may be received in 
the food of animals, circulate in their blood, be e~sentially 
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concerned in acts of intellection execnted by the brain, it 
may be expired in the breath. Though shed in the tear 
in moments 1)f despair, it may give birth to the rainbow, 
the emblem of hope. Whatever the course through which 
it has passed, whatever mutations it has undergone, what
ever the force it has submitted to, its elementary constituents 
endure. Not only have they not been annihilated, they have 
not even been changed; /tnd in a. period of time, long or 
short, thE:'y find their way as water back again to the sea 
from which they came. 

Discoveries in electricity not only made a. profound 
Impression on chemistry, they have taken no insigni
ncant share in modifying human opinion on other very 
Electrical interesting SUbjects. In all ages the lightning 
dl8oovenes. had been looked upon with superstitious dread. 
The thunderbolt had long been feigned to be the especial 
weapon of Divinity. A like superstitious sentiment had 
prevailed respecting the northern lights, universally re
garded in those countries in which they displal themselvee 
as glimpses of the movements of the angelto hosts, the 
banners and weapons of the armies of heaven. A great 
blow against superstition was struck when the physical na
tore of these phenomena was determined. As to the 0011-
nexion of electrical science with the progress of civilization, 
what more needs to be said than to allude to the telegraph? 

It is an illustration of the excellence and fertility of 
Theories of modem methods that the phenomena of the 
electnclty. attraction displayed by amber, which had been 
known and neglected for 'two thousand years, in one-tenth 
of that time led to surprising results. First it was shown 
Electrical that there are many other bodics which will 
pl\enomena. aot in like manner; then came the invention of 
the electrical machine, the discovery of electrical repulsion, 
and the spark; the differences of conductibility in bodies; 
the apparently two species of electricity, vitreous and 
resinous; the general law of attraction and repulsion; the 
wonderful phenomena of the Leyden phial and the electric 
shock; the demonstration of the identity of lightning and 
electricity; the means of protecting buildings and ships 
by rods; the ve16city of electric movement-that immense 
distances can be passed through in an inappreciable time; 
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the theory of one :fluid and that of two; the mathematica1 
discussion of all the phenomena, :first on one and tken OD 

the other of these doctrines; the invention of the torsion 
balance; the determination that the attractive and repul 
sive forces follow the law of the inverse squa.res; the 
conditions of distribution on conductors; the elucidation 
of the phenomena. of induction. At length, when dis· 
covery seemed to be pausing, the facts of galvanism were 
announced in Italy. Up to, this time it was VoltarceleO' 
thought that the most certain sign of the death tnolty. 

of an animal w.as its inability to exhibit muscular con· 
traction: but noVi it was shown that muscular move· 
ments could be excited in those that are dead and even 
mutilated. Then followed quickly the invention of the 
Voltaio pile. Who could have foreseen that the twitching 
of .0. frog's leg in the Italian experiments would Results of the 
establish beyond all question the compound discovery of, 
nature of water, separating its constituents from Galvani. 

one another? would lead to the deHagration and dissipation 
in a vapour of metals that could hardly be melted in a 
furnace? would show that the solid earth we tread upon 
is an oxide? yield new metals light enough to swim upon 
water, and even seem to set it on fire? produce the roost 
brilliant of all artificial lights, rivalling if not excelling, 
in its intolerable splendour the noontide sun? would occa'" 
sion a complete revolution in chemistry, compelling that 
science to accept new ide."Ls, and even a new nomenclature? 
that it would give us the power of making magnets 
capable of lifting more than a ton, and cast a light on 
that riddle of ages, the pointing of the mariner's eom~ 
pass north and south, explain' the mutual attraction or 
repulsion of magnetic needles? that it would enable us 
to form exquisitely in metal casts of all kinds of objects 
of art, and give workmen a means of gilding and silver .. -
ing without risk to their health? that it would sug ... 
gest to the evil.disposed the forging of bank notes, the 
'Sophisticating of jewelry, and- be invaluable in the 
uttering of false coinage? tha.t it would carry the 
messages of commerce and friendship instantaneously 
across continents or under oceans, and "waft a sigh from: 
Indus to the pole ?" ,1 
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. Yet this is only a part of what the Italian experiment. 
('.arrie'8. out by modem methods, has actually done. Could 
there be a more brilliant exhibition of their power, a. 
brighter earnest of the future of material philosophy? 

As it had been with amber, so with the magnet. Its 
Discovmesin properties had lain mrlnvestigated for two 
magnetIsm. • thousand years, except in Ohina, where the 
observation had been mad~ that its qualities may b& 
imparted to steel, and that a. little bar or needle so 
prepared, if :floated on the surface of water or otherwise 
suspended, will point north and south. In that manner 
the magnet had been applied in the navigation of ships, 
and in journeys across trackless deserts. The first 
European magnetical discovery was that of Oolumbus, 
who observed a line of no variation west of the A.7,ores. 
Then followed the detection of the dip, the demonstration 
of poles in the needle, and of the law of attraction' 
and repulsion; the magnetio voyage undertaken by the 
English government; the construction of general varia
tion charts; the observation of diurnal variation; local 
perturbations; the influence of the Aurora, which affects 
all the three expressions of magnetical power; the dis
turbanc~ of the horary motion simultaneously over thou
sands of miles, as from Kasan to Paris. In the meantimt>. 
the theory of magnetism improved as the facts came out. 
Its germ was the Oartesian vortices, suggested. by' the 
curvilinear forms of iron :filings in the vicinity of magnetio 
poles. The subsequent mathematical discu.88ion was con
ducted upon the same principles as in the case of 
electricity. 

Then came the Danish discovery of the rolations of eleo
Elmro-mag- tricity and magnetism, illustrated in England 
neusm. by rotatory motions, and in France adorned by 
the electrqdynamic theory, embracing the action of currents. 
and magnets, magnets and magnets, currents and currents. 
The generation of magnetism by electricity was after a 
little delay followed by its converse, the production of 
electricity by magnetism; and thermoelectric currents, 
arising from the unequal application or pl'opagation of 
heat, were rendered serviceable in producing the most 
sensitive of all thermometers. 
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The investigation of the nature and properties of light 
:rivals in interest and 'Value that of electricity. Orlight'and 

What is this agent. light. which clothes the optlcs. 

earth with verdure, making animal life possible, extendiug 
man's intelleotual sphere. bringing to his knowledge the 
forms and colours of things. and giving him information 
of the existence of countless myriads of worlds? What is 
this light whioh. in the midst of so many realities, 
presents him with so many delusive fictions, which rests 
the coloured bow against the cloud-the bow once said, 
when men transferred their own motives and actions tI>
the Divinity, to be the weapon of God? 

The first ascertained optical fact was probably the 
propaga.tion of light in straight lines. The Optical dis

theory of perspective, on which the Alexandrian covenee. 

mathematicians voluminously wrote, implies as much; 
but agreeably to the early methods of philosophy. which 
were inclined to make man the centre of all things, it was· 
supposed that rays are emitted from the eye a.nd proceed 
outwardly, not that they come from exterior ob:jects and 
pass through the organ of vision inwardly. Even the 
great geometer Euclid treated the subject on that erroneous 
principle, an error corrected by the Ara.bians. In the 
meantime the law of reHenon had been discovered; 
tha.t for refraction foiled Alhazen, and was reserved for a 
European. Among natural optical phenomena the form 
of the rainbow was accounted for, notwithstanding a. 
general belief in its supernatural origin. Its colours. 
however, could not be explained until exact ideas ox 
refra.ngibility, dispersion, and the composition of white 
light were attained. The reHecting telescope was in
vented; the recognized possibility of ach:romatism led' to 
an improvement in the refractor. A little ColoQT8 and 

previoUsly the progressive motion of light had whitAt UghL 

been proved, first for reHected light by the eclipses of 
Jupiter's satcl.lites, then for the direct light of the stars. 
A true theory of colours origina.ted with the formation ox 
the Bo1a.r spectrum j that beautiful experiment led to the 
discovery of irrationality of dispersion and the fixed lines. 
The phenomena of refraction in the case of ICeland spar 
were examined, and the law for the ordinary and extra-
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ordinary rays given. At the same time the polarization 
of light by double refraction was discovered. A century 
later it was followed by polarization by reflex ion and 
single refraction, depolarization, irised rings, bright aud 
black crosses in crystals, and unannealed or compressetl 
glass, the connexion between optical phenomena and 
crystalline form, uniaxial crystals giving Clrcular rings and 
biaxial oval ones, and circular and elliptical polarization. 

The beautiful colours of soap-bubbles, at first tnixed up 
with those of striated and dotted surfaces, were traced to 
their true condition-thickness. The determination of 
thickness of a film necessary to give a certain colour was the 
first instance of exceedingly minute measures beautifully 
executed. These soon became connected with fringes in 
shadows, and led to ascertaining the length of waves of 
light. 

Meantime more (lorrect ideas respecting VlSlon were 
V·sion. the obtained. Alhazen's explanation of the use of 
f~CtloM of the retina and lens was adopted. Thi. had 
the eye. been the first truly scienti1ic investigation in 
physiology. The action of the eye was reduced to that of 
the camera-obscura. described by Da Vinci, and the old 
notion of rays issuing therefrom finally abandoned. 11; 
had held its ground through the deceptive illustration of 
the magic-lantern. Of this instrument the nama indi
cates the popular opinion of its nature. In the stories 
.of necromancers and magicians of the time are to' be 
found traces of applica.tions to which it ;was insidiously dEl' 
voted-the raising of the dead, spectres skipping along 
the ground or dancing on the walls and chimney., 
pendulous images, apparitions in volumes of smoke. 
·Optl~1 in- These early instruments were the forerunners 
strnments. of many beautiful inventions of later times
the kaleidoscope, producing its forms of marvellous sym
metry: the stereoscope, aided by photography, offering the 
-very embodiment of external scenery; the achromatic dnd 
reflecting telescope, to which physical astronomy is so 
greatly indebted; and the achromatic microscope, now 
working a revolution in anatomy and physiology. 

In its theory optics has presented a striking contrast to 
-acoustics. Almost from the very beginning it was reoog-
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nized. that sound is not a material substance emitted 
from the sounding body, but only undulations The undola
occurring in the air. For long, optics failed. toIT theory. 

to reach an analogous conclusion. The advancement of 
the former science has been from the general principle 
down to the detai1s, that of the latter from the details up' 
to the general principle. 

That light consists of undulations in an elastio medium. 
was first inferred in 1664. Soon after, reflexion, refraction. 
and double refraction were accounted for on that principle. 
The slow progress of this theory was doubtless owing to. 
Newton's supremacy. He gave a demonstration in the se
cond book of the" Principia "(Prop. 42) that wave motions 
must diverge into the unmoved spaces, and carried popular 
comprehension with him by such illustrations as that we 
hear sounds though a mountain interpose. It was thought 
that the undulatory theory was disposed of by the impos
sibility of seeing through a crooked pipe, though we can 
hear through it; or that we cannot look round a. corner,. 
though we can listen round one. 

The prestlnt century finally established it through the 
discovery of interference, the destruction of the emission 
theory being inevitable when it was shown that light, 
interfering under certain circumstances with light, ma.y 
produce darkness, as sound added to sound may produce
silence-results arising from the action of undulating 
motion. The difficulties presented by polarization were 
not only removed, but that class of phenomena. was 
a.ctually made a strong support of the theory. The 
discovery that two pencils of oppositely polarized, light 
would not interfere, led at once to the theory of transversa 
vibrations. Great mathematical ability was now required 
for the treatment of the subject, and the special considera
tion of many optical problems from this new point of 
view, as, for example, determining the result of tra.nsversa 
vibrations coming into a medium of different density in 
different directions. As the theory of universal gravita
tion had formerly done, so now the undulatory theory 
'began to display its power as a. physical truth, enabling 
geometers to foresee results, and to precede the experi
menter in conclusions. Among earlier results of the kind 
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was the prediction that both the rays in tho biaxial 
crystal topaz are extraordinary, and that circular polariza
tion may be produced by reflexion in a rhomb of glass. 
The phenomena of depolarization offered no special diffi
culty; and many new facts, as those of elliptio polariza
tion and conical refraction, have since illustrated the power 
of the theory. 

light, then, is the result of ethereal undulations im
The ether and pinging on the eye. 'l'here ex.ists throughout 
Its move- the universe and among tho particles of all 
menta. bodies an elastio medium, ether. By reason of 
the repulsion of its own parts it is uniformly diffused in 
a vaouum. In the interior of refracting media it exists in 
a state of less elasticity comllared with its density than in 
vacuo. Vibrations commurucated to it in free apace are 
propagated through such media. by the ether 1U their 
interior. The parts of shining bodies vibrate as those of 
sounding ones, communicating thcir movement to the 
ether, and giving rise to waves in it. They produce in ns 
the sensation of light. The slower the vibration, the longer 
the wave; the more frequent, the shorter. On wave-length 
colour depends. In all cases the vibrations are transverse. 
The undulatory movement passes onward at the rate of 
192,000 miles in a second. The mean length of a. wave of 
light is 0.0000219 of an inch; an ex.treme red wave is 
about twice as long as an ex.treme ,-iolet one. The yellow 
is intermediate. '1'he Tibrations which thus occasion light 
are, at a mean, 555 in the b~llionth of a. second. A. with 
the air, which is motionless when a BOund passes through 
it, the ether is motionless, though traversed. by waves of 
light. That which moves forward is no materia.lsubsta.nce, 
but only a form, as the waves seen running along a shaken 
-cord, or the circles that rise and fall, and spread outwardly 
when a stone is thrown into water. The wave-like form 
passes onward to the outlyipg spaces, but the water does 
110t rush forward. And as we may have on the surface of 
that liquid wa.ves the height of which is insignificant, or 
those which, as sailors say, are mountains high in storms 
at sea, their amplitude thns differing, BO in the midst of 
the ether difference of amplitude is tnanifested to WI by 
difi"erence in the intensity or brilliancy of light. 
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The human eye, exquisitely constructed as it is, is never
theless an imperfect mecha.nism, being limited The human 
in, its action. It can only perceive waves of eye; Its CIlPII

a definite length, as its fellow organ, the ear, billtlCS. 

<can only distinguish a limited range of sounds. It can 
only take note of vibrations that are transverse, as the ear 
can only take note of those that are normal. In optics 
there are two distinct orders of facts; the actual relations 
of light itself, and the physiological relations of our organ 
'Of vision, with all its limitations and imperfections. Light 
is altogether the creation of the mind. The ether is one 
thing, light is another, just as the air is one thiDg and 
sound another. The ether is not composed of the colours 
'Of light any more than the atmospheric air consists of 
musical notes. 
. To the chemical agency of light much attention has in 
recent times been devoted. Already in photo- Chemlcalln. 
graphy, it has furnished us an art which, though fluenceeof 
yet in its infancy, presents exquisite represent&- hght. 

tiona of scenery, past events, the countenances of our 
friends. In an almost magical way it evokes invisible 
impressions, and gives duration to fleeting shadows. More.
'Over, these chemical influences of light give birth to the 
whole vegeta.ble world, with all its varied charms of 
~olou,::, form, and property, and, as we have seen in the 
last cnapter, on them animal life itself depends. 

The conclusions arrived at in optics necessarily ~ntered 
.as fundamental ideas in thermotics, or the science Of heat • Je

'Of heat; for radiant heat moves also in straight fleltlOn;'re
lines, undergoes re:flexion, refraction, double fractJ.OII. 

refraction, polariza.tion, and hence the theory of transverse 
vibrations a.pplies to it. Heat is invisible light, as light 
is 'Visible hea.t. Correct notions of radia.tion originated 
with the Florentine academicians, who used concave 
milTOrs; and, in the cold-ray experiment, masses of ice of 
five hundred pounds weight. The refra.ction of invisible 
heat was ascertained in consequence of the invention of 
the thermoelectric pile. Its polarization and depolariz&.tiou 
soon followed. Alrea.dy had been demonstrated the in
:fiuence of the physical state of radiant surfaces, amI that 
the heat comes also from a little depth beneath them. 
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The felicitous doctrine of exchanges of heat imparted 
Exchanges of true ideas of the nature of calorifio equilibriUlll 
heat. and the heating and cooling of bodies, and of
fered an explanation of many phenomena, as, for instance, 
the formation of dew. This deposit of moisture. occurs 
'!'he dew, na.. after sunset, the more copiously the clearer the 
ture of. sky; it never appears on a cloudy night; it 
neither ascends from the ground like an exhalation, nor 
descends like a rain. It shows preferences in its manner 
of settling, being found on some objects before it is on 
others. All these singular peculiarities were satisfactorily 
explained, and another of the mysteries, the unaccountable 
wonders of the Middle Ages, brought into the attitude of 
a simple physical fact. 

It is impossible, in a limited space, to relate satisfactorily 
Incanlies- what has been done respecting ignition, the pro-
cenCI!. duction of light by incandcscence, the accurate 
measurement of the conductibility of bodies, the determina
tion of the expansions of solids, liquids, gases, under increas
ing temperature, the variations of the same substance at 
different degrees, the heat of fluidity and elasticity, and 
PhyslcAl In- specific heat, or to do justice to the great im
etrumenta. provements made in all kinds of instruments
balanees, thermometers, contrivances for linear and angular 
;measures, telescopes, microscopes, spectroscopes, chrono
meters, aerostats, telegraphs, and machinery generally. 
Effect of me· The tendency In every direction has been to 
cbanlcalln- practical applications. More accurate knowledge 
veutlonB. implies increasing power, greater wealth, higher 
virtue. The morality of man is enhanced by the improve
ment of his intellect and by personal independence. Our age 
has become rational, industrial, progressive. In its great 
physical inventions Europe may securely trust. There is 
nothing more to fear from Arabian invasions or Tartar 
irruptions. The hordes of Asia. conld be swept away like 
chaff before the wind. Let him who would form a COlTect 
opinion of the position of man in the present and preceding 
phases of his progress reflect on the losses of Christendom in 
Asia and AfriclL, in spite of all the machinery of an Age of 
Faith, and the present security of Europe from every 
barbarian or foreign attack. 
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From. almost any of the branches of industry facts 
might be presented illustrating the bene1its arising from. 
the applie&tion of physical discoveries. As an example, I 
may refer to the cotton manufacture. 

In a very short time after the mechanical arts were 
applied to the manufacture of textile fabrics. so great was 
the improvement that a man could do more work Illustra. 
in a day than he had previollSly done in a year. from ~=t
That manufacture was moreover accompanied !:e. manllfao. 

by such collateral events as actually overturned 
the BOOia! condition thtoughout E1ll'Ope. Among these 
were the invention of the steam-en.gine, the canal syste~ 
the prodigious development of the iron manufacture, the 
locomotive, and ra.ilroads; results not due to the placemen 
and officers to whom that oontinent had resigned its" 
annals. whose effigies encumber the streets of its cities, 
but to men in the lower walks of life. The assertion is true 
that James Watt, the instrwnent maker, conferred on his 
native country more solid benefits than aU the treaties she 
ever made and aU the hatUes she ever won. Arkwright 
was a barber, Harrison a carpenter, Brindley a millwright's 
apprentice. 

By the labours of Paul or of Wyatt, who introduced the. 
operation of spinning by rollers, a principle perfected by 
Arkwright; by the rotating ca.rding-engine" first devised. 
by Paul; by the jenny of Highs or Hargreaves; the 
water-frame; the mule, invented by Crompton, so greatly 
was the cotton manufacture developed as to de- Deft! 
mand an entire change in the life of operatives, of \he 0:' 
and hence arose the factory system. At a manufacture 

critical moment was introduced Watt's inven- iuEuglud. 

tion, the stea.m-engine. His first patent was taken out in 
1 '169, the same yeai' that Arkwright patented spinning by 
rollers. W-att's improvement chiefly consisted. Tbesteam-ea
in the use of a separate condenser. and the gmellfWaU. 
replacement.of atmospherio pressure by that of steam. 
Still, it was not until more than twenty years after that this 
engine was introduced into factories, and hence it was not, 
as is sometimes supposed, the cause of their wonderful 
incrMSe. It came, however, at a fortunate time, nearly 
coincident with the invention of the dressing--ma.chine by 
Radcliffe and the power-loom by Cartwright. 

VOL. II. 2 c 
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If the production of textile fa.brics received. such advan
tages from mechanics, equally was it favoured. by chemistry 
meacblng by in' the .discovery of bleaching by chlorine. To 
chlorine. bleach a. piece of cotton by the action of the 
air and the sun required from six to eight months, and 
a large surface of land must be used as a. bleach-fiold. 
The value of land in the vicinity of great towns prescnted 
an insuperable obstacle to such uses. By chlorine tho 
operation could be completed in the course of a few 
hours, and in a comparatively small building, the fibre 
being beautifully and permanently whitened.. Nor were 
Calico-print- the chemical improvements restricted to this. 
ing by cy- Calico-printing, an art practised many thousand 
lI.Ilders. years .ago among the Egyptians, was perfected 
by the operation of printing from cylinders. 

It deserves to be remarked that the cotton manufacture 
was .first introduce-d into Europe by the Arabs. Abder
rahman m., A.D. 930, caused it to be cotb.menced in 
!Spain; he also had extensive manufactures of silk and 
leather, and interested himself much in the culture of the 
sugar-cane, rice, the mulberry. One of the most valuable 
Spanish applicationi!l of cotton was in the invention of 
cotton paper. The Arabs were also the author. of the 
printing of calicoes by wooden blocks, a great improvement 
on the old Indian operation of painting by hand. 

We may excuse the enthusiastio literature or the cotton 
Extent ohhe manufacture its boasting, for men had aooom
eotton manu- plished works that were nearly God.like. Yr. 
facture. Baines, writing in 1833, states that the length 
of yam spun in one year was nearly five thol188.nd milliona 
of miles, sufficient to pass round the earth', circumference 
more than two hundred thousand timea-suflicient to reach 
fifty-one timea from the earth to the sun. It would 
encircle the earth's orbit eight and a half times. Tho 
wrought fabrics of cotton exported in one year would form 
a girdle for the globe passing eleven times round tho 
equator, more than sufficient to form a continuous _heet 
from the earth to the moon. And, if this was the case 
thirty years ago, by what illustrations would it be po88!ble 
to depict it now (1859), when the quantity of cot~'U 
imported by England alone is more than twelve hundred 
millions of pounds? 
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But such a. vast development in that particular Dlan1:(~ 
faoture necessarily i;mplied other improvements, Improve
>especially in locomotion and the transmission mentllin 
<of intelligence. The pedlar's pack, the pack- locomotion. 

horse, and the cart became altogether inadequa.te, and. in 
succession, were replaced by the canal system of the last 
1(lentury, and by the steam-boats and railroads of this. 
The engineering triumphs of Brindley, whose Brindley's 
.cana.Is were carried across valleys, over or through canaltI. 

lllountaillJl, a.bove rivers, excited unbounded admiration in 
his own times, and yet they were only the precursors of the 
railway engineering of ours. As it was, the canal system 
proved to be inadequate to the want, and oaken railways, 
which had long been used in quarries and coal-pits, with 
the locomotive invented by Murdoch in 1784, were destined 
to supplant them. It does not fall within my present 
purpose to relate how the locomotion of the whole civilized 
world was revolutionized, not by the aot of Stepheuson', 
some mighty sovereign or soldier, but by George looomotlv~. 
Stephenson, onoe a. steam-engine stoker, who, by the 
invention of the tubular boiler and the ingenious device 
of blowing the chimney instead of the fire, converted the 
locomotive of the last century, which, at its utmost speed, 
(lonld only travel seven miles an hour, into the looomotive 
of this, which can accomplish seventy. I need not dwell 
-on the collateral improvements, the introduo- TherallwA1 
tion of iron for rools, metallio bridges, tubular system. 

bridges, viaducts, and all the prodigies of the existing 
eystem of railway engineering. 

It is not only on account of the gigantic nature of the 
work it has to execute that the machinery employed in 
the great manufactures, such as those of cotton. 

d .. h f dmi' . Improvement an tron, 18 so wort Y 0 our a. ratIOn; lID- in the coo-

provements as respects the correctness, and even =0 of 
the elegance of i1.s own construction, attract our ery • 

.attention. It has been truly said of steam-engines that 
they were never properly made until they made themselves. 
In any ma.chine, the excellence of its performance depends 
.on the accuracy of its construction. Its parts must be 
made perfectly true, and, to work smoothly. must work 
without elTor. 'ro accomplish such conditions taxed to 

2 c 2 
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itlf utmost the mechanical ingenuity of the last century; 
and, indeed, it was not possible to reach perfect success so 
long as the hand alone was resorted to. Work exooute<1 
by the most skilful mechanio could bo no more than 
approximately correct. Not until such machines all thO' 
sliding :rest and planing engine were introduced could 
any approach to perfection be made. Improvements of 
this nature reacted at once on the primary construction of 
machinery, making it more powerful, more accurate, more 
durable, and also led to the introduction of greater elegance 
in its planning or conception, as anyone may see who 
will compare the clumsy half wooden. half metal machinery 
of the last century with the light and td.steful constructions 
olthis. 

While thus the inventive class of men were gratifying 
their mental activity, and following that pursuit which 
has ever engrossed the energetio in all ages of the world
the pursuit of riches; for it was quickly perceived that 
Social changes success in this direction was the high-road to 
.effected by wealth, publio consideration, and honour-the 
moclilnery. realization of riches greatol' than the wildest 
expectations of the alchemists; there were lIilently and in 
an unobserved manner great social and national results 
arising. The operative was correct enough in his con
clusion that machinery was throwing him out of work, 
and reflecting persons were right enough in their belief 
that this extensive introduction of machines was in some 
way accomplishing a disorganization of the social economy. 
Doubtless, for the time being, the distress and misery 
were very severe j men were compelled to starve or to 
turn to new avocations; families were deprived. of their 
long-accustomed means of support; such must necessarily 
be the incidents of every great social change, even though 
it be a change of improvement. Nor was it until the 
new condition of things had passed through a. considerable 
advance that its political tendency Legan to be plainly 
discerned. It was relieving the labourer from the burden 
of his toil, supplanting manual by mechanical action. In 
Llfeinthe the cotton-mill, which may be looked upon as 
mill. the embodiment of the new system and its 
tendencies, the steam-engine down .below was doing the 
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drudgery, turning the. wheels and executing the labour, 
while the operatives above-men, women, and, children"'"
were engaged in those things which the engineo could not 
accomplish-things requiring observation and intelligent 
action. Under such a. state it wa.s not possible but that a. 
Bocial cha.nge should ensue, for relief from corporeal labour 
is a.lwaYB followed by a. dispo~tion foll' mental a.otivity: 
and· it was not without a. certain 'degree of 'pla.usibility 
that the philanthropist, whoSQ attention was, directed to 
this subject, a.sserted that the lot of the labouring' man 
was no better than it had been before: he had •. Qhanged 
the tyrant, but had not got rid of the' tyranny';!, for the 
demands of the insatiate, inexorable, untiring stea~engine 
must be without delay satisfied ~ the broken threait must 
be instantly pieced; the iron fingers must receive their 
new supply; the finished work must be forthwith ·taken 
awa.y. 

Wha.t was thus going on in tho' mill was a. ,minia.ture 
picture of what was going on. in, the sta.te~' IntellectUal\ 
La.bour was compal'atively diminishing, mental aCl,ivity, 
activity increasing. Thxoughollll the last .centnry"the 
intellectual a.dvanoo is most significantly marked" and 
surprising is the contrast betwoen' 1,he beginning and the 
close. Ideas that once had &,! livDlg force' altogether died 
11.way, the whole community oirering an exemplifica.tioD-()f 
the fact that the more opportunity men. ha.ve for tefiection. 
the more they will think. Well, theD, might thosel,whose 
interests lay in. the perpetuation of former ideas a.nd the 
ancient order of things look'with intolera.ble apprehension 
'On what was taking plaoo.· They saw plainly, that this 
intellectual a.ctivity woultl a.t last find a political exp:res-
9ion, and that 8,.' power,· daily, increasing.in iAtensity, 
would not fail to ma.ke itself felt in. the en.d.., 

In suoh things are ma,nifestedrthe essential di1ferences 
between the Age J of I Faith and .the, Age: ()f Di~ren~ be.. 
Reason. In the .former, if life wa~ :enjoyed lin '_l1pasWld 
_A 1 't . d' ta ti· prtSent ages. '\JlW.mneSS 1 was enJoye m' s gna. on, In Ull- , 
productiveness, and in, a. worthless 'WaY'. !)utihow"dif
ferent in th~ latter I Every thing is. in movement., l So 
many al'e the changes we witness, even· in the courSfl of 
-& very "brief period, thOot DJj 'one; though oti~tha!largest; 
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intellect, or in the most favourable position, can predict 
the future of only a few years hence. We see that ideas 
which yesterday served us as a guide die to-day, and will 
be replaced by others, we know not what, to-morrow. 

In this scientific advancement, among the triumphs of 
Sci tlfIe which we are living, all the nations of Europe 
eon~butf0D8 have been engaged. 'Some, with a venial pride, 
ot~arioaa claim for themselves the glory of having taken 
U&" ona. the lead. But perhaps each of them, if it might 
designate the country-alas J not yet a nation-that 
should' occupy the succeeding post of honour, would in
scribe lto.ly on its ballot. It was in Italy that Columbus. 
was bom; in Venice, destined one day to be restored tt> 
especlallyol Italy, newspapers were first issued. It was in 
ltalJ. Italy that the laws of the descent of bodies to
the earth and' of the equilibrium of fluids were first 
determined by Galileo. In the Cathedral of Pisa that 
illustrious . philosopher watched the swinging of the 
chandelier, and, observing that its vibrations, large and 
small, were made in equal times, left the house of God, hia 
prayers unsaid, but the pendulum clock invented. To the 
Venetian senators he:first showed the satellites of Jupiter. 
the crescent form of Venus, and, in the garden of Cardinal 
Bandini, the spots upon the sun. It was in Italy that 
Sanctorio invented the thermometer,; that Torricelli c0n
structed the'barometer and demonstrated the pre88Ul'e .or 
the air. It was there that Castelli laid the foundation oC 
hydraulics and discovered the laws of the flowing of water. 
'£here, too, the :first Christian astronomical observatory 
was established, and there Stancari counted the number 
of vibrations of a string emitting musical Dotes. There 
Grimaldi discovered the diffraction of light, and the 
Florentine academicians showed that dark heat may be 
reflected bY' mirrors &.cross space. In our own times 
Melloni furnished the means of proving that it may be 
polarized. '!'he first philosophical societies were the Italian; 
the :first botanical garden was established at Pisa.; the 
first classification of plants giTeD by Cresalpinu. The 
:first geological museum was founded at Verona; the first 
who cultivated the study of fossil remains were Leonardo 
4la Vinci and Fraca&ta. The great chemical discoTeriee 
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of this century were made by instruments which bear the. 
names of Galvani and Volta. Why need I speak of 
science alone? Who will dispute with that illustriouB 
people the palm. of musio and painting, of statuary and 
architecture? The dark oloud which for a. thousand yeo.1's 
has hung over that beautiful peninsula. is fringed with 
irradiations of light. There is not a. department of 
huma.n knowledge from which Italy has not extracted 
glory, no art that she-has not adorned. _ 

Notwithstanding the adverse ci,rcumstances in which 
she has been plaoed, Italy has thus taken no CallSllll other 
insignificant plU't in the advancement of science. depreasion. 

I may at the close of a. work oj which 80 large a. portion 
has been devoted to the relation of her infiuences, political 
and religious, on the rest of Europe, be perhaps excused 
the expression of a hope that the day is approaching in 
which she willf with Rome as her capital, take that place 
in the modem B;YBtetd. to 'Which she is entitled. The 
course of centuneB has proved that her ecclesiastical 
relation with foreign countries is incompatible with her 
national life. It is that, and that alone, which has been 
the cause of ell her ills. She has asserted a jurisdiotiOI1 in 
every other government; the price she has paid is her 
own unity. The first, the all-im.portant step 'in her 
~titution is the reduotion of the papacy to a pmely 
religious element. Ber great bishop must no longer be an 
earthly prince." Rome. in he:r outcry for the preservation 
of her temporal possessions, forgets that Christian Emope 
has made a far greater sacrifice. It has yielded Bethlehem~ 
Gethsemane, Calvary, the Sepulohre, the Mount of the 
Ascension. Tha\ is a. sacrifi.ce to which the surrender of 
the tiotitiQU8 donations of barbarian kings'is not to be 
complU'ed. 

The foregoing ~graphs were written in 1859. Since 
that time Italy lias become a nation, Rome is its capital. 
Venice belongs to it. In 1870-711 was an. eye-witness of 
the presence of lta.li~ troops in the Eternai City. 
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CHAPTER :XII. 

CONCLUSION.-THE FUTURE OF EUROPE. 

Summary oJ the .Argument yeaented ift #.hi. Book respecting tl.e mental 
Progrea. oJ 'EuroPe-

InteUeetual DetJelnpment i. tM Object oJ Individual Life.-It I, al80 the 
ReauZt oJ 80cial Progreu. 

Nationa arri'lJing at Maturity inatinctitJely attempt their DID,. intelkctuol 
OrganizatiOfa.-E:tampls oJ the ManMr in which, thit hal been dOM 
in. China.-ItB Imper!ectiOfa.--What it haB accompUahed. 

'rh6 Organization. oJ public InteUect it the End to which European 
Ol'Dilization is tendi"". 

A PHILOSOPHICAL principle becomes valuable if it can be 
used as a. guide in the practical purposes of life. 

The object of this book is to ilnpress tlpon its reader a 
Generalsum- conviction that civilization does not proceed in 
mary of the an arbitrary manner or by chance, but that it 
work. passes through a determinate succession of stages, 
and is a development according to law. 

,For this purpose, we considered the relations 'between 
I individual and 8ociallife, and showed that they 
.!~=lllfe are physiologically inseparable,' and that the 
have d"'= course of communities bears an unmistakable 
ClOD8l e ; resemblance to the progress of an individual, 
and that man is the archetype or exemplar of society. 

We then examined the intellectual history of Greece-
in the Intel- a nation offering the best' and most 'complete 
lectualblstoI7 illustration of the life Clf humanitY. From the 
o~ Greece; beginnings of its mythology in old Indian 
legends and of,..its philosophy in' Ionia, we saw that it 
passed through phases like those of the individual to its 
decrepitude and death in Alexandria. 
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. Then, addressing ourselves to the history o£ Europe, we 
found that. if suitably divided into groups of and the 

ages, these groups, compared with each:' other luatoryof 

in chronological succession, present 8. striking Europe. 

resembla.nce to the Stlccessive phases of Greek life, and 
therefore to tha.t which Greek life resembles-that is to 
.. ay, individual life. 

For the sake of convenience in these desoriptions we 
ha.ve assumed arbitrary epochs, answering to the. periods 
from infa.noy to maturity. History justifies the assulIlP
tion of such periods. 'I'here is a well-marked. difference 
between the aspect of Europe during its sa.vage Tbeoontrastl 
and mythologic ages; its changing, and grow- its agea dJa. 

ing, and doubting condition during the Roman play. 

l'opublio and the Cresars; its submissive contentment un .. 
der the Byza.ntine and Italian control; the assertion or 
its maDhood, and right of thought, and freedom of aotion 
which characterize its presoot state-a state adorned by 
great discoveries in soienco, great inventions in art, addi
tions to the comforts of life, improvements in locomo
tion, and the communication of intelligence. ,Scienee, 
caJ>ital, and machinery conjoined are prcJ.ucing industrial 
lD.lraoles. Colossal projects are undertaken and executed, 
and the whole globe is literally made the theatre, of 
action of every individual. 

Nations, like individuals, are born, pass through a. 
predestined growth, and die. One comes to its. end at an 
early period and in an untimely way; another, not until 
it has gained maturity. One is, cut off bY' feebleness in 
its infancy, another is destroyed by civil disease, another 
commits political suicide, another lingers in old age. But 
for every one. there is an orderly way of progress. to ita 
final term, whatever that term ma.y be. I 

Now, when we look a.t the successive pha.ses of individual. 
life, what is it tha.t we :find to be their, chief The object of 
characteristio? Intellectua.l a.dvancement. And developmen' 
we consider that maturity is reached, when in~ Ia mte1Iect:, 

tellect is at its maximum. The earlier stages are pre-
p8.!atory; they are wholly subordinate to this. 

Uthe anatomist he asked how the human fonn advances 
to its highest perfection, he, at one& disregards aU the 
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inferior organs of which it is composed, and answel'll thai 
n Is tbe _e it is throughJrovisions in its nervous atructure 
ID Indlvldoal for intellectu improvement; that in auoce88ion 
life, it passes through stages analogous to thos() 
observed in other animals in the ascending scale. but in 
the end it leaves them far behind, reaching a point tc:. 
which they never attain. The rise in organic develop
ment measures intellectual d:gnity. 

In like manner, the physiologist considering the 'Y8at 
andlntheanl- series of a:himals now inhabiting the earth with 
mallel'tea. US, ranks them in the order of their intelligence. 
He shows that their nervoUi mechanism unfolda- itself 
upon the same plan as that of man, and that, as its ad
vancement in this uniform and predetermined direction 
is greater, so is the position attained to higher. 

The geologist declares that these conclusions hold good 
and in the in the history of the earth, and that there has 
geDeral nr. of been an orderly improvement in intellectual 
tbe &lobe. power of the beings that have inhabited it 
successively. It is manifested by their nerv0U8 systems. 
He affirms that the cycle of transformation through which 
every man must pass is a miniature representation of the 
progress of life on the planet The intention in both 
cases is the Bame. 

The sciences, therefore, join with history in affirming 
au that the great aim of nature is intellectual 
an=r!!a~ improvement. They proclaim that the 8Uccea::mea. an4 sive stages of every individual, from it. earliest 

gence. rudiment to maturity-the numberless organio 
beings now living contemporaneoUBly with WI, and con
stituting the animal series-the ordorly appearance of 
that grand succession which, :in the slow lapse of time, has 
emerged-alI,these three great linea of tho manifestatiOJl 
of life furnish not only evidences, but al80 proofs of the 
dominion of law. In all the general pnDcipIe is to 
differentiate instinct from automatism. and then to dif
ferentiate intelligence from instinct. In man himself th .. 
three distinct modes of life occur in an epochal order 
through childhood to the InOIIt perfect state. And this 
holding good for the individual, since it is physiologically 
impossible to separate him from the race,. what hollLt 
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good for the one must also hold good for the other. Hence
man is truly the archetype of society. His development 

I is the model of social progress. 
What, then, is the conclusion Inculcated by these 

doctrines as regards the social pro~ss of great The object. of 

communities? It is that all political institu- BOC!al d&o 

tions-imperceptibly or "fisibly, spontaneously Ye1opment. 

or purposely-should tend to the improvement and 
organization of national intellect. 

The ex~tation of life in a community, as in an 
individual, increases in proportion as the artificial con
dition or laws under which it is living agree with the 
natural tendency. Existence may be maintained under 
'Very adverse circumstances for a season ~ but, for sta
bility and duration, and prosperity, there must be a 
correspondence between the arti:fi.cial conditions and the 
natural tendency. 

Europe is now entering on its mature phase of life. 
Each of its nations will attempt its own in- AppUcatioDof 
t.ellectual organization, and will accomplish it these p,:!nel
luore or less perfectly, as certainly as that bees plea\OEurope. 

build combs and fill them with honey. The excellene& 
of the result will altogether turn on the suitability and. 
perfection of the means. ' 

There are historical illustrations which throw light 
upon the working of these principles. Thus, Eum¥:I~r
centuries ago, China entered on her Age of eel b" 
Reason, and instinctively commenced the operation of
mental organization. What is it that has given to. her 
her wonderful longevity? What is it tha.t insures the 
well-'being, the prosperity of a popUlation of three hundred 
and sixty millions-more than one fourth of the human race 
-on & surface not by any means as large &8 Eutope? Not 
geographical position; for. though the country may in 
former ages have been safe on the East by reason of the 
86&, it has been invaded and conquered from the West. 
Not a docility, want of spirit, or Bllbmissiveness of the 
people, for there have been bloody insurrections. The 
Chinese eml>ire extends. through twenty degrees ox 
latitude; the mean annual temperature of its northern pro
vinces 'differs from -that of the south8J'll by twenty-five 
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Fahrenheit degrees. Hence, with a wonderful variety in 
its vegetation, there must be great di1rerences in the types 
of men inhabiting it. But the principle that lies at the 
basis of its political system has confronted successfully all 
these human varieties, and has outlived all revolutions. 

The organization of the national intellect is that princi
Sh bas pIe. A broad foundation i& laid in UnIversal 
~8~ized:; education. It is intended that every Chinese 
pubhc mtel- shall know how to read and write. The special 
lect, plan then adopted is that of competitive ex
aminations. The way to publio advancement is open 
to all. Merit. real or supposed, is the only passport to 
office. Its degree determines exclusively social rank. The 
government is ,organized on mental qualifications. The 
imperial constitution is imitated in those of the provinces. 
Once in three, years public examinations are held in each 
district or county, with a view of ascertaining those who 
are fit for office. The bachelors, or those who are success
fill, are triennially sent for renewed examina.tion in the 
provincial capital before two. examiner. deputed from the 
general board of public education.. The licentiates thus 
.sifted out 'mow offer themselves for final examination 
before the imperial board at Pekin. Suitable candidates 
for vacant posts are thus selected. There is no one who 
is not 1ia.11e to, such an, inquisition. When vacalJ.ciCli 
occur they are:6.lled from the list of approved men, who 
are gradually elevated to tho 1llghest honours. 

IUs not because the talented, who, when disappointed 
, constitute in other countries the most dangerous 

=~f:i::, of all .classes, ate bore provided for, that sta
h.er lnstitu- bility of institutions has been attained, but 

"liODll. because the political system approaches to au 
.agreement With that physiological condition which guides 
.aJ.l social, development. The- intention is to give a. do
,minating control to intellect. 

The, method through which that result is aimed at is 
I fection ,imperfect, and, conscquent1:y, an absolute ooin.orr: method cidence between the system and the tendeJ;lCY is 
she e~ploys. not attained. hut the stability secured by their 
.approximation ,is very striking. The method itself is 
the. issue. of political fonus through which tho nation for 
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ages has been passing. Their insufficiency and imperfec
tions are incorporated with and l'ouppear in it. 

To the practical eye of Europe 0. political system thus 
founded on. a literary basis appeaTH to be an. Its literat'l" 
absurdity. But we must look with respect on basis made

anything that one~fourth of mankind have q\\ate, 

concluded it best to do, especially since they have con
sistentlyadhered to their determination for several thou
sand years. Forgetting that herein they satisfy an instinct 
of humanity which every natioll; if it lives long enough, 
must feel, Europe often asserts that ~t is the competitive 
system which has brought the Chinese to their present 
state, and made them a people without any sense of 
patriotism or honour, without any faith or vigour. 
These are the results, not of their system, but of old age. 
'1'hore are octogenaria.na among us as morose, selfish, and 
conceited as China. 

The want of a clear undot'standing of our relative 
position vitiates aU our dealinga with that Relative pasi
ancient empire. The Chinese ha.s heard of our tiOD of EUl'Ope 
discorda.nt opinions, of our intolerance toward and Clun&. 

those who differ in ideas from Ufl, of our worship of 
wealth, and the honour we pay to birth; he has heard 
that we sometimes commit political power to men who 
are so little above the animals that thei}" can neither read 
nor write j that we hold militai-y success in esteem, and 
regard the profession of a.rms as the only suitable occupa
tion for a. gentleman. It it! so long since his ancestors 
thought and. acted'in that manner that he justifies 
himself in regarding us as_having scarcely yet emerged 
from the barbarian stage. On. our side, we cherish the 
delusion that we shall, by precept or by force, convert 
him to om: modes of thought, :religious or politica4 and 
tha.t we can infuse into his stagnating veins a. portion 
of our enterprise. 

A trustworthy account of the present condition of China. 
would be a. valuable gift to philosophy. and also to states
manship. On a former page I have remarked Wbat China 
(Ohap. I. Vol. I.) that it demands the highest hasreallyllC'
policy to govern populations li~ng in great dif- complll!hed. 

ferences of latitude., Yet China. has not only controlled 
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her climatic strands of people, she has even made them, if 
not homogeneous, yet so fitted to each other that they 
all think and labour alike. Europe is inevitably hastening 
to become what China is. In her we may see what we 
shall be like when we are old. 

A great community, aiming to govern itself by intellect 
rather than by coercion, is a. spectacle worthy of admira
tion, even though the mode by which it endeavours to 
.accomplish its object is plainly inadequate. Brute force 

holds communities together as an iron nail binds 
Dilferenre In. f ood b th ··t 1... __ 
government PIeceS 0 w Y e compreSSIon 1 maJW&-
byforceand a. compression depending on the force with 
Intelligence. which it has been hammered in. It also holds 
more tenaciously if a little rusted with age. But intelli
.gence binds like a. screw. The things it has to unite 
must be carefully adjusted to its thread. It must be 
gently turned, not driven, and so it retains the consenting 
parts firmly together. 

Notwithstanding the imperfections of a. system founded 
>cn such a faulty basis, that great community has a.ocom
plished what many consider to be the object of states
manship. They think that it should be permanence in 
Institutions. But permanence is only, in an apparent 
sense, the object of good statesmanship; progression, in 
.accordance with the natural tendency, is the real one. 
The successive steps of such a progression follow one 
a.nother so imperceptibly that there is a. delusive appear
ance of permanence. Man is so constituted that he is 
never a.ware of continuous motion. Abrupt variations 
alone impress his attention. 

Forms of government, therefore, a.re of moment, though 
not in the manner commonly supposed. Their value in
.creases in proportion as they permit or encourage the 
natural tendency for develo\,ment to be satisfied. 

While Asia. has thus furnished an example of the effects 
of a na.tional organization of intellect, Europe, on a 8IIlaller 
scale, has presented an illustration of the same kind. The 
.A. • Dar e.J:. papal system opened, in its special circumstances. am;: ill the a. wa.y for talent. It maintained an intellectual 
- of Italy. organization for those who were within its pale, 
irrespective of wealth or birth. It ~as no objection that 
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the greatest churchman frequently came from the lowest 
walks of life. And that organization sustained it in spite 
()f the opposition of external circumstances for several cen
turies after its supernatural and ostensible basis had com
pletely decayed away. 

Whatever maybe th~ facts under which; in the different 
countries of Europe, such an organization takes place, or 
the political forms guiding it, the basis it must . . I d'f Approach of I"est upon 1S umversa, an ,1 necessary, com- E.::.yetount. 
pUls01'Y education. In the mOl'e enlightened uoo. edllca

pla.ces the movement has already nearly reached 
that point. Already it is an accepted doctrine that the 
state. as well as the parent, has rights in a child and that 
it may insist on education; conversely also, that every 
child has a claim upon the government for good instruction. 
After providing in the most liberal manner for that, free 
countries have but one thing more to do for the accomplish
mont of the rest. 

That one thing is to secure intellectual freedom as com
pletely as the rights of property and personal liberty have 
been already secured. Philosophical opinions NeceBSity of 
and scientific discoveries are entitled to be judged intellectual 

of by their truth, not by their relation to exist- freedom. 

ing interests. The motion of the earth round the BUn, the 
antiquity of the globe, the origin of species, are doctrines 
which have had. to force their way in the manner described 
in this book, not against philosophical opposition, but 
opposition of a. totally different nature. And yet the in
terests which resisted them so strenuously have received 
no damage from their establishment beyond that consequent 
on the discredit of having so resisted them. 

There is no literary crime greater than thai! of exciting 
a sooial, and especially a theological odium against ideas 
that are purely scientific, none against which the dis
approval of every educated man ought to be more strongly 
expressed. The republio of letters owes it to its own. 
dignity to tolera.te no longer offences of tha.t kind. 

To such an organization of their national intellect, and 
to giving it a political control. the countries The future 
of Europe are thus rapidly advancing. They £OUJ'IIIlou,"urope.. 

are hastening to satisfy their instinctive tendency. TL~ 
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special form in which they will embody their intentions 
must, of course, depend to a great degree on the political 
forms under which they have passed their liveIJ, modified 
by that approach to homogeneousness which arisCli from 
increased intercommunication. The canal system, 80 won~ 
derfully developed in China, exerted no little influence in 
that, respect-an influence, however, not to be compared 
with that which must be the result of the railway system 
of Europe. 

In an all-important particular the prospect of Europe 
Ita h fal- is bright. China. is passing through the last 
ness ~ stage of civil life in the cheerlessness of Buddh
fb'a,":d r~ ism; Europe approaches it through Christianity. 

o. a. Universal benevolence cannot fail to yield a 
better fruit than unsocial pride. There is a fairer hope 
for nations animated by a. sincere religious sentiment, 
who, whatever their political history may have been, have 
always agreed in this, that they were devout, than for a 
people who dedicate themselves to a. Holfish pursuit of 
material advantages, who have lost all boHef in a. future, 
and are living without any God. 

I have now come to the end of a work which has occupied 
me for many years, and which I submit, with many mis
givings as to its execution, to the indulgent consideration 
of the publio.- These pagcs will not have been written in 
vain if the facts they present impress the reader, as they 
have impressed the author, with a conviction that the 
civilization of Europe has not taken place fortuitously, but 
in a definite manner, and under the control of natural law ; 
that the procession of natioIlB does not move forward like 
a dream, without reason or order, but that there is a pre
determined, a solemn march, in which all must join, ever 
moving, ever resistlessly advancing, encountering and en
during an inevitable succession of events; that individual 
life and its advancement through successive stages is the 
model of social life and its 8e(lular variations. 

I have asserted the control of natural law in the alhaping 
of human affairs-a control not inconsistent with free-will 
any more than the unavoidable passage of an individual 
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as he advances to maturity and. declines in old age 1s in
consistent with his voluntary actions; that higher law 
limits our movements to a. certain direction, and guides 
them in a. certain way. As the Stoics of old used to say, 
an. acorn may lie torpid. in the ground, unable to exert its 
living force, until it. roceives warmth, and moisture, and 
other things needful for ita.germination.; when it grows, 
it may put forth. one bud here and another bud there; the 
wind may bend 0110 branch, the :frQst blight another, tpq , 
innate vitality Clf tho tree may struggle aga.ins~ adyerse 
conditions or lux;llriate i~ ihos~ that are congenial; bu4 
wha.tever the circumstances may be, there is an overruling 
power for ever oonstraining and modelling it. The acOrn 
can only produce an oak. 

The application of this prln~iple to ,h1lInan sooieties. i& 
completelyestabliahed by 0. soientifio study of their history; 
and the more extensive and :profotmd that study, the better' 
tJhall we be able to distingmllh the jnvariable law in. the 
midst of the varying events. ' But that once thoroughly 
appreciated,. we hiLve gained a philosophioal guide for the 
interpretation of the past acts of natioM, and a pr<;>phetio 
monitor of their future, so far as propheoy is possible in
human affairs. 

THE END. 

-'OL. Do 
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ID lower tribes or, movements are 

automatie, ii. 849. 
Their instinctive and intellectual 

apparatns, ii. 351. 
Their nature, ii. 363. 
AIIalogy between, and )faD, ii. 

364. 
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Anselm, Archhlshop of Canterb1ll'1, Arabs cultivate learning, i. 33S. 
takes part in the dispute between Rapiwty of their intellectual de. 
the reaIistll and nomina1istt, ii.l!.!. velopment, i. SS6. 

Anthony, St., a grazing hermit, i. Invade SpaiD, ii. 28. 
427. Arabs, eivilliation and refinement o( 

Delusions of, i. 429. Spanish, ii. SO. 
APthropocentrio stage of thought, J. Introduce the manufacture 01 cot .. 

36. "ton into Europe, ii. S86. 
Ideas, promineJlce of, i. 64. Invent eotton paper, and the print-. 
Ruin ot; ii. 279. ing of ca.lico by wooden blocks, 
Philosophy, review of, ii. 287. , ii. 886. 

Antunony, its uses, and origtn of its I Arantius, a distinguished anatomist, 
:name, ii. 156.. ii. 284. 

Antiochua of .A8calou, founder of the Arcesilaus, founder oC the Middle 
fourth Academy, i. 170.. Academy, i. 169. 

Antiochus, KiDl of Syna, cedes his .Archimede9, the writings of, i. 194. 
Euro~Q pGIIBOSSlol)8 to Rome, i. llJS mechanical inventions held in.. 
246.. contempt by Patristicism, i. 316. -

.Antisthenes, lounder 01 the Cymcal ArclinUB, hIB poems held in venera-
School, L 149., tion, i. 51. 

Anton ina, rie ofBeliArius, her cruel Arddha Chiddi, the fouder DC Buddh-
treatment of Sylvenus, i. 354. ism, life of, i. 66. 

Antoninus, llarcua Aurehus, EmperOl", Argo:nautic TOyage, object o~ i. 41. 
his acknowledgments to, Epiu- Its r~ nature, i. 45 •• 
te~ua, i. 259. Ariminium, Coucil of, i. 289. 

Antonio de Dominis, outrage on thtl Aristarchus attempts to ascertain the 
body 0' ii. 225. , SUD'II distance, i. 199. 

Apennines, upheaval of, i. 31. , AlistiPl'us, the fouder of the 
Apocalypse, comments oD, ii. 'IS. _ Cyreuuie School, i. 149. 
Apollonius PerglllWl, the writlngs Qt; I Aristotle keeps a druggist's shop in 

i. 201. Athen."a i. 129, 397. 
His geometry underrated. by 1>:' .. ' Biogtsphy of, i. 176. 

trillticiam, i. 316., His works translated into Arabic, 
Apollonius of Tya:na aida in the iIltre- i. 402. 

duetion of Orientall&tD, i. 310. ' .AriHotelism eompared with Platonism 
Wonders related. of, ii. 115. . i. 177. 

Aquinas, Thomas, a Dominic&a, 'tho Arithmetic, Indian, ii. 40. 
rival of Dun. Scotus, 0..14. .Ari~ his heresy, i. 285. 

SojoUrDa with AJ.bedus lIagnus, ll. His death, i. 288. 
116. Folitical results ot his heresy. i. 

Arnbiall in1lUllll~' lmportance ~ 326. 
i. 883. Arnold of Brescia, murder o~ ii. 25. 

So~ry. 1. S90. Arnold tie Villa Nova, biographical 
School SYbtem, it 36., , sketch of, ii. 130. 
Practical &eience, it. 8S. Art, Black, i. 404. 
Medioineand 8urgery, it. 3S Artesian Wells, ii. 301. 
Astronomy, ii. 41. , Articulata, anatomy of, ii. S50. 
Practical art, ii. 43. .Asclepions, effect of the destructioll 
Commm:e, U,,43. of, i. 387. _ 
Numerals, ii. 49. Nature and organization or, i. 39S. 
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Aselliun discovers the lacteals, U. 
285. 

Asoka, King, patronizes Buddhiam, L 
67. 

Aspasia, history of, significant, 1.132. 
Astrolabe, known to the Saracens, ii. 

42. 
Astronomical refraction, understood 

. by Alhazen, ii. 46. 
Astronomy, primitive, i. 39. 

Passes beyond the feticla stage, i. 
100. 

Of Eratosthenes, t 199. 
How she takes her revenge on the 

Church, i. 360. 
The intellectual impulse makee ita 

attack through, ii. 133. 
Astronomy aB'ords illustration of lhe 

magnitude and age of the world, 
ii.278. 

Athanasius rebels against the Emperor 
Constantine, i. 289. 

First introduces monasticism into, 
Italy, i. 433. 

Athene, statuts of, L si. 
.Athens, her progress in art, i. 132. 
Athens, her philosophy. i. 133, 

Her Call, ii. 109. 
Atlantic, nrst voyage across.-ii. 162. 
Atmosphere, height ot, determiaed 

by Alhazen, Ii. 47. 
Effects of light on, ii. 320. 
The phenomena and properU/l' of, 

ii.867. • 
Atomic theory, suggested by I>emOoo 

critus, L 125. 
Attalus, King of l'ergamus, effect of 

his bequest. to Rome, i. 247. 
• o\ttila, King 'of the BUDS, "tilt 

scourge of God," invadee Africa" 
i. ~50. 

Augsburg, Diet of, ii. 211. 
Augustine, St" causee Pelagia. to be 

expelled from Africa, i. 294:. 
Writee the" City of God," 1. SOl. 
Character of that work, L 304-
Denies the possibility of 'he ..It,\tJ-

podes, i. 815. , 
His notion ofthe Virgin, i. 361. 
On spontaneous generation, ii. 329. 

Auricular ClOnt_lon, lntzoiluctloa of, 
Ii. 65. 

"Auculta FiIi," Papal bull o~ U. 83-
Australian, Ilow a.ftected. by phy.leal 

circDmstancee, 1.26. 
Avenzoar, a Moorilih writer on pbar

J1Iscy, ii, 89. 
A verrhoe., of Cordova, the chief com

mentator on ArittoUe, ii. 89. 
Hi. theory of the IOUI. U. 193. 
Confounde4 foroe wltll the JIIyehical 

principle, U. 843. 
Bia erroneou. view of man, H. 857. 

A. riee1lDa, the geological rio... or, L 
4U. 

A. physiciaD and philotophu, Ii. 89. 
A.rignon, P"pacy 1'emom to, Ii. 86. 

Voluptnousneu of, ii. 95. 
Papacy leav ... ii. 96. 

Azof, Sea of, dependency .t the lfedi
terraJIean, i. 28. 

Bablloaaan, extent of astroDOlD.ic.U 
obsetvatiou, i. 192-

Bacon, Lord, natureoChia philoeophy, 
ii.258 • 

.Bacon, Roger, titIei of hie worb, h. 
120. 

J. the Ctiend of the Pope, U. 182-
Hill hbtorl anel hil duoovm., Ii.. 

153. 
Baconiaa phUoeoph,.. ita priaalplet u .... 

deratood and carried late praetice 
eighteell huadrM ,.... 1Je6J" 
Bacoll was bora, Ii. 175. 

Bactrian empire, Europesa w.. traft, 
mitted througla, L '"' 

J3acibee, John, til. _on4 Eog1l. mar
tyr, deDiei t.1'aaIabetantiatioa, ii • 

, 99. 
~,dad, Kh.llU of, patroniH learning, 

1. 833. 
Ita univerJit,. founded by the Khalil j 

AI Raschld, L 402-
Baghant Gita, 1. ~. 
Bainel on the utent 01 the eottoa 

manufacture, Ii. 886. 
Bajuet, defeata Sigi."UDd, Kiag 01 

Hungary, .t the ba~tle 01 ~ 
polis, Ii. 106. 
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.. BalaDee or W'JSd-. .. probabll writ
teD bl Alh.ueD, ii. '7. 

b.&lhoa dusconn ~e Great South Sea, 
Ii. 171. 

&ll, JoIa.., hiB preachiag aD iadu of 
the stu. of tlHl times, ii. u.8. 

balthuar c-a, Pope Jon UlIL, 
ii. 98. 

Barbariaos, Northel1lt their iJlBaeDAll 
,Oil. civiliut.iOll ill. It.aII, i. '16. 

Barbaroesa, Frederick, BUrRoden All
Dold of BreaJCia to the ChlU'Ch, ii. 
sa. 

Barsumu assists ill. the muder of the 
Bishop of Coustaat.iDople, i. 297. 

Basil Valelltine iDtnducea antimony, 
Ii. 156. 

Basil, St., Bishop of CEsarea, founder 
of the Buileua order or lQoaU, 
i. 436. 

&sIe, Council 0( Ii. 102-
Bavarians, Christ.ia.lliaed, i. 365. 
.. Beatific V'woo," queationed bl John 

XXIL, ii. 94-
l3eccber iDtroduc:ed the phlogistic the

ory, ii. 286. 
llechil, the discoverer of phoephorus, 

i. '10. 
Belgrade, taken by Soliman the lIsg

llificent., ii. 109. 
Ilelisarius I'eCOnquen Africa, i. 327. 

Captures Rome, i. 35G. 
Benedetto GaetaDi, Cardinal, his parti

cipatioD. in eausiag the a'bdieatioll 
of Peter Morrone, CeleatiDe V .. 
ii. 800 

Benedict., St., miracles related ot;, i. 
435. 

Benedic:tlnes, thm numbers, i. 436. 
BeD Eua, his JlWDerGUS acquirements, 

ii, 123-
Berengar of Toars, opinions 0( ii. 

10. 
llnT of hiB docbiDee _bracecl hI 

W il'kli1Fe, Ii. 98. 
Berkeley, his doctrine oa the exist-, 

enee 0' matter, i. 231. 
Benuml .t Claimu stimulatea the 

secon4 Crusade, it II .. 
Eu-nud, St., attacb Abelard, ii.ll. 

BemardiDi, reteI', the rather el St.. 
Francis, ii. "-

Bertha, Queeo of Kent., asa_ ill ~e 
COIlversioll.of Englaad ... Christi. 
anity~ i. 366. 

Buien, t.he capture 0( by Abbot At'
auld, ii. Ga. 

CoUDW o~ opposes the Jewish phr
siciaas, ii. 125. 

Bible, UaDlllat.ed ill.to Latin bl Je
rome, i. 800. 

Its superiority to the Koran, i. M:L 
Translated iato English by Wick-

1i1Fe, ii. 99. 
Its character uti general circula

tion, ii. 224.. 
Biologyoriginakls with Aauimuder. 

i. 107. 
Bird" migratioll at; i. 6. 
Bishops., riYalneli of the three, i. 29B. 

Thm tate, i. 306. 
Accusatioa of Bouse of Commous 

agaiDA the English, ii. 235-
Thea reply, ii. 236. 

mack Art sprang from Chaldee 110-
tions, i. '04.. 

Black Sea, & dependency of the 1Iecli
temmean, i. 28. 

BleaclaiDg by chlorine, ii. 88G. 
Blood admixture, eft'ect ot;, i. 15. 

Degeneration, its decl, ii. 1"
Boccaccio obtaiaa a pl'Ofessonhlp tor 

Leoatiua Pilatus, Ii. 1M. 
Bodin's, " De Republica,· i. G. 
Boelhius falls a Yictim to the wrath 

of Theodoric, i. 35S. 
BiB character, i. 358. 

BoUma, Tom. origia 01 the nickname, 
ii. S44. 

:Boniface VIIL, Pope, " :Benedetto 
Gaetaai," his qUlU'l'lll -.ita ~ 
ColoDllas, ii. ao.. 

BoIIit'ace of SavoY. Arehbiahop iIf 
Canterbury, hia rapacity, ii. 75-

BoIlilaee, all l.uglish miI&ioaarJ' oC 
the seventh ceatury. i. 366. 

Boob, lougenty at; ii. 1101. 
Borelli 00 circular motion, ii. 272-

, ' Applies IIl&thematics to a1lllCQ)q 
DlClnment., ii. 286. 



,Boyl., impr4lves th, air-pUJllp, ii. 286. 
Bradley determlnes, the velocity of 

. direct stellar light., ii. 299.· 
.Bl'I}hman, .GW regarded according to 

the IlIStitutes of Menu, 1. 63-
~ttempte<1 to reconcile ancient tra. 

ditiollS with modera philosophical 
. r'4iscoveries, ii. ass. , 

Brain, functiollll, ii. 351. 
·]3r!aksp!&f,l\Ticholas, afterwards Pope 

Adrian IV., ii. 25. . 
B~,. discQver~ ,of .. the ·quinary 

.. ,arrangementpfllowers, ii. 286. 
Brindley, a mlllwnght'. apprentice, ii. 

. ;J8S. 
His engineering triumph in the 
j •• c~st.ructioli of canals, ii. 38;.· 

Bruchion, the library in, i. 318. 
Bruno, Giordano, *eaohes the heJio. 

'. qIll}trio theory, ii. 257. 
Is burnt as a heretic, ii. 258. 

B~}l~es, "hy.supposed by Diogenes to 
pe lnc;apj\ble of taought, 1. 102. 

Buddhism, Its ris!!; i. 65. 
.r~e organisation of, i. 67. 
Its fundamental principle, 1. ,6S. 

. ,lts, view!! of the"nstl1l'8 of man, i 
70. 

Philosophical estimate of. i. 72. 
Bulgarial\s !lODver'ed by a pictlll'ey" 

)l6'l., 
B1plSeJ\, lJ.is estimate 'Of E\lIIebiua'. 

ChronGlogy. i. 198" 
Bunyan, John, ,his writings B1l1'p8SI 

I. "tPose of St. Auptlne, j. 80S. 
His twelve years' impri8OllU1ent for 

preaching, Ji. 242. 
Probable source of lDuch of the :ma.o 
~ ehinery of the PlIgrim'a Progress, 
• "ij.,248. \ . _. , 

BU/-'Iler.'. J' &cred Theory, Df -the 
Earth," Ii. 286. 

Brzanti\l:e IIY'~ adepted i. Italy, i. ' 
13*9. , 

l ,dG'VIlr.mnen~perseeut.es the Nesto
~i~ .and Jews, i. 385 •. 

Suppr~QD. Gf lDedicine, i. 886.. • 

~~Q4nia".quoted ,Gn 'he inllueJlC8 I of 
the Jews, ii. 120., 

Cabot; Sebutian, ftdiaeonrt Ne,,~ 
fGundland, and attempts to find • 
north-west pB88age to ChiDa, U • 
174. 

Cabral di8covera Brazil, Ii. 1'14. 
Cadesu., elfect Gf the battle or, L 

8SS. 
Clesalplnua first gives a clusUicatioll 

Gf plants, ii. 890. 
ClIlSar beoolDes master Df the world, L 

248. 
Calico printing, antiquity Df the art • 

• and how improved, ii. 886. 
Caliguls, Emperor, an adept In ' al

chemy, i. 407. 
Calixtua m., Pope, issues his {ulmi

natiou against Halley'S comet. 
Ii. 253. 

Callimachus, author of. treatise Gil 
birds, and a poet, i. 201. 

Callisthenes acoompenies Alexander 
the Grea~ in his campaigllll, i. 
172. 

Ja hanged by his orden, i. 174-. 
TraDBlllits to Aristotle reeordlt 

of nstronGmlcal Gbservations, i • 
192. 

Calvin ebuLlishe. a Dew reIigi01ll 
lees, fi. 211. 

Cauaes Servetua to be burnt as a 
heretiC, ii. 225. 

Calydonian boer, hide Df, preserYpd al 
• relie, I. 51. 

CambyS8B conquel'l Eupt, I. '19, 
186. • 

Canal of Egypt, reopened by Necho, i. 
'18. 

A warning from the oracle or 
Amun call_ Necho to stop the 
conatructioa of, i. 93. . 

Cleared again frGm land, t 825. 
Canab the preCUJ'SOJ"l 01 raihrays, fi-

887. 
OfChina,.tkeir in&uence, ii.400. 

Cannibalism of Europe, i. 82. 
CanoWe 01 Epleuras, Imperfection of; 
, i.167. ' 
CallOSa, lC$ie at, the Kin&, Df Ger
. many seekiDf psrdOil Df the Popt', 

i.i.19. 
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Cape or Good. Hope, doubled. by V MCO 
de Gama, 11.168. , 

First pJad.e hon jn Europe by the 
Jews, ii. 17{>. 

Caracalla, alluded to in the reply' of 
the Christians to. the Pagaas,.. i. 
302. 

Carat, ita derivation and IligumcatioD, 
U. 44. 

CUt'Deadest the founder .of the ,New 
Academy, his doctrlDes, i. 169. 

Carthage, descriptioll of, i. 129 .. 
Ita conquest contlPIlplated by Alex .. ' 

auder the Grea.t, i.. 174. . 
Most ell'ect.ually controlled. by inn,. 

ding Africa, i. 245. , 
Herachua contemplates making it 

the metropo& of the Eastern em~ 
ph:e, 1. 329. . ' 

Carthage stormed and. dest,:oyed· by 
Hassan, i. 334. 

CarthagiJI.ian commerce" nature, and 
extent. ~r, i. 130. 

"' Caroliman Books" puuhshed. by 
Charlemagne, aga.ins~ imagq wor

ship, 1. 87~. . 
Caspian and Dead Boos, level et, u. 

B05. 
Caltelli assists in the verification of 

the laws of motion, ii. 271. 
Create& h]'drauliCII, i1. 285-
Lays the foundatiollo of h:ydraulics, 

i1. B90. 
Casuist~, development or, ii. 66. 
Catalogue of stait contained in the .Al

magest of :rtolemy, L 203. 
C.atasterisim.s of Eratosthenes, i. 196. 
Catastrophe, insufficiency of .. ,.wgle, 

. ii. &16. , 
Doctrine of, ii. 823. ' I 

Cato caw;es C~eades to.. ba ,t:a:pel~ed 
, from Rome, i. 164. , 

Celibaor, of clergy ~iate4. OIl by the 
mpuUa 1. 42~ .. , 

NeceSSity of, ii. IG. 
Celt, 60reel'y of the, i. 84.. , 
Cerebral eight, importut ,re,1igious 

result of" it 430. , 
CednUlus, his opinioJ;l ~ ,tl\e J,l.\\tl13 

of Christ, i.. 210. , 

Chadizah. the wife or Mohammed, i.t 
830,881. 

Chuia Molllli, meaning of the IlIIme, 
i.67. 

The founder of Buddhism, i. 342~ 
Chalcedon, Council of, i. 297. 

It determines I the rel&tion of the 
two naturea of Christ, i. 299-

Chaldee notions give rile. to the b1aek 
art, i. 4~ 

Chi1ona, battle of, i. S50. 
Charlemagne, his iniluence in the. con

version of Europe, i. 364., 
Disapproves of idolatry, 1. 368. 
Developes the pollcy of his father< 

Pepm, i. 8n. 
, I!i crowned.. Emperor' of the West, 

i.871. 
The immorality ~f his privata life, 

i.874. 
Charles Martel gaiDs the battle. of 

Tours, i. 868. 
His relatIOns to. the Church, i. 869~ 
:rope Gregory Ill. seeks his aid, i. 

423. , 
Ch~ the .80111'(18 of their supposedl 

power, i. 408. , 
Chemistry't fetichism of, i. 101., 

:rythagorean, i. 116. 
Scientific, cultivated by the· .Arab~ 

i. 408. 
Chemistrr. FOgres. of, ii. 814. 
Chilpel'lo II. permitted to retain his. 

title, i. 869. 
Chilperic III deposed, and. shUll up 

in the convent, of St.. Omell" i .. 
, 870. 
China, lle1' policy, ii. 895. 
Chinese Bu..tdhiam. i. 'l2. 14., 
Choaroe" ll., his luccesses,.i. 828., 

The deet of m. wen on COlBDlet'ce,. 
. J.837. , '. • 

((hristilm repll1 to the ac<lWJat.iOD of 
the :ragans, i. 801.. . 

ChriBtianity.> iDJiuellC8 ol . .l~QJDan" i..l 
; 241. 
I Debased. ill Bome, i. 264. , 
'DIstinction betweeu, and. ecclesi .. 
1_ astical organization&, L 261.-
, Its first< orgaJlUllllioll, to 269 •. 
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-christianity. three modUioatioDl of, L 
271~ 

Judaic, i. 271. 
Gnostic. i. 273. 
Platonic, 1. 273. 
Spreads from Syria, 1. 274-
.4.ntagonizes imperialism, i. 275. 
Its persecutiou, 1. 277. 
Hellenized, i. 290. 
Paganization of, L 309. 
Expelled from Palestine, Asia Mi

DOf, Egypt, and Carthage, 1. 832. 
Paganisms o~ 1. 359. 
Allied to art, L 359. 

-Chronology of Eratosthenes, 1. 197. 
Church, Greek and Latin, 1. 29L 

Effects of union of, aDel State, i. 
377. 

What she had done, it 14,S. 
Services, their influence on the 

people, ii. 202. 
Separation of, and State, ii. 227. 

Cicero, his opinioDl aDd principlee, i. 
258. 

Cimbri, e&DII of their invasion, L 30. 
Cipher, its derivation and. meaning, 

ii.40. 
Alluded to by Pope Sylvester, ii. 49. 

-Cucle, the quadrature of, treated 'by 
Archimedes, i. 194-

-Circumnavigation of Urica, why un
dertaken by the EgyptiaB Kings, 
i.. 78. • 

Its repetition contemplated by Alex
ander, i. 17B. 

Of the earth~ Ii. 172. 
Results of, Ii. 173. 

..circumstances, how far maD 11 the 
creature of, i. 389 • 

. Clement V .. Pope, tak. up his rea£. 
,41ence stAng.oD, Ii. 86. 

-Clement of Alexandria, his Invective 
against the corruptiona 01 Chris-
tianity, i. 358. ' 

·-Cleomedes, an aatronomer of .AJuan.. 
dna, i. 202. 

·Cleopatra,'the las~ 01 the Pto1emi_, i. 
200. 

Is presented with OIle of the Alex
andriaD libraries,. 1. 318. 

Clergy, responaible for the mataaere H 
The.ualonica, L 318. 

Support the delulioa ot .uperua
turalism, ii. 113-

American, ii. 227. 
English aocused by the Commons, 

ii. 285. 
Discipline Act, ii. 237. 
Deltr&ded condition of the tower, in 

England, Ii. 242. 
"Clericis laicoc," bull issued by Pope 

Boniface, ii. 82, 
Clermont, Council ot, authori%ea the 

Firat Cruade, Ii. 21. 
ClimaCUl, John, author of .. Ladder ot 

ParadiM," ii. 69-
Climate., in tim. and place, iL 817. 
Clotilda, Queen ot the Frank., COUD&eI, 

her husband Clovis, I. 866. 
Clouds aDd their aomenclat1ll'll, Ii. 

378. 
Cnidos, medical echool o~ L 898. 
Cnudeauya, aqueduct o~ ii. 186. 
Coal period, ii. 820. 

It. botany, ii. 832. 
Cobham, Lord, hanged (01' heret)' aDd 

treaaon, ii. 99. 
Cochlea, its (unction, L 5. 
Ca!nobitism euceeedl Eremitism, .. 

432. 
Coffee-hoo.., their political .. d 

IIOCial importaDoe, Ii. 2.9. 
Coinage, it. adulteration, 1. 251. 
Coiter create. pathological aaatomy, 

Ii. 285. • 
Cold, infiuence or, 011 man, L 28. 
Collegea founded by the Jew., i..02, 

iL 121. 
Colonial .yatem, origia o( Greek, i. 

128. 
ColODie., Greek, e81entially weak, • 

113. 
Pbilosophlcal inlluenee of, I. 128. 

ColoDDaa, their quarrel with Popa 
BODUace, Ii. 80. 

I Colouua of Ramese. II., its great ant&-
, quity, L 87. 
Coloun ot rainboW', ii. 37t. 
Colom_n, • mi.ionarr of &he mila 

cent~ry, 1. 866. 



CoJumbu, IIi. early lite, Ii. 159. 
Is confuted by the Coullcil ot Sala

manca, ii. 161. 
Hil voyage acrolill the Atlantic, ii. 

162. , 
Discovery of Ameriea, ii. 163-

Conunerce, development of l1editer
ranean, i. 45. 

Favourable to the spread of new 
ideas, i.127. 

(:ommerce, Dlany of the devices of 
modern, known to the Carthagi
nians, i. 180. 

(:ommnDltlea, Jlatun ofprogresa of, i. 
12. 

Comnena, Anna, .. J,lexia4" o~ ii. 
59. 

Condlllac, his theory of melJl,0l'1 and 
compariloJl, i. 232. 

Conon of Alexandria, i. 194-
<Constance, CoUllcil of, ii. 99. 
Coastant1ne the Great,. the .uccess of 

his policy, i. 277. 
Influence of the l'eip of, i. 278. 
Removes \he metropolis, i. 219. 
His tendelleie. to Paganism, i. 280. 
Hi. relat.ioll8 to the Church, i. 281. 
lhs policy, 1. 282. 
Conversion and death, i. 283-
Attempts to cheek the Ariall con-

trover8Y, I. 286 • 
.Denounces Alina a. a heretic, it 

287. 
Constantine, Pope, an usurper, his 

Cl'Uel treatment; i. 378. 
Constantille Coprollymus, his· icono

clastic polley, i. 418. 
Coll8tantine Palmologogua, the last 01 

the Romall Emperors, ii.1oa. 
Constantinople, Council of, i. 419. 

Determiu84 t.hat SOD, and Holy 
Spirit are eIJual to the Father, i. 
299. . 

The ,",venth general, held At, i. 
419. 

Sack or, ii. 56. 
Ita literature, ii. S8. 
Siege of, by tho Turk., Ii. 107. j 
Fall of, ii. lOS. , I 

<:Onvoc:atlon, chargea agaiast, ii. 235. 

Copais, tunnel o( i. S2. 
Copernican system, condemned brthe 

InquisitiOIl, iA. 268.. 
Theory of, rectified, ii. 268. 

Copunicu8, the works 04 if. 255. 
Hia doctrine, ii. 256. 
Copronymus the Iconoclast, ~ 418. 

Corda,· .. descriptioll ot, U. 30. 
Corinth, . mechanical art reached ita 

perfection in, i. 132. 
lIer fall, ii. 109. 

Cosmas Indicopleustea, hiB argument 
against the .pheneity of the 
earth, ii. 159. 

Cosmo de' Medici, ii. 192. 
Cosmogony. originatel with AIlui. 

mander, i. 107. 
Of Anuagorae, i. 109. 
or Pythagoras, i. 115-

Cotton manufacture, ii. 385. 
t.:oullcils, their object an<l aatura, ,i. 

236. 
Are not infallible, i. 297. 

Creations anel ext.io.ot.iOll8, CIlUle ot, 
ii.311. 

Criteripn ot truth, existence 1)4 
doubted by Auaxagoru. L 110. 

One of the problema of Greek phUo
sophy, i. 230. 

Remarks on, i. 232. 
A pract.ical one exists, i. 235. 

Criticism, elfect of pluloaophicaI, i. 
46.. 

Rise ef, ii. 190. 
Meet 04 OJ1lit.erat1Ue and reUgiou, 

ii. 224-
Cross, the true, discovered, i. 309. 
~otona, a Greek colonial city. loll1! 

Ita extent, i. 128. . 
<;rusades, origin of, ij. ~o. 

The first, iI. ~2. 
Political reault ot, ii.. 23. 
Atrocitie. in the South or FruCle, 

ii. 62. 
ElFect of, ii. 135. 

Ctesiphon. the lDetTopou. ot Persia. 
lIIIoCk 04 1. ass. . 

Cuvier, his doctrille of the perma.ence 
of species, ii, 826.. 

Hia Jenlark on vi1isectioa. ij. 849., 
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Cuzco, the metropol~ 01 Peru, de-
, 'S(ll'iption of, ii. 181. 

Cycle of hfe, i. 233. 
Cyclopean struotureS, 1. 82. 
Cyulcal school, i. 149. 
Cypriau, his complaints agaillst tb. 

, clergy and conft'Ssora, i. 358. 
Cyprian, St., hi. 'remarks at the 

Council of Carthage, i. 291. 
Cyprus taken by the Saracens, I. 835. 
Cyrenaic school, i. 149. 
CyrIl, St., his acts, i. 321. 

An eccle~iastical demagogD', I. B91. 

Dallle" 'hi. 'estimate 01 tho fathers, 
11.225. 

Damascus taken, r. 334. 
Damasus, riots all the elettion of; I. 

292. 
Damiani, Pete1", his charges against 

the pnests of Milan, ii. 'L 
Death, interstItial, i. U. 
"Defender of Peaee," nature of the 

work, ii. 93. 
Deification, John Erigena 011, if. 9. 
DeltYt 'anthropomorphio ideaa 01, In 

.. the Koran, i. 842. 
Delos, a slave market, i. 246. 
Deluges, ancient, L 30. 
DelllSlODS, of the sense, i. 230. 

Created by the mind, i. '429. 
Demetnus Phalereus, bis instruo

tioM to collect books, i. 188. 
Demetrius Poliorcetes q noted, i. 100. 
Democritus asserts the unrebabllit1 

of knowledge, i. 124. 
Descartes, his theory of clear fde:lS, 

i.231. 
Introduces' the theory or &11 ether 

and vortices, iI. 285. 
Desert, influences of the, i. '6 •• 
Destin:1t 'Democ:ritUB's opinion ot; i. 

125. 
Stoical doctrine of, i. 185. 

Deucalion, deluge ~ i. 51. 
Development of organisms, Albazen', 

, 'theory of, it 48. ' 
Dew, the nature of, ii. 3M. 
Diaphl'agnl 'of DiC8lllPchlllli, i. 196. 

Did1!Dus, wonderful taciturnity reJ 
lated of, I. 427. 

DiocIes, a writer on hyglen. and 
gymll88tics, i. 891. 

Dioclotian, state ofthiDg. UDder, L 216. 
Diogenes qf Apollonia de'felope8 tbet 

doctrinel of Anaximenes, t. H. 
Diogenel of Sinope utends the d0c

trines of Cynicism, I. 149. 
Dfoscorus, Bishop ot AleX&lldrla, de

posed by the Council of (''hal-' 
mOil, i. 291. 

DJat'ar, or Geber, an Arabiaa chemist. 
lIesmb. nitric acid and aqU' 
regia, i. 410. 

I>jond_bour, medical college of, 
founded by the Nestorians and 
Jewe, L 891. . 

Patronized by the Khalil J.l Baa
chid, L 4-02. 

Docetes, their ideas of the nature of 
Christ, i. 270. 

Dogmatist., their theory of the treat
ment of diseaae, L 399. 

Dominic, St., wonder. related o~ ii. 63. 
Dominicans, they oppose Galileo, ii 

262. 
Donatists recalled from baDishm8llt. "y CoDstaDtine, 1. 281. 
Drama, an indu of Datlonal Dlenta) 

coodltion, ii. 249. 
Draper'. Phy,iology qnoW OD cere

bnl .ight, i. 430. 
On the benefitll conferred by th .. 

CJ.urch, it. 145. 
On the lIece1llty of resorting to 

.ulItomyaDd phrsiology, Ii. 343. 
Dreams, AIganali" new ot their 

natare, it. 61. 
Drwds, i. 241. 
Dn lIolay,bUJ'Dt at tbe stake, ii. 92. 
l>una Scotus, John, • Franciscan 

monk, the rival of TholtJaa 
, Aquinas, it. 14.. 

DUverney on tbe sense of hearing, it. 
286. 

Ear, i. 5. 
Earth, globular form o~ implied by 

the lY"1age of Columbus, it. 164.' 



Earth, globular lo~ or. proved 111 
its shadoW' ill eclipses of the 
mooD. ii. 171 .. 

Ia not the immovable centre 01 the 
UIliverse, it. 254-

Age of, ii. 278. _ 
Its slow cooling, ii. 801. 
M~n density of, U. 802.
Movement of the crust ot;, ii. 806. 
Development of lite on, ii. 355. 

Earthquakes, ii. 802. 
Easter, dispute respecting, i. 291. 
Ebionites, their doctrine of our 

Sanour's lineage, i. 272.. 
Ebll Djani, physician to the SuItall 

Saladin, and author of a work 
on the medical topography oi 
Alexandria,.ii. 124-

Ebn Junia, a Moorish astronomer, ii. 
41. 

Astronomical table of, ii. 4'l 
Ebn Zohr, competltor oi Raschl, ii. 

123. 
Ecclesiasticism, its decline, ii. 143. 

Its downfall, ii. 284-
Eclipse, solar, predicted by ThaIes, j, 

97. 
l:cliptic, discovery of obliquity or, 

falsely imputed to Anaxlmenetl, 
i.99. 

Det.ermined with accuracy by Al~ 
maim on, ii. 41. 

Slow procsss 01 its secula.r val"iA~ 
tion, ii. 804. 

Ecstasy, i. US. 
Edessa, church of, fre-built by Mao

wiyah tor his Christian subje..t." 
i.838. . 

Uwud I. of England compels the 
clergy to par taxes, ii. 81. 

Egypt, conquest of, byCambyses, i. 79. 
A.ntiquity of oivilization in, i. 81. 
Pre-historio Life of, i. 81. 
Influence of, on Europe, i. 82. 
A.ntiquity of its monarchy, i. 84. 
Geological age of, i. 87. 
Geographyand topography ot; i. 87. 
Roman annexation of, i. 248. 

Egyptian ports opened, i. 77. 
Theology i. 91. 
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Eleans, $lebasUan d.e, the Lieutenanb 
of Magellan, ii.173. 

Elcatio philosophy. i. 118. 
Influence of the Rchool, i. 220 •• 

Electricity, discoveries in. ii. 3n., 
Electro-magnetism, ii. 37B. 
Elixir of Life, i. 407. , 

, EJfect of the search for~ OIl medicine, 
i.411. " , 

Eloquence~ Parliamentary, decline 
of its power, h. 204. 

ElphillStone, quotation froD!., i. 64. 
ElYSIUm, •• 36, 
Emanation, doctrine of', i. 225. 
Empedocles, biography of, i. 123., 
Emplrics, their doctrine, i. 399. 
England, conversion of, i. 866. 

Policy of 8n Italian town gave an 
impress to its history, ii, 17. 

Its social condj.tion, ii. 229. • 
CondItion of, at the suppression 'of 

the monasteries, ii, 230. 
Backward eondition 04 ii. 233. 
State of, at the close of the seven

teenth century, il, 2SS. 
Ephesus, Council of, called "Rphber 

Synod," i. 297 •. 
Dotermines that the two natures 

of Christ make but one person, 
i.299. 

Epictetus, his dOQtrine.s, i. 259. 
Epicureans, modern, i. 16S. 
Epicurus, the doctrlD8 of~ i. 165. 
, His irreligion, i. 168. 
Epicycles and eccentrics, Hipparchus'. 

theory of, i. 202. 
Epochs of indiVldual life, i. 14. 

Of national hfe, i. 19. 
Erasmus becomes alienated from the 

Reformers, ii. 225. 
Wonderful popularity of his "Col· 

loquies," Ii. 238. 
F.ratosthenes. the wrltin~S and works 

of, i. 196. 
.Astronomy o!, i. 199. 

"Eremitism, Its modUications, i. 432. 
Erigena, John. a Pantheist employed 

by tho Archbishop ofRheims,u. 9. 
i.ssenes, a species of the first hermite 

among the Jews, i. 425. 
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Ether, mOTements o( If. 882. 
Ethical philosophy, i. 143. 

Ita secondary analysis, L 184. 
Ethi"cs of Plato, L 158. 
Ethnical element, definition or, and 

COJIditloDl of chang. in, 1. 12. 
Eucharist, diEerence of opinion about, 

ii.210. 
Euclid of Alexandria, his various 

works,I.193. 
His reply to Ptolemy Philadelphus, 

L 398. 
Euclid of Megara, all Imitatot at 

Socrates, L 148. 
EugeniDl IV., Pope, dethroned by 

the Councll of Basle, ii. 102. 
Eumenes, King of Pergamus, esta

blishes a second library ill .Ales· 
Andria, i. S18. 

Eunapius, his opinioll or Plotinus, i. 
212. 

Eun08tos, harbour o~ cODDected by a 
canal with lake Mareotis, L 323. 

Euripides tainted with heresy, L SO. 
Europe, description or, L 23. 

Greeted elentiol1 or, above the 
sea, i. 23. 

Vertica1 displacement or, i. 29. 
Conversiol1 of, L 365. 
Psychical change in, L 364. 
Social conditiol1 or, after Charla. 

magne, i. 376. 
Eubarism or, iI. 27. 
Future or, Ii. 39a. 

Eutychianlsm, f. 296. 
.. Everlasting Gospel." ii. 75. 
Existence depends on phYSical condi-

tions, L 7. 
Extinction of.peeles, Que or, I. 8. 
ExtinctioDl and orestions, law ot, Ii. 

311. 
Eye, arranged OD refined prtnripleJ 

of optics, I. 5. 
FunctioDl or, Ii, 380. 
Capabilities of the human, U. 3S1. 

FabrtciDl ab Aquapendente discoven 
the valYea in the veins, il. 285. 

'alrl. d.troyed b1 tobacco, ii. 126. 
raith, tW'o kinds o~ Ii. 192. 
FalloplUl di.tlDguisbtd by hll clisJec. 

tioDl, II. 28 •• 
Futing, continued, it. elfeet on tb. 

mind, L 429. 
Fau8tUl, his acc_ti08 to Aupatine, 

L 310. 
Felis V., Pope, abdicatet, U. 103. 
FeliI, Bishop or Rome, eseommuni· 

cated by Acacius, Bishop of eon. 
.tantinople, i. 852. 

Fernel establishea tbe true bture of 
syphilis, il. 232. 

Meaau1'lll t.he .iz. or tb. earth, ii. 
255. 

Fetich. IUppoaed • panacea, I. 886. 
Fetichism diSplaced bT.tar W'onhlp, 

I. 3. 
Europeaa climate, modification 

Asiatic intruders by, i. M. 
01 DllIicu1ty or earlT cuttiyaton ot 

I phil_phT t.o emerge trom, i. 100. 
Old religion, L 240. 
Priesthood, L 240. 
Slave-trade, L 373. 

Eu..ebius, his contempt orphUOIIOphr, 
i.314. 

Perverts chronology, i. 191. 
Is deposed, i. 297. 
His apology lor the Fathers, t 3U. 
His chronology subverts that of 

Manetho and Eratoethenes, i. 316. 
His admission of his own want of 

truthfulness, i. 360. 
Eutachiu distinguished by his dm. 

I18ctions, ii. 284. 

t Feudal .,.tem, hoW' It. originated, i. 
I 376. 
I Fire, aaerled b1 HeraclltDl to be the 

fint principle, L 104. 
rare, liquid fir Greek, used b1 the 

Arabi, L 408. 
l'ireW'orki used by the Arabf<, i. 

408. 
FlagellantJ, their origin, U. 78. 
FlariaDus, Bisbop 01 ConstantiAople, 

depoled, L 297. 
Florence, tbe Academy 01 AtbeD! " .. 

yiyed ill the Mediceaa gardeu 
of; ii. 193. 
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Flortilltin. AcademiciallS enoneoual,. 
suppose water to be incompres
Bible, ii. 372. • 

Originate correct notions 01 the 
radiation of heat, ii. 883. 

Show that. dark beat JIl&y be re
flected by mirrors, ii. 390. 

Florentius, a prieat, attempts to poDon 
81. Benedict, i. 435. 

Food, location of animals controlled 
by, ii. 310. 

lte nature, iI. 341. 
Force, animal, ite eource, ii. 339. 
FormOlns, Pope, cOllverted the Bul

garil\Ds, L 367. 
Forma contrasted with law, i. 22-

Introduction or, personified, i. 37. 
Fictitioua perml\Denee 04 I/UCC\&

,in. I. 104. 
Fracasta. I\D early cultivator of fosllil 

l'IImains, ii. 391. 
Francis, St., bis early W'e, ii. 64. 

Placed by the lowest of hi. order 
in the stead of our Saviour, Ii. 83. 

Frl\Dciscans, higher English, their op
position to Pope Boniface, ii. 83-

Franks Christianized at. the end of 
the fifth century, i. 365, -

Fratricelli, their aBirmatioD., I. 283-
Burned by the inquisition for he

resy, ii. 79. 
Frederick II., Emperor of Germany, 

birth of ii. 25-
His Mohammedl\D teDdende .. ii. 66. 

Free trad.e, ita et1'ects, t. 254. 
Fl'IIewill no. inconSIstent 'With tile 

doctrine or law, L 21. 

GaleD., his opinions, i. !a59. 
His division of ph)'Bici8D4 into two 

clauea, I. 891t. 
GalUeo, the historical representative 

of t.he intellectual impulse, ii, 
134-

lnvents the teleacope, ii. 261. 
Astronomical discoveries of, ii. 261. 
II condemned bY' the Inquisition, 

ii.263. 
Publishes .. The Sl'teIQ ot the 

World,1t ii. 263. 

Galileo, his degradation and puui$h-
ment, ii. 264. 

His death, ii. 265. 
His three laws of motion, ii. 269. 
Be-discovers the mechanical proper-

ties of fluids, ii, 372, 390. 
Geber, 01' Djafar, the alchemist, dis

covers nitric acid and aqua regia. 
,i. 409. 

GelllSius, his fearless addr888 to the
Emperor, i. 353. 

Geminus, an Alexaudrian astl'Onomer~ 
i.202, 

<rinoa. her commerce, ii. 158. 
GeIlSeric, King of the Vandals, Invite{ 

by Count Boniface into Africa,. 
i. 327. 

Invited to Rome, i. 850. 
Geocentric theory. its adoption by 

the Church, Ii. 254. 
Important result of itt aband.on

ment, ii. 835. 
Geographical discovery, eWects of, i. 

44. 
Geography, primitive, i. 39. 

Its union with the marveUous, 1. 42. 
Of Ptolemy, i. 204. 
End of Patristic, ii. 164-

Geological movomente of .AsU\ to 20. 
Geology, ii. 294. 

Evidence furnished by, as to tM
position of man, ii. 338. 

Gepid18, converted in the fourtla cen
tury, i. 365. 

Gel'bert, life or, ii. 4. 
His Saracen education, ii. 4. 
His ecclesiastical adVllllcement, ii. 

5. 
• Becomes Pope Sylvester n .• ii. 6. 

Is the first to conceive of a European 
crusade, ii. 21. 

Said to have introduced a know
ledge of the Arnbic numerals. 
into Europe, Ii. 49.. , 

Germl\Dl not. prone to idolatry, i. 415. 
Insist on a reform in the Papac1, 

ii.2. 
Gesner, Luther's opinion of the 

manner of hIS !leath, ii. 117. 
Leads the way to zoology, it. 284. 
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-Gilbert proposed. to determine the 
longItude by magnetio observa
tions, ii. 167. 

Adopts the views or Copernicus, ii. 
260. 

- Publishes his book on the mApet, 
ii.284. 

Gilbert 01 Ravenna electe{ antipope, 
ii.20. 

-Gisella, Queen of' Hungary, asst. ill 
the conversion of her lIubjects 
to Christianity, i. 865. 

Glass, its rate of dilatation by heat, 
ii. 300~ 

Globes, used bY' tbe Sarllcens, Ii. 41. 
Gobi, dry climate of', i. 25. 

Character of'its botany. L 25. 
Was once the bed of a sea, i. 29. 

-Ooldl Ancient valup. of, i, 251. 
Potable, attempts to make, i. 407. 
Problem of; solved by Djafar, i. 409. 

Gotama, the founder of Buddhism., 
bfe of, i. 67. 

Goths become permanently settled In 
the Eastern empire, i. 300. 

Adopt the Byzantine system, i. 349. 
. Have possession of Italy, i. 850. 

Date of tbeir conversion, i. 365. 
Gotschalk, his persecution, ii. 8. 
Graaf, a physiologist, ii 286. 
{;reece, Roman invasion of; L 247. 
Greek mythology, i. 38. 

Transformations of, i. 43. 
Cause of its destruction, i. «. 
Secession of literary mell and 

philosopbers, 1. 47. 
Movements repeated in Europe, i. 

53. 
Philosophy, origin of, i. 94. 
Summary of, i. 141. 
Its four grand topics, i. 223. 
Fire, i. 408. 
Learning, revival of, it 193-
Cause of dislike of, ii 195. 

Gregory fl.. Pope, defends Image
worship, i. 421. 

Gregory IlL, Pope, defies the emperor, 
i.423. 

Gregory VL, Pope, purchases the Pa
pacy,!. 381. 

Gregory VII., bit policv, Ii. 15. 
Gregory IX., Pope, eicommunicate. 

Frederick n., iI. 67. 
Gregory XL, Pope, restore. the 

Papacy to Rome, Ii. 96. 
Gregory XIL, Pope, depo.ed 'by the 

COuncil of Pi&a, n. 97. 
Gregory the Great, bls bistory, t 355. 

Burna the Palatine Library, i. 3.'>7. 
Attempts to reconvert England, i. 

366. 
GTegory of Naziallzum, his opiniol1 of 

Councils, L 299. 
Grew discovers the .exes of plants, 

fl. 286. 
Grimaldi discovers the diJfractiou of 

light, if. 390. 
Grost@te, Robert, Bishop of Lincoln. 

tbe re.ult or hi. Inquiry ioto 
the emolument. or roreip ee
eleaia8t.ics, 11. 55. 

Makes a .peeking bead. Ii. 116. 
Grotius, his opinioll ot tbe Reforma

tioD, ii. 225. 
Guido, a Benedictine monk, the inven

tor of tbe scale ofmUBlc, L 431. 
Gulf Stream, its influence on tbe 

western conntries ot Europe, i. 
24; ii.871. 

GunpoWder, its composition given by 
Marcus Grll!cus, L 408. 

Hadea, :. 89. 
Ongin of tbe Greek, L 92. 

Hadrian IV., Nicbolas Breakspear, ii. 
25. 

Hallam, bis opinion ot Leonardo da 
Vinci quoted, Ii. 268. 

lIalley'. comet, hoW' described and 
regarded, Ii. 253. 

HalluCU1ation, fasting frequent 
can .. of, L 428. 

Hannina, the earliest Jewish pbysi
'Cian, L 400. 

Haroun, & pbysiciaFa of Alexandria, 
the first to describe the mall
pox, i. 401. 

Haroun-al-Rascbid, Khalil, sends 
Charlemagne tbe keys of ODr 

Saviour', sepulchre, 1. 874. 
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Haroun-al-Raschid placet! all his 
public schools under John Masull, 
i.392. 

I;'atronizes a medical college and 
founds a university, i. 402. 

Causes Homer to be tl'anslated into 
8yriac, U. 34. 

Harpalus, emplo;red by Alexander in 
his scientific undertakings, i.173. 

Harvey dIScovers the circulation of 
the blood, ii. 285. ' 

Hassan takes Carthage b;r storm, i. 334. 
Heart constructed upon the principles 

of h;rdraulics, i. 5. 
Heat, control of, over life, i. 8. 

Distribution of, in Europe, i. 26. 
Sources of, i. 103. 
Boundary of organisms by, ii. 309. 
Decline of, in the earth, h. 318. 
Properties of, ii. 383. 

Helena, the mother of Constantine the 
Great, superintends the building 
of monumental churches, i. 309. 

The inHuence she exercised In the 
rehgion of the world, i. 366. 

Her benevolence in founding hospi
tals, i. 886. 

Adopts image-worship, i. 414. 
Heliocentric theor;r, its meaning, ii. 

254. 
Resistless spread of, ii. 274. 

Heming introduced street-lamps in 
England, ii. 241. 

Henry V., Emperor of German;r, his 
resistance to the Popes, ii. 24. 

Henl'Y VIlL, King of England, had 
personal reasons for discontent, 
ii.216. 

The instrument, not the author, of 
the revolutIon, ii. 238. 

Henry the Fowler IISserts the power of 
the monarchical prinCiple, i. 376. 

lieraclltu8, hiS phllosophical system, 
i. 104-

Heraclius, Emperor, resists the second 
Persian attack, i. 326. 

Hie contemplated abandonment. of 
Constantinople, i. 829. 

Defeated at the battle of Alznadin, 
i.335. 

YOLo II. 

Heraclius, the effect on commerce 01 
his long wars, i. 337. 

He~ules, legend of, i. 37. 
Heresy, Pelagian, i. 293. 

Nestorian, i. 295. 
Eutychian, i. 296. 
Followed the spread of literature, 

Ii. 60. 
Heretics, burning ot', by the Inquisi~ 

tion, ii. 75. 
Hermits, their origm, 1. 424. 

Aerial, i. 426. 
Grazing, f. 427. 
Their numbers, i. 432. 

Hero, the inventor of the fil'llt steam~ 
englDe, i. 205, 387. 

Herodotus, i. 49. 
Herschels, their discoveries, iL 276. 
Hesiod extende tlle theogon;r ot 

Romer, i. 43. 
Hessians, period of their conversion, 

i.865. 
Riero's crown gives origin to h;rdro

statics, i. 195. 
Hieroglyphics, their origin and value, 

i.83. 
Hilarion, a hermit of the fourt!. 

. century, i. 425. 
Said to be the first to establish a 

monastery, i. 432. 
lhlary, Bishop of Aries, his contumacy 

denounced, i. 300. 
Hildebrand brought on an ecclesia&

tical reform, ii. S. 
Ris difBculty in reconciling t.he. 

dogmas of the Church With th& 
suggestions of reason, ii.12. 

Becomes Pope Gregory VII., ii, 
15. 

Hindu polytheism, i. 34. 
Philosophy, i. 56. 

Hipparchus, the writings or, i. 202. 
Hippocrates, his opinion of Democritus" 

L 126. 
Review of, i. 893. 

Historians, secession or, from th& 
public faith, i. 49. 

Hobbes, his philosophical opinions, i. 
231. 

1Ioly places, loss of, ii. 134. 
2 E 
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Homer, theogony of, extended by He-
stod, 'i. 43. , 

1H0m<pomerim, i. 109. 
lioDoriUB passes a law against concu

binage among th~ clergy, i. 359. 
HonorlUs Ill. cotnpela Fl'edel'ick IL to 

marry Yolinda de LUsignan, Ii. 
67. 

!Woke, his paper to the Royal Society 
'on circular motion, ii. 272. 

Determines the essential condition. 
of combustion, ii. 286. 

liormisdas, Pope, poHcy pursued by, 
i.353. 

Rarner's observation on thE'> :rate of 
the mud deposit of the NUe, i. 
87. 

Hosins oC Cordova seAt to Alexandria, 
i. 286. 

Houris of Paradise, i. 346. 
Humboldt. pays tribute to Erato

sthenes, i. 196. 
His remarks on the movement of 

Jupiter's satellites, ii. 267. 
Hume, his doctrine of mind and 

tnatter, i. 231. 
Huss, John. martyrdom of, ii. 100. 

Adopts the theological views of 
Wickhffe, ii. 148. 

Hydrometer improved by Alhazen, Ii. 
48. 

Hyksos, old empire of Egypt invaded 
and overthrown by the, i. 76. 

Hypatia lectures on philosophy in 
Alexandria, i. 322. 

Murdered by Cyril, i. 324. 
Hypocrisy, organization of, i. 54. 

lambIicus, a wonder-worker, i. 215. 
Iconoclasm, i. 416. 
Ideal theory, Plato's, i. 153. 

Criticism on, i. 161. 
Ilhberis, Council of, condemns the 

worship of images, f. 414. 
Images, bleeding and winking, i. 415. 
Image-worship resisted by Charle

magne, i. 372. 
Fostered by the Empress Hele1lll, i. 

414. 
In the West, i. 415. 

.. Imitation oC Christ," tendency or, 
ii. 196. 

Immortality, double, impUed by PJat(l' 
doctrine, i. 161. 

Impulses, two, against the Church, ii. 
131. 

Incandescence, the pl'oduction of light 
by, ii. 884. 

Incarnations, divino, necessary' conse
quence ofthe belief of, 1. 91. 

Incas, the ancestor. of one of the 
order. of nobili.y among the 
Peruvians, Ii. 183. 

Incombustible men, i. 409. 
Index EXfurgatoriua, promulgated by 

Pau IV., h. 214. 
Indian, American, L 27. 
Indo-Germanlc Invasion, L 32. 
Inductive philolophy founded by 

Aristotle, i. 76. 
Indulgence .. nature of, II. 207. 
Innocent L, Pope, lettl61 the PelRgiall 

controversy iu favour of the 
African bishop., I. 29 .... 

Innocent IlL, Pope, hi, interference In 
behalf of temporary political in
terests, ii. 53. 

His death, Ii. 62-
Prohibits the Itudy of science in 

the school. of Paris, ii. 76. 
Iunocent tV .. Pope, e:rcommuuicates 

Frederick, ii. 72. 
Innocent VIII., Pope, his bull agains .. 

witchcraft, ii. 118. 
Inquisition, its origin, Ii. 62. 

Attempt. to arre.t the iutellectual 
revolt, iL 74. 

Its sacrifices, ii. 188. 
Its effect on Protestantism in Spain 

and Italy, ii. 220. 
Insane, Diogenea' view of the, i. 

102. 
Inse(:t an aut.omatic mechanism, ii. 

349. 
Institutes of Menu, L 63. 
Intellect, the primal, Anuagoras'. 

view of, i. lOS. 
Intellectual class, the true representa

tion of. community, i. 13. 
Despair, ii. 02. 
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Intellectual impulse makes its attack 
through astronomy, ii. 188. 

Development the 111m of Ilature, ii. 
359. 

Interstltial death, i. 14. 
Creations, ii. 812. 

lnvestit1J.res, the con/Uot on, ii. 17. 
Invisible, localization ot the, i. 36. 
Ionian. philosophy. puerilities ot, i. 

106. 
Irene, the Empress, puts OI1t her son's 

eyes, i. 874. 
Her lupentltioua cruelty, i. 420. 

Iris, its function, i. 5. 
!sill, her worship, i. 187. 
lsothlmnal bues, i. 24, 26. 
larafil, the angel, i. 345-
Italian Christianity, boundaries of, ii. 

1. 
System, its movements, ii. 150. 

Italy, relations of, ii. 127. 
Degraded state of, ii. 127. 
Immorality of, ii. 136. 
Cause of her degradation, ii. 143. 
Scientific contributlons of, ii. 390. 
Causes of her depression, il, 891. 

James I., his proceedings against 
witchcraft, il, 117. 

Joson, the voyage of, i. 41. 
Jaxartes, its drying up, i. 29. 
Jerome of Prague, hls martyrdom, ii. 

101. 
Jerome, St., deaounces Pelagiua, i. 

294. 
Tran.,latea the :Bible into Latin, i. 

S06. 
His equivocal enoomiums on mar· 

riage, i. 359, 427. 
Jerusalem, position of, i. '11: 

Bishops of, i. 272. 
Church (If, i. 291. 
}<'all and pillage of, L 328, 335. 
Capture of, ii. 22. 
Surrender of, to Frederick II., ii. 68. 

JesUIts, the Order of, instituted, ii. 
220. 

The utent of their influence, ii. 
221. 

Causos of their suppression, ii. 222. 

Jewish physicians, their writings, ii. 
120. 

Jewish-Spanish physicians, writing. 
of, ii. 123. 

Jews, conversion o~ i. 270. 
,Are the teachers of the Saracens, i. 

384. 
Their inBuence on supernaturalism, 

ii.119. 
Medical studies among, ii. 121. 
ExpUlsion of, from France, ii. 126. 
Their geographical knowledge and:' 

its results, Ii. 175 • 
. John, King of England, is excommuni. 

cated by Pope Innocent III., ii. 
54. 

John, Pope, died in prison, i. 353. 
John VIIl., Pope, pays tribute to the 

Mohammedans, i. 379. 
John XVI., Antipope, eruel and igno

minious treatment of, i. 381. 
John nn., Pope, the practical cha· 

racter of hlS policy, ii. 93. 
John of Damascus takes part ill the 

Iconoclastic dispute, ii. 59. 
Joshua ben Nun, a professor at Bag

dad, i. 402. 
Journallsm is gradually supplanting 

oratory, ii. 204. 
Judgment, future, according to the 

Egyptian theology, i. 92. 
Accol'ding to the Korea, i. 845. 
Right of individual, asserted by 

Luther, ii. 209. 
Jugurthine War, i. 247. 
Juhan, Emperor, attempts the I'estor

ation or paganism, i. 311. 
J usttnian clos~s the philosophical 

schools in Athens, i. 216. 
His re-conquest of .Athcs, j. 327. 
Elfect of hia 'Wars, i. 351. 
Conquers Italy, i. 354. 

Justin Martyr, his illustrations of his 
idea of the divine ray, 1. 274. 

Kaleidosoope, an optical instrument, 
ii.380. 

Kalid, the .. Sword of God, U defeats 
Heracliua at the battle of Aima
din, i. 335. 

2 B 2 
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Kant, his philosophical doctrines, i. 
232. 

Kempie, Thomas 1, autbor of the 
" Imitation of Christ," ii. 196. 

Kepler, the effect of the discovery of 
his laws, i. 4. 

His work prohibited by the Inqui-
sition, ii. 263. 

His mode of inquiry, ii. 266. 
Discovery of his laws, ii. 267. 
Cause of his laws, ii. 274. -

Kiersi, Council of, quotation from, 1. 
369. 

Kirk's lambs, ferocity of, ii. 244. 
Koran, passages from the, i. 831. 

Review of the, i. 340. 

Labarum, story of, believed, i. 309. 
Lactantius, his argument against the 

globular form of the earth, i. 
315. 

" Ladder of Paradise," ii. 59. 
Langton, Stephen, Magna Charta ori

ginates from his suggestiOn, ii. 
54. 

Languages, modern, their effects, ii. 
192. 

Languedoc, light literature of, ii. 35. 
Laplace discovers the cause of the 

irregularity of the moon's motion, 
ii. 278. 

On some of the phenomena of the 
solar system, ii. 280. 

Lapland, oause of the contentment 
and inferiority of, i. 13. 

Lateran Council, second, vests the 
elective power to the Papacy in 
the CardlDa1s, ii. 15. 

Third, defines the new basis of the 
Papal system, ii. 18. 

F oarth, establishes the lIecessit y of 
auricular oonfession, ii. 65. 

Latin, the use of, as a sacred language, 
required by the Chm'Ch, iI. 191. 

Lavaur, massacre of, ii. 62. 
Law, the world ruled by, i. 20. 

Succession of affairs determined by, 
i.389. 

.-Eternity and universality of, ii. 
359. 

Lawyers, their agency lint recoguil:ed, 
ii. 81. 

Theil' power antagonistic to the 
ecclesiastical, ii. 82. 

Their opposition to supernaturalism. 
ii. 113. 

Leaning towen, I. 80. 
Leaves of plants, their action, II. 33~. 
Legends of Western Saints, i. 435. 
Legion, Roman, how constl'Ucted. \. 

251. 
Leibnit2:, his doctrine of the mind, j, 

23!. 
Hia contribution to geology, Ii. 28G. 

Leit, the first discoverer of AmerlCD, 
Ii. 164. 

tentulul, spurious letter or, to the
Roman .enate, 1. 861. 

Leo III., Pope, crown. Charlemague 
In St. Peter's, t. 371. 

Assaulted by the nephewl of Adrian, 
i. 378. 

Leo the Chazar continues All icono
clastic policy. I. 419. 

teo the Great, i. 3tl2. 
Leo the Isaurian, the lounder or II 

new dynasty at Constantipole, i. 
416. 

Publishes an edict prohibiting the 
worship of image., i. 417. 

Leo X., Pope, exposed to obloquy, il. 
218. 

Hia character, ii. 215. 
Is reponed to have contracted 

'yphiJiA, ii. 232. 
Leontlus Pllatus, description of, by 

BoccaCCIo, it. 194. 
Lesches, poem. of, t. 51. 
Levites, their manner of healing, i. 

400. 
Lewenboeck diecoYers 8permatozoa, il. 

286. 
Liberty 1I0t appreciated in India, i. 

62-
Mental when maintained, Ii. 227. 

Libraries, Alexandrisn, Blze 0(, .. 
188. 

Establishment of, L 317. 
Licinins neutralizes the potior of Con

atantlne, i. 278. 
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Lire, individual, is ola mixed kind, i. 
2. 

Social, its nature, i. 2. 
First opinion of savage, i. 3. 
Varinble rapidity of, i. 18. 

Light, velocity of motion of, ii. 279, 
298. 

Proves the age of the world, ii. 
298. 

White, ii. 379. 
Chemical influences of, ii. 383. 

Limestone deposited from the sea, ii. 
321. 

Lipari, the crater of, supposed to be 
the opening into hell, i. 354, 
357. 

Lippershey first constructs a telescope, 
ii.261. 

Lisbon, the great earthquake of, ii. 
302. 

Listening contrasted with reading, ii. 
203. 

Lister, author of II synopsis of shells, ii. 
286. 

Ascertains the continuity of strata, 
ii.286. 

Literary men, their influence, ii. 150. 
Literature, spread of gay, from Spain, 

ii.60. 
Pro:Bigate character of, in England, 

h.244. 
Lithotomy, new operations for, by 

the Alexandrian surgeons, i. 399. 
Livy, writings of, vindICtively pur

sued by Gregory the Great, i. 
357. 

Locke, hiS theory of' the sources of 
ideas, i. 231. 

LocomotIOn, followed by mental deve
lopment, ii. 119, 136. 

PrOVlSlOns for, show the social con
dibon of II nation, ii. 239. 

Locomotives, invented by Murdoch, ii. 
887. 

Logie, Al'lstotle's, i. 177. 
Character of medileval, ii. 111. 
Each age of bfe has its own, ii. 

192. 
., Logos," Philo's idea Of the, i. 210. 

JustlD Martyr's idea of the, i. 274. 

lombards, converted at the lleginning 
of the sixth century, i. 365. 

London, condition of, towards the 
close of the seventeenth century, 
ii.238. 

Lorenzo de' Medici, his patronage ot 
literature and philosophy, il.la5. 

Loretto, miracle of, Ii. 80. 
Louis XIV., his order in council pun-

ishing sorcery, ii. 118. 
Louis, St., his charactel', ii. 73. 
Lucius Apuleius, i. 211. 
Lucretius, the irreligious nature of his 

poem, i. 257. 
Luitprand captures Ravenna, i. 422. 
Luitprand quoted on Constantinople, 

ii.58. 
Luther, experiences of, ii. 117. 

The revolt of, ii. 149. 
History of, iI. 208. 
ExcommunicatIOn of, ii. 211. 
Looked upon with contempt by the 

Italians, ii. 215. 
Lyceum, Aristotle founds II school in, 

~. 176. 
Lyons, Council of, ii. 71. 

:Macaulay, Lord, has taken too limited 
a View of the Reformation, ii. 
227. 

Macedonian campaign opens a Ilew 
world to the Greeks, i. 45. 

Its ruinous effects on Greece, i.172. 
Its effect on intellectual progress, i. 

186. 
Macedonius, Bishop of Constantinople, 
. his heresy, i. 289. 
Machiavelli, the principles o~ ii. 137. 

His cc History efFlorence," ii.143. 
Machinery, SOCIal changes effected by. 

Ii. 888. 
Magellan, his great voyage, ii. 169. 
MagiC and necromancy, Plotinus re

sorts to, i. 214. 
Magic lantern, h. 380. 
Magna. Charta. origmates from. sug

gestion of Stephen Langton, it. 
M. 

:Magnet supposed by Thales to have a. 
hVlng soul, i. 97. 
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Magnetio variation, discovel'1 of the 
line of, ii. 163. 

Erroneously supposed by Columbus 
to be immovable, ii. 165. 

Magnetism, discoveries in, ii. 378. 
<Malmonides, his liCe and writings, ii. 

124. 
Malpighi devotes himselt to 'botany, 

ii.286. 
Applies the microscope to anatomy, 

ii. 286. 
Man the archetype ofsociety, L 2. 

Controlled by physicalagenta, 1. 10. 
Variations of, i. 11. 
First form of, according to Anui-

mander, i. 107. 
Nature and development oC, i. 233. 
His race connections, i. 234. 
Apparent position of, on the helio-

centric theory, iI. 337. 
Marco Polo, Ii. 174. 
:Marcus Gralcus gives the composition 

-of gunpowder, i. 408. 
:Mareotis, Lake, i. 323. 
Marmer's compass introduced by the 

Arabs, ii. 43. 
Marozia, her infamy and cruelty, i. 

380. 
Marliage, compulsory in the time of 

Augustus, i. 253. 
Sinfulness of, according to the prin

ciples of the monka, i. 426. 
Marsilio, his work "The Defender of 

Peace," ii. 93. 
llarsJliu8 Ficinus, the Platonist, ii. 

193. 
Maslle', John, the Nestorian, superin

tendence of schools entrusted to, 
by Haroun al Raschid, i. 392, 
ii.36. 

Matilda, Countess, aids Gregol1 VIL, 
ii.16. 

Calumniated by the married clergy, 
Ii. 17. 

:Matter, its indestructibility, ii. 375. 
Maximum of certainty, i. 236. 
Maximus lyrins, i. 259. 
Mas Muller on language, i. 33. 
Mayow on respiration, ii. 286. 
Mechanical invention, effect of, ii. 384. 

Medicine, Byzantine, luppression or, 
i.386. 

Origin of Greek, L 393. 
Egyptian. i. 397. 
Alexandrian, i. 398. 

Mediterranean Sea, Ita dependencies 
and extent, L 28. 

Propriety of its name, i. 39. 
Wonders of, i. 41. 
Trade of, Ii. 158. 

Uegaric Ichool, L 148. 
Mefanchthon, ii. 211. 
Melissus of Samos, an Eleatic, i. 123. 
Mellon! first polarizes hght, ii. 890. 
Mendicant Olders, establishment of, 

Ii. 62. 
Menn, institute. or, L 63. 

Extract from, i. 224. 
Metaphyslcl, Aristotle's, i. 178. 

Uncertainty of, ii. 844. 
Meteoric aton8, boaated prediction of 

fan o~ i. 111. 
Mexico, .ocial condition of, ii. 17:1. 
Michael the Stammerer, hUl incre'\u-

hty and profanity, i. 420. 
Middlo Ages, their condItIOn, i. 1::9. 
Migration of bmiB, i. 6. 
M.Llan, Bishop of, excommunicated, ii. 

17. 
Milky way, aa explained by the Py

thagoreans, i. 117. 
M,lllife, ii. 388. 
Milton, his "Paradise Loit" a lIani

chean compo.ltion, II. 245. 
In favour of the Copernican IYstem, 

ii.260. 
Miracle cure, i. 386. 

Plays, ii. 2-1.6. 
MI88ionariel, Irish and British, 1. 366. 
Mithridate-, KID, of PODtus., studies 

poison. and an tidotes, i. 400. 
Moawiyah, Khalil, sends hiS l1euteD3Dt 

against Africa, i. 334. 
Rebnildl the church or Edessa, i. 

838. 
MI2BUin qnote:! in favour of the Co

pernican system, ii. 266. 
110hammed subject to delU8iona, 1.148. 

330. 
History or, i. 329. 



Mohammed n., ii. 107. 
llohammedanlsm, causes ot'the spread 

oC, i. 837. 
Popular, i. 845. 
Sects of, i. 347. 
Arl'est or, in Western Europe, ii. 30. 
Literature or, ii. 84. 
Uniformly patroniacd physical sci

ence, ii. 121. 
Monllllteries, condition of EU'l'ope at 

thlliuppress.lon of, ii. 280. 
Monasticism, amelioration of, i. 431. 

Spread of, from Egypt, i 433. 
Monks, African and European, i. 237. 

Labours and 11lCCeSSes of, i. 365. 
Their origin and history, i. 424. 
Diftcrenccs of Eastern and Western, 

i. 434. 
Their intellectllal infillence, i. 438., 

Monotheism preceded by imperialism, 
i. 2~6. 

Roman, its boundaries, i. 261. 
Montanus, the pretended Paraclete, i. 

291. 
Moon, variations of, discovered b 

Aboul Wefa, i. 3~5. 
Volcanic action in, Ii. 304. 

Moon boast of an Arab descent, i. 337. 
Moral playa, ii. 248. 
Moris, Lake, i. 96. 
Moslems, their creed, h. 37. 
Motion, the three laws of, ii. 269. 
Muggleton, Lewis, hiS doctrines, ii. 

239. 
Murdoch inVllnts the locomotive, ii. 

887. 
Musa completes the conquest of Africa, 

i. 333. 
Arrested at the head of his army, i. 

369. 
Museum of Alexandria, i. 187. 

It.~ studies arranged in four facul
ties, i. 897. 

Musia, scale of, invented by Guido, i. 
437. 

Mycene, gate of, i. 32. 
Mythology, Greek, origin of, i. 31. 

Napier invents and perfects loga-
rithms, ii. 285. 
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Narse~. the eunuch, sent l.y Justi
nian against Rome, i. 351. 

Nations, progl'ess of, lib that Clf iu-
dividuals, i. 12. 

Secular v'ariations of, i. 16. 
Death or, i. 17. 
Are only trausitional forms, i. 17. 

Nearehus, an intimate f)'iend of Alex-
ander the Great, i. 1'13. 

NebuIll!, uistence 0; h. 282. 
Nebular hypothesis, ii. 28l. 
Necromancy, Alexand1ian, 1. 404. 
Neo-Platonism, its origin imputed to 

Ammonius Saccas, i. 211, 
Nervous system, general view of, ii. 

346. 
Three distinct parts of human, ii. 

353. 
Nestorians, their origin, i. 295. 

Early cultivate medicine, i.' 885. 
Their history and pt'ogress, i. 391. 

New academy founded by Carneades, 
i. 169. 

Newspapers, their origill; ii. 204. 
When tirst regu181'lr issued ill EDg

land, ii. 249. 
Were first issued in Itllly, ii. 390. 

Newton, quotation from" Principia" 
of, i. 120. 

Availed himself of the doctrines of 
Hlpparchus, i. 202. 

Under no oblIgation to Bacon, ii. 
259. 

Publication or the "Principia" of, 
ii.272. 

His mathematical learning and ex-
, perimental skill, ii. 286. 
Niagam Falls furnish proof or time 

from etreet produced, ii. 305. 
Prove thfl enormous age of the 

earth, ii. 334. 
Nicrea, Council of, summoned by Con

stantine, ~ 286. 
Second council of, summoned by 

Irene, i. 420. 
Nicene Creed, i. 287. 
Nicholas V. a patron of art, ii. 110. 

, Nicomedia, church of, destroyed, i. 277. 
Niebuhr, his opiniou of the Greek ac

count of the Pel'sian war, i. 131. 
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Nile, inundation8 of, i. 86. 
NlJ'wana, the end of 8uccessive uist

ences in the Buddhist doctrine, 
i. 71, 230. 

Nitria, why well adapted for monks, L 
432. 

Nogaret, William de, the legal advI
ser of Boniface, ii. 84. 

Advises King Philip the Fair, U. 
91. 

'iomades, Asiatic, i. 29. . 
j ominalism, doctrine of, sprang from 

scholastic philosophy, ii. 11. 
~orman Invasion of England favoul'ed 

by Pope Gregory VIL, ii. 16. 
Norway, depth of rain in, i. 25. 

Elevation and depression in level of, 
ii. 307. 

~orwegians, diet of, accounted for, L 
27. 

Novatus the heretic, i. 284. 
Number the first principle according 

to the Pythagorean philosophy, 
i.ll3. 

Numenius, a Trinitarian, i. 211. 
~umerals, Arabic, derived from the 

Hindus, ii. 40. 
Introduced into dift'erent countries, 

ii. 49. 

Oaks, objects of adoration among the 
German nations, i. 241. 

Obelisks, EgyptIan, prodigious height 
of, i. 76. 

Observatories first introduced into 
Europe by the Arabs, ii. 42. 

Ocean, its size, ii. 371. • 
Octave, the grand st.andard of harmo

nica1 relation among the Pytha
goreans, i. 116. 

Oliva, John Peter, hi8 comment on 
the Apocalypse, ii.78. 

OlympIan deities, their nature, i. 50. 
Omar, Khalif, takes Jerusalem, i. 
• 335. 
~ His behaviour contrasted with that 

of the Crusaders, ii. 22. 
Opinion and Reason, Parmenides's work 

on, L 121. 
Optics. discoveriea in, ii. 379. 

Oratory lupplanted by jou11lah.m, Ii. 
204. 

Orchomenos, ruinl of, L 82. 
Orders, monastic, rise and progress or, 

1.433. 
Orestes compelled to interfere to .top 

a riot in AleJ:andria, i. 822. 
Organ, the, invented by Sylvester, a 

Benedictine monk, i. 437. 
Organisms, permanence of, due to ex

ternal condi tiona, i. 8. 
Control of physical agents over, i. 

D. 
Date. of Yarious, ii. 321. 

Orpheus, legend of, i. 37. 
Osiris, daily ceremony before tomb of, 

i.89. 
One of the divinities of the Egyp

tian theology, i. D1. 
81t, of temple of, ginn to the 

chuI'ch, 1. 319. 
Osporco changes hi. unseemly name 

into SerglUa, Ii. 143. 
Ostrogoth monarchy overthrown, I. 

351. 
Otho nl., Emperor, coutemplates a 

reform in the Church, and is POI
loned by Stephania, h. 6. 

Otranto taken by the Mohammedans, 
ii. 10D. 

Otto, Guericke, invented the aIr-pump 
Ii. 286. 

Oxus, it, drying up, i. 29. 

Pacilic Ocean craned, ii. 171. 
Paganism, attitude of, i. 2G8. 

Death-blow given to, by Theodosius, 
i.312. 

Pagans, accUialioD or, aga1l1st the 
Christiana, i. 301. 

Painting and ICUlpture, relatIOn ot 
the Church to, i. 360. 

PalllJOntology, historical sketch ot 
early,.ii. 314. 

Palatine library burnt by Gregory 
the Great, i. 357. 

Pandataria, Sylverius banished to, i. 
354. 

Pantheism, theology of Iadia uDd.er. 
181d with, i. 69. 
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Pall theism adopted by Parmenides, L 
121. 

Greek, i. 223. 
Pnpacy, history of, i. 290. 

Consolidation of its power in the 
West, i. 862. 

Signal peculiarity of, i. 378. 
Human origin of', i. 882. 

Paper, Invention of', iI. 200. 
!)nppus, an Alu:andrian geometrician, 

i.204. 
Parabolani diverted from their ori

ginal intent by Cyril, i. 821, 886. 
"Paraclete," doctrinE's of faith dis

cussed In the, ii. 10. 
Paradise spoken of with clearness by 

lIohammed, i. 845. 
Parliament, its accusation against the 

clergy, ii. 285. 
Parma, John of, the General of the 

Franciscans, ii. 77. 
l'armenides, doctri .. es of, i. 121. 
Pascal, his view. of humanity, i. 18. 

The influence of his writings, ii. 
285. 

Path.zone, i. 24. 
Patristic18m, introduction of, i. 314. 

Doctrines of, i. 815. 
Confitct of, With philosophy, i.316. 
Decline o~ U. 129. 
End of geography oft ii. 164. 
Ethnical ideas of,'ii. 165. 
End of, ii. 225. 

Paulus Ai:mtlius, his severity, i. 249. 
Pausanil\S, i. 131. 
Pelagian controversy, its el1ect on Pa

pal Bupenority, i. 293. 
P1!lagius, hiS doch·tnes, i. 293, 866. 

• PenaMes, the Veda doctrine of, L 
61. 

Pendulum first applied to clocks by 
the Moors, ii. 42. 

repin, the SOil of Charles Martel, i. 
370. 

Pergamus, library of, trllIlSferred to 
Egypt, i. 318. 

Ptrlclea embraces obnoxious opinions, 
i. 50. 

Bis the age of improvement In 
architecture and oratory, i. 132. 

Perictione, the reputed mother ot 
Plato, i. 151. 

Periodicities, human cause of, i. 7. 
Peripatetics, their philosophy, i. 178. 
Persecutions, moral eftects of, ii. 225. 
Persepolis, burning ot by Alexander 

the Great, i. 174-. 
Perses, revolt of, i. 246. 
Persia, Greek invasion of, i. 171. 

Subdued by Othman III., i. 335. 
PersilU\ invasioll of Europe, i. 130. 

Attack on the Byzantine system, i. 
326. 

Personi6ed (orms introduced, i. S1. 
Perturbations, astronomical, account· 

ed for,ii. 274. 
Peru, its coast, a rainless district, i. 

86. 
A description of, U. 179. 

Peter d'Apono, the alchemist, the 
wonders imputed to him, iI. 116. 

Peter de Brueys, his martyrdom, ii. 
60. 

Peter Morrone becomes Celestine V., 
i. 79. 

Peter the Hermit, ii. 22, 135. 
Peter the Venerable,his acquirements, 

ii.12. 
Peter's pence, ii. 54. 
Petrarch, his opinion of .A vignoD, fi. 

95. 
His zeal for learning, ii. 194-. 

Pharaoh Nacho, his ships first double 
the Cape of Good Hope, ii. 167. 

Philadelphus Ptolemy, i. 189. 
Phillie, mysterious temple of, i. 89. 
Philip the Fair protects the Colonnas, 

Ii. 81. 
Phihston, a writer on regimen, i. 397. 
Philo of LarISsa, founder of the fifth 

academy, i. 170. 
Philo the Jew thinks he is inspired, i. 

209. 
Compares the mind to the eye, i. 

234. 
Philosopher's stone, i. 407. 
Philosophers, persecution of, i. 311. 

The revolt or, h. li9. 
Philosophical crIticism, effect of, i. 46. 

Schools, Indian, i. 65. 
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l'hilollophiclli principles, application 
of, i. 237. 

Philosophy, peripatetlo, L 178. 
Greek, end and lIummal'J of, i. 217. 
Greek and Indian, tbe analogy be

tween, i. 236. 
Reappearance of, Ii 3. 

Phlogiston, theory of, Ii. 374. 
Phocreans buiIC Marseille", i. 46. 
PhreniClans, enterprise of, i. 45. 
Phosphorus discovered by Achild Be-

chil, i. 410. 
PhotJUs, hi. iowo works, ii. 59. 
Photography, ii. 383. 
PhysICal In.-trumente, improvement. 

in, ii. 384. 
Physicians, classes o( i. 897. 

Jewish, i. 400. 
Oppose ftupernaturalism, ii. 113. 
Are disliked by the Church, ii.121. 

Physics of Zeno, 1. 183. 
Physiology, its phase. tne same AI 

those of physics, i. 5. 
OC Plato, i. 156. 
Of Aristotle, I. 180. 

Plccolommi lays the fODndatJoD of 
general anatomy, ii. 285. 

Pietro de Vinea undertakes to poison 
Frederick lL, ii. 72. 

P'mzons of Palos assist Columbus, U. 
161. 

Pis&, Council of, deposes the rival 
Popes, it. 97. 

The first botanical gardens esta
blished at, iI. 890. 

Plagues, mortality of ancient, i. 250. 
Plants, effect of seasons on, i. 6. 

Their dependence on the air, i.102, 
ii. 339. 

Plata!a, fabulollS number slain at 
battle af, i. 130. 

Plater first classified disell8es, ii. 285. 
Plato, his prC)found knowledge of hu

mau nature, i. 53. 
His doctrines, i. 152. 

Platonism, Plutarch leans to, i. 210. 
Resppearance o( in Europe, Ii. 193. 

Plays, miracle, moral, real, it. 246. 
PIt-lades, a nickname given to lenn 

lJ.exaadrian poets, i. 201. 

Plotinus, writinga or, L 212,404. 
Plutarch leans to platonlzinz Orien

taU.m, I. 210. 
Poggio Bracciohnl quoted, U. 101. 
Polarization of light lends .apport tit 

the undulatory tbeory, ii. 382-
Pole .tar, lJ. 30S. 
Polycrates, Bishop ot EphesllS, op

poses Victor, Bisbop ot Rome, L 

291. 
Polygamy, institution or, I. 831. 

Secured the conquest. ot AfrlC1l, i. 
834. 

Its influence in contolidating the 
conque.ts or Mohammedanism, •• 
3:i8. 

Pol ythellm, its antaioniem to _cience, 
l. '9. 

810wn_ of it. declinp, I. 52. 
Pontifical power IIllJ1taJDed by ph,

lical lorce, i. 300. 
Popes, biography .~ front .A.D. 757, 

L 878. 
Had no faith In the rl'.lu1t or the 

Crusades, ii. 23. 
Porphyry, hie writlnp, i. 214, 404. 
Porsenn. takes Rome, I. 244. 
POlldonius, i. 232. 
Praxagoraa mote on tbe puIse, i. 897. 
Pre-exl8tence, Plato', notlou ot,l. 16u. 
Press, libertl ot, secured, Ii. 250. 
.. Principia,' Newton's, quotation 

from, i. 120. 
PublicatioD 0(, Ii. 272. 
Its incomparable merit, II. 275. 

Printing, In'fention of, h. 198. 
Effects o~ h. 200. 

Problem. of Gr4!~k pbl108Ophy, i. 217. 
Proclu.t burn. Vltallan' •• hlpe, i. 215. 

n .. theology, I. 21;). 
Procopiu.t, the bl8torian, eecretary to 

BelisariUl, 11. 08. 
Prof.lhus, a Jew, appointed regent. or 

the faculty of Montpelber, Ii. 
12j. 

Prosper AlplDus writes 011 diagnmris. 
ii. 285. 

Prot~tant, origin olthe name, Ii. 211. 
Provincial letters of Paecal, illBUeDCe 

of, Ii. 286. 
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Psammetichus overthrows the ancient 
pohcy of Egypt, i. 75. 

"' PsaMMltea," II work of Archimedes, 
i. 195. 

Psychology, origin o~ i. 101. 
Solution of questions o~ Ii. 344. 

Ptolemies, political posibon of, i. 18G. 
BlOgraphy of, i. 200. 

Ptolemy, lua "Synta:us," i. 203. 
Puffendorf, author of the "Law of 

Nature and Nations," Ii. 286. 
Pulpit, influence of, affected by the 

preM, Ii. 201. 
Decline of eloquence of, ii. 203. 
Its relabon to the drama, ii. 249. 
State of, an index of tha mental 

condition of a nation, Ii. 249. 
Punic wars, results of, i. 245.. 
Puranas, i 65. 
Pyramids of Egypt, size of, 1. 75. 

The Great, its antiqUlty and won
ders, i. 81. 

What they have witnessed, i. 84. 
Their testlmllny unreliable as to 

the age of the world, ii. 327. 
Pyrrhll, the founder of the Sceptics, 

1.164. 
Pyrrhus, the Epirot, i. 244-
Pythagoras, biography of, i. 111. 

The service he rendered us, 1. 230. 

Quintus Sextius, i. 258. 
QUIPus, a Peruvian instrument for 

enumeration, ii. 185. 
Quito, why it was regarded as a holy 

place, ii. 185 •• 

Rah, a Jewish anatomu.t, i. 400. 
Rabanus, a Benedictine monk, sets 

up a school in Germany, i. 437. 
Rabbis cultivate medicine, Ii. 122. 
Radbert, his Views on transubstantia

tion, ii. 10. 
Railways, ii. 887. 
Rain, quantity of ill Europe, 1. 25. 

Maximum points Ilf, i. 25. 
Rainless countries, agriculture in, i-

85. 
OCthe West, i. 86. 
Peru one, ii. 180. 

Rainy days, number of, i. 26. 
Influence of, I. 27. 

Rameses II., his pohey, i. 78. 
Raschi, his varied nequtrements, ii. 

123. 
Ravenna, Gerbert appointed Arch

bIShop of, ii. 6. 
Ray leads thl' way to comparative 

anatomy, il. 286. . 
Raymond Lully, 881d te bave been 

compelled to make gold fol' Ed
ward II., h. 155. 

Raymond de PennaCorte complIes a 
list of decretals, Ii. 70. 

Reading, its advantage over listening, 
iI.203-

Realism, its origin, Ii. 11. 
Reason, Algazzah's doctrine of the 

faJIibibty of, Ii. 51. 
Reductio ad absurdum introduced 

by Zeno, i. 122. 
Reflect.lon,DemocritllS'. view of, i.125. 
Reliel: acbon, ii. 848. 
Reformation attempted in Greece, i. 

50. 
Influences leading to, ii. 190. 
Dawn of the, ii. 204.. 
In Switzerland, ii. 210. 
Organization of, Ii. 211. 
In Italy, iI. 212. 
Arrest of, ii. 214-
Counter, 11. 219. 
Culmination of, in America, ii. 226_ 

Relics, age or, i. 51. 
Worship of, i. 414. 

Reminiscence, Plato's doctrine of, i.. 
153. 

Republic of Plato, i. 159. 
Revolution, French, ii. 150. 
Rhacotis, Alenndria erected 011 the

site of, i. 19a. 
Rhazes discovers sulphuric acid. L 410. 
Rhazes, a Moorish writer on botany 0-

ii.39. 
Rheims, Gerbert appointed Arch-

hishop of, ii. 5. 
Rhodes r&lSed from the sea, i. 30. 
Rhodl&ns, maritIme code of, L 4.5, 
Richard L of England treacherously-

imprisoned, ii. 25. 
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Richard I. of England, his treatment 
by Saladin contrasted with that 
he received from a Christian 
prince, ii. 136. 

Rienzi, a demagogue, ii. 95. 
Rig Veda, asserted to have beon re

vealed by Brahma, i. 58. 
.. , Robber Synod," the council of Ephe

sus, i. 297. 
Roderic, King of the Goths, ii. 28. 
Jtoderigo de Triana, the first of 

Columbus'. crew to desOlT land, 
ii.163. 

Roman power, influence of, i. 52. 
Christianity, influence of, on the 

people, i. 241. 
History, importance of, i. 242. 
Power, triple form of, i. 243. 
First theocracy and legends, i. 243. 
History, early, i. 243. 
Slave laws, atrocity of, i. 249. 
Slave system, social effects of, i. 249. 
Depravity, i. 252. 
Women, their dissoluteness, i. 253. 
Ethnical element disappears, i. 255. 
Conquest, effects of, i 256. 

,nome, cause of permanence of, i. 11. 
Unpitying tyranny of. i. 267. 
Fall and sack of, by Alaric, i. 300 •• 
Fall and pillage of, by the Vandale, 

i. 350. 
Progress of, to Papal supremacy, i. 

352. 
Relabons of, to Constantinople, i. 

353. 
Three pressures upon, ii. 1. 
Pillaged, sacked, and fired l,y 

Henry, ii. 20. 
Immorahtles of, brought to hght 

by the Crusades, ii. 136. 
Its geological peculiarities, ii. 307. 

'l~omer, his estimate of the velocity uf 
light confirmed, ii. 299. 

Roscehn of Complegne, an early 
advocate of NomlDalism, ii. 11. 

'Ruysch improves minute anatomy, ji. 
286. 

,saoramentarians, separate from the 
LlItheranq, Ii. 211. 

&hara Desert strect. the distributioa 
of heat ia Europe, i. 24. 

Saladin retakea Jeruaalem, II. 25. 
HIS noble behaviour to Richard I., 

iI. 136. 
Salamanca, Columbul confuted by the 

CounCil of, ii. 161 • 
Council of, it, reply when urged 

to teach phySical Icicnce, iI. 
278. 

Sampson, Agnes, burnt for witch
craft, Ii. 117. 

Samuel, aa accomplished Jewish phy
.ician, i. 400. 

Sanctorio laya the foundation of 
modern physiology, ii. 285. 

Invent. the thermometer, ii. 390. 
Sanscrit vocabulal'Y, I. 33. 
Saracens, their pohcy, i. 336. 

Cause olthelr check: iD the conquest 
of France, l. 869. 

Are taught by the Neatorianl and 
Jew., i. 3S .... 

They dominate iD the llediter
ranean, i. 422. 

Their chemistl'Y, medicine, 8n(1 
.urgery, ii. 89. 

Their philosophy, ii. 49. 
Early cultivators of astronomy, h. 

133. 
Sardica, Couucil or, i. 292. 
Satan, notion of, had become debated, 

i.414. 
Sautree, William, the firs~ Engli&h 

martyr, ii. 99. 
Saviour, ID Koran never called Son 

of God, i. 342. 
Model of, eventually receIved, i. 

361. 
Scandinavian geological motion, i. 

30. 
Discovel'Y of America, Ii. 164, 175. 

Sceptics, rise of, 1. 163. 
SchIsm, causes of the great, ii. 96. 
Scholastic philosophy, rise of, Ii. 11. 

Theology, rise or, il. 12. 
SchOOls, philosophIcal Greek, merely 

points of reunion, i. 112. 
The Megaric, Cyrenalc, and 

Cynical, i. 148. 
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Science, Alexandrian, suppressed, i. 
325. 

Sculpture, relation of Church to, i. 
360. 

Scs of Azor, a depElndency of thEl 
Mediterranean, i. 28. • 

Seasons, elfect of, 011 animal. and 
plants, i. 6. 

Sebastian dEl Eleano, thEl Lieutenant 
of Magellan, ii. 173. 

Secular geological movement of 
Europe and Asia, i. 29. 

Inequahties olsatellites, ii. 277. 
Semicn'cular canals, their function, 

i.5. 
Seneca, the influence of his writings 

accounted for, i. 258. 
Sens, CounCil of, report of, to Rome, 

ii.11. 
Scnsation, Democritus confounds it 

with thought, 1. 125. 
Senses, AIgaZ2iah's doctrine of the 

fallibilIty,of, Ii. 50. 
Septuagint Bible, the translators of, 

entertalDed by Ptolemy Phila
delphus, i. 190. 

~erapion, causes of its umbrage to 
Archbishop Theophilus, i. 318. 

Destruction of, i. 319. 
Sel'apis, establishment of thEl worship 

of, i. 187. 
Description of the temple of, i. 

318. 
Statue of, destroyed, i. S19. 
'fern pIe of, used for a hospital, i. 

399. 
Servetus, the burning of, by Calvin, 

Ii. 226. 
Almost detected the circulation of 

the blood, Ii. 285. 
Servile rebellion in Sicily, i. 247. 
Seville, tower of, an observatory 

built by the Arabs, ii. 42. 
Shakespeare, quotation from, i. 207. 

His position with regard to Enghsh 
literature, ii. 249. 

Shepherds. the, their exertions in 
behalf of King Louis, ii. 76. 

ShiitE's, one of the seventy-three 
Mohammedan sects, i. 347. 

Sigismund, Emperor, his treacherous 
conduct to John Huss, Ii. 101. 

Silver, its comparative value ill. Rome, 
i.251. 

Simon Magus, all. Oriental magician, 
wonders related of, li. 114, 

Simony, organization of, ii. 97. 
Sirius, its 81lpposed Influence on the 

waters of thEl Nile, i. 90. 
Slave system, Roman, i. 24g. 
Slavery under Charlemagne, i. 373. 

Recognized in certain cases ill 
Mexico, Ii. 176. 

Slavians converted by Greek mission. 
aries, i. 367. 

Smyrna, Erasistratus established a 
school there, i. 899. 

Snow, w!.tribution of, in Europe, i. 
26. 

Snowy days, number of, at various 
placesr i. 26. 

Social wal', important results of, i. 
247. 

Eminence, no preservative from so
Cial delusion, ii. 117. 

Society, the intellectual class the tr1lll 
representative of a community, 
i. 13. 

Sociology, comparative, ii. 359. 
Socrates, Aristophanes eXCites the 

people agalDst, i. 47. 
His mode of teaching, and his 

doctrlDes, i. 143. 
Character ot', in Athens, i. 146. 
"The Mad," i. 150. 

Solar system proves the existence of 
law, i. 4. 

Soliman the Magnificent takes Bel
grade, ii. 109. 

SonDltes, one of thEl seventy-threa 
Mohammedan sects. i. 347. 

SopateJ' accused of magic, and decapi
tated, i. 310. 

Sophists, their doctrines, i. 135. 
Their influence, i. 220. 

Sorcery, interminghng of magic and, 
L 402. 

Introduction of European, ii. 115. 
Soul, Indian ideas of the, i. 60. 

Purification of, i. 61. 
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Soul, Diogenes' opinion of that of the 
world, i. 99. 

Plato's doctrine of the triple con
stitution of, i. 156. 

Greek problem as to the nature of, 
i.218. 

As to the immortality and absorp
tion of, i. 228. 

The human, ii. 365. 
Sound, nature and properties of, ii. 

369. 
Spain, Roman annexation of, t. 247. 

Arab invasIOn of, ii. 28. 
Literature of, ii. 85. 
Crime of, ii. 166. 

Sparta, Lycurgus abolished private 
property in, i. 129. 

Spartacus, the gladiator, I. 248. 
Species, Cuvier's doctrine of the per

manence of, ii. 826. 
OppositIOn to the doctrine of trans

mutation of, Ii. 828. 
Specific gravity, Alhazen's tables of, 

clearly approach our own, ii. 
48. 

Sphlilrus, the Stoic, fraud practised 
on, i, 189. 

Spheres, music of, a belief entertained 
by the Pythagoreans, i. 116. 

Sphinxes, one of the wonders of 
ancient Egypt, i. 76-

Spinal cord, its separate and conjoint 
actIOn, ii. 852-

Spires, first Diet of, ii. 210. 
Spirit, in chemistry, had ai first a 

Ii teral meaning, i. 405. 
Spiritualists, their devout regard for 

the" Everlasting Gospel," ii. 78. 
Spontaneous generation, Anui-

mander's doctrine of, i. 107. 
Anaxagoras's doctrine of, i. 10~. 

Stage, state of, an index of the mental 
condition of a nation, ii. 249. 

Stancari first counted the vibratiOll8 
of a string emitting musical 
notes, ii. 890. 

.stars, multiple, i. 4. 
Coloured hght of double, Ii. 277. 
Our cluster of, how divided, ii. 

280. 

Star-worbh;p, fetichibm displaced by, 
i.3. 

The philosophy or. 1. 90. 
Steam-engine first invented by Hero, 

i. 205, 887. 
The nature of Watt'. impro1'ement 

in, ii. 885. 
Steno first recognizes the twoColc! 

division of rocks, iI. 315. 
Stephania, wife of CrescentiUl, poisons 

Otho IlL, ii. 7. 
Stephanus, a grammarian of Constan

tinople, ii. 58. 
Stephen II., Pope, consecrates Pepin 

and hi. family, i. 870. 
Stephen IlL, Pope, urges CharletnRgne 

again.' the Lombard8, I. 371. 
Stephenson, George, hie improvement 

in t be IncomotJve, and its results, 
ii.887. 

Stercorists, their doctrines, II. 10. 
Stereoscope, an optical instrument, ii. 

880. . 
Stem us, hie mechanical works, ii. 

269. 
Revives correct riews of the me

chanical properties of water, ii. 
872. 

Stigmata, marks miraculously im
pressed on the body of St. FranCIS, 
ii. 640. 

Stihcho, a Goth, compel. Alme to re
treat, and Rhsdogast to lur
render, L 300. 

Is murdered by the Emperor, his 
master, L 300. 

Stoicism, its Intention, 1. 183. 
StoICS, exoterio philosophy o( i. 184. 
Struve, hi, estimate 01 the velOCity of 

light, Ii. 299. 
Stylites, St. Simeon, all aerial martyr 

of the fi£t.h century, L 426. 
Snccess too often the criterion of 

right, L 332. 
Sun, agency of, i. 103. 

Aristarchus'. attempts to ascertain 
the distance of, i. 199 • 

The source of force, ii. 839. 
InfInence or, OD org:.nic and inor

ganic nature, ii. 362. 
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Sun-ciials, invention of, wrongfully 
ascribed to Anaximander, i. 107. 

Supererogation, thel.heory 04 ii. 207. 
Su pernat ural appeal'llnces, cause of, i. 

428. 
Supernaturalism, its adoption by the 

age ot" f&lth, u. 112. 
Overthrow of, in Ii'rance, ii. 126. 

Superstitiollll, dlsappearance of, i. 255. 
Swammerdam apphes dissection to 

the natural hIStory of insects, ii. 
286. 

Sweden, change of level in, ii. 807. 
Sybarls, II luxurious Italiot city, i.. 

128. 
SylverlUs, Pope, deposed by the Em

peror's wife, Theodora, i. 854-
Sylvester, II Benedictine monk. in

vents the organ, i. 437. 
Sylvester 11., Pope, is believed to have 

made a spealnng head, ii. 115. 
Symmachus, Senator, falls a victim '0 the wrath oC Theodoric, the 

GothiC king, 1. 853. 
" SyntaxiS," the great work of 

Ptolemy, i. 203. 
Syphilis, moral state 'f Europe indi

cated by the spread of, ii. 231. 
Syria, importance of conquest of, to 

the Arabs, i. 335, 

Tacitus, his testimony to the depraved 
state of Roman morality, i. 254. 

Taresiua created Patriarch by Irene, 
i. 420. 

Tarik lands at Gibraltar, &0 called in 
memory of his u.ame, ii. 29. 

Tartars, why they prefer a milk diet, 
i. 27. ' 

Tartarua, one of the two divisions of 
hell, according to AnaxiDienes, i. 
S6. 

Tuation, amount or Roman, i. 251. 
'I'aylor, Jeremy, his testimony 11$ to 

the authority of the Fathers, ii. 
225. 

Telescope, invention 04 ii. 261, S80. 
'l'emperature, life can only be main

tained within a narrow range, 
i. 7. 

Templars, ap08tasy, arrest, and 
punishment of, Ii. 90,91,92. 

TeDSODS, or poetic disputations, origi
nated among the Arabs, IL 34. 

Tertulhan, his letter to Scapula, i. 
275. 

Denounces- the Bishop of Rome as 
a heretic, i. 291. 

Denies the Scripture authority for 
certain observances, i. 358. 

His impression of the personal ap
pearance of the SaViour, i. 861. 

Testimony, human, value of, ii. 119. 
Tetractys, the number "teo," why 

60 called, i. 114. 
Tezcuco, description of, ii. 178. 
Thabor, mysterio1lll light of, ii. 59. 
Thales, philosophy of, i. 95. 
Thaumulns, the name of Ammonius 

changed to, i. 322. 
Theatre, the English, ii. 245. 
Thebit Ben Corrah determines the 

length of the year, ii. 41. 
Theodora, Empress, restores image

worship, i. 421. 
Theodoric, the Ostrogoth, effect of the 

conquest of Italy by, i. 353. 
The change in his pohcy, i. 358. 

Theodorus, Bishop his tongue cut 
out, i.378. 

Theodosius, Emperor, fanaticism 04 i. 
312. 

IUs cruel vengeance at Thessalonica, 
i. 313. 

HIS acts, i. 317. 
Orders the Serapion to be torn 

down, i. 819. 
Theodosius, an Alexandrian geometri

C18D.. i. 204-
Theon, an Alexandrian geometrician., 

and father of Hypatia, i. 204, 
822. 

Theophilns, Arehbishop of Alexandria, 
his character, i. 317. 

Cause of his umbrage at the 
Serapion, L 318. 

Persecutions or, i. 819. 
TheoplW.us, Bishop of Antioch. first 

introduced the word .. Trinity .... 
i..273. 
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Theophilus, .Emperor, image-worship 
restored at h18 death, L 421. 

His surly and insolent reply to AI
maimon, ii. 40. 

Theosls, its meaning as employed by 
John Erigena, ii. 9. 

Therapeutal, early Egyptian hermits, 
i.424. 

Thermotics, science of heat, ii. 383. 
Thessalonica, massacre at, i. 313. 
Thomas ;\ Kempis, the reputed author 

of "The Imitation of Christ," ii. 
196. 

Thought, (,onfounded with sensation 
by Democritus, i. 125. 

Variation of human, ii. 20;;. 
Thucydides, his secret dlsbebef of the 

Trojan war, i.. 49. 
ThurlDglans converted in the seventh 

and eighth centuries, i. 365. 
Tides and currents explained on the 

theory of gravitatIon, ii. 371. 
Time, nothlDg absolute in, i. ~ 7. 
TOrricelli, weight of atmosphere 

under:;tood before, ii. 47. 
-HydrostatIcs created by, ii. 285. 
COMItructs the barometer, and de

monstrates the pressure of the 
air, ii. 390, 

Toscanelll. a Florentine astronomer,· 
and friend of Columbus, ii. 
160. 

Constructs his gnomon in the 
Cathedral of Florence,. ii. 255. 

Tours, battle of, i. 368. • 
Trade-wind, under the dominion of 

law, i. 4. 
Transformation, the world ia under

going unceasing, i. 59. 
TranSItional forms, nature of, i. 12. 
Trausmigratioll of souls, the Veda 

doctrine or, i. 61. 
The Buddhist doctrine .f, i. 71. 
'l'he Pythagorean doctrine ot; does 

not implyotht\ absolute immorta
lity of the soul, i. 117. • 

Plato's doctrine of, i. 1:16. 
Transmission, hereditary, nature of, 

. ii. 333. ~ 
l'ransmutation flf metals, i. 406. 

Transmutation of species, doctrine or, 
has met with oppotition, Ii. 3:.!8. 

TransubstantiatIon, a tWill-eister o( 
transmutation, i. 407. 

The doctrine ot, first attack"d by 
the new philosophers, Ii. !I. 

The. Italiall. doctrine of, rejected by 
the German alI.d SWlSS reformers, 
ii.210. 

Tribonian !luspected of being an 
atheist, i. 359. 

Trinitarian disputes had their ltart
ing point In Alexandria, i. 191. 

Trinity, the lndiall. doctnne of, i. 
64. 

The Egyptian doctrine or, i. 91. 
Is assumed in the doctrine ot N u

menlUl, i. 211. 
The word does not occur in the 

Scripturee, i. 273. 
Triumvirate, the Fmt, UlUrp5 the 

power ot tbe senate and people, 
i. 248. 

Trojall. war, various vieWB enter
tained about, i. 50. 

Horse, 8Uperstltious notiollS ot t.he 
tools with which ia wu made, I. 
51. 

Troubadours use tbe Langue d'Oc in 
the north of France, Ii. 60. 

Trouv~r81 use the Langue d'Oil in 
the south ot France, ii. GO. 

Tupac Ynpanqui, Inca, quoted, i .. 
183. 

Turkish invasion, effect ot, iI. 110. 
Turks, their origin and progress, ii. 

105. 
Tutching, his severe alI.d prolonged 

puni~hment, ii. 244. 
Tyoho makes a new catalogue of tlte 

atars, ii. 284. 
Tympanum, its function, i. 5. 
Types, Platonic, i. 152. 
Tyre, tall or, i. 80. ' 
Tyrialls, their enterprise, L ,;;. 

IDphilas invents an alphabet tor the 
Goths, i. 867. 

"Unam Sanctam," the bull o~ iaaued 
by Pope Bow(ace, ii. 83. 
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Under-world, primitive notioDll re-
specting, i. 89. 

Undulatory theory of light, ii. 881. 
L'nifomuty, doctrine of, ii. 828. 
Unity of mankind, i. 10. 

Religious, implies tyranny to the 
individ ual, ii. 227. 

Universe, unch/Ulgeability of, taught 
by Anaxagoras, i. 108. 

Its magnitude, ii. 292, 885. 
Unreliability of aense, Zeno's illustra

tion of, i. 123. 
Urban II. instltutes the Crusades, ii. 

20. 
Urban VI .• his crnelty to his cardinals 

and b18hops, ii. 96. 

V &lentinl&n issues an edict denounring 
the contumacy of Hilary, i. 300. 

Is a Nicenlst, i. 311. 
V &lerins, Count, the Pelagian question 

settled through his influence, i. 
294. 

Vallisneri, an Italian geologist of the 
eighteenth century, Ii. 815. 

Vandal attack, i. 827. 
Vandals converted in the fourth cen

tury, i. 865. 
Van Helmont introdnced the theory 

of ntabty into medicine, ii. 285. 
Variation of organic forma, i. 8. 

Man not exempt from law of, i. 
10. 

Human, best aeen when examined 
on a hue of the mendlan, i. 11. 

The political result of human, i. 
11. 

Varolius, a dlstlDguished anatomist, ii. 
284. 

Varro, Terentius, his scepticism, i. 
257. 

Vasco de Gama doubles the Cape of 
Good Hope, ii. 167. 

Vatican hbrary founded by Nicholas 
V •• ii. 111. 

Veda15m, the adoration of nature, its 
doctrines, i. 58. 

Ita changes, i. 64. 
'\"edlC do<'trmes, minor, i. 62-

VOL. II. 

Venice, commer.:ial rivalry between 
Genoa and, li. 158. 

Tak~ tile lead in the publication of 
books, ii. 199. 

Venus, light of the planet, ii. 304. 
Verona, Fracaster wrote on the petri

factioDB found at, ii. 815. 
The first geologlcal museum esta

blished at, li. 390. 
Vesicles, ne"e, strncture and func

tions of, ii. 347. , 
Victor, Bishop of Rome, requires the 

Asiatic b18hops to conform to hIS 
view respectmg Easter, i. 291. 

Victor Ill. denounces the life of Pope 
Benedict IX. as foul and exe
crable, i. 3S1. 

Vienne, Council of, ii. 89. 
Vieta improves algepra, and applies 

it to geometry, Ii. 284. 
Vigilius purchases the Papacy for two 

hundred pounds of gold, l. 354. 
Vinci, Leonardo da, his contribUtiona. 

to science, li. 268. 
First asserts the trne natlUe of 

fossil remains, Ii. 314, 890. 
Compares the actIon of the '@ye to. 

that of a camera obscura, ii. 
880. 

Virgin Mary, worship or, i. 296. 
Various art types of the, i 361. 

Visconti, Barnabas, irreverence of, ii. 
gs. 

Visigot.hs, apread of. through Greece,. 
Spaiu, Italy, i. 300. 

Vision, correct ideas respecting, Ii. 
380. 

Vitello publishes a treatise on optics 
in the sixteenth century, ii. 255_ 

Vocabulary, Indo-Germanic, i. 32. 
Volcanoes, ii. 801. 
Volta, indebtedne&ll or chemistry to, 

ii. 391. 
Voltaic electricity, fi. 377. 
Voyages, minor. ii." 74. . 
Vulgate becomes the ecclesiastical 

, authority 'of the West, L 306. 
JeaJous fears of Rome respectmg 

aepreciation ot the authority ot 
ii. 195._ 

2 F 
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Wales, South, thickness of coal
beal'ing strata in, ii. 308, 

Walter the Penniless, one of the first 
Crusaders, ii, 22. 

ar, effect of, on the low Arab class, 
i.339. 

Moral state of Europe indicated by 
the usages of war, ii. 232. 

'War system, Roman, i. 250. 
Water, importance of, in Egypt, i. 9G. 

The cUl'ious treatise of Zosimas on 
the virtues and compositIon of, 
i.408. 

Physical and chemical relation of, 
ii. 372. 

Watt, James, has l'evolutionized the 
industry of the world, i. 387. 

HIS discovery of the constitution of 
water, iL 340. 

His invention of the steam-engine, 
,Ii. 385. 

Weeka origin of the, 1. 403. 
weepmg statues, held in supersti

tIOUS veneration by the vulgar, 
i.51. 

Westel'nEmpire becomes extinct, i.351. 
Westphalia, Peace of, the culmmation 

of the Reformation, ii. 212. 
Whewell, his testimony to the incom

parable merit of Newton'a 
• , Principia," ii. 275. 

WIckliffe translates the Bible, ii. 99. 
The revolt of, ii. 148. 

William of Champeaux opens a school 
of logic in Pans, ii. 14-

William, Lord of Montpellier, hIS 
edict respectlDg the practice of 
medicine, ii. 123. 

William de Noguet assists King 
Philip agaillSt Pope Bozliface II., 
ii.84. 

Also against the TempI81'S, ii. 91 •. 
Wilham de Plaisian prefers a long 

list ot charges against Pope 
Boniface, Ii. 84. 

'Willis, his researches on the brain 
and n~rvous system, ii. 286. 

'Winking pictures held in supersti
tious veneration by the vulgar, 
i.51. 

Witchcnlfl:, introduction or European, 
ii. 115. 

Women, condition of, In India, i. 83. 
"Sub-introduced," i. 859. 
Exerted extraordinary infiuence In 

the conversIOn ot Europe, i. 865. 
Woodward improves mindl'alogy, ii. 

286. 
World, to determine tho origin and 

manner of production of, the 
first object of Greek philosophy, 
i.217. 

lIindu doctrine or the absorption or, 
i.226. 

Moral, is governed by principles ana
logous to those which obtain in 
the physical, I. 348. 

Expected end oi, i. 377. 
Anthropocentric Ideas of the begin

ning 0(, Ii. 297. 
Worlds, infinity of, Ii. 292. 

Succession of, ii. S36. 
Wonns, synod of, Ii. 18. 

Xantippe, the wife or Socrates, her 
character unfairly Judged o~ 1. 
147. 

Xenophanes, the representative ot • 
gmat phil08oph.ical ad vance, i. 
118 • 

Xerxes, his exploltll enggerated, i. 
130. 

Ximenes, Cardinal, bnrns Arabic 
manuscripts, ii.177. 

Year, length of', dptPl'tllined br AI
bategnius and Thcblt Ben Corrab, 
ii. 41. 

Yezed, Khalif, origiu oC Iconoclasm 
Imputed to, i. 417. 

Yolinda de Lusignan, Frederick com
peJled to marry her by Hono
rias Ill., ii. 61. 

York, Archbltibop o~ excommunicated, 
ii.75. 

Yucay, the site oCthe national palace 
of Peru, ii. 182. 

Zachary, Pope, enters blto an alliADce 
With King Pepin, i. 370. 
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Zaryab, the musician, honour paid 
him by the Khahf A bderrahman, 
h.34. • 

Zedekla8, physician to Charles the 
Bald, fabulous story of, II. 120. 

Zehra. splendour and magnificence of 
the palace and gardens of, lit 32. 

Zemzen, a well, one of the fictiOns of 
popular Mohammedanism, i. 345. 

Zeno the Eleatic, the doctl'ines of 
Pnrmenides C31Tled out by, i. 
122. 'I' 

Zeno the Stoic, rival of Epicurus, i. 
182. 

Ziska, John, desecration of the body 
of, ii. 149. 

Zosimus, Pope, annuls the decision of 
Innocent r., and declares (the 
opinion of Pelagius to be ortho
dox, i. 294:_ 

Zosmlls the Panopolitan, describes 
the process of distillation, i. 408. 

Zuinglius, the leader of the Swiss Re
formatloD, ii. 210. 

THE END. 

ItOlIDOlI: 1'1I.~ Br WILU.ur CLOWES Alo"D SONS, ST.urroll.~ STII.l<B'l' 
AlIJ) CIUIU1IG CllOII'I. 
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